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LPORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN
BEING SHOCKED

The
L EWCOS
"X" COIL

The above eulogy of the Lewcos " X " Coil is yet another
proof of its magnificent performance.
This Leweos component will enable your Set to clarify
reception to a wondrous degree, and it is famous amongst
experts and amateurs alike for its cap city to separate
music from adverse atmospheric conditions

Read This
 To The London Electric Wire Com-

pany and Smiths Limited.
" Dear Sirs,
feel it my duty to write and let you know

of the wonderful results obtained while using
your Coils. 1 built the " Magic Three ' about

a month ago, but I got a shock to find I could
only get weak signals from far stations (using

cheap X Coils). Last week I was advised to try
Letecos Coils. (An doing so I got another shock, for
the stations tumbled in one after another as laud as if
I had added another calve. I hare had my friends in
to listen to my set and they are all scrapping their
old coils and going in for Letreos. Some time
next I will buy the 2501 for
the long wares, and you can bet they will also
be Leircos, because I will never use another
make. You can use this letter however you

like, so that other people may get the
same joy out of wireless as I am now

getting, thanks to Leweos ('oils."
The name and address of writer

will he supplied on request.

A Fully Eescriptive Leaflet, Reference
R 34, will be Sent on Request,

RADIO PROD CTS FOR BETTER RECEPTI
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,

CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, E.10.
Trade Counter

7. PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE,. E.C.1.

:AM
GENTLEMAN BEING
SHOCKED AGAIN ! ! !
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MORE IMPORTANT

THAN EVER
With every improvement, that is
made in Radio, the performance
of the transformer becomes more
vital.

Important as a good transformer was in the early
days of Radio when the AF3 was designed ; it is
more than ever vital to -day ; now that with modern
improvements and the Dynamic (Moving Coil)
Speaker, reproduction has become so true.

No Dynamic Speaker, however good, can give
better results than the Set itself is capable of.
Unless the set is capable of reasonably true repro-
duction a Dynamic Speaker is wasted and its
amazing performance is lost. The performance of
a Set is dependent chiefly on its components, the
Transformer in particular, and for Moving Coil
results the best is advisable. The lifelike reproduc-
tion of a good set or a good amplifier built with a
Ferranti Transformer, and a Dynamic Speaker,
will satisfy you and amaze your friends.

AF3 - 25"..
AF4 - 17%
AF5 - 30?-,
AF6 - 304

NTO
TRANSFORMERS
FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highlrury Grove, London. N.S.

AMR
Actual Amplification-
- the acid test o
a Screened
Grid Valve

Record low inter -electrode capacity
of new Cossor 215 S.G. ensures
highest effective amplification.

The inter -electrode capacity of a Screened
Grid Valve largely controls the actual ampli-
fication per stage that can be obtained. The
lower the self -capacity of the valve the
greater its available stage amplification.
Cossor research has been steadfastly focussed
on this vital problem. To -day the new
Cossor 215 S.G. has a lower inter -electrode
capacity than any other Screened Grid
Valve. This minute capacity-so small that
specially designed apparatus is necessary to
measure it -is of the order of .001 micro-
microfarads. Due to this - and to other
exclusive features such as a new box -type
screening grid-the new Cossor 215 S.G.
permits a degree of effective ampli-
fication which, a year ago, would have
been considered quite impracticable.

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,
.15 amp. Impedance 300,000.
Amplification Factor 330.
Mutual Conductance
P1 m.a./v. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on

2011.IScreen (approx.)
60. Price

THE NEW

OSSOR
215 S.C.

IIIGHES 'I" ACTUAL AMPLIFICATION
C7 3703
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RADIO NOTES & NEWS
A New Accumulator.

ANEW type of accumulator, invented by
Dr. Drumm, of Co. Down, Ireland,
is creating considerable interest in

engineering circles. It is a low -resistance
alkaline battery, said to have 50 per cent.
higher voltage than existing types. It is
claimed that it can be charged and dis-
charged at much higher rates than other
alkaline batteries, and can be charged
in periods ranging from 8 minutes to 1 hour.
The energy efficiency is 75 per cent under
practical conditions, and the current
efficiency 95 per cent. An improved
secondary cell was long overdue, and we await
funher news of the Drumm invention.

Progress of " P.W."
HA E Y discovered the

circulation of the blood
and has a statue to his

memory at Folkestone ! "P.W."
discovered how to make a wire-
less journal circulate and has no
statue ! Instead, it has live
wires! (Except Ariel, who, though
not statuesque, is considered by
many readers to be picturesque.)
One hundrei and ten thousand,
plus ! Every week ! What does
that mean to you ? It means
that you know something good
when you see it, and that
110,370 other fellows are in the
secret.

Secrets of Success.
I \VAS, more or less, present

at the birth of " P.W." it
was not hustled together by

stray journalists, but founded
by pukka radio men called
together by " the old firm," and
the same men are still with us.
Nevertheless, I confess that,
although I know the infinite
pains which precede each issue,
I am amazed at the success
which attends our efforts. (The technical
gang, of course, are no' amazed. It's only
what they would expect !) I am delighted
beyond words, too, because, you know,
apart from the business side of the
thing, we have a pride in our work, which
probably partly accounts for our success.
Your appreciation, however, is the monkey
gland of the whole racket-to descend
to eairrent English. .It rejuvenates and
stimulates n.s. It is the cocktail which gives
as the zizz to gb-on i

THE

Tra-la-la !
MORE secrets ! All quite public pro-

perty-like so many other " dead
secrets." We are lucky to be able

to have Sir Oliver Lodge as our Scientific
Adviser. I should hate to have to adjudicate
between him and Marconi for priority in
the discovery of wireless ! Anyhow, he is
assured of a place on the scroll of fame.
" Eck." is known to all of you. A com-
petent radio engineer, who put British
broadcasting, technically, in the front rank,
and is a man to be reckoned with. The
Editor, the leading spirit-well, if I boost
him he will blue-pencil me, so I will say only
that the certified circulation is, at the

ATTRACTION OF THE " MAGNET "

This picture was taken at a Coventry demonstration, and shows a huge replica
of the new 4 -valve " Music Magnet " receiver being switched on. Scores of
loud speakers started into action, and loud cheers went up for little " Kit,"
who is seen in the foreground. (The new " Music Magnet " is, of course,

a Kit receiver.)

moment, 110,377 net per week-a triumph
of journalism ! I ses it, as knows the ropes !

The Exodus from Paris.
FOLLOWING the example of London

and Buenos Aires, Paris is going to
say good-bye to most of its broad-

casting stations this year, because of the
interference which they cause. Radio Vitus
is going to Romainville, and Radio Paris
to lEssarts-le-Roi. Radio L.L. and Poste
Parisien are also expected to flit from the Gay

ABOUT SULPHATING.
A STAR TURN.
SIMPSON'S STATION.
WASHINGTON ANNOYED.

City. I think that more than one adminis-
tration heartily wishes that the broadcasting
under its control had been organised on
British lines at the beginning.

Repetition.
A HINDHEAD (Surrey) reader, who is

so kind as to subscribe himself as
" Satisfied with P.W.' and Hind -

head," calls my attention to the fact that
our issue of June 28th contains, on page 443,
a reproduction of a photograph which
beautified our cover in. August, 1927. And
why not ? Beauty is immortal. The
" Mona Lisa " is still- exhibited ! Glorious
pictures of nobodies are still sneaked from

peers' mansions ! Hence, why
we not perpetuate the

pendant leg of the pretty radio
fan of our photograph ? The
trousers of her co -listener -in arc
alone worth the money !

" Topping -Up " Water.
LOTS of chemistry has arrived

here in connection with this
subject, including a long

letter from an aspirant to Inter
B.Sc. honours. With most of the
statements made by my chemical
correspondents I cannot quarrel.
I have an almost religious awe for
text -books. But although theories
may be acceptable the practical
cases may never arise, and there-
fore it will doubtless interest you
that the Chief Engineer of the
Chloride battery firm has dealt
with this point in "The Chloride
Chronicle " summer issue. In
general, his views and mine seem
to agree.

Commonsense for " Topping."
HE says, "All distilled water is

not necessarily pure, where-
as some public supplies are

found reasonably pure, such as those of
Manchester, Birmingham, and, especially,
Glasgow." In brief, the whole thing turns
on what brand of water is used-and how
much of it. As the Chloride expert points
out, whereas an ordinary wireless battery
may require only a small amount of added
water during six years, for a car starter
battery and those. used for power and light-
ing the -quantity -of water which has to be
used is much greater.

(Coatialted on, next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

About " Sulphating."
WHAT is to be done when the battery

is " sulphated " ? First, take action
before the evil has gone beyond hope

of redemption, that is, preferably, at the
first signs of sulphate. I doubt whether
anything could save a cell which has begun
to bulge. I have, however, been successful
in rescuing a badly -sulphated cell by the
somewhat drastic method of washing the
plates repeatedly in cold water, which re-
moved a lot of the outside sulphate. When
no more could be removed by these physical
means, washing and gentle shaking, I filled
up with electrolyte and gave the cell a long
charge. He never recovered his beauty, but
he certainly regained a lot of capacity.

The Recommended Cure.
THE Chloride people recommend that a

sulphated cell be emptied of electrolyte
and filled with either pure water or

water acidulated with pure sulphuric acid
until its specific gravity is P050 ; preferably
the latter. The cell should then have a
prolonged charge, even 50 or 60 hours, which
should be continued for some hours after
the specific gravity of the electrolyte has
become constant. Repeated tests of the
specific gravity must, of course, be made
during the charge, and the value may even-
tually rise to 1-2. After this a great im-
provement in the condition of the plates
should be observed.

The Invaders.
FERRANITS have sent me a photo-

graph which at first I thought was
King's Cross station on a Bank Holi-

day, or Amy Johnson's arrival in Hull,
but it turned out to be the Ferranti invasion
of Blackpool this year. Three trainloads of
lucky Ferrantinos, all ready to part wi' t'
brass and have a good time ! Two other
trainloads were emptied into London. That
must have been on the day when the Tower
of London was distinctly seen to quiver and
the surveyor of St. Paul's Cathedral refused
to come away from his new concrete till the
last visitor had tripped down the steps !

Of Interest to Magicians.
H. W. T. (Stoke Newington, N.16), who

is a " Magic " enthusiast, gives some
details of modifications which he has

made in his " Magic " Four. Anode -bend
rectification, and shunt feed to first L.F.
stage, being the chief. He uses " Osram "
valves, 5.625, D.E.L.610, D.E.P.610, and
for the last stage either P.625, P.625A., or
L.S.5 A. His H.T. of 250 v. comes from
" Exide " 10 a.h. cells. L.S. arrangements
are : " Squire " double -cone chassis and
" Blue Spot " unit, all mounted on a 3 ft.,
5 -ply mahogany baffle, with a five guinea
" Brown " horn in parallel. Results are in
his opinion equal to moving coil quality and
volume. (See article by Mr. Cox in "P.W.,"
No. 384.)

Further Refinements.
H. W. T. uses grid bias on all four valves,

namely, S. Grid, 3 volts ; detector,
3 volts ; 1st L.F., 11 to 9 volts ; last

stage, with L.S.5 A., 60 volts negative,
though with a P.625 A. valve he needs 3P5
volts (neg.) and H.T. reduced to 180 volts.
" Stoppers ' of 100,000 ohms are per-

manently wired in each L.F. grid lead. A
" Sifarn ' 0-50 milliammeter is arranged for
switching into the main negative lead or
the plate circuit of each valve. " It is
simply nothing short of a splendid set," he
says.

How Do You Pronounce It ?
WHEN one of the announcers the other

week referred in passing to the well-
known seaside resort as " Weston -

Super -Mary," he little knew what he was
doing. All the word -vultures in Britain
swept down on him at one go, nobly assisted
by the pronunciation -wolves, who growl
whenever any place with a queer name is
mentioned.

The B.B.C. has just issued a book on the
pronunciation of British place names, and

SHORT WAVES.

POCKET RADIO FOR POLICE.
To trace thieves with morse speed.-" Daily

Mirror."

B.B.C. PRONUNCIATION COURSE.
Sheik.-Can be rhymed with roller skate,

motor -bike, or grid leak, as the reader's fancy
is inclined.

Llanvairpwll.-This word is pronounced
exactly as it is spelled.

Bzznskyks.-A town in Russia. The only
way to pronounce this is to say " Procrastina-
tion," and sneeze after every other syllable.-
" Evening World."

" Scots listeners have no grouse," we read
in the " Daily Express."

But isn't this just the time of year they
should have plenty P

* *

Friend : " What's the idea of the flag in
the next garden, George ? Is the chap a
Japanese or something ? "

George : " Oh, no. That's merely a
wheeze of old Brown's for letting the neigh-
bours know that he got Yokohama on his
crystal set last night."-" Humorist."

ENCOURAGING !
" Why should jazz music be broadcast up

to midnight, keeping everyone up P If the
nuisance continues, one can see that the cost
of building additional lunatic asylums will be
more than the revenue obtained by issuing
licences," writes " Anti -Wireless " in the
" Birmingham Gazette."

Havassed Amateur (after vainly trying to
separate the stations coming in on his re-
ceiver) : " I wonder if a wave -trap would be
any good ? "

Helpful Friend : " What about a mouse
trap ?

There is a whisper from Scotland that real
working crystals can be found on the shores of
the west coast, and at Strontian, Tyndrum,
Rothesay, and elsewhere.

It is understood that severe and widespread
excavations are now taking place.

ill IIII111IIII11111IIIIlllIlllillIIII11111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllIIlI

most of these people were just keeping
body and soul together while waiting for it
to appear, their pens ready and their one
idea in life the blood of an announcer.

A Star Turn.
OF all the place-names I suppose that

the star turn is " Sissiter," which is un-
kindly spelt Cirencester. Have you

heard the local limerick about it ? Well-
There was a young woman of Cirencester
Who, having called on her solirencester,
Refused to pay him a fee
Maintaining that she
Had merely looked in as a virencester !

Fire
FOLLOWING a severe outbreak of fire

at Consett, the mangled remains of a
wireless receiver were discovered

among the ruins. Buried among the bits
and pieces were three Mullard valves, one
of which had its base almost entirely burnt
away and another its legs blacked, though
the bulbs in all cases were intact.

When tested all the valves worked, and
although the detector was a little ofi-colour
and the S.G. valve was a trifle soft, the
pentode was perfect.

Very hot, wasn't it ?

A September Treat.
AMONG the broadcasts arranged for

September, nothing looks better_ on
paper than the " Choral Singing from

Wookie Hole Cave, by the Wookie Hole
Male Voice Choir."

Wookie Hole ! I have not the faintest
idea where it is, but it sounds good to me.
And I quite envy the announcer who turns
from Chamber music and that sort of stuff
to inform the whole wide world he is going
over to Wookie Hole, to hear the Wookie
"Hole Male Voice Choir singing from the
Wookie Hole Caves !

Simpson's Station.
SIMPSON is to have a brand new radio

station. By " Simpson " I do not
mean the chap round the corner, but I

refer to the township of Simpson, in North-
West Territories of Canada.

You may not have heard of this particular
Simpson before because it is way up near
the Arctic circle. But you can picture the
scene, can't you

All the travellers, prospectors, mission-
aries, traders, members of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police and hard eases
of Poker Flat and Red Gulch raving with
jealousy, while all the lads in Simpson
glue their eyes on a snowclad horizon, and
speculate on what he will be like-Simp-
son's radio announcer !

The L.N.E.R. Listens In.
THE new Leeds -London express which is

being built by the L.N.E.R, is to be
equipped with earphones, which pas-

sengers can pick up to beguile the tedium
of the long journey. Derby Day and
other special broadcasts have, of course,
frequently been picked up on trains, but
this is the first time that a British railway
has provided its passengers with regular
programmes.

A small charge will be made for the
'phones, probably a shilling in the slot,
or, as they call it in Leeds-" A bob a
nob."

Washington Gets Annoyed.

BY a unanimous vote, the Federal Radio
Commission has for the first time
in history revoked the licence of a

broadcasting station. Why ? Bad lan-
guage !

The station in question was in Oregon,
and it wars punished for the broadcast of
obscene and profane language. Apparently
the whole trouble arose over polities. One
candidate who called himself the Oregon
Wolf started to talk about the other fellows.

When properly worked up he described
another candidate in such red and blue
detail that the old ladies of Portland,
Oregon, switched their sets off and went to
bed " all of a tremble."

We think there is something to be said
for the B.B.C. way, after all.

ARIEL.
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AN article last week took up the ques-
tion of Empire Broadcasting. A
short-wave station located in Britain

could serve two purposes (a) the amusement
of the " lonely listener " ; (b) the inter -
linking of national systems of broadcasting.

We have, so far, dealt only with the
former question, and showed that while
the service to the lonely listener is neces-
sarily erratic, it can be improved by the
erection of a special multi -wave -length
station and by radiating special pro-
grammes for special purposes by that
station.

Captain Round and I over dinner agreed
most heartily that his idea was excellent
and deserved to be put up for serious con-
sideration. I have elaborated, I will con-
tinue the process.

G 5S W is Obsolescent.
It is obvious that our present single

wave -length station is obsolescent, it is
obvious that the repetition of B.B.C. pro-
grammes is of little interest to the lonely
listener and it is obvious that the times of
transmission are most unsuitable.

Furthermore, a little consideration will
show us that it is unfair to ask the B.B.C.
either to be responsible for raising the
money for an Empire service station or to
make special programmes suitable to the
service, or to spend revenue subscribcd by
British listeners for a British service for
the benefit of the Dominions and Colonies.

All these problems are solved by taking
up the suggestion that the station is erected
by a syndicate and run for a profit by
private enterprises wishing to be better
known throughout the Empire. In fact,
this is pure, unadulterated American
broadcasting run and paid for by adver-
tisers.

The advantages are manifold. Firstly
the programmes will be automatically
designed to please the Empire listener and
will not be (for him) emasculated by being
principally designed for home consumption.

The Money Problem Solved.
Secondly, the service will be competitive

to similar services which advertise German,
Dutch and American goods over the whole
'world.

Thirdly, the B.B.C. need have no fear
that the station will be heard in Britain,
and they can go their own way according

A+ In the second and concluding part. of
7 his special article Capt. Eckersley

details an interesting suggestion put
forward by his friend, Capt. Round,
and says that "it deserves a wide
publicity and serious consideration."

* ---- -4.-4.^4-------------4-4.-

to their own Charter and reap their proper
reward.

Fourthly, the money question is solved,
no one need worry to raise the money by
public subscription, by taxation from
British listeners, or from unwilling Colonial
and Dominion Governments.

Fifthly, the B.B.C. would, of course, co-
operate where and when it could, by allow-
ing a rediffusion of the programmes it
sponsored and which were suitable for world
rediffusion-there need be no hard and fast
rule in this matter.

Sixthly, the time question is solved, since
the Empire diffusion body would arrange
these at perfectly suitable times.

Seventhly, the service could be used for
linking up the national systems as and
when necessary, although, as I shall attempt
to show later, these times are infrequent.

A NEW EMPIRE LINK

Rev -airing me:rages at Cardington from R100 daring he: historic visit tc
the Dominion of Canada.

Criticism might ask would there be
enough private enterprise programmes to
make the scheme paying ? One can imagine
newspaper groups willing to buy time,
particularly those interested in grouping
the Empire in closer economic under-
standing.

The newspapers could not argue that the
service would be detrimental to their
interests, inasmuch as they arc not designed
for British listeners, and the. advertisers
would only be interested in world-wide, as
compared to nation-wide, publicity.

Motor -car people would surely come in.
Shipping interests represent another group
likely to support the scheme.

The Estimated Cost.
Gramophone companies and the makers

of sets for a reception of the service would
have a unique publicity.

Cable and wireless groups suggest them-
selves. We are, I am told, an exporting
nation, this is an exporter's service to make
them better known and to cement world-
wide goodwill.

It is very difficult to indicate the cost of
such a service. Some people estimate the
capital cost at two hundred thousand

pounds.
I do not think so high

a cost is necessary. I
think three transmitters,
each with quick wave -
change devices would
be suitable. I put the
whole cost at nearer
£100,000 as an outside
figure than the one I
mention above and have
heard quoted.

This would mean a
write-off charge of
£10,000 a year. Then
there is maintenance,
land -line charges, per-
sonnel, and power sup -
PIT

The total cost of
running the service
might be of the order
of £20,000 a year. This
would mean collecting
more than £50 a day
for programmes. This
(Continued on oaae 716.i
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THE B.B.C. SAYS SO-
SO DON'T ARGUE A PROVOCATIVE ARTICLE.

By A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

liC ------ -- -.1,-1-0.-0-04-  

IF you live in a village with a rather unusual
name and which you are as familiar
with as your own, you had better be

careful. One night your village may be
mentioned by an announcer, and as he will
pronounce its name according to B.B.C.
rules, you will probably not recognise it.

If you live in Wales, and your village
when named aloud really sounds like, a
cat sneezing, and if the announcer pro-
nounces it like a dog coughing. you can see
for yourself how mistakes are likely to cause
confusion.

Case of Ynysddu.
When an announcer was recently called

upon to summon an aunt to the bedside of
her sick nephew in Ynysddu, in Monmouth-
shire, he might have been excused for being
unaware that this little village is pro-
nounced Unnisthee (th as in then). But the
new booklet, " Broadcast English II.," will
save him from future pitfalls.

The book has been compiled from
information supplied by listeners.

It is stated in the introduction :
" What the B.B.C. has done is to try

to find out how the people in the place
wish the name to be pronounced when it
has to be broadcast, so that there shall be
immediate recognition."

Alternative Pronunciations.
Listeners familiar with names that were

frequently mispronounced, or with names so
spelt that pronunciation was not obvious,
were asked to send in the " right " one.
This was checked by reference to a vicar or
postmaster,

Where there are alternative pronuncia-
tions, the B.B.C. has refrained from
deciding, so it has given both-or more.

Thus Cirencester may be pronounced
Syrencester or Sissiter with equally valid
authority, but Bicester is always Bister.
Meopham, the scene of the recent air
disaster, is Meppam, with no alternative,
but Sawbridgeworth, Herts, may be pro-
nounced as written, or as Sapsworth.
Treryn, Cornwall, is Treen, and Ailsa, also
Cornwall, is Aylia. Clapworthy, Devon, is
Clappery, and Cholmondeston, Cheshire, is
ChOmson.

More "Doubtfuls."
Slaithwaite, Yorkshire, the site of the

new Regional station. is allowed no
fewer than four alternatives. " So long as
she looks like Slaithwaite,' " says Mr. A.
Lloyd James, in his introduction, " she
must be content to be called something
like it, and Slowit ' will be a term of
endearment restricted to her nearest and
dearest, who may proudly proclaim their
allegiance to her by addressing her as such.
But so long as she masquerades as Slaith-
waite ' then Slaithwaite she must be to
the outside world, and Slaithwaite' she
will be to the announcer."

"Cirencester," be adds, " must settle her
own affairs and not expect the B.B.C. to
settle them for her."

With regard to Marden, in Kent (also the
scene of a recent air disaster), the booklet
states : " The announcer will be criticised
however he pronounces the name. If he
says Marden he will be told that it is the
only local pronunciation ; if he says Marden
indignant critics will tell him it is Marden ; if
he declares that he is really saying Marden,

BROADCASTING FOR BATHERS

The " Junior Ladies "
department at some
Hungarian baths where
radio has been installed
for the young bathers.

he will be told that the place is never pro-
nounced with two accents."

Any reader who questions the pro-
nunciation in the booklet has only to send
to the B.B.C. Advisory Committee on
Spoken English a well -substantiated criti-
cism, and the matter will be put right in the
second edition.

Adult Education.
Mr. C. A. Siepmann, a member of the

British Broadcasting Corporation staff
lecturing on broadcasting and education at
Cambridge recently. said that nothing had
been more striking in the history of broad-
casting than the elevation through the
years of the tastes and interests of the
listening public. A complete answer had
been given to both the highbrow and the
lowbrow.

This has not been achieved by a coterie
of " prigs," as some people think, but by
answering facts. Those who doubt the
effect of broadcasting on the thought and
interests of listeners find their answer in
the growth of adult education. " Un-
fortunately we are naturally a lethargic
people when it comes to intellectual matters,
and we are too prone to accept what we are
told. Our aim is to produce among our
listeners an enlightened scepticism. We
regard broadcasting as a stage in adult
education. It takes education out of the
schools and into the home."

Mr. Siepmann believes that the majority
of listeners insist on a programme which,
to put it mildly, would not be imaginatiVe.
" There are opposite and sometimes rival
sections among the listeners. Everyone
wants everything at once. Some want
philosophy, and some want jazz."

Do You Agree?
Although there is no doubt that Mr.

Siepmann is right in claiming that broad-
casting 'has done a great deal to elevate the
tastes and interests of the listening public,
we wonder how many listeners will agree
with him when he contends that the
majority " insist on a programme which,
to put it mildly, would not be imaginative."

Surely it is the other way round. That
listeners demand more imagination in the
B.B.C. programmes; more originality and
variety ? But if the B.B.C. holds the view
that the majority of listeners are such duE

dogs that imagina-
tion must be kept out
of the programmes,
then we have a
perfect explanation
for the monotony
and general " same-
ness" of programmes.
It is a pity Mr.
Siepmann holds ideas
like that. but no
doubt it is part of
his duty to do so
in order to conform
with the famous
policy: " The public
must not be given
what it wants."
Well ! Well !

The following is the
list of recommended
pronunciations :
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WORD.
Allied
Amenable
Amenities
Behove
Comrade

 Donor
 Expiration

Explosive
Fanfare
Flaccid

E Gibberish
-a Hospitable
= Joust
E Livelong
 Nescience
E Organisation
 Patron, Patroness
= Patronage Patronise
E Protocol

Puisne
H Questionnaire
E Record (noun)

 Record (verb)
H Reredos
E Transference
- Vacate

E.-

Vacation
FOREIGN WORDS
Brochure
Cacique
Hareni

H Kimono
Levee
PROPER NAMES..
Adirondacks
Albania Eros

E. Riviera
Seidl itz

ilYosemite
litHififill111191111111111111

=PRONUNCIATION . =
Allied, but ' Allied Forces 'H
Ameenable
Ameenities

H
E

Behdfve H=
First syllable rhymes with=

`Tom' ==
Donor (second syllable pro- =

nounced like ' nor ') _=
Expyrdyshon =

Flaksid

' send '
E

PsAn' faasintr

_==
`g'asin`go' =

Accent on first syllable H
Jowst (' ow ' as in ' now ') =
LivIong E
NOsstence H=Organyzdyshon
PAytron, Paytroness E=
Pattronage

..-..Pa t troll's° =
Protocol =
Puny
Kwestionnaire -
Record (second syllable pro- H

nounced like ' cord ') E
Record

._..

Reerdoss
Accent on first syllable
Vacayt
Vfictlyshon

Broshfire
Kasseek
Hairem
It mono
Levvy

Addircindac s
Albaynia
Eeross
Bivvia ira .Sidlitz
Yosemmity ('s' as in `send')_
11111111111111111111111111111111Illill1111117.
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mains nearly always have one lead
earthed. It is not always the same
lead, sometimes it is the positive

one and at other times the negative. You
can never be sure which it is unless you
test for it.

The way engineers generally locate the
earthed lead is as follows, although amateurs
who do not know much about electricity
should not attempt such an experiment.

An ordinary electric light bulb such as is
used in the house for lighting is inserted in
a socket or lamp holder, and one of the
leads from this is connected to some object

known to be earthed,
such as a water pipe.

The other lead is
then touched against
first one and then the
other of the mains
wires. In the one
case the lamp will
light up and thus
indicate that you
have in circuit the
live main, the one
that is not earthed.

A Triotron Rectifying
Valve.

Rectifiers.
You always have

to be careful that you
yourself do not pro-
videacon.necting link
between a mains
wire and the earth.

Always treat anything connected to the
mains, as well as the actual mains leads
themselves, with the very greatest respect.
You have no proof of your own resistivity
until you put it to the test, and then---!

Alternating -current mains are not earthed,
so that both wires are equally alive.

Alternating current changes its direction
so many times per second. It flows first in
the one direction and then in the other. A
mains unit incorporating a half -wave
rectifier makes use of only that part which
flows in the one direction.

On the other hand, a full -wave rectifier
employs the current flowing in both direc-
tions. You get twice the output with a

This Ward e..; Goldstone unit is for A.C. mains.

*-..--.....---.....--...-.-.4.--4.--4,---..-..-.44
Some facts about the mains supplies
that will help you to use them safely

and to their best advantage.
I By
t G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E. 1
*-..--0-4-4-4-4--...-4-4.--4----.........-.+0 :'

full -wave rectifier and the reason for this is
obvious when you think it over.

Current in amperes represents a certain
amount of electricity flowing in a certain
time. Now A.C. current consists, as I have
already said, of current that flows first in
the one direction and then in the other (and
an equal amount flows in each direction).

If, as in a half -wave rectifier, you wash
out the current that tends to flow the one
way, it is clear that, in a given time, only
half the quantity will have been used.

It is said that while full -wave rectifica-
tion has advantages from an economic
standpoint, it is not so easy to smooth.

The " Tekade " battery charger (Dr. Nesper, is
particularly compact.

That is to say, it is more difficult to elim-
inate hum with a full -wave rectifier than
with a half -wave type.

The reason for that may be found in the
rather different output that results. " PAY."
readers might find it interesting if I explain
this in detail because I do not think such an
explanation has yet been ventured before
in print, although it is one of those little
things well known to engineers.

Doubling Hum Frequency.
First of all let us refresh our memories

in regard to the construction of a cycle of
A.C. A cycle of alternating current
represents one complete series of operations
First of all the current rises from zero to
maximum in the one direction and then falls
again to zero. It then rises from zero to
maximum in the other direction and falls
back once again to zero. Thus you have

two half cycles completing one full cycle.
The half -wave rectifier eliminates one

half cycle. Its output, therefore, is a current
that fluctuates from zero to maximum and
back to zero as many times per second as
there are cycles in the original supply-fifty
in the case of fifty -cycle mains-and that
represents the frequency of the irregularity
that is heard as a hum that has to be
smoothed out by chokes, condensers, etc.

But with a full -wave rectifier the output
consists of a rise and fall of current of
twice the frequency of the supply for the
simple reason that both half -cycles figure in
the operation.

This combined
unit (Edison -Bell)

gives both H.T. and L.T.

The full -wave rectifier has twisted every
other half -cycle round, to line it up uni-
directionally with the remainder of the
current; so that in the case of fifty -cycle
mains, instead of having an irregularity of
50 to work with you have a hum with a
frequency of 100.

It will no doubt be unnecessary for me to
tell you that any loud speaker will deal
much better with a frequency of 100 than
with one of 50. Indeed, some loud speakers
will absolutely ignore the lower frequencies.

Mind Those Condensers.
Do not forget the efficiency with which

modern condensers can store electricity.
Some fixed condensers can retain
their charges
for hours at a
time, therefore
always make sure
that the con-
densers in a mains
unit are discharged
before you touch
them.

The unit may
have been com-
pletely removed
from 'the mains
and yet the con-
densers can still
give you a nasty
shock.

To discharge a
fixed condenser
short circuit the
terminals with the
blade of a screw-
driver, making sure
you hold this tool
only by its wooden
handle. A full-piai6. mail -jar

made by Gowns,
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4 LATEST BROADCASTINU NEWS.
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+
DIVERSIONS FROM :

. THE WEST. +

4

t BUXTON BROADCASTS- t
+ PROMENADE CONCERTS-
I I
s RED INDIAN PROGRAMME-

I
A BARONET'S DANCE BAND.
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Mention has already been made of the
fact that Cardiff is contributing to
the Diversions Programmes which

Provincial stations have been arranging
during the last few weeks. These are being
made available to listeners in the South
as either S.B. broadcasts from the National
or London Regional transmitters.

Cardiff's Diversions will be heard on
Tuesday, September 9th, and is called " The
Underworld of the West." It will, of course,
include some Pennillion singing, a sketch
about a coal mine, after which comes the
sound of a train as it Approaches the Severn
Tunnel-the longest in Great Britain-and
in which the microphone will be installed to
pick up the noise of the pumps which are in
continuous use in the bowels of the earth.

The venue is then changed to the famous
cave known as the Wookey Hole, which, as
is generally known, has three huge chambers
through which the River Axe flows, and
which in the distant ages was said to be the
abode of a tribe that came from Brittany
two hundred years before the arrival of
Julius Caesar.

From here listeners will hear items by the
Wookey Hole Male Voice Choir, which should
indeed be effective. The programme will
conclude with Welsh airs played on the
harp, a song by that famous West Country
writer, the late F. E. Weatherly, K.C., and
a poem by A. G. Prys-Jones.

Buxton Broadcasts.
Buxton is on the list of Northern resorts

from where listeners in that Region hear
regular relays of music and concert party
entertainments, but something out of the
ordinary from this fashionable Derbyshire
spa is included in the programmes on Friday
and Saturday, September 12th and 13th,
respectively.

On those days, and also on Sunday,
September 14th, Buxton is holding a
Musical Festival, when the local Municipal
Orchestra and the Northern Wireless
Orchestra are combining to give three
concerts.

These concerts will be conducted by Mr.
Horace Fellowes, conductor of the Buxton
Municipal Orchestra, Mr. T. H. Morrison, of
the B.B.C., and Sir Hamilton Harty.
Listeners are to hear the concerts on Friday
and Saturday.

Promenade Concerts.
The dates on which the Promenade

Concerts will be broadcast during the rest
of the season are as follows :-

National.-September 6th, 8th, 11th,
12th, 16th, 17th, 19th, 24th, 25th, 27th,
29th ; October 1st, 3rd, and 4th (final
night).

London Regional.-September 5th, 10th,
13th, 15th, 18th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, 26th,
30th, and October 2nd.

Red Indian Programme.
There was once a tirne when the pro-

gramme builders " looked at the news "
to assist them in arranging our wireless
fare, and very interesting topical pro-
grammes often resulted. This method
seems to have entirely ceased at Savoy
Hill where, what with symphony concerts
and other big events, the use of the old
method has been dropped.

Nevertheless, some of the Provincial
stations still find inspiration from the news
of tho.day, and an example appears in the
North Regional programmes on Monday,
September 15th, when a short concert of
Canadian Music will be played by the
Northern Wireless Orchestra and, as a vocal

THE NIGHT HAWK

This picture shows Capt. Brewer, the B.B.C. commentator, talking to Capt.
Spafford, the pilot of the " City of Melbourne," before the recent night broad-
cast from the air. The pilot is holding the plane's aerial, from which the
commentary was radiated, and as soon as the broadcast was over the plane

proceeded to Croydon without descending.

contribution, a Suite of Four American
Indian Songs by Charles Wakefield Cadman,
a composer who sought inspiration from
the folk music of the Red Indians.

The appropriateness of the program/he
can be accredited to the record flight
to the Dominion and back by the R. 100,
and to the recent elections.

A Baronet's Dance Band.
A dance band conducted by a baronet will

be heard again by Midland Regional listeners
during September. The baronet is Sir
Robert Peel, whose forebear formed the
modern police force, and was once Prime
Minister of England.

His " boys," as he calls the band, were
found among miners in
Staffordshire where lair
Robert has his country
seat, soon after the
general strike, when lie
opened a club for men
who were unemployed.

So proficient did the
band become that Lady
Peel, who is Miss Bea-
trice Lillie, the famous
stage star, suggested
that the combination
should try its luck on
the stage.

Sir Oswald Stoll
arranged an audition,
with the result that
Sir Robert has now
added dance band con-
ducting to his other ac-
complishments, which
include cow punching
on the Western plains
and leading the life of a
West of England fisher-
man, not to mention
numerous other voca-
tional side -lines which
baronets do not usually
take up.

--^4.--0-4-0.1-64.-------11--*

FOR THE LISTENER
This week our popular contributor-who is still holiday -making in Italy- I
tells of his listening experiences there with " Belinda," the portable set. I

IBy " PHILEMON."
4
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Earth and Air.
BELINDA has been behaving herself

very Much better. I find that it was
my fault-as usual. A small boy,

aged about ten, here on his holidays, told
me that my earth -wire was much too near
the aerial lead. As soon as we separated
them, signals improved a hundred -fold !

Am I not the son of a hen ? Here was I
bothering about condensers and micro -
farads, when the only trouble was that I
was earthing my aerial before the waves got
into the set l

Like a man trying every conceivable
trick to get his car to start, and neglecting
to see if he had any petrol !

The Proms.
Consequently I have been enjoying the

Promenade concerts from the Queen's Hall,
particularly one on a Tuesday which came
via the London Regional, just as comfort-
ably as you have. All of us here were very

much interested in the Villa -Lobos Chorus
'No. 8).

We were lucky in having a young musician
with us who explained that this Brazilian
composer based much of his music upon the
folk -music of the South American Indians,
and we spotted the old Indian tune in the
Chorus. There were difficult moments in
the music for an old-fashioned person like
me, but there was a freshness and a vitality
about it which I found quite bracing, and
I should like to hear more.

Explanatory.
There is one point in which I think the

Continental programmes go one better than
the English ones. They so often introduce
a piece of music, which may be unfamiliar
or difficult, with an explanatory talk.

This must be very useful to the average
listener. The B.B.C. probably takes it for
&anted that listeners read the explanations

(Continued o3 page 714.)
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CAN Canada successfully operate a
government - owned broadcasting
system in competition with United

States broadcasting under private owner-
ship ? That is the question that is before
the Canadian Parliament this session in the
form of a radio bill which will eliminate
private broadcasting companies for a
government -owned and operated company.

The Canadian radio bill is the outcome
of the report of the Royal Canadian Com-
mission on Broadcasting. That report is, in
turn, the result of the closing down of four
stations owned by an internationally -known
religious organisation by officials of the
radio department of the federal government,
because listeners throughout the Dominion
avere disgusted with the programmes that
came on the air from these stations.

However, such a furore was raised by the
religious organisation and its political
friends that the government was forced to
appoint a commission to study broadcasting
conditions in the Dominion and
recommend a policy for future
broadcasting in Canada.

The recommendation of the
commission outlined a broad-
casting company owned - -by
the Canadian government. The
present radio bill closely follows
that recommendation.

High -Power Stations.
In brief, the radio bill calls for

the erection of seven high-
powered stations from coast to
coast. These stations will be
similar to the American broad-
casting plants, such as W E A F
at New York. In addition,
there will be four smaller
stations. All present broad-
casting stations are to be taken
over by the government and
their owners reimbursed for the
value of the apparatus. Pro-
grammes will be planned by a
committee of twelve, repre-
senting the nine provinces and
the federal government.

The scheme is so different to
anything in operation in North
America, that the radio bill is
scheduled a stiff fight before it
will become legislation. Broad-
casting owners and manufac-
turers of radio apparatus have

* -4- -4-4. 4,1-4- -4-4.. -4.- -4.- 4.- *
Broadcasting in the Great Dominion
of Canada is in the " melting pot,"
and shortly the whole business is to
be thrashed out in the Canadian
Parliament. In this special con-
tribution you are given a clear idea
of the numerous conflicting in-
terests that have to be considered,
and an insight into the domestic

structure of Canada.
By JAMES MONTAGNES.

* ...... -4- 41. -

t

aligned themselves to present a solid front
against the government. They will prove
the strongest opposition.
Arguments Far and Against.

There is no doubt that, theoretically, the
scheme is excellent. In fact, so state the
opposition, with good guidance, government
broadcasting might even be a success. On
the other hand, their strongest arguMents

MEN OF THE MOMENT.

are the alleged poor broadcasting conditions
in countries such as Great Britain and
Australia, where government monopoly pre-
vails, and the vast United States broad-
eastinu system near at hand under private
ownership.

Government officials, a number of leading
newspapers and a large percentage of the
public, are in favour of the bill. The first -
named are, as a matter of fact, confident that
government -owned broadcasting will come
to Canada before long.

And the listening public is being shown by
the improvements in broadcast programmes
from Canadian stations during the last year,
that they do not have to listen entirely to
United States stations to pick up good
musical entertainment. There is first-class
talent in Canada.

The strongest point for government
ownership is not the erection of super -power
stations, nor the improvement of musical
entertainment. The elimination from the

air of all the ballyhoo which
those who now supply the pro-
grammes insist on accompany-
ing the fine entertainment
available is the point that will
swing the bill to become law.
Direct advertising of any sort is

. taboo in Canada if the radio bill
goes through.

The Royal Canadian Radio Commission, which has investigated broadcasting in
many countries, in order to frame recommendations for the Canadian Government.
Seated, is Sir John Aird, the Chairman and President of the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce. Standing are (left to right), C. A.Bowman, managing editor of the " Ottawa
Citizen'! ; Donald Hanson, Chief Radio Inspector of Canada; and Dr, Augustin

Frigon, of Montreal.

Advertising. Revenue.
No doubt many American

radio listeners would welcome
a similar elimination from the
programmes that blare forth
from the loud speaker. Many
a good programme has been
entirely ruined because the
advertiser was anxious to crowd
in as many words as possible
relative to his wares. Instead
of gaining the goodwill of his
public, he loses listeners and
customers. Such a state of
affairs will not be tolerated if
the recommendations of the
Royal Broadcasting COMMiSS iaa
are enforced.

And yet advertising is to
play an important part in,
supplying, the radio. entertain-
ment for the Canadian lis-
teners.. It will bring the Cana-
dian Radio Broadcasting

(.0.ex.tinued on next page.)
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Company, as the government -owned system
is to be known, an annual income estimated
by the COmmission at 8700,000.

Advertisers will be allowed to rent time
on any of the stations of the company, under
two provisions: Firstly, their programme
must be of high calibre, and, secondly, their
firm name can go on the air at the beginning
and end of the programme only.

" The programme to which you have
listened for the past hour has been sponsored
by the Blank Company," will be the only
form of advertising to be allowed on the air
in Canada when the Dominion takes over
broadcasting.

The axe is on its way to cut down the
long-winded harangue about automobiles,
radio receivers, soaps, hot dogs, and every
other conceivable product that is to -day
advertised over the air.

Every System Investigated.
Canadian broadcasting as it will be under

government ownership employs the best
points of radio broadcasting systems
throughout the world. Every country was
surveyed by the Royal Commission before
it made up its recommendations. The United
States was visited on several occasions.
Europe was thoroughly toured, and all the
improvements noted under government
monopoly in Great Britain and Germany.

Canada was fine -combed for opinion from
every walk of life on the broadcasting situ-
ation and suggestions for improving broad-
cast entertainment. Three months were
spent on the Dominion alone, visiting
twenty-five principal cities and holding
public hearings, while letters poured in from

DISTANT CONTROL !

The control board linking the C K G W studios- at Toronto with the trans -
milting station forty miles distant.

every part ci the country to augment this
vast amount of material.

In the United States notes were made
especially on technical advances and the
direction of chain programmes. In Europe
every phase of government ownership was
carefully studied. Everywhere the com-
mission went it received the wholehearted
support of government officials and radio
men. was found that, with the exception

of North America and a few countries in
Europe, government control of broadcasting
was universal.

It was a momentous' recommendation
that the Commission turned in. It is a big
step that the Canadian government is
asking the representatives of the people to
make. And that this is realised by even
those in favour of the radio bill is best
shown in the words of the Hon. P. J. A.
Cardin, Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
under whose department the radio branch
falls. Mr. Cardin, sponsor of the bill, said re-
cently at Ottawa:

" What makes the problem especially
difficult is that we do
not know what radio
broadcasting will be
like in five years."

The system outlined
in the bill is simplicity
itself. It calls for the
formation of the Can-
adian Radio Broad-
casting Company, a
joint stock company
similar to the Can-
adian National Rail-
ways, the govern-
ment - operated road
that crosses the Dom-
inion from coast to
coast. The stock
company will own all
the broadcasting sta-
tions in the Dominion,
will pay all the ex-
pensesof operating and
will, therefore, collect
all the revenue.

It will be managed by a directorate of
twelve, three from the Dominion govern-
ment and one from each of the nine pro-
vinces. These provincial directors will be

chairnien of the pro-
vincial broadcasting
bodies to be formed,
their work including
all programmes for
their respective pro-
vinces. On national
hook-ups the com-
plete directorate will
work together.

In order that
there be no ill -feel-
ing the government
will pay - compen-
sation to- those con-
cerns now operating
broadcasting s t a L-
ions. It is pointed
out that Canada does
not need to do this,
that it is but neces-
sary to recall the
licences issued under
the radio - telegraph
act of 1913, to stop
the stations from
Broadcasting.

But since broad --
casting has done some good for Canada thus
far, those who supplied that entertainment
should be reimbursed for the equipment
they bought to do the broadcasting, It
has been estimated that over three million
dollars will have tq be paid out to 78
stations for this equipment, most of which
will have to be scrapped, as it is out of
date.

The bill fUrther mentions the creation of

a chain of eleven stations from coast to
coast Seven of, these will be 50 kilowatt
stations. Three of them will be of 5 kiloWatt
power and one of 500 watts.

This equipment is estimated at $3,225,000
as the smaller stations are already in
existence and will merely require shifting
from one place to another. This money as
well as the money to reimburse the station
owners for their present equipment is to
come out of the national treasury.

To operate such a chain of stations will
cost annually approximately $2,500,000.
$1,000,000 of this is to be in the form of a
subsidy froth the government. $900,000 is

A CANADIAN "CHAIN."

The microphones installed at Ottawa for a broadcast of the Dominion's Diamond
Jubilee broadcast in 1927, when, for the first time, eighteen stations from Halifax

to Vancouver were linked for a simultaneous transmission.

to come from listeners' licence fees. An
annual fee is now being paid by listeners in
the Dominion amounting to $1. This will
be raised to $3. At present some three
hundred thousand or half of those who own
receivers pay this fee.

The amount to be collected therefore is
a conservative estimate.

In Great Britain the annual fee is
approximately $2.50 ; in Japan, Australia
and Germany the equivalent of $6. The
other revenue is to come from the rental
of time on the air for indirect advertis-
ing, or as it is now known, sponsored pro-
grammes. About $700,000 is expected from
this source.

Eliminating Interference.
The nationally -owned company is not to

have charge of anything else but the service
it can render listeners, matters of wave-
lengths, licensing stations and listeners,
these are to remain as at present in the
hands of the Radio Branch, Department of
Marine and Fisheries.

An interesting feature of the radio bill is
the section which deals with interference.
Every radio listener knows that there are
times when some noise or other mars the
reception of a good programme. Such
noises are known in technical language as
radio inductive interference. Man-made
static is perhaps a more enpressive term.
It includes all those electrical energies sent
out into space from electric toasters, oil
furnaces, elevators, motor -cars, electric
signs, street -car lines, power transformers,
X-ray machines, and a host of others of
similar ill_.

For a number of years the Canadian
Government has operated a fleet of autotrio-

(Coatin aced on page 712.)
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DEALIN G
WITH

HUMMING
"

BUZZ -Z -Z -Z ! " goes the set, and keeps
it up no matter what is done, or
whether reception is taking place

or not-and the disappointed purchaser of
his first mains unit switches off in disgust !

To help you, and to save you trouble,
should you ever find yourself in a predica-
ment such as I have described, I am going
to give you a few hints on stopping humming
with mains units.

First of all you must make sure that you

This attractive -looking instrument is a Dubilier
mains receiver.

are not over -running, the mains unit. By
this you should understand that I mean
taking more current from it than the makers
intend it to give. .

Sometimes the use of a smaller power
valve, or an adjustment of grid bias (if
its value is not right) will cure the
humming by bringing the current con-
sumption within the rating of the unit.

Use an Output Filter.
The foregoing, of course, refers to H.T.

mains units, but where L.T. is also obtained
from the unit the same check should be
applied to the filament current.

Assuming that you are working within
the limits of your mains unit, the next step
is to ascertain how the output terminals of
your receiver are connected to the last valve.
By tracing out the wiring you will easily be

One of the all -mains sets of high repute made by
Philips Lamps, Ltd.

Here are some really practical
suggestions to fry if you are
troubled with humming when
working your set from the mains.

By A. S. CLARK.

able to find out whether they are directly in
'the last valve's anode circuit or whether an
output filter is employed.

If you have an output filter you will
have to try some of the later suggestions.
On the other hand, if you have not, you
should fit one right away and see whether
it cures the trouble.

Even if it does not stop the hum com-
pletely, it is almost sure to reduce it, and

The valve on the left is a Vates rectifier made by
Abbey Radio, and the one on the right a Dario

rectifier.

in any case it is always a desirable refinement
for several other reasons.

The next step in our hunt for silence is
to try extra smoothing in the form _of
more shunting capacity. Large fixed con-
densers of the Mansbridge type with a
capacity of 1, 2, or 4 mfd. are required.
The larger the capacity the better.

These are to be connected between H.T.
positive taps on the unit and the H.T.
negative terminal. Commence by trying
one on the detector tap, going to the other
taps afterwards. Sometimes a number of
condensers in parallel across one tap are
better than one extra one across each tap.

It will sometimes pay you to experiment
with different arra,,efelnents far grouping

the H.T. positive terminals on the set to the
positive taps on the unit.

If the hum has not completely gone by
now, the following scheme is almost bound
to remove it. It consists of inserting de -

The Wates Universal 4 -valve A.C. mains receiver.

coupling resistances in the H.T. positive
wires.

These resistances should have a value
between 25,000 and 50,000 ohms, and
should he put on the mains unit side of
the extra fixed condensers that I have
been telling you about. Try one in the
detector -lead first, unless of course the set
already has an. anti -motor -boating- device
incorporated in its H.T. lead.

For very Obstinate Cases.
The resistances can then be tried on

intermediate L.F. stages and H.F. stages.
The larger the current flowing through the
particular H.T. lead being dealt with the
lower the value of the resistance may he.

With adjustable taps it is useful to in-
crease their value a little  to make up
for the - voltage drop across the
resistance.

In very
obstinate
cases of
hum it
is possible
to over-
come the
trouble by
using L.F.
chokes in
the above
manner in
place ofthe
resistances
Choker
such as are
used for
output fil
ters are the
right kind.

This L.F. choke is one of those made
by Messrs. Wright and Wealre, who
make chokes for all kinds of purposes.
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N7i'TEcFliONITHE NORTH.
Al' the latest news about the North Regional station, the programmes,
special items, and broadcasting in general in this important area is given. +

By OUR NORTHERN CORRESPONDENT.

XCELLENT progress is now being
-Li made with the erection of the North

Regional station at Moorside Edge.
The buildings (similar to those at Brook -
mans Park) are almost completed, and the
installation of the two high -power trans-
mitters and the power plant will commence
before long.

Owing to the extraordinary weather ex-
perienced on this mountainous site the
B.B.C. and the contractors have had to
overcome greater difficulties at Moorside
Edge than they have faced when erecting
any other British broadcasting station.

When one recalls the delays due to the
severe winter it is, indeed, great credit to
the contractors that the work is now well
up to schedule.

New Station Tests.
It was rather surprising to find that the

erection of the masts was only recently
commenced. Mast -building is fair-weather
work, and the three 500 ft. giants will have
to be finished before the winter gales set in.
These masts, which are similar to the two
5 X X masts at Daventry, have been
specially designed to withstand the terrific
force of gales experienced at Moorside
Edge.

If all continues to go well the first test
transmissions will be heard in November or
December, on the 479.2 metres wave-
length. It is hoped that this transmitter
will be broadcasting during programme
hours before the end of the year.

The other transmitter will start testing
on 301.5 metres early in the New Year, and
then both will take over the complete ser-
vice. All the existing North of England
stations will close down, with the exception
of Newcastle. '

Moorside Edge is not expected to give
adequate service so far north as Tyneside,
so the Newcastle transmitter will be main-
tained ; but the B.B.C. is unwilling to
disclose the nature of the programme that
5 N 0 will then transmit, even if it has
made up its mind on the question.
Catering for Tyneside.

At present Newcastle relays the mixture
of National programme items and North
Regional items which is broadcast by all
the northern stations. From Moorside
Edge the National programme will be
broadcast on the 3015 -metre wave -length,
and the North Regional programme on
479.2 metres.

As Tyneside listeners are to be outside
the range of satisfactory alternative pro-
gramme reception, it is probable that
they will prefer their local transmitter to
give the National programme, possibly
with occasional local items, and as the
Newcastle studios are being kept in order it
looks as though this may be in the B.B.C.'s
mind.

During the summer an increased percen-
ttsge of, programmes of northern origin have
been broadcast by the North Regional
transmitters instead of relaying the National

programme. It must be said that the North
Regional staff has -distinguished itself in
these programmes.

The outside broadcasts, under the enter-
prising direction of that excellent showman,
Victor Smythe, have been particularly good ;
and so have the' musical programmes, in
which the Northern Wireless Orchestra,
under T. H. Morrison's versatile leadership,
continues to perform so brilliantly that
northern listeners can hardly bear to think
of the disbandment.

Carrying On I
The orchestra's latest feat was to continue

to play through a programme, without
missing a single note, although the studio
lights went out, with one exception. This
light produced hardly any illumination in
the big Manchester studio ; but the deputy
conductor, John Bridge, had an inspiration
-he lit a cigarette and used its glowing end
as a baton.

As a regular listener to the northern pro-
grammes, and as one who knows the men
behind the scenes, I feel particularly opti-
mistic for the future North Regional pro-
gramme from Moorside Edge, provided that
Savoy Hill does not interfere.

programmes broadcast by Brookmans Park
is that they are b'oth the standardised pro-
ducts of the Savoy.Uill mentality.

The B.B.C. has the chance to do better
in the north. The northern staff is enthu-
siastic and able. Savoy Hill can best
help by leaving them to their own re-
sources-and by cancelling this astonishing
decision to disband the Northern Wireless
Orchestra.

My chief criticism of northern programmes
in the past has taken the form of an appeal
for more light and frivolous items. There is
no longer need for that request.

Vaudeville, concert parties, and revues
are now receiving proper attention at
Broadcasting House, Manchester. The
Summer Mummers party, inaugurated some
weeks ago, has great promise, but it would
probably be better if these programmes
were limited to snappy half hours.

The Summer Mummers should be ener-
getically developed as a regular feature of
northern programmes. They have abundant
talent, especially vocal. They know that a
catchy, well -sung chorus wins the north's
heart. Their weakness has been dialogue ;
the B.B.C. should search the north for a
writer who can brightly hit off the topic of
the day, and employ him to supply them
with chatter and skits for the Summer
Mummers.

Diversions from the North.
The Northern Region was to supply the

" Diversions " programme in the National
programme on September 3rd. One hopes
that their effort will prove more successful
than the recent Birmingham " Diversions."

THE NORTHERN MASTS BEGIN TO GROW

The North Regional station is progressing well, and the masts are now about 200 Feet high. Here you see
the first one in its earlier stages.

If Savoy Hill looks after its own affair
(the National programme) and leaves the
northern staff to look after the alternative
programme, I am confident that the north
of England will obtain really satisfactory
alternative programmes.

If the two programmes are to contrast
effectively, it is desirable that they should
be the products of two differealt mentalities.
The trouble with the so-called alternative

STOP PRESS.-When the Northern
Wireless Orchestra returned from holiday
the following appeared in the page of notes
on northern programmes in the " Radio
Times " " The North Regional pro-
grammes never seem to be quite the same
when the orchestra is away:' Why, then,
disband it when North Regional pro-
grammes are to be more extensive than
ever ?
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ECKEIZSLEYt
UEIZYORNER,

METHODS OF SCREENING-DE-COUPLING
DEVICES-GOING OVER TO A.C.-SHAR-

ING AN EARTH.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, 10'I.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chiet
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain

Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

Methods of Screening.
0. T. (Stoke Newington).-" Would you

kindly inform me whether there is any
advantage to be gained by inserting a
screened -grid valve through a hole in a
vertical metal screen as against mounting
it on the baseboard to one side of it ? "

I take it, you mean " as against mounting
the valve on the baseboard on one side or
the screen.

Well, you see, if you take any valve cir-
cuit as in the figure it has an anode circuit
output circuit part and a grid circuit input
circuit part. Now you don't want these
circuits to couple at all, so let's put a screen
round them (shown dotted)

But what of Cv, the valve capacity
That couples anode circuit and grid circuit,

PREVENTING COUPLING

r -

V

L

A1866

Anode and grid are coupled by the inter -electrode
capacity Cv.

doesn't it, in spite of screens ? So we get
(see second figure) a screen between grid
and anode.

But this must be earthed, and part of the
other screens. But if it's earthed as regards
H.T.; the valve won't work. The screen
must be connected to +H.T. something.

So our compromise is to make the screen
A.C. earth potential by bringing it ye!
near the other earthed screen. So poking
it through the hole is the right method.

De -coupling Devices.
H. H. (Sevenoaks).-" Having re-

cently purchased the parts for a mains unit
to work from my electric supply, I intend
to build the unit, but wish to incorporate
de -coupling schemes into the set itself. I

was advised to fit 500 to 600 -ohm resist-
ances in the H.T. leads feeding the screened -
grid valve. Can you kindly inform me
whether the resistances serve any useful

purpose, or can 1 improve on the arrange-
ment ? "

De -coupling schemes are certainly neces-
sary with certain types of sets, although it,
is extremely difficult to generalise. The
point about it is that the ideal arrangement
is to have separate mains for each valve
It is not usual for supply companies to
install five separate feeders, say, into one
house! So all the feeds to the valves have
to be " commoned across a smoothing
condenser. It is impracticable to make this
smoothing condenser of so large a value that
it does not present a low -frequency resist-
ance, and so each valve is coupled to the
other, and the load that it takes influences
the load on the other valves. This sets up
oscillations, or what is frequently called
" motor -boating," and can only be pre-
vented by de -coupling the valves in terms of
resistances. I do not think you can improve
on the arrangement of connecting resist-
ances in the individual feeds, with con-
densers to H.T.-.

* * *

Going Over to A.0
A. M. (London).-") am at present using

a home-made D.C. H.T. battery eliminator
which is giving me every satisfaction, from
the point of view of a silent background,

"Now I am given to understand that the
mains will be changed over shortly to A.C.
of 50 cycles. Instead of scrapping ' my
eliminator, I intend to add an A.C. rectify-
ing equipment, but would be pleased if you
could tell me whether further smoothing
will be desirable."

I am sorry, 'but as you do not specify
the values of any of the components in your
present eliminator, and as, I do not know
the character of the mains which you are
using, I cannot -possiblyanswer this question.

PUNCTURED PLIERS

This shows how nor to use a pair of insulated
pliers, for somebody cut a mains lead with this
pair, to discover with a blinding flash and a
general blowing of fuses that the power was not
switched off l Note the holes fused in the jaws

of the pliers.

You may be using a Farad capacity across
your mains, for all 1 know ! And, if I know
anything about D.C. mains, it may be that
a very small condenser on the set side of a
choke is quite sufficient.

D.C. mains have a large self -capacity,
and the elimination of ripple is usually
possible by connecting a choke in series
with the mains and then running a small
condenser across the output, the set side
of the choke being connected to the con-
denser. I have used very small condensers
with a large choke, but the same conditions
do not necessarily app'y to A.C.

* * *

Sharing an Earth.
13. A. C. (Dundee).-" My neighbour has

'in excellent earth consisting of a copper

THE S.G.'s SCREEN
A1867 1

This diagram helps to illustrate the reply to 0.T..
Etoke Newington.

tube, 6 ft. long and 2 in. diameter, buried
in the ground. Since my own ' earth ' is
rather poor, and it would only mean in-
creasing the length of my earth lead a foot
or so, do you think that my neighbour's
reception will be interfered with if this
common earth is used in this way ?

Theoretically, if the earth is perfect there
should be no mutual interaction between
two receivers tied on to one earth. But no
earth is perfect, and theory may be right,
up to a point, but fail to be c-omp!ete.

I think you could almost certainly get
some interaction-but it's impossible to
prognosticate the amount. Why not try I'

Then you would be in a position to con-
firm me in my opinion that there could he
interaction, or tell me I was wrong-in which
case I should wisely refer you to ray original
remark, and say that, for once, a neighbour
has achieved perfection
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This is an event of the greatest interest to the radio world . . . A new
" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET." This year a " Four Valver " . . . An
ENTIRELY NEW circuit. It possesses a better appearance than its famous

predecessors, fresh ideas in construction which make for utter
simplicity in assembly and infinitely better performance, and is

sold at the remarkably low price of £11 15 0. It creates an
entirely new record in wireless value. The " OSRAM

MUSIC MAGNET 4 " is the world's best circuit, with
the best valves (0 SRAM), the best components

(GECOPHONE), and gives the best rendering of
all that is broadcast. It is manufactured and

guaranteed by the G.E.C.
Learn all about this 1931 Radio Sen-
sation by sending for POST FREE
Constructor's Instruction Chart.

Fill in coupon on the page opposite. This is
a most informative brochure, which you

can study before deciding to purchase.
Besides full-size mistake -proof as-
sembly charts, it is crammed full of
useful hints and tips, and gives results
of practical tests conducted in all
parts of Great Britain and Ireland.
Send for a copy TO -DAY.
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An amazing 4 -valve circuit
Not a single difficulty in assembling

It has been found necessary to design an ENTIRELY NEW CIRCUIT to enable users to cut
through the NATIONAL, REGIONAL and LOCAL stations, In this respect practical tests
conducted in all parts of Great Britain and Ireland have proved without question that this
assembly kit offers an almost unlimited choice of stations far and near, entirely free from
interference. You will find absolutely no difficulty in assembling the "OSRAM MUSIC
MAGNET 4," although it is of advanced design, necessitated by the modern broad-

casting conditions both in this
country and on the Continent.
Wherever you reside you can be
sure of the utmost of radio enjoy.
cent with this latest radio marvel,

SPECIAL FEATURES
ir The two Screen Grid stages

give extreme selectivity and
sensitivity with an unrival-
led range.

MS- Enormous amplification
with perfect stability is
given by the complete
shielding of H.E. Circuits.

egp, Equal efficiency guaranteed
on both wave length bands,

4 Change of wave length is
effected by an eaternal
switch and the set need not
therefore be opened.

ff Maximum ease in tuning
33.'t with a singie knob control-

ling triple gang condenser.
Sm. Assembly is the essence of

simplicity.

7 Volume control is provided
not only to act as such,
but to procure extreme
selectivity.

You can learn everything that is to be learned about the "OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET 4" from the full size Instruction Chart that
will be sent you POST FREE. Study it carefully. The
coupon below is for your convenience.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
You can either buy your " OSRA1VI
MUSIC MAGNET 4 " for cash or
on these attractive HIRE
PURCHASE terms :

.£1 :3:6 deposit
monthly payments of

18/6
Prices apply may in
Great Britain and North-

ern Ireland

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all

Wireless Dealers

CONTINENT TO

AND POLISHED
HEAVY OAK
CONSTRUCTORS
CABINET -

C"
 o*

THE BRITISH ISLIS.,"%40° ossrteo

to

0040, A,t&'
tc, cC0*

f.teottototsot'api,,
0 \,st 0(10' e, 1,1,f7,

;OP C, *6;0)4 spjIV 14,0 V.

Cut set coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealed envelope.
Halfpenny postage in either case.

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingszcay, London, W.C.2.
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SHORT-WAVE NOTES.
The latest news about short-wave reception and conditions, including details of

some interesting DX observations.
By W. L. S.

AFTER the longest period of " dud "
conditions ever recorded, the distant
stations are once more making them-

selves heard, and there is a distinct prospect
of a great and, we hope, lasting improve-
ment. Several of my more regular corres-
pondents, notably " G. C. A." of London
and " R. C. A." of Plymouth, mention
this.

The former also backs up what has always
been my experience on short waves, namely,
this, that during these bad spells, when the
", regular " stations cannot be heard at all,
one always hears sundry " freaks " and
stations in new countries that have never
previously been heard.

New Stations Reported.
Furthermore these generally come over at

extremely good strength. 7 his looks as if
my previous idea that conditions are
always good somewhere may have something
in it. That would mean that when we hear
very few stations on the air the conditions
are bad for the parts of the world with the
thickest " radio population."

That would then be good for some other
large areas, probably including the Pacific
Ocean (which is no! thickly populated with
amateur transmitters !) and all these
" stray " places that one hears.

The recent spell (by which I mean the
past few weeks) has been a notable example
of this. None of the regular high-powered
stations, although they are definitely known
to be on, have been coming through at all,
and yet I have a whole crop of letters
reporting new stations in the persons of
H H 7 C in Haiti, V I Y B of Barbados, and
S X 5 M, a boat from Salvador. The odds
are that when the " regulars " start pouring
through again in their old style we shall
never hear these three !

" 0. C. A." also mentions that during this -
queer spell he heard two amateurs in the
Irish Free State working together on 20
metres, coming in in London at R8/9.
This is, of course, quite unheard of for
20 -metre work. I myself have noticed
the enormous strength of several French
amateurs, who are generally so weak that
one takes them for real " DX " signals and
hangs on to them for hours.

Amateur Telephony.
Incidentally, I must apologise to one or

two readers for the printer, who put
V 0 2 H in plate of VOQH a few weeks
ago. V 0 Q H is the boat that is at present
somewhere up in the Arctic regions, and
may often be heard working with British
amateurs late in the evenings.

Amateur telephony on 40 metres has
received a great " fillip " owing to the
impossibility of doing real DX work this
summer. Unfortunately, so few amateurs
still seem to know of a modulation system
that makes it possible to transmit intelli-
gible speech, and the " pencil -sharpener "
type of transmission is still far too popular,

Some of the unlicensed French trans-
mitters in particular, who transmit just

I

1

out of the allotted band and mutilate their
carriers until they sound like spark signals,
are getting the amateurs a very bad name.

Short -Wave Broadcast.
The few good examples from abroad are

I 1 M M, Italy, who may be heard on 40
metres almost every night at 11 p.m. or so,
and some of the Belgians and Danes, particu-
larly 0 N 4 A S, 0 N 4 0 Z, and 0 Z 7 K.

Fortunately the British amateur seems to
be ahead of the others in technical know-
ledge, particularly where " fone " is con-
cerned.

Turning now for a while to short-wave
broadcast, which will, shortly, be reliable
enough to think about once more, there is
evidence of a new problem in the design of
short -wavers.

One cannot deny that the freakish
" conditions " I have been talking about
apply chiefly to amateur low -powered
transmissions, and that short-wave broad -

RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH R100

This is a view of the short-wave apparatus which was installed at Cardington
for the purpose of keeping in touch with R100 during her recent trip to

Canada and back.

east, though subject to changes, seldom
fades out so completely as to be lost to the
owner of a receiver worth the name. This
means, in my opinion, that the develop-
ment of short-wave broadcasting is likely
to continue until the average listener has
some twenty more or less reliable alternative
programmes.

"Artificial Selectivity."
Now this, on the genuine broadcast

wavelengths, is a state of affairs only
reached by owners of quite elaborate and
expensive receivers. The problem, however,
is this : That the average sensitive long-
distance receiver used by the " pukka"
short-wave fiend is not much use for the
retention of telephony with anything
approaching good reproduction.

For one thing it usually incorporates a

transformer of the cheapest type, and with a
good reason. The more expensive trans-
formers with high primary inductances
render the receiver rather prone to " thresh-
old howl," and one of the easiest, and
certainly the most popular way of over-
coming this is to save money and use a
cheap transformer.

Then, again, unless a screened -grid stage
is used, the receiver is almost certain to
be worked very close to the oscillation
point to increase sensitivity and selectivity.
This, in turn, will not improve reproduction,
since the " artificial selectivity " produced
by reducing the circuit damping (by the
use of reaction) will cause a lack of " top "
in the reproduction.

This is caused, according to one school
of thought, by the fact that the receiver
tunes too sharply to embrace the side -bands
necessary for good telephony work. The
other school considers it due to the " persist-
ence " of the lower frequencies in the selec-
tive circuits, by virtue of the very low
damping which is essential.

Possible Compromise.
Whatever the cause, it is necessary to

have for really excellent telephony repro-
duction a receiver that is not too selective.
Then, again, the short-wave enthusiast is
not generally to be found with a very large
output valve or a push-pull stage.

All of this boils
down to the position
that the same re-
ceiver cannot be
really suitable for the
reception of very
weak distant signals
and of high-powered
telephony. Person.
ally, I think a very
good compromise can
be effected, and pro-
pose to mention this
later. Otherwise
there appears to be
no other alternative
to the use of two
different receivers to
do the job properly.

*-s-oss-seseee----*

RADIO
JOTTINGS

Covered wire which is made to pass through
small holes in a screening box should not be
relied upon to give sufficient insulation itself,
but should be provided with a wrapping of
insulated tape.

It is a good plan to include a flash -lamp bulb
in series with the condenser and loud speaker
of an output filter circuit, so that in the event
of a condenser breakdown the small lamp will
act as a fuse.

When the axes cf two coils are in line the
coupling between them is at a maximum, but
when the axes are at right angles it is at a
minimum.

Do not allow your set to reproduce voices
at the same volume as band music, etc., for
the volume of sounds are so disproportionate
in the two cases that speech is bound to soup'
unnatural even if the set is not distorting.
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WHY NOT M
YOUR
Some practical points about
running your set from the

electric light system.

EVERY owner of a wireless set knows
that power is required to run his

r receiver ; and that the more powerful
the set, the greater is the power required to
run it.

Every house that is equipped with electric
light has a simple, safe and certain supply
of power laid on. Yet many householders
fail to take advantage of it for wireless
purposes, on account of the little practical
difficulties that may arise.

The truth is that electricity can be
applied so easily, and so diversely, to suit

A twin -fuse safety -
first device, marketed

by Gambrells.

different conditions that its development.
ir. this country has been too diverse. In the
past all the electrical power undertakings
have had their own ideas about the kind of
power you should use, and consequently
electrical apparatus for use in one town
might be quite useless in another, or indeed
in even a different part of the same city.

Each kind is equipped with a meter where
it enters the house, and on the meter you
will generally find that the details of the
supply are marked. (If not, the full details
will be found on the form of agreement
between the householder and the electrical
company concerned.)

Meter Markings.
Sometiines the markings on the meter

are quite simple, such as "Direct Current.,
240 volts." Or you may find, " Alternating
Current, 250 volts 50 cycles."

-Alternatively the abbreviation A.C..mav
be used for the -alternating current; or D.C.
for the direct current, and, of ONrse, the

-4- -4.-

+

*
1

With electric light in the house 0
there are many ways of supplying
radio power, simplifying upkeep,
and improving your radio re-

ception.

t

1

* 0-0-1-4-4-10--4,-1-4.--4.-40--4---4--.-

voltages may be other than those quoted,
for in this country the voltage supply may
be anything from 100 to 250 or thereabouts
and the current either D.C. or A.C.

A year or so ago an important move was
made towards standardising the electricity
supply 'in the British Isles and when the new
power distribution gets into its 'swing
most of the supplies will be of one particular
kind, namely 230 volts 50 cycles A.C.

Smoothing the Supply.
Before light or power mains can be applied

to the set for high-tension current, lighting
the valves, etc., it is necessary to visualise
what kinds of electricity you are supplied
with. Suppose, for instance, your meter says
" 230 volts D.C." What does that mean ?

D.G.means direct current, or current
that flows in one direction, so that of the two
wires coming from the supply to a lamp or
similar piece of apparatus, one is always
negative and one always positive, just like
the two terminals on a battery. So that

The famous Marconi
U.S rectifying valve.

theoretically a 230 -volt D.C. supply is like
a large 230 -volt battery in the house. The%
are, however, several differences !

The most important one is that, unlike the
battery, the D.C. mains do not supply
perfectly smooth current. They suffer from
slight fluctuations and variations which have
the effect of making the supply " rough."

A battery gives a perfectly smooth supply,
and therefore is silent in operation. But
D.C. mains used for the same purpose have
so many " ripples " ' on them that they

This ingenious safety socket is a Bulgin product.

must be smoothed out with special smooth-
ing apparatus before they can work a set
silently, like the battery.

Some D.C. mains are worse than others
in this respect, but in all of them smoothing.
apparatus must be used before they attain
the perfect quietness of battery operation.
This hum, by the way, can be completely

(Continued on next page.)

This illustration shows the
interior of the new Radio Instru-

ments, Ltd., High Tension unit for use
with A.C. mains. The protective covering has been removed, and it will be

seen that a metal rectifier is embodied in this instrument.
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This is a Varley all -from -the -mains receiver.

counteracted, s3 that a set running from the
mains can be absolutely silent just like the
set running from batteries.

For wireless purposes we require low
voltages as well as high. Our 230 -volt
mains cannot be used to work apparatus
with 2 -volt requirements unless some means
is employed pf " breaking clown the voltage."

"Phis effect can be obtained by resistances
of suitable values, so that theoretically
there is not much difficulty in the way of
using D.C. mains.

An example of " Regentone " mains
unit design.

Alternating current (A.C.) is entirely
different from D.C. With this form of supply
the voltage is not always applied in one direc-
tion, but it varies in amount and changes its
direction many times in each second. The
current and the voltage are alternating.

For instance, the voltage, which at one
moment is at its maximum falls to zero
immediately afterwards, and at this moment

GETTING POWER FROM THE MAINS IS THE LOGICAL WAY
no voltage is being supplied.
Immediately afterwards the
voltage starts to rise again,
but in the opposite direction,
and having attained its maxi-
mum voltage in that direction
it returns once more to the
" no voltage " position, from
which it again rises to a maxi-
mum in the first direction. And
so on.

The complete rise and fall,
fall and rise, is called a "cycle."

The Igranic Elkon dry rectifier plugs in like a
valve.

And the number of complete
cycles that the current makes
in one second is known as its
frequency.

Advantages of A.C.
Thus in alternating current

we have to consider not only
the voltage. but the frequency
of the supply as well (the fre-
quency is usually about 50
cycles per second).

For wireless we chiefly require
direct and not alternating pres-
sure, so that before A.C. mains
can be utilised for wireless it is
necessary to rectify the supply.
In other words, to make it unidirectional.
This rectifying can be carried out in different
ways, as will be explained later.

We have said
that A.C. can be
"converted"
into direct cur -

T. and L.T. are obtainable from this unit. (Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd.)

The H.T.

rent. The great advantage of the A.C.
supply is that at the same time the pressure
or voltage being applied can be changed, as
required.

If direct current is supplied at, say 200
volts, this can be reduced by resistances, as
required, for a fAgure below that, but cannot
be conveniently increased. Alternating
current, on the other hand, merely by pass-
ing through a suitable transformer, can
emerge as alternating current of either
much lower or much higher voltage, accord.
ing to the transformer used. And it can
then be smoothed out and used as direct
current at the low or the high voltage.

Easy to Arrange.
The simplest forms of rectifiers are called

" half -wave " rectifiers. In addition, there
are " full -wave " rectifiers, and you will
find reference to these in the article on
" Power Pointers " in this issue.

Rectified A.C., like D.C., can be applied
to the set in the same way as batteries, for
lighting the valves, for supplying the plate
voltage and the current, or for supplying
the grid bias. And the advent of dry recti-

unit shown above is an " Efesca."
(Falk, Stadelmann.)

fiers and special rectifying valves has made
the operation both easy to arrange for and
trouble -free in operation.

This brief reminder of the essential differ-
ence between direct -current and alternating -
current mains will serve to show that on no
account should D.C. apparatus be used for
A.C. or vice -versa, and that each type of
mains has certain advantages and disad-
vantages.

Now let us consider some typical Cases
and the methods available by which the
mains can be utilised. First of all, let us
take the man who is buying a new set.

Some Typical Cases
Whether his house is fitted with D.C. or

with A.C. mains he will be able to purchase
a complete outfit in which all the power for
the receiver comes through an ordinary
flexible lead. Such a set plugs into a
rocket or to a power -point, and is switched
on or off just like a lamp, with no trouble
and very small running expenses.

There are a great many mains -driven sets
row on the market, so that choice is wide.

A full -wave Osrani rectifying valve is shown
above, and below is one of the Westing-
house dry rectifiers. Right, a well-known

mains transformer.

Of the four illustrations below, the first is a Mazda rectifying valve (U.65/550), and next is a fixed condenser that carries its own
identification marks. Beside this is a Ferranti mains receiver, and lastly there is an " Atlas " A.C. mains unit. due to H. Clarke & Co.

By carefully studying the makers' lists you
can ensure obtaining the exact type of set
required.

Some of these mains sets employ ordinary
type valves as run from batteries, the place
of the latter being taken by a suitable mains

Easy accessibility is one good feature of the
Partridge & Mee H.T. unit.

unit. Other sets use valves
specially designed for operation
from the mains.

Low Running Costs.
Here, again, there are several

types, some being special
mains " valves and others

having short, thick filaments that
can be run from raw A.C. The
special " indirectly -heated "
mains valves are provided with
an extra electrode or heating
element, and connect by five
valve pins instead of the usual
four. For various practical
reasons they are intended for use
with A.C. and not D.C. mains.

Although the first cost of a mains -driven
set is necessarily rather high, its running
costs are often astonishingly low. And as

most of the apparatus
in it is of the long -life
type, covered by a
guarantee or by a
maker's reputation,
the high initial price

REDUCE YOUR, RADIO RUNNING COSTS

This Lissen portable can be worked
A.C. mains.

is often completely offset by low running
costs. The exact figure can generally be
obtained from the makers.

There is much that can be done with the
mains apart from buying an all -from -the -
mains set. If your present set is satisfac-
tory, but you are bothered by battery
renewals, you can. arrange to supply it with

rem the

This mains unit is one of the Taunoy Products

tension or with low tension, or both,
by means of a suitable unit or units.

Owing to the ease with which alternating
current can be stepped down to a lower
voltage supply, it is the man whose house
is fitted with A.C. mains that can do the
most in deriving power from them. If your
set takes, say half an amp. or more filament
current at 2, 4, or 6 volts, it is quite possible

(Continued on, next pp.)

This unit supplies H.T. an.1 also charges the L.T.B. (E. K. Cole, Ltd.)
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This is a Varley all -from -the -mains receiver.

counteracted, s3 that a set running from the
mains can be absolutely silent just like the
set running from batteries.

For wireless purposes we require low
voltages as well as high. Our 230 -volt
mains cannot be used to work apparatus
with 2 -volt requirements unless some means
is employed pf " breaking clown the voltage."

"Phis effect can be obtained by resistances
of suitable values, so that theoretically
there is not much difficulty in the way of
using D.C. mains.

An example of " Regentone " mains
unit design.

Alternating current (A.C.) is entirely
different from D.C. With this form of supply
the voltage is not always applied in one direc-
tion, but it varies in amount and changes its
direction many times in each second. The
current and the voltage are alternating.

For instance, the voltage, which at one
moment is at its maximum falls to zero
immediately afterwards, and at this moment

GETTING POWER FROM THE MAINS IS THE LOGICAL WAY
no voltage is being supplied.
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mum voltage in that direction
it returns once more to the
" no voltage " position, from
which it again rises to a maxi-
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The complete rise and fall,
fall and rise, is called a "cycle."

The Igranic Elkon dry rectifier plugs in like a
valve.

And the number of complete
cycles that the current makes
in one second is known as its
frequency.

Advantages of A.C.
Thus in alternating current

we have to consider not only
the voltage. but the frequency
of the supply as well (the fre-
quency is usually about 50
cycles per second).

For wireless we chiefly require
direct and not alternating pres-
sure, so that before A.C. mains
can be utilised for wireless it is
necessary to rectify the supply.
In other words, to make it unidirectional.
This rectifying can be carried out in different
ways, as will be explained later.

We have said
that A.C. can be
"converted"
into direct cur -

T. and L.T. are obtainable from this unit. (Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd.)

The H.T.

rent. The great advantage of the A.C.
supply is that at the same time the pressure
or voltage being applied can be changed, as
required.

If direct current is supplied at, say 200
volts, this can be reduced by resistances, as
required, for a fAgure below that, but cannot
be conveniently increased. Alternating
current, on the other hand, merely by pass-
ing through a suitable transformer, can
emerge as alternating current of either
much lower or much higher voltage, accord.
ing to the transformer used. And it can
then be smoothed out and used as direct
current at the low or the high voltage.

Easy to Arrange.
The simplest forms of rectifiers are called

" half -wave " rectifiers. In addition, there
are " full -wave " rectifiers, and you will
find reference to these in the article on
" Power Pointers " in this issue.

Rectified A.C., like D.C., can be applied
to the set in the same way as batteries, for
lighting the valves, for supplying the plate
voltage and the current, or for supplying
the grid bias. And the advent of dry recti-
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(Falk, Stadelmann.)

fiers and special rectifying valves has made
the operation both easy to arrange for and
trouble -free in operation.

This brief reminder of the essential differ-
ence between direct -current and alternating -
current mains will serve to show that on no
account should D.C. apparatus be used for
A.C. or vice -versa, and that each type of
mains has certain advantages and disad-
vantages.

Now let us consider some typical Cases
and the methods available by which the
mains can be utilised. First of all, let us
take the man who is buying a new set.

Some Typical Cases
Whether his house is fitted with D.C. or

with A.C. mains he will be able to purchase
a complete outfit in which all the power for
the receiver comes through an ordinary
flexible lead. Such a set plugs into a
rocket or to a power -point, and is switched
on or off just like a lamp, with no trouble
and very small running expenses.

There are a great many mains -driven sets
row on the market, so that choice is wide.

A full -wave Osrani rectifying valve is shown
above, and below is one of the Westing-
house dry rectifiers. Right, a well-known

mains transformer.

Of the four illustrations below, the first is a Mazda rectifying valve (U.65/550), and next is a fixed condenser that carries its own
identification marks. Beside this is a Ferranti mains receiver, and lastly there is an " Atlas " A.C. mains unit. due to H. Clarke & Co.

By carefully studying the makers' lists you
can ensure obtaining the exact type of set
required.

Some of these mains sets employ ordinary
type valves as run from batteries, the place
of the latter being taken by a suitable mains

Easy accessibility is one good feature of the
Partridge & Mee H.T. unit.

unit. Other sets use valves
specially designed for operation
from the mains.

Low Running Costs.
Here, again, there are several

types, some being special
mains " valves and others

having short, thick filaments that
can be run from raw A.C. The
special " indirectly -heated "
mains valves are provided with
an extra electrode or heating
element, and connect by five
valve pins instead of the usual
four. For various practical
reasons they are intended for use
with A.C. and not D.C. mains.

Although the first cost of a mains -driven
set is necessarily rather high, its running
costs are often astonishingly low. And as

most of the apparatus
in it is of the long -life
type, covered by a
guarantee or by a
maker's reputation,
the high initial price
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This Lissen portable can be worked
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is often completely offset by low running
costs. The exact figure can generally be
obtained from the makers.

There is much that can be done with the
mains apart from buying an all -from -the -
mains set. If your present set is satisfac-
tory, but you are bothered by battery
renewals, you can. arrange to supply it with

rem the

This mains unit is one of the Taunoy Products

tension or with low tension, or both,
by means of a suitable unit or units.

Owing to the ease with which alternating
current can be stepped down to a lower
voltage supply, it is the man whose house
is fitted with A.C. mains that can do the
most in deriving power from them. If your
set takes, say half an amp. or more filament
current at 2, 4, or 6 volts, it is quite possible

(Continued on, next pp.)

This unit supplies H.T. an.1 also charges the L.T.B. (E. K. Cole, Ltd.)
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WHY NOT USE YOUR
MAINS?

(Continued from previous page.) +

to " break down the voltage " of D.C. mains
until the pressure across the filament supply
is equal only to 2 volts, 4 or 6. as the case
may be ; but the disadvantage is that the
mains are supplying this current at the high
voltage supply of the mains.

Most of the pressure is thus wasted in
heat -dissipating resistances, which serve no

Whatever the voltage
of your A.O. mains
you can get a trans-
former to give the
desired voltage out-
put. This one is a

Heayberd...

useful purpose apart from giving a drop in
voltage, and have to be paid for as part of
the running costs. Thus it generally hap-
pens that the man with D.C. mains confines
his use of the mains to deriving the H.T.
supply, and not the L.T.

Banish Battery Bother.
D.C. mains are eminently suitable for

H.T. supply, for no rectifying apparatus
is necessary as with A.C. Moreover, the
smoothing apparatus is neither very ela-
borate or expensive.

One of the great advantages of deriving
the H.T. from the mains is the fact that
not only is all battery bother abolished, but
really high voltages are obtainable, and thus
the first essential for good quality reproduc-
tion is assured.

With the object of reducing costs, many
famous firms have placed on the market
kits for building mains units (both for A.C.
and for D.C.). together with full instruc-
tions and details of the methods of -assembly.
Those constructors who do not wish to go
to this trouble can, if they prefer, buy the
units complete, many types being available
for different types of sets. It is important
to remember that the H.T. unit must be
rated to give not only the required voltage,
but it must be capable of supplying the
currenl: required at that voltage. (This
current is the total milliamps consumed at
the plates of the valves as measured by a
milliammeter placed in the negative H.T.
lead, or calculated from the valve maker's

You need a good reliable condenser to stand up to
mains vol.sces. This is the Hydra.

curve showing the total plate current
consumption.)

Now what about the man who would like
to dispense with all the bother of charging
batteries, but who has a perfectly good
accumulator on hand ? Obviously it
would not be economical to dispense with
this, for usually nothing like the price it is
worth can be obtained for it.

Cost -Free Charging.
What is wanted is something to keep it

in good condition constantly so that it does
not have to be taken to be re -charged
periodically. In these circumstances the
householder can, with safety and certainty,
do his own battery charging.

There are several different ways of setting
about this operation. For the charging of
the battery is simply a reversal of its
normal function.

Obviously the mains are quite capable of
fulfilling these conditions. If the mains are
of the D.C. type the current and voltage
must be limited to suitable values by means
of resistances.

Sometimes it can be arranged for all the
lamps in the house when used for lighting
to act as resistances for the purpose, by
installing a charging board in such a

Examples of the ?dullard and Six -Sixty full -wave
4 -volt rectifying valves.

position that whenever a light is switched
on in the house the current to it passes
through an accumulator in the required
direction.

In this way no extra electricity whatever
is required, the cost of the charger being
covered by a very slight dimming of the
lamp. This is not noticeable in ordinary
circumstances, so no running cost whatever
is incurred.

Methods of Rectifying.
As the direction of current is important

when charging, it is obvious that for
alternating supply mains the charger must
embody some form of rectifying apparatus.
This may be of the mechanical type, in
which vibratory rectifiers are included ; the
thermionic type, which covers different
valve rectifiers ; or a metal rectifier.
(Other types are used as well, but the valve
and metal rectifiers are by far the most
common.)

The advantages of charging your accumu-
lator at home need hardly be stressed.
Apart from being much easier you can

A Rothermel rectifying element capable of provid-
ing a 2l amp. charging current.

prevent all mis-handling. Moreover, as the
wireless set is in use only for five or six
hours out of the twenty-four hour day, it
is possible to arrange the charging to be
done at a low rate-a fact that has
several advantages.
' The device for giving long, slow charges
of this type is known as a " trickle "
charger. As it is inexpensive and very easy
to fit and to operate, the popularity of this
class of apparatus is not surprising.

Units are now manufactured which
embody an L.T. charger in an H.T. unit,
the single compact piece of apparatus thus
supplying H.T. all the while the set is on
and keeping the battery charged while the
set is off.

Safe and Certain.
Enough has been said to show that

although radio power can be drawn from
the mains easily and efficiently, there are
certain side issues and complexities to
watch. These need not puzzle the con-
sumer, for an enquiry to any of the firms
supplying mains apparatus will clear up
any doubtful point.

Some people fear to use the mains
because of the alleged " danger."

This is a wrong attitude. Reputable
British firms who make radio apparatus for
mains working do so under the recommenda-
tions of The Institution of Electrical
Engineers, specifically compiled to make
radio power as safe and as certain as any
other household electrical equipment.

Little has been said about the low cost
and convenience of mains apparatus, but
these are two of the most important
advantages from, the user's point of view.
It is ti ue that first cost is a big item
comparatively, but once installed the
simplicity of action of mains apparatus is a
revelation to anyone who has hitherto been
dependent on battery renewals.

You can get both H.T. and L.T. from this
Wholesale Wireless_unit.
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With Mazda valves in all
positions your set will
give a performance many
times better than before.

See the Amazing
Mazda Valves on the
Ediswan Stand (No,
67) at Olympia.

THE AMAZING

P.240
IS BETTER
AND CHEAPER

THAN A
2-VOL

PENT

Thejigureishown on this page
in .clOnjunction with the curves

willprove to the discriminating
amateur that the output obtain-
able from the P240 I's apProxi-
mateiy equal to, that of -a 2 -volt

Pentode, while, by virtue of its

extremely low impedance, the
overall reproduction is consider-

ably superior. The facts coupled

with the low price of 13/6 for
the P240 make it extremely

popular with those who require
a power valve of a relatively
large output. It will, for instance,

work a moving coil speaker at
a volume which is ample for
ordinary domestic purposes.

Examine these fiBares
Amplification Factor - - 7

Anode A.C. Resistance (ohms) - 1,900
Mutual A.C. Conductance (MAN) - 3.7

1

RADIO VALVFS

\4AZDA $THE EDISON SWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

C' II I O"

P

P 2,40
.cP-13 V.71

Radio Dr, :
1,, N so Strant, Oxford Sro,t, W.1

8 rooms hrall the Penh -4w! "rou.ns

DISWAN
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IMPORTANT
PRICE

REDUCTION

OF CONDENSERS

AND RESISTANCES
front

SEPT 17 1193
Product

Midget Condenser
Dumetohms

FIXED
CONDENSERS

Old New
Type Price Price
610 and 620,
.00005 to .0009 216
.001 and .002 31-
.003,.004,

.005
.006 ...

B775
.01
.02
.05
.1
.2
.25

  

  

Old Price
121-

516
26

PAPER
CONDENSERS

Old NewType Price Price
400 v. D.C. Test
.01 to .09 2/- 119

1/10
2/5 2/3

.3 . 2/5 213
31- 2/3 1.0,2.0

2/ 3.0,4.0 no reduction
3/-6 5.0, 6.0 )

8 ... 1119
10 ... -.151- 14/6

4;-- 31- 500 v. D.C. Test
.. 5 6 3/6 no reduction

no reduction 800 v. D.C. Test
... 8/6 81- .1 ... 313 213
...15/6 14/6 .25 313 2/9
...191- 18/- .5 ... ... 3/3 31 -

118

New Price
... 11/-

41-
1/9

Various reductions
RESISTANCES

Old New
Type Price Price
10,000--
40,000 ohms 6/6 416
50,000 616 5/-
60,000 6/6 6/-
70,000 6/6 6/6
80,000--
100,000 ohms 6/6 6/6
150,000 9/6 9/6
200,000 9/6 96
250,000 " 11/3 9/6
300,000 13/- 1111 -

Prices complete with
holder.

UBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

We are exhibiting at Stand 50,
THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,

Olympia (New Hall),
September 19 -27th, 1930.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3
111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111
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full Volume
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,11/1ARCONIPHONE I

Do you appreciate that the Marconi-
phon:. Pick-up, followed by a simple

ampliaer and a good speaker,
will give you the finest possible repro-
duction with full volume?
The average outp it from the Marconi -
phone Pick-up is 1s volts R.M.S. -
over 2 vo!ti peak. To load a super
power valve such as Marconi PX4 or
2e25 A, which operate with 30 - 36
voles grid bias, it is only necessary to
interpose one stage giving a gain of
fifteea to twenty. All you need is a
resistance -capacity coupled MH4 (for
A.C. Main;) or HL610 (six volts) and
you have then enough volume for dancing
to. of you wish.
If you are a 2 -volt user, have an 1-1210
simi.arly coupled to one or two
Marconi P2 valves, according to tha
power required, and you will be
astonished at the res gilts.
For quality the Marcuniphone Pick-up
stands alone -a mo.neles hearing
will convinceyou. The characteristic
is level from 250 to 4,500 cycles, with
a rise below 250 compensating for the
recording loss of low frequencies and a
sharp drop at 5,000 which reduces the
-proportion of scratch without impai
mg the brilliancy of th:upp .r r2giszer.
And it is All British.
Complete with carrier ar-n (hall bear-
ing) and swivelling head -L3.3.0

The t_,Ilarvellous

PICK-U
4::
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THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LIMITED
Radio House, Tottenham Court Road, W.s
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FROM THE TECHNICAL. EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested an
Found--

FRANKLIN CONDENSERS.
WE hear much about fixed condensers

breaking down, and some of us
experience the trouble, too. I have

had quite a large number of cases come
within my personal experience, and I must
say some of them were attended by quite
disastrous consequences.

Mica is presumed to be one of the safest
materials to use as a, dielectric, but the old
stigma against " paper " has now been

entirely re-
moved.

There are
paper dielec-
tric con-
densers
available
that will
stand up
against any
voltage that
one is likely
to meet even
in a mains
set.

One such
make is the

The condenser is "Franklin,"metal
a product of

Franklin Electric CO., Ilford. Franklin fixed
condensers, moreover, are guaranteed for
six months, provided they are used within
their voltage ratings.

The prices of Franklins arc attractive, too,
ranging as they do from Is. fich for .001, to
.01 mfd. tested at 500 volts D.C., to 5s. 10d.
for 4 mfd. tested at 500 volts A.C.

They are contained within neat aluminium
casings and are provided with good ter-
minals. I find them of good standard
from every point of view.

built into a stout
casing.

TELSEN'S NEW ACTIVITIES.
Well known though the name of Telsen

has already become, there is little doubt
but that it is destined to achieve an even
greater prominence in the. very near" fiiture.

Up to the present the Telsen Elekric
Co., Ltd., have specialised in the production
of 1.F. transformers, although,'' I believe,
their other interests have always been
fairly widespread. Now, however, they
are entering "the 'season''` wit oritY with.
ar,:eompTetely redesigned,. better-than:ever
Lin,,,transforrepr, but alSO With other radio
c&nponents. - - -

I am not in a position to reveal their
complete programme, but I fancy they

have some very interesting
things up their sleeves.

However, I have received
samples of the new Telsen
Radiogrand L.F. Transformer
and of the Telsen Valve Holder
and H.F. Choke.

The most outstanding feature
of these new Telsen components
is that ,they are all contained

within excellent mahogany -coloured bake-
lite mouldings that are decidedly distinctive
in character.

The H.F. choke is rather on the small
side-in fact, it is one of the smallest I have
come across. It fixes vertically on the
baseboard and the two terminals are located
on the side of the device.

On test we found this H.F. choke to be
perfectly satisfactory on both the medium
and long waves. (By the way, we have
recently devised and constructed a special
H.F. choke tester that enables us to test
any H.F. choke in a few seconds.)

There is nothing particularly distinctive
about the Telsen valve holder-it is a
straightforward, honest proposition that
does its job perfectly. You can see exactly
how it is constructed from the accompanying
photograph.

Finally, I come to the new Telsen Radio -
grand L.F. transformer. ThiS, as I have
already indicated, is built into a bakelite
casing. But, additionally, it is shrouded
and provided with an earthing terminal. A
useful advantage that, in these days of
high efficiency two -transformer sets.

It has a ratio of 3-1, which is, one might
say, quite an " all-purpose " ratio, although,
really, it is not so much the actual ratio

that matters as primary inductance and
secondary self -capacity.

The "terminals of- the Telsen are arranged
around the lAse of the component and are
adequately spaCed. I have a slight criticism
to make in regard to the terminal markings.
These are in relief on the shoulders of
t he casing - and are not very easily read.
" Engraved " lettering would be much
plainer. However, that is a small point,

:21111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M.

Manufacturers and traders are invited
to submit radio apparatus of any kind
for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest

= of impartiality, under the personal super -
:7 vision of the Technical Editor.

We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples
picked from stock, and that we cannot
guarantee their safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect
much of the gear in the course of our
investigations !

And readers should note that the
g subsequent reports appearing on this

page are intended as guides to buyers,
and are therefore framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities,
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

muumMuniuMmumMinnunnuninuMIMMInnihnuw,

and hashas little to do with the technical
efficiency of the article.

In regard to this latter, we are able to
report very considerable progress. The
original Telsen was, to put it mildly, in
danger of being left a good way behind, so
healthy has been the progress in trans-
former design during the past year or two.

However, this new transformer gives
Telsen a fresh jumping-off point of no mean
height. Sold at Telsen prices, all these new
Telsen components should, indeed, prove
very popular lines indeed.

They will no doubt find their way into a
very large number of sets this coming win-
ter. H.F. chokes, L.F. transformers and
valve holders are all very important com-
ponents that need to be chosen very care-
fully.

This Ciloto shows two each of the new Telsen transformer, H.F. choke and valve holder.
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All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Talus Street, London, E,C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work, The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will' be taken to retry
YISS. not accepted for publication' A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article et.'1
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John 11. Lite, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.

The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome 0 research
and esperimental work carried nut with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As muck of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some Ill the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject at Letters l'atent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

WHICH MAIN IS EARTHED ?
M. F. (Barkinpide).-" I am putting in a

trickle charger for my 2 -volt accumulator
to save hunking it along to the charging
station every week. I bought the charger,
which seems to what I want, and
I am all clear about installing it except on
one point.

" It says that the charger should be fitted
in that main which is in the earthed supply.
How can I tell which main in earthed ? "

It is very desirable that charging and similar
apparatus should be in the earthed lead. And it is
very easy to tell on D.C. supply which main is
earthed if you are careful to carry out the following
instructions.

On the other hand, it should be remembered that
electrical supply companies often specifically warn
their consumers that it is an infringement of the
conditions of supply for the wiring to be interfered
with by any unauthorised person, so we think that
you should get an experienced electrician to do the
job for you as you are not qualified to do it yourself.
(Upon enquiry you will probably find that the per-
mission of the company to alter the wiring is regarded
as essential.)

We stress that you should not overlook this point
In view of the fact that a great many of the electrical
supply companies are now altering their mains from
D.C. to A.C., and It might affect a replacement of

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

&_-
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Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
and is spoiling your radio reception ?-0r
one of the batteries Cretan to run down mach
faster than formerly ?--Or you want a Blue
Pont?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Depart-
ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges. can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Ileetway
House, Fartingdon Street, London. E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us In order to solve, your problems.
LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway. House or Talus House.

any apparatus you install if you have fitted it without
permission.

The test for which main is earthed is best done
by running a well -insulated flexible lead from a tap,
buried plate, or similar earthed point, to one side of
a lamp holder in which is inserted a lamp of the
ordinary mains voltage. The other side of this lamp
holder shoald he fitted with another weildnsulated
flexible lead. This second lead should be carefully
tapped on first one and then the other supply leads.
That side of the mains which is earthed will, of course,
have no visible effect, as the other end of the lamp
also is earthed.

That side of the mains which is not. earthed will.
however, light the lamp, and will thus indicate which
main is which. Join the charger in that lead which
does not result in the lamp lighting.

THE " MERCURY " FOUR.
Although the general construction of the

"Mercury" Four becomes quite clear on
inspection of the photos and wiring diagram
which have already appeared in P.W.,"
one wiring point calls for note : the leads to
S, should be soldered in place before the
reaction condenser is fitted to,the panel.

The two L.F. amplifying stages are
assembled on a narrow shelf (supported
by fillets) which is fitted below the receiver
portion.

Now about the connections between the
L.F. amplifier and receiver portions. First,
note that a flex lead comes off the H.F.
choke in the receiver portion, passes down
through a hole in the baseboard, and ends
in a plug which goes into " plate socket
on baseboard " on the amplifier.

Next, note the two L.T. flex leads from
the amplifier. These end in plugs to be
inserted in the two sockets in the base-
board of the receiver portion, pla,'7!ed
between the B.S.G. coil and H.F.C.2.

Of these sockets, the one nearest the
panel must not make contact with the
copper sheet, so cut away the copper just
round it. The other must make contact
with the copper to complete the L.T.
circuit.

The general assembly of the outfit is
quite easy to follow, too, but we should
perhaps mention the loud -speaker question.
What you want here is an assembly which
does not take up much space, and the
Muliard " portable " type is very suitable.
This, of course, is to be mounted behind
the fret in the cabinet front.

There is quite a good space for batteries,
and you will want a small " unspillable"
2-voli, accumulator, a 9 -volt G.B. unit,

and about 100 volts of H.T. For the
latter a 99 -volt unit will serve, or one of
the actual 100 -volt rating. It is also
possible to get 120 volts in by using two
60 -volt units of a small size in series.

.Now you just want the necessary working
data,and you are ready to start. Here they
are in summarised form. Valves : one S.G.,
one H.F. or special detector (V2), one L.F.
(socket between R.C. unit and L.F. trans.),
and one small power, all 2-volters.

Now the voltages : H.T. 1, 60-80 volts ;
H.T. + 2, about 100 volts H.T. ± 3,
about 50-60 volts H.T. ± 4, about 100
volts. If 120 volts available, give it to
H.T. ± 4 only. Can be used on H.T. + 2,
also, but "consumption then goes up still
further. The grid bias should be or
3 -volts negative on G.B.-1, and 6 to 9 volts
on G.B. - 2. Use as much as possible
without spoiling quality.

The limitations of space have pre-
vented us from dealing with every little
detail as fully as we might have wished,
but we think the more advanced reader. for
whom the set is intended. will have no diffi
eulty whatever in following everything out.

MILLIAMMETER KICKS.
A. N. (near Manchester).-" When attend-

ing a junk sale the other day I acquired a
milliammeter for 7s. Od. It may not be per-
fectly accurate as regards quantity, but it
certainly is sensitive, for it shows the kicks
in my plate circuit with startling clearness.

" I have been working hard to find the point
of correct grid bias ever since I got the
ammeter, but still I am not out of the wood.
So far as I can tell by ear, reception seems
perfect, except, perhaps, a trifle discordant
when the local is tuned full in and playing
certain notes.

"On no other stations is this noticeable,
and so far as can be told by ear the tone is
excellent. When I putt the milliammeter in 1

find that the local station tuned fully in makes
the needle kick both ways, up and down.

" Only the local station has this effect.
(Continued on page 710.)

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

A Bournemouth reader who built a
Det., 2 L.F. (resistance and transformer
stages) was very pleased with both
quality and volume. But after ten days'
good service the set " went back " on
him. The volume was affected less than
the quality, which went " all to pieces,"
and made the set a misery to listen to.

Tests with a milliammeter showed
that the detector and last valve were
taking normal plate currents, but the
second valve, which had an L.F.
primary in series with the plate circuit,
was taking two and a -half times as
much current as usual.

The valve itself appeared O.K., so grid
bias was suspected. But the G.B.
battery was new, and showed up O.K.
on the voltmeter, Can you guess

WHAT WAS WRONG ?
N.B.--Tbere is no prize for answering this,

but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed tie next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution of the above next week.)

The trouble which was described last week,
woo a vent, ecsilli traced one. The reaction
coil used was wound in the wrong direction.
Reversal of the reaction coil holder's wiring
cured 11 e trouble.
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IMPROVED & INCREASED
RANGE OF THE FAMOUS
TELSEN COMPONENTS
To the already famous range of Telson Trans-
formers, we have now added this series of New
Components, each embodying many new features
which at their prices represent the finest range
of their kind upon the market.
Only Telsen could produce Components of such
technical perfection and beauty of finish-corn-

Telsen Variable Condensers (Bakelite Di-
electric). Particularly designed for use as a

reaction condenser, may also be used as a

neutralising condenser where large capacity
is necessary.
All vanes are insulated with Bakelite which
eliminates the possibility of a short-circuit
between the moving and fixed vanes.
Made in three capacities : '0005, '0003,
"00015, supplied complete with pointer knob
with one -hole fixing for panel mounting.

Price 3/- each

Telsen Valve Holders. Pro. Pat. No.
20 286:30. An entirely new design in
Valve Holders embodying patent metal
spring contacts, which are designed to
provide the most efficient contact with the
valve legs, whilst allowing the valve to be
inserted or withdrawn with an easy move-
ment instead of being subjected to undue
strain which often causes damage and loss of
efficiency to the valves. Low capacity,
self -locating, supplied with patent solder- VI
ing tags and hexagon terminal nuts.

Price 1/- each

ponents that are worthy of any circuit-that you
can rely upon with the utmost confidence to do
their job and do it well, and at their prices-well
anyone can now afford the best-by test, they
are far the best. Don't hesitate, build your new
season's Set with Telsen famous Components,
' Radio's Choice for Better Radio Reception."

Telsen H.F. Chokes, designed to cover the
whole wave -band range from 18 to 4,000 metres.
extremely low self -capacity, shrouded in
Genuine Bakelite. Inductance 150,000 micro -
henries, resistance 400 ohms.

Price 2/6 each
Telsen Radiogrand " Transformer, new model,
shrouded in Genuine Bakelite, with new windings and
core, fitted with earth terminal.
Made in ratios 3-I and 5-I. Price 12/6 each
Telsen 7-I Super Ratio " Radiogrand " Transformer,
giving enormous amplification with perfect reproduction,
shrouded in Genuine Bakelite, with new windings and
core, fitted with earth terminal. Price 17/6 each
Telsen " Ace " Transformer, the ideal model for all
Portable Sets and where space is limited, gives perfect
reproduction throughout the musical range. Shrouded
in Genuine Bakelite, with new windings and core,
fitted with earth terminal.
Made in ratios 3-I and 5-I. Price 8/6 each

FOR

BETTER RADIO
RECEPTION

tr_03741:al:141:111-111
.42Qt. of Tchen ELcirii Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

Telsen Fixed (Mica) Condensers, shrouded
in Genuine Bakelite, made in capacities
up to '001 mfd. Pro. Pat. No. 20 287/30,
supplied complete with Patent Grid Leak,
Clips to facilitate series or parallel con-
nection Can be mounted upright or flat.

Price Li.. each
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RADIOTORIAL
NESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 708.)

" But when I have corrected it to the best
of my ability with grid bias so as to make the
needle remain as steady as possible, I find that
the needle is steady on all other stations
except the local and 5 X X, when it tends to
kick upwards a little on the very loud passages.
I have tried all permutations and combinations
of G.B., H.T., etc., and this is all I can get
after a lot of trouble with it.

" As I say, it sounds all right, and I was
perfectly satisfied until I had the milliammeter,
but I should like to know what it means by
this failure to remain quite steady even when
the set sounds good."

When the needle of a milliammeter in the plate
circuit of the last valve kicks both up and down it
indicates that the valve is being overloaded-
that is to say, that the input to the set is rather
greater than the valve can handle. In such circum-
stances the best plan. (apart from altering set or
valves) is slightly to detune the set or slightly to
shorten the aerial, so that even when tuned full in the
set is not receiving more signal voltage than the
last valve can handle.

If you use the set  for long-distance listening it
seems a pity to alter the aerial, so we should employ
a volume control for the grid of the last valve or
else slightly detune the set, if this can be done
without bringing in neighbouring stations. All that
is necessary is to reduce the signal input slightly to
ihat point where it does not result in overloading the
]ast valve.

The fac,. that you get upward kicks on 5 X X points
to the fait that you may be applying just a little
too much negative bias to the grid of the last valve.
This is very likely to happen when altering grid bias
in order to overcome overloading, and in any case,
if the 5 X X distortion introduced is not noticeable
by ear, we should not worry about it.

If, however; you fit a volume control in order to
reduce the local station strength when tuned in
fully, 'this would also come in useful to reduce the
strength of 5 X X a little.

A GOOD LONG-DISTANCE TWO -VALVED.
M. J. D. (Cleckheaton).-" I want a really

good long-distance two-valver on the lines
of your ' Regional' Two, but without the
special rejector in the aerial circuit, as I have
a separate rejector already made.

" I have the following components which I
should like to incorporate : Differential con-
denser, 3) to I LI'. transformer, H.F. valve
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The " components " shown above are those
necessary for a one -valve amplifier (resistance
coupling) with a switch to listen on 'phones to
the set itself, when desired. The idea is that the
amplifier is joined up to the set and then the
D.P.D.T. switch gives you either " set only "
or '' set with amplifier " without the necessity of
changing connections. Can you " wire up " the
circuit to bring in the extra valve by means of
the switch shown ?
(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)

small power valve, H.F. choke, 400-ohtns
potentiometer, .0005-mfd. tuning condenser,
plenty of coils, fixed condensers, switches, ete.
Please give the wiring in words."

If you have a Brookmans Rejector you will not
require a small condenser in the aerial circuit, so that
your aerial lead will come straight to a tapping
on a 60 -turn X -coil, this being inserted in a coil
holder of the baseboard -mounting type. Beside it
should be another holder for the reaction coil.

The rest of the parts will be named in the wiring
instructions below, but remember that exact spacing
plays an important part in the success of the long-
distance simple receiver, and as the blue print
describing the " Regional " Two is still available
 (Price 6d., post 10. extra), we think you would be
well advised to get this to make sure that the layout
is as good as possible.

The actual connections will be as follow :
L.T. + terminal to one side of the switch. Re-

maining side of the switch to ono filament socket on
each of the valve holders and to one end of the
potentiometer.

Remaining filament terminals on each valve
holder are joined together and to L.T. - ; to H.T.-,
to grid bias +, to the moving vanes of the differential
condenser, to the remaining end of the potentiometer,
to the .0005 variable tuning condenser, to the pin
side of the 60 -turn X -coil holder, and to earth.

The slider of the potentiometer should be taken
to one end of the grid leak, the other side of which
goes to the grid socket on the first valve holder and
to the .0003:mfd. condenser. Remaining side of this
condenser goes to the fixed vanes of the .0005 tuning
condenser, and to the remaining side of the aerial
coil holder.

The plate socket of the first valve holder goes to
one set of fixed vanes on the differential reaction
condenser and to one side of the reaction coil holder.
Remaining side of this holder goes to the remaining
fixed vanes of the differential reaction condenser and
to the H.F. choke.

The other side of the H.F, choke goes to one
primary terminal on the L.F. transformer, and the
other primary terminal to H.T. 1. The grid of the
second valve holder goes to G on the L.F. transformer.,
the G.B. - terminal of which goes to a grid -bias
negative lead..

The plate terminal on the second valve holder
goes to the negative loud -speaker terminal, and the
positive loud -speaker terminal goes to H.T. + 2.
(If proper reaction effects are not obtained, reverse
the leads to the reaction coil holder.)

USE YOUR A.C. MAINS
AND A WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIER

TO GE1 THE BEST OUT OF YOUR SET
WESTINGHOU-SE

METAL RECTIFIERS
are unquestionably the most convenient
and efficient rectifiers at present available
for A.C. Mains working. That is why
they are used in such large numbers by
the leading set manufacturers.

Units for
HIGH-TENSION
LOW-TENSION

GRID BIAS
BATTERY CHARGING

etc., etc.

IN THE EASIEST WAY

Full details and circuits for all units for radio main;
equipment are given in our 32 -page booklet, " The All Metal

Way -1930." Send 2d stamp for a copy to

the Westinghouse Brake &Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

)GuineaWIRELESS
------- CABINET fora

JUST ASSEMBLE IT YOURSELF*
THE OSBORN - WAY MATS ALL

MODEL
AP2I9

No. 219. A Radio or Radio Gramophone Cabinet
3, 9" high, 2' 2" wide, and 1' 6" deep., The battery
and loud speaker compartments are at the got ton
and are partitioned off. Size of the baffle behi,
the fret is 24" a 24". Metallic fabric for the fro
front is included. Opening at the top and back
This cabinet will take a panel 2' x 9, or smaller.
READY TO ASSEMBLE
Oak 651, Mahogany 70/,

Walnut 80/-.
ASSEMBLED READY TO
POLISH Oak 85/, Ma-
hogany 90/, Walnut les/-
As S EMBLED & POLISHED
Oak 105/, Mahogany

120/, Walnut 135/ -

National Radio
Exhibition, Olympia,

Sept. 19th -27th.
VISIT OUR STAND

No. 258
CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. P.W.J. 'IDE REGENT
WORKS, ARLINGTON STREET, LONDON, N.1. Tele-
phone Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21, Essex Rd.,

Islington, 1y.i. 'Phone : Clerkenwell 5634.
.111 models carriage paid. Send far 56 -page Him-

trated catalogue. Send 3d. in stamps.

All Applica-
tions for
Advertising
Space in
" POPULAR
WIRELESS "
must be made
to the Sole
Advertising

Agents,
JOHN H. LILE,
Ltd4,Ludgate
Circus, London,

E.C.4.
'Phone: City 7261.

RELIIAB II army
WI1RELE$S GUIIDE HP 296

anittt II

--------;-hat is best in Radio
A Complete List of a&

at Keenest- Prices.
rrade Enquires inweed

J. INI.V/AXIL-OR & C9
4 RactioHnuse.MACAULAY STREET,
HUDDERSFIELD. Phone 341.;

Make
THE DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Pictur Paper.

THE

STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from If -
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8
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no more
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ELECTRIC MOTOR fo.13-3-.0

The new B.T.H. Electric Gramophone
Motor costs only £3.3.0 complete and
plays 200 12 -inch records for a cost of
only one unit of electricity. Why wait?
Here is the most moderately priced
electric gramophone motor on the mar-
ket, yet as efficient, as trouble -free as
motors costing nearly twice as much.

Price £3.3.0 complete
There is also a B.T.H. Super
Motor at X6 . 6 . 0 complete

T -H ELECTRIC
GRAMOPHONE

MOTORS
0.;;:"

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.,LTD.
Radio Division,

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Branches in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN W.92

FE ANTI
HIGH VOLTAGE
CONDENSERS

EIGHT HUNDRED
THOUSAND VOLTS!

AN 800 Kilovolt bank of Conden.
sers built by Ferranti at Hollin-
wood to the order of a large

Electrical Manufacturing Company
in the Midlands for testing purposes.
You will appreciate the necessity
for safety and reliability in apparatus
of this character, and the knowledge,
experience and craftmanship behind
it is built in the Ferranti Condensers
for your radio set and mains
apparatus.
IS IT WORTH YOUR WHILE
TO TAKE RISKS WHEN
FERRANTI Condensers ensure
safety and satisfaction?
British Manufacturers are doing
their utmost to resist unemployment.
Help them by buying British.
Any mains apparatus you construct
will be better and safer with
Ferranti components-Transformers,
Chokes, Condensers, Resistances,
and Safety Boxes, into which they
may be built for greater security.

Write for list We411/2.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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CANADIAN
BROADCASTING.
(Continued from page 694.)

*

biles manned by radio engineers to combat
this interference, by means of installing such
apparatus as is necessary to eliminate the
interference from receivers. There has
never been legislation to compel the user of
electrical apparatus causing such inter-
ference to install the necessary equipment to
rid the listeners of the noise caused by. his
equipment. The radio. bill will make such
legislation possible, liberating the listener of
at least man-made static.

Indirect Advertising.
In order that everyone who has some

objection to make to government -controlled
broadcasting may do so, the radio bill will
first be placed in the hands of a parliamen-
tary committee, which will hold public
hearings, make modifications to the bill, and
present it to Parliament again. Here are
some of the points to be brought up by the
opposition.

The provinces of Quebec and New
Brunswick, while voicing their co-operation
along with the other provinces, state that
they do not intend to give up their rights
under the British North America Act, by
which they claim to have a tight over the air
above their provinces. They are not
anxious to give up this alleged right to the
air to a government -owned broadcasting
company.

And as champion of the cause is La Press°

of Montreal, largest French-Canadian daily
in the Dominion, which is also the owner of
the only station in North America over
which announcements go out all the time
in both French and English. In the bargain
C K A C, the call letters of La Presse, has
but recently installed a 5,000 - watt
station, one of three in the Dominion, and
is thus one of the most powerful in Canada.

On the question of indirect advertising,
the plea is sure to be raised that the
Canadian manufacturer and distributor will
be placed at a disadvantage with his
American competitor, says the Toronto
Star. For the American advertisers will
continue to put their barrage of advertising
across, while Canadian advertisers will be
curbed through being able to only mention
their firm name over the air in conjunction
with a programme.

This same question from a different angle
is interesting radio manufacturers. They
claim that with competition between stations
eliminated, programmes will become hum-
drum. Private enterprise, it is stated in
the Toronto Telegram, would have a much
keener interest in improving programmes.

Combating Americanisation.
Then there are those who claim that only

with an expensive receiver will the listener
be able to steer away from his local
government -owned station. Why should
the listener be forced to hear only the one
station, is their query. Besides this faction,
there is another which claims that Canadian
listeners will turn to American stations for
their radio entertainment.

Those in favour of the radio bill point out
that government -owned broadcasting will

furnish a means of combating the American.
izing influence of the present system. They
feel that with good programmes coming
from Canadian stations which will reach into
every part of the Dominion dials will spin
towards the Canadian stations rather than
towards the other.

Even the Ottawa Journal, which does not
compromise itself on the question, states
that no matter which system is adopted,
direct advertising must go. It quotes Dr.
Lee De Forest, pioneer radio inventor, in a
recent address before the Institute of Radio
Engineers in New York as saying :

International Questions.
" I attribute a part of the present

slackening in radio sales as actually due to
this one cause (direct advertising). The
radio public is, I believe, becoming nau-
seated by the quality of many of the
present programmes."

Others point to the success made by
another government -operated utility, the
Canadian National Railways. Some point
to the success of the government liquor
control systems in the various provinces. In
Ontario they have another government -
operated public utility service to hold up as a
shining example, the Ontario Hydro Electric
Power Commission. Therefore, why should
not so formidable a feature as radio broad-
casting come under government control
through the formation of a national broad-
casting company free from political influence
is their cry.

What the results of the bill will be on
international questions remains to be seen.
Many American firms operating Canadian

(Continued on page 714.)

Tungsram A.C. Valves for mains
operated sets. They are the best
A.C. Valves you can buy. Their
first cost is less. They cost less to
run, and they have a long life. And
their performance : long range, se.
lectivity, volume, and perfect tone.
For better, more economical radio
use Tungsratn A.G. Valves.

A.C.VALVES
INDIRECTLY HEATED VALVES, 9/6. 4 v. A.C. POWER VALVES, 8/..

Tungsram Photo Electric Cells, Nava E, £2 17 6. Nava k, £3 3 0.
TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS (Gt. Britain) Ltd., Radio Dept., Commerce House, 72, OXFORD ST., W.1 (Makers of the famous
Electric Lamps). FACTORIES IN AUSTRIA, CZECHO-SLOVAKIA, ITALY, HUNGARY, POLAND. BRANCHES IN BELFAST,

BIRMINGHAM. BRISTOL, CARDIFF, GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE, NOTTINGHAM, SOUTHAMPTON.
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Is England
Played Out?

There must be thousands of people
who are tired of reading about

the sad plight of England.
In this week's THIS AND THAT,
a distinguished economist has gone
exhaustively into the subject,
giving all sorts of interesting facts
and figures. Every lover of his
country should read this article.
Make sure of your copy of-

THIS and
THAT

Buy a Copy To -day 2d.

What's Your Hobby

The HOBBY ANNUAL con-
tains fully -illustrated articles
on all the following subjects :

RAILWAYS
SPEED BOATS
WOODWORK
WIRELESS

MOTOR CARS
etc. etc.

A Wonderful

" How -To -Make- It"

Book
Here's a big book which will appeal
to boys and their fathers as well I
A book that shows " how things
work," and how things can be
made at home at very little cost.
It is packed with fascinating
articles and crystal-clear draw-
ings and diagrams that " show
how " in the simplest way.

The HOBBY ANNUAL is just
the book to help while away the
long winter evenings. Any boy
who is keen on " making things "
will treasure it for years.

S

HOMIYAgiAL
At all Newsagents and Booksellers - - - net,

e611.1fy
your Mullard

ORGOLA

[" ATLAS "
MAINS UNITS
Absolute simplicity and
safety. Delicate voltage
adjustment. No hum.
Ample power. Guaran-
teed for twelve months.
Ask your dealer or write

for leaflet to -day.

for the ORGOLA SENIOR
A.C. Mains. Model A.C. 38. Price
£9 12s. 6d. Cash, or 10/- deposit
and nine monthly instalments of
22 - each. D.C. Mains. Model
D.C.yo. Price £7 15s. Od. Cash,
or 10/- deposit and nine monthly
instalments of 18/- each.

for the ORGOLA III
A.C. Mains. Model A.C. 16. Price
£4 10s. Od. Cash, or 10/- deposit
and nine monthly instalments of
10j- each. D.C. Mains. Model
D.C.I6. Price £3 15s. Od. Cash,
or 10/- deposit and eight monthly
instalments of 9/- each.

RECOMMENDED BY
"RADIO THE MILLION"

cw,ammwo alelab
MAINS UNITS

H. CLARKE & CO. (Mar.), Ltd., Old Trafford, MANCHESTER
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CANADIAN
BROADCASTING.
(Continued from page 712.)

* *

subsidiaries may or may not use the
government -controlled air. Will American
broadcasting concerns place their pro-
grainmes at the disposal of the Canadian
stations as they do now, for outstanding
features from other countries are to be
placed on the Canadian stations, according
to plans submitted by the Royal Com-
mission ?

What will happen to the wave -length
situation when Canada comes along with
seven super -power stations for which she
has at present only six exclusive wave-
lengths ? That question has already caused
a considerable number of conferences and a
great deal of diplomatic friction, despite the
fact that Canada is entitled to take any
wave -lengths she wisheS and does not have
to abide by the findings of the United States
Federal Radio Commission.

Some Change Certain.
These are but a few items of international

interest.
Something is going to happen to broad-

casting in Canada. There will be a change
one way or another. But whatever happens,
the system that ultimately comes into
existence, be it private or public ownership,
will be the one that the public at large
desire, and direct advertising will go by
the board.

FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 692.)

given in the official programme in the
" Radio Tiines."

They may, or they may not. In any case,
an explanatory talk coming immediately
before a performance is much more useful
than any amount of printed matter to a
listener whose listening is a recreation
rather than a religion. Frequently I have
missed the point of a piece of music, or of a
song in an unfamiliar language, and have
probably misjudged it, through lack of a
brief explanation given " on the spot
it were.

Strange Items.
At 6.30 a.m. one Sunday miming, Berlin

broadcast a lesson in " Wireless Gym-
nastics."

I didn't hear it. I imagined it the night
before. 1 thought everybody lay late in
bed on Sunday mornings. Apparently not
in Germany.

At an hour when most. Christians are
communing with the angels in sleep,
Germany is lying on its back on the
floor, the loud speaker switched on, and is
busy massaging the liver, or deepening the
chest, or doing physical jerks by numbers
at the command -of an invisible bombardier.

It is a pretty picture ; and may account
for Germany's greatness as much as the
" playing fields of Eton " account for our
own. At nine o'clock the same morning,
after a " Press Review," Budapesth was
broadcasting " Beauty Hints."

the girls rise early in Hungary. They

are at their looking -glasses in their pretty
dressing -jackets, while through the loud
speaker some Beauty Specialist instructs
them in the use of face -cream and lipstick,
and perhaps how to lift their faces : the
whole performance concluding, like a
Ballet, with the Dance of the Powder Puffs.
That, too, is a pretty picture.

Church Parade on Sunday mornings in
Budapesth must be a mighty pleasing sight !

The Co -Optimists.
Later in the week our luck held and w3

heard the Co -optimists from London.
Belinda was sitting on the table in the

window. The neighbours, as their custom
now is, were sitting around outside.

It had been a hot day. A golden moon
was presiding over a cool night. Suddenly
Davy Burnaby ! How delightful it was !

Our friends did not understand the chatter
but they smiled because they saw how
happy we were. They loved the songs.
And when we came to that ' pun' song with
a chorus to the tune of " John Brown's
Body," they laughed and swayed on their
haunches and joined in.

For they knew " -John Brown's I3ody."
I must get them to teach me the words they
sing to it.

AN ADVERTISER'S CORRECTION.

The National Accumulator Co., Ltd., ask
us to state that an error appeared in their
advertisement which was published in last
week's issue. The L,A. type L.T. accumu-
lator is not equipped with the new patent

Tell -Tale " device.

Be your
own

manufacturer
Make an eliminator
with a HEAYBERD
kit of components.
Batteries for high tension are a source of
trouble. Every day people are realising this
and turning to the mains for the steady
power they supply. Build yourself an
eliminator-a trouble -free, }armless unit
with the HEAYBERD kit. Full directions
and wiring diagrams are supplied.

Write to -day for particulars.

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.,
10, FINSBURY STREET, E.C.

Telephone : Metropolitan 7516 xt.

The
World's

Best
Stories

The ARGOSY
offers a splendid
variety of really
first-class fiction.
Every story sets
a standard of
excellence, for
the policy of this
magazine is to
print those
stories which are
indisputably
great,andwritten
by acknowledged
masters of the
past and present

day.

The

Argosy
Magazine

Monthly I!-.
At all Newsagents.

Llessscenstssegassasangsssges

TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range, PETO
SCOTT offer YOU Every Known Radio Receiver or

Component onEASY. TERMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

NEW OSRAM MAGNET FOUR
SEND The very latest kit, incor- Balance in
2/6 magtrielt 2raSa.gO H.F. sirtradtes 312 month -

VV

I 6

ONLY selectivity. Single eexontrol'. nient1S) a y-ONLY

SEND Model W.5 Portable H.T. Balance In

1 0 9
Eliminator 11 month -A Af9
2 variable and 1 power 13' Say"IU

ONLY tapping meats of
EXIDE

8f
SEND 120 volt W.H. Type, H.T. Balance in

6 8Accumulator, complete with 11 month- I6
crates, dry charged. ly Pay.

ONLY meats of

EPOCH
SEND Model 66 P.M. permanent

napiameatr. moving coil

duction without battery or ly pay -
ONLY mains for field. meats of

KITS & ACCESSORIES, ETC.
OLYMPIA, Sept. 19th to 27th.

Our Stand will be an exhibition in itself. Do not
miss it. STAND No. 110 (Gallery).

PETO SCOTT No.
77, City Rd., London, E.C.1, 'Phone Clerkenwell
9406-7-8. 62, High Holborn, London, W,C.1.
Phone Chancery 8266. 4, Manchester St....0 4D6
Liverpool. Phone Central 2134, 83, 00 AY
Whitetow Rd., Chorlton-cum- 51
2028.
HChaorrdlythimi-eatnucnh-Hesaterdr.yPI:oon3c,.
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YOUR SET IS CAPABLE
OF FAR BETTER
RESULTS USING

GOLTONE"
DW/8

DUAL WAVE COIL
SUPER MODEL

Mr. J. OK.,
The Bungalows,

Crampotoor,
Kr. ROMSey,

Hants.

g one of your Dual
I am usin

range Coils in my valve set.3-

I can get stations by the dozen.

I have made n some three -

valve sets in my time with

Tuners and Coils but

different
your Coil beats the lot for

smoothness
and selectivity.

If the average wireless fan

knew how good your
Coils are,

you would be kept on overtime.

Specially designed for new Regional
requirements. Best D.S.C. Wire,
wound on genuine Bakelite air -
spaced -former.
The most efficient and Selective
DUAL WAVE COIL produced.
Replaces old-fashioned plug-in Col's.

Price Sias each
From all first-class Radio Stores. Refuse
substitutes-if any difficulty write direct.
Large illustrated Radio Catalogue

FREE on request.

warm
PENDLE EON

aoldiono
rttc,....2221V,T!

FREE
With every Coil a diagram is given
of connections and particulars of
components required for several
circuits, incorporating the
" GOLTONE" DW/ 3 Dual Com-
bination Coil, including a unique
3 -valve screened super circuit.

%N. .,000000000~00610004 6.10010CSICVill

You must not miss the September issue of

MODERN WIRELESS
Packed with fine features covering every phase of radio, it is of special interest to
the constructor who is looking for a " last -word " set, for it includes full details of
THE " CONQUEROR " and THE "INTERWOVE " TWO, etc., etc.

In addition to the many constructional features there is

THE "M.W." LOUDSPEAKER REVIEW
No music -lover and quality enthusiast can afford to miss this, for it tells you all

about the loudspeakers themselves, the circuits to use, and
HOW TO GET REAL QUALITY REPRODUCTION

Filled with practical advice as to volume control, working conditions, the valves and
voltages to use, etc., this section alone is

A WONDERFUL SHILLINGSWORTH!

NOW ON
SALE

MODERN
WIRELESS

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM Eirliftsse.

USUAL
PRICE 110

soset.navaleRrecumesaaecs MMMMMM

SECURE A COPY TODAY AND TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT
RNICSIMICNI~C.10000000000iNSOMNSI~4ANNINGV-S,000000010000:1006XXXICIOi.:3LnWOOMICANNYA
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Save Money
in

Battery
Consumption

Use the Lotus
All Mains Unit
Dispense with both H.T. and
L.T. batteries, and enjoy a
strong, steady supply of power
direct from the A.C. Mains
electric light current, at a
nominal cost: Save the ex-
pense, time and trouble of
continually having to re-
charge your batteries, and
ensure a regular supply of
power whenever you want it.
Price £7 : 7 : 0, or 13/3
down and 11 equal monthly
instalments.
Ask your dealer for details of
the Lotus All Mains Unit for
converting the Osram " Music
Magnet " to All Electric.
Same price as above.
For the conversion of D.C.
H.T. Eliminators to A.C., the
Lotus Power Rectifier Unit,
price £5 :0 :0, or 9/- down
and 11 equal monthly in-
stalments.

-Write for full particulars.
SEE LOTUS AT OLYMPIA,

STAND 30.

minus
ALL MAINS UNITS

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

Cirustort

EMPIRE RADIO.
(Continued from page 689.)

should not be impossible, if American ex-
perience is any guide.

I want to say that these estimates are
very rough indeed, and are included to give
" the order of quantity " and not to allow
enthusiasm to overlook facts.

At any rate, I understand that the
B.B.C. and the Government have had long
discussions on the point, and nearly every-
one is agreed that the money must be found.

On the basis of the present proposals
all the money must be found from sources
outside the B.B.C. revenue, and the
Treasury is probably and rightly somewhat
seared of the project.

Private enterprise might not feel justified
in raising the full capital. But the money
has to be found ; here is a proposal to show
how it can find itself a legitimate return,
even though this return might not satisfy
a speculator.

The Matter now Decided.
I am no financier in the true sense of the

word ; but I have the common sense to see
that Captain Round's suggestion may show
the authorities a way out and reduce their
present rather frightening obligations.
Meanwhile the lonely listener wants his
service.

I had written these last words when I
learnt that the matter had been decided ;
the Colonial Office are to spend £23,000 a
year (my £20,000 is not so bad an estimate ;
you may rest assured the B.B.C. have told
me nothing of their plans).

But why ? We are not so rich as all that,
are we ? And if the revenue has been
guaranteed it need only be a maximum.
We might get £10,000 a year by adver-
tising thus reducing the debt.

I think Captain Round's suggestion
deserves a wide publicity and serious con-
sideration. Purists will reject it automati-
cally, but it's about time someone thought
about things on their merits.

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P.

Use of Laminated Cores.

"
WHY is the iron core of an L.F.

transformer and an L.F. choke
laminated, and why are the lami-

nations packed so tightly into the bobbin ? ".
This is one of various queries I have had
on this point from time to time, so, although
those of you who are more experienced in
radio are well aware of the reasons for lami-
nating the core, there are evidently many
newcomers who are not.

The core of a transformer or choke (they
may be regarded as the same thing so far
as the present discussion is concerned) not
only acts as a mass of magnetic material, but
being metallic also acts as an electrical
conductor. To simplify the explanation let
us assume for a moment that the core is
made of copper instead of iron ; then the.
magnetic properties can be forgotten and

we may consider only the electrical pro-
perties.

"Shorted" Winding.
Clearly, when the current commences to

flow one way in the adjacent winding of the
transformer there will be an induced current
in the opposite direction in the core precisely
as there would be if this core consisted of a
number of turns of wire. The difference is,
however, that the resistance of the core is
very much smaller than would be the
resistance of a coil of similar wire.

The currents will be alternating in
accordance with the A.C. current in the
adjacent core of the transformer. These
currents are known as " eddy " currents and
inasmuch as the core represents a short-
circuited winding the eddy currents dissipate
themselves in the form of heat and
represent a dead loss of energy.

It is important, therefore, to arrange the
core in some way so that the effect of the
eddy currents is as far as possible defeated.
If the core is sliced up into a number .of
thin layers, or " laminations," which are
electrically insulated from one another, each
of these tries to act as an eddy current
circuit in itself, but the eddy currents in
one lamination tend to neutralise those in
the adjacent lamination and so the net
result of the eddy currents, considered in
the whole pile of laminations, is very small.

Eddy Currents Defeated.
The iron laminations used for the core are

generally coated on one side with paper,
which thus acts as a separator between
adjacent laminations.

The reason the laminations are packed
tightly together is in order to get the
greatest amount of magnetic material into
the available space in the bobbin, as this
has a direct effect upon the inductance of
the winding.

Pick-up Efficiency.
Another reader wants to know whether

the efficiency of an aerial will be increased
by the addition of extra insulators in series
with those already in use and whether these
extra insulators will improve the quality of
the reception of broadcast programmes.

The question whether additional insula-
tors will improve matters depends entirely
upon whether the insulation is already as
near as may be perfect. If it is, then
additional insulators will have no effect.

If it is not, then additional insulators will
certainly improve the efficiency of the aerial.
Clearly any signal energy, induced in the
aerial by the incoming electric waves,
which runs to earth owing to faulty insula-
tion, cannot be going into the receiver and
to that extent the efficiency of the aerial is
below normal.

Effect on Quality.
As regards the quality of reception, I do

not think this will be influenced by a slight
difference in the insulation of the aerial,
except in so far as there may be " damping "
and also in so far as the weaker incoming
energy may require extra amplification to
reach any particular desired volume of final
reproduction.

In any case, the insulation of the aerial is
so readily attended to and requires so little
further attention that I cannot imagine any
experimenter putting up with faulty aerial

(Coi.toned on page 718.)
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Undy 8 pole Dynamic
now on top of all
modern loud speakers
by marvellous new
design, the speaker
for the smallest set
and the great amplifier, known
few weeks since introduction.

the world over in a

POLE

The Undy 4 Pole the
new ingenious design
by the inventor of the
Undy 8 pole. This
'oud speaker will give
full satisfaction on the
ordinary small set or
amplifier - its ex-
treme sensitivity,
amazing volume and
perfect reproduction
is unbeaten by any
moving coil speaker.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR WIRELESS SHOP.
Ask for Demonstration !

FITS EVERY BATTERY SOCKET
and it stays pug -

Here is the perfect
Wander Plug-push it
in and it STAYS "put"
till you move it
yourself.
It grips ANY battery
socket, too, because
each Plug is tested in
sockets larger and
smaller than those of
any battery made.
Special section
h'ard-drawn wire
prongs. Side entry

for flex, which is grip-
ped, fray and all. Head
engraved -12 letterings
to choose from.

Price 3d.
BELLING -LEE TERMINALS.

Type B " - 6d.
Type " M " - 41d.
Type R " - 3d.
TWIN PLUG & SOCKET - 1/6
(Panel portion 6d., Flex Portion If-)
INDICATING SPADE TER-

MINAL . 41d.
S.G. ANODE CONNECTOR 6d.
BATTERY CORDS. 9 way - 5/9
Also made in 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 way.

STAND NO. 13 4
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Add. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Oueenswav Works, Ponders End. 11s::
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WATES.
DOUBLE CONE
CHASSIS

Pat No .309214

PRICES.
Wales Chassis 12, 1116
14, 12/6 20* 17/6
Above chassis are com-
plete With Universal
Bracket.
Wates 14" Star Speakers

Oak £3 :10 :0
Mali. £3:15 :0

Wales 20, Complete
Speakers Oak £4 :10:0

Mah.- £4:15 :0
Wales Star Unit 301 -
Universal Bracket (only)
for fitting various units
to speakers ... 21-
Silk lined frets ...

for 12" Chassis 41 -
for 14" Chassis 5! -

Obtainable from all
radio dealers. Write
direct for catalogue

mykrg Via:

WAT E S

iddia:AgtArea'M
Surprise yourself and

the family to -night by
fitting a Wates Double

Cone Chassis. The if
and 14" models, being fit-

ted with a supporting leg,
complete a speaker ready

for use of wonderful tonal
purity and vivid realism. A

silk -lined fret can be supplied
for these models which greatly
improves their appearance.
The Wates so" super Chassis
is capable of great volume,
coupled with a purity and
realism that surpasses any
moving -coil speaker.
The Wales Star Unit, sold
separately at the reduced price
of 30/-, is the acknowledged
acme of unit perfection.
The man who wants the finest
reproduction obtainable will
invariably choose the Wates
range.
WARNING.-When buying :lie
Wates Patent Chassis, beware of
imitations with the cones fixed to
the baffles, insist on seeing the
name Wates before purchasing.

1.vr dc -a,
1!. t

I M WIN 1111110111:1
THE STANDARD BATTERY Co. (Dept. P.W.),

184/188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

Radio Exhibition, OLYMPIA
ALL THE LATEST SETS
AND COMPONENTS

FOR 1931.

STAND
2

CATALOGUE FREE. By Post 6d.
WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, Lisle Street, W.C.2 'Phone: Reg. 092I-22.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each pair, IV- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Repairs " Dept.,

953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, S.W.17.

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERTISING
SPACE in 'POPULAR WIRELESS" must
be made to the Sole Adiertising Agents,

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 716).

Smoothing.
Referring to my remarks a week or two

back on the question of adding extra
H.F. smoothing to a mains unit, this
question has again been raised by a reader
who tells me that he finds it quite impossible
to get rid of the noise from his H.T. unit
(working on D.C. mains). He has returned
the unit to the makers but apparently it is
just as bad as before.

This appears to me to be definitely a case
where the unit is quite probably correctly
designed for operating on the average
electric mains, but the particular mains in
question are exceptionally bad from an H.F.
point of view and therefore the standard
smoothing units are ineffective.

A Good Set I
It is not often that one receives a letter

from a reader stating that his receiver-a
commercial model-is " as nearly perfect
as may be."

Most of the letters one receives are asking
for advice with regard to sets or circuits
which are not up to scratch and therefore a
letter of the other kind is quite refreshing.
But even then the letter does not finish
without a slight complaint !

In this case it takes the form of a reference
to the moving -coil loud speaker ; apparently
the only criticism of the set is that the male
voice-for example, the voice of the
announcer-comes through with " gigantic
boom ; " if the volume control is re-
adjusted so as to reduce the loudness of
the voice, then the music is not loud enough.

Speaker Characteristics.
This is rather a characteristic of the older

moving -coil type of loud speaker, and
although some people object to it I think
the majority of moving -coil devotees regard
it as an attractive feature. The stentorian
boominess of the announcer's voice from a
moving -coil loud speaker is much sought
after by many listeners, and I have known of
cases where readers have actually gone in
for moving -coil speakers solely because they
liked this particular effect !

The earlier moving -coil speaker tends to
bring out much more prominently the
lower register and inasmuch as the male
voice is usually in the lower range of
frequencies, whereas many of the musical
instruments are much higher up in the
scale, this will account for the effect which
my correspondent describes.

There are various ways to secure a mere
uniform response to the different parts of
the register, but in the particular case in
question the simplest thing would be to
adjust the volume control for each item.

An Aerial Problem.
" Would it be possible to make an efficient

aerial by simply hanging out a piece of
insulated wire from the top floor of a
three -storey building, allowing the wire to
reach nearly to the ground ? This is a
query raised by a Glasgow reader, who bases
his idea upon the notion that the horizontal
span of an aerial does not contribute
appreciably to the pick-up efficiency of the
aerial.

It is perfectly true that height is more
important in general than horizontal span,
but at the same time the horizontal span

(Continued on nex! page.)

DEAFEWAIDS
(INEXPENSIVE)

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.

11-2-13
as illustrated, in-
cluding a light
headband for the

earpiece.

51-10-0fitted with
MIDGETPHONE

(fits into ear)
instead of earpiece

with headband.

'THIS Aid comprises a highly sensitive
1 SUPER -MICROPHONE (to be attached

to Coat or Dress, conveniently concealed), a
SMALL BATTERY (for the pocket), and a
SMALL EARPIECE which can be held to
the deaf ear by hand or by a light headband
supplied with the Aid. All speech and sound
reaching the Super -Microphone is loudly
heard in the earpiece. The battery can be
switched off when the Aid is not in use.

Either of the above Aids can be made SPECI-
ALLY POWERFUL by fitting a DOUBLE

Microphone at an extra cost of to!,

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy St., London, W.I. 'Phone: Museum 8329.

Without
Terminals

1/ .g 1/6

tit
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

.HERE is the switch for which every constructor
has been waiting.

The Bakelite pointer knob is affixed to the spindle
by a set screw in a brass bush. The spindle itself
carries an insulated arm at the extremity of which
is a spring loaded ball contact.
Movement of the knob causes the ball to click
firmly into the gaps between the contact strips
thereby forming a low resistance, self cleaning
connection. One hole fixing in. clearance)
suitable for insulated or metal panels, heavy gauge
soldering tags and novel quick grip terminals.
Highly finished in every respect.

The Benjamin Electric Ltd.
Tariff Road, TOTTENHAM, N.17.

Tottenham 1500.

17

17

PLEASE be sure to mention"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

CI

a

SHORT-WAVE AMATEURS
r illbe interestedi n t T Saxon Uone-c°nstruetoriagranop.%STc:1,,rgivihg
high efficiency results from

14 to 550 metres.
WRITE TO -DAY (enclosing 6d. remittance) for
FULL. SIZE BLUE PRINT together with detailed .

specification,wiring instructions and cost sheet to
SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. -111.W.), Blackpool, Lancil
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NEERS'!PIO
Lit we get together `!

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TODAYits REV

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500, per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you
can do the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than a
" bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself to
investigate our Service.
Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches
of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES
In a brilliant foreword Prot. A. M. Low shows
clearly the chances you are missinj.
" Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that " upward urge " and send a postcard NOW.
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29'31, Oxford Street, W.1

WET R.T. BATTERIES -
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 21" >, 11" se. 1/3 doz.
ZINCS, new type ltd. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (19 volts), complete with
tands and electrolyte,4i 1, post 9d.
Sample unit, gd. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/- 2 -valve set, £5
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL. LONDON.

WANTED, SPARE TIME AGENTS
to sell Fel-Ectric Eliminators and Kits,

in A.C. districts.
FEL-ECTRIC RADIO, Garden St., Sheffield.

KLEER-BUT COILS
Supreme for all " Magic " and other

sets requiring Plug-in Coils,
25, 30. 35, 1 '. ; 40, 50,1 2 ; 60, 75, I 3 ; 100, 125,
150,1,'6 ; 175, 1/9; 200, 2 ; 250, 2,3 ; 300, 2,6;
Centre Tapped, 6d. extra. "X." Coils, 1/-, extra.
Seven Years of Coil Manufacturing. Write
for quotations for any wireless goods required.

L. BRUCE, 47a Stanley Gardens, N.W.3

r"fEELEX
3INITERMINAL

-A TERMINAL OF
WONDERFUL
ADAPTABILITY
-holds securely spades,
plugs, pins and eyes, or
lust plain wires. No
radio enthusiast should
he without them.

Write for list 7107.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
LONDON.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

also has something to do with the aerial
efficiency and even a vertical rod or wire
may not always be as efficient as the same
length of rod or wire used in the conventional
shape.

In any case the idea of hanging the wire
out of the upper storey of a house is not a
very good one, because the lead-in would
presumably have to be at the top end of the
wire, the free end of aerial being at bottom.

If my correspondent means that the top
end of the wire is to be insulated and the
bottom end connected to the lead-in to
the lower rooms, then the scheme should
work tolerably well, although even then the
proximity to the house is a point against it.
But if the lead-in is to be brought into the
upper storey it would be much better to
run the wire horizontally instead of allowing
it to hang vertically downwards.
Making a Choke.

Many readers have written regarding the
use of a heavy low -frequency choke to act
as an additional smoothing device to the
output of a mains unit and those who wish
to make up a choke for this purpose want
to know what the specification should be.

Assuming that the choke is to have an
inductance of, say, 40 henries and to carry a
current of, say, 50 or (30 milliamperes, I can
give you some general direction but, of
course, very much depends not only upon
the size of the core but also upon the
magnetic material of the core.

If you are using the conventional
stalloy " with cross-section of about half

to three-quarter inch square, then you
might use about No. 38 wire (not cotton
covered, of course) and wind about 7,000
to 8,000 turns. The gap round the magnetic
core should not be more than about nd
of an inch.
Three -Wire Supply Systems.

With the great increase in popularity
of mains units, you will often read hints
telling you how to take precautions so as
to avoid any possible risk with the electric
light mains.

Although a great deal has been done
by radio manuacturers to make mains
units as safe as possible, it is just as well
not to ignore altogether the safety hints
which are given from time to time.
Electrical Precautions.

I have been asked several times by
readers why it is that in some cases the
negative and in some cases the positive
pole of the electric light mains is earthed
(referring, of course, to direct -current
supply), and what is the " three -wire "
system of electric supply

The explanation of the three -wire system
comprises also the explanation as to why
in some cases the one pole and in some
cases the other is earthed. According
to the so-called " three -wire " system, the
current is produced at the generating
station at a voltage of, perhaps, 400 to
ZOO volts ; let us say 500 volts.

Then the positive supply cable from the
generating station will have a voltage of
250 volts above that of the earth, whilst
the voltage of the negative cable will be
250 volts below that of the earth. In this
way it is possible to get a voltage across
the mains leads (if you had access to them)
of 500 volts.

(Continued on next page.)

" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

.,-

" There is everything in
favour of buying a com-
plete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You

i

.,

71

get all the little items,
such as screws,. etc., and
your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every

E component is suitable for
the set-that is, if you
purchase au approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

.....--.

---PARTS----KITS 0F
1930 MAGIC THREE 71

THE "EUROPEAN" 3
A.C. SAFE -POWER

- SENIOR
THE " MERCURY " 4

ETC;, ETC.
Cash or Easy Terms.
Lists on Application. ,-,---

-t"

Ratko
,

11111111111=111Mmons.s. ,..."11111111.1,
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S E.1.

1

Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN
ROCHDALE.

Manufacturers of Radio Metal Cabinets, Screens
and Screening Boxes.

Experts in Crinkle and Crystalline Finishes.
Standard Screen and Screening Box for " Mercury

Four." price 5/6 complete. 'Phone:
Send For Catalogue, Trade Invited. 2948.

111EADPHONES REPAIRED
Transformers 5/-. Loudspeakers 4/-. All Repairs
re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. cierkenwell 9069.E. MASON. 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

mA""RED DIAMOND
THE
TOR

REGE
Can be mounted
on brackets or
through Panel.
Once set always
ready. Not affect-
ed by vibration.
Each one is tested
on broadcast before
despatch, and is perfect.
This Detector is specified for
the "WIRELESS FOR THE
BLIND" Fund Crystal Sets.

RECOGNISED DETEC-
FOR ALL CIRCUITS

USING CRYSTAL RECTI-
FICATION.

By Insured Post 2/3 or
2/9 with shield.

RD 40

2f.
Of all ?doh class Radio Dealers. orSoleMakers

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,
(Radio Dept. 46). 21-22, Great Sutton St., LONDON, E.C.1

EXACT TUNERS
/250 to 2,000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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EASY TERMS
E E
= VUE specialize in the supply of all good= ry

quality Radio sets and components on E
E easy terms. We will give you efficient and
--f: prompt service. A few examples below:- E.
E =
E NEW COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY -f-

Ei- MAKER Complete kit of parts including
valves and cabinet E -

Cash Price £6.17.6 B
or 10'- with order and =
11 monthly payments of 12/6 FE

NEW OSRAM "MUSIC MAGNET 4"
KIT

Including cabinet and valves. First-
class long-distance receiver in- E
corporating 2 H.F. stages
Cash PriceFlipime M11.15.0 =
or 16/- with order and
11 monthly payments of 21 /-

Er_ 12 EXIDE W.H. UNITS
(12c V. 5000 MA.) E=Cash. Price M3  15.0E or 5/6 with order and E_

= 11 monthly payments of 7/..

E-= NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT ,E
.--- with large cone chassis.

EKCO A.C. ELIMINATOR
MODEL I.V2o.Cash Price .M4. 12.6
or 8,'- with order and
11 monthly payments of 8:6 E

Cash,. Price M2 10.0 E
or 5/- with order and
10 monthly payments o/ 5/-

; Send us your enquiry and a quotation will be sent
by return.

London Radio Supply Company, =,-
E 11. OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2
E TELEPHONE NATIONAL 1977
7.F01111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117-

THE DIX-ONEMETER
It has Two Clear Scales with Mirror for Accu-
rate Reading; only 6 Terminals. but 50 Ranges.

NOW
ONLY

50/-
A remarkably
low price for
a meter worth

£10
For Novice or

Expert.
Test Booklet ENVELOPE.

Free.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

Telephone: CM, 0191.

NEW
AUG.-SEPT.
SALE LIST

JUST
ISSUED.

FREE FOR
STAMPED

ADDRESSED

e"."...."
ft MAKE UP THIS FINE ALL POWER UNIT

"S3EISTSUTITIE "
Employing the Famous

" RADCROIX" Power Transformers.
Output : High -Tension, 20 m.a. at 190
volts. Low -Tension, 4 volts. 3 amps.
S.G. Variable, 0-8o volts. Detector
Variable 8o-290 volts. . Power, 190

volts. 20 m.a.

3.15.0

Complete Kit of Parts
including: Handsome
Frosted Metal Cover,
Drilled and Engraved
Panel, Power Unit,
Baseboard, R e s is t -
ances, Condensers, ter-
minals, etc. Guaran-
teed one year-A.C.
Mains 200/250 volts.

iPerfect Results. Dead Silent Background.
Wiring Diagrams Free.

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO.
103, Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.1.

retepkwic : clerkenwen, 5312.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

" Three -Wire " System.
Owing to the presence of the earth or

" return " cable, we have altogether three
cables, which explains why it is called the
" three -wire " system. If the earth cable
and one of the others are led into a par-
ticular house, the voltage available across
the two will only be 250 volts.

If the cables leading into your house,
for instance, happen to be the earth cable
and the negative lead, then the earth lead
must be regarded as positive in relation
to the other one, and in your case you will
2i11111111111111111111)11111111rniiiiiii111111111111111111111iliiiIIIIIIIIIII11::

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS
No. 25.-TUNING.

CAN YOU FILL IN THE BLANKS ?
Circuits are said to be " in tune "

with one another when they are ad-
justed to the same . ==-.

or to the same . . . . . . . . . . E
Tuning may be altered easily by

readjustment of of the circuit's --=-=

or of its .

If your set has two tuned circuits E:
they should be in tune with each other
as well as with the station which is E
being

When linked or coupled circuits are
in tune with each other the energy
transference between them will be ata. . .. ..

Last week's missing words (in order)
were : Ampere ; Voltage, Resist-
ance ; Increases ; Decreases ; Milli,
Micro.

find that it is your positive lead which is
earthed, which is simply another way of
saying that the " live " lead is at a negative
potential.

If it should happen that your leads are
the earth lead and the positive lead, then
it will appear that your negative lead is
earthed, which is simply another way of
saying that the " live ' lead is at a positive
potential in relation to earth.

Balancing the Load.
On the three -wire system it is a common

practice to wire up the houses in one
street on the neutral and positive leads,
whilst those in the adjacent street will be
wired on the neutral and the negative
leads, successive streets being, so to speak,
alternately positive and negative. By an
arrangement of this kind it is a simple
matter fgx the supply company to ensure
that the electrical loads on opposite sides
of zero are approximately balanced.

I should mention that the neutral or
earthed lead is earthed at the generating
station.

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
For YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM.
Built like a piano, the fine tone
and Style brings a thrill no

words can convey.
lover 3,000 delighted clients)
(Radio Press-leading Experts)

DIRECT from makers. APPROVAL
i days FREE. De Luxe. £5 to 615.

Cash or EASY PAYMENTS.
Photographs FREE!

PICKETTS RadiorurnitureMskert,
(P.W.)Alblon Rose, Rexleyheath,,
Kent, Famed for excellence,

SERVICE MODEL

STEEL MASTS
NO HOLES TO DIG
26 Feet high. In

3 sections of
Ii in. Steel tube
tapering to i in.
Carriage, London, 1/6; Mid-
lands, 2/6; elsewhere, 3/6.
Weight 24 lbs.
34 Feet high. In 2116

4 sections of
in. Steel tube

tapering to I in. Carriage,
London, 2/-; Midlands, 3/-;
elsewhere, 4/ -. Weight 34 lb.

The "SUPER" MAST.
412 Feet high, 29,6

In 5 sec-
tions of heavy

in. Steel tube tapering
to x in. A real bargain
Carriage, London, 2/6;
Midlands, 3/6 ; elsewhere,
4/6. Weight 46 lbs.

P. Re bother. These
"" masts are easy tc

MASTS erect, damp and
rot prObt. Made o!
sturdy British steel tub-
ing tapering from x in,
to II in. in 9 ft. sections
complete in every
detail. Cast iron bed
plate, steel ground
pegs, stay rings and
galvanized wire stays
cut to length, pulley,
bolts, washers, etc.-
No Further Outlay.

P.R: PRODUCTS (Dept. F), P.R. HOUSE,
14, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.) Telephone: CITY 3788

PILOT LEADS I

"THE PILOT L.F. TRANS-
FORMER IS A COMPO-
NENT THAT SPEAKS FOR

ITSELF IN A SET."
-The Technical Editor,

"POPULAR WIRELESS," August 23rd, 1930

CLEAR & CRISP REPRODUCTION

NO RESONANCE
In three ratios: 2-1, 3 1, 5-1

EACH 9/6
ENSURES PERFECT RECEPTION
Write for Catalogues of all parts manufactured
by the Pilot Radio and Tube Corporation of
Lawrence, U.S A., to :-

THOMAS A. ROWLEY Ltd.,
59, Skinner Lane, Birmingham

Sole Agents for Great Britain and Ireland.
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TWO OF THE
BLUE SPOT

29 RThis is quite de-
finitely the best
Blue Spot speaker

that has yet appeared. There
is no higher praise.
Whatever type of programme
you enjoy, you will enjoy it better
with this magnificent speaker. If
your taste is for chamber music
you can now hear it as hitherto
you could only hear it in the
concert room ; if you prefer jazz
you can listen to it with all its
pep and snappiness.
And the cabinet is a beautiful
piece of furniture in keeping
with its wonderful output.
Price £6.6.0
Meet us at :
OLYMPIA, SEPT. 19.27-STAND No. 217.

TRADE onArt

RANGE
41 K This speaker's arrival

on the market is a
great event in wireless

history --accurate reproduction at a
popular price. Almost every home
in England can now have its Blue
Spot speaker. Housed in a beautiful
walnut case this fine speaker costs
£2.10.0

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, OCT. 8-18-STAND No. 30

 ICE IBRI111/1H 1311JIE /PIT CCMIPANY LIMA
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94,96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.i.

'Phone: Clerkenwell 351o. 'Grams ' Bluesprn, Smith. London"

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., too, London Road,
Sheffield; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 183, George Street, Glasgow.
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This is the nickel age. As in all
branches of science so in radio,
nickel is the symbol of efficiency-it
is the key to perfect radio reception.

. HYPERMITE

HYPERMU

HYPERCORE

HYPERCORE The first L.F. choice
with nickel -iron core

Less than hall the size and weight of
chokes with silicon iron cores vet will
pass 50 milliamps.

HYPERMITE A transformer with cors
of new nickel alloy. ve,

sold at a pr.ce within the reach of all. I
Amazingly high inductancev2r 50
henries.

2 6
HYPERMU The world's best transformer

for modern circuits-a state.
ment which has been tested and proved
by experts and amateurs all over the world.

Nickel -Alloy Cores
are the secret Of the success of the famous R.I.
trio-"Hypermu," "Hypermite," and
" Hypercore."
Your set needs their help. You cannot know
what your set is capable of.untiljyou have
equipped it with the nickel -iron trio:V.Fit either
or all of the three to -day, and, yous.will be
amazed at the tremendously improved recep-
tion-the lifelike fidelity, the tremendous
volume and the purity of the sound.
Write for illustrated leaflets describing, these

wonderful components.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., "MADRIGAL " WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
Printed and published every Thursday by the Proprietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Advertisement
Offices : Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 (Telephone: City 7261). Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post
Subscription Rates : inland and (htsnht;-374.1 rannum ; 8/8 for six months. Abroad (exceptCanada), 19/6 per annum ; 9/9 for six months. Sete Agents for Australia
and New Zealand: -Messrs. Gordon & .Goteh, Ltd. ; and for South Africa ; Central News Agency, Ltd, Saturday, September 6th, 1930, S.S.
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THE EXHIBITION. By Capt. P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E. (See713Lige)
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And Don't Miss

THE GERMAN RADIO SHOW
POTENTIOMETERS AND RHEOSTATS

HOW GRID LEAKS WORK
TELEVISION PROGRESS

RECORDING PROGRAMMES

BELOW 30 METRES
SOME. NEW WAVE -CHANGE COILS

2 L O's TWIN
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TIPNSFORMER

STA a RC TRA RMER e
0

1
O. c. Eli ilionp.

ID

L.F.
TRANSFORMER

3
TYPE 22 - PRICE 20 -

Another Lewcos Achievement
The Lewcos LFT3 Constant Inductance Transformer has a constant inductance for different values of anode current.
If a valve takes a mean anode current of, say. 21, milliamperes, it is quite possible that this current may fluctuate
between I and 41. milliamperes, when the valve is working on a loud passage of sound. With an ordinary
transformer the inductance of the winding is considerably different in the two cases. iSee Curve B.)
In other words, the two halves of the low -frequency wave are not amplified equally, introducing marked distortion.
This is the reason for the failure of the average radio set to reproduce loud passages clearly, since the transient
effects are particularly affected by this lack of symmetrical amplification. If the inductance is constant, however.
the amplification remains the same, irrespective of signal strength (see Curve AI, so that an instrument such as a
piano, which is notoriously difficult to reproduce with standard apparatus. regains its natural tone where the

Lewcos Constant Inductance Transformer is employed.
The Lewcos Constant Inductance Transformer maintains
its inductance at a high figure up to I 3 milliamperes

STOCKS HELD AT THE D.C. It will be seen, therefore, that there is no trouble
FOLLOWING experienced from saturation. This transformer can be

ii
BRANCHES used after any normal valve, whether in the first or

second stage. since the inductance is high enough
for good first stage working, whilst it is capable of
carrying the large anode currents likely to be encountered
in the later stages. The ratio is 3 1, and the Curve A,
which is reproduced, has been independently taken
by a well-known radio engineer.

BELFAST
BIRMINGHAM

CARDIFF
DUBLIN

GLASGOW
LEEDS

LIVERPOOL
ONDON
;CHESTER

NEWCASTLE
NOTTINGHAM

THE LONDON
ELECTRIC
WIRE CO.,
LIMITED

CHURCH ROAD,
LEYTON,
LONDON, E.10.

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA(71:".)
SEPT 191A-.21,5 1910

111.17.-

CL401-11 :IA DiNil :{0,1'14 tai NI ;1 * I 31 AI ;1 IN 31 a 1 [*)
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PORTABLE
SET...
There's no need to sacrifice quality
to economy if you use this wonder-
ful new valve in your portable set
-it gives you both.
It is easy on H.T. and L.T. Batteries
and the resulting tonal quality has
to be heard to be believed.
Used as the output valve in an
ordinary 2 -valve loud speaker set
it will give wonderful quality and
sufficient volume for most domes-
tic purposes.

Let your next 2 -volt power valve
be a Mazda P.220a.

See the amazing
Mazda Valves on

the EMSWAN
Stand No. 67
at OLYMPIA

721

P.220A
CHARACTERISTICS

Filament volts - - 2.0
99 amps - 0.2

Max. H.T. volts - 150
Amplification factor - - 6.5
Anode A.C. resistance (ohms) - 1850
Mutual A.C. conductance (mAIV) 3.5

PRICE 13/6
With Mazda valves in all positions your set will give a

performance many times better than before.

e amazing

RADIO VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refriger-
ation and Radio Business of The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

Radio Division:
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

FDISWAN V.72 11
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Westminster Abbey was re-
built. It had then stood
through seven centuries.
It is still standing the test
of time, though another
204) years have passed.

A quarter a a century
ago the first MCC. Ger
denser was man And,
like Westminster Abbey,
T.C.C. has stood the test
of time. To -day, as ever,
it is the standard of conden-
ser reliability and accuracy.
That is why the leading
Radio technicians choose
T.C.C. And that is why
you, too, will use T.C.C.
Condensers in your set.

Illustrated ahoye is a .0003 mid.
T.C.C. Upright Type Mica Conden-
ser. Price 16 each. Other capacities
in this type are made from .0001 mfd.
to .25 mfd. Prices 116 to 181,

# ADVERT. OF THE ELEGRAPH

// / / / CONDEN SERCe. Ltd. N.
ACTON,("1

W.3 V
5808

A NEW
ECTIFIER

for All -Electric Radio
Harnessing the* power of the electric
mains for the finest radio reproduction,
giving a full supply of high tension
current at the maximum voltage for
A.C. Mains valves and Power valves,
Marconi U.I0 is the new Rectifier for
modern All Electric Receivers and A.C.
High Tension Eliminat ors. * It will de-
liver 60 milliamperes at 200 volts, with
full -wave rectification. Filament consump
tion is I ampere at 4 volts-a standard
rating rendering Marco ni U.10 suitable
for most A.C. sets and H.T. units. Im-

pedance is only 220 ohms - giving
excellent voltage regulation. -9( The
price is 17/6 AND IT IS ALL BRITISH.

THE

MARCONI
U.10

Remember ! Marconi delves are used by The B.B.C., Imperial
Airways, Croydon Control Tower, Metropolitan Police, Trinity
House Beacon Stations and Lightships, Empire Wireless

Communications, Large Passenger Liners, etc., etc.
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Telsen " Radiogrand " Transformer, new model, shrouded
in Genuine Bakelite, with new windings and core, fitted
with earth terminal.'
Made in ratios 3-/ and 3-1. Price 1216 each.

-Telsen " Ace " Transformer, the ideal model for all Port-
able Sets and where space is limited, gives perfect repro.
duction throughout the musical range. Shrouded is
Genuine Bakelite, with new windings and core, fitted with
earth terminal. Made in ratios 3-1 and 3-z.

Price 8/6 each.

Telsen H.F. Chokes, designed to
cover the whole wave -band
range from /8 to 4,000 metres,
extremely low self - capaejty,
shrouded in Genuine Bakelite.
Inductance r3o,000 microhenries,
resistance too ohms.

Price 2/6 each.

Telsen Valve Holders, Pro. Pat. No. 10286/30.
 An entirely new design in Valve Holders, em-
bodying patent metal spring contacts which
are designed to provide the most efficient con-
tact with the valve legs, whilst allowing the
valve to be inserted or withdrawn with an
easy movement instead of being subjected to
undue strain which often causes damage and
loss of efficiency to the valves. Low capacity,
self -locating, supplied with patent soldering
tags and hexagon terminal nuts.

Price 1/- each.

Telsen Variable Condensers (Bakelite
Dielectric). Particularly designed ibr
use as a reaction condenser, may also
be used as a neutralising condenser
where large capacity is necessary. All
vanes are insulated with Bakelite,
which eliminatei the possibility of a
short circuit between the moving and
fixed vanes. -
Made in three capacities: 0005, 0003,
.000x3, supplied complete with pointer
knob with one -hole fixing for panel
mounting. Price 3/- each.

Now is the time for every radio enthusiast to commence
building his new season's set-or perhaps, in many
cases, it will only need revising to bring- it up to
present " Regional " requirements.
In the TELSEN range of Components you are assured
of the finest technical perfection it is possible to
obtain-each component is the outcome of research
into the " cream " of radio component design.
No finer range of components could pcIssibly be
specified for any set ; no finer range could be chosen
for replacements of any kind ; no finer range could be
selected at any price !
They are " Radio's Choice " for " Better Radio
Reception."

IK17,1;ZO:11:1111
ADVT. OF TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.,

LTD., BIRMINGHAM.
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ON SALE THIS WEEK!
THE SPECIAL

RADIO EXHIBITION NUMBER

The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Contains a comprehensive illustrated review of the forthcoming
Radio Exhibition.

It is invaluable to constructors and listeners alike, as it tells
you what to look out for at

"THE SHOW."
Also, this number of "The Constructor" contains full details

of VICTOR KING'S LATEST SUCCESS-

THE 66 EXPLORER " FOUR

A unique all -wave receiver that will be on view at the Exhibition,
on Stand 5.

Don't Forget Your
CONSTRUCTOR"

On Sale Sept. 13.

ENLARGED SHOW NUMBER

Usual Price.
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These two new speakers repre-
sent all that is highest in loud-
speaker reproduction. They are
both fitted with the finest unit
in the world -66R and they are
both perfect pieces of the cabi-
net -maker's art. Both are housed
in beautiful walnut cases, the
51R being made of unconven-
tional design to suit the modern
room.

Meet us at :-
OLYMPIA, SEPT. 19-27, STAND No. 217.

BLUE
SPOT
71R

14.15.0
IIlE

13R1111/11-1 FUJI .11011
COMIPANY LT®v®

BLUE
SPOT

51R
£4.4.0

Blue Spot House, 94/96, Rosoman Street,
Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C. 1

'Phone: Clerkenwell 3570. 'Grams: Bluospot, Smith, London
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales
H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) Ltd., too, London Road,
Sheffield; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 128, George

Street, Glasgow.

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, OCT. 8-18, STAND No. 30.

BLUE SPOT
TRAos mAnn
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Highest
effective

amplification

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts, *15 amp.
Impedance 300,000. Amplification
Factor 330. Mutual Conductance
11 in.a./v. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on
Screen 60-80.

Price

A. C. Cossor Ltd.,
Highbury Grove,

London, N.S.

2042

yet attained with a
Screened Grid Valve

Radio technicians know that it is useless to
expect a substantial stage gain from any
Screened Grid Valve-however good its other
characteristics-which has a high inter -electrode
capacity. Cossor engineers have been striving for
months past to reduce the self -capacity of Cossor
Screened Grid Valves to a negligible figure. So
successful have they been in their efforts that
the new Cossor 215 S.G. has an inter -electrode
capacity of only -001 micro-microfarads-so
in fact, that none but the most elaborate and
specially -designed apparatus can measure it. As a
result, this new Cossor Valve permits a degree of
effective amplification which a year ago would
have been considered utterly impracticable. No
other make of Screened Grid Valve has such a
low inter -electrode capacity or can, therefore,
equal the remarkable stage gain which it permits.

THE NEW

COSSOR
215 S.G.
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SEPTEMBER MORN

ularWireless
SHORT WAVES, TOO.

THE HAPPY THOUGHT.
LONG-RANGE MORE NEWS FROM

EXHIBITION.
O I O N S

CINCINNATI
C

THE RADIORADIO NOTES & NEWS A TEN-VALVER FREE. I
HEARD LISBON LATELY THE RADIO ROBERT.

September Morn.
WELL, here we are right in September.

There is autumn to right of us,
autumn to left of us, winter in front

of us and storms by the hundred. It's not
exactly a gay time of the year, is it ?

you come back from the holidays broke
to the wide. You catch your first cold.
You get out your winter heavyweights
from the bottom drawer, and you put your
tennis things away. The leaves all blow
down, and the bills all pile up !_But-

The Happy Thought.
BUT suddenly right in the middle of your

misery there comes a happy thought.
You grin. You clap the hands, you

chuckle and you chortle at the beauty of the
big idea. For you have remembered-
September may mean autumn, but it also
means the beginning of the radio season !

It's dark when you get home at night,
but-oh, boy, doesn't the first fire look
good ? Softly o'er the evening twilight
steals the solemn sound of the muffin man's
bell. You switch on your radio and find
you are King of the Ether !

Long -Range Conditions.
THE foreign stations, lately so coy and

distant, now simply crowd around
the aerial. Old favourites come back,

louder still and better than ever. The
X's have all departed, the new programmes
are there, and, with a sigh of satisfaction,
you can settle down to tune in the whole,
wide world.

The Radio Exhibition.
APPARENTLY the Radio Exhibition,

which opens at Olympia next Friday,
is going to be a record -smasher this

year. The Radio Manufacturers' Associa-
tion has been patting itself on the back at the
entries, and some bright boy has calculated
and computed that the value of the goods
to be shown at Olympia will amount to a
little more than five million pounds !

The Show is running from the 19th to the
27th of September, and if half what they say
about it is true it's going to be a real
rip -snorting " hum -clinger.'

Heard Lisbon Lately ?
LISBON is a station that I have never

paid any special attention to. But for
some reason everyone lately has been

asking me about Lisbon. Why there should
be this sudden interest about the wretched
place, I don't know. Yet everyone writes

Scientific Adviser
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.'

Chief Radio Consultant :
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY,

Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.B.B.

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS,
P. R. BIRD, G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,

A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

to me about it, or, what is more annoying,
writes about something altogether different
and puts  in a P.S.-" IMPORTANT.
What is Lisbon's time and wave ? "

Short Waves, Too.
AS I say, I never have been fond of the

station, but my latest information
is that Lisbon works on 320 metres,

on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, from

THEIR PORTABLE WIRELESS !

Having plenty of spare vans and petrol, the Army's idea o! a " port-
able " set is one which can go into a big lorry, that also carries
collapsible masts and a signalling crew. This view shows a field

wireless set just going into action near Cheltenham.

11 p.m. to a.m. (Short waves on 43
metres, Friday, 11 p.m. till about 12-30 a.m.).

That's all I know about it. If anyone
knows better, put it into the next letter to
the Editor. (Not to me, or we shall have
another Lisbon earthquake.)

More News from Cincinnati.
HE'S written again ! That indefatigable

Mr. Fred Easter, of 3353, South
Side Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

U.S.A., has sent me another walloping
packet of short-wave notes for the benefit
of all you fellows.

Among the items are stations H R B,
Honduras, now on the air 2 to 5 a.m. on
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, and
Sundays. This station is installing a crystal
control, and using wave -lengths from 49.95
tci 48.62. Announcements are in English and
Spanish, and all reports of reception can

be sent to Mr. See, care of
the Tropical Radio Tele-
graph Co., Tegucigalpa, Hon-
duras, and will gladly be
acknowledged.

A Ten-Valver Free !
HERE is another good

thing that Mr. Easter
has put us on to. He

says that station W 9 X A A,
North-East Tower. Navy
Pier, Chicago, will broadcast
a special test programme on
49.34 metres on October 4th,
beginning at 10 p.m., and
continuing to 6 a.m., Octo-
ber 5th. A number of prizes
will be awarded on that
occasion, the star turn hefty*
a 10 -valve long and short-wave'super-het.

If you fancy your luck on
49-34 metres you ought to
have a go at this. (Plenty
of other prizes.)

The Radio Robert.
HEARD the latest from

Scotland Yard ? It
appears that for the

past two or three months
experiments have beencarried
out by the Brighton police
force with a remarkable
wireless invention to aid in
tracking criminals.

The idea is that every
policeman on his beat within eight miles
of the local headquarters can always be
called up instantly by radio. He will either
receive a message direct from headquarters
or will run to the nearest police box and get
in telephone touch, to receive details and
how -to -catch -him hints.

They say that an ex -wireless -operator
policeman ,is the originator of the idea,
which certainly Sounds a jolly good one.

(Continued on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

A Home From Home.
DID you notice that bit in the paper about

New York's latest ? They are putting
up a little hotel there-just a mere

shack, with a couple o' thousand rooms or
so ! And every room is to have a choice of
six wireless programmes !

The exact length of wire that will be
required has not been exactly worked out
yet, but it will be round about 190 miles.

'Ware The Dark Stranger.
LISTENERS are hereby warned against

a trickster who has been operating
in parts of London. This smooth-

tongued individual declares that he repre-
sents a well-known firm of wireless manu-
facturers and produces what appears to be
an official card from the firm.

When he sees the set he says that it is
the old type which the firm are now modify-
ing free of charge, and suggests taking the
set away and returning it on the morrow.
If you part with your set you hear nothing
more of the affable stranger who, of course,
has nothing whatever to do with the firm in
question.

A Maintenance Scheme.
IN connection with my remarks under this

heading (" P.W." Aug. 30th issue). the
lion. Solicitor to the Radio Association

writes to the Editor as follows :-
Your contributor is most singularly ill-informed

in making such a statement regarding these Examina-
tions, which have been held at intervals since 1923.
The attached specimen examination papers will
serve to show the high standard which has been
maintained. I would also point out that the Select
Committee on Broadcasting which sat in 1926, dealt
with this Association's Examinations, and made the
comment that the standard set was very high. The
Examiner of the Association who sets the papers is
Professor E. E. Fournier d'Albe, D.Sc., Fellow of the
Institute of Physics, and technical consultant of the
Association.

The Northern Regional.
HUDDERSFIELD and district readers

who have been up on Moorside Edge
lately will not have failed to notice

that the B.B.C. is making progress with the
Northern Regional" station. One of the
masts has already sprouted' up to 200 feet
or 'SO.

It's got to be more than twice as high as
that, and some of the old locals are already
shaking their heads at it. They seem to
think that the B.B.C. is making a fine-
looking job, but not allowing fer the gales
which make Moorside Edge one of the
iviklest spots in the country. !

Testing Soon.
BUT there is no need to worry. Velocities

and temperatures have been worked
out, allowing for all the snow and ice

that can attach itself to the mast and
aerials. and for the hardest wind that
ever blew over Yorkshire. And over and
above it all a good safety margin has been
allowed.

I hear that the first tests are likely to
take place late in November or early in
December.

" Say Bo."
THAT is what the announcer did not

do. He did not say " Bo."
He was issuing an S.O.S., and stated

that the person required lives in " Bow,"

which he pronounced to -,1 rhyme with
" Now." And all true Londoners shud-
dered audibly.

Realising that he was at fault, he instantly
corrected himself and said " Bow," as in
" Say Bo," or Little Bo Peep,

If that little incident did nothing else, it
certainly proved that the announcer was
not a true Londoner, for the definition of
your true marrow -in -the -bone Cockney is
that he must be born within the sound of
Bow bells.

Stars of the Continent.
IN a cheery letter from western Ireland,

" X-Rayser " pays a big tribute to the
London Regional.

He says it has knocked out 5 X X,
hitherto the most popular station in his
district. Whilst the London RegiOnal gives
splendid signals, Toulouse is the most
reliable of all the medium wave -band

SHORT WAVES.

"Some of the so-called humour from Savoy
Hill makes us sigh." says a listener -in.

Too B. B. 0.-rioug.-" Star."
*

OUTWITTING 'EX
The article on " B.B.C. Name Problems "

reminds me that they-like most outsiders-
mispronounced our town's name. We are
not With -am, not even With -em, but just
Wit -em.

What else would you expect with the River
Brain flowing, through the town ?-

Daily News and Chronicle."

Flat Dweller : " Are you on speaking terms
with your next-door neighbour "

Second Ditto : " No, only on wall -thumping
terms. He owns a wireless set with a very
loud speaker " I

"Even when I take off the accumulator
the valves still light up, and the more H.T.
I put on, the brighter they light," says a
correspondent in a letter to our Query De-
partment.

Well, it's an ill wind that blows the valve -
makers no good.

It is reported that the B.B.C. intend making
frequent appeals to prevent the scattering
of litter.

It's certainly good news to hear they've
decided to improve the programmes at last.

OVER THE RADIO.
" Oh, Bertie, listen to that marvellous

iaza ! "
" Why, that's classical music they're

playing ! "
" Well, it sounds good enough to be jazz."

-" Answers."

i"--,111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;

stations. Rome. steady but not strong,
Langenberg and Hamburg occasionally very
clear but not reliable, and 2 RN-well,
I'd better not repeat it. (By the way,
" X-Rayser," I passed your note to
W. L. S.)

American Advertisements.
AS you know, the Americans do not

believe in any form of State control
' for broadcasting, but prefer to get

the broadcasting revenues from advertise-
ments rather than from licences.

Some Americans doubt the wisdom of
this, and one of their leading papers asked
Dr. Lee de Forest, the noted inventor,
what he thought of it. He is all for B.B.C.
methods !

Some Home Truths.

DR.
LEE DE FOREST is known the

wide world over as " the man who put
the grid in the valve," and in additiun

to making dicoveries of this calibre he

certainly has the knack of putting pep
behind his remarks. For when the news-
paper asked him what he thought was the
most undesirable feature of American
broadcasting, the reply was :

" The insidious influence of the avaricious
advertisers, the stupid insistence of direct,
crass, venal advertising, and the nauseating
quality of the present programmes."

British enthusiasts who want to do away
with the B.B.C. and substitute advertisine
like America, should remember these well-
chosen words, and the fact that Lee de
Forest has had plenty of opportunity to
study the two situations.

Names of Places.
IN view of the'storm it has aroused, it is

only fair to say that the B.B.C.'s book
on pronunciation of place-names-

referred to last week-was prepared very
carefully indeed. The interesting fact is that
listeners themselves supplied practically
all the information the book contains, and
this information was tested either by a
personal letter to an acknowledged authority,
to the minister of the parish concerned, or
to the post -master.

To give the B.B.C. its due I must say that
in every single case in which I have been
able from knowledge of the district to check
up their pronunciation of queer names,
their findings have seemed to be the right
ones.

The " Magic " Wave -Change.

I STILL continue to receive a number of
1 letters about this interesting subject,

of which the following is typical :
" Since fitting wave -change to my.

`Magic' Four I can get forty stations on the
loud speaker, which is marvellous consider-
ing I live in a swamp area-(Cricklewood).

Wave -change has not affected the
volume of the set at all, and I can get more
than half 'the stations without reaction.
I think the ' Magic' Four with wave -change
switching the best set of the day."

(By the way, in answer to many en-
quiries, the original letter from Mr. Donald
on the above subject was published in
" P.W." No. 428, August 16th issue.)

Coventry, Too.
THE Brighton Police Force is not the only

one with bright ideas about radio
sets to track criminals. It now trans-'

pirea that other police forces as well have
been tackling this problem, and that
astonishing results have been obtained.

Apparently the Coventry Branch of the
General Electric Co., Ltd., have been
working for the police on similar lines, and
although the Chief Constable of Coventry
prefers to lay low and say nothing, at the
moment, I hear that he has quite satisfied
himself about the possibilities of the scheme.

Push and Pull.
JUDGING from a newspaper cutting sent

to me last week, a certain well-known
provincial newspaper is getting bit

tied up over push-pull. Replying to an
inquiry from one of their readers, they
gave a rather incoherent paragraph which
concluded-" and H. G. should remember
that pull will never be push really pull
will never be push really pull "-

I wonder if someone will get the push
(really) for that I

ARIEL.
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WE begin another wireless year. We
have an opportunity now to look
around, square our shoulders, face

the facts, - and_ examine the industry.
Everywhere I hear people complaining of
dull times, dull programmes, but hoping
for a burst of prosperity and excitement
when the season starts in earnest.

 Personally, I am disappointed in that few
firms seem to be actively alive, few people
-seem imbued with enthusiasm and, as a
consequence, few new ideas find their way
into the product itself.. We are, however,
apt to keep waiting for this millenium
unless we make it came ourselves.

What Will the Show Reveal ? -

What material have we ? And how do we
use it ? What chances are there that this
Show will reveal real thinking ? Since I
was first interested in broadcasting, I have
seen a remarkably rapid evolution in valve
and loud -speaker design, but except that
sets embody these new components, the
sets themselves are much the same.

Perhaps the most useful tool in the hands
of the designer to -day is the screened -grid
valve. There is furthermore the pentode,
a direct consequence of our backwardness
as a country in supplying electricity for
household use.

The advantages of high -frequency magni-
fication are not so obvious as one might at
first imagine, and certainly more seldom
used than they might be. What, after all,
do we gain by using two or three stages of
screened -grid valve magnification ?

I suppose we gain the facility of being
able to use smaller aerials, and people might
argue that we can the more easily bring the
steady detector grid volts to a proper value;
but I am convinced that most people do not
want great sensitivity, that a medium indoor
aerial -suffices for the local and two or three
other programmes.

Set Design.
Power grid -leak detection is not so in:

sistent on a relatively large detector grid
volts as bottom bend, and one high -
frequency magnification suffices with a
reasonable aerial.

Then the apologists for many stage high -
frequency magnification argue that it gives
a relatively better response curve-- squarer
shouldered, and so on. But the response
curve of the loud speaker is seldom' linear
and often a single circuit with reaction
giVes far more pleasing quality by pushing in
more bass than the most carefully designed
non -reactive high -frequency staged circuit.

THIS YEAR'S
EXHIBITION

By CAPT. P., P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

Our Radio Consultant -in -Chief tells you what he
hopes to see at Olympia, and proffers some sound

advice to the wireless industry.

But selectivity! Well, seriously, I main-
tain_ that the selectivity of a three -stage
high -frequency set is still insufficient in 'a
great many cases to cut out the 9 kilocycle',
night-time heterodyne from other European
stations.

This. form of interference is unquestion-
ably the most serious, and unquestionably
calls for elimination service conditions of
listening. One high -frequency magnifica-
tion is, therefore, probably as efficient,
looked at from the true service viewpoint,
as anything for modern requirements.

Lastly. I cannot see the value of the multi -
high -frequency set when it is realised that it
presupposes a ganged condenser which,
even in its best form, may have an error of
5,000 cycles at the shorter waves. So the

is valuable, but I feel
it is being asked too much by designers
when they use two or three in cascade.

We have new knowledge of grid -leak
rectification, and now realise that this comes
so near to an ideal as to be of great value
commercially.

The pentode valve is a compromise.
According to various measurements it is

THE G.E.C. " AT HOME "

the average man is best pleased by a three -
valve set. A set having a stage of high -
frequency, a single -tuned circuit (to over-
come ganging and give true one -knob
tuning), power grid -leak detection, and a
nice medium comfortable output valve.

There should be three independent
adjustments, volume, tuning, and selec-
tivity. The set should be compact in one
unit with loud speaker ; it should be avail-
able for mains or battery with slight
adaptation. And it should be good.

Mains Receivers.
For mains sets the aerial could well be

the cord lead of the plug. And the price ?
If anybody had. guts and could take the
few proper risks and give some of the
enthusiastic and knowledgeable young
technicians who are eating their hearts out
to -day, a chance, the price, for the all -mains

should be a ten -pound note.
Shall we see anything like it at the Show ?
We may, let us hope so. If not you will

realise that I am a generous person to give
these ideas away free for next year ; but
the ideas are not new. It's not a question
of new ideas, it's a question of someone
with the knowledge and courage to put ideas
into practice. So long as wireless counts as a

basis for share juggling
so long will the public
be the worse served.

But to close the

Radio wholesalers examining Gecophone 4 -valve portables at
factory at Coventry.

difficult to arrange the pentode to give a
linear output. While the pentode may be an
excellent compromise for the cheap battery
set, I condemn its use in anything approach-
ing the £20, £30 range of instruments as
prices range to -day. So having outlined my
ideas of the value of the building material,
hovx best can we finish the structure ? -

Firstly as to circuit. It seems to me that

article, I would like to
add a word on appear-
ance. The wireless set
has not yet found its
true form, but mean-
while can we not get
away from this awful
dull polished wood -
stuff? Has no one
heard of aluminium or,
canvas or white wood,
or stainless steel, or
colour, or green dials
with red scales or
lamps, or-oh ! some-
thing gay and exciting?

I shall go to the Show
hoping. I wonder if it
will be as last year,
and the year before,
and the year before

that ; just boxes, with some new ideas in
components screwed down inside them.
They work ! Yes, sometimes ! Neverthe-
less, it could be such fun if a " Morris " of
wireless arose and did what is obviously
waiting to be done.

So many manufacturers seem to think
it's infra dig. to make what they call_
"cheap" stuff-to give the public service,

the G.E.C.
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iLATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.
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CONCEITS RESUME -BELFAST
+ I T E MS -S TREET CRIES -

LONDON HIGH SPOTS

Political Broadcasting,

QUITE a little storm was caused by
,the " pm." scoop about, a,aeriea of
broadcasts on Empire Trade, to be

initiated by Lord Beaverbroola on October
18th. There could be no denying the facts,
which had been secured authoritatively
from a party headquarters.

All that Savoy Hill could do was to remon-
strate abOut the statement that they had
abandoned hope of any agreement between
the political parties on the general subject
of controversial political broadcasts apart
frOrd those at election times.

If the wording unwittingly conveyed a
wrong impression, " P.W." is glad now to
put it right. The general issue of political
party broadcasting is in abeyance until
Parliament reasserales, and the whips can
get together again.

Apparently there was to have been a
three -party conference with Sir John
Reith at the House of Commons just before
the House rose, Sir John did, in fact, turn
up to keep the appointment, only to dis-
cover that the incident of the stolen mace
had so upset parliamentary arrangements
that political broadcasting was tobe con-
sidered in October or November instead of
in July.

But stolen maces may upset the even
tenor of parliamentary life ; they do not,
however, suspend the broadcasting service.
So the B.B.C. quite rightly left over the
main issue and decided to deal on its own
with the specific subject of Empire Trade,
debated between Lord Beaverbrook, Sir
Arthur Salter, Sir Basil Blackett, and any
representatives the parties may care to put
up.

Such action was absolutely right. The
B.B.C. had merely to keep the scales of
opportunity evenly balanced ; given this,
the Corporation owes to the public informa-
tive and interesting treatment of such
matters as Empire Trade : not solely
" Empire Free Trade," mark you.

Northern Features.
An interesting feature for listeners to the

North Regional programmes during the
week beginning September 21st is a musical
tour of Europe.

The Northern Wireless Orchestra begins
its " tour " on Sunday afternoon in the
East of Europe with a programme of
Russian music conducted by Mr. Percy Pitt,
former Musical Director of the B.B.C.
The orchestra will play works by Tschai-
kovsky, Moussorgsky, and Glazounov, and
Anderson Tyrer will play with the orchestra
Tschaikovsky's First Pianoforte Concerto
for Pianoforte and Orchestra. Russian
songs will also be sung by Booth Unwin
(bass).

Next day the orchestra will tak lit-
teners to France and will give a short pro-

gramme of light music full V charm and
grace, -which to the world 11 typical of
French. Music, the 'compOsers eho4en as
representatiVe being 'Massager; Chaniinade,
Masseritt and- Gabriel Marie.'

On Tuesday evening the orchestra will
visit first Spain, when they will play
Spanish dances by De Falls and Granados,
and later Italy, when they will give selec-
tions from operas by Verdi and Puccini.

By Frida-y.evdning the orchestra will have
travelled the long distance back to the
north. and will play works by representative
Scandinavian composers Sibelius, Grieg
and Jeul-Frederiksen.

Manchester Mid -day Concerts Resume.
Listeners will be pleased to learn that the

Manchester Mid -day Concerts are once
again to be relayed throughout the Northern
Region.

THE WEATHER WATCHER

When the R100 was out on her adventurous
trip to Canada a constant watch on weather
was necessary, and she was notified by radio
of the prevailing conditions on her route.
This illustration shows an official reading

the Cardington weather chart.

The concerts will be broadcast between
2.15 and 2 p.m., and at the opening one, on
September 23rd, The Northern Wireless
Orchestra, conducted by Mr. T. H. Morrison,
will give a programme of works by
Mozart.

They will also play the G Minor Sym-
phony (Which is being given by special
request) and a little known concerto for
flute and orchestra, in which the flute is to
be played by Cissie Locke.

Belfast Items.
The Radioptimists, who are so popular

with Scottish listeners, are paying a visit
to the Belfast studio on Saturday, Sep-,
tember 27th. They will be certain of a
hearty welcome from Ulster.

No one has done more to revive the almost
forgotten traditibnal melodies of Evict:J.1d-
than Carl Hardebeck, and some , of leis
works will be included in a short Programme
of light Irish music which will be broadcast
for Irish listeners on Friday, September 26th.

Street Cries.
Mr. William Moore, whose talks are

always entertaining, will describe for
Ulster, listeners on Thursday evening,
September 25th, the distinct character-
istics, of the street cries of Belfast. These
quaint cries have now disappeared, owing
to modern business methods and police
regulations, but they were as picturesque
as any in the world.

London High Spots.
" Through the Looking ' Glass," which

was adapted for radio prouction by Cecil
Lewis, will be broadcast on Monday, Sep-
tember 15th (National), and Tuesday,
September 16th (Regional).

If conditions permit it, the B.B.C.
intends to relay a series of commentaries
from America on the seven races for the
America Cup. On each day-September
13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and
20th-it is hoped to relay the N.B.C.'s
opening commentary (at 5 p.m.) and the
final summary (at approximately 10 p.m.).
The commentaries will be broadcast from
a U.S. destroyer following the yachts.

*

FOR THE LISTENER. i
This week our popular contributor-who is still holiday -making in Italy-

tells of his listening experiences there with the portable set.
By " PHILEMON."

Autumn Programmes.
THE series of "International Conversa-

tions " promises very well. The idea
apparently is that an Englishman

will converse with a foreianer, and try to
get out of him what his country thinks of us.

If he will speak the truth, it should be
both entertaining and instructive. I was
talking one night to a very intelligent young
German who, told me of a German book,
recently published, in which Germans and
English are contrasted.

"You will never understand us properly,"
he said, " because we Germans are in-
tellectual, and you English are animals."

He hoped I would not be offended by the
word. He was afraid that it wasn't quite
the right .werd.

I confess it sounded a little odd. But

he explained- that what he really meant
was that, while the Germans worried things,
out with their intellectual mind, we English-
men got straight to the point with our
instinctive mind, and lived much more by
insight and flair than the Germans do.

That sounded better ! Very likely it is
true.

Science and Religion.
This series of, talks also promises well. It

will be given on Sundays.
Most people are interested in the subject

and it is to he handled by men who can be
relied upon to speak their minds, on which-
ever side they stand-J . S. Haldane, Dean
Inge4, Prof. Eddington, Bishop Barnes, and

(Continued on page 762.)
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T REMEMBER being at Marconi House,
1 in the Strand, about a week before

the B.B.C. was formed. The little
11 -kilowatt transmitter was being tested
(it was in the afternoon) before a short
programme which was to be given in the
early evening.

Captain Eckersley had been up there,
too, after coming back from the old " Two-
emma-tock " station, of which he was in
charge, at Chelmsford, and there were
one or two other engineers who are now
big people in the B.B.C.

A Visit to Melbourne.
How little we all dreamed that these

four transmitter panels were to blossom
out into the grandiosity of 2 L 0, thence
to the B.B.C., the Corporation, and the
50-kilowatters of Brookmans Park and
Moorside Edge !

A bit later, when the Marconi House
transmitter had been shifted to the top o f
Selfridge's, I was on business at Melbourne,
Australia, and took the opportunity of
going along to see 2 L O's " twin "-
namely, 3 L 0. At that time 3 L 0 was
putting out a goodly number of kilowatts
on about 32 metres, and I had often heard
his transmissions in London. He was well
received on good DX evenings by many
British amateurs.

3 L O's first impression is that it is a
little B.B.C.-ish,
perhaps 25 per cent
and 75 per cent
American. Neverthe-
less, as I found out
later, all the radio
gear had been sup-
plied by the A.W.A.
It was in the studio
arrangements a n d
office routine that
3 L 0 seemed rather
un-British.

I was ushered into
the gigantic recep-
tion room adjoining
the main studio;
leading right out of
it, in fact, so that
the 120 people who
could be accommo-
dated in the recep-
tion -lounge could see
and hear the artistes.
Not a bad idea, and

Although 2 L 0 has given way to
the new Brookmans transmitter
its famous Australian " twin,"
3 L 0 of Melbourne, is still going

strong.
From our

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

a little less nerve-racking than the loud
speakers in the B.B.C. Savoy Hill waiting -
rooms.

The studio being quite an open affair,
I was conducted to the announcer while
a broadcast was on-a thing quite Verboten
under the B.B.C. regime-and he, sitting
at a desk at one side of the studio, 'phoned
through to the station director !

A rather striking idea, this, where one
could walk about the studio with great
freedom, and where the announcer, with a
station microphone at his right and a
telephone to his left, acted as a sort of
super -Commissionaire !

Resonant Background.
There were a separate couple of " mikes "

for the artistes, and when their broadcast
was over the announcer turned the knob
of a small fader control which brought his
microphone into circuit without any click
and announced the next item. At intervals

STARTING A VERY LONG JOURNEY

The reception of 3 L O's short-wave transmission is
one of the ambitions (often realised) of the English
radio enthusiast. Above you see the transmitter
that produces these thrilling ether vibrations, the final H.E.
power stage being shown on the, extreme left. Transmitters
use H.F. amplifiers very similar to receivers. The energy in this case is modulated with speech and

music, and then amplified at H.F. until suffizient aerial power is developed.

he struck a row of tubular bells to announce
the time, and to indicate programme
intervals.

After the formalities of introduction,
I was taken through to the control -room,
and then to the transmitter itself. One
of the control men handed me a pair of
'phones, so that I could listen to the
happenings in the studio next door.

I was struck by the resonance of the
background-hardly an echo, but the kind
of resonance which would be expected
from the studio, which had a barn -like
roof with no padding, and only loose
hangings on the walls.

Outside Broadcasts.
I daresay many people who have heard

3 L 0 on the " wavelets " a year or so ago
will remember this " open " background,
and I expect it was accentuated by the
microphone being in the centre of the room.
as a rule, and soloists often had the empty
studio to themselves.

The control -room was connected to the
programme lines outside by a telephone -
bureau type of switchboard, and as there
were separate amplifiers for each line
system, the engineer in charge had a busy
time when there were outside broadcasts.
He could watch what was going on in the
studio through a sound -proof glass window,
reminiscent of the B.B.C. in 1923.

True to Yankee
broadcasting style, a
" record " man in the
control - room w a s
busy writing down
a log of each item, the
transmission time,
and soon.

Before I left the
regular transmission
was over, and a test
was carried out with
a separate " mike "
brought in from the
studio a n d placed
near the transmitter,
so that one of the
engineers could watch
the dials and do the
talking. And so, while
3 L 0 goes, on, its
"twin," 2 L 0, is
silenced, and no longer
do we hear the old and
trusted call -sign.
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RECORDING PROGRAMMESj
By H. G. AYTOUN KAY.

Our contributor gives a few preliminary remarks i an aspect of home radio
experimenting which is likely to prove very popular this season. The
necessary gear costs but little, and interest in home radio recording is

sure to be widespread.
*

IN theory, at any rate, it should be
1 possible to pick up and reproduce

wireless impulses transmitted days or
even years ago. No doubt, too, the
golden notes sung by Melba at the first
broadcast transmission in England are still
travelling through the ether, perhaps to be
received by some yet -to -be -invented set.

Whether this possibility exists or not.
most of us have heard some broadcast item
which we would like to be able to reproduce
again at will, and the means for so doing
will soon be available to everyone.

Recalling the Past.
My own loud speaker has, in fact, sur-

prised its audience on more than ono
occasion by giving out the News Bulletin
of the previous evening ; and at any time
I can, if I will, hear again H.M. The King
at the recent opening of India House, or
Miss Amy Johnson's speech, broadcast
when she arrived at Croydon.

Imagine the interest and value in years
to come of being able to reproduce again
anything which has been broadcast.
Imagine, too, the fascination of hearing
again something of special personal appeal-
a speech by someone who is the object of
your political hero worship, for instance, and
whom you may never actually otherwise
hear ; or a particularly haunting song which
appeals to your own individual preference.

The apparatus which makes this possible
is not a hyper blooperdyne-cum-time
machine, but simply a home recording
gramophone, an instrument about the
same size as an ordinary table model
machine, and no more complicated to use.
Attached to a wireless set in exactly the
same way as a loud speaker and still keep-
ing the latter connected, it will record the
broadcast programme.

A Simple Process.
Moreover, by the use of a cheap and simple

microphone it is quite easy to make a record
of one's own voice. Here may I interpose
the remark that I do not propose to worry
my readers with anything but a simple and
non -technical explanation of the process.

As to the signal strength required for
making a record, it is always difficult to
define degrees of loudness, but a portable
set or three -valve set suffices for recording
items from a local broadcast station, and
a good record can be made with probably
less signal strength than is fed into most
loud speakers. In fact, using an ordinary
four -valve set consisting of one H.F.,
screened grid detector and two L.F., I
have recorded Rome's Lady Announcer as
well as Tzigane music from Budapest.

The disc on which the record is cut is
made of a special aluminium alloy. A ten -
inch record is a convenient size for home
use, and runs for just over three minutes.
Both sides can be utilised for recording,
and the disc as supplied has a perfectly

plain, smooth surface. The sound track or
groove is cut in the metal by a diamond
point carried in what appears to be an
ordinary electrical pick-up.

Of course, my readers will understand
that this pick-up, or more correctly cutter
head, works in the reverse direction from
normal, i.e. instead of converting the
vibrations of a needle into electrical energy,
it translates the electrical impulses, which
in the loud speaker appear in the form of
sound, into mechanical vibrations of the
diamond cutter.

For driving the turntable a rather more
powerful motor than that used in an

RECORDS FROM RADIO

A German experimenter operating a machine that transfers radio programme
items on to metal records, which can be used on any ordinary gramophone.
The results compare very well with those given by the well-known wax

recorders that can be seen in the photo.

ordinary gramophone is required, because
not only has the motor to overcome the
friction between the diamond point and the
metal disc, but it has also to drive the
gears which gradually traverse the cutter
arm across the face of the disc.

If now we imagine the turntable to be
rotating with an aluminium disc in position,
then the record is started by lowering the
cutter head in position on the outer edge
with the diamond point pressing on the
metal. Were the cutter head to be held in
an ordinary pick-up arm, then, the disc
being plain, the point would simply fly
across it.

A Special Cutter.
If, however,. the arm is definitely moved

across the disc at a pre -determined rate,
then the point will cut a spiral groove which
starts on the outside of the dice and extends
towards the centre. Again, if the point
while it is cutting its way across the disc
is vibrated in sympathy with whatever is

being recorded, the point will trace a
wavy line which will, in fact, be a graphical
reproduction of the sound.

The superiority of electrical recording by
comparison with the now obsolete acoustic
method is well known and the simple
electrical process I am describing gives
excellent results. It must not be assumed
from this that the production of the
ordinary gramophone records sold by
world famous manufacturers is an easy and
inexpensive task.

No Technical "Snags."
On the contrary comparable results could

never be obtained by an amateur who
attempted to make a direct record of part
of a Symphony Concert, for example.
Before any record can be. made consider-
able skill has to be exercised in placing the
microphones, arranging the performers so
as to obtain a proper balance and con-
trolling the input to the amplifiers.

Gramophone record -making companies
employ experienced technicians for this
purpose, but when broadcast programmes
are recorded all these problems have been
taken care of in the studio and control.

room by the broad-
casting authority.
The home recorder
obtains the benefit
and is able quite
easily to make his
own records in the
manner I have
outlined.

At a later date I
hope to be allowed
to
details and illus-
trations of the ap-
paratus requited.

ODD
ITEMS

Most L.F. insta-
bility is due to the
coupling effects of
the H.T. supply
circuits.

* * *

Where an en-
closed R.C.C. unit is

used, and it is wished to reduce the value of
the grid resistance to remove a tendency to
instability, an external grid leak may be
connected between the grid and grid - bias
terminals of the unit.

The usual values of the resistance and con-
denser for a decoupling (or " anti -motor
boating ") circuit are 20,000 to 40,000 ohms,
and at least 2 mfds.

*

If you think that an anti -motor boating device
would improve your set do not be discouraged if
there does not appear to be room inside the set
for it, as the wiring can in nearly all cases be
done externally just as well as internally.

* * *

Listeners in the London area who find the
Regional and National programmes overlapping
one another often discover that if the horizontal
portion of the aerial is cut away and the down -
lead only used, the two programmes can be
separated easily and there is no serious loss in
strength.
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SO NEW WAVE -C
COILS

* -C.- -0-4. -4.- -4- -0- -0- 4-0- -1-4-40--4- *
Here are the first details off a new wave -change scheme of a
particularly ingenious nature. It is remarkably simple, and
its applications are quite universal. It can be applied to sets
using H.F. amplification of either " Neut " or S.G. varieties.

By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., Inc.
* -.Q.- -4.- -4.. -4.- -0- 4.-- -0.-4- -4- -4,-0- -0-4,--- *

nNE of the complications in designing a
V wireless receiver for use in England

is the fact that it has to be designed
to cover two wave -bands. Ours is not the
simple problem of meeting the requirements
of a single wave -band from 200 to 600 metres,
for we have also to cater for the 1,000 to
2,000 -metre band.

I have tried various switching schemes
from time to time, with varying degrees of

success, and
some of them
are quite
s a tisfactory.
The great dis-
advantage
they possess,
however, to
my mind, is
the fact that
the coils are
often over
numerous.

Take, for
instance, the
simple Rein-
artz circuit

shown in Fig. 1. When we want to switch
this we have to be able to transfer the
aerial lead to a new tap, increase the
size of the grid coil, and put on more
reaction. In the ordinary way this would
mean complete duplicate coils with any-
thing up to a three -pole two-way switch
to give us the desired wave -length change.

Simple Switching Scheme.
A quite useful way of switching this

circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Here the circuit
is slightly altered to meet simple wave -
change requirements. Instead of the aerial
being tapped on to the continuation of the

grid coil as
it is in Fig. 1,
the short-
wave aerial
winding isentirely
separate, the
end being
taken to a tap
on the long -
wave grid
winding.

Then, by
means of a

A simple wave -change added to three - pointthe Fig. 1 circuit. shorting
switch, the long -wave grid coil and aerial
tap are short-circuited for short -wave -
reception. But this does not take care of the
reaction winding, and a separate switch or
switch contact has to be provided to give
the desired change.

This is a straightforward
Reinarts circuit.

During recent considera-
tion of the problem, it
struck me that it must
surely be possible to reduce
the number of windings.
This was what I chiefly had in mind-a
method of reducing the coil to its simplest
possible form.

With Reinartz Reaction.
First of all, we can eliminate the extra

aerial coil by using the simplified Reinartz
circuit as given in Fig. 3, in which the same
winding serves as aerial coil and reaction.
Now let us see what we have in the way of
windings for short-wave reception : A
common aerial -reaction winding, Li, of
6 to 10 turns, and a grid coil, L2, of 50 turns.

When we switch over to the long waves,
however, we want an aerial winding (which
also gives us reaction) of about 60 turns, and
a grid winding of 250 turns.

All the above turn numbers are, of course,
approximate, and will be influenced by
the size of
former used,
and the
method of
winding em-
ployed, but
they are the
usual turn
niimbers
with which
we work for
short and
long wave-
bands re-
spectively.

To return
to our sub-
ject, how-
ever, the short-wave aerial and grid coils
in series give us from 56 to 60 turns, so
why not turn these two coils into one
aerial coil for the long -wave reception,
thus reducing our coil to one continuous
winding with taps taken out at suitable
intervals ?

Here the extra aerial coil is
eliminated, the reaction wind-
ing being made to do two jobs.

Two Useful Methods.
The scheme applied to a detector circuit

is shown in Fig. 4 (A and B), and you will
see that the change can be made with one
of the ordinary five -point plunger switches
(by this I mean push-pull) which incor-
porate one two-way switch and one on -off
switch, or else with a small two -pole two-
way switch of the anti -capacity type.

Actually, this can be done in two ways,
and both are shown, so that you may choose
the most suitable method for your own
requirements. The portions of the coil
marked 1, 2 and 3, are the S.W, aerial

coil, short-wave grid coil, and long -wave
grid coil respectively.

In the same way, this scheme can be used
for the aerial coupling in front of an H.F.
valve or for H.F. 'switching using either
transformer or tuned -anode coupling,
providing always that shunt feed is used.

Fig. 5 shows a practical example. A
screened -grid valve H.F. stage is used with
auto -transformer coupling, so as to give -
reasonable selectivity, and both aerial and
H.F. coils (L, and LO are switched by the
new method. You will see that in both
cases the coils have been reduced to their
simplest and cheapest form, and will entail
less winding (if you make them yourself)
than any other type of change -over coil.

H.F. Wave -Changing.
To take the Fig. 5 circuit in detail, L5

is the aerial coupling coil. It consists of 360
turns of wire on a 3 -in. former. If it is
desired to make the coil efficient, the short-
wave winding should be wound with not
less than 24 S.W.G., while the long -wave
winding may be 32, 34, or 36. The size is
not critical in this case.

Taps are taken at 10 and 50 turns of
the short-wave winding, after which the
long -wave coil is wound on without a break.
This simplifies the construction, for taking
taps on a thin wire is not always too easy
a matter, especially for the less experienced
constructor.

The H.F. coil is identical with the aerial
coil, except as regards the number of turns
in the short-
wave aerial
winding.
Unless a very
high degree
of -selectivity
is required, 1
would advise
you to put
on about
50 turns,
though you
can put on
more pro-
vided that
this will give
you sharp
enough tun-
ing for your
purposes. This, with the -50 -turn grid coil,
will give you a 100 -turn primary for long -
wave work.

(Continued on next page.)

One coil only is used for long
and short waves tuning, as
well as tor aerial coupling and

reaction !
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+ WAVE -CHANGE COILS.

(Continued from previous page.)
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If you want to use reaction in the de-
tector circuit, 100 turns is perhaps rather
large even on the long wave ; while 50
turns is a bit high for the short, so that it
will be essential to use a differential reaction
condenser, and even perhaps to put a
small fixed condenser between anode and
filament of the detector valve to reduce
the amount of reaction available.

On the
other hand,
if you use
R.C. coup-
ling, possibly
with anode -
bend rectifi-
cation, you
won't find
these reac-
tion turns
too high ; in
fact, you may
even find

that you haven't got quite enough reaction
at the top of the long- or short-wave band.

It will be seen that this wave -change
method lends itself to all kinds of applica-
tions, wave -meters, wave -traps, etc., and
it is quite a sound scheme to mount your
coil with its switch on a small base, and by
providing some simple method of ganging
the switches the whole set can be changed
over from one wave -band to another with
the movement of one control only.

The simplification proceeds still
further.

Easily Matched Circuits.
This method of construction enables two

tuned circuits to be matched up very easily,
as either grid winding can be suitably
adjusted without disturbing any other
winding.

If you want to, the long -wave winding
can be pile -wound alongside the short,
while if space is a consideration, this will be
found to reduce the size of the coil con-
siderably. Similarly, the short-wave aerial
coil can be made as small as possible by
using a thin gauge wire, or at a pinch, though

The scheme adapted for neutralising.

it involves extra labour, it can be wound
over the top of the grid coil on ebonite
spacers in a manner that is now well known.

The adaptation of this scheme to a neu-
tralised H.F. circuit is shown in Fig. 6, and
this will serve as a guide for other circuits
which are not so simple as the aerial or S.G.
circuits.

It was obvious from the general form of
the simplified method of coil construction
that it would be necessary to use shunt feed

so as to eliminate all H.T. current from the
coil, and after several different Methods had
been tried out, the Fig. 6 arrangement was
finally arrived at.

I have just shown the H.F. valve with its
output, and the detector valve with its
input circuits so as not to confuse the reader
with any irrelevant details. L1 is the H.F.
choke used to give shunt feed in conjunc-
tion with the H.F. amplifier, while CI,
is the necessary coupling condenser which
has the usual value of -0003. L2 is a coil
provided with a number of tappings. Since
we are using reaction we need not worry
much over its H.F. resistance, for this, as
you know, can be wiped out by the use of
reaction.

How Coil is Made.
First of all we have a tap, A, at 12 turns

which gives the short-wave primary or
anode winding, the tap being connected to
L.T. Then comes another tap, B, after a
further 12 turns, and this gives the neutralis-
ing winding. Then comes the tap C after a
further 38 turns, giving us a 50 -turn coil
between A and C, which is the short-wave
grid coil. The rest of the winding is shorted
out for short-wave work.

When we switch over to long waves.
what exactly happens ? The anode lead
stays where it is. What was the grid coil
now becomes part of the anode, or primary,
winding, and a tap taken at 62 turns from

Mr. Allinson's new scheme applied to a circuit
embodying an H.F. stage.

C, as shown at D, gives the long -wave neu-
tralising winding. After this a further 190
turns completes the 250 -odd -turn long -wave
grid coil.

Not only is the switching actually much
simpler with this scheme than it is usually
with the split -primary neutralised circuit,
though at first sight it may not be apparent.
but the coil is certainly made as shnple and
straightforward as it can possibly be.

If your receiver is located where you need
very high selectivity on the long waves, and
you are prepared to sacrifice a little signal
strength to get it, then the coil winding
shown in Fig. 7 at A will be more suitable.
Here the anode or primary winding has
24 turns only on the long wave, being
comprised of the short-wave anode and
neutralising windings only.

A Further Modification.
A tap is then provided a further 24 turns

up the coil so as to give the long -wave
neutralisation, while the size of the whole
coil is suitably adjusted to tune correctly.

A further modification which gives a still
simpler circuit is shown at B, in Fig. 7,
but this has the disadvantage of giving
rather tight coupling on the short-wave
band, and this, if you are close to Brook -
mans Park, is not altogether desirable. There
are many listeners, however, who are quite
a good distenee from the nearest broadbast

station, and they will find this circuit a
useful one, though the coupling on the long
wave is a little looser than in the Fig. 7a
circuit.

The short:wave primary winding is given
17 turns, and a tap is taken at 17 turns from
A, the beginning of the short-wave grid coil,
which is wound to have exactly 51 turns.
You will now see that by transferring the
neutralising condenser from B to C the
necessary adjustment for the long wave is
made with the greatest economy of tappings
-and switching.

Shunt feed stops the H.T. from flowing through
the coil.

At first it looks as though the Fig. 7B
circuit were the same -as that in Fig. 7A, but
a close examination will show that it has one
tap less, and thus for making the coil it is
simpler.

The exact choice of the three circuits of
Figs. 6, 7A or 7B will depend on the perform.
ance you want.

Highly Elastic System.
With Fig. 6, which is a general circuit,

you can adjust your taps to give any desired
result with any given valve. It is a highly
elastic circuit, and can be suited to all
special cases.

Two of these special cases are dealt with
separately in Figs. 7A and 7B; 7a results
in all tappings being taken on the short-
wave winding, so that the long -wave winding
which is usually of thin wire, can be put on
without interruption, while 7B gives a still
simpler form of construction. The tapping
points have been lettered the same way as
in Fig. 6, and this will help you to trace
out the variations between the three circuits.

The final modification of rig. 6.

YOUR AERIAL AND EARTH.
The down lead of an aerial should come

either from one end of the horizontal span, or
from its centre.

A piece of galvanised iron as used for roofing
makes an ideal earth plate.

* *

Where a counterpoise earth is used, re-
member that the insulation of this should be
as good as that of the

Among the advantages of a counterpoise
earth are the fact that it sharpens tuning and
is often effective in reducing humming mina
ference.
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THERE must be thousands of potentio-
meters languishing neglected in
drawers, junk boxes, or those " glory

holes " that all wireless men like to possess.
When sets were modernised some time ago
on the introduction of neutralised circuits
and other " non -looser " methods of obtain-
ing stability on the high -frequency side,
no use could be found for the potentio-
meter, which formed part of every old
set incorporating radio -frequency amplifi-
cation.

It had to. In those days there was no
satisfactory - method of holding down
circuits that tended to oscillate wildly but
by the introduction of grid -current damping
with the aid of the potentiometer.

Holding down circuits in this sort of way
became out of date a long while ago.

We need that kind of thing Iess than ever
to -day, for the high -frequency amplifier,
even if it incorporates several stages, is
as docile as could be desired. Hence the
discarded potentiometer remains idle and
apparently useless.

Not Useless.
But it is not useless ; in fact, I would

make bold to say that there are few sets
whose performances cannot be improved
by the use of a potentiometer, not as a
high -frequency stabiliser, but to provide
fine adjustments of the grid bias (positive
or negative, according to whether it is of
the leaky -grid or anode -bend type) of the
detector valve.

Let us take the leaky -grid detector first
of all. It is a common practice nowadays
to connect the grid -leak return direct to
the positive leg of the filament, the fixed
filament resistor (if one is used) being placed
as a rule between the point of connection
and the L.T. positive busbar.

Now, though most valves will rectify
pretty well, whether the grid -leak return is
connected straight to the low-tension
positive busbar or to the point just men-
tioned, it is largely a matter of luck whether
either of these connections enables the valve
to be absolutely at its best as a detector.
If we so arrange matters that the positive
grid bias is finely variable we can make
sure of getting the best results from the
valve and we shall find that an improvement
is made in another direction.

Obtaining Smooth Reaction.
This is the reaction control. Ideally

this control should be velvet smooth.
As the coupling is gradually tightened
there should be a progressive increase in
signal strength. Then, as the point of
oscillation is -approached a faint rushing

f
A practical article for construc-
tors. Details of simple schemes
for improving your set results

are given.
By A CORRESPONDENT.

noise should be heard. The set should
-glide almost imperceptibly into oscillation
and should come out of it again when the
coupling is loosened to the point at which
oscillation began.

Correct Grid Bias.
Too often we find that just as the set is

being brought to its most sensitive condition,
a little below the point of oscillation, a
" plock ! " is heard followed by wild
oscillation. The set does not glide into
oscillation ; it falls in with a bang !
As the coupling is loosened we have to turn
back a long way past the point at which
oscillation began before stability is obtained
once more. This kind of thing is bad
enough in the set intended for medium- and
long -wave reception ; it is almost fatal
to good results in the short-wave receiving
set.

The use of our old friend the potentio-
meter in the proper way will often effect a

HOW PILOTS TUNE IN.

A new radio -set tuning device for aeroplanes. The pilot merely has to
knock the handle round with hie gloved hand to tune his radio outfit.

complete cure, giving
no sign of overlap.

Here is the way in which the potentio-
meter should be used with a leaky -grid
detector. Wire the instrument across the
low - tension busbars and connect the
grid -leak return, not in either of the ways
previously mentioned, but to the slider of
the potentiometer.

It will probably be found that the
adjustment of the instrument which gives
the most effective reotifloation differs a

silky reaction with

little from that which provides the smoothest
reaction. Without the potentiometer we
have often to take our choice between
efficient rectification plus bad reaction,
and smooth reaction control combined with
poor rectification: With the potentiometer
we can strike a happy mean in the matter
of positive grid bias, which allows us to
obtain the most efficient detection consistent
with good reaction control.

A little experimenting with the potentio-
meter will show just what setting gives the
best results, and once this has been found it
will be rarely necessary to touch it again.
There is thus no need to mount the potentio-
meter so that an additional knob appears
upon the panel. It can be placed upon
the baseboard and hidden away inside the
cabinet.

Now for the anode -bend detector. If,
as is usually the case, the grid battery
employed is one consisting of dry cells
wired in series, we can obtain nothing finer
than 1 -volt steps when adjusting grid bias.
An examination of valve curves will show
that something better is often needed in
order to bring the working point just to the
top of the lower bend, which is clearly the
proper place for effective working.

This is easily accomplished by connecting
the potentiometer across the low-tension
leads and connecting the positive of the grid

battery to its slider. Tiny
adjustments in the biasing
voltage can now be made and
a setting found which brings
the detector valve to the top
of its form.

The Rheostat.
An up-to-date use can also

be found for the rheostat.
One of the difficulties experi-
enced by those who live in the
service area of a broadcasting
station is this : to hear foreign
stations one or more stages of
high -frequency amplification
are required; for the local sta-
tion very little of such amplifi-
cation is needed or the set is

overloaded since volume is too great.
The simplest way of dealing with the

problem is to instal a volume -control
device in connection with the high -frequency
valve or valves : and a perfectly effective
volume control can be contrived by means
of the rheostat. Fit one of these to the
filament circuit of the high -frequency
valve, or to the first of them if there are
two. Dimming the filament by means of
the rheostat outs down the amplification
and reduces the volume.
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THE GERMAN SHOW.
Here is a brief description of the main points of interest in the recent Berlin

Radio Exhibition.
By OUR NORTHERN EUROPE CORRESPONDENT.

* Al. -0-4--- -4..0-

1T
is a rather difficult matter to give an
impression of the giant German show
in a few words. It is perhaps, interesting

to point out that the whole organisation
is different from our show at Olympia.

Olympia is in the hands of the Radio
manufacturers, the German exhibition is
regarded as THE great radio event of the
year by all and sundry. The German
broadcasting company, the Reichs-Rund-
funk-Gesellschaft, the German Post Office,
and with it the Ministry of Posts, the town
of Berlin, and, of course, the manufacturers,
all these take a very active interest in the
organisation of the show.

A Gigantic Exhibition,
And this year the whole gramophone

industry has co-operated. And that is
more or leas the reason for the very official
speeches held at the opening ceremony,
for the broadcasting of the whole ceremony
from all German stations and for the
ceremony itself.

The show is meant to be a full-length
photo of German radio in all its phases,
and so no wonder the exhibition grows in
size from year to year, and shortly, if
growth con-
tinues, will
become un-
wieldy. Al-
ready it is
much too
large for the
average
listener. A
day's hard
work is
necessary to
get even an
idea of the
whole of the
show.

S c reened-
grid is the
most popular
form of
valve. Three
screened -grid
valves in one
set are to be
found quite
often. Sets
have become
cheaper and Ill

more effici-
ent. Tia
inedium-
priced all -
mains three -
valve receiver, with L.S. or built into the L.S.
right away, promises "to be the most
popular.

Selectivity on this type of set has been
increased considerably, I suppose in view
of the coming generation of giant trans-
mitters this autuntin and winter. The design
of sets in general has not changed very
much. Short-wave sets for the mere
listener with no technical ability have
been developed-.

SEEN

A giant loud speaker, disguised as
Exhibition

4

Ultra S.W. receivers for waves right
down to 14 centimetres are to be found.
Unspillable accumulators, the new rod -like
valves developed by Telefunken (the Ger-
man Marconi), television kits, and full-
fledged receivers, screened -grid valves of
the three -fold type by Loewe, even a new
aerial insulator, like a flat plate can be
seen at the show.

A Giant Speaker,
The giant Siemens L.S. was in operation

at Berlin's Eiffel Tower, the Funkturm,
disturbing the surrounding "district' for
several kilometres in all directions. I
understand that if one gets too doge to the
giant L.S. and it is working at full force,
deafness, at least for a period, will result.

In view of the growing popularity of
television one firm shows a series of photo-
electric cells for all purposes, the moment
one got too close to a certain part of the
stand a bell began to ring and a red light
would flash " ALARM," which meant
that one had intercepted some hidden beam
of light.

The non -radio part of the exhibition,
that devoted to gramophones, was equally

AT THE SHOW

a drum, which stood on a car outside the Berlin Radio
, inviting people to " roll up."

interesting. An historical show gave us
an idea of the development of the gramo-
phone industry. Even Edison had sent
along a special record of his voice to be
played to visitors.

Talkie Demonstrations.
One of the most important firms, which

works together with the German talkie
film concern Tobis, had arranged a kind of
acoustical cabaret, but it vas riot only

acoustical, there was some good dancing
by a troupe of six girls and the solo dancer
of the Grosses Schaupielhaus in Berlin
appeared on two occasions.

Then there was a complete model of a
modern talkie film studio, and one could
listen -in to many famous men and see them
at the same time.

Home Recording,
Round two stands there always was a

throng of people. At one you could
observe a rather horrible instrument of
musical torture, a combination of a radio
receiver, gramophone, and piano all in one,
the whole looking like a grand piano.

At the other stand people were seen
recording their own voices and getting
the record to take home with them. Both
the Literaphone, a more ambitious and
expensive instrument,  and the Majesto-
graph for the people with the smaller
purse, were having a lot to do.
* ----- -*-40- ...... *

REMEMBER. +

*
Water andand ordinary washing soda make a

good solution for removing any deposits which
may have formed upon the terminals of your
accumulator.

Clean accumulator terminals can be kept
clean if smeared with petroleum jelly.

Particular attention should be paid to the
insulation of H.T. accumulators and H.T.
batteries in series, as the slightest leakage
between adjacent sections represents a serious
drain upon the battery.

An excellent means of reducing the damping
of an aerial for short-wave work is to connect
an ordinary neutralising condenser in series
with it.

* *

The carbon rod obtained from an old bell bat-
tery makes quite a good rough-and-ready
resistance element, a six-inch rod usually having
a resistance of about 50 ohms.

* * *

POINTS TO

RENEW YOUR PANEL,

Do not put up with a disfigured panel with a
hole in it, as there are many ways of filling this
inconspicuously.

* * *

Black sealing wax and shoemakers' heelball
are two of the easily obtainable substances
which can be used to fill unwanted panel -holes.

A stick of black Glitterwax obtainable from
any toy shop for a few pence will enable an old
well -drilled panel to be retitled and to look
like new.

* *

Where a counterpoise earth is used instead
of a direct connection to avoid hum, it should be
remembered that its insulation is just as im-
portant as that for an aerial.

*
Where hum is troublesome a different earth

is always well worth trying.
* * *

There is no need to build a special set for
short-wave reception as most sets can easily be
adapted for this, either by special coils or by a
plug-in scheme like the " Antipodes " Adaptor.

By arranging that the down lead from the
aerial either dips below the lead-in point, or
else is fitted with a little draining pipe to carry
off the rain, a good deal of leakage due to wet
lead-in, etc., can be overcome.
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ELECTRICAL

OF FIVROPE
0 THE OTHER

EW

Wherever you reside you may expect to receive dozens of
stations with thrilling realism on the powerful , OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET 4." It has been tested up and down the
country and everywhere results are the same ... station after
station is tuned in with full volume, perfect purity, and free
from interference. Do not put up with an out-of-date receiver
when you can get this equipment for only £11/15/0.

WRITE for POST FREE full-size Instruction Chart which
will give you full information. Fill in the coupon below.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
You can either buy your "OSRAM MUSIC
MAGNET 4 "for cash or on these attrac-
tive HIRE PURCHASE terms : Al . 3 . 6
deposit and 12 monthly payments of 18/6.

Prices apply only in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.

PRICE INCLUDING
Osram Valves, Gecophone Com-
ponents and Polished Heavy Oak
Constructor's Cabinet

.611 . 15 . 0
MADE IN ENGLAND

Sold by all
Wireless
Dealers

THE SET THAT BRINGS THE
Cut out coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealed envelope CONTI N ENT TO TH E BRITISH ISLES

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.1

Halfpenny postage in either case.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested and
ound-

A GOOD SWITCH.
" ID W." readers will no doubt haveI gathered Rom past reports that I

do like a switch that clicks ! The
new Colvern Rotary Switch has an excellent
click action, but it only clicks really loudly
when you turn it to the " off " position.
Is half a clicking action better than no click ?

Well, in the case of this Colvern product
I must say that I get all the clicking that I
want, for the simple reason that the switch

The new Colvern Rotary Switch. Mt

goes into its " ON " position with a little
bumpy feeling as you turn the knob.

And as to the other points in this Colvern
switch, it makes a very efficient contact,
and one in which it is not possible to
visualise intermittency or any other de-
ficiency arising. There are neat little slotted
and milled terminal screws, in addition to
soldering tags, and these are taken out at
opposite ends of the device accessibly and
with wide spacing.

The indicator knob is of unusual design,
and is excellent to handle.

The single Colvern switch (simple make
and break, one way) retails at ls. 3d., and
the double switch at 2s. 6d. The latter is
suitable for ganging, for, by removing a
screw in the cam at the bottom, the rod can
be withdrawn and a long one connecting as
many switches as desired can be inserted.

THE CELESTION " TILTATONE."
I have recently had the opportunity of

testing a Celestion " Tiltatone," a device
about which no doubt most " P.W." readers
have at least heard, for it has already
achieved no little fame.

In brief, it is a device that you connect
between a pick-up and set or amplifier in
order to bring up the low and high notes
and increase the volume.

It is quite a small article, and it carries

just tne input ar.:1 output ter-
minals, an excellent volume
control and a tone adjustment.

This last gives you a fine
control of the bass and high
notes by subduing and accen-
tuating the middle frequencies
just as desired.

And the volume control
operates without in any way

upsetting the balance achieved. An impor-
tant point that. The step-up in volume
given by the " Tiltatone " is impressive,
and in that respect it is like adding a
valve amplifier.

Equally wonderful is the way in which
the bass can be brought out so that the low
notes are given most exciting vigour.

The controls are exceptionally smooth-
another great asset.

The " Tiltatone " is built into a metal
box so that it does not tend to pick up
extraneous noises.

Altogether, I consider it an achievement
and the sort of thing all serious radio -grain
enthusiasts Should tear demonstrated. It
costs E4 17s. '6d.

" P.W." readers who visit Olympia will
have an opportunity of examining the
" Tiltatone " additionally to some entirely
new Celestion loud speakers, which, it is
claimed, will cause a considerable stir in
radio circles.

NEW WATES LINES.
The new illustrated price lists due to

The Standard Battery Co. reveal that this
enterprising concern is entering the new
season with Yates A.C. Mains sets, Gramo-
phone Pick-ups, and other entirely new
lines. Readers of " P.W." should make a
point of securing these lists.

AN AMERICAN OUTFIT.
You seldom see an American set that has

fewer than five valves. Actually it is pro-
bable that five valves represents the abso-
lute minimum for average requirements.

The reason is not so much, as popular
opinion would have it, that the Americans
cannot achieve European efficiency and have
to have a string of " tubes " before they can
get adequate results, as it is that mains
working is almost universal. This means

that H.T. and L.T. economy is hardly
considered.

Further, there is undoubtedly more
money available for buying things of a more
ambitious character.

However, it is a fact that America believes
in modest if not really low -gain stages, in
order to achieve high selectivity and stabil-
ity. Moving -coil speakers, too, are almost
universal.

You can get an excellent idea of modern
American radio set design tendencies from
the accompanying photograph, which illus-
trates the "First National" Kennedy
Chassis, an American outfit that is being
sold in this country by the Park Radio and
Engineering Co., Ltd., of Manor Park.

The price is £37 10s., inclusive of valves
and moving -coil loud speaker unit. The
only items needed to make the outfit an
absolutely complete receiving system are a
cabinet and a baffle for the loud speaker.

iiIIIIIIIIIIIIM1111111111111{1111111111I1111111111111411111111t11111111111M

= Manufacturers and traders are invited E.
to submit radio apparatus of any kind E
for review purposes. All examinations E
and tests are carried out in the " P.W.
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-

E- vision of the Technical Editor.
We should like to point out that we

prefer to receive production samples
picked from stock, and that we cannot E

E guarantee their safe return undamaged,
= as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect E.

much of the gear in the course of our 1=.:

FE investigations !
- And readers should note that the E_

subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides for buyers,

 and are therefore framed up in, a readily
E readable manner free from technicalities
E unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

Td11111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111N111111111111111111111F,

It is, of, course, an entirely all -electric,
affair. You connect the mains leads to a
lighting point, join -up an aerial and earth,
and away you go!

The circuit comprises three screened -grid
H.F. valves, detector, and two L.F. stages
the final L.F. stage being a push-pull.

The receiver is free from hum and won-
derfully sensitive, stations coming in well
with no aerial at all. It is also selective, and
the quality of a high standard.

Tuning is carried out with a drum -drive
operating ganged condensers. The screening,
and indeed the whole construction, are excel-
lent. Compactness is achieved with appar-
ently no sacrifice.

It undoubtedly is a fine outfit, and the
fact that it has no wave -change is not so
very serious in view of the DX qualities
and selectivity it possesses.

This is the " First National " outfit. The three Screened -Grid valves aro contained in the metal
.,ireendrie cylinders which can be seen to the, lett.
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Arley
FAMOUS SINCE
BROADCASTIN
BEGAN

IMPEDANCE MATCHING
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

El : 2 : 6
6 radios:84, 10-1, 12-1, 15-1, 20-1, 25-1

Long before Broadcasting became what it is
to -day, Varley had won fame for their coil winding.

On this experience is founded Varley's latest
achievement in radio. Varley Impedance Matching
Output Transformer-a new component of advance
design-gives six different ratios. Accurately and
without difficulty you can match loudspeaker and
output valves.

Remember that Varley Components are descend-
ants of a long line. Since radio came Varley ideal has
been quality. The Varley Impedance Transformer is
the only adequate answer to a modern radio problem.

For
RADIO

Arley
STAND No.

105
NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA.

dilvatissnaent of Oliva Pell Control Ltd., Singsway Home, 103 Kingsway, London, TV .0.2. Telephone Holborn 5303.
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LATEST RADIO SENSATION
NEW SUPER 4 -VALVE PORTABLE SEPARATES TWO
BROOKMAN'S PARK STATIONS UNDER THE AERIALS

This is the latest model circuit by the Northampton
Plating Co. offered to the public for the first time. It r.
has been specially designed to satisfy the requirements of
the new regional stations. Owing to its wonderful selectivity
it requires no wave -trap and obtains' under favourable
conditions a large number of Continental Stations at loud-
speaker strength, including. Toulouse, Hilversum, Eiffel
lower, Konigswusterhausen and Radie Paris. At less
than half the price of a high-clasepotteNte set, it is acknow-
ledged under severe technical, testa le be far superior.
In order to show what mat -venting *nits can be obtained,
the set was placed between twd *Midi at the entrance to
Brookman's Park, and the two', programmes were easily
separated. The set was also taken on 1,000 miles motor
tour over England and Wales. On the South coast and
East coast many stations were easily obtained on loud-
speaker at good strength. Even in Wales, where reception
in difficult, excellent results were obtaineit In order
that everyone may be able to construct this unique portable
set, a full-size Shilling Blue Print, with full details and
instructions, can be obtained from Northampton Plating
Co. for 6d. Letters must be fully stamped. NAME AND
ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS.

To those who desire to make the Super Selective 2 -valve
or 3 -valve set, the wonderful offer of I sixpenny Blue
Prints for 3d. each is still open. State clearly what is
required. Over half a million Blue Prints have been
distributed, and you will find nothing easier than to make
a radio set from these prints.

READ THE LATEST REPORTS BY THE LEADING
RADIO EXPERTS OF THE DAY :--

" I refer to the receiver marketed by the Northampton
Plating Co. as a kit set at a price that is more than reason-
able. I had a pleasant surprise when I first operated it.
I found there were is or 13 Stations easily brought in at
loud -speaker strength on the medium wave in addition
to 5 G 13. The set has remarkable qualities of selectivity
and sensitivity, two characteristics rarely coupled in
any one receiver. It must be set down as a definite
advance." (" NOTTINGHAM JOURNAL," December list,
19294

" Those who are too far from a station to use a crystal
and are deterred from wireless by the present high cost
of valves, will find it best to make a set from the Northamp-
ton Co.'s Blue Prints for two or three valves, price 3d. each.
If they cannot afford a Milliard, the same company supply
excellent valves at 4s. rid., which give admirable reception,
though so cheap. A thoroughly good two -valve set ought
not to cost more than ,r,2 ins., including everything, and a
three -valve about xis. more." (" REYNOLDS' NEWS,"
January 12th, 19304

READ THESE TESTIMONIALS.
I have bad your Super 3 since Sept., 1929, and have had

wonderful results; about 5o stations at full loud -speaker
strength, and can get most of these any night of the week,
chief among them being : Paris, Eiffel Tower, Budapest,
Prague, Belgrade, Stockholm, Madrid, Toulouse, Stuttgart,
Barcelona, Turin, Maraystra-Ostrava, Rome, Algiers, Langenberg; Oslo, Lahti and Kaunsas. Wishing you every success.-W. T. Ems worth, Hants, 17/1/30.

I must write and tell vou I am more than pleased with your three -valve set I have just made.
It is the most wonderful bargain I have ever known in wireless, and it is all that you claim of it. I wish to recommend it to my friend, who is a keen

wireless enthusiast.-W. P. L., Derby, 16/1/3o.
I have now built up your Super Three -valve set, and, independent of price, I have never heard or seen a set to beat it. We are still getting fresh stations,

and up to the present have logged 20 at full loud -speaker strength. As I am writing we are bearing an aria from Rome. My last set cost me about £25.
Your Super Three bas cost me less than f,5, including accumulator.-W. A. P., Norwich, 3/2/3o.

Referring to the 3 -valve set recently supplied, I have pleasure in informing you how satified I am with it. I recently put up an expensive 4-valver, and
*had such bad results. I may say I have had many circuits in use up to 5 valves with very good results-that means quality of reception, volume and
dist ince. I purchased your Super 3 really for local use. As you will see, I am on top of the Brookman's Park Transmitter. The results I am getting are
equal to my best with 4 and 5 valves. I can still have my Continentals on the loud speaker, and with perfect quality. Wishing you every success.-Yours
faithfully, V. M., Cheshunt, Herts.

I have examined the above testimonials, and am satisfied that these are genuine communications.-Advertisement Manager, " News -Chronicle."
SPECIAL WIRELESS AND CYCLE BARGAINS.

Usual Price. Sale Price. Usual Price. Sale Price. Usual Price. Sale Price.
rol- Latest Type Cabinet, /2 x 8 .. 4/11 2/6 Daventry 5 G B Coil .. 1/3 Triotron Super Power Valve .. .. 6/6
5/7 Ebonite for same, 12 X 8 .. 3/. to/6 6 -Volt Amplion Valve 3/11 x5/- Titan Coil ..
5/x1 Transformer .. 3/6 12/6 Cone. Unit .. 6/11 9/- 6o -Volt H.T. Battery :: 1149/111

4/6 -0005 Variable Condenser . 2/11 12/6 Cone Speaker Cabinets .. 7/11 12/6 too -Volt H.T. Battery .. 8/11
2/- .002 Condenser 1/3 2/- 12 -in. Cone Speaker Frets .. 11d. 5/6 2 -Volt Accumulator .. 3/6
1/6 .0003 Condenser .. 10d. 3/- /54n. Cone Speaker Frets 1/11 2/- Accumulator Carr. 114.
i/- Grid leak, 2-meg. 10d. 7/6 Old Cossor Type Coils 3/11 4/6 Neutralising Condenser .. 2/11
x/- Anti-Mic. Valve Holder .. 9d. 15/- Old Cossor Type Cabinets, II X 7 .. 7/11 4/- Reaction Condenser 2/6
1/3 Rheostat .. 9d. Ebonite for same .. 3/11 5/. Diff. Reaction .. 2/11
2/- Indoor Aerial . 94., 12/6 Mullard Type Cabinet, 18 X 7 8/11 2/- Loud -Speaker Cord 11d.
5/- Earth Tube .. 1/6 7/6 Aluminium Panel, 18 X 7 .. 3/11 2/- 'Phone Cord 11d

17/6 Dual Coil for M.M.3 12/6 6/- S.L.F. Condenser .. 3/1110/- Guaranteed 'Phones 4/11 Triotron Dull Emitter Valve .. 4/11
3/6 S.M. Dial .. 1/11 £2 Loud Speaker... 15/-5/- Cycle Tyre .. .. 2/6
17/6 New Cossor Type Long Wave Coils, pair 9/6 2/6 Cycle Tube .. 1/3 £3 Super Telefunken Type Loud Speaker .. 29/11
7/6 Volume Control .. 3/11 6d. Panel Transfer .. .. 3d. 30/- Cone Speaker .. 9/11
7/6 H.P. Choke .. 3/11 6/6 Double Reading Voltmeter 3/11 'Phones Repaired .. 2/6

New Cycles, Guaranteed, 59 11 ; with 3 -speed, 79/11. With Dunlop Tyres, 10/- extra.
Parts supplied for all sets at Reduced Prices. Send now to avoid disappointment. Cash with order or C.O.D. Special terms to those making sets. All
goods guaranteed, and exchanged if not satisfactory. Inquire for anything you want. Trade supplied. Send for our wonderful Bargain Price List P.W.

Trade Service Agents Wanted.
Owing to the enormous number of inquiries and orders received, write clearly Name and Address !n Block Letters to the firm that made Radio Popular.

Letters must be fully stamped.

NORTHAMPTON PLATING CO. (Radio and Cycle Manufacturers), NORTHAMPTON.
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TELEVISI
PROGRESS

By CARDEN SHIELS.
An account of some of the latest schemes suggested to
overcome the various snags encountered in Television.

THE limited service now being provided
for the benefit of those equipped with
television receivers merely serves to

emphasize the fact that, on the technical
side, television has still a very long way to
go before it can hope to compete in general
interest with ordinary broadcasting.

Although comparison between the two
services -is inevitable, it is only fair to point
out that broadcasting has had every advan-
tage over the newcomer, both as regards
initial development, and in the manner in
which it was first presented to the public.

SIMPLIFYING SCANNING

How_ a picture is divided into sections.

For many years before the war long-
distance transmissions of wireless telephony
were being carried out on the Poulsen arc.
During the war the importance of the new
wireless " arm " was such that neither time
nor money was spared by the Government
to bring it to perfection. Among other
improvements this period saw the successful
development of the thermionic valve, both
for transmission and reception.

Consequently by the firm Iv B.B.C. was

establish e d
wireless trans-
mission of
speech and music had passed far beyond the
experimental stage. In particular it had
been safely nursed through the critical
stages of early development-and this
without 'having to depend for funds upon
the acid test of commercial success or
failure. Finally, it was launched as a
national service with all the resources of
the Government behind it.

Television, on the other hand. has had to
stand on its own feet, and
to depend for financial sup-
port upon money subscribed
by the public on exactly the
same terms and conditions as
any other purely commercial
undertaking.

Unfortunately the com-

de v clop-
ment of
television
has also
been han-
dicapped
by a
spirit of
over - op-
t im is m.
Claims were made to a stan-
dard of performance which it
was not possible to attain
either then or now. For in-
stance, the public were led to
believe that television would
enable them to see tennis play-
ers in action at Wimbledon,
and even to follow the pro-
gress of a Test match in
Australia.

The programmes now being transmitted
fall so short of this standard that the con-
trast has naturally created much disappoint-
ment. The danger is that the reaction may
be overdone, and that the general public
will come to regard television as little more
than a scientific toy.

Any invention that is put upon the
market prematurely, i.e., before every
detail has been thoroughly worked out and
made perfect in practice, stands a grave risk

M

A

The " stepped "
"M." and the
shows how the,

are

DIVIDED INTO FIVE SECTIONS

The sections of a picture (somewhat similar to above)
are dealt with in this way. They are " staggered " by a
stepped mirror. It is claimed that this scheme simplifies scanning and reduces the
difficulties of synchronisation. The scanning, in fact, is reduced to a fifteen per
second traversa. At the receiving end an arrangement on similar lines is employed
to restore the single -line picture back to its original form.

of failure, particularly if it has not reached
the stage where success can be assured by
performance.

Up to the present, television has been
dependent upon the use of mechanically -
rotating discs, which serve to analyse or
cut up the picture during transmission and
to re -assemble it in reception. The natural
limitation to the speed at which " scanning "
can be performed in this manner restricts
the size and definition of the view to be
transmitted, so that in practice the received
picture is reduced to the head and shoulders
of two or, at most, three persons.

Given a sufficiently elaborate transmitting

HOW PICTURE IS
SPLIT UP

mirror is shown at
central band " X "

sections of the picture
scanned.

X

and receiving equipment much larger
pictures can even now be reproduced. For
instance, the General Electric Co. have
recently succeeded in televising the per-
formance of a play over more than a mile of
land - line, the received pictures filling a
screen 6 ft. square. The reproduction is
reported to have been clear in definition
and quite free from flicker. But the cost
of such an installation would be quite
prohibitive for domestic use.
New Development Required.

In the early stages of wireless telephony
on the Poulsen arc, the transmitted speech
was coarse and rough, owing to fluctuations
in the carrier -wave and to imperfect modula-
tion. The introduction ,of the thermionic.
oscillator changed all this and by setting up
an entirely new standard of performance
made broadcasting what it is to -day.

Television is now waiting for some similar
development (possibly a cathode-ray trans-
mitter and receiver), which will enable
further progress to be made in the direction
of portraying movement over a wide area,

(Continued on next page.)
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* 4.

+ HIDDEN WIRING.
How to tuck leads neatly away

beneath a baseboard.
By C. P. A.

*

MANY constructors are now using the
sub -panel or under -baseboard type of
wiring up a receiver, because it enables

a very neat job to be made of a set.
No longer is it necessary to let filament

and H.T. supply leads take up space above
the baseboard where they confuse the
run of other wires and tend to make it look
untidy and crowded, for all such supply
leads can be relegated to the under -side of
the baseboard. where they will do their
work just as efficiently even though they -
be out of sight.

Very Convenient.
This method of wiring is particularly

convenient with a modern multi -stage
II.F.. amplifier .using screen -grid valves,
where all circuits are carefully de -coupled
and separate H.T. and filament leads taken
from each stage right back to the terminals.

Just imagine what such a set would look
like with numerous braided
leads all laid along the top
of the, baseboard.

Although it does not -
really matter what these
leads look like when they
are taken under the base-
board it is much simpler to
check things over and trace
out circuits if a definite
scheme is followed, and the
leads are taken neatly in
certain recognisable groups.

It is of great assistance in
doing this if various types
of clips- and staples are used,
and some useful gadgets of
this description are shown
grouped together in the
photograph.

If you want to carry a
number of separate leads
close to each other-the wiring might
call for some such arrangement as that
shown sketched in Fig. 1 -then a brass
strip as illustrated at the top of the photo-
graph would be useful,

A DEFINITE SCHEME

Here you see

The leads should be arranged in some orderly plan.

Perhaps you prefer to have a clip that shall
be made of insulating material ? Then bits
of scrap ebonite cut and drilled as shown on
the left and right of photo will do the trick. It
is, probably easier for most constructors to
drill half a dozen holes in a piece of +-in.
ebonite than to bend a piece of brass back-
wards and forwards. These ebonite clips
can be made to take any number of leads

from one to a dozen, the single ones being
found useful, to support long leads or to
bring a lead round a corner.

The _photograph shows two of these
ebonite clips, one meant for two leads and
one forfour. They are fixed with a couple
of A -in. No. 3 brass csk. screws to the under-
side of the baseboard.

Perhaps a couple of leads at high potential
to each other have to be taken across each
other and you want to- be on tfie safe side
as regards any possibility of the insulation
between them breaking down -and creating
havoc as a result.

A " T " Clip.
Then a T clip can be made to suit the

occasion. This, like the other clips, can be
cut out of a piece of scrap +-in. ebonite.

Another type of clip can be made to
hold down a fat bunch of leads. This type
is easily made out of any scrap strip metal
and should be just the right size to grip the
leads tightly without exerting undue
pressure, which might damage the in-
sulation between adjacent leads.

If you are proud of your workmanehip
you will certainly like to use these handy
gadgets, the photographs taken -under the
baseboard of a set shows you how it helps
to give it a workmanlike and shipshape

SECURED BY CLIPS

the clips neatly holding the various leads in position.

appearance. Note also that a small brass
brad round which one lead can be taken
is a useful tip for taking single leads
round a. corner sharply. The brad should be
put in at an angle so as to withstand the
pull of the wire. This will also prevent the
wire from slipping off.

e TELEVISION PROGRESS.
(Colin ued from previouspage0

*-4-4-..--4-4->

such as is shown on the cinema, screen.
Among other possibilities there appears to
be room for considerable improvement in
the optical system used to throw the image
on to the scsaming disc.

For instance, a suggestion has recently
been, made to -=transmit a broad- field of
tie having poor definition; simultaneously

with one or more spot -light " areas of
very high definition. It is pointed ont,that
the hpman eye actually sees in this fashion,
i.e., although "it embraces a large field of
View, it is only actually focussed at any one
time upon a'small area, which shifts from -
point to point as the -view is explored.

Another Method.
By combining two or more sets of pictures

in this way a comparatively large back-
ground could be transmitted showing
particular areas in clear definition as the
centre of interest shifts from place to place.

Still another suggestion is to convert the
whole area of view into a " single line "
equivalent so as to simplify scanning and
reduce the difficulty of synchronisation.
The transformation from two dimensions
to one is secured by focussing the scene
upon a " stepped " mirror, which reflects it
in layers which are displaced or " stag-
gered ' relatively to each other,

For instance, a picture such as A-E
when reflected from a stepped mirror M
appears in the extended form shown, each
horizontal section A-E being displaced
laterally so that the end of one coincides
with the beginning of the next. If each
strip is small in width, the average light
intensity across the whole width corre-
sponds substantially to that at the centre
of the strip.

Reconstructing the Picture.
The central band X, X, shown running

through the shaded bands, accordingly
represents the straight-line equivalent, so
far as distribution of light and shade is
concerned, of the original two-dimensional
picture. The work of scanning is then
reduced to a single straight-line traverse
repeated fifteen times per second. At the
receiving end a similar arrangement is
used to restore the single -line picture back
to its original form.

SOME VALUABLE PRACTICAL TIPS.- *
If you are assembling your own loud speaker,

do not hurry over the joints or attempt to fix
the cone in position before it is thoroughly
dry, as many a rattle or buzz in the finished
speaker has arisen from this cause.

* * *

Do not forget that the adjusting screw on
your loud speaker may occasionally require
attention, as in dusting, etc., it is very easy to
move this slightly with consequent ill-effects
upon the quality of reproduction.

* * *

Do not forget when assembling a loud -speaker
unit that the driving rod should be mounted
to come exactly opposite the tip of the cone
itself.

If you are troubled with a loud -speaker
locking nut loosening, and so setting up chatter,
remember it can be permanently secured
after it is tightened by a little adhesive run
into it, or even by a spot of candle grease.

* * *

Grid bias is dependent upon the anode
voltage supplied to the valve, so that a big
alteration in the H.T. voltage means it is
generally advisable to alter the G.B. plug
also.

One reason for the great improvement
in permanent -magnet loud -speaker units is
the big strides being made in the produc-
tion of magnet steel of very high .efficieney.
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ABOVE 30 metres almost any kind of -
set consisting of a grid leak and
condenser rectifier followed by one

or more note -magnifiers will give some
account of itself, but . as we drop below
30. metres it becomes more and more
essential that the set be designed especially
for the job, and well designed at that.

In searching for short-wave stations the
only satisfactory method is to keep the set
just, and only just, in oscillation until a
carrier -wave is picked up. The reaction is .

then slightly slackened so as to bring the
set just short of the oscillating point, and
the grid tuning condenser is adjusted
minutely.

All of this is easy enough if the reaction
control is velvety smooth, but absolutely
impossible to carry out if it is rough, fierce
or grunty."

" Floppy " Reaction.
Fig. 1 shows a circuit which is used very

widely in short-wave receivers. The
reaction, it will be seen, is controlled by
varying the flow of oscillating current
through the reaction coil L3. This is done
by means of the reaction condenser C2,
which is used here very much like a water -
tap, increasing or decreasing the flow to
earth. The rest of the circuit is perfectly
simple and straightforward. Notice that
the grid leak is connected to the positive
filanient leg.

With the circuit in the simple form
shown in Fig. 1, various troubles are not
infrequently experienced. We will suppose
that the set has been made up with an
ebonite panel, and that the values of certain
important components are : Cp -00015
mfd.; C2, .00025 mfd.; C3. 0002 mfd.;
C4, mfd. ; R 2 megohms. The
" user " desires in trying out the set to
bring it just into oscillation.

A "STRAIGHT CIRCUIT

A wid3ly-usai siozi-W3V3 "

ELOW 30
METRES

Some thoroughly practical hints on the subject of short-wave reception, a
fascinating sphere of radio that is open to every one who possesses a fairly

ordinary valve set.
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

As he tightens the reaction coupling by
means of C, he finds that instead of gliding
smoothly into oscillation the set passes
suddenly into that condition with a plock,
nor will it cease to oscillate until the reaction
coupling is loosened considerably. This is
the worst form of floppiness. It indicates
as a rule that the grid leak is of much too
low a value.

Instead of 2 megohms, 3, 4. or 5 may be
tried. The plate voltage of the detector
valve should also be adjusted to see whether
this will produce any better result. Usually
an improvement can be made in these
ways, and it may be found beneficial to fit a
filament resistance in the positive lead of
the

PLUS POTENTIOMETER

Adding a potentiometer enables the grid potential
to be adjusted closely.

Most likely, though, the set will not
behave itself as it should, except in the
upper part of the short-wave band. Lower
down, the user will probably experience one
or other of two new kinds of reaction trouble.
This is threshold howl or grunting.

The set is no longer floppy, inasmuch as it
goes into and comes out of oscillation at
just about the same setting of C2. As this
condenser's reading is increased gently in
order to produce oscillation, something
rather unpleasant happens. Without the
premonitory slight rustling noise that
should be heard in the telephones a howl
or grunt occurs.

Detector Grid Potential.
Look carefully at the Fig. 1 circuit and

see whether you can see anything in it that
handicaps the detector valve. In a receiver
intended for the broadcast band it is quite
justifiable to connect the grid -leak return
to the positive filament leg, but something
better is needed in the short-wave set, for
hero it is most important to get the grid

potential of the rectifier exactly correct.
Fig. 2 shows how this may be done by

taking the grid -leak return to the slider
of a potentiometer. The potentiometer
enables one to effect one of those com-
promises which are so useful in wireless.

Actually the best reaction effects are
obtained with the grid almost at zero
volts, and the best detection effects when
it is considerably positive. By careful
adjustment of the potentiometer one may
find a setting-generally rather near the
negative end-which will give perfectly
smooth reaction control combined with
reasonably efficient detection.

Filter Schemes.
 But the grid potential is not the only

point that matters. We are faced in the
short-wave set with another very fruitful
source of reaction fierceness. This is the
leakage of high -frequency currents from the
detector into the low -frequency part of the
set. Undesirable couplings arc thus set up
and reaction simply will not remain smooth
on the very short wave -lengths.

Fig. 2 shows how an improvement may be
made by the use not of one high -frequency
choke, but of a filter circuit consisting of
two of these and two condensers, C4 and Cs,
both of which act as by-passes for H.F.
currents to earth.

Further, a high -frequency stopper in the
form of a resistance R2 is incorporated in
the grid circuit of the low -frequency trans-
former. A final circuit that is worth trying
is that shown in Fig. 3. Where a filter
circuit is arranged to prevent H.F. from
getting into the 'phones and H.T. circuits.

FITTING FILTERS

H.F. chokes and resistances used to confine the
H.F. to its own parts of the circuit.
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THERE is always a sort of fascination
about the " little 'tm " which can do
the work of a " big 'un," and that

attraction you will find is possessed to the
full by the  Pentode " Two.

It is a most interesting little set to handle,
for all the time it gives you the impression
of being much bigger
than it really is with
a power and punch
you generally associ-
ate with a three-
valver.

Indeed, you are
likely to find that
you will quite often
have to open the lid
to convince visitors
that it has really and
truly only got two
valves !

Simplicity I
Along with this very

attractive feature of
Oremendous power in
small compass it has
lots of other good
points. Here is an
important one : It
uses perfectly stand-
ard plug-in coils, and
only three of them at
that, yet it has really
efficient wave -change switching, giving ex-
cellent results on both normal and long
waves.

Moreover, the switching is of the simplest
possible kind. It is actually done with the
simplest of all switches-i.e. the plain
on -off kind. Any good make of L.T. switch
will serve the purpose perfectly. What

ANYONE CAN BUILD IT

It is merely a matter of simple assembly. as you car, see, and the work of
wiring shouldn't take you long, even ii you have had but little experteuee,

could be more straightforward than that ?
Perhaps we ought to hedge just a little.

So far as going from yOur local station to
5 X X is concerned, the whole operation
is performed by working switch S2 and re-
tuning, but if you want foreign stations
on the long waves-i.e. more selectivity-

STATIONS IN DOZENS

There is only the one tuning control, and using this, with little reference to the
reaction adjustment, a very large number of stations can be received any night.

then you must also move a plug on the
panel from one socket to another. Even
so, it is still pretty simple, isn't it I

Long and Short Waves.
Just have a look at the circuit diagram,

and you will see how this delightful sim-
plicity has been combined with efficiency.

Note that L2 is the
long -wave " X " coil
which gives aerial
coupling and tuning.
For medium (normal)
waves switch S2 is
closed,and this puts the
smaller X coil L1 in
parallel.

In this way high
efficiency is maintained
on both wave -bands.

The Pentode.
The reaction arrange-

ments are delightfully
simple, too, for by using
a special little coup-
ling scheme we have
made the same reac-
tion coil serve on both
wave-bandsl By carry-
ing or very easy
litter ij ustment when
the set is first put into
use you can make this
single coil give perfect-
ly satisfactory reaction
on both wave ranges.

The rest of the cir-
cuit is very plain sail-
ing. There is a com-
pression type of ad-
justable condenser (C4)
in the aerial lead to
control selectivity, and
differential reaction of
our improved type.

Following on you
see the pentode L.F.

If you are interested in a compact two-valver capable of giving nearly three -valve results
here is the very set you want. It gives you wonderful results and yet is one of the most
economical propositions ever brought forward. Incorporating panel wave -changing it
bristles with those modern refinements that make for inexpensiveness, simplicity of

construction and ease of control.
Designed and Described By The " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

stage, and this, too,
is quite straight-
forward, with trans-
former intervalve
coupling and a pen-
tode output trans-
former. This last
has a variety of
secondary terminals,
giving different
ratios, so that you
can be sure of suiting
your particular loud
speaker.

You will find the
set is a particularly
easy little job to
build, for it has
been very care-
fully worked out to
give very simple as-
sembly and wiring.
Quite likely you will
only have to pur-
chase the pentode
output transformer,
for there is nothing
special about any of
the other parts, and
you can use up any t' e special output transformer (left) enables the Pentode valve to be used

to its very best advantage.

you have so long as
they are of good
makes and the right
values.

Now for some
operating instruc-
tions. First you
want the coil sizes.
Here they are : Coil
L No. 60X ; L2,
No. 250X ; L2, No.
100 or 150. Valves:
V1, H.F. or detector;
V2, pentode.

H.T. Volts.
At first have the

L, socket fixed with
only one screw, so
that you can swivel
it. Start with it as
shown in the photos,
and move it a little
one way or the other
until you get satis-
factory reaction
effects on the normal
wave -band. (They
will already be O.K.
on long waves.)

.funimminnumminunumummlummunmfflammummummumummummmumnammummmalmnimmummmummummummmonmIL:

YOUR SHOPPING GUIDE TO THE COMPONENTS.
r=-*

1 Panel, 12in. x 8in., or 12in. x 7 in.
(Trolite, or Lissen, Paxolin, etc.).

I Cabinet to fit. (9" Baseboard).
1 'NM -mid. variable condenser

(Lissen, or Lotus, Ready Radio,
J.B., Dubilier, Ormond. Formo,
Polar, Igranic, etc.).

1 Vernier dial, if condenser not
of slow-motion type (Ormond
or Lissen, Igranic, Formo,
Lotus, etc.).

1 .0001-,.00013- or 00015- mfd.
differential reaction condenser
(Lotus, or Dubilier, Lissen.
Formo, Magnum. Ready Radio,
Wearite, etc.).

2 L.T. switches (Lissen, or Lotus,
Benjamin, Igranic, Bulgin, Ready

Radio, Red Diamond, Magnum, 1 Pentode output transformer (R.I.
Ormond, Pioneer, etc.). or Varley, Igranic, Lissen, etc.).

2 Small sockets and 1 plug (Eelex, 1 .001-mfd. (maximum) compres-
etc.). sion type condenser (Formo, or

3 Coil sockets (Lissen, or Lotus, Lewcos, Lissen, Polar, R.I., etc.).
Wearite, Ig,ranic, Magnum, Red 1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser
Diamond, Bulgin, etc.). (T.C.C., or Lissen, Dubilier,

2 Sprung valve luilders (Formo, or Ferranti, Ediswan, Mullard,
Benjamin, Lotu Telsen, Igranic, Igranic, Telsen, Ormond, etc.).
W.B., Lissen, Wearite, etc.). 2-meg. grid leak and holder

1 H.F. choke (Wearite, or Varley, (Dubilier, or Lissen, Mullard,
T ls Lieen, R.I., ssen, Dubilier, Ediswan, Ferranti, Telsen, Igra-
Heady Bulgin, Lotus,
etc.).

1 Low -ratio L.F. transf or mer
(Igranie, or Lassen, Ferranti,
Varley, Telsen, R.I., Mullard,
Lewcos, Lotus, tete.).

1

Inc, etc.).
1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in.

(Wearite, or Magnum, etc.).
9 Terminals (Eelex or Belling &

Lee, Igranic, etc.).
Wire, screws, G.B. plugs, flex, etc.

H.T. voltages, abOut 60 or 70 on H.T. 1

and 100 or preferably 120 on H.T. 2.
Grid bias is to be set in accordance with the
instruction slip received with the pentode.

For medium waves, place plug in No. 1
socket, and close S2. To go over to 5 X X,
put S, to "off" and retune. Toget foreigners
on long waves, have S2 " off " as before,
and put plug in No. 2 socket. Pretty
simple !

The choice of a suitable pentode valve
for use in a small set, by the way, calls
for just a little consideration. The
point is that with a small set you may

STARTLING SELECTIVITY

For a two-valver so free from frills, this receiver has really startling
selectivity and can cope easily with bad local conditions.;

be using only a modest capacity H.T.
battery, and so the question of anode
current becomes important.

Battery Life.
Now, the pentode is a valve which varies

considerably as to its characteristics be-
tween the various makes on the market.
Accordingly, it is as well to note the
working anode currents of the different
specimens whose pur-
chase you are considering.

In general you will find
that the pentode comes
roughly into the super-
power class so far as
H.T. consumption is con-
cerned, and therefore it
is best to provide it with
a really large capacity
H.T. battery. lf, for any
reason, you are obliged
to use one of smaller
capacity, however, some-
thing can still be done to
ensure a reasonable life
for it.

First, you can look
round for one of the
more economical pen-
todes. For example, there
is the Lissen type which
comes nearer to the
" power " than the
super -power class as re-
gards anode current,
though not in magnifica-
tion, of course, in which
it is still very much a
pentode.

This valve can be kept
down to some seven
milliamps at normal H.T.
voltages and with grid
bias correctly adjusted.
This, of course, is well
within the powers of quite

a medium capacity H.T. battery. Then,
again, it is

ofd
so to adjust the working

voltages of even the more greedy kind
of pentode that the anode current is cut
down considerably. Naturally, you have
to sacrifice something to get this economy,
and what you loSe is the ability to handle
very powerful signals without distortion.

Economical Running.
It simply means that the valve will now

overload moie easily, so that you must be
careful to keep the volume down to reason-
able limits on the local station. On more

distant stations the question
naturally does not arise, and
you can assume that you are
losing nothing.

This is how you make
the adjustment. First, ob-
serve that there is a little
piece of flex in the set which
is intended for connection to
the " priming grid " termi-
nal on the pentode valve
base. Remove this, because
it will not be used and may
fall across something and
cause a short if left un-
connected.

Instead take a flex lead
from the terminal on the
pentode out to the H.T.
battery and insert this at
about the 70 -volt point.

Reduce the grid bias by about 11 volts,
and there you are.

By the bye, we should just mention that
some of the pentodes on the market have
no terminal on the side of the base, but
instead have five pins. The centre one is
the priming grid in this case.

What you have to do with one of these
valves, of course, is to provide it with one

(Continued on next page.)

PLENTY OF PEP !

You have plenty of punch and a bit to spare in the reception al inacy of the
Continentals on the " Pentode " Two.
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attraction you will find is possessed to the
full by the  Pentode " Two.

It is a most interesting little set to handle,
for all the time it gives you the impression
of being much bigger
than it really is with
a power and punch
you generally associ-
ate with a three-
valver.

Indeed, you are
likely to find that
you will quite often
have to open the lid
to convince visitors
that it has really and
truly only got two
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Simplicity I
Along with this very

attractive feature of
Oremendous power in
small compass it has
lots of other good
points. Here is an
important one : It
uses perfectly stand-
ard plug-in coils, and
only three of them at
that, yet it has really
efficient wave -change switching, giving ex-
cellent results on both normal and long
waves.

Moreover, the switching is of the simplest
possible kind. It is actually done with the
simplest of all switches-i.e. the plain
on -off kind. Any good make of L.T. switch
will serve the purpose perfectly. What

ANYONE CAN BUILD IT

It is merely a matter of simple assembly. as you car, see, and the work of
wiring shouldn't take you long, even ii you have had but little experteuee,

could be more straightforward than that ?
Perhaps we ought to hedge just a little.

So far as going from yOur local station to
5 X X is concerned, the whole operation
is performed by working switch S2 and re-
tuning, but if you want foreign stations
on the long waves-i.e. more selectivity-

STATIONS IN DOZENS

There is only the one tuning control, and using this, with little reference to the
reaction adjustment, a very large number of stations can be received any night.

then you must also move a plug on the
panel from one socket to another. Even
so, it is still pretty simple, isn't it I

Long and Short Waves.
Just have a look at the circuit diagram,

and you will see how this delightful sim-
plicity has been combined with efficiency.

Note that L2 is the
long -wave " X " coil
which gives aerial
coupling and tuning.
For medium (normal)
waves switch S2 is
closed,and this puts the
smaller X coil L1 in
parallel.

In this way high
efficiency is maintained
on both wave -bands.

The Pentode.
The reaction arrange-

ments are delightfully
simple, too, for by using
a special little coup-
ling scheme we have
made the same reac-
tion coil serve on both
wave-bandsl By carry-
ing or very easy
litter ij ustment when
the set is first put into
use you can make this
single coil give perfect-
ly satisfactory reaction
on both wave ranges.

The rest of the cir-
cuit is very plain sail-
ing. There is a com-
pression type of ad-
justable condenser (C4)
in the aerial lead to
control selectivity, and
differential reaction of
our improved type.

Following on you
see the pentode L.F.

If you are interested in a compact two-valver capable of giving nearly three -valve results
here is the very set you want. It gives you wonderful results and yet is one of the most
economical propositions ever brought forward. Incorporating panel wave -changing it
bristles with those modern refinements that make for inexpensiveness, simplicity of

construction and ease of control.
Designed and Described By The " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

stage, and this, too,
is quite straight-
forward, with trans-
former intervalve
coupling and a pen-
tode output trans-
former. This last
has a variety of
secondary terminals,
giving different
ratios, so that you
can be sure of suiting
your particular loud
speaker.

You will find the
set is a particularly
easy little job to
build, for it has
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fully worked out to
give very simple as-
sembly and wiring.
Quite likely you will
only have to pur-
chase the pentode
output transformer,
for there is nothing
special about any of
the other parts, and
you can use up any t' e special output transformer (left) enables the Pentode valve to be used
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on long waves, have S2 " off " as before,
and put plug in No. 2 socket. Pretty
simple !

The choice of a suitable pentode valve
for use in a small set, by the way, calls
for just a little consideration. The
point is that with a small set you may

STARTLING SELECTIVITY

For a two-valver so free from frills, this receiver has really startling
selectivity and can cope easily with bad local conditions.;

be using only a modest capacity H.T.
battery, and so the question of anode
current becomes important.

Battery Life.
Now, the pentode is a valve which varies

considerably as to its characteristics be-
tween the various makes on the market.
Accordingly, it is as well to note the
working anode currents of the different
specimens whose pur-
chase you are considering.

In general you will find
that the pentode comes
roughly into the super-
power class so far as
H.T. consumption is con-
cerned, and therefore it
is best to provide it with
a really large capacity
H.T. battery. lf, for any
reason, you are obliged
to use one of smaller
capacity, however, some-
thing can still be done to
ensure a reasonable life
for it.

First, you can look
round for one of the
more economical pen-
todes. For example, there
is the Lissen type which
comes nearer to the
" power " than the
super -power class as re-
gards anode current,
though not in magnifica-
tion, of course, in which
it is still very much a
pentode.

This valve can be kept
down to some seven
milliamps at normal H.T.
voltages and with grid
bias correctly adjusted.
This, of course, is well
within the powers of quite

a medium capacity H.T. battery. Then,
again, it is

ofd
so to adjust the working

voltages of even the more greedy kind
of pentode that the anode current is cut
down considerably. Naturally, you have
to sacrifice something to get this economy,
and what you loSe is the ability to handle
very powerful signals without distortion.

Economical Running.
It simply means that the valve will now

overload moie easily, so that you must be
careful to keep the volume down to reason-
able limits on the local station. On more

distant stations the question
naturally does not arise, and
you can assume that you are
losing nothing.

This is how you make
the adjustment. First, ob-
serve that there is a little
piece of flex in the set which
is intended for connection to
the " priming grid " termi-
nal on the pentode valve
base. Remove this, because
it will not be used and may
fall across something and
cause a short if left un-
connected.

Instead take a flex lead
from the terminal on the
pentode out to the H.T.
battery and insert this at
about the 70 -volt point.

Reduce the grid bias by about 11 volts,
and there you are.

By the bye, we should just mention that
some of the pentodes on the market have
no terminal on the side of the base, but
instead have five pins. The centre one is
the priming grid in this case.

What you have to do with one of these
valves, of course, is to provide it with one

(Continued on next page.)

PLENTY OF PEP !

You have plenty of punch and a bit to spare in the reception al inacy of the
Continentals on the " Pentode " Two.
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*
THE PENTODE - TWO.

(Continued from previous page.)

of the new five -pin sockets. Wire up the
grid, plate and filament points on this just

as you see it done in the wiring diagram
and treat the fifth point as the connection
for the priming grid.

A point which should perhaps be ex-
plained for the benefit of those who have
not used a pentode before concerns the

output transformer. This is a variable
ratio component, as you in all probability

have gathered at an early point in your
inspection of the design.

The object in providing this variable
ratio effect is to enable you to suit the high
impedance of the pentode type of output
valve to different loud speakers. The choice
of the right ratio is decidedly important.
because it affects both tone and volume.

You will prob-
ably find that the
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most noticeable
effect is on tone.
the change in vol-
unve being corn-
paratively slight as
a rule. It is worth
experimenting care-
fully with the dif-
ferent ratios, how-
ever, because it all
depends on the par-
ticular speaker.
With some the
effect on volume
is quite distinct if
you make your
tests on a fairly
weak station.

L S. Leads.
To carry out the

test is quite simple.
Observe that in the
wiring diagram two
flex leads are in-
dicated coming
from the loud-
speaker terminals.
It is intended that
these shall be at-
tached to a pair of
secondary t e r-
minals on the pen-
tode output trans-
former, and you
just try out the
different pairs in
succession until
you find the com-
bination best suited
to your particular
loud speaker.

Try all the sec-
ondary terminals
in turn, e.g., 8,
and S1, So and S2,
S1 and S2. and so
on. You will soon
run through all the
possible combina-
tions and locate the
best one.

I RADIO JOTTINGS 1

A few experiments
in placing the loud
speaker in different
parts of the room
will show how greatly
reproduction depends
upon the position of
the speaker itself.

If you are going
to use an H.T. mains
unit or similar ap-
paratus rem ember
that generally the
electric light com-
pany require that the
particulars of such
apparatus should be
notified Ito them
before it is used.
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The most economical HT The Exide

Battery gives the cheapest form of H.T. Instead of replacing it, as you

would a dry battery, you merely recharge it and it costs much less

than a mains unit.

Makes reception pure - an Exide adds no

noise to your reception - no buzz, no crackle, no howl. It's silent right to

the end of its charge-helps to eliminate harshness too-distant stations

come in clearer. Aids selectivity - helps to cut out interfering stations

because voltage does not fluctuate.

The Exide Battery is in almost all the big speech amplifiers. Wherever

clarity and reliability are vital (they choose an SX iae
Prices per 10 -volt unit: W.J. 2,500 milliamps 5/= W.H. 5,000 milliamps 6/3 W.T. 10,000 milliamps 12/z

Obtainable from Exide Service Stations or any reputable dealer. Exide Service Stations give service onevery make of battery
Exide Batteries, Clifton lunciion, near Manchester. branches at London, Manchester, Birn.ir9ham, Bristol and Glasgow

Lu
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THE " MAGIC " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS. '

Dear Sir,-I feel it is my duty to write to you in
praise of my " Magic " Three. Anyway, the results
are extraordinary, for so simple a set. I am not sure
what distance I am from Brookmanis Park , but I
believe it is somewhere round forty miles. Anyway,
on a 50 -ft. aerial (including lead-in), I receive the
Regional transmitter so strongly on a moving -coil
speaker that the volume control has to be set at
minimum. The National is not so strong down here,
and quality is often bad. The' " rejector!' com-
pletely pushes out the Regional, and at. the same time
brings up the foreign stations, a list of which I append,
which is an evening's usual " bag," and which excludes
the usual long -wave stations. I have also received
about 30 stations below 100 metres, excluding
amateurs. Quality seems just as good on foreigners
as on the local, provided they are not heterodyned,
etc. I have not yet used headphones. As regards
the pick-up side, the two valves provide ample
volume for dancing (from a Lissen needle armature
pick-up), and quality is perfect. Am thinking of
changing over to 6 -pin coils soon, as I have smile
spare ones by me. I have lately added another
P.M.2 in parallel, and find it gives me slightly more
volume and a rounded tone. This is a great advan-
tage when using the pick-up. I won't waste any
more of your time, for I feel sure that this must be
about the two -thousandth letter you have had re
" Magic " Three.
Budapest* Breslau'
Sundsvall Gorteborg .

Riga Bordeaux -Lafayette
Vienna Turin*
Milan Bratislava
Langenberg* Barcelona
Lyons (La Done) Morayska-Ostrava'
Rome* Leipzig *
Katowice* Horby*
Bucharest Gleiwitz
Frankfurt* Nurnberg*
Hamburg* . Cologne*
Stuttgart*

S. London.

* Full loud -speaker strength.
Yours truly,

C. GAY.

" MAGIC " THREE IN DURHAM.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Herewith photograph of a " Magic "
Three which is working excellently.

I made it primarily for quality on one or two
stations, but was surprised to get quality on distant
stations.

Incidentally it is the first set I have constructed
without H.F. stages. I started on,super-hets, and
am working down the scale apparently.

Yours faithfully,
W. KILLING TON.

Durham.

*
CORRESPONDENCE.

THE " MAGIC " THREE.
THE il," ECONOMY " THREE- THE

" P.W. UNITED."
Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed ; but it must

t be clearly understood that the publication of
Isuch does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any re-
sponsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

pn

He Built
it for
Quality
Results
from
" The
Local-"

Yi
aA

31;

-But it
gave Him
Distant
Stations
as Well!

nQ
00

This is the "Magic " Three built by Mr. Bilvington.

THE " ECONOMY " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It gives me great pleasure to give you
my report on the quality and performance of your
" Economy " Three, this being the first valve set I
have ever had the pleasure of assembling or working.
Assembling, wiring, and operation are sbnplicity
itself, and the tone and performance on a good loud
speaker are all that can be desired. 1 have adhered
strictly to your specification, for which you have my
many thanks.

Au old reader of your valuable " P.W."
Yours faithfully,

FRANK LAW.
Essex.

THE " P.W. UNITED."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Many moons have passed since I
scribbled my last few lines to you, so I thought I
would just give you a few details of some experiments
I have been making with my set.

Well, to cut a long story short, you probably may
remember my last hook-up was your " Duo " One,
with Pentode output. Since then I have altered my
set until to -day I am using -3.G. detector, L.F. and
Pentode-four valves in all. This consists of various
circuits out of " P.W." ; a bit here and a bit there.
The best name I think I could call it now Is the
" P.W. United." This arrangement is just " the
berries " for long-distance work and a treat on the
short waves. - G 5 S W, Zeesen, P C J, 7 L 0, the
Philippine Islands, Kootwijk, Huizen, Java, and
Rome simply roar through the loud speaker, and of
course J B, Durban and Cape Town are simply
TERRIFIC. Even with reaction almost at zero it is
absolutely necessary to use a volume control, other-
wise the loud speakers would never carry the volume.
The second transformer 2 mfd. bypass condenser, is
only used on the S.W. On the broadcast it has a
muffling effect. Next week I am going to make up
your Brookmans Rejector- So that I will be able to
cut out J B and bring in Rome, which is very
powerful at the present time. The only way I can
get Rome on the broadcast band is to wait for J B -
to close down. I would have made the Rejector
before only our wireless supply stores will not have
the Formodensora in before next week. -

Now about short-wave reception. I am very
sorry to have to say that G 5 S W is mites behind
either Zeesen or P C J for consistency and steadiness.
Night after night Zeesen particularly is on the same
spot on the (Rale. The nights P C J is on it is the
same-right alongside Zeesen.

Just below them is 7 L 0. But this station -7 L 0
I mean-suffers from a swamping effect from the
other two stations. Now 4T5 8 W is never in the
same place two nights in succession. They have a
wandering wave -length within eight degrees. This is
very disconcerting, because there are several
amateurs and commercials within those degrees. This,
unfortunately, gives you a very noisy background.

I have rather been taken- up with your latest
" Magic " series. I suppose one of these days 1 will
have a go at it, unless you manage to dish up some-
thing better. Again, I have to wait for stocks of
differential condensers. In East London we have
only one establishment supplying wireless parts, and
they are never very much up to date.

Well, I will dry up now. Wishing you and " P. W."
the best of luck.

Yours faithfully,
L. J. MOGRIDGE.

East London, South Africa.
P.S.-Coils for short waves : Home-made, No. 18

gauge D.C.C. wire, wound on 2 -in, former.
Metres Aperiodic. Aerial. Grid. Reaction.
15-35 8 3 3 4
20-45 8 4 4 0
30-60 8 0 6 4

JUST as the weather is the usual opening
subject for conversation between
casual acquaintances who meet in the

street (and elsewhere), so are " conditions "
becoming the sole topic of discussion be -
tweed short-wave fiends.

My present report is that they must have
improved quite a lot, as I heard, in one
evening, two South Africans, four South
Americans and about three United. States
people ! This would have been a record on
the minimum " side last year, but just
now it is quite good going for one evening.

Seriously, though, I think things are on
the turn, and sincerely hope that the eleven -
year cycle enthusiasts will be confounded
by a long run of good DX conditions.

20 -Metre Harmonics.
The amateur 10 -metre wave appears, to

be quite dead still. It is at its best only
from late autumn to early spring, and
apparently nothing happens at all during
the summer. Incidentally, G5 M L asks
me to mention that his harmonic from a
20 -metre transmission has been twice
logged on 10 metres in Australia. 0011 -

This is interesting, as I myself have
just received confirmation of my reception
(also on harmonic) of Australian V K 3 G 0
on 10 metres. -Now if harmonics can get
right across the world on 10 metres, just
why is it that no one among the star trans-
mitters has yet worked across genuinely ?

" R. C. A.," my regular supporter from

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

By W. L. S.
*4-11.--0-4--.11.-0.

Devonport, is among those who mention
a sudden improvement in conditions, but I
think, as a result of his letter, I can give
him a piece of good news. He logs V E lYB
(Canada), and as I do not believe there is a
Canadian with such a call -sign, I should
imagine that the station heard was V 1 Y B,
who is located at Barbados. He is often
heard on 20 metres nowadays and has added
another country to the " bag " of several
short -wavers.

"R. C. A." also has been logging South
Africans and South Americans on 20 metres,
and, once or twice, V U 2 Z X of India.
We only want an Australasian to come over
again and we shall be hearing all Continents ;
it will be quite like old times again.

The "Homeric."
Several friends of mine have mentioned

from time to time that these sudden changes
on 20 metres coincide with changes in the
opposite direction on 4() metres.

"R. C. A." confirms this. Has anyone else
noted it ?

G 2 G L of the " Homeric " seems to have

been creating almost as much of a stir as
G 2 G N on the " Olympic." He has been
heard again working B A Q and W 0 O.
The latter station is, I believe, either at
Rocky Point or Bound Brook. It looks to
me as if the time is coming when these
liners and their traffic will be as interesting
to listen to as Croydon and his flock on
900 metres.

Incidentally, in the future we can cer-
tainly expect some sort of a regular service
across the Atlantic by air, and what will
happen to 900 metres then? The day
must certainly come when the 'planes will
be equipped with short-wave crystal-
cont rolled transmitters.

Cross -Channel 'Planes.
- I have often thought how much simpler
and better it would be even for the cross -
Channel 'planes to carry something of the
sort. They would not want as much power
as they use at present, provided they picked
on a wave -length that did not give " skip
distance " bother between London and
Paris.

A reader at Rawalpindi, India, mentions
the excellent reception of G 5 S W that he
gets with his " Magic " Three. He says
that for quality and, on some occasions,
signal -strength, G 5 S W's 15 kw. beats
Zeesen's 40 into a cocked hat. So G 5 S W
has one staunch supporter out there. It
certainly is extraordinary to note how
" patchy " reception is of this station.
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NOW THE AF7 TRANSFORMER
The need for a low -ratio transformer of
superlative quality has been apparent for
some time.

Many constructors requiring greater L.F.
amplification than is practicable with one
stage find that two stages with transformers
of the old standard ratio give excessive
amplification, and excessive amplification is
liable to prove exceedingly troublesome, as
is readily seen on consideration of the
conditions.

Take first the case of a single L.F. stage
employing the standard transformer ratio of
1/31. The amplification factor of the
modern detector valve is about 16, and that
of an output valve of the P625 class is 6.
This gives the total L.F. amplification from
the detector to the output as :

16 x35 x 6 = 336
This may be increased by using a
transformer such as the AF6
which with its higher ratio of 1/7
would give :

16 x 7 x 6 = 672
Compare the above with two stages
employin the same valves and
transformers of the standard ratio.
The total amplification from the
detector to the output becomes :

16 x 3-5 x 56 x 3.5 x 6
= 18,816

We believe these figures will be
interesting, and perhaps surprising,
to those who have not considered
the question from this angle.
What is required is some com-
bination capable of giving ap-
preciably more amplification than
the single stage, but appreciably

less than that obtained from two. Several
methods offered a solution, but after
investigation of all the possibilities we
decided that a transformer with a ratio of
//II had, amongst others, one great advan-
tage : the reduction in the secondary
allowed us to increase the primary, thereby
securing a primary inductance of 210 henrys
when carrying i milliamp. This transformer
is therefore clearly the most suitable trans-
former to follow an anode bend detector.

Compared with the figures given above, the
total amplification using this transformer
would be-:
z6 x 1-75 x 16 x r 75 x 6 = 4,704
This new transformer is the AF7. Price
30/-. It is available for push-pull, AF7c,
price 34/-.

TO
THERE IS NO EQUIVALENT

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLI N WOOD LANCASHIRE
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VOLUME CONTROL AND QUALITY RE-
PRODUCTION - THE ANODE RESIS-
TANCES-THE LEAKY GRID CONDENSER

-ALTERING THE DESIGN

tinder the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain

Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

Volume Control and Quality Reproduction.
K. H. (Romford).--" In a recent article

by Capt. Eckersley on ' Quality Repro-
duction' he rather stresses the advantages
of a remote volume control. Would it be
possible for your Chief Radio Consultant
to give some suggestions as to how the
remote control of volume can be achieved
with conventional receivers "

I always think that by far the best way
is to use a resistance as a potentiometer, or
as a series resistance, actually in the loud-
speaker leads themselves.

This is convenient, inasmuch as there is
only one wire running out from the set.
whereas any other method must involve
two. This is badly.put-I mean the loud-
speaker lead idea does not involve extra
wires running from the set.

There are all sorts of ways in which the
resistance can be used, but I shouldn't
wonder if the best compromise is to use
a potentiometer. But make sure that the
high tension is not directly applied to the
loud -speaker leads. You must block it off
somehow-either transformer or choke -
capacity feed.

* * *

Anode Resistances.
J. G. R. (King's Norton).-"Whilst fully

appreciating that there must be some
definite advantage to be gained by the use
of non -inductive, wire -wound resistances in
L.F. circuits, I am rather at a loss to under-
stand why ordinary wire -wound resistances
should not prove equally effective."

I do not think there is anything much to
be gained in using completely non -inductive
resistances in a low -frequency system ; but
it's all a matter of quantitative degree and
a definition of terms.

GRID -LEAK DETECTION
A/735

If W W jf

1111 1111

2
This sketch iilustrates the reply to a Charlton

reader's question.

I mean, in an ordinary resistance -
capacity low -frequency system the resis-
tances should never have an inductive
reactance comparable with their ohmic
resistance at the highest frequency. In a
100,000 -ohm resistance we should not have
a reactance greater than, say, 10,000 ohms.

At a frequency of 5,000 this reactance is
given by an inductance of one-third of a
henry ; and provided, therefore, the resis-
tance has not got an inductance much
greater than this value, all should be well.

What, in my opinion, is to be deplored is
self capacity in wire -wound resistances, as
this is much more likely to cause deleterious
effects.

The Leaky Grid Condenser.
H. L. (Charlton).-" What is the object

of using a .0003 mfd. fixed condenser as a
grid condenser for a detector valve instead
of some other value. Has it something to
do with the bass frequencies ? "

A grid leak detector is working quite
differently from other valves. Cumu-
lative grid rectification exists to chop
off one-half of the high -frequency oscilla-
tions and leave the other half.

Thus, in my picture, the oscillation
potential across a given circuit before
rectification is like that shown in picture 1.
After rectification we have picture 2.

In a grid leak detector, in spite of this
chopping off, the high -frequency currents
have to get into the grid-so they don't
like a resistance, but they'll do with a con-
denser.

The condenser lets them get at the grid,
the resistance only makes half of the oscilla-
tions effective in producing anode current.

If, however, the condenser were too big
it could start cutting off the higher of the
frequencies which are present after
rectification.

With a given grid leak, if the condenser
were too small you would lose in sensitivity.*-
Altering the Design.

A. MeL. (Dundee).-" I recently made
a receiver from a published design which
incorporated one screened -grid stage of
H.F. amplification. I departed, however,
from the designer's specification in respect
of the aerial coil and the screen -grid tuned
anode coil.

" These I wound with Litz wire on 4 -in.
formers. Although no reaction is used
terrific oscillation ensued when I first tried

the set, and I have been unable to cure this,
even by completely enclosing the H.F. stage
in a screening box.

" What is my trouble ? "
It is very difficult for me to answer such

questions as yours without being able to
experiment on the set myself. Spurious
oscillation can be due to so many different
causes.

FOR THE SET BUILDER

Many constructors manage with one big and one
small screwdriver, but a variety of sizes for the
different jobs that come along is the ideal way.

You have changed the specification by
using, I should suspect, rather lower resis-
tance coils than were specified. This, of
course, may increase the tendency to oscil-
late. Furthermore, you may have altered in
some degree the load to the set ; and this,
again, may introduce complications that
the designers were at pains to eliminate.

Have you tried series resistance in one or
other or both of the circuits -200 or 300
ohms would do-variable essential ? Have
you tried moving the positions of the coils
so that they de -couple ?

I think that the most fruitful line of
investigation would be to try the resistance
-and, by the way, are the inductances of
the coils correct ? If you have departed
from the specification, maybe your induc-
tance values are wrong.

Is it not better to go back to the speci-
fication and, if the trouble still occurs, buy
some red ink and communicate with the
designer ?
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From

they

you start
using TUNGSRAM Barium
Valves in your set you will save
money. Yet you will get
vastly improved performance.
For TUNGSRAM Valves cost
considerably less than any
other valves of similar quality
you
so economical in use that
battery costs are less.
TUNGSRAM Valves have a
longer life. They will give to

44C4TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC

your set greater selectivity,
longer range, perfect tone, and
increased volume. TUNGS-
RAM Valves give you better

performance at less cost.

YOuR
LAMP WORKS

(GT. BRITAIN) LTD.
Radio Dept., Commerce House,
72, Oxford Street, London, W.1
MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS

ELECTRIC LAMPS.

POCKS1
Factories in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hun-

gary, Italy, and Poland.
Branches-Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol,
Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, New-

castle, Nottingham, and Southampton.

TUNGSDAM
BARIUM VALVES
D.F. 6/6 ; H.F. 5/6 ; R.C. 5/6 ; Power 7/3 ; Super -Power ; A.C. Indirectly Heated H.F. and
L.F. 9/6 ; A.C. Directly Heated Power 8/6 each ; A.C. Directly Heated H.F. and L.F. 8/..; Rectifying
Valves 10/. each; Tungsram Photo -Electric Cells, Nava E. £2 17s. 6d.; Nava R. £3 3s. Od.
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W GRID LEAKS
WORK

Do you know how a grid leak does its
job ? It is a rather fascinating
process, and I will endeavour to

explain it in a simple manner.
The grid leak joins the grid of the valve

ito the filament (Fig. 1). A certain amount of
reurrent flows through the grid leak. It is
'only a small current, merely a matter of
(microamperes which are, as you no doubt
know, millionths of an ampere.
I The actual value of the current depends

(upon several things, primarily the valve
used and the amount of H.T. that is
applied to it. But these are, from an
,operating point of view, fixed factors.
I But when the circuit is working, the grid

(current is varied by the voltages impressed
on the grid of the valve. The more negative
the grid is made, the less the grid current
'And the less negative the greater the grid
current.

,You will remember that the H.F. energy

WHERE IT HAPPENS

Rectification actually occurs in the grid circuit.

developed in the grid circuit by the aerial
is dashing backwards and forwards, and it
.must, therefore, tend to make the grid
voltage vary in this way.
t. So the grid -current swings up and down

in value in time with the H.F. oscillations.

The Grid -Current " Bend."
i But the grid-volts/grid-current curve is

not a straight' one. As you see at Fig. 2, it
ha's a kink in it just like the " bottom bend "
that You encounter in the grid-volts/anode-
'current curve of practically every valve.
A\Theref ore, if you 'arrange so that you are
'sitting on this kink or bend when there is
no energy to rectify, it is clear that when this
'does come along it will be " distorted."
\ Instead of the increases in the grid current

exactly equalling the de-
creases they will be much
greater. The other " half
waves " of the H.F. are still
represented, but their effect
is slight in comparison with
that of their brothers.

The grid current fluctu-
ates at low frequency. And

the purpose of the grid condenser is to
prevent the tuning coil providing a virtual
short circuit to these low -frequency fluctu-
ations. If it were a big condenser and
had a low resistance to L.F. impulses it
would not do its work properly.

Remembering your Ohms law, you will
realise that no fluctuating current can exist
without a corresponding fluctuating voltage.
By causing the current that flows through
the grid leak to swing up and down you
produce a varying difference of potential
(voltage) between its two ends.

Where Amplification Occurs.
The grid leak is joined across the grid

and filament of the valve so that these have
L.F. impulses impressed across them, and
the anode current is accordingly made
to vary. And so the process is complete.

Don't make the mistake of thinking that
there is any amplification in the first part
of the business-the production of a recti-
fied grid current. The amplification takes
place when the grid voltage is varied at L.F.
Then the valve does its additional work.

It is because there are hese more or less
distinct bperations that the grid -leak method
scores in sensitivity over the anode -bend
scheme when weak signals are dealt with.
In the case of "anode bend " the anode
current is varied at high frequency and
rectification takes place because the anode
current increases are greater than are the
decreases, you are again working on

a bend." But the grid -leak detector over-
loads more easily, so that anode bend is
more sensitive to strong signals.

There Is Still H.F.
But there is not much amplification of

high -frequency energy in a detector circuit
(apart from reaction) because its make-up
is not suited to it. But it can give you L.F.
amplification, and this it does in some
measure when you use a grid leak and
condenser.

You may wonder how there can be any
H.F. energy at all in the anode circuit in
view of my explanation of rectification,
whereas reaction depends for its success on
the feeding back of H.F. energy to the grid
for further actuation of the valve.

I (and others) have covered the point
before in ." P.W." in connection with
various things, but I will just run through
the crucial points again.

H.F. energy such as is received on a radio
aerial and amplified by H.F. stages (if any)

Detection with a grid leak
and condenser is quite a
simple business, as you will
discover if you read this

interesting article.
By H. A. R. BAXTER.

consists of current that dashes backwards
and forwards at a frequency depending
upon its wave -length.

Just as much current flows in the one
direction as in the other. The energy in-
creases and decreases are absolutely equal
in both directions. Thus if you tried to
make this H.F. energy work a loud speaker.,
it couldn't do it, because no sooner had the
current built up to its maximum in the one
direction, than it would be followed by a
completely opposing current flowing in the
other direction. The one would, for all
practical purposes cancel the other out.

Complete Rectification Impossible.
By suppressing the current that tended

to flow in the one direction you would leave
the other free to work devices such as loud
speakers and ordinary meters. You cannot
achieve complete rectification such as
that, but what you can do with either a
valve or crystal rectifier is to make .the
current flowing in the one direction much
weaker than that which flows in the re-
verse direction.

The effects of the weaker part of the H.F.
are still there in the anode circuit of a
detector valve and the anode current is,
in fact, rising and falling at high frequency
-although, I repeat, the rises (or falls) will
be much greater in extent.

QUITE SIMPLE !
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This picture tells the whole story --if you can read
it-- and you certainly should be able to do so after
perusing the accompanying informative article.
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\\Ls5 OSRAM,
\MU POWER VALVES
\\P625 The Valves with a Pedigree

Each has become the stan-
dard in its own class. Experts
in sound reproduction
always choose OSRAM
POWER VALVES for

IPX istics, and maximum
reliability in performance,
consistency in character -

undistorted output.
MADE IN ENGLAND

AND IARGERVAIVES

A NEW BOOKLET
" °SRAM VALVES

For Power Amplification"
containing invaluable information
of all types of large OSRAM
POWER VALVES from 5 watts up
to valves big enough for talking
picture and public entertainment
amplifiers, hints as to thcir use, ex-
planation of characteristic curves
.and complete technical data.

WRITE for copy. Sent Post Free

/Wt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, IV.C.2.
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All 'Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis _House, Tanis. Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John U. Lfle,
4, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.

The construrtionat articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
som4,01 'the arrangements and specialities deseribed,, may. -be the subject of Letters l'atent, and the amateur
and the trader would be weir advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

HAND -CAPACITY TESTS.
R. E. P. (Wokingham) -" In my set I use

three plug-in coils. One for aerial, the second
being the grid -coil and the third reaction.

" The only trouble with this circuit for
long-distance results is that though very
sensitive it is effected by hand -capacity and
liable to make smooth oscillation control
difficult. The reaction condenser is of

.0001 mid. -and at present one end of the
reaction coil goes to the reaction condenser
the remaining side of the condenser going to
the plate of the detector valve.

" I me_ntioned this hand -capacity trouble
to a friend, and he told me I could place the
reaction condenser the other side of the
reaction coil, and I should like to try this if you
think it would be O.K. What would-be the
alterations in wiring ? "

Disconnect the reaction coil from the grid coil and
remove both the connections to the reaction condenser.
Now re -wire as follows

Moving vanes of the reaction condenser go to earth,
etc., and to that end of the grid coil which was
formerly connected
of reaction condenser go to the aforesaid end of the

Popular Wireless, Sepiemberl3th, 1930.
reaction coil, and the remaining side of the reaction
coil (formerly going to the reaction condenser) now
goes to the high -frequency choke and plate of the
detector valve.

This completes the alterations and should stop all
hand -capacity effects.

DOING WITHOUT THE CONDENSER.
C. R. A. (Buntingford, Herts).-" When

rewiring the set I accidentally forgot the
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7E CAN WE HELP YOU E=

E.: WITH YOUR SET ? =
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared, E.E.

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or ---.

E. one of the batteries seems to run down much =
H. faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue =.
E ' Print ?
E. Whatever your radio problem may be,

remember thatorou tgyTeecqh4capc/4Qtuoer/s2setpa6rutr- E..--

-Ez: ment isth =
E readers, and offers an unrivalled service. 127

E Full details, including scale of charges, can
E be obtained direct from the Technical Query -.T..--

E Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway H
E -House, Farringdon Street, London, B.C.I. ==
H A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an =
'1--- grPrfrrie'e grnilevdiilalte.ye.

srhtlataopgcuatireone H

= will place you under no obligation whatever, il
= but having the form, you will know exactly 7-1

= what information we require to have before
= us in order to solve your problems.
E LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE: E.=

E Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or ==
= ip person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.=
-IlltlIllihrtilltIlltIll11111111111111111111111411111illill111IIIMIllifillIIT:

.001 fixed condenser which was joined between
the plate- of the detector valve and the reaction
condenser. The set works just as well without
it !

" In fact, I did not notice that it had not
been joined up until I came across it with the
parts put aside from the other set. Why is it

(Continued on page 756.)
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LOW FREQUENCY PURITY
PRICE

17'6

Small, neat and hand-
some, but with a
straight line perform.
ante and a purity and
constancy of amplifica-
tion far above any
transformer in its price
or class. Use it and
enjoy truly magnifi-

i cent magnification.

Type "J" Transformer

See the Igranic
range including new

at Stand No.
240, New Empire
Hall, Olympia.
Apply to your dealer. If he
cannot supply you, please
write at once to Dept. R.lSS,

IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., 149, Queen Victoria St., LONDON
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Olympia
For better
Radio

If you want to keep your set up-to-date
come straight to Radiolympia. See

the latest marvels of the Radio world.
The most modern sefs, the most efficient

components. And everywhere you will
sense an ever-increasing simplicity of

control. Radio has become a necessity
like tap water and electric light - and

now Radio is just as simple to operate.
At the touch of a switch you have the

voice of the world - all the news, the
entertainment and the wisdom of all

countries. To know how best to enjoy
these marvels

Come to the

O

&kb!' ion
and marvel

NEW HALL OLYMPIA
SEPT 19-27 'flo eiNlec1;p11;

PROMOTED BY THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

.../A/A/A/A/AA/A4/ 1.6.4A/A/A/AAA49.4,,,k/AA/i/A444k/A/A/AA.Aii.

A Happy, No-Drudgpera
Spare -Thome
Business g

for YO,RUE

Here is YOUR chance to become a
Master Man in a Spare Time Business
which is expanding enormously.

Our enormously successful patents
are in great demand everywhere.
They have become tremendously
popular, and as the Wireless and
Electrical Business extends, which it
is doing to an unthinkable degree, this
demand will increase proportionately.
We will License you to manufacture
under our Patent Rights, so that you

(can participate in the Big Profits.

No'Plane Needed.
No special knowledge or skill is

needed. No expensive " plant " or
machinery of any kind is required,
only simple hand tools and presses.
There is no drudgery. Indeed, the work
is so simple and easy that you can
make a start in the kitchen or any spare
room can be your workroom-and the
whole of the _ family, including the
children, can help you. The work is of
fascinating interest and your profit
is only limited by the amount of time
you have to spare.

We positively Guar-
antee your profits. If
necessary we will
purchase sufficient of
your stocks to ensure
a weekly profit to you,
providing the same
reach the required
standard of efficiency
which is easily attain-
able-a fact which
assures that you

make PROFIT.

Earn tiLiwiitoS4120 &Year
Anything up to 1300 a year can easily be earned in your own Premises:
New Vistas will open out to you. It will smooth the way to Success and
enable yoh to be independent of Employers.
Yoh are not asked to attempt to revive a " dud " industry, but are offered
a Novel and Live Business-a growing business-one that has been
established a decade! Somebody is going to make a BIG PROFIT in
your district and that somebody can be YOU ! I Send the coupon AT
ONCE and Full Free Particulars will be forwarded. Any questions
you ask will be answered fully. This is a Plain, STRAIGHTFORWARD,
MONEY -MAKING Proposition. As man to man, can you afford to let
it pass by ?

eftd tic Coupon NOW/
-a,1-41-0. .No igegletk\Wf.e*eilkeiaw

To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,
THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., LTD.,

1124, King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE, full details as to bow

I can Make Money at Home in my spare time. I enclose ad.
stamp for postage.
Print your name and address boldly in capital letters on a plain

sheet of paper and pin this coupon to it.
"Popular Wireless," 5319/30.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 754.) .

that leaving out the '001 makes no difference
in -operation f,"

This condenser is merely used as a preciutionary
measure, so as not to allow the full high tension from
the battery to be applied across the reaction condenser.

One, side of this, .you will -find, is, joined to the
filament end of the valve circuit, and the other side of
the reaction condenser,,to the plate of the valve,
and consequently to the II.T. which is applied to the
plate.

In the event of car of the vanes of the condenser
becoming 'slightly loose or bent, this battery would
be shorted, with' disastrous results to it and possibly
to other parts of the set as well. '

All such risks are entirely obviated if that '001
fixed condenser is inserted between the two, as was
the case with your original circuit.

SWITCHING OFF H.T.
L. D. G. (Devon).-" I want the high-

tension battery switched off at the same time
as the low tension, and I understand this can
bs done by altering the wiring to the L.T.
switch. What are the connections ? "

With the ordinary on -off switch; -no matter how
you connect the L.T. leads, it is impossible to definitely
break both circuits (this, of course, is apart from the
fact that when the L.T. circuit is broken the cessation
of the filament current automatically " cuts off "
the H.T.).

If you require to break the actual lead from the
high-tension battery as well as that from the low-
tension battery, you require three contacts. You
can me a switch of the type used for wave-changing-
that is to say a switch to which three wires may be
joined, all of which are disconnected from each
other when the switch is off, and all joined together
when the switch is on.

Many of the simple wave -change switches have two
terminals and a connection on the plunger which
serves as a third terminal. With this type of switch
the H.T. wire is taken to one terminal and the remain-
ing two terminals joined to the two sides of the
filament circuit. When the switch is " open " H.T.
is disconnected from both sides of the filament,
and these are disconnected from each other. When
closed both circuits are restored.

FAILURE TO OSCILLATE.
D. F. P. (Bedford).-" What is likely to be

the cause of a set refusing to oscillate ? "
If it is a new set, possibly the reaction coil has its

windings round the wrong way, and a reversal of
these will put the trouble right.

If, however, the set worked previously with
proper reaction, failure to oscillate may be due to the
L.T. or H.T. having deteriorated, for a drop in
voltage is often sufficient to cause the trouble.
Another cause is the loss of emission of the detector
valve, and yet another cause is alterations to the
set or layout such as a large new aerial, an alteration
in the earth wire, or an alteration to coil sizes,
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No. 26.-THE VALVE.
CAN YOU FILL IN THE BLANKS ?

The Filament, Grid, and Plate(or Anode)
of a valve are called its

The grid is alWays placed
the filament and the plate.

All the . . . is excluded. from inside
the glass bulb of a valve because
it works only if its electrodes are
placed in a . . . . . .

The valve functions as a rectifier
because can be made to
pass from to but
not in the reverse direction.

Last week's missing words (in order)
were : Frequency, Wave -length ; Capa-
city, Inductance ; Received ; Maximum.

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

E--.

litirritinifigifittfirribritutultimmilittlititirtirmuntrilutti-77

screening, etc. So you see to definitely locate such
trouble for you we should require to know a
more about the set and the conditions under which
you are working it. -

"FORMIDABLE POSERS."
." THE. Boon " (Glasgow).-" I know abso-

lutely nothing about :wireless, .but have
plenty of enthusiasni, also a crystal set.

" Naturally, I am not at all satisfied with the
one station which I get with the Crystal set,
arid am thinking of making a valve set. I am
interested in foreign reception,' and would like
to know if you could advise me (if it is possible)
of a one -valve set ('phones) which- could
receive a few foreign stations with some
measure of regularity, also where I could get
instructions for making it.

" Can a crystal set be fitted with short-wave
coils for foreign reception ? I should also like
to know if a crystal set can receive on a frame
aerial and no earth ?

"These, to me, are formidable posers.
Another one before I close down ! Is Glasgow
reception louder than in other parts of the
British Isles ?"

For a good reliable one-valver you won't beat a
Blueprint set. The " P.W." Blueprint No. 30 is
extremely simple, and the " M.W.' Blueprint No.
3 is more elaborate, incorporating a Rejector to
cut out the local station. (Blueprints are obtainable
from the Query Dept., price.6d. each, postage 112d.
extra.)

Although we have known of freak cases where
short-wave reception has been attained on a crystal
set, it is not possible as a rule. The heavy damping
of the crystal detector doesn't give weak short -
wavers a chance, and in successful short-wave work
reaction is of the utmost importance. And, of course,
you need a relic for reaction.

As for a crystal working from a frame and without
earth-well, again, it can be done, in a limited way ;
but a decent outdoor or " indoor " ordinary aerial
is five or six times as good as a frame aerial.

A man can keep himself alive on water for weeks.
but he really needs a good round of beef now and
then. to be healthy (with carrots, if possible !). In
the same way a crystal set can get a weak whisper of

(Continued on, page 758.)

AM PLION
BALANCED ARMATURE

SPEAKERS . .
High notes and low notes crisp and true and evenly
balanced, speech so clear that you can hear the
slightest inflection of the voice, volume that is full
and free from d stortion-such superb reproduct. on
is due to the Amplion Unit, made specially for the
AB41 and AB45, and a great step forward in the per-
fection of loudspeakers. AB41 (Oak) £5-15 - £6-6

AB45 (Oak) 6-15 - £7-7

The Popular AB6 Model
(an left)

The first Amplion Balanced
Armature Speaker and one of
the most successful speakers
that Amplion have produced.
Oak - - - 14-10-0
Mahogany 14-17-6
Walnut - - £4-17-6

royds

Catalogues from GRAHAM AMPLION LIMITED, 26, SAVILE ROW, LONDON, W.1
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supreme
reasons why
you should bug
a 'Dario"
Super -Detector

1 PRICE
2 Slope 2 Ma/V.
3 Mag. Factor 15
4 Fil.Current0"15

DAR I0
VALVES

kkal. Stcettons

OTHER DARIO PRICES
Bivolt or Forvolt

UNIVERSAL
RESISTRON 15/6
SUPER H.F.

SUPER POWER 7 6
HYPER POWER 9;6
SCREENODION 15,6

DARIO TRANSFORMER, Ratios 3-I or 5- 5/-
DARIO Non-Microphortic VALVEHOLDER 1: -

Ask your dealer or write for Free Folder to ..--
Impex Electrical Ltd.,

Dept. B., 538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.II
Telephone: Wanstead 2 722

OLD FRIENDS 6 NEW
Belling Lee products for 1930.31

Years ago Belling -Lee were
already marketing the famous
Terminals which manufactur-
ers are standardising to -day.

Belling -Lee products are
ahead of their time. Last
year's favourites will be this
year's favourites, too-Ter-
minals, Plugs and Sockets,
Wander Plugs, Spades,
Anode Connectors and Bat-
tery Cords.
TWO NEW COMPONENTS

The Belling -Lee Bakelite
Terminal Mount takes any
pair of Belling -Lee Terminals
or Plugs and Sockets ; can be
mounted vertically or hori-
zontally, on your baseboard,
your window -ledge - any-
where.

Price - Sd.

The new " Wanderfuse "
takes no more headroom than
a Wander Plug-though it's
a fuse as well I Price - 1/6.
Spare Fuses (15o rn/a) - 9d.

BELLING -LEE TERMINALS
Type " B " 6d.
Type " M " . , 4)d.
Type " R " 3d.
Wander Plug .. . . 3d.
Twin Plug and Socket 1/6
(Panel portion 6d., Flex por-

tion IF)
Indicating Spade

Terminal .. 41d.
S.G. Anode Connector 6d.
Battery Cords, 9 -way .. 5/9
(also made in 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-, and

o -way)

STAND No. 134
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION --OLYMPIA

BELLING -LEE:
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Set of Belling & Lee, Ltd., QlfrelICIPTV End,
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS 11ND ANSWERS

(Continued frban page 756.)

life froth a frame, but' a bigger aerial really feeds it.
Much more satisfactory I

About your final query-is Glasgow reception re-
markably good ? We don't think so.

Very often one of the " P.W:" readers in Glasgow
writes in to tell us of some phenomenally good long-
distance reception work on a simple " P.W." set.
But then so do the Edinburgh readers, and the men
of Dundee, and the Ecelefechan boys, and all the
rest of them ! Glasgow is good-yes. But probably
the rest of Scotland is not a whit behind.

DOES A SET WEAR 'OUT?
" CURIOUS " (Natal, South Africa).-" As an

enthusiastic reader of POPULAR WIRRLEsS, I
am writing to ask you a question my brother
and I have often argued about. The question
is : Does a wireless receiving set wear out if
in constant use for three sessions daily ?
My brother says they last for many years,
and I should Yery much like to know if this is
true. Ours is an all-electric.reeeiver.

The receiving set itself, and the various wires, etc.,
are in the " everlasting " class. Apart, from the
slight wear due to !moving parts-which is negligible
--and the possibility of .breakage of a wire by con-
stant swinging or moving of something that should
not swing or move, there is really nothing to
wear out in an all -electric set. Nothing, that is,
except the valves.

Valves are in a class by themselves, for the fila-
ment of each is specially treated by the makers so
that it will freely emit the necessary electrons when
heated by the L.T.'curtent. The filament wire, as a
wire, is virtually everlasting, but its specially-
hnparted properties do wear off with use.

When this happens-generally not before twelve
months, and often not for several years-the valve is
said to have " lost emission," and a new valve be-
comes necessary. ,

Often it is not too much use that causes lost emis-
sion, but improper use, such as wrong grid bias, and
excessive H.T. or L.T. If the valve is being run as
it should be, with proper H.T. L.T. and grid bias
applied to it, it can- be- switchl on -three times or
more a day without the slightest apparent detriment,
and will last for a very long. period, But treat it
wrongly with voltageS and it will have a comparatively

short life, losing its emission within a year and thus
requiring renewal.

DUD H.T. CELLS.
Commenting upon a query raised recently

by E. M. (Letchworth, Herts), in connection
with shorting a dud cell in an H.T. battery, a

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

A Leeds reader of " P.W.." (who
evidently had failed to notice the 'queer
ease of similar trouble reported in our
columns some months ago) was greatly
puzzled by the behaviour of his portable
set.

It worked well at all times except in
one room, where it was very weak when
stood on the sideboard, and where its
directional properties seemed affected.
There was no metal in the wall to ac-
count for this, yet it always seemed as
though the set was in some way screened
when using its frame aerial. (It was
O.K. with external aerial and earth
connected.)

Could you have said
WHAT WAS WRONG ?

ft.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to the above next week.)

Last week's trouble (experienced by a Bourne-
mouth reader) was found to be due to a faulty E
coupling condenser, that allowed the H.T. from =
the preceding valves' plate to make the arid
positive. =
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well -qualified and keen -eyed reader of " P.W."
writes as follows, in a letter to the Editor :

When a cell or section of cells is shorted, especially
if fairly active, the jelly electrolyte becomes liquid,
expands, and forces its way either out of the top of
the cell, or, if the zinc is inclined to be thin, through
the side. Once outside, it is liable to work its way
through to the next cell in the row, or, worse still,
to the adjacent cell in the next row, thus shorting
another cell or row of cells, and spreading the trouble.
It may get through the division card, or under the
bottom (the distance between the zines of adjacent
cells is quite small).

That this danger is realised by manufacturers is
evidenced by the various precautions taken to prevent
it. Thus, some firms pour about a quarter of an inch
of paraffin wax'into the bottom of the box, others use
sawdust between the cells; and one uses a bottom
card with bumps designed to raise the cells from the
bottom of the box. Unfortunately, in the ease of
paraffin wax, the heat generated by a short often
melts it away.

I give this explanation because I believe it is not
generally known. I even heard a speaker on the wire-
less advocating bridging over a run-down section
with wire.

The fact is that One Section shorted in a battery
can, and often does, affect its neighbours, and
ultimately most of the battery, except in cases where
the cells are so run down and the electrolyte dried
up that the risk of liquid spreading is negligible.

MORE' BURNT -OUT VALVES.
P. J. E (London, E.8).-" As I had the

chance to pick up a D.C. battery eliminator
cheap I thought I would save money on
batteries by taking advantage of the oppor-
tunity. It has proved anything but a money
saver.

" As soon as I connected it up, bang went
all the valves in the set, so I am thirty-five
shillings out of pocket, and dejected, to say
the least.

" I mentioned it to the man I bought it
from, and he said, of course, I should have
connected it up with a condenser in the earth
lead. Is it true that this would have stopped
my trouble, and, if so, what kind of condenser
should I use ? "

A D.C. mains unit should be connected to earth
through a fixed condenser having a capacity of about

(Continued on page 760.)

THE GAM-BRELL
1930-1931

ALL -ELECTRIC
RECEIVERS
These wonderful sets include many
new features not possessed by other

receivers.
VARIABLE SELECTIVITY CIRCUITS
GIVING HAIR -LINE TO BROAD

TUNING AT WILL.
A MARVELLOUS STANDARD OF RE-

PRODUCTION.
S.G., DET. AND POWER VALVES.

FAST- AND SLOW-MOTION DRUM -
CONTROL CONDENSERS.

VOLUME CONTROL ON BOTH
RADIO AND RECORD REPRODUC-

TION.
RECEIVES NUMEROUS STATIONS
WITH, AND A NUMBER WITHOUT,

USING AN AERIAL.
ALL MODELS AVAILABLE FOR D.C.
AND A.C. SUPPLY. CABINETS OF

OAK OR MAHOGANY.

Full Details on Request.
Leaflet P.R.

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
Just to reproduce records electrically or to
obtain reproduction that is practically indistinguish-
able from the original. The latter surely! Then

do hear the

NOVOTONE
Write us now for a copy of our
FREE 16 -PAGE BOOK, "P.N."
If your dealer is not demon-
strating the Novotone, send us

his name and address.

VISITORS TO OLYMPIA
will be able to hear the Novotone demonstrated in

ROOM "R," OPPOSITE OUR STAND
106 GALLERY

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.,

6, BUCKINGHAM STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
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Wates All - Electric
Four, complete with
Pedestal Loud

Speaker,
£31 6 0

Wates Radio ammo -
phone. Palliard
Motor, Star Speaker,
Star Pick -op, and
the Watea A.C.4
Chassis are incor-
porated in thin hand-

some cabinet.
£54 10 0

Write for details of
deferred terms.

SEE IT AT THE
EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA,
STAND No. 42.

'Phone:
R vs rsIde 530.

a
YOU JUST
PLUG IN
& LISTEN

SET COMPLETE,

PRICE -
INCLUDING VALVES
AND ROVALT

J it I1/RACK OF FAIDIC
tecliscovprecl in ama3irt
simpliciti of cremation
The four valves give power that thrills
to handle. First the Screened Grid
Valve. Then the detector followed by

£25 the first Iow - frequency valve. And
finally a super -power valve, ensuring:a
surge of pure volume that is amazing
in its vivid, exact realism. Endugh' to
fill a hall, yet it can be controlled to a
whisper.
Wave length range covers all Europe-too
to I ,000 metres. And no coil changing!
Merely fit a Wates Star Pick -Up, price 21/-,
to your existinggramophone and you have a
powerful Radio -Gramophone combination.
Hear it demonstrated a! our showrooms-then
your local dealer can supply.

EILIIEC 111 R111C

The Standard Bat-
tery Co. (Dept P.W.).
184 188. Shaftesbury
Avenue, London,

W.C.2.
:

Temple Bur 6195'6
Its

WERCORIE

4 .1"- - - - -
- -

Just as an arterial, by-pass road prevents con-
gestion in a busy town, so does the " Hypercore "
Smoothing and Output Filter Choke relieve the
speaker of all distortion and other interferences,
leaving the pure, loud volume of reception to
flow unimpeded.
"Hypercore" is one of the famous -Big Three, and
like the "Hypermu" and "Hypermite" its secret
of success is the special utilisation of "Nikalloy"
cores which give a performance in the
choke and transformers positively unequalled
by imitations or other types.

Write for leaflets giving full details of the Big Three.

The ' HYPERCORE"
Smoothing and Out-

put Filter Choke

See the Famous Big 3
and other "NIKALLOY ',

Components
STAND No. 61

RADIO EXHIBITION,
SEPT. 19 to 27.

Crcund Haft;
Olympia. -

R. I. LTD., " MADRIGAL " WORKS, PURLEY WAY. CROYDON:
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from, page 758.)

1 mfd. Usually such a condenser is embodied in the
unit; but if there is no such condenser in your
unit, and your positive mains is earthed, it is obvious
that when you connect up you are short-circuiting
the supply.

A fixed condenser in the earth lead prevents this,.
but, of course, it must be of good quality (tested to
500 volts or so).

THE LAST OUNCE,
P. P. J. (Stafford).-" I am very keen on

getting the last ounce of efficiency from my
crystal set, as in any case signals are weak at
this distance from the nearest station. I find
great improvement by raising the aerial and
still further improvement when a new earth
was put in with a more direct run and deeper
burying.

" It is now suggested that I might still
further improve it by using insulated wire
instead of bare wire for the earth. (I always
thought this latter was quite O.K.)

" Do you think that it would be an improve-
ment if I insulate this, bearing in mind that
I cannot possibly improve it in other ways, as
I have now the very best earth possible in the
circumstances in which I am situated ? "

We do not think insulation of the earth lead would
be advantageous. The thing is to get as efficient an
aerial -earth system as possible, taking advantage
if you can of height in the aerial, good spacing for
aerial and lead-in and direct run for the earth.
Good conductivity wire should be used, and the
insulation of the aerial and lead-in must be good,
whilst contact at the buried plate or water -pipe, etc.,
must be the best you can obtain.

H you have attended to all these points and boosted
the signals up in that way, you will probably Mid that
no improvement whatever is gained by insulating
the earth wire.

USING A PENTODE.
S. S. L. (Aberystwyth).-" Step by

have progressed from the telephone earpiece

as the base to the loud speaker to a moving -coil,
and even now I am not satisfied.

" It hai been a long and expensive journey
to go, stage by stage, and all the time cash
has been a big consideration, so that I do not
want to spend any more if I can possibly
help it.

" But although at first I thought my present
outfit was perfect, I realise now that it is just
a trifle low-pitched, and I am told that a
pentode in the output would assist in removing
this tendency. I should certainly like to try
it, but I understand that in addition to the
pentode I should have to get an output
transformer to work with this (special pentode)
type.

Do you think that if I chanced it and tried
the pentode without the transformer I should

POPULAR "WIRELETS "No.18
A '975
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The dotted lines above indicate the connections
for the amplifier, the components of which were
given in last week's " Wirelet."

It will be seen that when joined to the set
(same batteries) the amplifier is brought in or out
of action by throwing over the D.P.D.T. switch.

be ' spoiling the ship for a ha'porth of tar,'
or ought I to wait until I can get the trans.
former as well as the pentode in order to try
them together ? Do you think it would be
worth it ? "

Other things being equal, you will get more " lift "
using a pentode valve with no output transformer
than you wonld if such a transformer were- in use,
so for your purpose we think the pentode would
probably be a final and worth -while improvement.
Why not try it before purchasing one, if you can
persuade a friend who has one to lend you his for a
little while ?

It can be placed in circuit like the ordinary output
valve, the only additional wiring being the necessary
li.T. voltage on the extra terminal on the pentode
base (possibly with a bypass condenser). If you can
do this, it is certainly a stunt worth trying.

A GOOD LONG-DISTANCE TWO-VALVER.
D. A. A. (Newbury, Berks).-" What I am

looking for now is a good long-distance two -
valve set employing one screened -grid stage
for the H.F., and ordinary :11.F. ' valve for
the detector,

" I should prefer to use plug-in X -coils, of
which I have a good supply, and differential
reaction. Is there an up-to-date design of this
kind coming along in P.W.' ? "

If you were looking for a really simple and yet
truly efficient circuit of this type you must have been
on holiday when our August Pth issue was published.
For in that issue a circuit of exactly the type you
mention was given.

It was called the " A.P." Two. As a distance -getter
this set would be very hard to beat, and it is quite
easy to build though it has an efficient system of
screening.

Good as it is by itself, this particular set has the
further advantage that it can be used as a four-
valver when connected up to time " A.P." Amplifier
which was specifically designed for use in conjunction
with this set, to enable readers to make either a two -
or a four -valuer of outstanding merit for long-
distance quality reception. You should certainly
get -the back number dealing with this set.

BACK NUMBERS OF "
Readers who wish to obtain a back number of " P.W.
should apply to The Amalgamated Press, Ltd.,Back Number Dept., Dear Alley, ParringdonStreet, London, E.C.4. The price is 4d. per copy,
post free.

.11111111111111.1.P..." --

ALL MAINS 9E19
For A.C. or D.C. Ready for
immediate delivery, including
MARCONI, P Y E , PHILIPS,
McMICHAEL, LOTUS, DUBI-
LIER. Any one supplied on Easy

Terms.

1931
CATALOGUE FREE TO CALLERS ON
STAND 25, OLYMPIA, or by post 6d.

F') INDUCTORARRAN SPEAKER

£3 : 10 : 0
WILL DAY LTD.

19, LISLE ST., W.C.2

Immediate Delivery
Demonstrations Daily

Regant 0921-22.

ANOTHER USE
FOR FLUXITE :
Hardening Tool.;
and Case Hard-
ening. Ask for
.eaflet on im-
proved method.

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

" We're Fluxite and
Solder-

The reliable pair,
Famous for Soldering,
Known everywhere T.
If you're fixing up

Wireless
There's no need to fret,
Let US join the

connections-
Then Perfection you'll

get I
See that Flusite and
Solder arc always by you-
in the house, workshop.
garage- anywhere where
simple, speedy soldering is
needed. They cost so little

but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer I
For Pots, Pans; Silver and Brassware; RADIO; odd jobs in
the garage-there's always something useful for Fluxite and
Solder to. do.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts
for years in constant
use. Contains special
'small space' soldering
iron with lion -heating
metal handle; pocket
blow lamp. Fluaite.
Solder, etc.: and full
Instructions.

7'6 COMPLETE
or LAMP
on'y 2.6

All Hardware and Ironmongery Store; sell Fluxite,
in tins, 8d., 1,4 and 2;8.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE,
-IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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COAIPOAIE TS
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST.

WRICHT & WEAIRE LTD., 740, High Rd., Tottenham, London, 14.17
Telephone: Tott Jtham 3847-8.

Slat

What's Your Hobby ?

The HOBBY ANNUAL con-
tains fully -illustrated articles
on all the following subjects:

RAILWAYS
SPEED BOATS
WOODWORK

WIRELESS
MOTOR CARS

etc., etc.

A Wonderful

"How -To -Make -It"

Book
Here's a big book which will
appeal to boys and their fathers
as well ! A book that shows
" how things work," and how
things can be made at home at
very little cost. It is packed
with fascinating articles and
crystal-clear drawings and dia-
grams that " show how " in the
simplest way.

The HOBBY ANNUAL is just
the book to help while away the
long winter evenings. Any boy
who is keen on " making
things " will treasure it for years.

EVERY BOY'S

HOBBY ANNUAL
At all Newsagents and Booksellers - - - 6j- net.

The Best Present
for a Boy !

The MODERN BOY'S ANNUAL is the biggest value
gift book that any boy can have 1 It is new in every
way, and is packed with interesting and entertaining
features which tell all about the marvellous mechanism
of Railways, Aeroplanes, Ships, Motor -Cars, and
Motor -Cycles, etc. There are also lots of wonderful
photographs, and thrilling adventure tales. If you
want a useful present for a boy you cannot do better
than to get this interesting book. Make sure of a copy.

At all
Newsagents

and
Booksellers,

61- net.

BUY A
COPY TO -DA'.
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FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 730.)

Here, again, truth and plainness of speech
are wanted.

It is so easy to wrap things up in deceptive
words. There is some sort of " conflict "
between Religion and Science, in the sense
that, if we believe what Science tells us, it
is not easy to believe all that we have
learned from the Church.

For this reason panic -mongers are
having an easy time. The best remedy
against panic is the truth.

Most of us will be grateful to these gentle-
men if they will tell us the truth. Wd are
not exactly babes and sucklings.

Mixed Symphony.
A Symphony Concert-and a very good

one, too-was broadcast from Rome, the
other night, with " humorous talks " inter-
leaved between the music. This is one way
certainly of making the best of both worlds.

The musical standard at Rome, too, is
pretty high. I wonder what the Queen's
Hall fans would think about it ?

If, for example, between Beethoven and
Brahms there was an interlude by Clapham
and Dwyer or if George Clarke wrestled
imaginatively with his motor -car just before
Sir Henry Wood raised his baton on the
Mahler Symphony No. 1 in D.

I imagine there would be plenty of D's
flying about ! But they arrange things
differently here, you see.

Salzburg.
We have had a glut of good music this

week. Our listening is mostly to music,

for the talks from London are not very
clear, and the continental talks are a strain
on our knowledge of the language.

Personally, I get a bit fed -up, and would
give the price of a long drink to hear Harold
Nicolson talking saltily, or even Mrs. Fawkes
Ansell on " Making Indian Eggs Fit English
Cups." But we have had the Proms, and
the " Iphigenia " from Salzburg, and " The
Barber of Seville " from Rome, and a
gorgeous Song Recital one Monday from
Vienna.

Glow Worms.
An American lady was spending the night

here on her way to the other show -places
of Europe. She was smoking a cigarette
down the lane under the stars.
r It was a warm and fragrant night. The
hedge was thick with glow worms. She put
a second cigarette between her coral lips,
and then found that she hadn't a match.
Neither had I.

THE RADIO SHOW
AT

OLYMPIA
will be reviewed in detail in the -LE

E._

SPECIAL
EXHIBITION NUMBER -..

= of "PW" on Sale -71

=

'al I NEXT WEEKPrice
ORDER
NOW !

=i11111111111111111111111111111111I1111i1ii111111111111111111111111111111111111

So she picked up a glow worm to light her
cigarette at its lamp. The worm was
peeved and ceased.

But if it had turned out that you could
light cigarettes here by the glow worms. it
would be a popular place with Scotsmen !

* .11.-4.-4.---11.--.1.-4,--4.-4------.-4.-*

NORTHERN NOTES. t
FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENT. 3

Moorside Edge.
Mr. Noel Ashbridge, the Chief Engineer

of the B.B.C., has just paid a visit to
Moorside Edge, and it is understood that he
expressed delight at the very satisfactory
progress that has been made during the past
few weeks. The work is going ahead so well
that it is possible that test transmissions
may start earlier than has hitherto been
anticipated, and if this is so the station
may be in complete service before the end
of the year.

The three aerial masts are growing rapidly
and are each about 200 feet high now.

Group Listening.
Group listening to talks, followed by dis-

cussions, is spreading in popularity in the
North. The Carnegie Trustees have made
a grant of £1,000 to the Yorkshire Area
Council for Broadcast Adult Education for
experiments over two years in the develop-
ment of group listening, and some of this
money was used to help to pay the ex-
penses of a summer school training course

(Continued on page 764.)

N.C.C.899

145,t *VINCI A
good item
on any

programme

It's the
Tobacco that Counts

DONOTONE
THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER11.1=1

NEW IDEAL MODEL
FOR REAL RADIO ENJOYMENT

Price 6 GNS.
Diameter of case IS inches, depth 9 inches.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY

THE DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKER
Dept. P.40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4

'Phone : HOLBORN 0523.
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Sets of Valves
made up to
any require-
ments

D ito ALL BRITISH
AusGUARANTEED

LIST OP P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

Typ WILL AR- omm
Am.p

6,7,- 2 095 447500 ,T5
CPR .32 .055 12,000 9
CPR 4 2 005 32

1N 4,31: 00
110

EFOi' -10.5

2 , 5-5 14 30,000 T5' 3 54
I

09 04,000 41

APRPR

18 5-6 1,000 9.5
CPR 10 5-5 .10 ;5,000 42

0117120 2 is iTiii; X.,:
APR 404 IS 6,000

PR 600 '13 0,000

GPR 120 1 .3 3,000 s.5

APR 1406_ .2 3,400 45
Be 25 2 5 220.000 150

VALVES
ARE THE BEST

MOST
ECONOMICAL

AND THE
CHEAPEST

763

YOUR
JUDGMENT

IS
FINAL

LLST OF DULL EMMIRS
Dr, Ziji, Amp g.,,,,., t:7...

y6PPR
3R 2

PR 4

22

2
2:1
.205

Illa
60 000

1I.I.Y.
32 RE

EACH
PR 0

:TN
3.54

ill
Ass

1:3

28,000

I'M°
Is

017

.0.1141

Pi,
Post 40. PRITmg 5-8

54
.1 MON

16,000
14 .r.tie

1 F
PRP/

PEN
54
2

.1

.1

15

20.000

7,001
408 6 ,-.

Pam,..°WE.
6/6 V21,
SUPERPOWER

PM
Pa.. 4

.15' 0,000

4444 4

8/6 g7a riTi!: i i 0,510i'21 : 0,'"s,....,,,,,
,12,6 V.,`4,.!,,. 4425 4 .5 220.0511 150 LC

You can get them at these Dealers
ABBEY WOOD -Abbey Wood Radio, 14, Harrow

Manorway.
BARKING -Hills, 2-4, Axe Street.
BECONTREE-E. J. Blows, 295. Wood Lane.
BOW -Eastern Wireless, 147, Roman Road.

II. Harrison, 119, Roman Road.
Louis Saveria, 19, R01112,11 Road.

CLAPTON-Clapton Radio, 32, Lower Clanton Road.
CANNING TOWN -P. W. Radio, 47. Barking Road.
CROYDON -Busy Bee Radio, 14, Surrey Street.

The Handy Shop, 11, Church Street.
CAMBERWELL -Gas Light Fittings & Co., 322, Wal-

worth Road.
CATFORD-Burden's Radio, 10, Gafford Hill.
DARTFORD -Dartford & District Battery Service, 56,

Spital Street.
EAST HAM -East Ham Wireless, 427, Barking Road.

Gas Light Fittings & Co., 80, High Street North,
ENFIELD -Janes and Adams, 55, Church Street.
FULHAM -Western Lighting, 250b, Northend Road.

Pryee's Corner, 106, Lillie Road.

FINSBURY-Finsbury Radio, 103, Finsbury Pavement,
Electron Wireless, 208 Seven Sisters Road.

FOREST GATE -II. Bayliss, 96, Wood Grange Road.
GREENWICH -A. W. Rose & Son, 163, Trafalgar Road.
GOODMAYES-Cheffey & Fuller, 668, Green Lanes.
HOLLOWAY-S.O.S. Wireless, 149, Holloway Road.
HAMMERSMITH -Economic Lighting, 24, Fulham

Palace Road.
Gas Light Fittings & Co., 128, King Street.

HOLBORN -Gas Light Fittings & Co., 1, Gray's Inn Rd.
HIGH BARNET -Janes & Adams, 14, High Street.
ILFORD-Ajax Co., 291, High Road.

A. A. Lesadd, 237/9, Ilford Lane.
ISLINGTON -Gas Light Fittings & Co., 371, Upper St.
LEWISHAM -H. W. Sutton, 41, Lewis Grove,
PECKHAM-Peckham Radio, 152a, Rye Lane.

Gas Light Fittings & Co., 215, Rye Lane,
Thew, Station Parade, Queen's Road.

PALMERS GREEN -Janes & Adams, 14, The Promenade.
FOPLAR-Bottoms, 241, East India Dock Road.
J. & E. Stone, 6a, Crisp Street:

PUTNEY -M. Kama & Co., 9, High Street.
Western Lighting Co., High Street.

PIUMSTEAD-Grover .. Smith, 156, Plumstead Road.
PADDINGTON -Gas Light & Fittings, 233, Edgware Rd,

Smith, 289, Edgware Road.
ROMFORD-Ajax Co., South Street.
STRATFORD-Wright & Co., 265i7, High Street.

J. Jarrett. 131, Leytonstone Road.
Martin's Mart, 159, Leytonstone Road.

SHEPHERDS BUSH -Canning & Co. 47, Goldhawk Rd.
SOUTHWARK -Hugh Polan, 859. Old Kent Road.

Charles Hill. 856, Old Kent Road.
Gas Light Fittings & Co., 262, Southwark Park Road.

TOOTING -Western Lighting, 77, Mitcham Road.
STOKE NEWINGTON-Modern Lighting, 212, High St.
TOTTENHAM -A. 0. Stevens, 418, West Green Road.
UPTON PARK -Pryor. 69, Plashet Grove.

T. A. Read. 176, Plashet Road.
WALHAM GREEN -W. A. Clarke, 22124, Market Hall.
WALTHAMSTOW-Gas Light Fittings Co., 130, High St.-

GUARANTEE.
All valves des - 2 valves or snore sent POST FREE. Matched Valves 1/- extra per set.
patched under The moment you put a P.R. Valve in your set there is an immediate CB -

guarantee of Money Back in Full if not provement-not only in reception but in the quality and volume of your loud -
satisfied and returned within 7 days. speaker.
All valves are carefully packed and
breakages replaced. SenatesCii0eatt.C.O.D. U Tel City 3788. Ask,Troutec14aler Accept no

.1 other.

THE ONLY BRITISH VALVE
WITH A WRITTEN GUARAN-
TEE AS TO PFRFORMANCE

& LIFE.
Remember-P.R. stands for

QUALITY - VOLUME - VALUE

P.R. PRODUCTS Dept. L, P.R. HOUSE3 4,,,NEenGoArF STREET,S LONDON, E.C.4

THE
WORLD-FAMOUS
PRIZE-WINNING

LOW LOSS
BECOL

FORMER. PANELS CUT
Send for particulars of the
Contact Former.

ACCURATELY
TO SIZE

new improved
No Pins.

Sole Manufacturers:
The BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL LONDON, W.7

SEE
OUR STAND

No. 253
AT OLYMPIA

RADIO
EXHIBITION

MODEL
N.219

GuineaW1RELESS
CABINET forga
JUST ASSEMBLE IT YOURSELF
THE ' OSBORN"- WAY THATS ALL

No. 219. A Radio or Radio Gramophone Cabinet,
3' 90 high, 2' 2° wide, aid 1' 6" deep. Tho battery
and loud speaker compaitments are at the bottom
and are partitioned off.- Size of the baffle behind
the fret is 24° x 24., Metallic fabric for the fret
front is included. Open.ng at the top and back.
This cabinet will take a panel 2' x 9" or smaller.
READY TO ASSEMBLE
Oak65 /-,Mahogany 701-,

Walnut 8131-.
ASSEMBLED READY TO
POLISH Oak 135/, Ma-
hogany 901-, Walnut 100/ -
As SEMBLED & POLISHED
Oak 105/, Mahogany

120/, Walnut 1351 -

National Radio
Exhibition, Olympia,

Sept. 19th -27th.
VISIT OUR STAND

No. 258
CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. P.W.), THE REGENT
WORKS, ARLINGTON STREET, LONDON, N.I. Tele

phone: Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21, Essex Rd.,
Islington, N.1. 'Phone Clerkenwell 5634.

t`. All models -larriage paid. Scud -Joe 56 -pane tilus-
teated catalogue. Send 3d. in stamps.

41111tADIO
Eiti411011011

11.YIPAPIA
Come

and cee us at Olympia
and examine

the British General
BIG FIVE guaran

teed products.
New ideas in design, new

methods ol production
and inerea,sed

sales

enable us
to offer the famous

British

General quality
products at

prices lower

than ever.

01[49 T 1V1ISS

..grmlort,

BRinsliGEtifsztki.
CO., LTD.,

BRITISII
GENERAL

MFG.

Blockley 'Works, Loudon, S.E.4.
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NORTHERN NOTES
(Continued from page 762.)

for wireless group leaders at Saltburn.
Mr. H. J. Dunkerley, of the B.B.C. (Man-
chester), who acts as Secretary to the
Yorkshire Area Council, tells me that the
summer school was a great success. Thirty-
four group leaders attended, coming from
all parts of Yorkshire. They practised
discussion -leading under " service con-
ditions " and heard lectures by Professor
T. H. Searls (Professor of Adult Education,
Hull University College), Mr. A. J. J.
Ratcliff (Sheffield Training College), Mr.
G. H. Thompson, of Leedi (Secretary,
Workers' Educational Association), Mr.
Dunkerley, and one of the B.B.C. engineers
specially detailed to see that listening groups
have suitable receiving equipment. Mr.
C. A. Siepmann, of Savoy Hill, visited the
summer school.

It is expected that, as a result, there will
be considerable growth in the group listening
idea this autumn and winter. Mr. Dunkerley
estimates that there are on an average a
dozen people in a group and he expects
that some 150 groups will be in action in the
North, so the number of "organised
listeners " to educational talks will be
nearly 2000.

COLUMBIA R.T. BATTERIES.
In our August 30th issue we made the

statement that the cells of Columbia H.T.
batteries are not of the usual tubular
construction.

This statement is a trifle misleading
because, although there is a Columbia H.T.
battery type known as the " Largerbilt "
whose cells are certainly not tubular but
are made in compact layers, there are other
Columbias possessing cells of tubular con-
struction. But these last are, of course,
specially constructed so as to give long and
reliable service, as is well-known.

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

t By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inat.P.

Use a Choke.

WHEN setting up a smoothing circuit for
a mains unit it is important to remem-
ber that if the positive pole of the supply

happens to be earthed, you should introduce
a heavy choke into each of the leads of the
smoothing circuit, whilst if the negative
pole is earthed, a choke in the positive
lead only will probably be sufficient.

If your mains happen to be particularly
bad, it may even be necessary to introduce
two chokes in series (having the necessary
current -carrying capacity) into one of the
leads, preferably the positive.

In view of the potential gradient or
voltage drop that must inevitably exist
along the so-called neutral cable, you
cannot assume that this pole of the supply
can be directly connected to the earthed
parts of your circuit.

The earth of your receiver will be more

or less true earth, and therefore the electric
supply earth ,should only be connected to
it via a condenser. The condenser should
be a reliable one, tested to a much higher
voltage than that of the mains, and should
have a fairly high capacity, say, 2 or 4
microfarads.

Light Cells.
When the discovery of the electrical light -

sensitivity of selenium was first made the
fact was regarded as being of purely
scientific interest, and there seemed to be
little scope for its industrial application.

Incidentally, it is interesting to note
that the discovery was made by a cable
operator at Valentia in the year 1873.

He was using some special resistances
made of selenium, and he noticed that
whenever the sunlight played on these
resistances one of his galvanometers, to
which the resistances were connected,
began to give indications of current.

Question of Efficiency.
It is commonly suppo sed that selenium

is inefficient as an electrical light-sensitive
agent, probably owing to the fact that
it has been superseded, at any rate for
many purposes, by " photo -electric " cells
of other kinds.

As a matter of fact, selenium is particu-
larly efficient in converting incident light
energy into electrical energy (or, rather,
in the variation of its electrical resistance
when a given amount of light falls upon it).
and it is in some ways much more robust
and reliable than some of the more recent
types of photo -electric cell.

The reason it has been superseded for
such purposes as television, talking pictures,
and so on, is not on account of any question
of efficiency or otherwise, but because it
unfortunately exhibits a certain " lag "-
that is, there is an appreciable time -interval
between the incidence of the light and the
resulting change in electrical resistivity.

This lag is so small as to be unimportant
where ordinary mechanical operations are
concerned (the lag is usually less than
1 -1000th of a second), but where it is
necessary for the light -cell to respond to
extremely rapid variations, as it is in
television and in the reproduction of
optically -recorded talking pictures. it is
found that the lag of the selenium cell
renders it unsuitable for use.

Television Pick-up.
Modern photo -electric cells usually depend

upon the light -sensitivity of sodium,
potassium, lithium, rubidium, caesium, or
some similar element (or alloy), but the
precise nature of most modern photo-
electric cells is a closely guarded secret.

I have been asked what is the feature
of the Karolus cell in particular.

This cell has been mainly used in photo -
telegraphy, and is simply arranged in such
a way that a clear space is left in the centre
of the sensitive plate (a potassium or other
light sensitive material being coated on the
back) so that the light passes through the
clear centre, or " pupil," falls upon the print
or photograph or whatever is to be trans
mitted, and is then reflected back upon
the potassium surface. There are now, of
course, many varieties of the Karolus cell,
but the above is the basic principle.

(Continued on next page.)
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Radio Transmission.
A good deal of controversy has been

created by some theories put forward by
Dr. A. S. Eave, of McGill University,
Montreal, at a meeting of the Royal Society
of Canada, relating to the problem of the
Heaviside Layer.

As you know, the Heaviside Layer is now
believed to exist at a height of from 290
to 400 miles above the surface of the earth
(varying in its position and properties
at different times and in different conditions).

It has since been discovered that there
are at least two further electrical layers,
estimated to lie at distances respectively
of about 150 miles and 75 miles above the
earth's surface.

Heaviside Theory.
The Heaviside Layer formed a very

convenient peg upon which to hang the
theory of the zig-zag transmission of radio
waves around the curved surface of the
earth.

It seems, if Dr. Eave's theory is correct,
that our views on the question of long-
distance radio transmission will have to be
considerably modified, as it would seem
fairly certain that for practical purposes
the radio waves would not be able to
penetrate even the first electrical layer,
and so could not be affected to any appre-
ciable extent by the Heaviside Layer, which
is at a much greater distance.

Messages to Mars.
It has been said that the presence of

these electrified layers in the upper aim-

sphere must be an absolute bar to any
possibility of transmitting radio signals
to another planet (Mars, of course), but I
do not think that this is quite a proper
view to take, for it must surely depend
upon the wave -length and nature of the
waves.

Inasmuch as light waves and heat waves
(which are closely related to radio waves)
pass freely through these electrified layers,
whatever they may be, it is certainly not
inconceivable that some type of radio waves
may be found which may not be absorbed
by the electrical layers.

Present Limitations.
At any rate, considering only the types

of radio waves with which we are familiar
at present, it seems that these are almost
completely reflected or absorbed by the
electrical regions in the upper atmosphere
and therefore unable to be projected into
inter -planetary space.

Radio -Gram Cabinets.
" What precautions should I take in

fitting a loud speaker into a radio -gramo-
phone cabinet in order to prevent boomi-
ness,' valve ringing, and similar annoy-
ances ? "

This question from a reader includes
many others which I have received from
time to time bearing on similar points.

At first sight it seems a very straight-
forward matter to incorporate a loud
speaker (for preference a cone type, of
course) into the cabinet along with the
radio gramophone ; but, having got it in,
you may find that you are up against

(Continued on next page.)

FOR ALL PORTABLES

Here is the famous Regentone Combined
Unit (H.T. with L.T. Charger) which fits
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L.T. Accumulator, through Microphone Trans-
former. Current consumption one -tenth Am-
pere. " Provided with detach-
able sound collector and a
9 ft. silk connecting cord;
everymetal part nickel -plated.black polished
ErinoidErinoid handle, asd16/6... ...Pedestal TypeHighly Sensitive Microphone

as above described, provided with de-
tachable sound collector and a 9 ft.
silk connecting cord, and fixed by silk -
braided rubber suspension in nickel -
plated frame on pedestal 11 In. high;
for mounting on Speaker's Platform.
in Pulpit, on top of Camera
Stand, or for suspension ..
from ceiling, as illustration Af4-1
The above Microphones are rendered Directional

by attaching the Sound Collector.
Microphone Transformer;

special design to obtain best possible
results from sensitive Microphones
when connected to high -resistance
phones. Loud Speaker, Valve Set or

Valve Amplifier; best Transformer made for clear
speech with volume. modulation. speech and music
transmission, Public Address Microphones, etc.;
Prim. and Sec. terminals fitted; full directions for
tions free. Goods -by return post ... ... ...  6/-use of Microphone -and diagrams of connec-
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all sorts of minor troubles when you
start to operate the set.

For one thing, the sound waves from
the loud speaker may act directly on the
glass bulbs of the valves and set up micro -
phonic noises which quickly develop into
a low -frequency howl,

Frame Efficiency.
Again, the presence of the loud speaker,

particularly if there is a metal ring round
the edge of the cone forming part of the
chassis, may interfere- seriously with the
efficiency of the frame aerial, assuming
a small frame aerial is included in the set.

Incidentally, in these cases it is better
to use some sort of an external aerial,
partly on account of the limited space
available within the cabinet, and partly
owing to the large amount of metal parts
which are necessarily in close proximity
to an enclosed aerial.

Acoustics of Cabinet.
Thirdly, you may find yourself in trouble

with the actual acoustic properties of the
interior of the cabinet, and, apart altogether
from what we might call ordinary inter-
action between the loud speaker and the
valves, you may get a reverberation or
" boomy ' effect of an entirely acoustic
nature which, nevertheless, makes the
sound reproduction very unsatisfactory.

Using a Reflector.
So far as the direct effect of the sound

waves 'upon the valves is concerned, this
can, as a rule, be overcome by screening
the back of the loud speaker (I am assuming
that the " forward side of the cone
is towards the grille), so that the sound
waves coming from the back of the cone,
and also those reflected from the back of
the grille and surrounding parts, may be
prevented from reaching the valves. Alter-
natively, the valves themselves may be
protected by suitable shields.

It is, in fact, often simpler to shield
the valves than to shield the loud speaker.

Loud -speaker Chassis.
The second effect I mentioned-the

reduction of the efficiency of the enclosed
aerial-is one which is not always very
easy to remedy.

The only thing you can do is to place
the loud speaker as far away from the
enclosed aerial as possible, and also to
place the cone of the loud speaker and the
aerial in planes at right angles to one
another.

Curing Boominess.
As to the boominess due to the cabinet,

this is a matter which depends upon
the actual dimensions and shape of the
cabinet, as well as upon the placing of the
parts which are enclosed within it.

If you have trouble from this cause,
try putting a sound reflector (such as a
sheet of three-ply wood) in different
positions inside the cabinet ; and, also,
you might try the effect of using a more
open-work grille.

In fact, if the cabinet acts as a boomy
" resonator," it is best to start your in-
vestigations by removing the front-the

(Continued on next page.)
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EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No fur-
ther coils are required. lend P.O. for Dar-
ticulars and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Werke, Priory Street, Coventry.
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part covering the loud speaker-altogether,
and see how much of the effect is due to
internal reflection.

It is impossible to lay down any hard
and fast rules with regard to the acoustic
properties of the cabinet, and each 'case
must, so _far as this effect is concerned,
be taken on its own merits.

The Reflex.
I have more than once received sugges-

tions from readers that the reflex type
of circuit might be revived and, with
modern valves, made to operate more
efficiently than it used to do in the days
of three or four years ago.

Probably some of the newcomers to
radio may' not be familiar with the reflex
principle, soYperhaps I should mention
that it consists, briefly, in making ono
valve do the work of two. -

The valve in question may, for instance,
be used in the first case as a high -frequency
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amplifier, and then, after the signals have
been rectified, they are passed through the
same valve, which now acts as a low -
frequency amplifier.

In the days when the reflex circuit
was popular there were certain reasons
for its popularity which do not altogether
hold good to -day. For one thing, it was a
great advantage to be able to make one
valve do the work of two, since the filament.
current consumption was relatively very
high in those days, and to cut this down
to half was an important economy in the
running of the set.

The various battery chargers and elimin-
ators which are now so widely used were
not then available to any great extent,
and this still further rendered economy
in filament consumption an important
consideration.

Is It Worth While ?
In these days, however, valves consume

only a small fraction of the former
current and also the problem of filament
current supply has been greatly simplified.
Consequently the question of filament

(Continued on next page.)
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consumption does not to -day matter very
seriously, and -if this were the only
advantage of the reflex circuit it would
not cut very much ice.

But the actual outlay -upon the valves is
little different from what it was formerly,
and here the reflex circuit has some ad-
vantage. The real point, however, about
the reflex circuit is not so much any ad-
vantage which it may (or may not) possess
but the fact that it is based upon a very
interesting principle and offers ample scope
to the ingenious experimenter to exercise
his skill in getting the circuit operating
correctly and-what is more-in keeping
it from going off into all manner of howls
and whistles.

Suggestions for Experimenters.
A point which is well worth investigation

in this direction is the question of adding
low -frequency amplification. In the old
days it used to be found that the addition

-of a stage of L.F. amplification on to a
perfectly working reflex circuit would some-
times upset the whole business completely,
and was not at all the straightforward
matter which you might at first have
thought.

At any rate, with these remarks I pass on
the suggestions which, as I say, I have
received from readers from time to time,

of those keen experimenters
who are always on the look -out for an
interesting field of radio investigation.

Radio or Gramophone.
When making up a combined radio

receiver and gramophone amplifier, cont
structors often find that whereas the se -
works efficiently in one way, say as a radio
receiver, it does not work nearly so efficiently
when switched over to the gramophone
pick-up. There are a number of causes which
contribute to this effect.

When connecting up a pick-up this may
be brought directly into the grid' circuit of
the first amplifying valve, this valve being

. normally the detector of the radio set. A
volume control is necessary in practically
every gramophone amplifier, and you will
generally find that one of the best methods
of connecting this volume control is between
the pick-up and the grid.

'this 124 -pp. book furnishes the most complete information
ever published about the many professional Qualifications
open to engineers, such as A.111,Inst.C.E.,

etc.; describes nearly 200
Courses, the widest selection of engineering courses in
the world; and is crammed with matters of interest to
every engineer. If you are ambitious, TheT.I.G.B. can help you-write TO -NIGHT foryour -FREE copy of "The Engineer's Guideto Success," stating branch, post, or qualifi-cation that interests you.
The Technological Institute of Great Britain.

Established 1917
26, Temple Bar House, London, E.0.4.

PLEASE MENTION "POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Potentiometer Precautions,

This is the first place where care is
necessary in connecting up, because if the
pick-up is not connected in the right way to
the potentiometer (which forms the volume
control) the actual tone may vary as the
volume is varied. As a matter of fact, in
many of the earlier radio -gramophones
you will find that this trouble is present,
and the quality varies as the volume is
controlled.

The simplest and one of the best ways to
included the volume control is to connect
one end of the volume control through a
fixed condenser (say 0.00.5) to one terminal
of the pick-up. the other end of the volume
control going to grid -bias negative, whilst
the slider is connected to the grid, of the
valve.

TUE 50IPIN

AN
anti-microphonic

valve holder

whose five sockets are designeind

sPecially to
give an e gr

contact eith
solid or split -pin

er with

Many constructors
ate getting first.valves.

clas results when using this

fors the new solid four
-pin valves.holder

Terminals
numbered and ti ts.nned tags

in one piece
with grip socke

Write for the Benia-
.

min Radio Catalogue

THE BENJAMIN
ELECTRIC LTD.

i
Tariff Road,London,N.17.

Tottenham1500

FOOTBALL
AGAIN

Everything You Want to
Know about this Season's

League Matches
Every one who is keen on football
will want ANSWERS FOOTBALL
ANNUAL. It is packed with facts
and figures which every football en-
thusiast will want to know, and gives
all the English League and Inter-
national fixtures, Cup -tie dates and
interesting details about new players.
This handy book is so arranged that
you can fill in the results of the
League teams matches throughout the

season.

GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY
At all
Newsagents
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again
THE

BIGGEST HIT
OF ALL

OLYMPIA 1930
STAND No. 211

THIS COVER HIDES
A SECRET TO BE
REVEALED NEXT WEEK

if
LOOK OUT FOR THE

NEW WONDER

ALL MAINS UNIT
H. CLARKE & CO. (M cr.; LTD., Old Trafford, MANCHESTER

THIS
IS WHAT YOUVE
WAITED FOR!

RADIO
EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA,
STAND NO.

67

PRICE
£6-15-0
Speech Trans-
former 151- extra.

A new R.K. with permanent magnet
designed to work -and work well- without
the application of extra power. This new
model, which is so easy to install (just
connect it to your set, whether mains or
battery driven), still upholds the reputation
for tone and quality which the other R.K,
models have held for four years.

The price is exceptionally reasonable
when the remarkably fine reproduction is
compared with that of other speakers and
therefore offers excellent value for money.
There are three other R.K. Reproducers-
the Senior with built-in rectifier for use
with A.C. mains, price £11 10s., and the
Standard Senior, price £7 7s., and Junior
Model, price £6 6s., all of which are obtain-
able through your radio dealer.

Ask your dealer for particulars of
hire purchase terms.

THE (---Inf\ NEWk
C\ ()PERMANENT c, w i MAGNET' '

REPRO CERS

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating rho Firing Supplies, Lighting Enginvc7ir:g, Refrigcr-
ation and Radio Business of The British Thomson-Hou.lov.: Co:, Ltd.

Radio Division.
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W 1

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWANw.
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The
MEILOIM

This is the nickel age. As in all
branches of science so in radio,
nickel is the symbol of efficiency-it
is the key to perfect radio reception.

See the famous Big 3
and other NIKALLOY

Components.

STAND NO. 61
RADIO EXHIBITION
Ground Floor, Main Hall

Olympia

HYPERMITE

9HYPERMU

HYPERCORE

HYPERCORE The first L.F. choke
with nickel -iron core.

Les -s than half the size and weight of
chokes with 4ilicon iron cores vet will
Pass 50 milliamps.

HYPERMITE -A transformer with core
of new nickel alloy' vet

sold at a prce w:thin the reach of all.
Amazingly high inductance-over 50
henries. '6
H YPERMU The world's best transformer

for modern circu;ts-a state.
ment which lies been tested and proved
by experts and amateurs all over the world.

Nickel -Alloy Cores
are the secret of the success of the fambus R.I.
trio-"Hypermu," "Hyperrnite," and
" Hypercore."
Your set needs their help. You cannot know
what your set is capable of until you have
equipped it with the nickel -iron trio. Fit either
or all of the three to -day,- and you will' be
amazed at the tremendoUsly improved recep-
tion-the lifelike fidelity, the tremendous
volume and the purity of the sound.
Write for illustrated leaflets describing these

wonderful components.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., -MADRIGAL" WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
Printed and published every Thursday by the Proprietors, Thy Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetwoy Farringdon Street,' London, E.C.4. -Advertisement
Offices ; Mel,srs. John IL L le, Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 (Telephone: City -7261). Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post
Subscription Rates : Inland aid Canad I, 1714 per annum ; 8/8 for six months. Abroad (except Canada), 19/6 per annum; 9/9 for six months. Sole Agents for Australia
and New Zealand: Messrs. G ,rdoo w Catch, Lsd : and for South Africa Central News Agency, Ltd. Saturday, September 13th, 1030,
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"The Most
Effici nt Cho
We Have
Tested"

4
r vrerere-sierwir vr Iry

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA(=

YOU ARE CORDIALLY
INVITED TO VISIT OUR
STAND, NO. 41, AT THE
RADIO EXHIBITION,

SEPTEMBER 19 27

EL

VNININIVINIV"IllrlI

H F CHOKE CURVES
10,6+,9 the performoance of the Lewcos HE (lolls

compared with oilier makes

250 300 '50

WAVE

H.F. CHOKE
Price 7/9

The above letter is a further
appreciation of the unique quali-
ties of the Lewcos H.F. Choke.
The fine materials and high-
class workmanship used in its
manufacture make it supreme.
The terminals are arranged, one
at the top and the other at the
base of the Coil, to eliminate the
risk of additional self -capacity in
the wiring of the receiver.
The H.F. Choke curves illus-
trated above show the astonish-
ing performance and advantages
of the Lewcos Choke over other
makes.
FULL PARTICULARS OF THE
LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE WILL BE

SENT ON REQUEST.

131

RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER
RECEPTION

2
X

1.300 12 50 1500 1130 2000 i 030

LENGTH METRES

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10

 Ire are pleased to
report that the Lewcos
B.F. Choice is, in our
opinion, the neostefti-
cient Choice we have
tested. there being no
sign of instability even
when using 150 colts
H.T. on the .Inode of
the S.G. Valve. The con-
struction is massive
and well -finished, and
its design, places it in
the front rank of high-
class components."
An appreciation from industrial
Progress (International). Ltd..

Bristol.

%wiu
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3ing per °mance
The amazingly high efficiency
achieved by the Mazda A.C. Series
is a topic of conversation where

radio enthusiasts forgather. Y,..)u

have only to glance at the character-

istics to know the reason.

The narrow limits to which Mazda
valves are tested and the long pro-
duction experience of our engineers
ensure that with Mazda valves in aft

positions in your set you will get

better results than ever before.

with
THE AMAZING

MA
A.C.VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN FLECTPIC CO., LTD.
Spppb,
,,f

Dirisio»
Ta Newman St 1,a, Oxford trra,

EDISWA

AC SO AC /-11_ AC F AC PI AC 1EN

Fil, Vol ; . . 4 4 4 4

FII. Amps. . I I s f I

H,T. Volts. . 200 200 200 200 250

Aux. Grid
Vohs . . . 60 200
........--

!CiagnifIcation 1,200 35 10

Impedance . 13,500 2,650 2,000

Mutual
Conductance 2.6 3.75 2.5 2.2

'IIICE . . . 05 15 . 17 6 17 6 Ti 4

See the EDISWAN Stand (No. 67) at OLYMPIA
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Recommended every-
where by satisfied users

-because *
llt Regentone Mains Units giie unfailing reliable service.

Constant H.T. Constant L.T.

Full -wave rectification by WestinghouSe metal
rectifiers in all A.C. models.

Variable outputs controlled by the new totally
wire -wound variable resistance-the Regentstat.

4 Regentone Mains Units are simple and economical in
use, and repay their initial cost in a short time.

* Regentone Mains Units are suitable for any and every
set, even a Portable, and there is a comprehensive range
to meet every radio requirement. No matter what the
electric supply, there is no other Mains Unit in the
world as silent or as reliable as Regentone.

.4. Users of Regentone are so satisfied and enthusiastic
that they tell their friends.

4. Behind each instrument is the accumulated knowledge
of six years' experience.

4. The GUARANTEE given with every Regentone pro-
duct is the most comprehensive in the radio industry.

The new Regentone A.C. 4 -valve Receiver
sets a standard of excellence and performance by which
all other Sets may be judged.

Write to -day for your FREE copy of our new Art Catalogue.

STAND No. 51
NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA
Sept. 19-27.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO., 2 1,113artlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4.

Tch'phoni: : Central 8 7 45 (3 fines).
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-and as usual the latest development comes from
Ferranti. The new magno-dynamic (moving
coil) speaker embodies years of experience and
research work. It is likely that the full possi-
bilities of permanent -magnet speakers have now
been exploited and incorporated in the Ferranti
model.
It combines super -sensitivity with an amazing
faithfulness of reproduction and requires no
energising current from batteries or electric
mains. The Ferranti Magna -Dynamic Speaker
may be operated by any good receiver, and is
built for a lifetime of undiminished satisfaction
and service.

Price: Chassis, as illustrated aboL.e, : JO : 0.
Gradual payment terms can be arranged direct, or through. your local dealer.

Particulars will be sent on request. Ask for List 11.4oS.

Redeital Model.
Oak ..£18 5 0
Mahogany .. £20 0 0
Walnut .. EN 0 0

Table Model.
Oak .. £15 5 0
Mahogany .. £16 14 0
Walnut .. £16 14 0

Table Model.
Metal case, covered with
Rexine in choice colours,
nicely figured in Brown,
Blue or Grey £12 10 0

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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THEY'RE BEST
FOR EVERY SET

Whether your set is
battery -driven or an All-
Mains Model,the Belling -
Lee Safety Plug and
Socket will make costly
short-circuits impossible.
It is the last word in safety-
even when disconnected it is
fully insulated. High and low
Voltage Plugs cannot be inter-
changed in error : and BOTH
parts are clearly engraved in
white. 26 different indications

lir-fitted without tools-soldering
unnecessary. Ample contacts-
side entry for flex-a special
device grips both wire and fray.

Price 91).

The new Terminal Mount.-
It can be mounted anywhere,
anyhow. Price 8d.
The new " Wanderfuse."-it
actually takes no more headroom
than a Wander Plug though it's
a fuse as well ! Price 1/6
Spare fuses (150 m/a) 9d. each.
Belling -Lee Terminals :

Type " B" - 6d.
- 4d.

R
- 3d.

Wander Plug - - 3d.
Twin Plug and Socket - 1/6
Indicating Spade Terminal 40,
S.G. Anode Connector - 6d.
Battery Cords, 9 way - 5,9
Also made in 5,6, 7, 8 and 10 way.

STAND NO. 134, National Radio Exhibition, Olympia.

BELLING -LEE'
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, Illdx.

Beating Nature-
on her own ground!

The nose of a bloodhound, the ears of a deer, the
whiskers of a cat-fascinating instances of the acute
degree to which nature has carried sensitivity in many
of her amazing creations. Yet the scientists of the
Marconi Valve Factory have devised an appliance
which for sensitivity beats any of these. This
marvellous achievement is incorporated in the new
Marconi Valve H.2, the introduction of which marks
an entirely new era in the "detector" field of
radio science.

The Marconi H.2 is a new high magnification valve
with a mutual conductance of 1.0 ma volt-the
highest yet attained in this class-particularly suitable
for detection in portable receivers. The amplification
factor of 35, and impedance of only 35,000 Ohms, are
obtained by special constructional methods which at
the same time give exceptional freedom from micro -
phonic feed -back. Marconi H.2 should be fitted as
"detector" in portables-or, indeed, in any set where
maximum sensitivity is essential. It will give greater
range, fuller tone and perfect stability. It will bring
in new stations with amazing consistency and improved
reproduction.

Marconi H.2, the new EFFICIENCY detector, with
the highest conductance, costs only 8, 6. It is ALL
BRITISH:

MARCONI
H.R.

816
Remember! Marconi Valves are used by the B.B.C., ImperialAirways, Croydon Control
Tower, Metropolitan Police, Trinity House Beacon Stations and Lightships, Empire

Wireless Communications, Large Passenger Liners, etc.-need more be said?
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THE BIGGEST HIT
°FALL.

THE OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT IN
ALL -MAINS RADIO

A NEW WONDER
ALL -MAINS UNIT

for
THE MULLARD "ORGOLA"
THE OSRAM

" MUSIC MAGNET "
THE COSSOR

" MELODY MAKER "

AND ANY SET-
STANDARD or PORTABLE

ALL -MAINS UNITS

MODEL A.C.188

EXPERTS agree that this remarkable new combined
eliminator and trickle charger is the most suc-

cessful Mains Unit ever produced. It fits the battery
space inside most portable and cabinet receivers, and
at a touch of the switch ensures constant high and
low-tension current, year in and year out.

FM' A.C. Mains 2oO/25o Volts, 4o/12o Cycles, incor-
porating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Overall
dimensions, ro" X 51" x 32". Two variable Tappings
of o/roo and 0/120 Volts respectively, and one fixed
of 150 Volts. Output, 25 m.a. Trickle Charger
caters for either 2, 4, or 6 Volt Accumulators. Com-
plete with wander plugs and guaranteed for 12 months.

Price £6: 0 : 0 cash, or 10s. down and seven monthly
payments of 15s. 6d. each, and one of 14s. 6d.

For 10025 Volt, 40/120 Cycle Mains, ask for Model
A.C.r89 at the same price.

1 0 I/
DEPOSIT MAKERS.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR FULL
DETAILS, OR WRITE THE SOLE

OLYMPIA
STAND No. 211

H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER), LIMITED,
ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.
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EARLY THIS MONTH!
The OCTOBER Number of

MODERN WIRELESS
is a

SPECIAL
EXHIBITION NUMBER

and is

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 19th.

Among a host of valuable features, it contains
full details of

The "OLYMPIA" FIVE
The Last Word in Set Design.

si.X.46211
at

OLYMPIA
Don't Miss the EXHIBITION "MODERN."

On Sale Sept. 19th Price 1f.

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT
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Telsen " Radiogrand " Trans-
former, new model, shrouded in
genuine Bakelite with new
windings and core, fitted with
earth terminal. Made in ratios
3-1 and 5-1.

Price 12;'6 each.

WITH NEW FEATURES
New and Cheaper Radio awaits you on the Telsen Stand
at Olympia! There you will see the latest designs in
Radio Components- components which have been designed
to meet modern broadcasting conditions for several years
ahead.
Every component is the result of careful research into
modern radio' engineering-manufactured by one of the
largest and most up-to-date Radio Works in the country.
The new Telsen Range is also the natural outcome of re-
search into the manufacture of " First -Class Components
at a "Popular Price" it is now possible to build the
finest set in the world and yet keep the overall cost well
within the reach of your pocket .... no more costly sets-
but greater and better sets ! ... with Telsen Components.
The complete Telsen Range includes Transformers. Vari-
able Condensers, Fixed (mica) Condensers, Valve Holders
and H.F. Chokes, etc.
The Range is so scientifically designed right down to
the smallest detail and have a beauty of finish only asso-
ciated with the highest -priced components, that no real
enthusiast will ignore their claims . . . as " Radio's
Choice " ... for " Better Radio Reception."

INCORPORATE
TELSEN COMPONENTS

H.F. CHOKE
VALVE -HOLDERS

GRID LEAK
TRANSFORMERS

MICA CONDENSER
ADVT. OF TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., DIRMINCHAM.

Telsen " Me " Transformer, the ideal
model for all Portable Sets and where
space is limited, gives perfect repro-
duction throughout the musical range
Shrouded in genuine Bakelite, with
new windings and core, fitted with earth
terminal. Made in ratios 3-1 and 5-1.

Price 8 6 each.

Telsen Valve Holders Pro.
Pat. No. 20286 30.

An entirely new design in
Valve Holders, embodying
patent metal spring con-
tacts, which are designed
to provide the most
efficient contact with the
valve legs.

Telsen B.F. Chokes, de-
signed to cover the whole
waveband range from 18
to 4,000 metres, extremely
low self -capacity, shroud-
ed in genuine Bakelite.
Inductance 150,000 mi-
crohenries ; resistance 900

ohms.
Price 2 each.

Low capacity, self -
locating, supplied with
patent soldering tags' and
hexagon terminal nuts.

Price 1 - each.

rebrol 'A' I ail I 11 :14:11
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EVERY WIRELESS USER SHOULD
GET THIS CATALOGUE

The Lotus Stand at
Olympia is No. 30

rus

WHETHER you are buying
a new set this year, or

adapting your present set, or if
you are needing components to
construct your own receiver,
you should not fail to get the
Lotus Catalogue. In this attrac-
tive booklet are described all
the new Lotus Models; a wide
range of Electric and Battery
Sets to suit every taste and
purse. The Catalogue also gives
particulars of the Lotus Com-
ponents, famous amongst con-
structors for accuracy, finish
and workmanship.

One minute spent filling in the
coupon below will assure you
of perfect wireless reproduction
for the season.

To GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co.,Ltd.,
Lotus Works,

Mill Lane, LIVERPOOL.

Please send me free of cost the
new Lotus Catalogue.

Name

Address

P.W./X

EaLIILIEJ
GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,

Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool
Branches : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, LEEDS & GLASGOW Caustoa
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V

V.4., 60 volts, 13:6

M350:'roltsF" 6U OVOWER ANNOUNCES
the introduction of an entirely new
range of Full O'Power Radio Bat-
teries, which includes models suitable
for every type -of battery operated
radio set ; and each battery will

The new Full O'Power Range
will now include: POPULAR
TYPE, POWER TYPE,
SUPER RADIO TYPE,
SPECIAL TYPE. (for Port-
able Sets), G RID' BI AS

BATTERIES.

prove a revelation in performance.
Made under patented modern pro-
cesses, Full O'Power Batteries defi-
nitely give longer service and larger
output, yet they cost no more.

VISIT SIEMENS
STAND No. 70
NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION,
OLYMPIA.

ESM N5

Ask for them to -day at your
dealers-these wonderful new
batteries in the attractive
new -style cartons. They are
fully described in the Full
O'Power Booklet just issued.

BATTERIES
SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.16.
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due to its
abnormally low
inter -electrode
capacity

The effective H.F. amplification per
stage that can be obtained in any
Screened Grid Set is largely con-
trolled by the inter -electrode cap-
acity of the S.G. Valve. It is well
known that the lower the self
capacity of the valve the greater
its effective stage amplification.
Important features in its design
and construction permit the inter -
electrode capacity of the new Cossor
215 S.G. to be reduced to the order
of .001 micro microfarads. This is
substantially lower than the self
capacity of any other Screened Grid
Valve on the market. It follows,
therefore, that this new valve per-
mits a big increase in effective
amplification. In fact, results are
obtained which, a year ago, would
have been considered quite
impracticable.

GREATEST
A. C. Conor Ltd., Highbuiy Grove. Lyndon, N.S.

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,
15 amp. Impedance 300,000.
Amplification Factor 330.
Mutual Conductance
1'1 m.a/v. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on
Screen approx.)
60. Price 201.

Aim THE NEW

COSSOR
215 S.G.

EFFECTIVE ST AGE GAIN
5321 co
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Popular Wireless
LARGEST NET SALES

t Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECK EASLEY, M.I.E.E.

Editor: NORMAN EDW A RDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRO. G. P. K EN DA LL. B.Sc.,

THE RADIO SHOW
5 S W IN U.S.A.
A QUEER CASE
CAN YOU EXPLAIN ?

A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
The Radio Show.

THE Radio Exhibition is on us once again
-September 19th to 27th, Olympia,
London, W. Admission Is. 6d. And

a good show it is going to he, apparently,
for this year we are going to have a real
solid radio show without any of the stunts
that look so good on paper and sound so
punk at the try -out.

Capt. Eekersley hits the nail on
the head when he says that it's
service you want from your wire-
less set, and that's why I am glad
that staggering eye-openers are
taking something of a back seat
at Olympia this year, and chief
attention is being paid to techni-
cal excellence.

A Valve Cell
AT the recent Radio Exhibi-

tion in Berlin great excite-
ment was caused by the

announcement that a wireless re-
ceiver would be on show fitted
with valves of a new non -filament
type. I don't think we shall see
them in London.

The earlier particulars led
Berliners to believe that the
valves were operated by reflected
light, the electron stream being
obtained not from a filament but
from a light sensitive cell inside
the valve. Some years ago the
Americans tried out this idea.
pretty thoroughly, but the energy
available was so very limited that
interest in the scheme fell off.

For the Constructor
CONTRARY to the earlier

reports, there will be special
attention paid at Olympia

to the set -builder and home -
constructor. Instead of dying -
out, that worthy is digging -in !

Amazing value in kit sets
is to be shown this year, and the G.E.C., in
addition to the new Music Magnet, is
running a special " service " stand for
homeconstructors (No. 235).

5 S W in U.S.A.
SO much scorn has been poured upon

poor old G 5 S W that I was particu-
larly pleased at a strong and spon-

taneous tribute paid to the British Empire

short-wave station from America. Appar-
ently they are getting the same sort of
short-wave " deadness " and poor range
of reception as we have been doing in
Europe, and in. a cheery letter from
Chicago a U.S. short-wave listener tells me
that of all the Europeans he tunes in, only
one is worth listening to, viz. 5 S W. He

GOING AFTER THAT CUP !

WHO WAS IT ?
WORLD'S BIGGEST L.S.
NO B.B.C. INCREASE
" WIREMAN'S MATE "

Without any preliminary "How-d'ye
do " or beating about the bush of any kind,
he plunges straight into the facts. And this
is what he says :

'Phones Work When Disconnected.
ON Monday, at 10 p.m., when listening-

in to the programme from 5 G B,
using a " P.W." Knife -Edge crys-
tal set, 5 X X would.persist in
coming through at the same
time, which -was most unusual. I
then put on a Hundred Per Cent
crystal set and had the same re-
sults. I then disconnected 'phones
from set and found that it still
came through on 'phones. Per-
haps you can say why ? "

Can You Explain It ?
THAT, my friends, is what '1

should term a snorter! And
instead of lying awake at

nights worrying about it, or pul-
ling handfuls of hair out of my
head. I am not going to " say
why." I ant going to " pass,
like they do in nap. It's your
turn, now, all of you. Can any-
one explain it ?

Listeners Are Heathens.

OH'
dear ! Sir John Reith has

been at it again !
According to a report in

the " United Methodist," the
Director -General of the B.B.C.
addressed a missionary gathering,
and suggested that there were
many connections between broad-
casting and the missionary en-
terprise.

And if that means what it
appears to mean, you are a
heathen, I'm a heathen, all us
chillun ate heathens. And the
good, kind, generous, and noble
broadcasters are going to lighten

our darkness.
(No good kickin', Rastus. We jos' gotta

be good niggers, and do what they tell us.)

Light on Thyrite.
I SAY. Have you heard about Thyrite ?

Nothing to do with thyroid glands,
but it certainly has some monkey tricks.

For Thyrite is a new compound that
(Contined on next page.)

tt

America's interest in Sir Thomas Lipton's bid tor the America Cap has been
intense from the start, and this photograph shows the broadcasting of his

arrival as he stepped ashore from the " Leviathan."

suggests results might be better still on an
altered wave -length with different power,
and this I believe is the view which will,
in the end, appeal to our authorities.

A Queer Case.
FAMILIAR as I am with queer cases I

must admit I had a bit of a shock
when I had a letter from W. H., who

lives at Higham Ferrers. Northampton way
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

functions as an insulator for ordinary
purposes such as the insulation of wireless
aerials. But if a sudden surge of high
voltage electricity comes along, such as
from lightning, Thyrite becomes a con-
ductor, and providesa path to earth !

I his obliging substance-which would
probably have broken the heart of the'late
Mr. Ohm-has recently been announced to
an astonished meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Within the Vacuum !
MY contemporary, Mark Potter, has

been letting himself go in the
" Leeds Mercury " about the ex-

haustion of valves, " a state of nothingness "
and " empty space." Having brought his
readers to the point where" "Out of every
700 million particles of air originally there,
only one remains," he adds that nothing
could live within such a vacuum. - We are
now on the merry-go-round, for immedi-
ately something was in the thing, the
vacuum would no longer exist.; and as no
living thing can possibly get into empty
space, who can say whether it could live ?
It's all a contradiction of terms. Besides,
who is sure that no micro-organism can
live inside a valve ?

Marconi on Television.

THE
" Daily Despatch " publishes an

interesting statement by Marconi
" in reply to the eaestion, " What do

you want most out of life ? " in which the
following passage occurs. " I do not
demand wireless communication with Mars,
wireless -controlled machinery. Cr even tele-
vision. These things will 'not successfully
operate in a perfect manner for many years
to come. But I do think that I have time
and the knowledge for making wireless
transmission better than it is." Marconi's
concentration on the problems of improving
signalling is remarkable. He is never
diverted from his progress.

Who Was It?
RACK in June a Rotherham reader of

" was searching round about
75 metres when be heard a liner

speaking to an American in Buenos Aires.
Thz liner was about 400 miles from Land's

End, and its operator and the captain spoke
to the American who said he had crossed
the Atlantic in that same ship. After a
bit the captain remembered him, and now
this Rotherham reader wants to know
whether he was listening to that 8,000 -mile
hook-up I referred to in P.W." No. 428.

It all sounds a bit complicated, and,
unfortunately I cannot now be sure, but
the little incident' just goes to show that
you never know what you will pick up if
you liken in on short waves!

The Biggest Loud Speaker.
WHAT is. supposed to be. the world's

biggest loud speaker is fixed on the
roof - of one of the Berlin radio

exhibition buildings. It is so powerful
that words can be heard qUite distinctly
at a distance of six or seven miles !

They say that when it was nearing com-
pletion some small but important part
could not be found and one of the me -

chanics on the job was despatched on a
motor -bike to get it. About ten minutes
afterwards he was scorching along a country
lane half -way to his destination, and miles
from anywhere, when a voice like a clap
of thunder said : " It's all right, Carl.
You can come back now. We've got it."

Most Powerful Station In the World.
WHICH is the world's most powerful

broadcasting station ? The - ques-
tion is not so easy, to answer as one

would. think because of the doubt about
some of the Russian transmitters and of
the secrecy surrounding double and treble
power tests with certain American arid
Continental stations.

Nhatever the present position may be
the palm is likely to go soon to K DK A,
Pittsburg, which has made application to
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Radio Morse for Police Dot and dash,
then dash and dot.-" Star."

Falkirk has been chosen for the new B.B.C.
station. Although it is right in the midst of
the " bairns," the programmes won't merely
consist of a series of children's hours.-
" Glasgow News."

* *
" Kitchen tables, work -baskets and clocks

fitted with wireless sets are to be features of
the Radio Exhibition at Olympia," we read.

We are still awaiting confirmation of the
report, however, that Singing Kettles have now
definitely gone on strike.' * *

" It is a mean and contemptible act to try
to defraud the country of a few shillings by
using a wireless set without a licence," said
a Judge recently.

Contemptible Radi-owe !
* *

Young man (to girl friend, as a large wave
knocks down his holiday rival) : Look,
there's your dear friend the B.B.C. Announcer
being transmitted on a long wave length.-
" Humorist."

* * *
_ MAKING IT WORSE.
= " My set whistles and groans and howls :
E and chirps and shrieks," writes a Scotch
E reader, ' so I have decided to get more H.T.

:77.7.What j3 likely to be the result ? "
H Hook, mon 1 =
g. *

Tommy : " Teacher gives me aerial work
g at school now, dad."
E Father : " Aerial work 1 What's that ?" i
= Tommy : " I blow up the footballs."- .,
E Sunday Express. E_
E '

SONG OF THE PIRATE.
There was a jolly pirate once,

:---7-t--Yo ho, my boys, yo ho 1
1g Who sailed upon the ether waves, g

Yo ho, my boys, yo ho !
 The good ship, " Tuner -In ", his craft : 1

-.E A mast was set at fore and aft,
And on the deck the pirate laughed : -1- " Yo ho, my boys, yo ho ! "

H He is a wiser pirate now, .-2.

= He is indeed, yo ho !
.E For he has learned that piracy

Is out of date, yo ho !
" I've joined the great majority g
Who pay for what they get," says he

.7.:E " So toodooloo to piracy,
= Y o be, my boys. ye ho ! ''
=
F.iiiimilin111111111111111111111miiiiiinn1111111111111111111ffilimi

use 400 kw. in experimental broadcasts
from 1 a.m. to 6 a..m. for scientific pur-
poses. This would be on a wave -length of
306 metres, and it is quite likely that such
broadcasts will be picked up fairly com-
fortably in this country.

The Hague Power Rating.
TALKING of power, reminds me that an

important step forward in the matter
of grading the power of a station should

have dome into force on the first of this
month all over Europe. Realising the

absurdity of present power figures for
different European stations, the Union
Internationale de Radio Diffusion last
year recommended a new power rating,

At that time some stations reckoned
their power as the power taken from the
mains, others the power taken by the
plates of the main power stage of the
transmitter, others the mean H.F. power
radiated from, the aerial, and so forth.
Reckoned one way the power could be
about ten times as much as that for the
same station reckoned another way.! So
an attempt is to be made to standardise
new figures which will giVe us a real basis
of comparison.

No B.B.C. Increases.
UNDER the new methods of rating

London and the other British stations
will show higher power figures.

Don't expect louder programmesbecause
actually the power itself will not be altered
in the slightest.

It is only the method of reckoning that
will be altered and brought into line with
the method employed by all other European
stations represented in the Union Inter-
nationale de Radio Diffusion.

The Wireman's Mate.

ENCLOSED
with a newspaper cutting, I

have received from H. B. (West
Kensington), a letter which holds the

electrical expert of a famous newspaper up
to ridicule, tears him to bits, and scorn-
fully throws away the pieces. Suggesting
that the said electrical expert must have
been a wireman's mate, H. B. buries him
with scorn and then turns to me and says :
" P.S.-Could you inform me where I
could purchase a couple of Morse keys ? "

Londoners should have no difficulty in
picking up Morse keys, for I often see them
on the electrical junk stalls, and they can
be obtained quite cheaply at any of the big
stores, as well as from a firm like Leslie
Dixon & Co., 218, Upper Thames Street,
E.C.

Radio in the U.S.A.
MW. B., of 54, Purley Avenue, N.W.2,
. takes me to task concerning radio

in the U.S.A. He says : " On page
657 you state that the number of amateur
transmitters in the U.S.A. reaches 2,000. It
does. -Very much so, in fact. There are
approximately 18,000 amateurs in the
States, but not all of these belong to the
U.S.N.R " These last few words leave
me a nice little loophole, of which I gladly
take advantage!

In the same issue of " P.W." D. M. com-
plains of his difficulty in learning Morse,
and M. W. B. kindly says that he may be
able to help him. Whether D. M. takes
advantage of it, or no, I think this is a
jolly sporting offer.

An Astronomical Announcement.
LONDON listeners may have noticed that

when the Science Museum at South
Kensington has a specially attractive

scientific exhibit the B.B.C. announces the
fact. The museum is going to reciprocate
this friendly act by providing a temporary
display in the main entrance hall to illustrate
the popular lectures on astronomy which
Sir. J. H. 'Jeans is giving in November.

This seems to be a very sound idea with
considerable possibilities of extension.

ARM.
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AMALGAMATED PRESS, LTD.
Stand No. 5.

If you turn to the plan of the exhibition which
appears on another page of this issue, you will find
that our stand is very conveniently placed on the
ground floor. This being the case, readers should
experience no difficulty at all in finding us.

We want every " P.W." reader, old and new,
who visits Olympia, to make a special point of
coming along to Stand 5. It is the one golden oppor-

A galte new
type of valve
holder is to be
seen on Messrs. Lectro-Linx's stand. It will
accomodate either four or five pin valves.

tunity of the year for us to get into really close touch
with a very large number of you, and it is an occasion
to which we do really look forward with very great
pleasure.

If you happen to be only a casual reader of POPU-
LAR WIRELESS, or even one who has only recently
purchased his very first copy, do not let that make
you hesitate to come along to our stand.

Everyone is welcome and there will be plenty of
things to interest all classes of radio enthusiasts.
For instance, the " Exhibition" Four receiver, which is
described in detail in this particular issue of " P.W."
will be on show, and there will be a " P.W." Safe -
Power Unit displayed.

Also, we must not forget to mention that technical 
experts will be in attendance all the time to answer
radio queries. This service is, of course, absolutely
free and its acceptance places you under no obligation
whatever. However small or however large your
problems, our experts will be delighted to help you.

Further, on Stand No. 5, " Modern Wireless '
and " Tlie Wireless Constructor " are represented, both
by original models of current receivers and by blue
prints, etc. And although copies of the current issues
of the leading three radio journals will be on sale at
Stand No. 5, visitors who already have copies will

The Ekco people are showing some fine mains
units and sets, including the above 3 -valve all -

mains outfit.

A comprehensive review of all the interesting and important
exhibits at Olympia. " P.W." has a Stand on the ground
floor and readers will be heartily welcomed by our technical
experts, who are there solely to answer queries large and small

free of all charge.

IBITION

not be expected to buy others before they can ask
questions or closely examine all the fine gear on show.

Visit Olympia at all costs, for it is a great exhibition,
and having arrived there, for goodness' sake, do not
forget Stand No. 5.

ARDING & HOBBS, LTD.
Stand No. 262.

Well known a, retailers of domestic goods. these
people are now selling attractive radio receivers, and
a representative range of them is on view at this
stand.

ATALANTA.
Stand No. 232.

Tools. and other appliances that should prove of
interest to radio enthusiast,.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELEC. EQUIPMENT
CO.. LTD.

Stand No. 107.
A display that indicate, sonnet hie of the modern

on'ehanisation of Iin, radio industry in at least on,
a .

BAIRD TELEVISION CO., LTD.
Stand No, 216.

Here radio enthusiasts will have an opportunity of
seeing the latest televisors, and of collecting descrip-
tive literature concerning them.

BAKELITE, LTD.
Stand No. 255.

Mouldings and various insulating materials, sheet
insulators, rod, etc.

A prominent feature of the Cossor display is the
new Cossor " Empire Melody Maker," of which

the above is a view of the interior.

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO.
Stand No. 137.

These moving -roil people are showing a near 1110V ing-
coil speaker of the permanent magnet type, and ona
which is said to have an extraordinarily high
sensitivity. There are two other moving -coil
speakers, which are of the current actuated variety,
on this stand, and these too are very well worth
inspection.

BEAVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., LTD.
Stand No. 206.

The Corona portable set and Elite coils arc to be
seen here.

BEI:CANTO RADIO CO., LTD.
Stand No. 264.

Loud speakers, amplifiers, sets, radio gramophones,
etc., all attractively arranged for examination by
visitors.

BELLING & LEE, LTD.
Stand No. 134.

Practically every set must have terminals, so
there can hardly be a radio constructor unable to
find at least something of interest at the Belling -Lee
stand, for the Belling -Lee people specialise in terminals
and similar devices, and have many that are of out-
standing design. They are, of course, showing their
well-known standard terminals and also their terminal
indications, which are now available in 36 different

Of particular interest is the new Belling -Lee
safety plug and socket, while the Belling -Lee indicat-

The G.E.C. Stand carries a fine display, including
H.T. batteries, and, of course, the new " Osram

Music Magnet Four " set.

ing spade terminals, flexible lead fuse holders, ra Ito
fuses and S.O. anode connectors are all very interesting
as well as being useful.

You should take note of the Belling -Lee " Radio -
legs," an ingenious device which transforms any
table gramophone or radio set into a pedestal model.

We must not forget to mention the Belling-1.re
RN:tenser, which is a quite unique device. its
purpose is to increase a set's selectivity, and it com-
prises a small condenser with a clip -on spade ter-
minal at each end, so that it can be fixed into positions
in a moment on any outfit.

(continued 0u2. next page.) .

Ever Ready are exhibiting a representative range
of their world-renowned batteries.
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THE EXHIBITION.
(Continued from precious page.)

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC, LTD.
Stand No. 115.

- The name of Benjamin is very closely associated
with valve holders, for the Benjamin valve holder has
achieved an extremely wide popularity. We say
THE Benjamin valve holder, but that, perhaps, is

The Donotone loud speaker is one of the most
interesting exhibits of its kind. It embodies a

system of tuned gongs.

rather misleading, for there have been several Ben-
jamins keeping pace with the march of progress, and
radio constructors should not fail to pay a visit to
this stand in order to examine the latest products of
this famous valve -holder firm.

T.C.C. are showing all kinds of fixed condensers
from grid types Op to electrolytics.!

The activities of the Benjamin concern do not stop
at the making of "valve holders, well though they
must be repaid for this particular branch of mann-
facture.

A" quite recent 'Benjamin product is their turn-

tabie, which is a device for use with portable sets.
The chief feature is- that it has legs that fold up

when not required. There are rubber buffers, which
are brought into use when the turn -table is placed
on a polished table.

An even more recent Benjamin innovation on show
is a rotary switch having particularly attractive
qualities and available in D.P. and S.P. models.

S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.
Stand No. 73.

Here are to be seen all kinds of condensers of the
variable variety, including ganged, drum -drive types,
and so on.

BRITISH -EBONITE CO., LTD.
Stand No. 253.

" P.W." traders will know what to find on this
stand, and that is a firm range of " Becol " products.
There are ebonite panels, matt, polished, black, and
mahogany grained ; and a fine range of ebonite
formers mostly for H.F. chokes and coils.

Also there is an improved type of the famous
" Becol " six -contact former and base. The coil
former and base mainly comprise mouldings of
first -grade ebonite. The former plugs very easily
into the base, a special system of spring contacts being
arranged. These provide efficient contact and are
decidedly of the self-cleaning variety.

Mess's. Siemens are able to exhibit their new
Full O'Power H.T. batteries.

BRITISH GENERAL MFG. CO., LTD.
Stand No. 59.

An LP. transformer that retails at 6s. 6d. is one of
the main features on view here, and there is an
anode unit for coupling H.F. valves, the British
General H.P. choke, and the B.G.
tuner. This last appears in a new
design which has a tapped aerial coil
loosely coupled and five different
methods of coupling are made pos-
sible, all of which are controlled by
a small lever.

BROWN BROS., LTD.
Stand No. 17.

These people are wholesalers, and
they are exhibiting a selected range of
the best lines.

S. G. BROWN. LTD.
Stand No. 78.

A stand Over which all real radio
enthusiasts will doubtless linger for
some time, for here there is an ex-
eeptionally interesting display. And
regarding the moving -coil unit that Messrs. Brown are
exhibiting, it is interesting and significant to remem-
ber that Mr. S. G. Brown included the principle of the
moving -coil loud speaker in patents he took out as
far back as in 1910.

Even 'so, Mchanstive researches were carried out
in recent years before these Brown moving -coil
movements were placed in production.

There is a permanent model and
this is !fitted with a 12 -inch duplex

There are a number of new Telsen components to inspect, including
the above valve holders, H.F. chokes, and L.F. transformers.

diaphragm, similarly to the A.C.
variety. The Brown " Grosvenor "
moving -coil speaker is on show and
this is an entirely new model.

It incorporates a pitch control and,
made in walnut with a high-class
French polish, it has a cabinet which
can be slid down into the legs to
facilitate nacking and storing. It is
of magnificent appearance.

The Brown screened -grid sets,
which include both kits and complete
outfits, are now provided with valves.
You should make a point of examin-
ing the Brown Screened -grid Four -
valve Portable set, and the Brown
No. 4 electric pick-up and tone -arm,
another entirely new product.

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (GT.
BRITAIN), LTD.
Stand No. 102.

The sets that are on show here
will no doubt be examined with
particular interest by all those who
remember the famous patent action
that occurred not so very long ago.

A Mallard H.T. Unit is to be found in a particu-
larly important array of apparatus on Stand No. 36.
The " Brownie " people often strike a very

unconventional note in their set designs, although no
One can accuse these of being bizarre or ugly. And
when examining the Brownie apparatus closely
we are sure you will be struck by another point, and
that is the wonderful bakelite and ebonite mouldings
that the instruments embody.

There is no one in America, which is the " home "
of bakelite mouldings, who could teach the " Brownie"
people anything of this art.

Of course, the Brownie 'L.P. transformers are on
view. The Dominion "_Mainset " Two and the
Dominion " Mainset " Three are sets that will
attract considerable attention.

BULGIN & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 103.

Here are gadgets to delight the heart of every con-
structor. The :Bulgin people must 'surely have
more " essential novelties " in the way of radio than
any other concern at Olympia. Among the new
lines to be seen are the Bulgin on -
and -off switch, and the Bulgin
Rotary change -over switch, which
are of particular interest in that
their mechanisms are entirely

At the Ediswan Stand you will be able to see the B.T.H. pick-up, fitted
to the new swivel -head tone -arm, among heaps of other interesting gear.

enclosed in bakelite mouldings.
They are of the snap -action type, and quite suitable

for mains use. Then there is a new Bulgin device for
radio -grant outfits. It indicates when the amplifier
is switched on, and; at the same time, throWs a beam
of light on the record so that the needle can easily be
placed in the first groove. -

The Bulgin safety mains plug and socket, and the
Bulgin mains connectors are other items worthy of
special mention, although this stand abounds in really
interesting gear.

mtfinue,1 on next page.)

The Formo Co. has an attractive array of variable
condensers, etc.
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BULLPHONE, LTD.
Stand No. 33.

A special item on show at this stand is the "Bull -
phone " loud -speaker unit, which has a particularly -
efficient reed action. There are also complete loud
speakers exhibited.

BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928), LTD.
Stand No. 56. '

The Screened Ethophone, the Screened Four, the
Screened Portable, the Super -Screened Portable,
the A.C. Ethogram, the Universal Screened Five,
in D.C. and A.C. models, are among the sets exhibited.

There are also high-tension units and cabinet cone
and moving -coil loud speakers. If we were asked our
opinion as to the most interesting exhibit in this
particular display we should plump for the Empire
Screened Ethophone, which is described as an inex-
pensive receiver with a world-wide range. This set
covers short and medium waves without inter-
changeable coils. It is a three-valver.

BURNE-JONES & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 121.

A wide range of Magnum components and Magnum
sets. The new " Band Pass " Four makes its appear-
ance. This is an all -mains A.C. receiver employing

PATENT
Imarnsunt

55171811 PRotal.

Pertrix batteries of all types are displayed.

two screened -grid valves, a detector and one power
valve, with provision for a gramophone pick-up.

Then.there is the Magnum A.C. Radio -Gramophone,
which is of entirely new design, built into a mahogany
cabinet. And visitors should not miss the opportunity
of examining the Screened2Grid Four Suitcase Por-
table, which is another entirely new design claimed
to have a wonderful range of reception.

An improved model of the Suitcase Five and an
improved model of the Transportable Five are shown,
as well as the Magnum Short -Wave Converter, a
device which transforms any ordinary broadcast
receiver into a short-wave set.

C. F. & H. BURTON.
Stand No. 44.

The Burton people have some fine stuff on exhibi-
tion this year in the way of sets, components and of
accessories. There are on .off switches, reaction con-
densers, a number of plug -and -socket connector
devices and a range of new receivers.

BRITISH BLUE SPOT CO., LTD.
Stand No. 217.

Wherever loud speakers arc to be heard, Blue Spot
is, at least, a familiar name. Indeed, the popularity

the Blue Spot loud -speaker units is amazing. At
this show Blue Spot makes its appearance as an all -
British product. All the original merits of the Blue
Spot accessories are retained in the English versions
with, perhaps even improvements here and there.

A component due to famous supplier.; of kit sets,
The Ready Radio Brookmans Condenser --a very

compact and inexpensive variable.

The fact that most of the Blue Spots are now all -
British made, should give them an immense fillip,
and their popularity should still further increase. By
the way, visitors should pay particular attention
to the construction of the new Blue Spot Unit. No. 66,
and note the massiveness of the magnets and the clean
finish of the movement.

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.
Stand No. 140.

'Here is staged what is claimed to be one of the
most comprehensive and largest ranges of cabinets

At the R.I. stand you will see one of the innova-
tions of the year, the above L.F. choke, which has

a nickel -iron core.

for the constructor that has ever been shown. All
kinds of " Cameo " cabinets from inexpensive crystal
cases to large, luxurious radio -gram pedestal cabinets
are included.

There is a new pattern moving -coil loud -speaker
cabinet which is called the " Truetone," and a Cameo
" Mayfair " pedestal loud -speaker cabinet which is
specially veneered.

The Cameo " Waverley " radio cabinet deserves
particular attention in that it is a real value -for -money
proposition. designed to take a panel as large as 18 in.
x 7 in., with a 15 -in. baseboard. There is a loud-
speaker compartment in it.

CATESBYS, LTD.
Stand No. 260.

Various sets and cabinets.

CELESTION LTD.
Stand No. 53.

These enterprising manufacturers of high-class
loud speakers have two very special new instruments

Lissens are showing practically everything in the
way of radio sets, accessories and components.

on show-. Both of these incorporate outstanding
features that will undoubtedly cause a stir in sound -
reproduction circles. We are unable to give full
details, but visitors should make certain they do not
miss these important exhibits.

The Celestion C.12 loud speaker and the C.10 have
been replaced by two new models of extremely high
sensitivity, with ability to handle quite heavy volume.
They are most attractively priced.

Another new Celestion instrument that makes its
appearance is the D.50, which is a handsome cabinet
model capable of dealing with frequencies below 100 as
faithfully as it does with the really high ones.

The Celestion Tiltatone and the Celestion Woodruff°
nick -up, the latter is now fitted with a tone arm
specially designed for correct tracking, are on show,
as well as the famous senior, standard and junior
models of Celestion radio -gramophones. Altogether,
this is a stand nobody can possibly afford to miss.

CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO. LTD.
Stand No. 54.

Exide has penetrated to the farthest corners of the
earth, and Exide accumulators are to be found in the
submarines of foreign navies, and driving radio
outfits in the loneliest outposts of the Empire.

The Exide show at Olympia gives some indication
of this, although, naturally, the exhibits are mainly
confined to accessories of a purely radio application.

An entirely new departure is marked by the intro-
duction of Jelly Acid cells. Known as the Exide
Gel -Col, this type is available in an exceptionally
comprehensive range for portable receivers, and practi-
cally duplicates the corresponding Exide range of
liquid acid cells.

Exide jelly electrolyte cells are available in sizes
suitable for all the popular portable receivers.
Another new Exide production is an unspillable cell
with a liquid electrolyte having a celluloid container
which has many refinements' in design, including a
specially moulded lid and double base.

An improved Exide acid trap and a very large
ampere -hour capacity as compared with the small
size and weight,"are other features to be found in this
type.

Exile H.T. batteries are displayed, as well as Exile
H.T. battery units assembled together in batteries
of 60 volts and contained in polished wooden cases.

The Exide display also includes a collection of loose
plates, separators, and other component parts illus-
trating the technical details of construction of Exile
cells.

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC, LTD.
Stand No. 27.

Aerial and earth equipment, and mains units and
components are to be seen here.

There is only one Regentone set, a mains four -
valves, and in its design and construction are
concentrated the whole resources of a firm noted

for its mains devices.

E. K. COLE, LTD.
Stand No. 48.

If you have the power mains laid on to your house,
you will find plenty to interest you in this display.
Messrs. E. K. Cole claim that they supply 80 per cent
of the radio mains gear in this country. That in itself
indicates that their range most be wonderfully com-
prehensive.

They have H.T..units for both A.C. and D.C. mains
suitable for every possible set. Even a portable
can be catered for. AS a matter of fact, the " Ekco "
unit for portables is a particularly interesting little
chap.

It is designed to take the place of the H.T. battery
when the set is being used indoors. There are also
Ekco combined H.T. units andL.T. chargers, but we
must not forget to deal with the Ekco sets which are
on view.

There is the Ekco S.G.P. Three, which employs
A.C. valves, and is particularly economical In regard
to current consumption. It embodies wave -change
snitching, provision for the attachment of a gramo-
phone pick-up-and, indeed, is modern in every
respect.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO., LTD.
Stand No. 71.

Here are to be seen the Columbia radio-gra illophones
which are particularly notable productions. Also on

(Continued on next page.)

This core bud -speaker assembly is a feature of
the Six -Sixty display.
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4. THE EXHIBITION
(Continued from previous page.) t

view is the new Columbia three -valve set which uses
an S.O. and a pentode. This set also forms a part
of the new Columbia radio gramophone.

COLVERN, LTD.
Stand No. 45.

Readers should take the opportunity of examining
Me new Colvern switches. These are of the rotary

type and em-
body rather in-
genious move-
ment s. Then
there is a new
type of screen-
ing box in alu-
minium, and
new types of
coils with
switches in-
corporated.

These coils
are of the dual -
range type and
are available
complete with
an ingeniousswitching
movement, so
that any num-
ber of them can
be ganged to-gether and
operated by one
control. Wire -
wound resist-
ances, in which
the windings
are on glass,

wire -wound variable potentiometers, coil bases and
many other components and accessories are displayed.

The
has

Lewcos L.F. transformer
distinctive bands around

its structure.

H. CLARKE & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 211.

Here is to be seen a range of Atlas mains units
and Atlas radio components. There are some parti-
cularly tine If.T. units, while short-wave fans should
not forget to examine the Atlas short-wave coils.
These coils are wound with heavy gauge wire, air
spaced, and fixed to porcelain bases.

There are also sonic " Atlas " mains unit com-
ponents on view, including new chokes .and trans-
fM-mers. Further, there is the new Atlas coupling
unit, a device which replaces the L.P. transformer
and is claimed to give striking results.

D.X. COILS, LTD.
Stand No. 237.

D.X. coils for long and ordinary waves, and for
short-wave reception, are exhibited, together with
various other items of interest.

DAYZITE, LTD.
Stand No. 25.

A very fine show of radio apparatus of all kinds.
Special reference must be made to the new Inductor
loud speaker, an instrument which operates on novel
principles. It is claimed that it gives moving -coil
quality, although it incorporates an electro-magnetic
movement and does not need power mains or aciat-
!inflator actuation.

The Dayzite people pay particular attention to
gramophones and radio -gramophones, so that radio-
gram enthusiasts should allow a fair amount of time
to linger over these exhibits.

A. J. DEW & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 15.

These wholesalers are showing a representative
selection of all makes of radio sets and accessories.

DONOTONE (REGD.) LOUD SPEAKERS, LTD.
Stand No. 139.

The Donotone loud speaker always creates a great
deal of interest at Olympia. The Donotone stand is
invariably surrounded by enthusiasts eager to examine
the Donotone loud speaker at close quarters.

The Donotone is one of the most ingenious loud
speakers ever designed. It incorporates a number
of tuned gongs, but the object of these gongs is not
to produce musical sounds, but to absorb resonances.

PLAN OF STANDS IN EMPIRE HALL (FIRST FLOOR)
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Such is the ',regress of radio that this year's exhibition is larger than ever, and the fir t ficor of the Empire
Hall has had to be taken, additionally to the usual space, in order to accommodate the stands.

A. C. COSSOR, LTD.
Stand No. 52.

There will he a great crowd around the Cossor
cloud owing to the Cossor Empire Melody Maker
which makes its appearance at this show. The
" Empire Melody Maker" is entirely new. It incor-
porates a screened -grid valve and retails at a remark-
ably low price. It is, of course, supplied in kits of
Farts, but it seems to be so easy to assemble that it
almost stands as a complete outfit I

A fine plan of this receiver is being given away, a
plan that shows every wire life size.

The Cossor People are also showing mains and
hat tory valves, and we think visitors will be surprised
at the comprehensiveness of these ranges.

Then there is a very neat little Cossor two -valve
set on view, a set designed for battery operation. It
is a nonderfully compact little outfit, and its controls
are grouped on an ornamental escutcheon on the front
01 the all -metal cabinet.

Phis loud speaker also incorporates a special
composite diaphragm built in layers. Donotones
ire not queer in appearance, but are particularly
handsome instruments, and they do give fine results.

A " hunt soldering outfit shown by the well-
known Junit wire people.

An important Whiteley Boneham exhibit, a nev/
moving -coil unit.

DIMMER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD.
Stand No. 50.

Three models of nullifier radio -gramophones that
are entirely new are on view. The largest model
comprises a power amplifier, a moving -coil loud
speaker, and all -electric equipment.

Another model is the three -valve radio -gramo-
phone which similarly embodies a moving -coil speaker,
and all -mains drive. There is a two -valve radio -gram
which is all -electric except the speaker, which is of
the balanced -armature type. The Dubilier people
are also showing their " Westminster " Screened -
Grid Portable Radio -gramophone.

DIINHAMS, LTD.
Stand No. 2.

Visitors will have an -opportunity of seeing at this
stand a Dunham portable set similar to that which
Oldfield, the Australian wicket -keeper, is taking back
with him to Australia. In doing this, Mr. Oldfield
showed sense, for every Dunham radio set is guaran-
teed for five years.

The Dunham people are also displaying a three -
valve S.G. and pentode all -electric non -aerial set.
This set is housed in a handsome walnut cabinet
with totally enclosed valves and equipment.

Terminals and such -like devices comprise the
main body of the Belling -Lee display.

The Dunham Five -Valve Portable and the Four -
Valve S.D. Suitcase Set are to be seen in addition to
the Five -Valve Transpbrtable, and various all -mains
units and chargers. There is also a Dunham combined
charger and 11.T. unit for portables and other sets.

DYSON & CO. (WORKS), LTD.
Stand No. 104.

Godwinex mains units, suitable for all sets and
Purposes.

EAGLE ENGINEERING CO.. LTD.
Stand No. 43.

A new range of Chakophone radio -grams suitable
for A.C. or D.C. and all -mains, as well as all battery -
operated, is shown. These incorporate moving -coil
loud speakers.

Chakophone " Colossi " speakers are exhibited, a
fine series including models ranging from Pis. to £1.2.

The well-known tuner in its latest improved form
is shown.

A new all -in series of sets is exhibited. and this
comprises two- and Ihree-valvers with built-in
frame aerials. The two -valve set is a detector and
pentode, the loud speaker and all the batteries being
housed inside the cabinet.

The complete range of Eagle H.T. dry batteries is
shown.

(Continued on nex.' page.)
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J. J. EASTICR & SONS, LTD.
Stand No. 236.

New lines shown include the Eelex prods, which
see made in two colours, red and black. Thess
rods should prove invaluable to traders and radio

WI

Tannoy Pro-
ducts exhibit a
selection of ex-
cellent mains
units including
this one that
employs a
chemical rec-

tifier.

experimenters. The object of the prod is to make
rapid connection to different points in a circuit-,
taking voltage or current measurements on a meter,
and at the prods are heavily insulated, the tests can
he carried out with the current switched on. There
should be no possible chance of a burn -out through
shorting.

TO GROUND FLOOR

143

-E-TO EMPIRE HALL

-4- TO
EMPIRE

HALL

/44

One of the excellent Varley mains sets that are on
show.

A full range of Eelex terminals and other do ices
is shown, and we ;are sure readers who see grouped
together all the various Eelex productions will be
surprised at their diversity and usefulness.

They should pay particular attention to the Eelex
standardised plugs and terminals. The terminals are
able to cope with any kind of connection, including
spades and hooks, pins and wire and even wander -
plugs. There are also quite a number of Eelex
switches suitable for all kinds of radio purposes.

EAST LONDON RUBBER CO., LTD.
Stand No. 20.

These people are wholesalers.

EDISON BELL, LTD.
Stand No. 29.

Here are to be seen the Edison -Bell combined

 H.T. and L.T. mains units, the Edison -Bel electrical
gramophone reproducer, the station rejector and a
scratch filter and volume control.

EDISON-SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Stand No. 67.

The most outstanding exhibits are Mazda valves.
There are mains, battery and rectifier types. The
new Mazda mains pentode, and the Mazda P.220A
are two very new arrivals that are to be seen.

The new Ediswan receivers are also playing a

111

The Gambrell Volu-
vernia appears in a
new and improved

form.
Other items on Stand
116 include the
" Novotone " device
and mains receivers.

prominent part, and he 1931 model Three -Valve
battery receiver, a modified version of the Ediswan
Three -Valve Battery se which achieved such success
last season is a central object.

There is also the E iswan Power Pentode Three,
which employs the new Mazda A.C.,'Pen. in the last
stage; the 1930 Ediswan transportable, and a
complete departure in the shape of the Ediswan

(Continued on next page.)

NEW HALL
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The gallery is represented by those stands outside the heavy line. The Radio Exhibition runs rom Sept. 19th to Sept. 27th, and is open each creek -day from 11 a.;a1,
to 19 p.m. Note the position of " P.W.'s " stand, and don't forget to make it one of yoar " ports of call."
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Power Pentode Two, an all -mains set designed for
Regional work.

The new permanent magnet R. -K. loud speaker can
also be examined, in addition to the senior and
junior R.-K.'s, B.T.H. pick-ups, tone -arms, elimina-
tors, loud speakers, chargers, and other famous
gear. A fine array of first-class radio apparatus.

EPOCH RADIO MFG. CO., LTD.
Stand No. 203.

Here are moving -coil. speakers of various kinds,
Including an entirely new production called the
Domino. Also the Epoch super -cinema speaker is
shown. Then there is the Cross Type Permanent
Magnet Speaker which retails at an attractively
low price.

EVER READY CO. (G.B.), LTD.
STAND No. 49.

Should you he about to replace your batteries
you will be particularly interested in the Ever

Benjarnies, of valve -holder fame, show this
novel turntable for portables.

Ready display, in that those famous batteries have
recently been reduced in price in a large number
of cases.

A very comprehensive array of H.T., G.B., and
L.T. batteries is displayed, and is well worth critical
examination.

Ever Ready batteries hold a very high place for
general reliability, and the radio enthusiast will be
able to see for himself exactly what is being done
by a leading concern i this branch of the industry.

FALK, STADELMANN & CO. LTD.
Stand No. 119.

The Efescaphone receiving sets exhibited include
portable receivers, and all -mains outfits. One of the
most interesting is the portable Efescaphone com-
bined radio -gramophone.

There are also Efesca H.T. units for A.C. and D.C.
mains, and an Efesca all -power unit which, operating
from A.C. mains, provides L.T. and H.T. Puravox
loud speakers and loud -speaker units are shown, and
there is a range of Efesca components, and H.T. and
G.B. batteries.

FERRANTI, LTD.
Stand No. 47.

An excellent show, and one over which an hour or
so can easily, profitably and pleasantly be spent. The
Ferranti sets exhibited include the model A.C.4
Regional Receiver, which is quite unique in appear-
ance. There is something almost futuristic about
this, although, at the same time, it has graceful lines
and an artistic simplicity which would enable it to
fit in with any type of furnishing tastefully and
unostentatiously.

Messrs. S. G. Brown are exhibiting their S.G.3 as
well as a nud ber of other distinctive sets.

This set is sent out permanently tuned to the two
regional wave -lengths, choice of programmes and
of volume being made simply by turning a knob.
You can make a slight adjustment to suit different
aerials, but after that no further adjustment is
required. Of course, the well-known Ferranti three_

Here is a cute idea seen at the BurneJones stand.
It is the new Spaghetti resistance.

valve A.C. mains receiver is shown, and it is much
the same in appearance as last year's model, except
that it is provided with only one window, the dial
being illuminated as previously.

This receiver is calibrated in wave -lengths, and by
means of an ingenious patented system it is impossible
to see the short- and long -wave readings siuml-
taneously. Undoubtedly this is a set worth singling out
for detailed inspection.

The Ferranti display also includes A.C. and D.C.
dynamic loud -speaker chassts, as well as table and
pedestal speakers.

As " P.W." readers probably know, the Magno-
Dynamic is Ferranti's latest loud speaker, a moving -
coil instrument incorporating a special permanent
magnet system.

The various types of Ferranti L.F. transformers are
shown, and among the constructional receivers is a
new Ferranti Screened -Grid Three, as well as a New
Screened -Grid Four employing push-pull.

THE FORMO COMPANY, LTD.
Stand No. 72.

Here visitors will see the concrete results of the
newly inaugurated works extension of the Porno
company. The Form° range of components is now
very wide, and it is impossible to enumerate it in its

The Igranic A.C.2 mains set is at Olympia.

entirety. But particular note should be taken of the
various ganged condensers, which are of very interest-
ing designs.

Then there is a Reinartz Two -Range Tuner, and,
of course, Formodensors in their various capacities.
Mikadensors, an entirely new design of condenser,
make their appearance, as do the Formo Co.'s mains
condensers.

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1923) LTD.
Stands Nos. 221 and 281.

L.T. and H.T. accumulators and H.T. and G.B.
dry batteries form the bulk of this display. There
are also trickle -chargers.

GAMAGE, LTD.
Stand 244.

The famous Holborn firm has its usual interesting
sets and accessories on show.

910100004,004,0000100CNSSIMICNN9MM

DON'T FORGET TO
VISIT "P.W." AT

STAND No. 5

GAMBRELL RADIO, LTD.
Stand No. 106.

There is some really fine gear on this stand, includ-
ing all -electric receivers, and a radio -gramophone.

The Gambrell Radio Novogram for D.C. and A.C.
mains is a four-valver employing an S.G. and seems
to embody every modern refinement.

There is a moving -coil loud speaker, a B.T.H.
pick-up, a Garrard double electric motor, drum -
control tuning in connection with special selectivity
circuits, the whole being enclosed in a handsome
cabinet with two doors.

The Novotone compensating device is built into
the Novogram and is also exhibited as a separate
unit. The Novotone, as " P.W." readers no doubt
know, increases both amplification and low -note
response when used with a pick-up. It is quite
magical in its effects.

A small item, but none the less interesting for that,
is the Gambrell Voluvernier, a variable resistance
having special qualities.

The Maclachlan station finder is also exhibited,
this being a wave -meter combining the advantages
of the buzzer and heterodyning types, and in which
a screened -grid valve is made to oscillate at both
high and low frequencies, giving a high-pitched note
which is constant and easily tuned.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 30.

The famous Liverpool people have added con-
siderably to their range of receivers, and among
those exhibited on their stand are the Lotus Three -
valve all -mains transportable, two types of three --
valve all -electric receivers and a particularly in-
teresting three -valve battery set.

One of the excellent loud speakers to be seen at
the Loewe stand.

They are also displaying an all -mains unit for con-
verting the G.E.C. " Music Magnet " into an all -
electric outfit.

Among the latest components 'Sn view is a drum -
dial for ganged condensers. There are also Lotus
jacks and jack switches, transformers, chokes,
variable condensers, and so on, contributing to a
really first-class display.

GARRARD ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
CO., LTD.

Stand No. 256.
These people are represented in many of the radio -

gramophones on view at Olympia by their very well-
known gramophone motors.

As well as various clockwork models they are ex-
hibiting their new electric -drive typed.

The Polar " Universal " variable is one of the
new components shown this year at Olympia.

(To be concluded next tree.%)
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If you live in a flat or for other reasons cannot or do not want to erect an ordinary
aerial, one or other of the schemes suggested in this article by our Chief Radio Consultant

will solve your problem very efficiently for you.

IND,OOR AERIALS

I THINK it becomes increasingly difficult
to advise people on aerial installation
as the flat habit develops. It is not

everyone who puts up with a portable,
convenient and excellent as it may be,
and where there is mains supply it seems
ridiculous to use high-tension batteries.

But with the conventional type of mains
set, what is to be done for an aerial and an
earth when one lives ten stories above the
earth level, and everything one touches is
alive with high frequency ?

It is obvious that the mains themselves
resemble a networlof wire standing off the
ground and earthed atone end, steel girders
must be at high -frequency potential. the
field is a distorted and twisted thing.

The Principle Involved.
More than this, flats have lifts, electric

cookers, and people here, there and every-
where are switching on and off lights, mak-
ing horrid clicks, altering electric field con-
ditions, and generally spoiling reception.

I believe, from my own experience, that
distant listening in flats is probably,
in the majority of cases, pretty diffi-
cult. It's not that one cannot get a fair

pick-up," it's the terrible background
noise caused by lifts, switching, etc., etc.
So one concentrates on the local station if
one wants fair reception. But what sort of
an aerial ought one to use ?

I have found that almost anything works

CAtp-r. PP. ECKEPSILLY.m.u.E.,
after a fashion, but that there are better
and worse ways of tackling the problem.
Let us examine a little more closely the
whole principle of the receiving aerial.

Consider Fig. la ; this is a conventional
aerial. Current flows through the induc-
tance L because of a difference of potential
between tly3 aerial and earth. Re -draw, as
in Fig. lb, which shows that the aerial may
be represented as a whole lot, of little ele-
mental A.C. generators.
Matching the Impedance.

As the aerial has capacity, the little
generators, el, e2, etc., pass current to earth
through the little elemental capacities
c1, c2. etc., or through, the aerial to the
inductance itself. The capacities el,. c2 are
essential to the principle of reception as
they complete the closed curcuit. Because
if we neglect the distributed capacity and
think of the sum of the voltages of all the

little ele-
TFIE NEXT STEP ments as

one vol-
tage, E,
we see at
once that
it is, in
effect, a
closed cir-
cuit.

But t h e
subtlety of
point i s
that, a s
there i s

distributed capacity, each generator has,
in fact, a branch path. If the impedance of
the inductance is large compared to the
impedance of the shunt capacities, then
current passes to earth via these shunt
capacities.

So it is a question either of avoiding an
aerial which has a large shunt capacity to
earth, or of making the impedance of the

inductance low compared
to the capacity. In fact, it's
a case once more of match-
ing impedance.

With a conventional set
of the direct -coupled kind
you are always adjured not
to bring your lead-in close
to earthing objects. But
you need not greatly fear to
do this if you design your
input circuit rightly.

There are cases where it
is impossible to avoid an
aerial with large self capa-
city. In this case, the aerial
inductance must be small.
But here is a snag, because,
take it from me, if the

Coupling the grid to the aerial.

HOW THE AERIAL WORKS

Here Capt. Eckersley illustrates the operation of the average
receiving aerial.

aerial inductance is small while the current
for a given field created by the transmission
is large, nevertheless the voltage across
the inductance will be smaller than if the
aerial self capacity is small, and therefore
the inductance large.

In other words, if the grid is to be directly
connected across the aerial inductance, it is
well to avoid a capacitative aerial and to
use a large inductance.

We can, however, overcome this trouble
by using a
t rans r-
mer and
with a
highly- cap-
acitative
aerial ; Fig.
2 shows the
convention-
al arrange-
ment.

Corning
back to our
flat, then-
what have
we to choose
from ? Firstly, we can hang something
out of the window, and avoid capacity
in the lead-in. But what of the earth ?
Quite likely, if we choose a girder, this
is trying to act against our aerial;
producing no volts and no nothing !
So when hanging out of windows, do not
think that it's absolutely essential to use
an earth, you may find that to leave off the
earth gives quite fair local station results.
Using a Mains Set.

Then, if yours is of mainsset, there are
very nasty complications. The mains are
acting as aerials, casing wires, and all ! If
you have an upstairs flat, it's worth while

A FINAL SCHEME

BLOCKING THE
MAINS

Air -cored chokes can be used
to stop H.P.

This shows the connections for using the house
wiring to pick up broadcast energy.

getting someone to give you permission to
block off your electric -light system where it
comes in with air -cored chokes. Also, your
electric -mains lead must be screened.

(Ccontinued on page 62.)
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1 LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

SOME PROGRAMME " PLUMS."

NEW ORCHESTRA BEGINS-
A BERLIN MUSICAL COMEDY-
NOTTINGHAM GOOSE FAIR-

+ A CIRCUS ENTERTAINMENT-
+ COUNTESS HAIG'S APPEAL
+*-41-4.-4.-N -4.--------,------*

HERE are some items of general interest
to listeners who depend on the
National and London and Midland

Regional transmitters.
The famous Don Cossack Choir is giving

a programme on Sunday, October 12th,
at Queen's Hall. It will be relayed for
National listeners.

An anonymous author is responsible for
" Red Tabs," a war play which is to be
broadcast on Thursday, October 2nd.

Excerpts from performances by the
Covent Garden Opera Company will be
relayed to National and other listeners
during the autumn, while the company is
engaged on a tour of the Provinces. " La
Boheme " is down for Friday, October. 10th,
and " Turandot " on October 18th. Both
will originate in Glasgow.

Sir Walford Davies makes his re -appear-
ance in the evening programmes during the
autumn, when he gives his tenth series of
talks under the title of " Music and the
Ordinary Listener."

October 6th, 8th, 17th and 18th are the
dates chosen for further editions of " The
Ridgeway Parade."

Lady Tree is arranging a " League of
Mercy ' programme for National listeners
on Tuesday, October 14th.

New Orchestra Begins.
The new B.B.C. Orchestra will be heard

for the first time at full strength on the
opening night of the winter series of
twenty-three Symphony Concerts, which is
to take place at the Queen's Hall
towards the end of October. The season
continues until the beginning of May, and
among the conductors who' have been
engaged are Albert Coates, - Sir Landon
Ronald, Oskar Fried, Ernest Ansermet,
Sir Henry Wood, Hermann Scherchen, and
Adrian Boult.

A Berlin Musical Comedy.
It is hoped to include in the programmes

a radio adaptation of " Evelyn," a Berlin
musical comedy success, the original
libretto of which was based on E. Phillip
Oppenheim's novel, " The Amazing Quest
of Mr. Bliss." The adaptation has been
prepared by John Watt and the lyrics
written by Gordon McConnel with music
by Bruno Granickstaedten.

Nottingham Goose Fair.
Reference was made in these columns' a

few weeks ago to several outside broad-
casts from the Midlands which have been
arranged during the autumn and winter for
Midland Regional listeners.

One of these takes place on Thursday,
October 2nd, when the opening ceremony
of the Nottingham Goose Fair, reputed
to be the oldest in the country, and which
has been going on for probably a thousand
years, will be broadcast. Certainly the

Fair has been in existence since Saxon
times, and King Edward I, in 1284, con-
firmed the right of the Burgesses to hold the
event.

In those days it was probably quite
small, consisting, maybe, of the sale of
geese brought in by farmers from the
Fens of Lincolnshire, but to -day it holds a
premier place among the fairs of England.
The records show that the Fair has been
suspended on certain occasions, among them

THE " EXHIBITION " FOUR

This is the high -frequency end of the "Exhibition"
Four which is chiefly responsible for the enor-
mous pulling power of the set. Note the Contra -
dyne Coil -" P.W.'s " easily -applied solution
to the very nasty problem of local station trespass

on the long waves.

being in 1646, the year of the Great Plague,
and in 1752. when the calendar was re-
vised ; the Great War also caused several
breaks.

The Opening Proclamation, which lis-
teners will hear, is very ancient and has
been handed down for many centuries. It
specifies that all cattle, goods, wares, and
merchandise shall be exposed to public
view and sold only in open fair. The Chief
Magistrate of the City is present at the
ceremony. perhaps as an indication that the
laws must be respected.

A Circus Entertainment.
Mr. George Lockhart, the Rim-, Master

at the Tower Circus, Blackpool, whose
whole life, together with other members of
his family, has been associated with the
sawdust ring, is collaborating with Victor
Smyth in the presentation of a special
circus entertainment for North Regional
listeners on Friday, October 3rd.

The full details are not yet available,
but the entertainment will include music
by John Rorke and the Northern Wireless
Orchestra, while the humorous element
will be entrusted to Doodles, a clown whose
mirth -provoking abilities have -made him
famous all over the country.

Countess Haig's Appeal,
All stations throughout the country are

to broadcast an appeal by the Countess
Haig (who has now recovered from a long
illness) on behalf of the ex -Servicemen's
Factories in Scotland.

The appeal will be relayed from Edin-
burgh and 'the object is to increase still
further the public interest in the work of
the factories, which include the Poppy
Factory at Edinburgh, 4he Erskine Hospital
Workshops, Glasgow, Lord Roberts' Mem-
orial Workshops, Edinburgh, and Newing-
ton House, in Scotland, for Blinded Sailors
and Soldiers.

; - FOR THE LISTENER.
This week our popular contributor-who is still holiday -making in Italy- i
tells of his listening experiences there 'with " Belinda, a portable set.

By " PEITLEBION."

Musical Jokes.
ACONCERT from Langenberg the other

evening was entitled " Wit in Music."
It was quite amusing.,

It lasted almost four hours. One had not
thought there was quite so much of it ; but

-apparently most of the big composers had
holidays when they kicked a loose leg.

" A Musical Joke " for Strings and two
Horns, by Mozart ; Beethoven's - " Fury
over a Lost Groat " ; and the inevitable
" Song of the Flea " by MoussorgskY. I
am afraid that I did not appreciate all of it.
You must know music pretty well, I imagine,
to enjoy the funny parts of it.

But the verve and gaiety of the singers
and the orchestra were very " catching."
They enjoyed themselves hugely.

Parodies.
The second part of the Concert consisted

of musical Parodies. These, I frankly
confess, were rather beyond roe.

It was rather like looking at a caricature
by Max Beerbohm, not knowing the original.

I felt that it was all very clever, but also
that I was probably missing most of the
point.

There was a Jazz version of "The Maiden's
Prayer." Not being very much attached
personally to " The Maiden's Prayer," I
didn't mind this ; but there seems to be
a. tendency among these light-hearted
syncopators to play their little jokes with
great music.

I feel that there are limits here which
should not be overstepped, for decency's
sake. A Jazz version, for example, of
Schubert's Unfinished Symphony would, I
think, be indecent.

A good parody, or a good caricature, is
always valuable as an interpretation of the
original, by exaggertion, for, as Mr. Chester.
ton has said, " if you turn a thing upside
down, something is sure to drop out " ; but
jokes which cross the borderline and become
" profanities " should be ruled out, if only
by the artistic feeling of the jokers them-
selves.

(Continued on page 68.)
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A BIG
DR
IN VALVE

NEW PRICES.
H.210

/r

5/6
H.L.210 5/G
L.210 5/6
P.220 7/3
P.X.240 ...... 8/ -
S.G.215 12/6
P.T.225 12/6
P.T.240 16/-
4 volt and 6 volt types

also reduced.

PRICES ////Corn¢ in and///
SUPPORT

from Plat to /BRITISH////

DETECTOR AND
GENERAL PURPOSE

iSSEN/
/ VALVES

and join us in the
FIGHT

/or
HOME

MAR KETS
ASK YOUR DEALER AND INSIST UPON
HAVING ALL -BRITISH LISSEN VALVES

AT THESE NEW PRICES.
LISSEN LIMITED., Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
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FOR THE
TRIM CAPACITY

UNIT

The complete range of

"MAGNET" WIRELESS
BATTERIES

includes :
TRIPLE CAPACITY TYPE
L.4903 60 volt Price, 13,6
STANDARD
L.4920
Price
L.4922
Price

UNIT TYPES
.. 60 volt
.. 7/11
.. 100 volt
. . 12/11

SEE THE RANGE OF
" MAGNET "
BATTERIES

AT THE
NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION-OLYMPIA

STAND No.
Ground Floor 68

MADE IN ENGLAND.
Sold by all Wireless dealers.

ELECTRICAL a

Ate

EVERYTHING

gke

gouquarantee

ECONOMISE
ON H. T.

BY USING
THE NEW

Nights drawing in-easier tuning-more
to listen to. Now for plenty and plenty
of reliable long-lived high tension ! There
is no need to worry about extra expense.
The MAGNET Triple Capacity Battery
is an entirely new product which, at less
than twice the price, has three times
the capacity of a standard unit battery. I

SOME SAVING THAT'S
WORTH SAVING

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.
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CRYSTAL CIRCUIT

E. C. CRAVEN, B.Sc., A.Inst.P., describes some interesting experiments carried out with many crystal arrangements,
and a new hook-up which he has devised having great possibilities.

THE
problem of designing a crystal

circuit of high selectivity is one of
very great difficulty. The reason -may

be put in a nutshell. It is that the load on
the tuning circuit is very great.

Consider first a simple analogy. Suppose
we have a potential divider, in which a
drop of 1 volt corresponds to each 1,000
ohms of slide wire. Across a 1 -volt tap
we put a load of, say, 100,000 ohms, then
the applied voltage will be practically 1 volt,
and the current in the load will be in the
proportion given by Ohm's Law.

Reducing Resistance.
If now we replace the 100,000 -ohm load

by one of 1 ohm the result is very different.
Instead of tapping off 1 volt, the voltage
across the whole tapping will be only 1-1,000
of a volt.

The fact is that, as the resistance of the
load is reduced, so more power is required
if the voltage is to be maintained constant.
We assume the potentiometer is not cap -

SIMPLE SINGLE TUNER

/00
21')

80Jp.
F

CVZ
t::4

60 -

40

0003 CONDENSER iNAERIAL

800 300
WAVE LENG7N- METRES

able of supplying the power required, and
so the voltage drops.

Now a similar state of affairs obtains
when we place a detector across a tuned

COUPLED COILS

The result of a " brain -wave."

circuit. If the detector is a valve, its
equivalent resistance is very high, of the
order of some hundreds of thousands of
ohms and, therefore, imposes but a small
load on the tuning circuit.

The effect of a heavy load like this, is to
damp the oscillations in the tuned circuit,
which is merely another way of saying that
the circuit becomes less selective. Where,
therefore, we have a crystal detector across

THE "P.W." "INDUCTOCRYS "
)92.ff

WAVE Crtvar,i - METRES.

a tuned circuit the tuning curve is bound
to be of a broad type.

Let us examine some curves which have
been. obtained at a distance of six miles
from Brookmans Park.

In Fig. 1 we have a simple single tuner
circuit of which the characteristics are good,
volume and poor selectivity. It will be
observed that the minimum signal strength
between the two 2 L 0 transmissions for
this circuit (upper curve) is about one-half
the maximum.

Increased Selectivity,
The introduction of a .0003- mfd. aerial

series condenser cuts down the strength by
about 20 per cent, but the minimum is now
only one-third of the maximum. There is
thus a very definite increase in selectivity,
but it is far from being sufficient to permit
of really satisfactOry separation.

Much more satisfactory results were
obtained with one of the special circuits

(Continued on page 67.)

WITH A WAVE -TRAP
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In the above three illustrations you see the various circuits tested, together with curves showing the results obtained.
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MORE SCHOOL BROADCASTS.
All about the new programme-a remarkable transatlantic talk-six Prime

Ministers to meet " Mike."
By A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

*- ... -4- ..
THE B.B.C. announces that the new

programmes of broadcasts to schools
for the Academic Year 1930-31 will

be published on September 6th, and full
details of the first term of the year are
given in the Syllabus, which can be obtained
free on application to the B.B.C., Savoy
Hill, London, W.C.2, postage one penny.
A detachable timetable is included. The
courses have been planned by sub -com-
mittees of the Central Council for School
Broadcasting, which include teachers from
listening schools in their membership.

A New Period.
As in the past, the times of broadcasting

range from 2 p.m. to 4.30 p.m., but a new
schools period has been inserted between
4 p.m. and 4.30 p.m. on Thursdays. On
Mondays there are History lessons and stories
for younger pupils ; on Tuesdays, Nature
Study, Music and French, together with
special talks for Secondary Schools. On
Wednesdays there is a new course in Biology
and Hygiene, followed -by an English
Literature talk ; on Thursdays, following
the German, there is a course on English
Speech, and a new series of music talks for
preparatory schools. On Fridays, two
courses in Rural Science, on the soil and the
school garden, alternate with one another,
and following this period there are firstly
travel Talks, secondly a new series of stories
and thirdly an alternation between concerts
and dramatic readings.

Readings and dialogues in foreign lan-
guages have been reinstated in the pro-
gramme for the two winter terms, French on
Mondays and German on Thursdays : dia-
logues alternate with the readings, so that
in any one week there will be either a
French reading and a German dialogue,
or vice versa.

French lessons on Tuesdays will again be
in the hands of Monsieur Stephan, who will
be assisted at times by his colleague, Mile.
Coustenoble. French readings on Mondays
will be given by Mlle. Camille Viere, who
will also take part, with Monsieur Stephan,
in the fortnightly dialogues.

Interesting Series.
Miss Rhoda Power will begin a new year

of History broadcasts with the first term of
" Children of Other Days," extending.from
590 A.D. to 1453. She will also tell weekly a
very simple story from Folk Lore of other -
lands ; this series is of great value in train-
ing the younger pupils of nine and ten to
listen to the loud speaker in school.

On Tuesdays, Mr. Eric Parker, one of the
editors of " The Field," and a notable field
naturalist, will return to the microphone
after an absence of some years to give a
quarter of an hour talk on Nature Study, in
the series " Out of Doors Week by Week."
Sir Walford Davies' well -established music
broadcasts for elementary and advanced
pupils need no recommendation. Special
talks for secondary schools comprise two
series t one on various careers for boys and
girls. such as Nursing, by Lord Knutsford ;

-- ..... - *
Salesmanship, by Lord Riddell ; Agricul-
ture, by Major Walter Elliot ; and Electrical
Engineering, by Captain P. P. Eckersley ;
and the other on Modern Scientific Achieve-
ments, by six scientists with a specialised
interest in such varied -subjects as the Origin
of Talking Pictures, Bridge -Building, Ex-
plosives, Cold Storage, and the Science of
large-scale Kitchens.

An entirely new course in Biology and
Hygiene, entitled " Your Body Every
Day," will be given by Professor Winifred
Cullis, C.B.E., who will introduce children
to the elements of Physiology in the simplest
possible language.

English Literature for the year is divided
into three one -term courses, the first of
which, called " Children in Books," will he
given by Mr. J. C. Stobart and Wm Mary

WIRELESS AT WHITEWAY

Mr. Barker, one of the members of the,"simple life" colony at Whiteway (near
Stroud), and his home -constructed radio outfit. The loud -speaker is fashioned
mainly from plaster. You. will notice that Mr. Barker has plenty of books, as

well as his rad4o, as companions in his " simple life."

Somerville, when extracts from the Bible,
such classics as " David Copperfield," " Jane
Eyre," and " Tom Brown's Schooldays " will
form part of the half-hour lesson.

On Thursdays, the same day of the week
as the German broadcasts, Mr. A. Lloyd
James will begin a new series of Talks on
English Speech, for which he has written a
rather larger booklet than usual, which will
be used throughout the year, and on that
afternoon, too, a new departure for pre-
paratory schools will be made in a course of
twenty -minute talks by Mr. C. Armstrong
Gibbs, the distinguished composer, who has
himself been a preparatory schoolmaster.
The course, which bears the title " The
Music of Some Great Composers," will be
generously illustrated with piano and
gramophone, and also by small concerts.

In Rural Science there -will be two new
microphone speakers in two new courses.
Mr. D. W. Cutler, of Rothamsted Experi-
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mental Station, will amplify the previous
courses on Farming with practical talks on
animals and plants living in the soil, while
Mr. C. E. Hudson, of the Hertfordshire
Agricultural Institute, will alternate with
Mr. Cutler by broadcasting on the seasonal
operations in the school garden.

Travel Talks.
This year the Travel Talks have been

planned by the two specialists of the Geo-
graphy Sub -committee of the Central
Council for School Broadcasting, Mr. James
Fairgrieve and Mr. Ernest Young. The
talks for the first term of " Peoples and
Lands of the British Empire " will deal
with Canada, the West Indies, the Pacific,
Australia and the Antarctic, and will in
each case be given by travellers such as Mr.
Alan Sullivan, Mr. Clifford Collinson and
Mr. J. S. Hodgson ; Lord Morris, an ex -
Prime Minister of Newfoundland, will
broadcast on " The Deep Sea Fishermen of
the Grand Banks." Mr. Frank Roscoe,
secretary of the Royal Society of Teachers
and Vice -Chairman of the Central Council
for School Broadcasting, will have charge
of a new series of Friday afternoon stories
and talks, which will precede the weekly

concert or dramatic
reading. The dramatic
readings will be all
Shakespearean.

* * *

One of the most re-
markable transatlantic
telephone talks so far
accomplished t o ok
place the other night at
S.45 between a house
in London and a man
travelling at 65 miles
an hour on a train in
Canada.

This is the first time
a commercial t el e -
'phone call has been
put across the Atlantic
from a moving train.
The emversation took
place between M. R.
Bell, Assi=taint General
Manager of the London
and North EaStern
Railway, and Mr. C. E.
R. Sherrington, secre-
tary of the Railway
Research Service of
Great Britain, who was
travelling* at the time

on " The International Limited " of the
Canadian National Railways just outside
Montreal.
Perfectly Simple.

According to Mr. Bell, who is Chairman of
the Railway Research Service, his first
intimation that a call was coming through
was when the post -office rang him up at
his home. " They told me to hold on foog
five minutes for a call from Mr. Sherrington
in Canada," said Mr. Bell. " After a very
short delay I heard Mr. Sherrington's
voice as clearly as though he were talking.
to me from his office in London. He said
that he was then travelling at well over
sixty miles an hour, and, thanks to the
enterprise of the Canadian National Rail-
ways, he was able to telephone London from
his chair in the railway coach as easily as
though he were using the lineS in the ordin-
ary way."

(Continued on page 60.1
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neither can your set pass the full
volume and exquisite tone of that
glorious voice perfectly unless :-
your transformer is capable of giving the
maximum amplification plus the uni-
formity that modern valves demand.
Nikalloy, the marvellous metallurgical
discovery, applied in a specially designed
core makes the "Hypermu" absolutely
unique in its performance and suitability
for modern circuits. If you want to hear
your radio favourites' voices reproduced
louder, purer, better than ever before, fit

HYPERMU
the

L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER
with the NIKALLOY CORE
Ask your dealer or write to us for leaflets giving
full particulars of the " Hypermu " and the other
famous R.I. Nikalloy components. Components

that set a new standard of radio efficiency.

Be Sure You Visit

STAND 61
at the

RADIO EXHIBITION

004,0itkA

HYPERMITE to
Presents

every.
body an opportunity to test the
superiority of R.I. Nikalloy
core transformers at a price
within the reach of all. Ex.
t remely small (21 x I X 21 ins.)
for compact set building. Em.
inently useful when used in
conjunction with

amplificationftges
of

"Hypermu" in
r sta

21 /- R
Hypermu, the world's best
transformer - proved alike
by amateur and expert

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., "MADRIGAL" WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tesfod an
Found-

THE FERRANTI PANEL CUTTER.
I AM convinced that vastly more radio

constructors would build meters into
their sets quite as a matter of course

were it not for the attendant complications
of fixing them into position. Nothing looks
more attractive than one or more panel -
mounted meters, but such items require
holes of sometimes more than three inches

A handy device for cutting meter holes in panels.

in diameter, and cutting neat apertures of
such dimensions in ebonite panels requires
the skill of a trained engineer.

However, the Ferranti people now offer
a solution to this problem in their panel -
cutter, which makes it an easy matter to
score out the holes required at least for
Ferranti panel -mounting meters. A detailed
description of this device would be unneces-
sary in view of the photograph given on
this page. and suffice it for me to say
that it does its job easily and neatly in
combination with a brace.

This cutter will undoubtedly do great
work in furthering the popularity of
Ferranti meters.

NEW VARLEY CHOKE.
The latest Varley contribution to better

quality radio is the new Varley 300 -henry
L.F. Choke.

That is to say, it has that colossal induct-
ance when no D.C. is flowing through its
winding, but it still has two hundred
henries when as much as 8 milliamperes is
flowing.

Its D.C. resistance is 3,000 ohms, which
is low for a choke of this particular kind.

And the price is 25s., and that
is not, in the circumstances, a
high figure.

This new Varley Choke was
designed for a special task, i.e.
for operating in the plate circuit
of a power detector.

And what is a power detector ?
" P.W." readers may well ask.

It is a detector valve having heaps of
H.T. and with a plate current reminiscent
of a small power amplifying valve.

It can handle heavy inputs without
distortion occurring, and is the sort of thing
to which moving -coil enthusiasts are turning
their attention these days.

Obviously a detector valve taking up to
7 or 8 m.a. of H.T. cannot be followed by
an ordinary L.F. transformer coupling,
for the ordinary L.F. transformer primary
couldn't handle such a current without
saturation and other troubles occurring.

Thus the Valley Choke ! This can
handle such a current very well, and its
circuit connections are such that it takes
all the D.C. H.T., and only the L.F. impulses
are shunted through a fixed condenser to
the L.F. transformer.

It is interesting to note that the choke
remains inductive up to 800 cycles, after
which it becomes a capacity load. Most
transformers " change over at a much
lower figure.

And to retain such an inductance at 8 m.a.
(200 henries) is a wonderful, performance.
You haven't to look to purely power
detection before you can see a real use for
the choke in bearing the brunt of the D.C.
in a shunt -fed transformer scheme. We
have tested the choke in power detector
circuits as well as in shunt -feed transformer
systems later in a set, and find it- does
give excellent results and is very well
worth while. Needless to say it is very
well made.

NEW BULGIN LINES.
More new lines from

Bulgins ! Not many
weeks seems to pass but
that I have to say some-
thing to that effect.
Moreover, they are
generally most useful
lines-just the sort of
things that we need for
this or that important
little job.

Take their new
" Safety Plug," for in-
stance: it is just the
thing for a job of con-
nection in a mains unit
or set.

There is a neat little
pin plate for fixing on
to the unit or set and
an equally neat socket
for joining to the

mains flex lead-or any other flex, for that
matter.

The great point is that the metal parts
of the socket are " buried " so that accidental
short and shocks cannot happen. The price
of this safety plug is 3s. 9d., and it is fine
-value for money, in my opinion, being well
made and nicely finished.

Then we have the Bulgin .junior Three -
spring Switch, a most useful and most
competitive little line at Is. 3d. For wave -
changing, L.T. or other single switching it
is just the thing amateurs are always
wanting. It has the action of a three-point
switch such as is used in many " P.W."
wave -change sets.

Finally, I have selected from this latest
Bulgin batch, a " Deckorem " panel -
mounting fuse holder which is as good as

Manufacturers and traders are invited
to submit radio apparatus of any kind
for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-
vision of the Technical Editor.

We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples
picked from stock, and that we cannot
guarantee their safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect
much of the gear in the course of our
investigations

And readers should note that the
subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides for buyers,
and are therefore framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

anything of its kind possibly could be. It
is designed to take cartridge fuses, and it
does this neatly and effectively. At 2s. 6d.
this, too, is a radio bargain.

It comprises a neat panel -fixing arrange-
ment into which the -fuse part plugs. To
swap fuses is the work of but a moment.
For 2s. 6d. you get the whole outfit complete
with fuse.

THE FULL O'POWER BOOKLET
This is a useful little brochure that

Messrs. Siemens are circulating. It con-
tains details of their batteries and several
helpful and informative articles on the
correct use of batteries. Copies are avail-
able at retailers, and are well worth securing.

On the left is the Bulgin " Safety Plug," and the other items shown are
the three -spring switch (top) and the panel -mounting fuse -holder.
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THE NEW
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SELF °WINDING
GRAMOPHONE

MOTOR
No Interference, Constant Speed, Silent Running, Complete on
Unit Plate with Electric Automatic Stop, combining the advantages

of both Clockwork and Electrical Drive.

UNIVERSAL for A.C. or D.C.
CALL AND INSPECT ON

STANDS 10 and 231,
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,
OLYMPIA, SEPTEMBER 19th -27th

SUPER PICKUP
TONE ARM

O

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

Price Complete 2 Gm.
ALSO ON ABOVE STANDS.

O

ALLMAINS D.C. ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
Including Amplifier, Moving Coil Speaker, A.E.D. Motor, A.E.D.
Pick -Up and Tone Arm. Available in Oak, Mahogany Or Walnut
Cabinet. From 37 Gets.

CALL AND INSPECT AT STAND No. 231

Illustrated and descriptive leaflets from :-

AUTO ELECTRIC DEVICES LTD.,
DIAMOND WORKS, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX.
Telephone : Brighton 2404. 'Grams : Selfwind, Brighton.
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From the REV. B. G. BOURCHIER, M.A.
IAM not a highbrow listener ; so I

know my point of view won't bore
you. At least, I take it that a "high-

brow ' is one who spells culture with a
capital C, and likes his broadcasting to be
all Bach, Byron and Higher 1VIathematics.
I am not one of those. .

 Now here is Point of View Number One
I haven't any immediate grouse against the
B.B.C. Why ? Because a ten -shilling -a -year
radio licence isn't bad value for money,
when you,consider that only one good 12 -in.
and one good 10 -in. record' can be bought

for that a-
mount of
money.

But the.
plain fact
is that the
present
p rogram-
in'es are
not to
every-.
body's
taste, and
I want to
give you
my point
of view.

T h e
first point
is that I
think the
experi-
ul nt
might be
tried o f
not hav-
ing "pro-

grammes " at all ! I don't mean that there
should be no broadcasting ! No, not quite
so 'drastic as that. Just simply that the
idea of a carefully -prepared programme,
made out a month in advance, should be
dropped for a while.

Monotonous Arrangement.
Broadcasting should be vividly interest-

ing-gripping, and with a constant appeal-
and if broadcast items, are herded into
stereotyped programme groups on certain
days, as they now are, I'm sure this tends
to monotony.

The present arrangement is a sort of
" brass -band Thursdays, symphony concerts
Fridays and vaudeville Saturdays " idea.

"YES, I THINK SO !"

Vivian Foster, the " Vicar of Mirth."

A Unique Contrasting of the
opinions of Rev. B. G. Bourchier,
M.A., and the " Vicar of Mirth,"
Vivian Foster, on, some New Ideas I

for the B.B.C. I
I*.-4-4-4-4.-4-4.....----------4-4-*

While this is nice and orderly, and you
always. know what to expect, it entirely
cuts out the possibility of an anti -brass -band
musician enjoying his -listening on Thursdays
or of a real highbrow taking kindly to his set
on Saturdays. -

, No truly sensible person listens -in for
hours at a stretch. Even the B.B.C.
counsels us to pick and choose, and to
switch off when there is nothing on that
appeals. Therefore, if my idea of splitting
the programmes up to give more variety
were adopted, I don't think it would lead
to confusion.

What a consolation it would be to know
that if, after chance switching -on of the
set, there was something perfectly horrible
going on, there would be something really
nice on within half -an -hour !

Alternatives Help a Little.
Of course, the man next door might he

using his set when yours was switched off,
and per contra, but that wouldn't matter.

As things stand at present, if you switch
on to find a symphony conceit in' progress,
then you know it will last all through the
evening till ten o'clock. If ypu don't like
this kind of music, then it means a whole
blank radio evening.

Alternative programmes help such
troubles a little, but not much, because
accurate timing of items is impossible, and
it is very infrequent that one finds one
station broadcasting something that is a
real alternative to the other.

. If the B.B.C. did not control both the
alternatives, then there would be more
opportunity for . real alternative pro-
grammes.

The second part of my .point of view is
that many present programmes don't mean
very much ; that is, they consist simply of
light entertainment which is dissipation of
good taste rather than improvement.

Direct education is objected to by adults,
and rightly so, because it is evidence of
personal pride ; perhaps that is why some
radio talks are unpopular. But when you

come to think of it, we are all subjects of
" subtle " education.

The reading of an ordinary novel really
teaches something at the same time as it
entertains ; perhaps some new insight into
character, or the habits of a strange land.

Sitting in a cinema is productive of
" subtle ' education-even if it is only how
to speak American, now that " talkies "
are here !

The daily newspaper is a wonderful
educator, without the reader being aware
of it, and even advertisements in the paper,
on the 'buses and tubes, teach new facts.

Subtle Education.
All these everyday things are subtle

educators, but to my mind radio entertain-
ment lacks in this : either we are given
" direct " educational talks, which cause
many listeners to shut down, or else the
entertainment is-not always, of course-
vapid and non -educational.

The B.B.C. programme people should try
to make the educational items a little
less blunt. There is a gentle art of combining
subtle education with vividly -interesting
entertainment, and this the B.B.C. has yet
to learn.

(Continued on next page.)

"NOT A HIGHBROW "

The Rev. B. G. Bourchier, M.A.
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MICE AND MAINS.
By J. R. WHEATLEY.

IT is often being found that a rat or a.
mouse eating through the insulation of

r a cable, and causing this to come into
contact with an earthed object, has been
the source of dangerous conflagrations.
Since fair numbers of sets are operated
either directly or indirectly by the mains
this is a fault that could readily arise
through radio, especiallysince it is customary
to place high-tension units in secluded
corners so as to obviate the danger of shocks
being received by persons unfamiliar with
such apparatus.

The photograph on this page is a bird's-
eye view of a high-tension mains unit
capable of delivering a voltage of approxi-
mately 400 volts at 60 m/a. This unit,
together with the set, rested on a table close
to the wall of a house in the centre of London.
Mice were practically unknown in this house,
but after the set had been in use for several
months it was noticed that, should anyone

A WARM NEST !

The mains unit in which a mouse built a nest. The arrow to the right
indicates the shreds of paper carried in to form the nest, while the left-
hand arrow points to the transformer, on the ease of which the foot-

prints can be discerned.

walk across the floor of the room, loud
crackles were emitted from the loud speaker.

Investigation revealed that in a corner of
the cabinet containing the eliminator a
mouse had built a nest of Paper, taken from
a drawer in the table on which the set and
eliminator rested.

Mrs. Mouse had obviously made a careful
survey of both the set and unit, because there
were several places where the insulation
of the wires had been chewed off, apparently
in an effort to remove these obstacles in the
way of a new home.

Cause of the Crackling.
The source of the crackling was definitely

traced to one corner of the eliminator, and
here was situated one of the high-tension
smoothing chokes. The corner of this
choke protruded over the spot chosen for the
nest and had been removed together
with the insulation of several turns of
wire. Partial corrosion had set in, and thus
produced an intermittent contact.

If you examine the photograph carefully

you will distinctly see the footprints made
by the mouse during its journeys to and from
the drawer with its burden of paper.

No damage was done except to the
components in the eliminator. It is sus:
prising that the mouse did not receive a
fatal shock, but it can only be assumed that
the work was carried on when the unit
was not switched on.

It was rather fortunate that the mouse
should have chosen this spot instead of a
spot nearer to the mains input leads, for if
it had removed any of the insulation at this
point a fire might easily have been the
result or, alternatively, a periodic blowing
of mains fuses.
Look out for Mice.

If, therefore, you have in use a mains -
operated receiver or, for that matter, any
kind of wireless set, it would be wise to keep
your eyes open for signs of mice. And all
your high-tension and mains wires right up
to the point where they enter the set or
eliminator could usefully be encased in steel
tubing or lead covered wire used.

And it is strongly recommended that a
metal safety box should be employed for
any unit, on the lines of those specified for
" Safe -Powers."

Perhaps it would be
as well to maintain
that the cabinets of
both the set and the
unit referred to had
been polished every
now and then, so do
not imagine that
they were tucked
away in a corner,
and were never dis-
turbed, for this is
very far from the
case.

1 POINTS
TO RE-

'MEMBER

When adjusting a
potentiometer for long-
dis ta nce reception

remember that the best position of the slider
for sensitivity is not usually the best position
for perfect reaction control, so a compromise
between the two is necessary.

Do not use a baffle -board or a cabinet which
has a hole smaller than the one specified for
the cone you are using as this will make for
muffled reproduction.

* * *

When a flashlamp bulb is used as a fuse,
normally it should not light up, but if the H.T.
battery " shorts " it lights brilliantly for a
second and then burns out.

In simple sets the change from long- to
short-wave reception can easily be made by an
ordinary on -off switch shorting out the loading
coil.

If your moving -coil loud speaker is one in-
corporating a permanent magnet do not forget
that If you place your watch gear it may
become magnetised, with disastrous results to
timekeeping.

TWO POINTS OF VIEW.
(Continued from previous page.)

-4,--4.-----*
From the " VICAR OF MIRTH."

OF all you folk who are reading my
point of view-yes, YOU-fifty per
cent will not be seeing eye -to -eye

with me, or with the broadcast programmes.
One man's fish is another man's poison.
Yes, I think so !

Bad Programmes ?
You know, everybody tells me that the

programmes are bad just now. They told
me that the other day. They told me that
last year, and they told me that in the
old Marconi House days in 1923 ! So when
was broadcasting worth listening to ? Was
it ever worth listening to Yes, I think
so !

If the B.B.C. has a fault, then it is only
the good fault that it is afraid-afraid of
being lowbrow-afraid of being too popular.

Oh, foolish perversity of those who
think thus ! How can a broadcast
to three -and - a -half millions of licensed
listeners (and others) ever succeed unless
it is popular ?

If there is a fault with the B.B.C., then
it is simply that it deviates too much from
what the average man thinks about and
talks about. Let me explain.

The average man is neither highbrow
nor lowbrow to excess. He is a cheerful
chap, and he likes a laugh. He likes to hear
good music (sometimes) and he likes to
have a little dance music (sometimes).

He doesn't mind being told " How I did
it " by a great man who really has done it,
but he strongly objects to being educated
by school -teachers. He likes his sport, his
football or his golf, his shove -ha'penny or
his polo.

He is the kind of man who is in danger of
being forgotten by some sections of the
broadcasters ; but he is the man who pays
his ten " bob " a year.

Expecting Too Much.
Even with dozens of Brookmans Parks

all going at once, we can't expect to have
a pleasing programme always, but we've
come to expect a great deal from the wire-
less. We expect much more from it than
from the gramophone.

The lady of the house always expects it to
suit her at the lunch-time. The kiddies
always want their radio school -lessons and
their children's hours.

Paterfamilias always wants a programme
to suit him every evening when he comes
home tired, and the whole family expects the
programme to suit everybody on Sundays,
when all can listen together and at once.

The plain fact is that it can't, and
doesn't, but still it ought to go on trying !

Our trouble with highbrow programmes
is, largely, not that they are too high-
brow, but that they are dull. Lots of people
hate religion, I know, but I think religion
is one of the mast joyful things in life.

It isn't the parsons who make it dull.
but the preconceived idea of the laity to
treat it with stupid awe.

The same applies to some talks and high-
brow broadcasts. Directly a long name is
announced-plop goes the switch and the
broadcaster is speaking to an empty home
in that case. Yes, I think so !
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Make your Battery Set all -electric
The Six -Sixty A.G. all -mains

conversion equipment is suitable for practically
any battery operated receiver.

No internal wiring alterations. Equip
inept includes specially selected Six -Sixty
A.C. valves-and Six -Sixty 4/5 pin valve
holder adaptors.

Yes, we know how you feel about it-this question of scrapping
a perfectly satisfactory battery set in order to change to all -mains
-so we have produced the Six -Sixty all -mains conversion equip-
ment. To start with, yen need to alter nothing of the construction
of your set-the special Six -Sixty valve -holder adaptors make
your present valve -holders fit the 5 -pin valves supplied. Then
you are buying a unit, in the fullest sense, an eliminator and a
set of specially selected A.C. valves, built by otre manufacturer
to co-operate and work perfectly together.
The Six -Sixty Unit can be supplied to operate from any A.C.
house mains. H.T. tappings of 50, 75, 100, 120, 150 and 200

volts are provided and G.B. tappings of L5, 3, 4.5, 8, 15 and 20 volts, any
three H.T. or two G.B. values being available simultaneously. Grid Bias
is on the ultra modern automatic principle-all risk of overloading
eliminated. The dimensions (13 x 51 x 4) of the complete equipment
are not larger than your present batteries-an important point-and the
H.T. leads need never be removed from the set when once inserted.
Isn't that what you've been waiting for ? Of course it is-but why wait
any longer ?
Price: A.C. Mains Conversion Equipment complete from £8 : 5 : 0

Mains Unit (WT., L.T. and G.B.) only ... £6 : 6 : 0
Write for leaflet giving particulars of complete range, including new Six -Sixty
Valves, Six -Sixty Cone Speaker Assembly and Cone Speaker Paper, Six -Sixty

SAY
Turntable, Six -Sixty Valve and Set Tester, Six -Sixty Valve Adaptors, Six -Sixty
Gramophone Pick-up Attachments, Six -Sixty Grid Leaks and Holders.

Slade by the makers of the famous Six -SW, vntee,g.

50X= EIXTY
(B.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIPMENT)

STAND No. SS OLYMPIA.
Stae-Sirty Radio Co., Ltd., Six -Sixty liO3S8, 17/19, Etathbone Pi ca, Oxford Street, W.1. Telepfalre?: Illageurn at /6 7.

SIX SIXTY
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

44044. Witt

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers

Learn all about the
"OSRAM MUSIC MAG-
NET 4" by sending for
POST FREE Instruction
Chart. Fill in the coupon on
the page opposite.

Because the public have been quick to
realize that this assembly kit offers better value
and a better performance at a lower price than
the usual standards of radio value. For an outlay
of only £11 . 15 . 0 you can make up this power-
ful receiver that will bring in the whole of the
best home and continental stations with such
power and purity that will give you the utmost
of radio enjoyment.

The " OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4" is
a product of the G.E.C.-your guarantee

of perfect satisfaction. It is the
world's best circuit, with the best

valves (OSRAM) and the best
components (GECOPHONE).

Not the least attractive
features are the fine solid

oak cabinet, tasteful
front panel and sunk
station indicator cali-
brated in wavelengths.

THE SET THAT BRINGS THE CONTINENT TO THE

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.z
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You will not experience the slightest diffi-
culty in assembling the " OSRAM MUSIC
MAGNET 4." You will be directed step by step
by a full size instruction chart. Results are
certain. Afterwards the big thrill. Station
after station you will tune in-whenever you
want and whatever you want. This is real
radio enjoyment.

SPECIAL FEATURES

A pleasure to assemble

°GUMM
and then the

I,

The two Screen Grid
stages give extreme
selectivity and sensi-
tivity with an unrivalled
range.

3

a. Change of wave length
is effected by an external
switch and the set need
not therefore be opened.

C Maximum ease in
Jr tuning with a single

10 Enormous amplific- knob controlling triple
ation with perfect stab- gang condenser.
ility is given by the 6complete shielding of Assembly is the essence
H.F. Circuits. of simplicity.

01/ Volume control is pro -
Equal efficiency guaran- vided not only to act
teed on both wave length as such, but to procure
bands. extreme selectivity.

You can learn everything that is to be learned
about the OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 "
from the full size instruction chart that will
be sent you POST FREE. Study it carefully.
The coupon below is for your convenience.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
You can either buy your
" OSRAM MUSIC MAGI\fET 4"
for cash or on these attrac-
tive HIRE PURCHASE
terms :

: 3 : 6 deposit
12 monthly payments of

18/6

LRITISH ISLES

\`)

PRICE

1 -15-0
NCLUDING
OSRAM VALVES
GECOPHONE
COMPONENTS
AND POLISHED
HEAVY OAK
CONSTRUCTOR'S
CABINET

er

e
'tV* P.

fi

Price applies only
in Great Britain

and Northern
Ireland,

posy
COUIPCIN

NOW
for free
Chart

eto4 ta.

44.

0 .cpic>eop-1,9;1
-:.be 0,0 V4 4 C.

4.

Cut o coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealed envelope.
Halfpenny poc_'ace in either ease.-

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION see the" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 "on G.E.C. Stands Nos. 86 dnd 46 Ground Floor, New Han
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One of the self-cleaning phosphor -
bronze ball contacts is here seen
making a firm connection between
adjacent strips. On test it breaks
10 amps. at 20 volts fifty times, and
shows definite improvement with use.

A special feature of this switch is the
novel terminal which screws down
into a castellated base, holding if
necessary several wires simul-
taneously in a vice -like grip. Sol-
dering tags and contact strips are in
one piece.

The Bakelite pointer knob is fixed
to the spindle by a grub screw
riding in a brass bush --no stripped
female thread in the Bakelite.
The switch is fixed by drilling a
single 1 -in. clearance hole in any
metal or insulated panel up to
thickness. The indication dial reads
LONG -OFF -SHORT on one side.
The reverse is marked OFF only.
(Your jeweller will engrave special
lettering for a small fee.)

MAY WE HOPE TO SEE

ALL ROUND

SWITCH

Are you a judge of a fine piece of
engineering ? If so this new Benjamin
Rotary Switch will make an irresistible
appeal.
Both electrically and mechanically it is
a first-class job, and in appearance it is
fit to take its place on the most
luxurious panel.
The spindle carries at one end a
bakelite pointer -knob and at the other
a cross -bar of bakelite into which is let
two spring -loaded phosphor bronze
balls. As the knob is rotated the balls
snick into the gaps between the heavy
gauge contact strips, and thus for any
position of the switch two pairs of
strips are joined by a positive, low
resistance, self cleaning connection.
The eight terminals, or tinned soldering
lugs, can therefore be connected up to
your radio circuit in a variety of ways
for different purposes, and this switch
will perform all the functions of a
double -pole change -over switch neatly,
efficiently and rapidly.
Diagrams of several typical connections
for this switch, and its small brother, the
Single -Pole switch, are given in our 1931
Radio Catalogue. A postcard will se-
cure your free copy by return.

YOU AT STAND 115 WHERE ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE SHOWN ?

The Single -Pole Ro-
tary Switch is simi-
lar in construction tothe Double -Pole
above. With ter-
minals, 118. With-
out terminals. 1/6.

The Famous Bents -
min Push -Pull Switch
one -hole flying, sell
at: With terminals.
1;3. Without tenni.
nal s. 11.

N

WITH TERMINALS.
WITHOUT TER-

MINALS,,

MI

3l.

All Benjamin Switches
and Valve Holders
are fully illustrated
and described in our
Catalogue No. 1142.
Pico on request.

The Benjamin Electric Ltd., Tariff Road, Tottenham, London, N.17 Tottenham 1560
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CHOOSING
YOUR

VALUES
THEORETICALLY you get the greatest

amplification in a given R.C.C. stage
of L.F. amplification when the anode

resistance is infinity. That is to say, when
it has so many millions of millions of ohms
that its resistance goes beyond the limits
of practical measurement !

You couldn't get an anode resistance of
such a kind, and even if one were available
it wouldn't be much good because of the
difficulty of getting H.T. current through it.

The -plate of the valve demands a certain
voltage, and the higher the resistance of
the anode resistance, the greater the voltage
it will " drop." and the more cells the
H.T. battery will need to provide an ade-
quate compensation.

Anode 'Resistances.
In practice this is a very serious con-

sideration.
The purpose of the anode resistance is

to act as a load " resistance in series with
the valve. There is a fluctuating current
in the circuit, so you can see that the
greater the anode resistance in comparison
with the resistance of the valve, the greater

ANODE RESISTANCES

,ANODE RESISTANCE
SNOt/LO HAVE

Aeour
rIAIES THE

Re,51s7AMICe
OF VALVE

Pio./ AL955

you have to take the A.C. resistance (impedance)
of the valve and not its D.C. resistance.

will be the proportion of the fluctuating
voltages developed across it (the anode
resistance) for handing on to the next valve.

And the nearer you can get to confining
all the fluctuations to the anode resistance
the nearer you get to achieving the first
step in obtaining the full theoretical ampli-
fication of the valve as indicated by its
amplification factor.
' Infinite resistance being quite imprac-

* 4-4-4-4.--4-.--4-4.- -4.--..--..--.--4-4.-4-4-4.--4-*

tSome interesting and useful facts :
about component values, especially i
in relation to the R.C.C. low -

frequency stages in a set. f
By G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E. t

*.--4-4--4----4+--..-4.--4,-..-...-4,--4-A.*

tical on account of the D.C. voltage drop
it would cause, it is necessary to com-
promise and so we find that when the
anode resistance has a value three times
that of the resistance of the valve you can
realise some 75 per cent of the Amplification
Factor. And this proportioning proves, in
practice, to give about the' best all-round
results.

But you will notice that much depends
upon the resistance of the valve and you
should note that this is its A.C. resistance,
or impedance, and not its resistance to D.C.
Knowing either the resistance of the valve
or the resistance of the anode resistance, it
is possible to choose the other item accord-
ingly.

If you should have a set in which there
is an R.C.C. stage you will now know the
impedance of the valve preceding this
stage should be at least about a third
of that of the resistance of the anode
component of the R.C.C. unit.

The values of grid leaks and condensers
are very closely bound up with each other.

Grid Leaks and Condensers.
The grid leak in an L.F. valve circuit

following an R.C.C. stage is not there
merely to let electrons leak away from the
grid. Its job is to develop voltage differ-
ences in conjunction with the preceding
anode resistance and the coupling con-
denser.

Have a look at Fig. 2, this will give you
a clear idea as to what happens.

Voltages are set up across the anode
resistance, and are tapped off by the grid
leak and condenser in series. The grid
and filament of the second valve are tapped
across the grid leak.

There is a certain amount of voltage lost
in the grid or coupling condenser, the exact
amount depending upon its reactance and
the resistance of the grid leak.

But let us talk about the condenser
reactance as another resistance-it is quite
legitimate (the greater the capacity of the
condenser the less its resistance to A.C.).

But while the resistance of an anode resist
ance or a grid leak will remain more or less
constant at various frequencies, the same
thing cannot be said of our condenser
resistance. The higher the frequency the
less the resistance. The lower the fre-
quency the greater its resistance.

From this you might gather that the
best arrangement would be a very large
capacity grid condenser and a very high -
resistance grid leak.

A Nasty Snag !
There would be a smaller voltage drop

through the condenser right down to the
lowest frequencies where the condenser
resistance would be the greatest. But
there is a nasty snag !

The grid leak has a frequency charac-
teristic. That is to say, its A.C. resistance
will alter at varying frequencies ! That is
rather surprising, perhaps, in view of the
fact that it contributes nothing but ordinary
ohmic resistance. However, you must not
forget that it is not operating all by itself
-it is working in conjunction with another

PICKING LEAKS

There must be a definite relation between the
values of the grid condenser and grid leak if you

want best results.

component that contributes a quite different
factor-capacity.

And the impedance of that grid con-
denser and leak shunt -circuit takes in both
factors, You must not think of the two
components as having a resistance of the
ohms of the grid leak plus some ohms due
to the grid condenser. A.C. calculations
are seldom matters of such straightforward
additions !

(Continued on page 62.)
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THE approach of the great Olympia
Wireless Exhibition each year is the
signal for a special outbreak of activity

in the radio world in general. And it
is always our ambition at this time to
demonstrate that real progress is being
made in the design of radio receivers for
the home constructor, and to do it hand-
isomely and unmistakably.

We always feel that our set for the ex-
hibition issue of " P.W." marks the opening
of another season, and so it must be a
-worthy forerunner of all the fine receivers
which will follow it.

We want it to prove, among other things,
that our designs have once again taken a
big and decisive step forward along the road
to perfection.

Always Moving Forward
Regular readers will know that this deter-

mined forward policy on the part of " P.W."
has played a great part in raising our designs
to the pre-eminent position they are now
acknowledged to occupy. Even our worst
enemy (if we have got one !) must grant

in use a certain while it is high
time something better was
developed !

Every one of our special
designs represents a definite
step in some worth -while
direction.

Special Problems
In some cases it may be

that we have ascertained that
a body of our readers want a
receiver to fill a particular
need, and then we set to work
to produce a special combina-
tion of circuit and practical
construction to meet that need
better than it has ever been
met before.

In other cases, and this
happens still more often, we
find that the normal type of
receiver in common use is
suffering from some defect or
other in important localities.
For example, it may lack the

WONDERFUL SIMPLICITY OF CONTROLS

The small number of controls will give you an idea of the essential simplicity of this wonderful
up -to -the -minute -alter -neat receiver.

that placid stagnation has no place in our
programme.

We are never content to take the old
circuits and the old methods of assembly,
dress them up with a new hat and stick and
send thein out into the world as new
designs. Quite the contrary ; we always
assume that when some old friend has been

selectivity needed in the Regional area or
in coastal districts, or the power to shut
out the local station on long waves which
is so important in all broadcasting centres.

When a trouble of this sort is located
research work is at once undertaken to
determine its exact causes and then to
develop a practical and efficient cure.

MARVELLOUS SENSITIVITY AND SELECTIVITY

Here is the set with valves in place, and all ready to go on test and give you a great surprise. Such
marvellous sensitivity and selectivity have never been achieved before in combination with such out-

standing simplicity of construction, wiring and control.
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P.W." set designs are taking a big stride forward this year, with ijnproved and simplified wave -change
switching, a new ultra -efficient dual -range coil, a positive remedy for interferceice from the local station on
long waves, and many other good things. Here is the first of the new series, simple, yet giving a performance
which will startle the most experienced and hardened constructor. Designed and described by the

" P.W." Research Dept.

LI

SEE HOW THEY RUN

,o.o.000Chw.s
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If you follow through the run of the different circuits you see here, you will soon begin to realise what
a definite departure is marked by this first set of " P.W.'s " new series. Note the ',special methods

of coupling and the very simple wave -change switching.

PARTS YOU WILL
-._-: 1 Pane!, 21 in. x 7 in. (Lissen,
= or Trolite, Paxolin, Becol, Re-
.--- siston, etc.).

1 Cabinet withbaseboard 10 in.deep.
2 .0005-mfd. variable condensers

(Lotus, or Lissen, Dubilier, J.B.,
E- - Ready Radio, Ormond, Polar,

Burton, Igranic, Formo, etc.).
2 Vernier dials, if condensers not

of slow-motion type (Lissen,
= or Igranic, J.B., Ormond, Lotus,

Formo, etc.).
i -0001- .00013,- or .00015-mfd.

= differential reaction condenser
(Ready Radio, or Dubilier,

= Lissen, Polar, Lotus, Formo,== Wearite, Ormond, Burton,=
= Magnum, etc.).

2 3 -spring on -off wave -change
switehes(Red Diamond,orBulgin,=

-_--: Wearite, Ready Radio, Ormond,
-..- etc.).
-_- 1 L.T. switch (Igranic, or Lissen,
E Lotus, Bulgin, Ready Radio,
f.-- Ormond, Wearite, Benjamin, Red=
= Diamond, Junit, etc.).
-: 4 Sprung valve holders (Benjamin,

or Igranic, W.B., Lissen, Telsen,
--TiuinuMilluniiiiinnw1111111111nununinINIMIIIIII
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Lotus, Dario, Wearite, Junit,
Magnum, Bulgin, Precision, etc.).

2 Standard "' ." dual -range
coils (see (These can be
made by t ho wish from
the specif o be published
in one xt issues or
obtained e from the
usual su I. Ready Radio,
Wearite, si, Magnum,
Goltone, etc.

1 "P.W." " Contradyne" coil (Full
constructional details in special
article next week, or ready made
from usual firms).

2 H.F. chokes (R.I. and Leweos, or
Varley, Lissen, Telsen, Igranie,
Ready Radio, Lotus, Dubilier,
Watmel, Wearite, etc.).

1 Output filter choke (Lissen, or
Varley, Atlas, R.I., Ferranti,
Igranic, Wearite, Bulgin, etc.).

1 low-ratio'!L.F. transformer (Fer-
ranti, or Varley, Igranic, Lissen,
Telsen, R.I., Mullard, Lotus,
Leweos, etc.).

1 100,000 -ohm anode resistance
and holder (Lissen, or Igranic,

REQUIRE FOR THIS MAGNIFICENT RECEIVER.
R.I., Dubilier, Varley, Ediswan,
Mullard, Leweos, etc.).

1 2-mfd. condenser (T.C.C. or Lis-
sen, Dubilier, Hydra, Farranti,
Mullard, etc.).

1 1-mfd. condenser (Lissen, etc.).
1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser

(Dubilier, or Lissen, Ediswan,
T.C.C., Ferranti, Mullard, Gol-
tone, Igranic, Magnum, etc.).

1 .001-mfd. ditto (Magnum, etc.).
1 '002-mfd. ditto (Lissen, etc.).

(Note In situations where
higher magnification and slightly
lower selectivity is desired on long
waves make this a .001 mfd.)

2 01-mfd. ditto (T.C.C., and Mag-
num, or Lissen,

2 2-meg. grid leaks and holders
(Dubilier, or Lissen, Ediswan,
Igranic, Ferranti, Mullard, etc.).

1 Standard " P.W." Screen, 10 in.
x 6 in. (Magnum, or Paroussi,
Wearite, Ready Radio, etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 21 in. x 2 in.
11 Terminals (Belling & Lee, or

Igranic, Eelex, etc.).
Wire, screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.

When that has been done we
produce a complete design em-
bodying the new scheme, and
then turn to the next problem,
whatever that may be.

Our sets for past exhibitions
have always marked a real and
definite advance, but this year
we have one which goes further
than we have ever done before.
It represents the solution not
of one problem alone but of
no less than three !

Every one of those prob-
lems, moreover, is an impor-
tant one, with a bearing on
the requirements of practically
every listener. They are not
just matters which interest the
enthusiast who wants the last
ounce out of his set, but ques-
tions relating to the nature
of the service required from
all receivers under modern
conditions.

Points of Real Importance
When we come to explain them you will

see that they are indeed fundamental
matters which affect everyone. The dis-
closure of our solutions will give you an
idea of the tremendous stride forward in
receiver designs of all types which is being
taken this season.

Here is a sample. For some years, ever
since considerable power began to be used for
broadcasting, in fact, all sets of the simpler
kind have been liable to a most annoying
trouble : at the shorter distances from the
local station heavy interference is often
experienced on the long -wave hand.

Although the set may seem selective
enough on the medium waves, on switch-
ing over or inserting the long -wave coils in
comes the local programme again all over

SUPERB QUALITY

the lower portion of the dial..Just how
severe the interference may be depends on
circumstances, but if it happens at all it is
generally a pretty considerable nuisance.

At Last a Cure
It is a decidedly freakish effect, and does

not always occur, but it is very common
among receivers of the detector and L.F.
types, and by no means rare even with
those incorporating one H.F. stage. Natur-
ally, it is only to be expected aicompara-
tively short distances from the local station,
but here again no rules can be laid down.

Work has been going on upon this rather
extraordinary puzzle for many months in
the " P.W." Research Department, and now
we believe we have got to the bottom of it.
Not merely that, but we have also got a
complete cure for it which can even be
applied to existing sets.

-a1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E:

STAND No. 5
AT OLYMPIA.
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The new device is amazingly simple,
perfectly effective, and need cost only a
few shillings, while it actually improves the
general performance of the set on long
waves ! How's that for merit ?

The best that can usually be said for an
interference -removing device is that it does
not decrease signal strength ; here is one
which actually increases it !

(Continued on next page,)

SEE THIS FINE
SET ON

Here is the low -frequency end of the set, which lakes the clean, strong signals given to it by the
detector and builds them up to really impressive loud -speaker volume. Note the simple and direct wiring.

-TERRIFIC POWER
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THE approach of the great Olympia
Wireless Exhibition each year is the
signal for a special outbreak of activity

in the radio world in general. And it
is always our ambition at this time to
demonstrate that real progress is being
made in the design of radio receivers for
the home constructor, and to do it hand-
isomely and unmistakably.

We always feel that our set for the ex-
hibition issue of " P.W." marks the opening
of another season, and so it must be a
-worthy forerunner of all the fine receivers
which will follow it.

We want it to prove, among other things,
that our designs have once again taken a
big and decisive step forward along the road
to perfection.

Always Moving Forward
Regular readers will know that this deter-

mined forward policy on the part of " P.W."
has played a great part in raising our designs
to the pre-eminent position they are now
acknowledged to occupy. Even our worst
enemy (if we have got one !) must grant

in use a certain while it is high
time something better was
developed !

Every one of our special
designs represents a definite
step in some worth -while
direction.

Special Problems
In some cases it may be

that we have ascertained that
a body of our readers want a
receiver to fill a particular
need, and then we set to work
to produce a special combina-
tion of circuit and practical
construction to meet that need
better than it has ever been
met before.

In other cases, and this
happens still more often, we
find that the normal type of
receiver in common use is
suffering from some defect or
other in important localities.
For example, it may lack the

WONDERFUL SIMPLICITY OF CONTROLS

The small number of controls will give you an idea of the essential simplicity of this wonderful
up -to -the -minute -alter -neat receiver.

that placid stagnation has no place in our
programme.

We are never content to take the old
circuits and the old methods of assembly,
dress them up with a new hat and stick and
send thein out into the world as new
designs. Quite the contrary ; we always
assume that when some old friend has been

selectivity needed in the Regional area or
in coastal districts, or the power to shut
out the local station on long waves which
is so important in all broadcasting centres.

When a trouble of this sort is located
research work is at once undertaken to
determine its exact causes and then to
develop a practical and efficient cure.

MARVELLOUS SENSITIVITY AND SELECTIVITY

Here is the set with valves in place, and all ready to go on test and give you a great surprise. Such
marvellous sensitivity and selectivity have never been achieved before in combination with such out-

standing simplicity of construction, wiring and control.

Popular Wireless, September 20th, 1930. Popular Wireless, September 20th, 1936.

P.W." set designs are taking a big stride forward this year, with ijnproved and simplified wave -change
switching, a new ultra -efficient dual -range coil, a positive remedy for interferceice from the local station on
long waves, and many other good things. Here is the first of the new series, simple, yet giving a performance
which will startle the most experienced and hardened constructor. Designed and described by the

" P.W." Research Dept.

LI

SEE HOW THEY RUN
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If you follow through the run of the different circuits you see here, you will soon begin to realise what
a definite departure is marked by this first set of " P.W.'s " new series. Note the ',special methods

of coupling and the very simple wave -change switching.

PARTS YOU WILL
-._-: 1 Pane!, 21 in. x 7 in. (Lissen,
= or Trolite, Paxolin, Becol, Re-
.--- siston, etc.).

1 Cabinet withbaseboard 10 in.deep.
2 .0005-mfd. variable condensers

(Lotus, or Lissen, Dubilier, J.B.,
E- - Ready Radio, Ormond, Polar,

Burton, Igranic, Formo, etc.).
2 Vernier dials, if condensers not

of slow-motion type (Lissen,
= or Igranic, J.B., Ormond, Lotus,

Formo, etc.).
i -0001- .00013,- or .00015-mfd.

= differential reaction condenser
(Ready Radio, or Dubilier,

= Lissen, Polar, Lotus, Formo,== Wearite, Ormond, Burton,=
= Magnum, etc.).

2 3 -spring on -off wave -change
switehes(Red Diamond,orBulgin,=

-_--: Wearite, Ready Radio, Ormond,
-..- etc.).
-_- 1 L.T. switch (Igranic, or Lissen,
E Lotus, Bulgin, Ready Radio,
f.-- Ormond, Wearite, Benjamin, Red=
= Diamond, Junit, etc.).
-: 4 Sprung valve holders (Benjamin,

or Igranic, W.B., Lissen, Telsen,
--TiuinuMilluniiiiinnw1111111111nununinINIMIIIIII

17

El

77.

Lotus, Dario, Wearite, Junit,
Magnum, Bulgin, Precision, etc.).

2 Standard "' ." dual -range
coils (see (These can be
made by t ho wish from
the specif o be published
in one xt issues or
obtained e from the
usual su I. Ready Radio,
Wearite, si, Magnum,
Goltone, etc.

1 "P.W." " Contradyne" coil (Full
constructional details in special
article next week, or ready made
from usual firms).

2 H.F. chokes (R.I. and Leweos, or
Varley, Lissen, Telsen, Igranie,
Ready Radio, Lotus, Dubilier,
Watmel, Wearite, etc.).

1 Output filter choke (Lissen, or
Varley, Atlas, R.I., Ferranti,
Igranic, Wearite, Bulgin, etc.).

1 low-ratio'!L.F. transformer (Fer-
ranti, or Varley, Igranic, Lissen,
Telsen, R.I., Mullard, Lotus,
Leweos, etc.).

1 100,000 -ohm anode resistance
and holder (Lissen, or Igranic,

REQUIRE FOR THIS MAGNIFICENT RECEIVER.
R.I., Dubilier, Varley, Ediswan,
Mullard, Leweos, etc.).

1 2-mfd. condenser (T.C.C. or Lis-
sen, Dubilier, Hydra, Farranti,
Mullard, etc.).

1 1-mfd. condenser (Lissen, etc.).
1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser

(Dubilier, or Lissen, Ediswan,
T.C.C., Ferranti, Mullard, Gol-
tone, Igranic, Magnum, etc.).

1 .001-mfd. ditto (Magnum, etc.).
1 '002-mfd. ditto (Lissen, etc.).

(Note In situations where
higher magnification and slightly
lower selectivity is desired on long
waves make this a .001 mfd.)

2 01-mfd. ditto (T.C.C., and Mag-
num, or Lissen,

2 2-meg. grid leaks and holders
(Dubilier, or Lissen, Ediswan,
Igranic, Ferranti, Mullard, etc.).

1 Standard " P.W." Screen, 10 in.
x 6 in. (Magnum, or Paroussi,
Wearite, Ready Radio, etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 21 in. x 2 in.
11 Terminals (Belling & Lee, or

Igranic, Eelex, etc.).
Wire, screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.

When that has been done we
produce a complete design em-
bodying the new scheme, and
then turn to the next problem,
whatever that may be.

Our sets for past exhibitions
have always marked a real and
definite advance, but this year
we have one which goes further
than we have ever done before.
It represents the solution not
of one problem alone but of
no less than three !

Every one of those prob-
lems, moreover, is an impor-
tant one, with a bearing on
the requirements of practically
every listener. They are not
just matters which interest the
enthusiast who wants the last
ounce out of his set, but ques-
tions relating to the nature
of the service required from
all receivers under modern
conditions.

Points of Real Importance
When we come to explain them you will

see that they are indeed fundamental
matters which affect everyone. The dis-
closure of our solutions will give you an
idea of the tremendous stride forward in
receiver designs of all types which is being
taken this season.

Here is a sample. For some years, ever
since considerable power began to be used for
broadcasting, in fact, all sets of the simpler
kind have been liable to a most annoying
trouble : at the shorter distances from the
local station heavy interference is often
experienced on the long -wave hand.

Although the set may seem selective
enough on the medium waves, on switch-
ing over or inserting the long -wave coils in
comes the local programme again all over

SUPERB QUALITY

the lower portion of the dial..Just how
severe the interference may be depends on
circumstances, but if it happens at all it is
generally a pretty considerable nuisance.

At Last a Cure
It is a decidedly freakish effect, and does

not always occur, but it is very common
among receivers of the detector and L.F.
types, and by no means rare even with
those incorporating one H.F. stage. Natur-
ally, it is only to be expected aicompara-
tively short distances from the local station,
but here again no rules can be laid down.

Work has been going on upon this rather
extraordinary puzzle for many months in
the " P.W." Research Department, and now
we believe we have got to the bottom of it.
Not merely that, but we have also got a
complete cure for it which can even be
applied to existing sets.
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STAND No. 5
AT OLYMPIA.
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The new device is amazingly simple,
perfectly effective, and need cost only a
few shillings, while it actually improves the
general performance of the set on long
waves ! How's that for merit ?

The best that can usually be said for an
interference -removing device is that it does
not decrease signal strength ; here is one
which actually increases it !

(Continued on next page,)

SEE THIS FINE
SET ON

Here is the low -frequency end of the set, which lakes the clean, strong signals given to it by the
detector and builds them up to really impressive loud -speaker volume. Note the simple and direct wiring.

-TERRIFIC POWER
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t THE "EXHIBITION" FOUR.
(Continued from previous page.) /

--------------------*
Our new, scheme is called the " P.W."

" Contradyne," and we shall be telling you
how to make it up as a separate unit for

addition to an existing set in our next
issue.

Space will not permit, us to tell you about
it in detail here, so look out for the special
article next week.

Naturally, we have incorporated the
" Contradyne " in our exhibition set,
so here we find the first outstanding merit of
this exceptionally fine receiver ; it is
absolutely free from the slightest sign of

interference from the local station on long
waves.

It doesn't add any serious complication
to the set, either ; it is just a matter of
incorporating a special tapped coil which
you can make quite easily for yourself (see
the article next week), or buy for a few
shillings from any of the firms who specialise
in the coils for our sets.

(Continued on page 64.)

U

Although the "Exhibition " Four is a large and ambitious receiver it has been so carefully planned that the wiring is delightfully clear and simple to follow out.
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TROUBLE -FREE
SET BUILDING

USE
READY RADIO APPROVED

NON -SOLDERING
KITS ONLY

USE "JIFFILINX"
FOR WIRING -UP

THE EXHIBITION " FOUR
s. d. s. d.

I drilled ebonite panel, 21 ins. x 7 ins. . 7 0 1 Varley 100,000 ohm resistance and holder 7 0
1 Hand -polished oak cabinet with 10 in. base- 1 Dubilier .0003 fixed condenser .. 1 8

board .. a 1A 12 6 1 Dubilier -001 fixed condenser. 2 0
2 Cyldon Log Line .0005 variable condensers.. 1 0 0 I Dubilier '002 fixed condenser.. 2 0
2 Igranic Indigraph slow-motion dials.. 12 0 2 T.C.C. 01 fixed condensers .. .. 6 0
1 ReadiRad differential condenser, .00015 5 0 2 Dubilier 2 megohm grid leaks and holders 5 6
2 ReadiRad 3 -point wave -change switches 3 0 1 ReadiRad standard screen, 10 ins. x 6 ins. 2 0
I ReadiRad on -and -off switch .. 10 1 Terminal strip, 21 ins. x 2 ins. . 2 0
4 Benjamin valve holders .. 6 0 11 Belling -Lee terminals .. 5 6
2 ReadiRad P.W. dual range coils .. 1 10 0 4 Valves as specified .. 2 7 6

.1 ReadiRad P.W. Contradyne coil .. 7 6 2 Sets Jiffilinx .. .. .. 5 0
1 Lewcos H.F. choke ..  7 9 Screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc... 1 9

1 ReadiRad H.F. choke .. ' 
1 Lissen output filter choke .. . 4

12

6
6 TOTAL (including Valves and Cabinet) £13 1 6

1 Ferranti L.F. transformer A.F.3 1 5 0 .111111111=111111MONIII

ANY OF THE ABOVE COMPONENTS

KIT A andleless v: 1 vn ee
cab £9:1:6

or 12 equal monthly payments of 169

KIT B with valves £11:9:0less cabinet
or 12 equal monthly payments of 20,9

KIT C l'inIcvablivneest £13 : 1 : 6
or 12 equal monthly payments of 24' -

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured.

all charges forward.

Immediate
Dispatch

CAN BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY IF DESIRED.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
£ s. d.

1 Amplion Cone Loud Speaker 1 19 6
Atlas H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains

A.C. 16 - - - - 4 10 0
1 Atlas H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains

D.C. 16 - - - 3 15 0
1 Fuller 2 v. 30 Accumulator 11 0
1 Fuller 16 v. G.B. Battery - 2 9

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telephone: Hop 5555(Pnuate Exchange) Telegrams: READIRAD , SEDIST.

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS
Your goods are despatched post

free or carriage paid.

Cash or Easy
Payments

ADVERT. OF READY RADIO (R.R. Ltd.), 159, BOROUGH IIIGH STREET LONDON, S.E.1
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PORTABLE,ORIN

ANY RADIO SET.

Here is the new IGRANIC MIDGET'
TRANSFORMER which may be termed a
" Masterpiece in Miniature

Although only 2; x 1; x 4- ins in
size, no refinements --- electrical or
constructional-have been sacrificed
in producing this Transformer.
A patented bi-metal core embodying
a new nickel alloy is used which does
not permit other than a very small
polarisation.
The "MIDGET" Transformer has a high
primary inductance of over 6o henries.
Slotted terminal nuts are provided,
and all terminals clearly marked.

Write for New Catalogue R159.

IGRANIi
asumw'M1 D C ETrtaammin

TRANSFORMER
inspect this "Masterpiece in Miniature" at our
STAND No. 240, NEW EMPIRE HALL, OLYMPIA.

I-17
QoariVILIoriaSt

GRAPTIC
'ELECTRIC Co.,Ltd.
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V
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HOW TO MAKE
A TRICKLE
CHARGE R

If you have D.C. mains it is a most simple business to rig up a trickle charger which will solve all your charging problems.
Here is a design for one by the " P.W." Research Dept. which gives you a particularly easy change -over from charge "

to " use," and is so simple that you do not even need a wiring diagram to build it.

MOST people have a notion that to
charge accumulators from D.C. mains
is a very expensive business, but

this seems to be one of those cases in which
the- changes which have taken place in
wireless matters in the last few,Fears make
it necessary for us to revise our ideas a bit.

When it was a matter of giving a complete
charge to a big battery quite frequently,
probably the only possible conclusion was
that to do it straight from D.C. mains was
too wasteful, but is that quite the position
nowadays?

No Longer Extravagant.

With the present economical valves, most
of us use comparatively small accumu-
lators, and the drain upon them is so small
that it becomes quite possible to employ the
modern method of an overnight " trickle "
charge, even on D.C. mains.

Under these conditions you never allow
the battery to run right down, but restore
it to a fully -charged condition with a small
charge at a low rate at regular and fairly
short intervals.

Thus, with a big set you might do it every
night, but more often it will be enough to
charge at longer intervals, say, every second
or third night.

The charging rate is so low by this
" trickle " method that the current used is
quite moderate, and most people will agree
that the small expenditure is fully justified
by the great convenience which results.

To illustrate the point, we have made
something like the simplest possible form of
trickle charger, with the necessary conveni-
ent change -over scheme, and this we will
tell you how to construct for yourself.

How To Make It.

First, take a glance at the photograph at
the top of this page, and you will see that
the base of the gadget is a wooden switch
plate about 6 or 7 in. square, such as
you can get from most electricians.

These bases have a hollow recess under
neath to accommodate the wiring and lb
projecting shanks of the two terminals
which you will see. On it are to be mounted
three ordinary batten -type lamp -sockets
and the two terminals just mentioned
which are later to be connected across per-
manently to the L.T. terminals on the
receiver.

Wire one of these terminals on the charger
to one of the connection points on one of the
lamp -sockets, and the other terminal to

the remaining point on the socket, to do
which you will need to bore holes in the
wooden base. Wire one point on each of the
other two sockets together. From each
remaining point on these two sockets take
off, a separate lead from underneath, again
through holes in the base.

These two leads should be in the form
of a length of twin flex. Take this out
through a hole in the side or top of the base
and fit upon the further end a lamp adapter
or two -pin plug for insertion in a convenient
mains point.

Now attach to the terminals of your
accumulator another length of flex with a
lamp adapter on the end. This adaerter is
to be inserted in one or other of the sockets
on the charger, according to whether you
want to charge the battery or use it to run
the set.

To run the set, place the adapter in the
socket which you wired to the two terminals.
To charge the battery, place it in one of the
two sockets wired to the mains, and in

A SIMPLE SAFETY SCHEME

This view illustrates a simple method of ensuring that the adapter
plug on the end of the twin flex lead from the accumulator always
goes into its alternative sockets the right way round. Use an adapter
of the wooden variety, and insert a small round -head screw ex-
actly as you see at (1) above. Then file away a little of the metal
of the holders as at (2) to admit the screw shank at one side only.

the other of these sockets insert a lamp of
suitable size.

All that is needed in future to change
from " use " to " charge " is to shift the
adapter from one socket to the other, and
it is a good plan to mark the sockets
accordingly.

When you first finish the charger, by the
by, you must see that you get the battery
and set connections right as to polarity.

First, get the battery on charge and see
that the lamp lights up, without troubling
about polarity. Then disconnect the charger
from the mains altogether and take the
leads off the battery. Connect the charger
to the mains again and apply the free ends
which previously went to the battery to
a pole -finder or a piece of pole -finding paper
(most dealers keep these items) and so
identify them.
Some Safety Points.

Put them back correctly on the accumu-
lator, positive to positive, and that part of
the job is done. Be careful, though, to dis-

connect the charger from
the mains while you do this
last. Also, don't touch the
bare ends of the wires while
" pole -finding."

Having got the right con-
nections, either mark the
adapter to ensure that
it goes in the same way
in future, or adopt the
spacial scheme seen in the
photograph. To get the set
connections right, just use
the pole -finding paper again
on the leads from charger to
set.

By the by, you will under-
stand that you must be
careful about these polarity
questions, lest your battery be
discharged instead of charged.
See that the connection from
the charger to the mains is
never reversed, keep an eye on
those to the battery and set.

A suitable size for the
lamp is 25 or 30 watts for
100- or 110 -volt mains, and
50 or 60 watts for 200 to
240 -volt mains.

These lamp sizes give you a
charging rate of roughly a
quarter of an amp. Correct
sizes for other charging rates
are quite easily calculated.
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The Siemens' set
above is a power-
ful radio -gramo-
phone outfit,
capable of work-ing a large
number of loud
speakers where a
big concert -hall
has to be filled.
Superficially it is
very much like
its British equiv-
alent, and the
same can be said
of the all -electric
Telefunken s e t
shown to the

right.

SEEN

rrr

rrrr

AT BERLIN

The most interesting thing about this all electric two-valver is the huge tuning scale
extending over most of the front panel. Tuning is carried out by means of the knob

in the centre, and extremely fine variation is possible.

To the right is an inside view
of the large-scale all -electric set
shown at the top of the page.
The set to the left is a television
receiver of novel design. In
addition to the controls along
the bottom of the panel there
are three " windows," two of
which are for viewing television
broadcasts. The upper window
is used for the reception of
German television and the lower
(right) window for the Baird

transmissions.

The illustration above shown the interior of the
Telefunken All -Electric receiver, the front of
which is shown by the picture in the circle beside
it. It will be seen that a loud -speaker unit is
fixed to the back of the case (the cone having
been removed for the purpose of the photograph),
and that a very compact layout has been
achieved. To the left is an inside view of a
television receiver, the instrument being capable
of picking up, in addition to German trans-
missions, the Baird experimental television broad-

casts from the B.B.C. stations.
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A low impedance valve specially developed for use where tie valve in the
output stage should have a fairly high amplification factor, as, for instance,
in receivers having only one low frequency stage, type P.M.256 is ess,Jitially
the output valve for such sets as the Wireless World " Kilomag Four - or the
" Foreign Listener's Four." By virtue of its recently improved characteristics
and the increased anode voltage at which this valve can now be operated,
the ,k7,.P:M.256 will give a large undistorted output amply sufficient for
operating a powerful domestic speaker or radio gramophone.
L.T. Supply.
The filament is rated to consume 0.25 amp at 6.9 volts which may be obtained,
if desired, by a step-down transformer operating on the A.C. electric light mains.

Mullard
THE  MASTER.  VALVE

Advt. The ill ullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,
M &lard House, Charing Cross R , London, W 2.111.5.
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* -40-0-4-0- ----------4. *

SHORT-WAVE NOTES.
By W. L. S.

Our expert gives you all the latest news of short-wave interest, and answers
some questions that are of general interest.

* - -410- -4.-4.- -4.- '0-4..0-*

DURING the next week or so I hope to be
touring gently round the northern part
of Great Britain, calling in here and

there on " hams " that I know, and so shall
have a valuable opportunity of studying
short -wavers and short-wave conditions
from a variety of angles. Perhaps, therefore,
some of those provincial readers who
occasionally accuse me of thinking of
everything in terms of " London " will not
be able to make that criticism with so much
justification in future.

From what I have previously seen of the
North, and of the Midlands in particular, the
general run of conditions is far better than
anything ever experienced in London..
Perhaps I shall be able to confirm this after
my trip.

Those Mystery Stations,
From the Australian Broadcasting Co.,

Ltd., have received a bulky package of
descriptions of forthcoming programmes
from 3 L 0 and 3 A R. Naturally, by the
time they reached me these programmes
were out of date, but they are interesting
as showing the sort of stuff they get, and
apparently approve of, down under.

Apart from a brighter atmosphere about
their Sunday programmes, they are
extraordinarily similar to the B.B.C.'s
concoctions, the proportion of highbrow "
to " lowbrow." being about the same as we
are used to here at home.

Incidentally, the' service area of 3 L 0 is
said to be of the order of 35,000,000 square
miles-very roughly a circle with a
radius of 3.0030 miles ! It sounds big, but
doubtless the European short -wavers cover
equally large areas.

" M.C." wants to know what stations they
are that.one hears on most receivers (short-
wave and otherwise) when the aerial coil is
removed completely, described as " a jumble
of whistling Morse signals." I have an
idea, " M. C.," that the wave -length is some-
where in the region of 20,000 or 30,000
metres (frequency of 15 or 10 kc.) and
that the " signals " are received largely op
the L.F. amplifier oscillating at this
frequency, helped by the detector with its
free grid. Tney are all very long -wave
stations and " sub -harmonics of some of
the more powerful locals working on the
4,000- or 5,000 -metre band.

Bubble and Burst.
On one of my short -wavers before I

moved into the wilds, far from tramcars
and the like, I used to hear wonderful noises
with the A.T.1. removed, like unto the
boiling of many kettles : they would
gradually mount up and up in pitch until
the top one. went right out and a new one
would start at the bottom to take its place.
This demonstration was always appreciated
far more among the " rich uncle type of
visitor than any programme ever trans-
mitted. It certainly did savour of the
uncanny.

Readers continue to pelt me with

appreciations of the " Magic " Three when
used as a short -waver: the latest letter to
arrive is from a Preston listener who gets
Rome on the loud speaker at better strength
than Manchester at 32 miles !

Well, " H.D.," you should hear your
Americans and Australians round about
Rome's wave -length or just below, but you
probably won't hear anything of them until
conditions improve a lot. Then, with luck,
they might be as loud as Rome himself.

Incidentally, " F. A. M.," of East Ham,
asks for a reliable three -valve short -waver
circuit. What about this self -same "Magic"
F. A. M. ? (Or, if you have the copy of
" M. W." with the Thomas special short -
waver that the Nigerian correspondent
mentions, why not try that ?)

late to catch me. I believe you can find out
all about these records from the Marconi -
phone Co. in Tottenham Court Road. Yes,
W8DLD is certainly one of the best
American amateurs I have ever heard on
'phone, although quite a number started up
in the spring. back in the days when they
could be heard.
" Oh, Yeah ! "

All that remains of them nowadays is a
faint whisper round the band late at nights.
particularly on 20 metres, which, if one has
a really good receiver, can be resolved into
hundreds of C.W. signals, all far too weak
to read at all. Now and then one of them
will stand out of the crowd for a few minutes,
but very seldom for longer than that.

" A. B. D.," of Fort Portal, Uganda,
receives 5 S W, P C J. and P H I all equally
well, but never a trace of the States. He
hears the London side of the Transatlantic
'phone perfectly, but 'never the other ;
whereas I often get the American end at
roaring strength, but never London. You
can tell it is the American end, by the way,
apart from the frequent " Hullo London,"
by the still more frequent " Oh yeah " in
the approved talkie accent!

'PHONES FOR THE PRINCE

When the Prince of Wales quite unexpectedly " dropped in " to see Mr. and
Mrs. Lewes, of Newburn Street, Kennington, they were listening on the little
crystal set- Mr. Lewes has built.. The Prince stayed some little tjme and

listened to the radio with the 'phones Mr. Lewes is seen wearing.

Many readers have logged vp Q H, the
" Morrissey," now a long way up North,
since I first mentioned him. He was, in
those days, on 40 metres, but has now
transferred to about 20.9 metres, where he
is more than twice as strong and very
constant indeed.. He may be heard most
nights at about 23.15 B.S.T. working with
W H D, the station of the New York Times.

G 5 X M and G 5 V N ask Ille to mention
that they have applied for 80 -metre permits
and would like reports on their signals when
they get going on that wave. There does
not appear to be much sign .of 80 -metre
activity as yet. but probably by the winter
some of the amateurs who are not sufficiently
energetic to work through the summer will
have taken the matter up.

" T. C.," of South Chingford, asked me
some time back for particulars of Morse
records for practice purposes. Sorry,
" T. C.," but your letter slipped my memory
at the time and your reminder arrived too

RADIO
WRINKLES.

*-4-4.-

When you instal an
aerial lead-in switch
make sure that the
contacts are firm and
sound and arrange that
the whole switch is
covered with some
weatherproof device that
will protect it adequately.

If you use a 6 -volt
accumulator consisting
of three separate 2 -volt
sections, keep the cells
properly connected in
place before handing it
in at the charging station,
as if the connecting bars
are removed they may be
replaced wrongly.

Howling is usually caused by the H.T.
battery running down, L.T. running down, use
of too large a reaction coil, or bad spacing of
components or wiring.

. *

Large multi -wire aerials are no better for
broadcast reception than a well -insulated single
wire of suitable dimensions.

There are two types of oscillation, audible
and inaudible, so do not suppose that because
you cannot hear a howl the set cannot possibly
be oscillating.

* * *

If you wish to try for a station which you
have not received before, postpone your attempt
until the local station has finished working.

* * *

If your reception suddenly varies or becomes
distorted without your own set having been
touched, it is indicative of " wipe-out " by a
neighbouring circuit.

* * *

Changing your high-tension plugs may cause
an unpleasant click in your neighbour's receiver.
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SEE
THE NEW

ilEGISTERN 13 TRAP.

Four of them are illustrated here.
For performance and reliability buy
GECOPHONE. Convenient Hire
Purchase Terms can be arranged on
orders of £5 or over. Ask your dealer

for particulars.

PORTABLE
SCREEN -GRID

FOUR -VALVE
RECEIVER.

(BATTERY TYPE)

20"s -

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.
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Pan ECKEPSLEYte'---\
UEQYORNER.

BAND PASS FILTER FOR SELECTIVITY--
USING A DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER-
CRYSTAL CRACKLES-S.G. REACTION-
NOT SO DUSTY !-RESISTANCE OF THE

MOVING COIL.

'Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by "PEW." readers. Rut don't address your queries to Captain

Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

Band -Pass Filter for Selectivity.
M. N. (Dulwich).-" Is there any real

advantage to be gained by using a band-pass
filter in front of a screened -grid valve set
already incorporating two tuned circuits ? "

The great problem before the receiver -
designer is selectivity. By the justified, and
by' myself much recommended, policy of
fewer stations and higher power, inter-
ference between stations is becoming more
and more pronounced, since the indirect
ray is independent of wave -length.

Thus, anything that can be done to make
a receiver more selective will make it more
useful in picking up distant stations, and
also eliminating interference from the foreign
station on the local station. If the band-pass
filter in front of the screen grid is going
materially to increase selectivity, as, if it
is properly designed, it will, then the filter
is to the good.

It will make its usefulness more pro-
nounced provided your desire is to pick up
foreign stations free from interference one
With another.

* * *
Using a Differential Condenser.

R. T. H. (Bognor).-" Recently, I fitted
a differential reaction condenser to the
detector valve in my set, and found that it
increased the sensitivity as compared with
an ordinary reaction condenser, at the same
time allowing for smoother reaction control.
However, it has occurred to me that the
direct by-pass effect offered by the condenser
between anode and filament negative of
valve tends to cut off the higher frequencies.

" Is this correct, and by what amount is
the high note loss likely to affect quality ?
I think speech, etc., seems to be very
slightly more ' woolly.' "

If you have chosen the right valves, I see
no reason why there should be serious loss
of top due to this effect rather than to the
much greater " top -cut-off " effect of re-
action itself. I often notice people worry
about top -cut-off in detail, and yet apply
reaction in gross.

* * *

Crystal Crackles.
M. A. W. (Cambridge).-" My neighbour

has a crystal set, whilst we have a three -
valve receiver. Each time he adjusts his
crystal there is a crackle in the loud speaker.t
Can this interference be prevented ?

Yes, but only by asking your neighbour
'not to keep adjusting his crystal !

This is not indeed a technical query, but
I am delighted to try to help all the same.

I should suggest to your neighbour that it's
worth while these days either buying a
single valve which will adapt very well to
a crystal set or buying one of those robust
non-adjustable crystals which work well,
are less sensitive, but don't require fiddling
with.

After all, these days we ought to be able
to have a better factor of safety than given
by a cat's -whisker crystal, and while I
agree that the price of valves is a disgrace,
nevertheless, it's fairer to all concerned to
keep pace with the progress of the art.

I hope I have been of some help to both
you and your neighbour.

* * *

S.G. Reaction.
P. T. (Wanstead).-" Recently I con-

structed a transportable set with a frame
aerial and applied reaction to the latter

A LEAD-IN TROUBLE

An aerial lead-in that swings against a gutter, or
walls of a house, may give rise to scratching
noises in your reception. it can be prevented,
of course, by tying the lead-in away from the

wall as shown above.

by means of a .00005-mfd. variable con-
denser from the anode of the S.G. valve in
the receiver (S.G. Det. and 2 L.F.).

"The results are excellent, but I was
recently given to understand that connect-
ing a reaction condenser from the anode of
an S.G. valve reduced its magnification,
since the anode was virtually joined to
earth via the three -turn reaction winding
and condenser. Should I obtain better
results by applying reaction from the de-
tector valve to the frame, or to a tuned
circuit between the S.G. and detector "

The shunting effect of the anode reaction
circuit should not be appreciable if valves
are correctly adjusted, since an inductance
and condenser together form a higher im-
pedance than a condenser. But applying
reaction over a wide wave range with a
high impedance screened valve involves

quantitative compromises and it is better
to use the lower impedance detector valve.

The essence of smooth reaction is the
maintenance of a correct phase relationship
between the anode current of the valve
applying reaction and the applied signal
voltage. If in fact reaction struggles to
feed back voltage impulses to the grid
which are out of phase with the signal
voltage there is bound to be difficulty and
you will not obtain that smooth slide in
and out of oscillation so essential to good
working.

* * *

Not So Dusty I
A. G. (Walkerville).-" I have been told

that particles of dust between the vanes of
a variable condenser reduce the efficiency of
a set, and tend to make it noisy in operation.
Is this true 1"

Yes. If the dust is metallic or conducting
dust. I have never really made much study
of the conductivity of average dust.

But, of course, dust if it is non -conducting
or a dielectric could by scratching about
make some effect. It's much best to keep
things clean in any case and keep dust
away from condensers, but if you don't
want to box everything, a pair of bellows
makes a fine investment, and you can have
great fun blowing the dust off your set on
to your chairs and tables and waiting for
the dust there deposited to come back to
your set !

Most of the big wireless stations are
periodically cleaned by blowers, and in
accurate wave -meters the condensers are
washed out by petrol. So keep things clean,
it won't do any harm.

* * *

Resistance of the Moving Coil.
V. R. (Bournemouth).-" Is there any

advantage in using a high -resistance moving
coil loudspeaker with an L.F. choke filter

 output circuit, as compared with a low
resistance moving coil and a step-down
output transformer ? "

The advantage could only obtain if the
choke filter output circuit were better than
the transformer. I do not see superficially
that there is anything very different in the
loud speaker itself if it uses high or low
resistance operating (as opposed to mag-
netising) coils unless the high -resistance
type appreciably increases the mass of the
movement.

Speaking practically rather than theoretic-
ally there is no advantage in using choke
filter output as against transformer output.
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GET THE BEST
OUT OF RADIO

Power
Potentiometers
complete range

Prices from
9/6 to 11/6

To get the best out of radio you must put
the best into your set. Varley Components
have twenty-five years' experience behind
them. Experience spells progress, and
progress means ultimate achievement.
The Varley Power Potentiometer is the
latest development in Power Control.
Ideal for high voltage eliminators, the
resistance element cannot " pack," and
a spring loaded contact arm ensures an
efficient and dependable connection.
Remember that when you buy Varley
Components you buy quality-the results
of twenty-five years' research-perfect
efficiency.

For
RADIO

Wiley
STAND
No. 1 0 5

OLYMPIA
Sept. 19-27

Advertisement of Clive, Pell Control Ltd., Ktngsway House, 103, Kings:Day, London, W.C.2, Telephone: Holborn 5303.
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FOR television purposes the scene or
picture which is being transmitted is
viewed by a moving " eye," that con-

stantly glances from side to side across the
picture at a high speed. It is possible to

view " only a small area at one glance,
so the electric eye is directed first along a
strip at (say) the top of the picture, next at
a strip just below this, and so on in .a series
of strips to the bottom of the picture.

Producing the Beam.
In most systems of television, a mechanical

scanning arrangement is used. A rapidly -
moving mechanical system has obvious
limitations and, therefore, experimenters
have looked about for some television
system, wherein the moving part should be
virtually ".weightless."

A weightless object which suggests itself
for this purpose is a beam of radiation ;
for example, a beam of light 'or a stream
of electrons (" cathode rays," as they are
sometimes called) and experiments on the
use of the latter type' of radiation for
television reprOduction have been carried
on for many years. -

The problem in its simplest form is this.
If we have a beam of cathode rays shooting
through a vacuum tube and falling upon a
suitable flourescent screen, which glows
brightly at the spot where the beam strikes
it, then we have the necessary essential
apparatus at our disposal, and what
we have to do is to arrange for the beam
to traverse the whole area of the screen
rapidly and in a proper manner and to
vary in intensity according to its position
at any moment.

Cathode Ray Tube.
If we can arrange for all this to be carried

out in the proper way, we have a simple
method of building up a televised picture
which will show up on the fluorescent
screen. Some very interesting experiments
in this direction are now, being carried out
in the Research Laboratories of the West-
inghouse Electric Company of the United
States.

I should mention that we are not at the
moment concerned with the television
transmitter but only with the television
receiver.

I expect most of you are familiar with
the essential phenomena which takes place
in a cathode ray discharge tube. You
know that when the appropriate voltage
(generally some thousands of volts) is applied

The mechanical scanning methods t
employed in many television systems
seem to introduce definite limit-
ations. But attention is now being
turned to the nimble electron as a
substitute and some very interesting
experiments have been carried out in

I

accordance with the system described
by Dr. Roberts.

*

across the electrodes of the tube, a copious
stream of electrons comes away from the
region of the cathode and travels towards
the region of the anode.

Deflection Problems.
If the anode is pierced with a small hole,

a fine stream of these cathode rays or
electrons will shoot through i he hole and
may be made to impinge upon a suitable
screen placed at a little distance beyond
the anode. In this way we have a fairly

BENDING THE BEAM

Ph C/O/PE 5C EiV
FILAMENT ECT/N G SCREEN

ioL_ A rE

DEFLECT/NG
ANODE CO/ LS

CoNneog. ELECTRODE SECOND
A1877 ANODE

Here you can see exactly how the television
cathode ray receiver is constructed. The
cathode beam passes between the deflecting
plates and the deflecting coils before reaching

the screen.

sharply defined beam of electrons which
produce a well-defined bright spot upon
the fluorescent screen.

We now have our " weightless " beam,
and we have to make this traverse the
fluorescent screen in the appropriate way.
Let us see how this is done.

If the beam passes, on its way to the
screen, through the spade between a pair of
metal plates, across which an electrical
potential is maintained, it is obvious that

the electrons (being negatively charged)
will be displaced during their passage
through this electric field in a direction
away from the negative plate and towards
the positive plate.

Electric and Magnetic Fields.
The transverse motion thus imparted to

the electrons will show itself by a shifting
of the bright spot upon the screen, the
direction of the shift being parallel to the
direction of the transverse electric field
through which- the beam is passing.

Now suppose the beam also passes through
a magnetic field ; the effect of this also will
be to shift the beam, but in this case the
shift is not in a direction parallel to the
magnetic field but in a direction at right
angles to the magnetic field.

If, therefore, the electric field and the
magnetic field are parallel to one another
(we may assume, for simplicity, that they
operate throughout the same region) the
electric field will shift the bright spot on
the screen in one direction, whilst the
magnetic field will shift the spot in a
direction at right angles to the first.

For simplicity let us call the electrical
shift a shift to the east and the magnetic
shift a shift to the south (as looked at on the
screen). Then the resultant effect of the
two shifts will be a movement of the spot
to a position somewhere between east and
south, the exact position depending, of
course, upon the relative 'effects of the two
fields.

Easily Controllable.
In other words the side -to -side force

can be applied by the deflecting plates,
while a varying magnetic field gives " up-
and-down " control. Apparently the method
is well suited to the purpose, as both the
time and intensity can be varied as desired.

It is easy to see that by progressively
increasing or decreasing the magnetic field
the spot may be made to move from the
bottom of the screen to the top, whilst if
the electric field is progressively varied be-
tween, the necessary limits, the spot may
be traversed laterally across the screen.
If the electric field is applied in this way
with sufficient rapidity whilst the magnetic
field moves the spot from the bottom of
the screen to the top, it is obvious that the
spot will, in fact, trace over the screen in a
series of lines. This is exactly what we
want for television.
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1931 E IK.CO" TABLE
The accepted Encyclopaedia of All -Electric Radio!

ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVERS REMARKS PRICE COMPLETE
D.C. A.0

Model 312 Detector and Pentode Valves
Model 313 Screen Grid, Detector and Pentode Valves

" EKCO" LOUD -SPEAKERS
"Ekcone" L.S.1 Incorporates balanced armature movement

" Ekcoi! " L.S.2 Incorporates very latest type moving -coil unit

ALL -POWER UNITS

Cabinet of "Tenacit Bakelite"
in three tones ; dark jade,
dark mahogany and medium
oak to match any furnishing
scheme. Set and Speaker to-
gether form one symmetrical

unit.

£14-10-0
£22-10-0

114-10-0
£22-10-0

£4-10-0
£8-12-6 I £11-10-0

MODEL

C 1. A

C 2. A

C 2. B

OUTPUT
H. T.

60 m a., 4 tappings
S.C.; 0-120 var., 120
150-v. and POWER.
20 m a., 3 tappings
S.C.; 60 and 120

150-v.
25 m a.: 4 tappings
S.C.; 60; 120 150-v

and 170-v.

OU TEM' OUTPUT
L.T. G. B.

'3 to 1 amp. max.
at 2, 4 or 6.v.

'2 to '5 amp. max.
at 2, 4 or 6-v.

7 tappings up
to 21-v.

5 tappings up
to 12-v,

'2 to '4 amp. max.
at 2, 4 or 6-v.

5 tappings up
to 12-v.

Completely Electrify Your
Radio Set with no alterations
whatever to set, wiring or
valves. Westinghouse Recti-

fier in A.C. Models

£17-15-0

£10-17-6

16-17-6

C P. 1
20 ma., 3 tappings
S.G.; 0-120 var. and

120 150-v.

'25 amp. at 2, 4 or
6-v.

(Trickle Charger).

ACV 30 m a., S.G. and 150-v.

CONTROL UNIT

(Raw A.C.) 4-v.
from 2 to 4
amps. 6-v.from

'25 to I amp.

Fits quickly and snugly into
any Portable Set.

Can be built in any set to make it
" All -Electric,"

£6-0-0

Accessory to Model A C V

16-0-0

£1-5-0

H.T. UNITS
MODEL
2 F.10
2 A.10
3 F.20

1 V.20 (Portable)

1 V.30

CURRENT OUTPUT
10 milliamperes. For 1-3 Valve Sets or
those not requiring more than 10 m 'amps

20 milliamperes. For 1-5 Valve Sets or
those not requiring more than 20 m amps

30 millamperes. For Multi -valve Se's or
those not requiring more than 30 m amps

VOLTAGE TAPPINGS

60 and 120

S.G. ; 60 ; 120'150

£1-19-6
£3-10-0

£1-17-6 £3-19-6
S.G. ; 0-120 var. ; 120 150
S.G. ; 0-120 var. ; 120 150

150 170

£2-10-0 £4-12-6

£2-19-6 £5-15-0

4 T.60
4 A.60

60 milliamperes. For Multi -valve Sets or
those not requiring more than 60 tin 'amrs

S.G. ; 0-120 var. ; 120 150 ;
POWER

13-15-0
£8-10-0

OTHER UNITS
T.500

R.A.20
L.T. 1
I. Tr.

Trickle Charger
Rectifier Unit

L.T. Unit
Isolating Transformer

Charges 2, 4 or 6-v. Acc. From A.C. Mains at '5 amp.

For attaching to D.C. Units for use on A.C. Mains
2-6 volts from 3 amp. min. to 1 amp. max.

For isolating speaker, etc., from set when using a Power
Supply Unit

£2-12-6
£3-10-".r
£8-15-0

15s. Od.

Plug-in

385

1/odel '312

allIALL-ELECTRIC RADIO
Write for details of Easy Payments to E, K. Cole. Ltd., Dept. A, "Ekeo" Works, Southend-on-Sea'

webure
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FROM OUR READERS.
A selection from the many letters received reporting results with " P.W." sets

and other items of interest.

THE " NEUTYPE " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
 Dear Sir,-Many thanks for the excellent circuit

under the name of the " Neutype " Four, which
appeared a few weeks ago. I hate been using a
screened -grid three for some time, but I decided to
change on account of selectivity. The change has
rendered my 5s. Brookmans Rejector unnecessary I

My previous set was built in a cabinet 21 x 9 x 7 in.
Although this is an inch too narrow, there is plenty
of length, and after very careful arrangement and
wiring, which only differed slightly from the original,
I included a mains unit in the cabinet and hoped for
the best.

As I had feared I was greeted by motor -boating,
mixed up with bad mains hum, which are not pleasant
as a duet ! I overcame this finally by wiring a 2-mfd.
condenser across the output of the mains unit,
which had the desired by-pasSing effect.

The set is now working with excellent quality and
plenty of reserve volume and is giving a far better
all-round performance than my former screened -grid
three, including economy in H.T. consumption.
This is a benefit to me as my unit only supplies
20 milliamps maximum.

Wishing your paper, of which I am a regular reader,
every success in the future.

Yours faithfully,
Middlesex. C. S. POLLARD.

THE " MAGIC " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I write to thank you for a 'truly
" Magic " set. I refer to the " 1930 Magic Four."

I constructed it according to the circuit given in
" P.W." a week or so ago, and although I did not
use all the components you specified (because I took
a lot from a three -valve set that I had previously),
the set proved on test to be all that you claim for it.

You may notice by my address that I am not
situated in the best part of the country, but for all
that the set put up a performance that was a de-
lightful surprise to me.

Another thing that must he considered is the
time of the year which, as all wireless enthusiasts
know, is just about the worst, especially for foreign
reception.

I am using Mazda valves, and both the transformers
are of the same manufacture 1B.T.H.), a 4-1 in
first L.F. stage, and 2-1 in second.

Regarding the output stage, I am using the Lissen
output feed choke, and Lissen 2- mfd. condenser,
and the result is very pleasing. The speaker is a
" Brown " Universal Cone.

The range and selectivity of the set can be under-
stood when I state that on the medium band of
wave -lengths I receive dozens of stations between
Budapest and Flensburg on the loud speaker.

Such stations as Toulouse, Algiers, London
Regional, being so strong that the volume control
is a necessity.

The same applies on the higher wave -lengths with
5 X X, Radio Paris, and Eiffel Tower. Huizen and
Hilversum and Kalundborg are a pleasure to listen to.

What the performance of the set will be like when
-conditions improve it will be interesting to learn,
so I must wait and see.

I have not tried it yet on the short waves, as I
have not as yet got the coils, but I have not the
slightest doubt but that it will act just as good on
them as on the other bands.
 Once again thanking you and the Research De-

partment for a truly marvellous set,
I remain,

Yours faithfully,
Plymouth. W. H. ROWLEY.

THE TRUE STORY OF A " MAGIC " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Possibly you might like to print my
experience with a " Magic " Three set which I had
made up for me by a friend :

A splendid set-volume tremendous, but easily
regulated by volume control. Set going fine-comfort-
ably settled in armchair, fire glowing, pipe drawing

. nicely, wife busily embroidering, music sweetly fills
the air. Suddenly, what is that ? The set is gradually
fading ; consternation registers on faces of husband
and wife, also cat purring in front of before -mentioned
tire. No doubt accumulator run down. Luckily have
a spare ready charged ; nothing for it but to up and
change over. Change over effected, switch on, and now
for it. Yes, now for it, but the " it " is no better
than before ; by placing one's ear to the loudspeaker
the music can be heard coining through very faintly.
Something wrong here I Out voltmeter and test L.T.
All O.K.-two volts good. Try H.T.
O.K. Ally loose terminals ? No ; all well screwed

4.*

down and tight. Dear, dear, dear ! Must be the
" earth." Go outside in the dark and dig up the
earth-mat-half an hour's job, buried three feet.,
Earth -mat brought to light-or, rather, moonlight.
Find that through yanking the earth wire it has parted
company with the mat. Nothing for it but a new
earth. Oh, d- the set and everything wireless. -
Forth to the High Street to invest in a new earth tube.
This duly installed and given a drink of Adam's ale
XXX (the X's representing the gurgles as. the ale
flows through the tube). Earth wire attached to set.
and switch on-gurrrr I-only a faint response.
What the dickens can it be ? Ah, must be the valves I
Take them out and test the filaments-all O.K.
Next investigate the aerial-O.K. Finally decide it
must be the grid leak-purchase new one and duly
instal same. No better, Must be the L.S. Drag out
headphones and fix up-result equal to crystal set.
I rage-I melt-I burn I Take out the 25,000 ohms
resistance, examine it-no wiser-seems O.K.-and
put it hack. Fix up L.S. again and switch on. Nothing
doing beyond a faint whisper. Wish could meet the
fellow who designed the set. and ask him why the
word " Magic" was coupled with the set. Stand
gazing at the set in despair-idly touch grid leak-
responsive whistle from L.S., and then at last, still
idly touching various parts I chance to touch the
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OUT THIS WEEK !
The specially enlarged
October, issue of

MODERN WIRELESS.

Packed with fine
articles on all branches
of radio interest, the
October " M.W.- con-
tains also full con-
structional details of

THE GRAPHIC TWO
THE PLUS -POWER UNIT
THE "M.W." SHORT-WAVE 3

AND

THE OLYMPIA FIVE.
Don't miss this fine number.

Out This Week. Usual Price I: -
TIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111131111111111111,7

clips holding the 25,000 ohms resistance and press
them both inwards-result perfectly /amazing-the
Wireless Symphony Orchestra is playing, and the
volume dislodges a dozen slates from the roof of the
house-Eureka, I dance a hornpipe, and receive an
urgent S.O.S. from the wife to reduce the volume.
This done, sweet music fills the air once again, we
settle down again, the cat stretches himself and says
" Thank goodness that's over ! " Contentment reigns
again-all is right with the world-and THREE
CHEERS FOR Tim "MAGIC " THREE !

Yours truly,
Sidcup, Kent. L. R. MADGETT.

THE " NEUTYPE " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Being one of those who asked for a sct
of the " keutype " Four type, I was naturally
anxious to get it going as soon as possible. Using
mostly old components on hand I have it now
working.

It is perfect according to my ideal of a set. 5 X X
transmitter is approximately 250 miles from here,
and is, I may say, our local station. It comes in with
all the undistorted volume a small power valve can
give on the " Neutype" Four without any reaction
whatever.

If I could " rise to " the luxurious H.T. a super-
power valve requires I am sure it would be wonderful.
5 G B, Reg., Nat., and Manchester come in at good
volume L.S. in full daylight. Kalundborg, Motala,
Eiffel Tower, and Radio Paris also good volume. in
full daylight. Zeesen very goad RHO dark has fallen.
Dublin, only 50 miles away, is very- difficult here,
probably on account of screening from the Wicklow
Mountains, but it 'comes in better on this set than on
any I have heard in this district.

Thanking you for such a good set.
- Yours faithfully,

J. BORTHISTLE.
Effernogue, Ferns, Co. Wexford.

THE " MAGIC " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR, WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-A word in warm praise of your " Magic"
Two set. Until recently I had the " All -Wave " Two,
constructed from the description in " P.W." of
A pril 23, 1927. That was an excellent set, but by no
means selective, and the newer conditions seemed to
demand something more up-to-date. So I set to on the
" Magic " Tito -it is certainly all the article claimed
for it-and a bit more: With a pentode valve in the
second socket; the volume is more than sufficient ; the
" tone " of the. speaker -beats all the big, powerful
sets with their gigantie cone loud -speakers that I have
heard ; the selectivity is perfect and, best of all, -the
simplicity of operation is a real boon, because the
ladies like to switch on when they choose, and pick
their 'programme, but never could fathom the
mysteries of reaction. In the " Magic " Two this
does not require adjustment, and all three of our
principal low -wave stations come in at equal strength
by the simple movement of the one dial. That is the
great merit of the set. I can get several " foreigners "
at good loud -speaker strength, but the great thing is
that it can be left with perfect safety to others who
don't possess the " wireless touch."

There was just one snag in the construction. When
first tried, the set was most unstable, simply choking
with too much reaction. The dealer had given me a
75 reaction coil, instead of 50, saying it would do just
as well. Of course I blamed this, but on obtaining a
50 coil it was no better, and no altering of potentio-
meter or H.T. would cure the trouble. I had placed
the coil -holders 1,1, -inch apart (from centre of pins),
as in the " Magic " Three blue -print, and it struck
me perhaps the coils were too close. I shifted them
a further t inch apart, and the set was at once ideal,
and is now 1

I am wondering whether this too -tight coupling
was really the cause of the trouble, or whether acme
other error on my part nmy have accounted for it ?
However that may be,: it is a wonderful little
perforMer, and as its elder -brother, the " Three," has
been so much praised in " P. W.'s " always interesting
pages, I cannot resist the temptation of paying like
tribute to the " Magic " Two even at the risk of
boring you !

Yours faithfully, R

Ox ford. W. E. PARKER.

STRAIGHT WORD; FROM NEW ZEALAND.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir, --Being a regular reader of your valuable
paper, I thought I would write you a few lines re
wireless, etc., In New Zealand.

A correspondent signing himself L. B. (W. Aus-
tralia) in your issue for April 5, just to hand, has hit
the nail on the head when he says 90 per cent of
Australians use Dutch valves. Now, sir, right here
in Auckland one has only to go into a dealer's shop
and ask for a good valve and the first thing put in
front of him is either a Philips or an American
radiotron.

Milliards are here also Osram (English valves)
but they dnn't suit the American -built sets, which,
by the way, have collared the market here. The
whole responsibility lies with the English manufac-
threr, who is too slow to grasp an oppOrtunity What
is the use of the slogan " Buy British -made floods,"
when they are not here to buy ?

What is more, the American manufacturer is
turning out what we require. It's a fact the American
knows how to boost his goods, it's paid him in New
Zealand. Everywhere one sees new American all -
electric sets (dozens of them), and so far I have seen
one English, and its pedigree is a little doubtful.

I am an Englishman resident here for eighteen
years, and a keen wireless enthusiast. It makes
one's blood boil to see the way the (foreign) wireless
goods are selling. You people at home should -send
representatives out here to investigate, then perhaps
you would be convinced that you have been too

8111:E rejector," which has proved a real success.
way of a change I have made up your " Brook-

and two or three friends are anxious to build
your Magic Three, but here you are again, we
cannot purchase a differential condenser. The
dealers don't intend to stock `hem. The same
applies to X coils.

Well, sir, I trust you will give a little space in
your coluinns to a little comment such as this, and
maybe a little good will come of it.

remain,
Yours :11tICIly,

Auckland, New Zealand.
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THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER

THE NEW

IDEAL
MODEL

DIAMETER OF CASE
18 INCHES AND DEPTH
9 INCHES. HIGHEST
POSSIBLE FINISH IN
OAK OR MAHOGANY.

£6-6-0
STAND 139

Go to your nearest radio dealer, ask him to place the new
IDEAL model side -by -side with any other loud speaker and to
switch from one to the other. Note the wonderful improvement
in tone, sensitivity and volume of the Donotone. This is due to
the tuned gongs and 17 -inch diameter special diaphragm which
is built in layers. Ask for catalogue P, which gives full particulars.

THE DONOTONE (REGD.) LOUD SPEAKER
40, FURNIVAL STREET,

HOLBORN, E.C.4
TELEPHONE HOLBORN 0523
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Altflits
and ItoMisse
Complete Reception to

on all
0.91

Broadcast
Wavelengths 1.--S

/41)

DUAL ASIATIC
CHOKE

will make your
speaker reproduce
all the stations broad_
cast which your set is
capable of receiving.
There will be no
more unaccountable
missing of parts of
the programme, or
of complete loss of
distant stations on
certain wavelengths.
Every programme
will be a big hit
without misses or
" blind spots," and
the Dual Astatic will
ensure this more
than any other H.F.
Choke can.

The Dual Asiatic H.F . Choke
that entirely eliminates reso-
nant peaks and" blind spots"

in modern radio circuits.

7/6
See the Dual Astatic
leaflet for technical
proof - ask your
dealer or us for a

copy.

Be Sure You Visit

STAND 61
at the

RADIO EXHIBITION

MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY, ROYDON

Whill/OUget
mote MUSK

and lesswear

with
the

See the
EDISWAIV

Stand
(No. 67)

at
OLYMPIA

PRICE

45rir
COMPLETE

ICK-UP
& TONE ARM
Fitted with New Swivelling Tone

Arm.
To avoid undesirable resonances it is
necessary to impose a certain amount of
damping upon the armature of a pick-up,
If this is overdone, record wear will be
appreciable.
Our engineers have by ingenious
design arrived at the exact balance,
where reproduction is the finest and
record wear is at a minimum. Two very
sound reasons why you should use the
B.T.H. pick-up.

Obtainable through all good radio
dealers.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.,LTD.
Radio Division,

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN w
90.
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MAKING A
LOUDSPEAKE

UNIT
An easy modification for " filtering " the output and improving

your reception.

IT is well known that it is almost im-
possible to over -emphasise the advan-
tages conferred by the addition of a

choke output filter to a receiver where
normally the loud speaker is connected
directly in the power -valve plate circuit.

The evil effects of unwanted couplings on
the L.F. side are often completely overcome
by the use of a choke output filter.
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= ---1i You ought to read this article, E
FE which is of interest to every owner E- == of a loud speaker. -_
E E -

By T. B. SANDERS. -7:
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To this can be added the additional benefit
which the output filter confers of keeping
the steady anode current of the power valve
from flowing through the loud -speaker
windings.

Moreover, when a loud speaker is con-
nected to the set via a filter, there is a con-
siderable gain of volts actually on the plate
of the power valve.

To many owners of wireless sets, although

they may be aware of its advantages, the
addition of a choke output filter presents
considerable difficulties on account of lack
of space in the set wherein to accommodate
the necessary components.

Many such have reposing gracefully on
the top of their receiver cabinet a loud
speaker of the cone type. This instrument
will, almost without exception, be housed
in a highly ornamental casket, the interior
of which contains more than sufficient space
for a choke and a condenser. Why not, then,
make the loud -speaker cabinet a receptacle
far the choke output filter 2 Why not,
indeed ?

Packed Inside the Speaker
The idea is a good one, and would appear

to be applicable to more than a few owners
of wireless sets.

Fig:1 is a theoretical diagram of the last
valve of a receiver which normally has the
speaker connected directly in the power
valve plate circuit. To the right of the
dotted line are shown the components
which have to be connected externally to
the receiver in order to incorporate a choke
filter circuit.

The diagram shows that the following

THIS SIMPLE ALTERATION WORKS WONDERS

This photograph and the diagram above show how easy it is to filter the output.

apparatus is required : Three terminals,
one suitable choke, a 2-mfd. condenser, and,
of course, the loud speaker.

Reference to the photographs which
accompany this article will reveal the
manner in which all these components are
accommodated within the interior of a well-
known commercial cone type loud speaker.

The three terminals are marked L.S.+,
L.S. - and L.T.-, and are for connection
to the similarly marked terminals on the
receiver.

When the terminals have been fixed to
the back of the cabinet and the choke and

HOW IT IS DONE

All you do is to replace the ordinary L.S. connections
by those shown to the right of the dotted line.

condenser fixed inside, connections are made
as follows :-

1. The two choke terminals are connected
to the L.S. plus and minus terminals.

2. The choke terminal which is connected
to the L.S. minus terminal is joined to one
terminal of the condenser.

3. The other condenser terminal is joined
to either one of the actual loud -speaker
terminals fixed to the back of the cabinet
by the maker.

4. The other actual speaker terminal is
joined to the L.T. negative terminal.

The practical arrangement of the com-
ponents will, of course, vary with individual
speakers, but the connections will not differ.

It will be seen from the photographs that
the connections to the terminals are made
with flex wire, with the back board of the
speaker cabinet laid down before the
opened speaker. This enables the back
board to be replaced without fear of break-
ing the connections.
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All EditorialEditorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis House, Tanis Street,_ London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to considcr articles and photographs denting with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work. Tire Editor cannot Accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every core will be taken to returnMSS. not accepted for nubtication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. Allinquiries concerning advertising rotes, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd'.,4, Ludgate Circus, Loudon, E.C.4.

The constractionat articles which appear front time to time in this journal are the outcome of researchand experimental work carried out with it view to imprevina the technique of wireless reception. As much ofthe information given in the columns of this. paper concerns the most ,recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and speCialities described may be the subject of 'Letters Patent, and the amateur
turn the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing 30.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

RECORD REPRODUCTI ON
W. J. P. (Whitechapel, London, E.).-
Since fitting the pick-up I have been giving

the family a musical treat. They all prefer the
loud -speaker reproduction to the gramophone,
and as we are all keen concert -goers the set is
nearly always in action:

" One thing we notice which puzzles us.
We used to think that certain instruments or
bands reproduced better than others, but we
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CAN WE WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seemS to run down much
faster than formerly ?,-Or you want a Blue
Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be
remember that the Technical Query Depart-
ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept.,. POPULAR. Wtard,fiss, 'The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
iu person at Fleetway House or Tails House.

have come to the conclusion that it is largely
a matter of the recording.

" The same piece, instrumental, solo, or-
chestral, or whatever it may be, may sound
quite different on another record by another
gramophone company. Is there any way of
telling which of the new records are particu-
larly suitable for pick-up ?

" The gramophone shops, are very helpful,
with advice, but it does not appear to be based
on actual try -out."

It often happens that one record seems perfect for
piok-up reproduction while another is not so success-

ful with the same piece, under apparently similar
conditions.

You will find in " Modern Wireless," under the
I eading " Recent Record Releases," a criticism of
gramophone records from a pick-up point of vine
that should prove particularly helpful.

The actual adjustment of conditions under which
your instrument is working also will affect your re-
production, so you should find that the gramophone
section of " Modern Wireless," which is full of hints
on the pick-up and allied topics, will do much towards
making your reproduction as good as possible.

THE SHUNTING CONDENSER.
T. A. H. (Wales).-" A friend of mine has a

three -valve set-Pet , 2 L.F.--which is trans-
former coupled, and he is troubled by a hum
or some sort of whistle. He has in the first
L.F. stage a Marconiphone Ideal transformer
2.7 to 1, and in the second stage a Formo 5
to 1.

" The other day he touched the secondary
of the last stage transformer and the whistle
vanished. He then placed a fixed condenser
across the secondary terminals and the set
started working well at full strength.

" The transformers have
been tested and have no
break in them at all. He
would like to know if this
fixed condenser can cause
any more trouble in the set,
and if so, how to cure it ? "

There is no objection to the
use of a condenser in this way.
As a matter of fact a condenser.
being an insulator, will seldom do
any direct damage where ever It is
connected, providing, of course,
that it is of sound construction
and able to withstand the voltage
impressed across it.

It acts as a complete insulator
to current from the H.T. or L.T.
battery, or from the mains unit,
which are the types of current
that will damage the set.

If the reproduction seems
absolutely O.K. we should leave
the condenser where it is and
allow it to solve the problem. But
should there be any further
trouble, or should you decide that
the condenser has affected the
quality of the reproduction, you
had butter let us have a sketch of
of the circuit arrangement and par-
ticulars of your H.T. supply, in
case some better method of over-
coming the howl can be applied
to it.

TESTING H.T. BATTERY
VOLTAGE.

T. B. V. (St. Andrews).-
" Which is best for testing the
condition of an H.T. battery

-a high -resistance voltmeter or a low -
resistance ? "

A high -resistance voltmeter is better than a low -
resistance one, for it does not throw out the working
conditions so badly when in use, and thus gives better
indication of what happens normally, when the volt-
meter is not being employed.

The point is this. When the battery is delivering
a certain current to the set you want to know exactly
what voltage is being applied from its terminals, so
you connect the voltmeter here and measure it.

But do not forget that the meter itself will take
some inure current whilst it is measuring.

In other words, you cannot tell exactly what
happens when the receiver drone is taking current,
because as soon as you connect up the voltmeter to
try, you are taking current both for the receiver and
for the voitmoter. This throws out your conditions.
but the,higher the resistance of the voltmeter the less
current it takes, and the nearer you will get to an
accurate test of the voltage.

If you test an H.T. battery voltage when the bat-
tery is not, connected to the set as shown in tl.e

A test like this does not
give the working voltage.

illustration, the voltage may appear much higher
than it would be if the battery were supplying
set.

And in such a case, if a low -resistance voltmeter
were used, the comparatively heavy current taken
by it would give you a nearer approximation to the
true condition of the battery than a high -resistance
type.

Of course, the battery really should not be measured
as shown above, but should instead be measured
under actual working conditions, after it has been
delivering current to the set and while the set's plugs
are still in position. The high -resistance voltmeter
will then give a pretty accurate idea of what is hap-
pening, while the low resistance would not be so
accurate because of the extra current itejs taking
from the set.

As the battery should always be tested under
working conditions. it is obvious that a high -resis-
tance meter should be used if possible.

(Continued on page 58.)
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Here are the " components " for a two -valve set using indirectly -
heated A.C. valves. The circuit is Detector and transformer -coupled
L.F. amplifier, using X -coils and a simple wave -change by means of
a D.P.D.T. switch.

The reaction coil (about 80 turns) is placed between the others, and
the earth L.T. connection is switched to the X tappings for long or
short waves.

Can yon " wire up " this circuit ?
(Look out for the answering diagram next week).
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THE J.B.
DRUM DIAL
Exceptionally
smooth in action,
and free from
slip or backlash.
Vernier Ratio
16-1. Bronze or
Oxidised Silver

finish.
Price 10/6

THE NEW

J.B. DIFFERENTIAL
REACTION CONDENSER

Bakelite dielectric between
vanes.

Insulated centre spindle.
'000I, 4/-; -000/5, 4/-;
'0002, 4/3; -00025, 4/3;

.0003, 4/6

OLYMPIA
STAND.
No.63.

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
Accurate in workmanship and faultless in design
and finish, J.B. Precision instruments will add
to the efficiency of any receiver.
Of particular interest is the new J.B. " Chassi-
mount "-the very newest and most effective
method of one -dial control for multi -valve sets.
Another new J.B. Precision Instrument is the
Differential Condenser, for smooth reaction control.
The capacity change is the same for both halves,
and is constant throughout the range.
Choose your components from among the J.B.
Precision range. There is a model for every
purpose.

THE NEW J.B. " CHASSIMOUNT "
Type D4 (illustrated above) 4 stage .0005 with

brunt Drive. Price 42/6
2 -stage .0005, 26/6 5 -stage .0005, 50/-
3 -stage .0005, 35/- 6 -stage .0005, 57/6

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.I. Telephone: Hop 1837.
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WHEN Nature starts electrical demon-
strations on a large scale, she com-
mands the respect of the most

case-hardened wireless enthusiast-a respect
usually tinged with a certain degree of
awe.

The voltage present in a thundercloud
just before the discharge is of the order; of
a thousand million volts. Needless to say,
the full voltage never reaches the, earth's
surface, since before a body can be struck,
the electrical discharge must force its way
through the very high resistance of the sur-
rounding air. -

Thousands of Amps.
As regards the time of duration of the

flash, the result of a long series of obser-
vations gives an average slightly more than
one thousandth part of a second. -* The mean
or average current works out at twenty
thousand amperes.

In spite of this rather terrifying figure,
the most powerful discharge likely to occur
can be safely carried to earth by a copper
lightning conductor having a cross-section
of only -08 square inches, or by ariffron con-
ductor one -fifth of a square inch in section.

In hoth cases the size given is much
smaller than that generally used in this
country, but this estimate may be a source
of some satisfaction to broadcast listeners

ith outside aerials.

THUNDER ABOUT!

Fig. 1. The typical conditions in a heat -type
thunderstorm. The dotted lines represent rain,

the others streams of air.

At the same time it is pointed out that any
local resistances, such as bad points, or a
poor earth, will create very high voltages,
and so produce dangerous side discharges.

WHAT HAPPENS IN A THUNDER-
STORM.

By F. GILLETT.

This is a powerful argument in favour of
using a direct aerial -to -earth connection,
lccated outside the house so as to avoid any
corners or bends, for those listeners who
prefer " safety first."

Dr. Simpson provides an ingenious hex -
planation of lightning based upon the
breaking -up of raindrops.

It has long been known that when a drop
of pure water splashes against a solid
obstacle, the drop acquires a positive charge,
whilst the air in the neighbourhood of
the impact becomes negatively charged. It
appears that the same separation of electrical
charges takes place when a drop of rain is
for any reason broken in two in the air.

Effect of Air Currents.
The maximum velocity with which a drop

of rain can fall through still air is approxi-
mately 8 metres per second. Now it is, a
suggestive fact that violent upward cur-
rents of air are usually present in all thunder-
storms. If such upward currents exceed a
velocity of 8 metres per second, then rain-
drops cannot easily pass through them to
earth.

Fig. 1 illustrates the typical conditions in
a thunderstorm of the heat type. The un-
broken curved lines represent upward
streams of air, whilst the dotted lines show
falling rain.

A roughly circular area A encloses the
part of the air -stream lines where the up-
ward velocity is greatest. Around about this
area the deflection of the falling raindrops
will be greatest.

Large drops penetrating this area will be
broken and the component parts blown
upwards by the air current. The small
drops will in turn re -combine into larger
ones and start to fall back again. This
process is continually repeated.

Every time a drop breaks, the water of
which the drop is composed acquires a posi-
tive charge. The corresponding negative
charge is given to the surrounding air and is
blown upwards for a short distance by the
ascending air currents. The positively -
charged drops are, however, localised
because they re -combine before they travel
far upwards.

As they increase in size they start to fall
again, to fie once more broken up, so acquiring
a still further charge of positive electricity.

Meanwhile the rest of the cloud, corres-

ponding to the large shaded area, acquires
a negative charge. This is indicated in
Fig. 2, where an internal area is shown rich
in + signs, whilst the main body of the
cloud carries distributed - signs.

Contrary to what one might expect, a
cloud is one of the best insulators it is
possible to have.

The Actual Discharge.
The greatest electrical strain therefore

exists inside the cloud, somewhere along the
area of separation between the highly posi-
tive region and the adjacent negatively -
charged parts.. The actual lightning dis-
charge accordingly commences here, as
shown in Fig. 2.

WHERE IT STARTS

A,4,;
Fig. 2. The actual lightning discharge com-

mences inside the cloud itself.

Directly the initial breakdown takes place,
the path of the resulting spark becomes a
highly -conducting region. It is as though
a piece of wire had been inserted across the
highly -charged zones. -

The neighbouring charges crowd into and
surge along this relief path, so increasing
the energy ,involved, until the initial small
discharge grows to enormous dimensions.

In this form it crashes its way through
the rest of the cloud, and through the
insulation barrier of the air until it finally
reaches the earth, as shown at F.

This is the main path of relief. Mean-
while other discharges may take place
having upwardly -directed branches, some
such as F1 from the central positively -
charged cloud area, and others such as F,
from the positive charges induced on the
earth's surface by the negatively -charged
cloud particles directly overhead.
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,EAsy TERMS 111111111111=E== WE specialize in the supply of all good quality Radio sets and=
= components on easy terms. We will give you efficient== and prompt service. A few examples below : E
E McMICHAEL MAINS THREE. The outstanding all mains set of_- the season. Remarkable performance both as regards g:
E sensitivity and quality of reproduction. A receiver we can
E thoroughly recommend. Cash Price .. .. £21 0 0 E -

Or 22/. with order and 11 monthly payments of 38/,
= 1EKCO ALL MAINS 2-V. SET. A reliable regional receiver for =
= A.C. or D.C. Mains. Cash Price .. .. .. £14 10 0 =

Or W with order and 11 monthly payments of 26/-.
LISSEN 2-V. SET, battery model, including valves.

=Cash Price .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £3 10 0 =
= Or 5,6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6. =_
-f. NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT. A first-class long-dis. E
= tance receiver incorporating 2 H.F. stages, single dial tuning. .:..-.a . £11 15 0Cash Price .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

= Or 16f. with ord-r and 11 monthly payments of 21)-. === NEW ORGOLA 1931 4 -VALVE KIT. A high-grade complete kit
= of parts, including cabinet and valves. Cash Price £13 12 6 E

Or 16;6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 2;6. =
-T, NEW COSSOR. EMPIRE 3 KIT. A considerable advance on last

season's 3 -valve Kit and at a lower price. Cash Price £6 17 6 -:...;:

= Or 10/. with order and 11 monthly paytnents of 12/6. =
.

=
= N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR. Loud speaker unit. quality of =
E reproduction almost equal to a moving -coil speaker.=
E Cash Price .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £3 10 0 == Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payements of 6/6.
E- MARCONI PICK-UP. The best and most sensitive Pick-up E.

available at the present time. Cash Price .. £3 3 0 E
= Or 4/.. With order and 11 monthly payments of 6/, =
E 12 EXIDE W.H. UNITS (120 volts, 5,000 M.A.).= =

Cash Price .. .. . £4 2 6E Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 71-. Higher voltages if desired. == =
= NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest balanced armature E

movement on the market. Complete with large Cone and E
chassis. Cash Price .. .. .. .. .. .. £2 10 0= Or 5)- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/,

E =
All makes of Eliminators, Loud Speakers (including moving coil), meters, F_- !,atleries, etc., supplied on similar terms. Kindly let us have your inquiries =and a. quotation will be Rent by return.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY, 11, Oat -:=

."-±-...- Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2. Telephone: National 1977. E
The first firms to supply Radio Components on Easy Terms.
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C' PAREX 5SCREENS Etc.
As specified for the

"EXHIBITION" FOUR
STANDARD P.W. DUAL COILS 12/6 each.
P.W. "CONTRADYNE " COIL .. 7/6
STANDARD SCREEN, 10" x 7" .. 2/3
DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER .. 5/-
POLISHED EBONITE PANEL 21" x 6/6
TERMINAL STRIP, 21" x 2" .. 3/-
H.F. CHOKE .. 3/6
E. PAROUSSI 10, Featherstone Bldgs.,

9 W.C.1.

'Phone : Chancery 7010.

MODELNItc)

GuineaWIRELESS
CABINET forca
JUST ASSEMBLE. IT YOURSELF
THE OSBORN"- WAY THATS ALL

No. 219. A Radio or Radio (tramophone Cabinet,
3' 9" high, 2' 2" wide, and 1' 6" deep. The battery
and loud speaker compartments are at the bottom
and are partitioned off. Size of the baffle behindthe fret is 24° s 24". Metallic fabric for the fretfront is included Opening at the top and back
This cabinet will take R panel 2' a 9" or smaller.
READY TO ASSEMBLE
Oak 651.,Mahogany

Walnut 80/-.
AsSEMBLEn READY TO
Pordsif Oak 851-. Ma-
11;many 901- Walmit 100,-
ASSEMBLED'S:POLISHED:
Oak 105,-, Mahogany

120,-. Walnut 135,

National Radio
Exhibition, Olympia,

Sept. 19th -27th.
VISIT OUR STAND

NO. 258
CHAS. A. OSBORN Dept P.W.). TitE RE,,ENT
WORKS. ARLINnTON STREET, LONDON, 5.1. Tele-
phone: Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21, Eases Rd..

Islington. N.1 The, e Clerkenwell 5634.
All models carriage pal, . Send for 56 -page illus-

trated catalogue. 3 ad 3d. in stamps.

PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

You have not heard your
set at its best until you
have listened to the new
W.B. Permanent Coil
Speaker. It is a moving
Coil Speaker with a Shef-
field made Cobalt Steel
Magnet weighing ro lbs.
and guaranteed for five
years. The Permanent
Magnet makes energising
from the mains unneces-
sary. It is the most sensi-
tive speaker you can buy.
It can be supplied
completely assembled in
chassis form or in an
attractively designed and
well -made Oak or Maho-
gany Cabinet.

Assembled in handsomely finished
cabinet, size 17" x 15° x 9".
Oak Cabinet Model - £8 8 0
Mahogany Cabinet Model £8 18 6
Assembled in Chassis form and fitted
with 14" baffle board - £6 6 0

Made by W.B., Manufacturers of the famous W.B.
Valve -Holders of every type. Prices from 11./.- each.
Write for particulars of the New W.B. Push -Pull
switch fitted with patent nickel -silver conical contacts.

Price 1 /3.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD Nottingham Road. Mansfield, Notts.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 54.)

AUSTRALIAN WAVE -LENGTHS.
M. J. W. (Manchester).-" Do- the Austra-

lian broadcasting stations work on wave -bands
which are similar to those in use in this
country ? That is to say, would the 200 to
600 metre set be O.K. for use in Australia ?

" If you could give me wave -lengths of the
Australian stations and call signs I should be
very glad, as my nephew wants to take a set
out with him, but is not sure if his British set
is O.K."

The following is a complete list of the transmitting
stations in Australia, according to details supplied by
the wireless branch of the P.M.G.'s Dept., Melbourne.
The stations are operated by the P.M.G.'s Dept.., for
the National Broadcasting Service (with the exception
of 7 Z L), and the programmes are supplied by the
Australian Broadcastii0, Co., whose headquarters
are in Sydney._

Call Sign.

2BL
2 F C..
2NC
3 A R
3 L 0
4 Q G
4 R K
5 C L.
6 W F
7 Z L..

Location.

Sydney, N.S.W...
Sydney, N.S.W...
Newcastle, N.S.W. (Relay)
Melbourne, Vic.
Melbourne, Vic.
Brisbane, Q. ..
Rockhampton, Q. (Relay)
Adelaide, S.A.
Perth, W. Australia ..
Hobart, Tasmania ..

Wave-
length in
Metres.
350
451
241
434
375
394.5
322
412
4.35
516

USING CHOKE COUPLING.
H. I. (Monmouth).-" I have tried coupling

with both R.C.C. and transformer, but never
the choke, and now I am rather keen to incor-
porate this in the new set before deciding on
the final form my five -valuer is to take. I
am enclosing a sketch of the set as used for
R.C.. and I propose to use a 30 -henry choke
(which I am able to borrow if this is O.K.

Please describe the wiring of the plate and
following grid circuit in words."

The grid circuit of the last valve is the same as at
present, namely grid itself to one side -of '01 fixed
condenser and to one side of the grid leak, the other
side of the grid leak going to appropriate value of
grid negative for the power valve: The other side of
the .01 condenser goes to the plate of the precedin

:NEXT WEEK!
will be another special _E-

; ENLARGED NUMBER f -
containing E.

-2 MORE ABOUT THE E.

RADIO EXHIBITION

for the radio enthusiast. EE

and a host of practical articles

 In this number, too, you will read all about

THE "CONTRADYNE" E
-P.W.'s latest research triumph, incor-
porated in the "Exhibition" Four. E

 THREE- ORDER YOUR THURS-
 PENCE COPY NOW! DAY

NEXT.
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

valve and to one end of the L.F. choke. The other
side of the L.F. choke goes direct to FLT. positive.
and you will see that these connections are exactly
the same as before, but with the L.F. choke taking
the place of the anode resistance.

SHORT-WAVE COIL WINDING.
P. M. (Rowlington. Warwick).-" With the

idea of getting well away with short-wave

work as soon as the evenings are dark, I an
starting the experimental short-wave coils.

" I like making them and am quite prepared
to make dozens of different types until I find
which suits the receiver best, but I think I
have seen it somewhere in P.W.' that as a
general rule it is nearly always better to put
the reaction winding at one certain end of the
grid coil. Is this the earth end, or the grid
end, and do you think it worth while experi-
menting with both ends, or is it pretty certain
that I should get better results by putting it
at one correct end ? "

If you are going to use the ordinary circuits yo
will almost certainly find that the reaction coil gives
better results when placed at the earthed end of the
grid coil, rather than at the grid end.

If, however, your circuits are unusual ones, you
might find them an intermediate position, or even
the placing of the reaction roil at the grid end, advan-
tageous,. but for all ordinary circumstances and
circuits we certainly recommend you to place it at
the earth end.

TROUBLE WITH A HOWL.
M. R. P. (Dover).-" It was partly with the

idea of overcoming, interference and partly
with the idea of evolving a perfect holiday set
(and also no doubt because I cannot keep my
hands away' from making different sets) that
I built the portable containing Det.,
and L.F.

My idea was partly to have the fun of
overcoming the difficulties, partly to be able
to cut out januning, which is very troublesome
in this distriet, and partly to be able to trail
the set from one room to the other in the winter
accordinr, to where the fire was. I was work-
ing at it several weeks before the holiday,
and have made several improvements since
we got back, but now the single solitary trouble
is the, fact that as the' loud speaker is in the
cabinet I get a terrible ringing on certain notes.

" I do not think it is the set which is to
blame so much as the fact that the valves and

(Continued on page 60.)
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POLAR "UNIVERSAL"
With this new condenser, which is
specially adapted for ganging, the space
between each unit can be varied. Four
lugs ensure rigid fixing. Locked rotor
vanes. The condenser is unaffected by
the withdrawal of the spindle, and is
specially suitable for right or left hand
drumcontrol or one -hole panel fixing.

'0005 - 7s. 6d.

'0003 - 7s. Od.

Phosphor -bronze balls 3d. extra.

IIIIIIMMI111111111111.111111111111=1

NO RESTING ON
OUR LAURELS

Despite the popularity which Polar con-
densers always achieve, Polar are not
content to ' rest on their laurels,' but are
continually intrOducing improved and
new models.

SEE THE NEW POLAR
CONDENSERS AT

STAND 118, OLYMPIA
Write also for free illustrated list.

POLAR SLOW MOTION DIFFERENTIAL
This is the only slow motion differential condenser obtainable
and is a great advance over all other types. It gives very
accurate differential control with a nice smooth, silent action.
No hand capacity. Insulated spindle and insulated between

vanes. Fitted with knob and pointer.
'00015 and '0001 each side 7;6.
'0003 each side - 8'6. '00025 each side 8s.

WINGROVE & ROGERS
LIMITED

188-9 STRAND : LONDON : W.C.2
POLAR WORKS, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOLI

DOUBLE GANG " IDEAL"
This consists of two Polar "Ideal"
condensers mounted on one frame.
Efficient tuning, both fast and slow
motion, is obtained with only one knob
control. Particularly suited for receivers
of the S.G., Detector, L.F. class.
Aluminium screen is fitted between the
tvvo condensers, and the whole is rigidly

'0005 - 18s. 6d.
Also supplied in other capacities.
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At Olympia

59

FOLLOW THE
ARROW sw

for the valves
with the better

erformance
This year at the National Radio
Exhibition at Olympia, thousands
will visit the G.E.C. Stand where
the world-famous range' of
OSRAM VALVES will be on
view. Follow the crowds to Stand
No. 46 and learn why OSRAM
VALVES give better performance
at no extra cost.

ifracilste
MADE 1N
ENGLAND

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Ground Floor
NEW HALL

WRITE TO -DAY for the " OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE," 1930 Edition.
SENT POST FREE.

WWI

Aclvt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingszvay, London, W.C.2.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 58.)

the speaker are close together. The case
itself is fairly heavy and does not seem to
vibrate noticeably at all, but I think I ought
to have put all the'yalves in a separate com-
partment or protected them in some way
against this.

" it has been suggeSted that my best plan
now would be to make a sort of cover and fit
over each valve . to keep it protected from
sound waves. Do you think this a good idea,
or would you recommend anything in prefer-
ence to it ? " -

The:idea is quite a good one, and there is no need
to make an elaborate business of it at all. Probably
if you protect the detector valve you will find the
trouble disappear if it is only slight. The protection
could take the form of a cardboard cover, such, for
instance, as a valve box, and in order to make it as
effective as possible we should fill the space between
the box and the valve with cotton wool.

BLAMING A NEW MAINS UNIT.
G. N. (Banstead).-" I have been running a

` Titan ' Three ever since this set was pub-
lished in P. W.' and cannot speak too highly
about the results. Some months ago a friend
offered to buy the set, and as I was rather hard
up at the time I parted with it, although loth
to do so.

" We fitted it in at his place at Wimbledon -
and it went magnificently on batteries. Later
on he bought a mains unit instead of batteries,
and at first it seemed bkter still. This, how-
ever; was not to' last, and- now he is in trouble
with it. . -

A Terrible hum has developed. Although
he has tried extra choking in the detector lead,
as hinted- somewhere and connected
all the fixed condensers he has got across
various points, he cannot get rid of the hum.

" It certainly never behaved like that with

me. And the set is much weaker, and no good
at all to him as it is. I should say that, as we
both blamed the H.T. unit, we sent it back to
the makers, but they have returned it saying
it is perfectly O.K., so we are at a loss what
to do.

" I notice also that to get the medium -wave
stations the Titan ' Switch seems to operate

 WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

= A Wellingborough reader of " P.W."
E was very disappointed to find his loud- E-

"_=_- speaker unit, which at first was very
sensitive, started to " fall oft " in -1-

.f. strength after only eight months' use.
The set itself was O.K., as was proved
by a friend who brought his own loud
speaker round to try on it. The units
were of the same make and type, but
the faulty one had been bought later

= than the other, so it ought not to have
 " worn out " first.

Whilst talking about it the friend
suggested a possible cause for the trouble,
and subsequently he was found to be

= quite right in his suggestion. Could you
have guessed

WHAT WAS WRONG?
N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio

E problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find

E them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to the above next week.)

E The cause of the portable set's failure to work, E
E as described last week, was the screening effect =
E of the mirror on the sideboard. The glass, of =
= course, was 210t detrimental, but the reflective =
= surface behind the glass was quite sufficient to =
= screen the frame aerial.
E-71111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117
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different now from what it used to do. When
I had this set I always had to pull the switch
(so that all the contacts were connected to-
gether) to get the short waves, but now it will
not work like this, and what happens is thtit
the switch has to be pushed in order to brirct
in the London Regional and the London
National. Why is that ? "

Everything points to the fact that you have been
wrong in Wanting the. mains unit for the limn. It is
far more probable that a fault in the " Titan " coil unit
itself is causing the trouble, and _we should carefully
remove this from the set and examine.it thoroughly.

You may find that one end of the aerial wire
broken, or some other little fault has developed whif-if
would account for the strange alteration in tuning.
Examine all the moving parts with special care, -
that is to say the crocodile clip connections, and also
the switch contacts.

It is quite possible that one of the leads, although
superficially O.K., has becoMe broken almost through,
and perhaps one strand of wire is all that is holding
together. Pay special attention to the flex lead to
the centre of the moving portion of the switch. for
this gets continuous use it is quite possible that the
wire has broken.

This would account for the hum and also for the
queer tuning, and as the set worked quite well with
the mains unit at first, we think there is no doubt
that a fault has developed in the coil, and that whin
this has been put right the set will behave normally
again.

* *
MORE

I

+

SCHOOL BROADCASTS. .
+

+(Continued from pay' 24.)i
+

* 1 4.-4.1.4.1 4- ..-.. 4.4.1-4- 4. 4.-4.-4,4- *
Two-way telephone apparatus was intro-

duced for the first time on any -railway by
the Canadian .National Railways in April
of this year. It has been perfected after
many months of research by the company's
radio engineers. and consists virtually of
miniature broadcast ing and receiving station
on the train itself. The voice of the

(Continued od purge 62.)

IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS
IN

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS
ON STAND 239 (EMPIRE HALL)

NEW
CIWESTINGH016V-SE

METAL RECTIFIERS

FROM 1510 EACH
The Westin h $2' YORK ROAD,house Brake & Saxb y Signal Co., Ltd., LONDON, N.I.

11{116`

Call at the stand for
a copy of the 1931

edition of
"The All -Metal Way,"

enlarged to 40 pages
of valuable technical
and practical data for

mains users.
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BUILD THROUGHOUT WITH EADI AD COMPONENTS

READI-RAD SWITCH
.4 push-pull on -and -off
switch of exceptionally
" clean" desig3 and robus!

construction. All metal parts heavily
nickel -plated and polished. Specially
designed to maintain constant ant
noiseless contact and smooth, easy
movement. -One-hole fixing. Fillet
with attractive knob. Price led. each

READ I -R A D WAVE -
CHANGE SWITCH

A 3 -point push -pill
particularly suitable for us.:

in dual range tuning circuits. De-
signed on low -loss principles, givin;
certain contact, smooth action and re-
liable service. Heavily nickel -plated
Polished metal parts ; attractive knob'
one hole fixing. Price 1/6

READI-RAD FIXED
CONDENSER

An entirely new and unique
method of construction has
made possible the production

of this new range of fixed condensers
at a remarkably low and economical
Price. A further attractive feature
is the extremely small size which has
been achieved without in any was
affecting the very btu!' of ciencu of
the condensers. Capacities, 0001,
-0002, -0003, 0005. -001. Price
10d. each.

Readi-Rad Components are remarkably low m price, but
they are certainly not " cheap." They are high-grade Com-
ponents cleverly designed to do their work in the most effi-
cient manner, but all the unnecessary and costly " frills "
have been eliminated in order to save you money when set -
building. The proof of their efficiency is to be found in the
frequency with which they are specifies in the Technical Press.

OLYMPIA-STAND 238

READI-RAD
RESISTANCES

De -Coupling Type.
,i wire - wound resistance
specially designed for use as
a de -coupling resistance in order toprevent ' motor -boating " in themethod now recommended in mostpopular circuits. 600 ohms. Com-plete with moulded baketite base.l'rice 218

Anode Feed Type
Supplied in two resistance Patties mast
suitable for use in the latest circuits
of the Technical Press. 25,000 or
10,000 at, ms. Complete with lase.Price 2'8 each.

READI-RAD
POTENTIOMETER
(Baseboard Type)

Viry small and comPac! :
easily fitted ; easily con-
nected ; particttlarly smooth, accurate
and noiseless adjus!nten! positive
contact-these are . the outstanding
features of this basaboard,mounting
Potentiometer. Aieuratcly tndds
with nickel -plated metal parts:. Re-
sistance 200 ohms, ; 400 ohms,
2/9 ; 300 ohms, ; goon ohms,
3!8.

READI - RAD " HILO "
H.F. CHOKE

A real " de -hive" H.F.
Choke specified time after

time by the most famous designers
of the British Technical Press, Used
by all discriminating constructors.
High inductance; extremely low
self -capacity. Efficient over tuning
range of to tO 2,000 metres, Solid
ebonite hand turned former, on
bakelits base, designed to take up
Min fun tits bastboard space Price 4f6

READI-RAD " BROOK -
MANS" CONDENSERS

This amazingly Polndur range
of condensers now mei totes all
capacities suitable far tuning

and reaction. /learn !mime brass
vanes Ore of true logarithmic. design,
with baheiite dielectric. PhosPhor-
bronze spring pigtail provide, thorough
noiseless contact with marina rani,.
One -hole fiaing. Particularly mutt
dimensions and tight weight. Com-
plete with bakelile poin l er-kmoh.
Capacities, .00075, -0005 and 0003,
316 each; 0001 tab/. 2'6

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telephone: Hop 5555(Prwate &change) Telegrams: READIRAD, SEDIST.

Ready Radio (R.R. Ltd.), 159, Borough High Street,

READI-RAD STANDARD
H.F. CHOKE

An entirely new 11.F.
Choke of novel design pa-
ticularly recommended for sill sets
where small dimensions are au
advantage and high efficiency essen-
tial. Windings are hermetically
scaled in bakelite case. Easily
mounted by a single screw to base-
board or panel. Terminals are
particularly accessible. A master-
piece of efficiency al a startlingly low
price 2/-.

READI-RAD FUSE
An essential component in
ivory receiver. Protec.'s
your valves from damage
due to accidental wrong connection:1
of battery leads. Rated to blow at
too tnIA . Bakelite moulded base of
particularly small dimensions and
neat' design. Easily fitted on base-
! oard with accessible terminals.
Price 176 Spare bulbs 6d. each.

READI-RAD
DUOGRAPH DIAL

A slow-motion dial of par-
ticularly handsome appear-
ance. A special feature of outstared-'
ing advantage is the double -ratio
reduction gearing by which ratios
of approximately 8 dot and too to
x are provided by two knobs placed
one behind the other. Easily fitted
to standard f -in. spindles simply by
tigh'ening one screw. Price 6i6.

London, S.E.1.
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MORE SCHOOL BROADCASTS.
(Continued from page 60.)

senger is broadcast a few feet from the
railway car to the telegraph lines parallel
with the track where the electrical impulses
are picked up on the ordinary telephone
circuit. Successful telephone communica-
tion both to and from the train may be
accomplished regardless of the speed at
which the train is travellimz.

*
Six Prime Ministers

British and Dominion listeners may have
the opportunity of hearing six Prime
Ministers broadcast next month.

The Prime Ministers are : Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald, Mr. Scullin (Australia), Mr.
Forbes (New Zealand), Mr. Bennett (Canada),
General Hertzog (South Africa), Sir Richard
Squires (Newfoundland).

Each is principal of his country's delega-
tion to the Imperial Conference, which
begins in London on September 30th.

" Plans are not yet complete," said an
official of the B.B.C. to a " P.W." repre-
sentative, " but if the proposals are accept-
able, the B.B.C. intends to cover the Con-
ference by broadcasting a series of talks by
the chief delegates.

" One talk will be given each week, and
it has been considered that the evening
will be the best time for these talks, as this
will allow a greater number of people to
hear them."

We understand that individual talks from
the studio are preferred by the B.B.C. to a
broadcast of the speeches of the:opening day.

Efforts will be made to reach the
Dominions, and the new experimental
short-wave transmitter will probably be used.

CHOOSING YOUR VALUES.
(Continued from page 35.)

To get down to hard brass tacks, it is
useful to remember that you get 90 per
cent of these amplified voltages across the
grid leak, at a frequency of 50 cycles,
when the microfarads of the grid condenser
multiplied by the megohms of the grid
leak produces .006.

You get that with a .006 mfd. condenser
and a 1-megohm grid leak, or with a .003
mfd, condenser and a 2-megohm grid leak.

2anininaffinnanniffinaffinininffiffiuninninffiniunnias

DON'T FORGET
TILE

SPECIAL
=
=EXHIBITION NUMBER=

tit'
=Modern Wireless:

On Sale September 19th

And the " frequency characteristic " will
be fine, because if you get 90 per -cent
efficiency at 50 cycles you will work up
to practically 100 per cent on the higher
frequencies.

By the way, an output circuit requires
different treatment from that of an inter -
valve coupling circuit because at the output
you want power (volts times amperes) for
working loud speakers, and not voltages to
operate the grids of valves.

To get the maximum power output from
a last valve you must exactly match the
output choke (or transformer) and valve
resistances

If the output choke has an impedance
either smaller or greater than that of the
valve you lose power.

But a higher resistance in the plate circuit
will tend to flatten the grid -volts -anode
current characteristic of the valve at the
lower bend. Taking this into consideration,
we find that the greatest undistorted power
output is achieved when the choke resist-
ance is twice that of the valve resistance.

+ INDOOR AERIALS. ++

(Continued from page 19.)

You then (see Fig. 3) have some insurance
that all your high -frequency is coming' in
via the' aerial terminal.

A possible connection is shown in Fig. 4,
where the mains are definitely used as an
aerial. There is some Board of Trade regula-
tion that all sets must be earthed, hence the
return lead to the conduit. This is a ca -3e
of a very high -capacity aerial.

You may, finally, use an indoor aerial.
In this case. I would like to see an earth,
the mains blocked off by high -frequency
chokes, but I would not like to lay down any
hard arid fast rules !

Experinient alone will determine the best
way to connect up if you are not on the
ground floor and not using a conventional
aerial. I hope this article gives some useful
hints on the lines to follow in your
experiments.

REMEMBER-
P.R. stands
for QUALITY -
VOLUME -
VALUE- -

P.R. VALVES
LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.
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Super
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I:3f ...
'All P.R. Goods sent C.O.D. if preferred.

'Phone City 3788.

THE AMAZING P.R.HiT. ELIMINATOR
We only make one standard type elimi-
nator for A.C. Stains. 200 to 250 volt
for 40 to 80 cycles. It is trouble free.
An electric light plug is fitted to the
unit with sockets to serve 200/220 volts,
and 230/250 volts. Consumption from
mains is 1 unit for 250 hours approx.
Three fixed tappings are provided. giving
90. 100 and 120 volts with a total out-
put of 15/20 milliamps. No rheostat is
fitted. The model incorporates Westing-
house metal rectifier, and utilizes full
wave x*ect ffication. Outside measurements9' x 5" x 4.. The set will supply H.T.
for any set up to 4 valve screened -grid.
No alterations to set are necessary. Plug
your present H.T. plugs into the elimi-nator and connect plug to au electric
lamp socket, and the set is ready to tune
in. Suitable for portables, transportables
and sets up to 4 valves.

Price, complete, ready for
MUDS,

£3-10-0
Post and Packing free. I

AN ASTONISHING ;
DUAL WAVE COIL
The P.R. Simplex Coil is wound on a

'Paxolin former for both long and short
waves. The performance is truly won-
derful owing to the true spacing and
corrrect relation of the number of turns
to the impedance. Suitable for any I

3 -valve set. The coil has three tap- I

pings, allowing you to choose the selec-
tivityithat suits your district and aerial;

P.R. Simplex coil
200/2,000 metres with I

terminals on Paxolin I

former, complete with
Simplex 3 wiring plan
and full instructions.

iii 716
POST
FREE

ARE THE BEST, MOST
ECONOMICAL and the

CHEAPEST
By a special process employing an extremely rare
element in minute and precise quantities in the
coating of our Golden Series, we have been able to
turn out a valve of extraordinary efficiency, the
emission being increased BY OVER 50 PER CENT.
There's nothing shoddy or cheap about P.R.
Products, but they represent the very highest
quality at the very lowest prices. You can't go
wrong when you buy them. Customers come
over and over again to ask for them.

2 valves or more sent POST FREE. Matched Valves 1 - extra perSent C.O.D. if desired.'Ask your dealer for them. Accept no other.- - - - - -

GUARANTEE.
All valves despatched

under guarantee of
Money Back in Full

if not satisfied and
returned within

7 days. All
valves are
carefully

packed &
breakages
replaced.

LIST OF DULL ENffITERS vea--...,..-
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£4-4.O VALUE THE CONE WHICH HAS
for 19/6 (P8r) IMPROVED SPEAKERS

ONLY 11HOUR'SWORK
ALL OVER THE WORLD

This is a cinch-all ready for you to as-
semble, the cabinet is made up ready to
polish. A real job. English Oak. All you
have to do is to Make up the cone paper.
sent ready cut to size. rust what you
want -an up-to-date Speaker for your set.
It will give you pure treble and half-

tones true 'to
nature. It's a
gift. Full In-
structions with
each kit. A child
can manage this I
P.R. Standard
Unit. Resistance
2,000 ohms.
When finished,
complete Speaker
measures 134"
x 13P' x 6i
Cone 11'.

its per cent of the efficiency of a
speaker depends on the cone material.
Buckram, oiled paper and such are abso-
lutely inefficient. P.R. cones are made of
specially prepared fabric paper-made for
the purpose-and will give fully double
the volume of the average cone. Each
cone is made in a mould and is dead
true. The edge of the cone has a wool-
len cushion which should
be lightly stuck to the

in the case of
light reeds-under no
circumstances should
the cone be held rigidly
to the baffie-it must
be free to move.

11" Cone, each 31'6
Pest and Pack::Ig 1
12' Cone, each 4 6
Post and Packing 1:8,

P.R. PRODUCTS Dept. M, P.R. HOUSE, 14, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.)
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Radio's

Red -Letter

Week
If you would know the new
wonders that have been added

to Radio, come straight Id

Radiolympia.

Radio -Gramophones are here

that look and sound too mar-
vellous to be true! Valve sets,
Crystal Sets, Home Construction

Sets, Components. All are

here to meet every need and
to suit every pocket. And
whatever your ambitions you
will find that the keynote of
modern radio is simplicity. To-

day Radio is as much part of
the home as Gas or Electric light

and just as easy to operate.

Come to the
NATIONAL

RAMC
EXHIBITION

and marvel
NEW HALL OLYMPIA

SEPT. 19.27
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. DANCING

PROMOTED BY THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

0

VERNIER

Easy reading.
Metallic
contin-

uity.

Cap.
00015

INSPIRED
LEADERSHIP.

3/ -

DIAL

Smooth action.
leo

crackle

CFNSDe

A great little variable compression
type condenser.

3/9

J 0003- 1/6
G '001

F -0001

fil 002 2 3

of
Our

35
Lines

CRIMP

a.'...
-

0

L

R

L

C
0
N
D
E1
f\k
S.
E
R
S

The lightest.
lowest loss &
most efficient
Condenser ex-

tant.
Capacities:

.0005
00035
00025
00015

MlD LOO LINE
CONDENSER

Nigher
test,

lower
loss
great
long-

evity.
Caps.
mfd.

2
1

'25
1

Bakelite
cased

600 volt
test

mains
Conden-

ser.
Prices

3/-
2,2
2/-
1/9
1/6

VCVASc coeDE

MiKA 011004

'la,. volt test.
akehte and Mica.

Caps. Prices
0001

0002 }.
'0003
0005 7d
001 8d.
002 ltd.

A truly phenomenal illuminated drum dial with
trimmer control.

BRITISH LEADERSHIP
SUPPLIERS TO THE

LEADING SET MAKERS
OF THE COUNTRY

CATALOGUE FREE GERRARD 1863
GOLDEN SQ. PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON,

Drum dial, 8/6
with one
Condenser, 13/ -
with two, 1716

SEE

STAND

72
AT

OLYMPIA

C.H.S.
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*04 *
:THE "EXHIBITION" FOUR.

f

The coil is a very simple one, just 200
turns of No. 26 D.S.C. wire on a slotted
former .with tappings at 70, 100 and 150
turns, tappings and ends going to small
terminals. By including a suitable amount
of the coil in the right place in the aerial
lead all possibility of local interference on
long waves is completely removed.

The " Contradyne " coil serves another
purpose also in the " Exhibition " Four,
so don't be tempted to leave it out if you
are too far from the local to be afraid of
interference troubles. It is quite essential
to the proper functioning of this circuit in
other ways as well,

Anothet Problem Solved.
Wave -change switching is another of the

problems we have tackled and, we believe,
solved for next season. In the course of our
work on this particularly difficult matter we
have tried out all sorts of schemes and coil
units, including commercial ones, and have
come to the conclusion that something new
is wanted.

All previous arrangements have had some
defect or other, either in actual performance,
or in flexibility in their adaptation to the
various circuits of the home constructor.
None was really satisfactory in every possible
way, remembering that absolute simplicity
of wiring was essential.

Accordingly, we have decided to introduce
our own design of dual -range coil unit, and
his will be used in all our special set designs

(Continued from page 38.)

tor some time to come, so that you may be
sure of using it over and over again.

This step we have only taken, after long
and careful consideration, but we decided
at last that it must be done. We simply
had to have a dual -range coil unit properly
adapted to all the different circuits involved
in sets for the home constructor.

Months of work have been devoted to the
new coil, and in its final form it represents
one of the greatest advances we expect to
sae this season.

It sets a standard of super -efficiency,
combined with simplicity of wiring and
switching and adaptability to different
circuits, which we are confident has never
before been approached.

These are just a few of the attractions of
a receiver which is far ahead of its time.
Now let us just guide you over the circuit.

Observe that the two coil units are
marked U, and U2, Sr and S2 being the simple
wave -change switches. On medium waves
the two secondary windings are placed in.
Parallel, so removing the usual losses.

At the same time the switch cuts out the
" Contradyne " coil, which is not required
on medium waves, and what is normally
the reaction winding also, this latter being
used for aerial coupling on long waves.

In the H.F. intervalsie circuit is the
second coil unit, and here there is another
special long -wave coupling scheme, This
takes the form of the condenser C5, which
is again cut out by a switch (S2.) in
changing to the medium waves.

This condenser gives what may be
described as " Brookmans " coupling on the
long waves, because we used it in our
famous " Brookmans Rejector. The
method has many important advantages,

with which we have not space to deal.
The detector valve is of the usual grid -

leak type, with differential reaction, of
course, and then comes a quite straight-
forward L.F. side of the latest modern type.

Altogether, the set is surprisingly simple,
in spite of its wonderful powers. Those
whose ideas Of performance are based on a
set of last season will get the surprise of their
lives if they think ,that real performance is
impossible with so strMghtforWard a circuit !

What it did on test was a surprise even to
ourselves, and .we were expecting,something
pretty good. It cut out the twin waves
from Brookmans Park with the greatest
ease, and the way it brought the foreigners
rolling in was amazing.

Simple to Make and Use.
As a constructional job the set is about as

simple as it possibly could be, and you will
need nothing beyond the diagrams and
photos. (Naturally, we are aSsuming that
anyone who tackles a fairly ambitious
receiver like this will have had a little
experience of the work.)

Finally, the operating data (brief, because
there are no adjustments to speak of, such
is the simplicity of the receiver). Valves :
One S.G. for V,, H.F. for V2,, L.F. for V3,
power or super -power for V4.

Voltages : 120 volts for H.T. +3, about
60 on H.T. +2, 60 to 80 on H.T,+1, 120
or more on H.T. +4. Grid bias according
to valve maker's instructions on L.F. and
power valves, l ?-; volts on S.G. Valve.

Open S, and S, for king waves, and try
different portions of " Contraclyne " coil
for best volume. Close Si and S2for medium
waves. To control volume of local detune
below on first dial and above on second.

11.1111111ww""""---

Turn your Leisure

into PLEASURE
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET KITS

to make a handsome 4 -valve set.

£11 0 17 6 each
Easy terms on request. Immediate delivery.

COSSOR MELODY 3 KIT
Assembles in oak cabinet.

.24 17 6
Full details in our 1930 Catalogue. Free

to callers. By post 6d.

WILL AT LTD.
19, LISLE ST., W .C.2

Regent 0921-22.

Reg. design
Model Z.20. Without doubt the nios
attractive Loudspeaker at the price. Its
reproduction will delight the most critical
listener, its cabinet is particularly attractive.
IN OAK - - - AIE7 .15 .0
MAHOGANY- - MB, 5.0

Rememberit is your
Loudspeaker
which has the
final word
in the quality
of your radio
and choose
CELESTION
Made by the firm whichhas specialised for
nearly five years in sound
reproducing instruments

Othe, Celcstioa models from £3

CELESTION LTO.
KINCSTON-ON-THAMES

London Showrooms:

106, VICTORIA STREET;
LONDON, S. W.1

ELEST1ON
%-he Very Soul of Music

LOUD -SPEAKERS -

FOREMOST NAME IN SOUND REPRODUCTION
STAND No.

53
RADIO EXHIBITION OLYMPIA
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IMPROVED RECEPTION 11O POLES OR MASTS
INCREASED SELECTIVITY EASILY FIXED

FIT THE

r
FOR MODERN BROADCASTING CONDITIONS

No more Unsightly and costlyPoles and Masts-yet BETTERRESULTS from your Set and
Increased Selectivity. Fit the
Goltone ' Patent NO -MAST

AERIAL-now!
Costs only ONE-THIRD asmuch as a Pole Aerial. Easilyfitted within an hour.
STATIONS HITHERTO UN-

OBTAINABLE COME IN
CLEARLY AND LOUDLY.

Consider these points:
GREATER SELECTIVITY & VOLUME.PURITY AND RANGE INCREASED.
INTERFERENCE REDUCED TO AMINIMUM.
CANNOT BE BLOWN
DOWN BY STRONG.
EST GALE.

OBTAINABLE FROM
FIRST-CLASS RADIO
STORES. If any difficulty
in obtaining, write direct
to address below.

READY FOR USE

ro
COMPLETE.
Delivered Free.

Send for Catalogue giving Full Particulars. Ex tracts from Unsolicited
Testimonials and Technical Pr so Reports.
RADIO EXHIBITION AT OLYMPIA.-THE NO -MAST AERIALCAN BE SEEN AT:
Stand No. 206, BEAVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Stand No. 10. ENSIGN, LTD. (-Wholesale Distributor, Only.)- AWARD &GOLDSTONE LT D

PENIDL ETON
_ .,MANICHESTER

LONDON OFFICE; 5.EDEN ST., HAMPSTEAD ROAD. N .W.L

WHAT USERS
SAY :-

Mr. W. D., Brian Ave..Marino, Dublin:-
" / am very pleasedwith the Goltone ' No -Mast' Aerial. I haveobtained increased
selectivity and more
volume, and receivedforeign stations whichwere unobtainable withold pole aerial. I shallrecommend it to mywireless friends."
A. H. B., Castlerock,

Co. Londonderry :-
" I can undoubtedlytune in more stationsclearly and distinctlythan ever before on myold aerial. Will recom-
mend to all roundhere "

t

'OW

TrelletiOrdSmmi
GENUINE

Highest dielectric insulation
120,000 v. per m.m.
Lowest power factor.
No current absorption.
Unconditionally g .ittranteed
perfect.

No surface leakage.

Easy machining.

Best polished surface.

Super fine consistent quality.

PANEL PRICES PER SQ. IN. POLISHED
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The
Supreme
Quality
Radio
Ebonite

TRELLEBORG EBONITE WORKS, LTD.
UNION PLACE, WELLS ST., W.1. Tele: MUSEUM 6200.

This Magnificent
Radio - Gram
CABINET

HOUSE your Set in the Camco
" Waverley " Cabinet. Sup-
plied with 15" baseboard.

Loud Speaker compartment is 18" x
18" x 15". Will take panels 18"x ri".
Height 38". In Oak as illustrated,
£5 10s.; Mahogany £6 15s. (Carriage
extra). Send for 24 pp. Catalogue
or see full range at our Showrooms:

Camco Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
24, Hatton Garden, E.C.1.
'Phone: Holborn 8 20 2.

(Factory: Camco Works, S.Croydon).

OLYMPIA: STAND 140.

costs C5-10-0only
WNW

V 5829
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USE ALSO
DUMETOHMS
-THEY'VE
BEEN RE-
DUCED, TOO 1

FROM

216 to 1/9

THE BEST
Increased demand has made it possible
to reduce the cost of producing the
world -famed Dubilier Condensers and
Grid Leaks, an advantage which we
are handing on to you !

The extreme accuracy and constancy
of Dubilier Condensers is well known,
and users are assured that the standard
will be maintained.

There is now no excuse for using in-
ferior Condensers in your set.

PRICES :
Types 610 and 620.

-00005 to -0009 1/8 oca and  002 - 2/.
'003, 004, '005, 2/3 '006 - - - - 2/6

oi - - - 3/.

DUBILIE
MICA CONDENSERS

[THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA (New Hall), SEPTEMBER 19th -27th, 1930

We are exhibiting at STAND 50

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3

HERE IS THE
RADIO GRAMOPHONE CABINET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
INSTALL A

LANGMORE"
and have your Gramophone,
Wireless Set, Loud -Speaker
and Batteries all in one cabinet.
These cabinets arc very strongly
constructed of selected Oak and
Plywood. Size overall, 3 ft. 2 in,
high by 21 in. wide by 15 in. deep.
THE TOP SECTION. Size 4i
in, high by 18 im wide by 14 in.
deep, gives ample accommodation
for gramophone and pick-up.
THE CENTRE SECTION. Size
10 in. high by 18 in. wide by 14 in.
deep, is for the Wireless Set, to take
a panel either 18 in. by 7 in. or
18 in. by 8 in.
THE BOTTOM SECTION.
Size 15 in. high by 18 in. wide by
131 in. deep, gives accommodation
for Loud Speaker and Batteries.
The whole of the back is enclosed by
double doors so that all parts are easily
accessible. ALL are fitted with hinged
top, heavy platform to take a 12" turntable
for the Gramophone and a Substantial
baseboard for the Wireless Set.

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED
JACOBEAN OAK

THE MISCELLANEOUS

Price 49/6 each
Packed FREE and sent Carriage
Paid to any address in Gt. Britain.

Trade liquifies Invited.

TRADING CO., Ltd.
13 & 17, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.1.

'Phone : Holborn 4894,
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*
A SELECTIVE

CRYSTAL CIRCUIT
(Continued from page 23.)

*
devised by the " P.W." Research Dept.
This was the " Inductocrys " circuit as
used in the " Brookmans " crystal set.

Readings were taken with aerial tappings
of 25, 20, 15, and 10 turns. Fig. 2 shows
the results for 20 and 15 turns.

It will be seen that the 20 -turn tapping
achieves greater strength and selectivity
than the circuit corresponding to the lower
curve of Fig. 1.

This circuit is particularly successful in
conserving the signal strength at the lower
wave -length, in which respect it differs
from the absorption wave -trap circuit
next to be mentioned.

Excellent Results.
It was found that the arrangement of

Fig. 3 gave results which were really
excellent. The tuning curves show the
effect of setting the wave -trap to cut out
(a) the 356 -metre wave, (b) the 261 -metre
wave.

With an aerial nearly 50 ft. high at six
miles from the transmitter, however, none
of the preceding circuits was capable of
eliminating completely the 356 - metre
transmission at 261 metres.

999999999910919m9099999199999969999610911E

MODERN WIRELESS

EE Special Exhibition Number

On Sale Sept. 19th.
=-

7,11111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110.

For some reason which is not altogether
clear, the absorption wave -trap gave the
curious result that the elimination of the
356 -metre wave is no better at 261 metres
tuning than at 356 -metres tuning of the
circuit. A slight but irritating murmur of
the unwanted transmission can be heard
right round the dial.

No doubt some of the uneliminated residue
is due to stray voltages in the earth lead
and telephone leads, but also more probably
to a practical fundamental defect in the
tuning circuit.

A Rejector Circuit.
It is clear that however nearly perfect

be the coil and condenser employed, in
practice there must always be some
impedance offered by the tuning circuit to
unwanted frequencies. This led to the
idea of putting a rejector circuit between
the aerial and the crystal. (Fig. 4.)

This circuit proved exceedingly effective,
but there was nevertheless still that annoy-
ing murmur in the background. This
shows naturally that current of the un-
wanted frequency was still passing in small
amount through the crystal.

A further " brain -wave " suggested that
this small amount of current could be
neutralised by coupling the two coils to
gether in the correct sense. This arrange-
ment proved successful and gives practically
an absolute wipe-out of the unwanted
station. Daventry (5 G B) is received
easily, and the signal bell from Toulouse
has been heard with 2 L 0 in full blast.

NOW EVERY
PILOT KIT
CONTAINS

Components included in
Pilot Radio Kits may be
obtained separately. Send
us a detailed list of your
requirements for purchase
out of income. Quotations
by return. Post Coupon
to -day.
IIIMIRIIIN11111111111111111111111111

TO PERFECT RADIO
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Pilot

* Our New Season's Easy Way Catalogue
is now ready. Send for your copy

to -day. Contains full descriptions and
illustrates all the leading makes of factory -
built receivers, kits, accessories, mains
apparatus and components. The most
comprehensive Radio catalogue published.

New Osram Music Magnet Four
The very latest kit, incorporating 2 S.G. H.F.
stages for great range and extreme selectivity.

Single control.
Balance in

SEND 23/6 ONLY 12 monthly 1 8f 6payments of

Cossor "Empire Melody Maker"
Exactly as specified. Cash Price £6 17 6.

Balance in
SEND 10/. ONLY it monthly 1 219payments of

The Farrand Inductor Speaker
gives Moving Coil results

SEND 615 ONLY
Balance in
ix monthly
payments of

REGENTONE
Model W.5 Portable H.T. Eliminator for A.C.
Mains. Output 12o volts at 15 m.a. a variable

and 1 power tappings.
Balance in

SEND 1019 ONLY it monthly
payments of 1019

EXHIBITION FOUR
(Described in this issue.)

or 12 monthly
Cash payments of

KIT " A " 111 : 15 : 0 2116
KIT " B " 17 : 15 : 0 1402

All the New Season's Sets in
the new attractive Pilot Carton
together with a comprehensive
display of the latest factory
built receivers, components,
mains apparatus and accessories
will be on show at our Stand

No. 1 10
OLYMPIA

SEND THIS COUPON TO -DAY

PETO.SCOTT CO.,
LTD;

77 City Rd., London, E.C.1. Phone : Clerkenwell
9406-7-8. 62 High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Phone: Chancery 8266. 4 Manchester St.,
Liverpool. Phone: Central 2134. 33 Whitelow
Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.
Phone : Chorlton-cum-Hardy 2028.

PLEASE SEND ME (a) Your latest Pilo
Radio Chart (b) Your famous Easy Way
Catalogue by return of post.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W. 20Z9/30
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COLUMBIA

Now
COST
LESS

COLUMBIA
4780, 60 volts,
Triple Cap-
acity, 17,6

COLUMBIA

'.."11Lee-olel7r".onnor."."

Columbia radio batteries are
still more economical now
that prices have been re.
duced. The Columbia 4780
(60 volts Triple Capacity)
costs only 17/6-and it
will give you more power
for every penny than any
other battery you can buy.
And performance is as good
as only Columbia can give
you-pure radio, trouble.
free radio, for week after
week and month after
month. Say to your dealer-
COLUMBIA 4780.
The famous " Layerbilt "-
built layer upon layer. No
waste space. Equal to 3 ord-
inary batteries. Price 24 -
For 2- or 3 -Valve Sets,
Columbia No. 4721 .. 10/6
For Portables, Columbia
4755, 99 volts 18 -
Columbia Grid Bias Battery,
9 volts, No. 4756 .. .. 2 -

Columbia
RADIO 1111/VITEMIES

3. R. MORRIS, Imperial House,
15 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Scotland: J. T. Cartwright, 3 Cadogan St., Glasgow.

mommommummismameami

FOR THE. LISTENER.
Wonfinued from page 20.)

Nietzsche.
The German programmes this week have

been letting themselves go in praise of
Nietzsche, much as our British programmes
do in the case of Bobbie Burns, or some
other local god. It was the thirtieth
anniversary of Nietzsche's death.

At the outbreak of the War, it was said
that Nietzsche had more to do with making
the War than anybody else ; and the rumour

-Was that every German soldier carried a
copy of " Thus spake Zarathustra " in his
knapsack. Those were obscure and confused
days when the fire of Hate greedily seized
upon anything which was thrown to it.

He was a man of great, if somewhat
lurid, genius. Time will deal with him,
and in a cooler posterity much of his work
will, I believe, be found standing.

Picture Postcards.
I had another pleasant evening with

Langenberg and a popular concert under the
title, " Picture Postcards of a European
Trip." It was partly literary and partly
musical.

In a popular way, it was very well carried
out. Not perhaps quite so pretentious as
similar programmes in England.

For Spain, there was a reading from
Alfred de Musset. and an Andalusian Dance
by de Falla. Switzerland was celebrated
by the Overture from " William Tell,"
and Rome by a selection from Cesar Franck.

I am not quite sure that the programme
did justice to London. whose musical picture -
postcard was " The Kitten on the Keys " !
What view in London that represents is a
mystery to me. Perhaps Mr. Manton
making a speech in the House of Commons !

The Waltz.
Langenberg seems to me to be the most

alive and interesting station on the
continent ; but this may only be because
for some reason or other I get it easily, and
can keep it without much interference. I
get quite a lot of fun out of it.

The concert the other evening was on the
" Waltz, from the Gaillard to the. Boston."
It was opened, as usual, with an intro-
ductory talk ; and, with intervals for
sporting and, other news, lasted from eight
to eleven o'clock.

A perfect orgy of waltzing. We danced
them until we could dance no more. It
was a hot night after a blazing day. We
should have regarded your " heat wave "
in London as a cooling breeze !

Stiles Allen.
After eight o'clock at night the English

programmes have to fight here for their
lives. The greater part of Europe seems
to combine against them.

They sometimes break through, as the
Guards broke through the Hindenburg
Line. But there is nothing of the Entente
Cordiale about continental wireless. It is a
deadly battle, and every man's hand against
his brother !

At eight o'clock each evening this ethereal
battle is renewed. But before that zero
hour, England has a better chance. And
during the week I have been able to enjoy
the beautiful singing of Stiles Allen and
John Thorne in the Handel Arias.

To my great content, as Pepys would say.

DEAIF4EWAIDS
(INEXPENSIVE)
ighest Efficiency Guarantee',

£1-2-8
as illustrated, in-
cluding a light
headband for the

earpiece.

fitted with
MIDGETPHONE

(fits into ear)
instead of earpieca
with headband.

THIS Aid comprises a highly sensitive
SUPER-MICROPHONE for taking up

Sound (to be attached to Coat or Dress, con-
veniently concealed), a SMALL BATTERY
(for the pocket), and a SMALL EARPIECE
which can be held to the deaf ear by hand
or by a light headband supplied with the
Aid. All speech and sound reaching the
Super -Microphone is loudly heard in the ear-
piece. The battery can be switched off
when the Aid is not in use.

The above Aids can be made SPECIALLY
POWERFUL by fitting a DOUBLE
Microphone at an extra cost of toj..

Full particulars post free.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy St., London, W.I. 'Phone: Museum 832?

WANTED, SPARE TIME AGENTS
to sell Fel-Ectric Eliminators and Kits,

in A.C. districts.
F1EL-ECTRIC RADIO, Garden St., Sheffield.

REGit
Can be mounted
on brackets or
through Panel.
Once set always
ready. Not affect-
ed by vibration.

on broadcast before
Each one is tested

despatch, and is perfect.
This Detector is specified for
the "WIRELESS FOR THE
BLIND" Fund Crystal Sets.
01 all high class Radio Dealers,arSale Makers :

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,
(Radio Dept. 44), 21-22, Great. Sutton St.. LONDON , E.C.1

RED DIAMOND"
THE RECOGNISED DETEC-
TOR FOR ALL CIRCUITS

USING CRYSTAL RECTI-
FICATION.

toy Insured Post 2(3 or
2(9 with shield.

RD 40

EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in `` Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that will suit your convenience. and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone: Museum 5414. Ot. Portland St., W.1

Running -Costs

"The Portland Three -
valve Table Model" is
a detector - two - low -
frequency set of great
simplicity of operation,
and is particularly
cheap to run. It costs

A9 . 6,
complete with all

accessories.

1/- per week
Write for illustrated catalogue of this and other

models to :
CURRYS LIMITED,

24;28, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Branches throughout the country.
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

3

1
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P I

* -4- -4--- ..... -*

Pick-up Leads.
APOINT which is often' overlooked in

radio -gram. work is the question of the
length of the pick-up leads. If, as is

usual a pair of twin wires is used, it is obvious
that an electrostatic capacity will be set up
between these wires, which will depend
upon their length. About four to six feet
is generally the most  that can be used for
pick-up leads without giving rise to capacity
troubles, and if a much greater length than
this is used, the capacity will cause varia-
tions in the output voltage at varying
frequencies; with the result that the volume
will vary withthe frequency.

Characteristic Curves.
The characteristics of different types of

pick-up vary very considerably. Some
pick-ups will give a fairly uniform fre-
quency response from, say, 100 ,cycles to
5,000 cycles, whilst others will give a rising
response from 100 to 500 and then perhaps
a falling response up to 1,000 or 1,500 with
sometimes a subsequent sharp rise.

Although it is often supposed that a
straight or fairly straight frequency re-
sponse curve is desirable, this is not neces-
sarily the case. It would be the case if the
output from the amplifier followed a
similar curve, but inasmuch as the amplifier
invariably has its own peculiarities it may
actually be desirable to use a pick-up the
characteristics of which tend to counter-
balance those of the amplifier.

Frequency Response.
Now with regard to the switching over

from the radio to the gramophone, you
will find that when the pick-up is in use the
grid -leak -and -condenser is not in circuit.
I speak of a grid -leak -and -condenser because
this is the type of rectification which is
most .commonly employed. When the set
is working as a radio receiver, using leaky -
grid rectification, there is as a rule a slight
loss on the higher frequencies, although
often with radio reproduction this is not a
very serious matter.

When the set is switched over to the
pick-up, leaving the grid -leak -and -condenser
out of circuit, this loss of the higher fre-
quencies does not take place and, in fact,
it may even seem that the higher notes are
amplified unduly.

If the pick-up happens to have a charac-
teristic curve which shows a falling -off to-
wards the higher frequencies, this will tend
to counteract the undue amplification of
those frequencies by the amplifier.

Pentodes.
Some little time ago, when discussing the

pentode valve, I mentioned that this type
of valve, curiously enough, has met- with
much greater popularity in this country
than in certain other countries, notably the
U.S.A. As a rule it is the other way round,
and a new radio component first gains
ground in the United States before it
becomes really popular over here.

The pentode valve, for some reason, is an
(Cmitinued on next page.)

ITCHBOARD TO EUROPE

SENSATIONAL'
POWERRANCEandTONE

PU RCHASE
" OUT OF

POCKET
MON EY"

IN handsome solid Walnut cabinet of original design, with quarter -
matched Walnut top. Built on all -metal chassis and screened. Employs
three valves. Screened -grid high -frequency producing sensational range,

balanced sensitivity and selectivity over full waveband. 220 to 2,000
metres. Screened -grid double amplifying detector giving straight line dia.
tortioniess detection. Large power output valve. Special speaker filter circuit.
Single drum selector tuning control; Fine tuning adjustment; Waveband
Switch, Volume, Coupling, Radio -Gram. Pilot Indicator. Terminals:
Aerial, Earth, Pick-up, L.S. Full -wave valve rectification; mains equip-
ment of highest efficiency free of mains hum.

Model A.C. 3 ... Complete £23
Model D.C. 3 (220-230-240) Complete £23

Either separately or in
conjunction with one of
five Ultra Air Chrome
Double Linen Dia-
phragm Speakers, this
wonderful receiver can
be purchased " out of
pocket money." de-
posit and twelve monthly
payments of 34/10. Your
dealer will gladly supply
you with full particulars.

£23
COMPLETE
ACE..DC

ULTRA ELECTRIC LTD. 661, HARROW ROAD., LONDON, N.W.10.
High -Grade

SET & SPEAKER CABINET
Constructed of finely figured
Oak on carved ball and claw
legs, hand French polished.
THE ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.

.E8.8.0, carriage paid.
RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET.

£10.0.0, carriage paid.
Models from £2.2.0 to £20.
Thirty -page illustrated cata-

logue, post free.
GILBERT,Cabinet Maker,
Established 1866. SWINDON.

DOWN
THE COSSOR
EMPIRE KIT
Exactly as specified. Balance in
it monthly payments of 12/9

CASH PRICE £6 : 17 : 6
ALL OTHER COSSOR SETS ON PRO-
PORTIONATELY EQUAL EASY TERMS.

NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4
2316 with order. 12 monthly
payments of 18/6. CASH PRICE
£11 :15 : 0. Exactly as specified.

THE FIRST HOUSE TO SPECIALISE
IN RADIO-ON EASY TERMS

NEW titlieS3 SALES CO.
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.2

VV OMEN
need lessons in

LOVE!
" The average modern girl is more skilled at
choosing a hat than a husband." says a well-
known writer contributing a provocative articlo
to this week's issue of ANSWERS. " She doesn't
know the sort of husband she wants, how to
recognise him when he appears, or cook for him
when she's married him. More marriages fail
through ignorance than through indifference."
And the writer proceeds to give a lesson in lave
which no woman should miss. A lesson filled with
the ripe wisdom of a mind that has studied
marriage in many lands. You can read this out-
spoken article only in

NSWERS
Britain's National Weekly

Buy a Copy TO -DAY - 2d.
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STAND S DTAN
131 NEW CLIX LINES 131

OLYMPIA OLYMPIA

NEW ALL -IN TERMINAL
 (Pat. Pro. Pat. Reg. Desg.).
 No. 15. Incorporating the
 Clix Resilient Socket and
 Solid Pin. The only tenni- nal completely insulated
 from the panel whether
 connected or disconnected.
 No spade or other tag re-
 (mired. Black ; 'engraved
 with full range of markings.
 Flex portion - 4d.

Panel portion - 4d. No. Prov. Pat. Reg. Des'. With screw terminals 1 Od. w-
Price Complete - - 8d Without screw terminals 8d.Write for complete illustrated list.

LECTRO LINX, Ltd., 254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1

mionownimainnumemmasasmisimmummommisimiammeassamigionas

No. 23 Pro. Pat.
RESILIENT SOCKET
Short. Uninsulated for
thin panels. Flush

, mounting, 1d.

No. 24 Pro. Pa'.
RESILIENT SOCKET
Insulated for use with
metal or any type of
panel. Red or
Black, 2d.

No. 25 Pa'. RESILIENT SOCKETS.
SOLID PLUG The Clix revolutionary method of plug and

Maximumtensile strength. socket contact, in which the helically slotted
For use with Resilient resilient socket grips the plug, is the only
Sockets, Engraved or means of obtaining perfect contact with every
Plain, Red or Black, 2d. type of plug.

elBote
Wow

No. 22 Pro. Pat.

RESILIENT SOCKET im
Long. Uninsulated. 
For panels up to ?rim In
thick. Flush mount- ing - - 1d. 111

1111

4,'S PIN VALVEHOLDER 111

No.27. Incorporating the new a
Resilient Sockets. Perfect con -
tact with solid or any other 1111

type of valve pin with easy in -
section and withdrawal of valve. 
Sockets air -dielectrically insu -

lated and self -aligning,
Type B for baseboard mounting. 11

MICROPHONES
You will get the best and cheapest selection
of Microphones for all purposes at 218 Upper
Thames Street, E.C. Electradix Mikes are
used everywhere. Broadcast Mikes, £12, £6
and £2, for public address. Announcer's
Hand or Stand Mikes, 15/-. Wrist Speech
Microphones, 10/6. Solo Hand Mikes 107B
in brass case, 3/6. Microphone Units for
making multiple mikes, 4/6. Skinderviken
Buttons, 3/6. W.E. Service Speech But-
ton:: lild. Booklet " Wonders of the Micro-
phone," 6d. Add postage on above.

New September Sale List just issued.
Free for stamped addressed envelope.

Microphone Specialists,
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

ci Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

®HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -
Transformers 5/-. Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. C I, ken well 9069
E. MASON, 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

_

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all ,11.T. Troubles.

SELF CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 21"1, 1.1" sq. 1/3 doz
ZEROS, new type led. doz. Sacs 112 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 411, post 95.
Sample unit, 9d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30/- 3 -valve set. £5
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL. LONDON.

REPAIRS
Any mala. of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each pair, 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
Repairs " Dept..

953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, S.W.17.

WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS"

Osram
MusinMag-
net 4 Kit.
cash Price
£11-15-0

vivor Nor
otiE Oi
-ctiEsis

cossor Em
pireMelod
Maker Kit.
Cash Price
£6-17-8.

U

Pyc 5 -Valve
Portable.

Cash Price
19 Gns.

1931 Or -
mule 3 K Li

Cash Price
£8-0-0.

Philips All -
Electric 3.

Cash Pr iep
.£21-0-0

POP TE

77 -

Everything in Radio E-
on

EASY TERMS
COMPLETE YOUR VISIT
TO THE EXHIBITION

By a call at our Showrooms where any set
may be hear:1. =

COMPONENTS FOR ALL SETS, Loud- E
speakers, Ekco H.T. Units, Moving Coil =

Loudspeakers, etc.
WRITE OR CALL for a quotation of cur

BEST MON II LT TERMS.

The P.D.P. CO.ILP
(Dept. P.W.) 46, WATLING STREET, E.C.4 =

Phone :-Cent,al 4468.

EXACT TUNERS
ticulars and circuits -FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,

250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners aro in use. and
we can strongly reronimend them. No fur-
ther coils are required. Send P.C. for par -

1
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

exception and even now it is not at all
certain that it will be generally adopted by
U.S. radio manufacturers for some time to
come.

The Pentode in U.S.A.
As a matter of fact, at a recent meetina-

of manufacturers Of valves and radio
receivers, arranged by the Radio Manu-
facturers' Association in New York, a
number of well-known experts discussed
this very problem and decided, in the words
of the report, that " The development of
the pentode has not progressed to the point
where any definite conclusion can be reached
but there may be possibilities which are as
yet not definitely known."

It is significant to notice that some of the
leading radio manufacturers, including the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Company
(who make the well-known Philo° receiver)
and the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Com-
pany, have definitely declared that they'
will not, for the present, manufacture radio'
receivers fitted with pentode valves.

Humless Valves.
Talking of valves, a new type of A.C.

valve has lately been introduced to the
American market which is claimed to le
free froth the A.C. hum which is a more cr
leSs serious drawback to many of the A.C.
valves hitherto available.

The hum in a radio set using A.C. valves
may in some respects be compared to tha.
needle scratch in a gramophone, that is, it
is a kind of objectionable background
which it would be very desirable to eliminate'
altogether. 'In the majority of cases a good
deal of this hum is dke to the valves and
especially to the detector.

This is not because the detector valve in
itself produces any more hum than the
other valves, but owing to the fact that the
hum so produced is amplified more than that
of the other valves.

Neutralising Hum.
One of the difficulties in neutralising hum,

by what is sometimes called " opposition,"
is that the hum produced by the different':
valves is not the same, owing to variations
in actual samples of valves which are
supposed to be of the same type.

It is very important, therefore, that the
valves should not vary very much from
standard, and in this new so-called " hum-",
less valve " the design is such that the
valves can be turned out in commercial
production to a remarkable degree of
uniformity. This, in fact, is one of the
secrets underlying!' the success of the new
valve.

Some Difficult Cases.
Talking about A.C. hunt reminds me tin.

I have had several letters relating to tin,
question of smoothing ilevio,,s which
discussed in these notes a fete weeks bael0

You will sometimes find, more particu-
larly in cases - where- the supply unit i

included in the same -cabinet, or is placed
close to the receiver, that it is appaiently
impossible to cure the A.C. hum, even though
,von are using very large chokes -and any
amount of fixed condensers.

I have known of cases where pi actically
(Continued on next page.)
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NCINEERS1 TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front prerioa page.)

Grit we get together?

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY a
its VIES!

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500, per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you
can do the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than a
' bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself to

investigate our service.
Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech. E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., Lyndon Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches
of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES
In a brilliant foreword Prof. A. M. Low shows
clearly the chances you are missing.

Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that " upward urge " and send a postcard NOW.
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, W.1

AGENTS WANTED to sell Wireless goods, all
makes in Sets, components and accessories. Cash
or Easy terms. Liberal commission. NEW AUTO
SUPPLY CO., 241, Park Rd.,ASTON, Birmingham.

AERIAL EQUIPMENT%
of the finest quality is ESSENTIAL it you wish

to secure the BEST POSSIBLE RESULTS from your
radio installation.
That is why SAXON -RADIO Aerial -Earth equip.
nient is used by all experimenters.
WRITE TO -DAY for a FREE booklet on AERIAL
ERECTION and EQUIPMENT to :-

SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. P.W.), Blackpool, Lancs.

unlimited.choking and plenty of microfarads
have been apparently without:Abe least
elect upon the hum, which ,just
steadily on.

- The fact is that in these cases you will
generally find there is a direct Coupling-
/ mean a magnetic coupling-between the
power trd,risformer end- the inter -valve
transformer, the, -effect being yery similar
to that between the aerial coil and reaction
coil, except, of course, that we arc dealing
with low -frequency oscillations instead of
high -frequency.

Transformer Feed -Back.
If transformer coupling is employed in

the first L.F. stage the effect is likely to be
more marked since any hum produced in
the transformer is amplified by the second
stage. It depends also upon the design
and construction of the power transformer
and upon the amount of magnetic leakee
which takes place.

If you are troubled in this way it is
better, instead of piling on chokes and
condensers, to devote a little time to
investigating the possible coupling effect
between power transformer and inter -valve
transformer to see whether you can find a
position in which the coupling between
these transformers is very !intall.

Some Useful Hints.
One of the transformers should be shifted

about and also orientated in different
directions (being connected into the, circuit
by a short length of -twin flex) until the
best position (within the  limits of the
cabinet) is found.

Incidentally, I may mention here a point
which has several times been suggested to
me by readers, and that is the screening of
magnetic effects. Where oscillatory currents
are used it is possible to get quite a fair
amount of screening by means of any metal
screen, even though this be of non-magnetic
material such as copper.

At first sight it seems rather strange that
a non-magnetic material should be able to
screen electro-magnetic effects, but this

(Continued on next page.)
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SELECTIVITY UNITf
(WAVE TRAP & SELECTIVITY UNIT)

Screen -Grid Selectivity with an ordinary
set-that's what you get with the Brownie
Combined Wave Trap and Selectivity
Unit ! Used as a wave trap, it immediately
cuts out the interfering station : used as
a selectivity unit, it provides razor edge
tuning throughout the entire range. Its
performance is amazing -yet it covs only
10;6! Your dealer will tell you all about it.

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.B.)
Ltd., Nelson St. Works, London N.W.T.

" VERT " WIRING CLIP.
No soldering. No bending wires round terminals. Takes
any number of wires to a terminal, any gauge. Tested and

approved "Popular Wireless."
A gross (sufficient for 3 valve set) HI -

Trade enquiries invited.
W. GREEN & SON, REDCLYITE, HORLEY, SURREY,

THE

STANDARD
PLUGIN COIL
Sold everywhere from V.
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8

New and
Improved

NEW PATTERN
ANTI -CAPACITY

SWITCH.
Oxidisation effectively com-
bated by SOLID SILVER
CONTACTS. Contacts moun-
ted on Bakelite, provision also
made for connection by means
of terminals or soldering lugs.
Lever operated, one -hole fixing,
very compact (inside panel
dimensions of two -pole type

only In" deep by 2,',"). Finish, Nickel Plated.

PRICES :
Cat. No. W.215/2 2 -Pole Change -over .. 5/6

W.215/3 .. 6/6
W.215/4 .. 7/6
W.215/6 .. 9/6

" Utility" components are stocked by most good dealer;
and incorporatednew,,lt

"Utility"
standard

Illustrated
i tt

List, post
p or!:

from-
se t WILKINS & WRIGHT LTD1

ij VISIT STAND 60, RADIO EXHIBITION

99

WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS

`MITE"
CONDENSERS..

Designed on low -loss prin-
ciples. Moving vanes rotate

upon a bail -bearing
centre spindle, and
electrical continuity
ensured by unique
INTERNAL CON-
NECTION. '0005

0\ Capacity occupies
only 21" by 21- by
2" when vanes fully
extended.

PRICES:

Cat, No. Cap. With Less With Vernier
3" Dial. Dial. (as illustrated).

W.197 'C005 716 6 6 10/-
W.198 '0003 7/-
W.I99 '0002 6/- 5 8/6
W.200 '0001 5/- 4;- 7,6

NEW PATTERN
DRUM DIAL.

Makes full revolution,
giving very open scale and
reduction of 2--1. Price in-
cludes nicely moulded finger
plate. For time being sup-
plied only with our make
Condensers, but designs in
hand for fixing to all types.
(Special lighting bracket for
illuminating this Dial, extra
price 9d.).

PRICES :

Cat. No. \V.270, with '0005 Mite " Condensers,

Cat. No. W.27I, with '0003 " Mite" Condensers, 13;6

" UTILITY " WORKS, HOLYHEAD
ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE St., LONDON,
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE
This address is at the back of
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and

W.C.2
TUBE
Daly's

2821

"SCREEN GRID
MARVELLOUS VALUE

THREE -VALVE SCREEN
ONE DIAL TUNING &
KIT OF PARTS AS FOLLOWS
14 by 7 Panel, 0005 S.L.P.
Condenser, Igranic Micro
denser, Switch, 10 by 6 Screen,
3-poine Switch, Titan Coil,
Valve Holdern, LF. Transfor-
liter, H.P. Choke, 0002
Condenser, 2 -0003 ditto,
mierofarad Condensers, 2
nod Holder, Strip (12 by
-Brackets, Oak Cabinet and
and Instructions. Carriage

OR
'COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE,

-e grid), 100 -volt High
Ain:tannin tor,--9-volt G.13.,
Speaker, Aerial Equipment-
Carage 5/- extra United
Kingdom.
UNBEATABLE FOR

- VALUE.

3" KIT
in a KIT of PARTS

-GRID KIT
DUAL RANGE

i

Con- /
3

for a

COIL

Leak
Wire,

(one
airok
Cone

0

Fixed
2 .1-
H.T. Fuses, 2-meg.

2 in.), 11 Terminals,
full Wiring Diagram

3f- extra,
with 3 Valves

Tension; 2 volt 40
£2 : 2 : O.

III 0 
II

"RED
THE WORLD'S

2 -Valve Set in handsome
Cabinet (Oak), ready for
immediate -use. DRUM
DRIVECONDENSERS.
DUAL RANGE
COIL. Carr. Paid 631-

SEE THEM

STAR"
WONDER SETS
3 -Valve Set, the sensation

rof the year. Complete
With cabinet, ready for
use.
Carr. Paid ..

841-

AT OLYMPIA

"1930 MAGIC 3"
LIST OF COMPONENTS:

18': 7 Patel, 416. Baseboard & Brackets, 1/6. '0005
S.L.F. Cond. and Slow Motion; Dial, 7/6. B.B.
Neutralising Cond. 4/6. '00075 Brookmans Con-

'denser, 3/6. 0001 Differential Cond., 41- On and
Off Switches-, 2/6. Volume Control, 4/6. 3 -Valve
Holders, 2/3. 3 Single -Coil Plugs, 2/-. Igranic type
3 Trans., -171:6. R.I. Hyper mu Trans., 21/-. Dubilier
H.F.' Choke, 4/6. '001 Formodensor, 2/-.'0003
Lissen, I/-. 2 Meg. Leak and holder, 1/6. 3.13. Po-
tentiometer, 1/8. 25.000 ohm Res., 2/9. 2 mfd.
Condenser, 3/6. 10 Terminals. 2/6. Strips, 9d.

ABOVE LOT CARR. PAID.

£4 :5 . 0
For 10/- EXTRA you can buy Complete Set of
Suitable Coils for LONG AND SHORT WAVES

RAYMOND'S
STRAIGHT 3 KIT

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT THAT WILL SEPARATE
BOTH STATIONS EASILY AND GET
FOREIGN STATIONS. A Complete Kit of
Parts with Blueprint, 2 L.F. Trans. Dual Range
Coil, 3 Marconi V.H. '0003 and meg. Leak,
'0001 good make H.F._ Choke '0005 and '0003
Var. Con., 2 Slow Motion Dials, Pol. Panel
14 by 7, Set Leads, Oak Cabinet, Wire, Screws.
This complete Kit, with 3 Valves (1 power),
RIO -Volt Guaranteed High Tension Battery, 2 -Volt
40 -Amp. Oldham Accumulator, 9 -Volt G.B. Clifto-
phone 63/-. Loudspeaker. Aerial Equipment, in fact
ALL THAT IS NEEDED_FOR

£3: 19 . 6 .

Carriage 5,1- Extra in U.K. Packing Free.
UNBEATABLE VALUE.

SPECIAL BARGAINS for Callers Only
60 -volt H.T., 3/11. 100 -volt H.T. 6/11. S..M. Dial,
1'9. 100 ft. 7/22 Aerial Wire, 1/9. Fuller's 2 -volt
60 amp. Accumulators, 6/9. Double -reading Volt-
meters, 4/6. 60X Coils, 1/9. Max Pick-ups, 716.
Cone Chasiiis, 1111. Cone Cabinets, 4111. Valve
Holders 5d. S.L.F. Condensers, 2/9. Enamel Aerial
Wire, 219; L.F. Transformers, 3/6, 4/11, 5/6, etc.
Cone Loud Speakers, 9/11. II.F. Chokes, 1/11. 12
by 8 in. Cabinets, oak, 5/11. 18 by 7 in. ditto.-
8/11. Dual -range Coils, 4/11. 2-microfarad Conden-
sers, 21-. 4-microfarad,.3/6. Trickle chargers, 25/ 11,
WHEN NEXT IN TOWN PAY US AVISIT. IT
IS ALWAYS RADIO WEEK AT RAYMOND'S.

. .

IMPORTANT. All letters and communica-,tions must be addressed to
IC. FLILInLVICON11:), - LTD.,
27 & 28a LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
The name of the street is not sufftoient.

.....sess......

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

property is due to the production of -eddy
currents in the screen and whereas the
screen in itself is devoid of magnetic
properties. it becomes temporarily endowed
with such properties whilst thr eddy
currents are flowing in it.

Screening.
If, however, you wished to screen steady

or static magnetic effects (where the eddy
currents do not arise anti cannot, therefore,
be taken advantage of) you would find
it necessary to use quite thick sheets of
iron or some similar magnetic material.
In fact, the effective screening of static
magnetic effects is an extremely difficult
matter.

Hum in an A.C. receiver is also some-
times caused by the tuned -anode coil pick-

.-211111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TECHNICAL E

TWISTERS -
No. 27.

T-2 LOUD -SPEAKER ADJUSTMENT.

 CAN YOUYOU FILL IN THE BLANKS ?

In the cone -type loud speaker the
adjusting screw usually alters the

between the
and the per-

manent magnet (s).

If insufficient spacing is allowed the...... . . will touch the
magnet and give rise to an unpleasant

A good method of adjusting is to turn -17:

- the screw until the instrument starts to
and then to give the L:

adjusting screw a half -turn in the
direction.

E. The fitting of an output filter makes
it necessary to the E.
loud -speaker.

a-- =
= Last week's missing words (in order) 2_

= were : Electrodes ; Between ; Air,
 Vacuum ; Electrons, Filament, Plate ---..-- (or Anode). -a-

E.--.01111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111111111111F.

inc, up the alternating magnetic field from
the power transformer. This, however, can
usually be overcome either by keeping the
two at a good distance apart or by using a
suitable screen.

Portables.
A good deal has been said about the un-

sightly appearance of outdoor aerials, and
those amateurs who are enthusiastic about
the merits of portable- receivers naturally
take a certain delight in pointing out the dis-
figurement which, it is alleged, is about the
only noteworthy feature of the outdoor
aerial.

Some people are of the opinion that the
progress of set -design in the future will tend
-towards the standardisation of the port-
able type and the elimination of the out-
door aerial altogether.

do not think, however, that this is
likely, to happen, because of the far greater
pick-up of an outdoor aerial.

Silence is at times a great asset.
especially in machinery, electrical
components and delicate apparatus.
Heayberd Power Transformers, too,
are as silent as the Sphinx. They
possess the long -life of a smoothly
working piece of mechanism. There
is no mains hum from these trans-
formers -just perfect power. no
jarring or crackling.
For silent, steady power, use

IlEAYBE RD

TRANSFORMERS

The new combin-
ation transformer
to give 85 and 20
volts at 70 m.a.
and 2 and 2 volts
at 4 amps, for use
with an H.T.5 or
H.T.6 Westing-house Metal

Rectifier.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
10, FINSBURY STREET, E.C.

'Phone : Metropolitan 7516

REL-11A1311 Lay
WIIIRELE355 GUIIDE N9 296

.4 Complete List of all ik

that is best in Radio
at Heenest Prices.
Trade Enquiries Invited

J. 1141.7AYLL©R &C9
4 RochoHosse.MACAULAY STREET
HUDDERSFIELD. Phone 341.,/-

rotetio,"""m",""olikekevwdftek",
MAKE UP THIS FINE H.T. POWER UNIT

" SENSITITE "
Employing the famous 'Radcroix ' Power Transformers

Output 20 mA. at 120
volts with tappings for

S.G. and Detector.
Complete kit of parts
as illustrated, includ-

ing Handsome Frosted
Metal Cover, Drilled
and Engraved Panel,
Power unit, Baseboard,
llesistances,Condensers,
Terminals, etc. Guar-
anteed one year. A.C.
Mains 200/250 volts.

12 : 7 : 6. gPreorfuenc,tre=g1).1.1gsrialTst biarceke

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO..103, Parringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
Telephone: Clerkenleell 5312.

TREBLE DUTY0,,,Lmominmino

TERMNALSotaro
TAKES THREE
DIFFERENT
TYPES OF
CONNECTION
ON ONE
TERMINAL

ASK FOR THE
'EELEX'

Write for List No.

J.J.EASTICK&SONS
Bunhill RowLONDON-E.C.I.
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THE (1) H.T. UNIT
FOR A.C. AND D.C.

Cuts out tle co:tly H.T. Battery.
Gives immunity from all danger
of live contact because it is All -
Insulated.
Gives safe N.T. current from any
electric supply at a cost of approxi-
mately 3 - per annum.
FITS PORTABLES and suits all
sets up to five valves-output 20
milliamps for A.D. and D.C.
Improves reception amazingly.
Sells at a popular price.

A.C. MODEL - £4 -15 - 0
D.C. MODEL - £2 - 12 - 6

SEE OUR STAND No. 61
RADIO EXHIBITION,
Ground Fioor, Main Hall, Olympia.

NEW All -INSULATED

11-11 .11; IU II1F
Nikalloy-- the Marvellous New Metallurgical Discovery --
has been applied by R.I. Research Workers and Engineers to a
new H.T. Unit.
Absolutely Revolutionary in Safety, Efficiency and Economy,
this " Nikalloy H.T. Unit attains a new achievement for British
Radio and R.I. Reputation, equalled only by the performance of
the Big 3-the " Hypermu" and "Hypermite Transformers
and the "Hypercore" Choke.

Write or ask your dealer for illustrated descriptive leaflet.

R.I., LTD., "MADRIGAL" WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON. %)- HT-UN IT
, , -
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Meet us at
OLYMPIA, Sept. 19-27, Stand No. 217. MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, Oct. 8-18, Stand No. 30

*Tiff ER11111111 FUJI /MI CCMFASI'Y 11111D.
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1
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OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES THIS WEEK

YOUR SET LAYOUTS HOME-MADE RADIO CABINETS
FULL DETAILS OF THE NEW "P.W." "CONTRADYNE"

(A very simple device that absolutely stops that "breaking through" on long waves)
STOPPING FADING COPENHAGEN CALLING BATTERIES IN PARALLEL

PROGRAMME EXCHANGES-By Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E.
BEHIND THE SCENES AT SAVOY HILL POWER FOR PORTABLES

WHAT HAPPENS IN A TUNED CIRCUIT ?-By Dr, J. H. T. Roberts, F.Inst.P.
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Stocks held at the
following Branches :-

BELFAST
BIRMINGHAM

CARDIFF
DUBLIN

GLASGOW
LEEDS

LIVERPOOL
LONDON

MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE '

NOTTINGHAM

I have purchased one of You"
Three -valve kit assembly' units.

and am writing to say that it is a
complete success. Up to tire present
I hove received 34 stations at load-
,peaker strength, and here, in
Ealing, with an aerial 60 ft. long
and 25 11. high, the two Brookmans
Park stations can be separated

- without any' background.'

Name and address of writer
- will be given on request.

PRICE
£6

(WITHOUT VALVES)

The LEWCOS 3 -Valve Kit
Assembly illustrated above has
been subjected to severe tests
by experts, and the results
elicited pans of praise for its
extraordinary capacities.

This LEWCOS Chassis consti-
tutes the most compact Assembly
Kit yet produced. All the vital
wiring is done for you, and the
scientifically arranged lay -out
permanently put into practice
before you start. The Screened

Grid, Detector and Pentode Units are wired and mounted, as illustrated, on a
chassis ready for connecting to condensers. Results are certain with this Kit-
the simplest job ever set in Radio Assembly. Write for descriptive leaflet R58.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS

LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton,

LONDON, E.10.
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The Greatest
Achievements

of a

Great Firm
J13 robm

Grosvenor Moving Coil Receiver
Handsome walnut cabinet. Pitch control fitted. Price,
fitted with 6 volt field coils and high resistance speech
coil, £17. 17. 0. Fitted with permanent magnets and
high resistance speech coil, £20. 0. 0. Energized
direct from A.C. mains, complete with rectifier and
high resistance speech coil . . . £21. 0. 0.

Screen Grid 4 Valve Portable Set
In handsome walnut cabinet. Ball -bearing turn-
table, special Brown Movement for Portable Sets,
coils covering all wavelengths. Provision for
connecting to additional speaker and pick - up.
Complete with valves, batteries, unspillable accumu-lator .... . £19. 19. 0.

NEW
Speakers

100 % BRITISH

Pi 1,,,,,
NEW

Receivers

THROUGHOUT

JO ram
Austral Loud Speaker
Placed on market for first time after an
overwhelming success in Australia. An
unusually good loudspeaker for the
price. Dimensions: 121" high, 111"
wide, 4" deep. Supplied in oak only.
Price . . £2. 10. 0.

WE ARE EXHI3ITING AT

lj

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA(=)
00, ark th 1930

STAND 78

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western
Avenue, N. Acton, London, W.3.

TOrotun
Royal Loud Speaker
Cabinet designed to avoid box reson-
ance common to a number of speakers.
Gives remarkably clear reproduction.
Fitted with the famous Brown " Yee"
Movement and Duplex diaphragm.
Price, mahogany cnly . £12. 10. 0.

V-,..A.V684-44.Abdillfers4.
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TYPE 620
For use in radio circuits
where comparatively
small capacity is required.
Arranged for vertical

mounting.
PRICES 118 to 3 -

DUBILIER

MICA

CONDENSER

 OAF
P103

TYPE 610
As 620, but arranged for
horizontal mounting.

PRICES 1,8 to 3/ -

TYPE B775
Primarily designed for resistance
coupling, but suitable for use in
other circuits where a compara-
tively large capacity, capable of
withstanding several hundreds of

volts, is required.
PRICES 3,'- to 18'.

USE DUBILIER CONDENSERS AND BE
CERTAIN OF SATISFACTION

We are exhibiting at STAND 50

THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA (New Hall), SEPTEMBER 19th -27th, 1930

UBILIE
CONDENSERS

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.,
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, W.3

\..

a

'>*:t

Marconi PX4 will dissipate \
to watts in its anode circuit

at a high tension voltage of 200

-70s much power as valves of the
LS5 class at 400 volts I Not only

is this a boon to owners of A.C. re-
ceivers and eliminators, but it places all

who have so far been limited by a D.C.
supply on a level with the high voltage
enthusiast Undistorted reproduction of
Radio or Records at full volume becomes
possible without any additional batteries or
voltage boosters The long filament and excep-
tionally large anode-actually the largest used
in any standard power valve-gives the low
impedance of only i,o5o ohms.

Marconi PX4 is thus the ideal valve for matching
to low impedance speakers, ensuring a full un-
forced bass response, at the same time it is exactly
right in a push-pull circuit for the majority of
standard moving coil and balanced armature
speakers.

And it is ALL

In all A C circuits
use Marconi PX4 with
Marconi MS4 screen grid

Mll high magnification
MH L4 general purpose
111.4 low frequency

in D.C. and battery circuits
use Marconi PX4 with
Marconi S4io screen grid

11410 high magnification
HL4io general purpose
1.4io low frequencyI

CHARACTERISTICS
Amplification Tactor . 3 5
Fit. Volts - - - - 4

Impedance - 1,o5o ohms.
Current n.6 amp.

Mutual Conductance - 3.3

BRITISH.

'Priced 2 216

"-Ns\

-N\

e Magnificent

C
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secures the
TIT -BIT

OLYMPIA 1930

Suitable for use with
THE OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET

COSSOR MELODY MAKER

MULLARD ORGOLA, AND

ANY SET,
STANDARD OR PORTABLE

ASK YOUR DEALER
OR WRITE FOR
FOLDER 55, DE-
SCRIBING THE
"ATLAS" RANGE
AND EASY PAYMENT

SYSTEM.

MODEL A.C.188
for A.C. Mains

The little wonder All-
Mains Unit with the
outstanding facilities
Now you can obtain All -Mains efficiency and cheapness
from any type of set. This remarkable new " ATLAS "
Unit ensures smooth steady High and Low Tension
current entirely free from hum from your mains. It is no
larger than an H.T. Battery and fits the battery space in
cabinet and portable receivers.
There are two variable tappings of 0/1 oo and 0/120 volts
respectively, and one fixed of i5o volts. Output 25 milA.
The Trickle Charger caters for 2, 4 or 6 Volt Accumulators,
Incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier: Com-
plete with wander plugs and guaranteed for 1 2 months.

Cash Price £6  0  0 easy0 -mdaonwt hniythe sbtaallamnec ne tiso

IT FITS YOUR PORTABLE
(W!`7A,MgM,vo of"

TWO
SUPER MAINS UNIT, A.C.I88
H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER) LIMITED,
Old Trafford, Manchester
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,vads TRANSFoiaoh,
VoityltrOVE,D4

141 APPEARANCE
it PERFORMANCE

Telsen Transformers, new season's models,
shrouded in genuine Bakelite cases and fitted with
earth terminals, together with improvements in de-
sign of the windings and core, which give maximum
amplification without distortion.

.' Radiogram' " 7-1 Retail Price 1 716 each.
5-1 and 3--1 1 218

" Ace 't - 5-1 and 3-1 8;6 ,.;

The New Model Telsen Transformers have met
with instantaneous success throughout the country
-no finer Transformer exists for efficiency and
appearance.
They embody the latest ideas in transforr,_er
construction, each model now having improvements
in the windings and core, in addition to which they
are fitted with " Earth Terminals " a very desirable
feature in these days of two -transformer sets.
Finally they are shrouded in genuine Bakelite
Mouldings.

PRICES
sr/LL 174 SAME

NEW TELSEN COMPONENTS

Telsen Valve Holders. Prov.
Patent No. 20286/30. An entirely
new design in Valve Holders,
embodying patent metal spring
contacts, which are designed to
provide the most efficient contact
with the valve legs whilst allowing
the valve to be inserted or with-
drawn with an easy) movement,
instead of being subjected to un-
due strain which often causes
damage and loss of efficiency to
the valves.
Low capacity, self -locating, sup-
plied with patent soldering tags
and hexagon terminal nuts.

Price 1,'- each.

Miry 11,T11111&11
ADVT. TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM.

Telsen H.F. Chokes, designed to cover the
whole wave -band range from 18 to 4,003
metres ; extremely low self -capacity. In-
ductance --150,000 microhenries. Resistance
-400 ohms.

Price 2:6 each.
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COMPACT.
STRONG.
ACCURATE.

ACTUAL
SIZE

THE
ORMOND
No. 4 LOG
SLOW MOTION
CONDENSER
Direct drive is obtained by means
of a beautifully finished 21 inch
diameter bakelite dial engraved o to
1So degrees. Slow motion ratio
approximately 9 to i is obtained by
means of the upper small knob.

Complete with 2 -inch dial and slow
motion control knob.

Capacity, '00025
'00035
'0005

l'rice 6 -

THE HALL MARK OF

THE
ORMOND
No. 4 LOG
CONDENSER
Designed to follow the Logarith-
mic Law, it has such value that
it will be found very suitable for.
use under average conditions in
the modern receiver. The vanes
are of aluminium, tirinly secured
to slotted spindles. The con-
denser ends are of best -quality
bakelite, with the greatest pos-
sible reduction in. size.
This condenser is not supplied
with dial. -

Capacity, .00025 Price 4,'-
'00035  4'-
'0005 4:-

QUALITY-ORMOND

OMETHING quite new
in condenser design.

Rigid, robust, and amaz-
ingly efficient, these new
Ormond Condensers of
skeleton construction have
proved a great advance,
both in convenience and
efficiency. Most attractive
appearance and beautiful
finish.
A condenser which can be
relied upon to give the
maximum performance and
the maximum satisfaction
always. They are wonder-
ful value.

See them at OLYMPIA

STAND No. 75
New Hall, Ground Floor

THE

ORMOND ENGINEERING
COMPANY, LIMITED,

ORMOND HOUSE,
ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C4

'Phone : Clerkenwell 3334/5/6 and 934415'6
Telegrams: " Ormondengi, Smith.'!
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I TESTS °F TIME

Nine
Centuries
Ago

the first tower of the Tower
of London was built. It still
stands, mellowed but not
harmed by the passing of
time. Like the White Tower
(built in the Conqueror's
time), the famous T.C.C.
Condenser has stood the test
of time. From the first years
of this century the Tele-
graph Condenser Co. has
made nothing but conden-
sers. And so, to -day, when
you buy "The Condenser in
the Green Case," you know
that you are buying the un-
rivalled experience of those
many years of condenser -
specialising. You are sate
in buying T.C.C. Conden-
sers. They will stand the
test of time.

The condenser illustrated is
the .0003 mfd. T.C.G. flat
mica type 113d.

"'TOWER OF LONDON
4f.rwm ADVERT. OF THE TELEGRAPH

CONDENSER CO. LTD., N. ACTON, W.3.
Co 55

THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER
NEW IDEAL MODEL

OLYMPIA-STAND 139

Price 6 GNS
Diameter of case 18 inches, depth 9 ;nche,.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY

THE DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKER
Dept. PAO, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4

'Phone : HOLBORN 0523.

Wireless Books
for the

Horne Constructor
"BEST WAy "

4 CHEAP to MAKE Sets
(Book No. 367)

Contains complete constructional details for making
four inexpensive and easy -to -build receivers. All
have passed the most exacting tests before being

published.

BEST wAy

4 SUPER SETS
(Boot, No. 388)

These Super sets are for MODERN CONDITIONS,
and will enable constructors to take full advantage of
the dual programmes under the Regional Scheme.

EACH

from all Newsagents and Booksellers every-
where, or 7d. post free (Home or Abroad),
from "Best Way," 291a, Oxford Street,

London, W.1.
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et that
a3ing performance

The amazingly high efficienc
achieved by the Mazda A.C. Serie
is a topic of conversation where
radio enthusiasts forgather. You

have only to glance at the character-

istics to >know the reason.

e narrow limits to which Mazda
valves are tested and the long pro-
duction experience of our engineers
ensure that with Mazda valves in all

positions in your set you will get

better results than ever before.

with
THE AMAZING

A.C.VALVES.

THE EDISON SWAN FI.ECTR!C. CTO

la Newt, Str0.A. Oxford ,Strc,t, W.1

EDISWA

AC SG AC -HL AC P AC PI AC PEN

Fit. Volts . . 4 4 4 4 4

FO. Amps . . 1 I 1 1

H.T. Volts. . 700 200 :00 200 250

Aux. Gold
Volts . . . 80 200

Magnification 1,200 35 10 5

Impedance . t 3,000 2,650 2,000

Mutual
Conductance 2.6 3.75 2.5 2.2

PRICE . . . 75 , 15 , 17 6 17 6 276

See the EDISWAN Stand (No. 67) at OLYMPIA
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2
3
4

The Base of the valve is of polished
Bakelite, into which the metal
sockets are recessed, eliminating
damage to the valve by wrong in-
sertion. Distance between fixing
holes 1} inches.

The Spiral, spring -grip sockets are
in one piece with the tinned solder-
ing lugs, making excellent connec-
tion possible between the valve and
its circuit.

Stiff limiting lugs prevent the spring
sockets being strained by rough
handling. The four screw heads
shown carry through to plated
terminals indexed in the bakelite
moulding.

A transparent dust -proof cover
keeps the interior of the holder
clean and makes it impossible for
the valve legs to come into contact
with the baseboard.

AFAMOU$
VALVE
HOLDER

The illustration depicts the well-known
and ever popular Benjamin Vibrolder as
seen from underneath. Ever since its
introduction the Vibrolder has met with
an enthusiastic reception, and it is to -day
easily the most popular valve holder on
the market.

The most important feature of this holder
is the socket construction. As will be
seen, this is in the form of a spiral, and
this confers three important advantages.
Firstly, a spring -grip contact is provided,
assuring excellent connection either for
split or the increasingly popular solid pin
valves.

Secondly, the sockets will align themselves
to the valve pins should these be inaccur-
ately spaced or bent.

Finally, the four sockets together hold the
valve in a sprung suspension which damps
out vibration, thereby protecting the
valve filament from shock, and eliminating
the microphonic " ring " or howl which
would otherwise mar reception.

All the different Benjamin valve holders
are made on this famous anti-microphonic
principle, and a full descriptionof them is
given in our new 1931 Catalogue, which
we shall be glad to forward on request.

MAY WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT STAND 115
WHERE ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE SHOWN?

E Y//- M
The Clearer Toneant t-
Microphonic Holder
with terminals and
tinted soldering legs.
Cat. No. 8650. Price

The 5 -pin Holder suit-
able for split or solid
four or five -pin
valves. Cat. No.
8659. Price 1!9.

N
All Benjamin Valve
Holders and Switches
are fully illustrated
and described .in our
Catalogue No. 1142.

Free on request.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., TARIFF RD., TOTTENHAM, N.17
TOTTENHAM 150o.
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

00troVAI THE PICK OF THENt
foga It..c.1'41°4*

A real treat is in store for listeners with A.C. Electricity
EXHIBITION

supply in their homes with the new GECoPHONE
3 -Valve A.C. Mains Receiver. It is electrically perfect,
made in accordance with the Institute of Electrical
Engineers' recommendations by the largest electrical
manufacturing organization in the British Empire-the
G.E.C.-your guarantee of reliability. In price it re-
presents unapproachable value. In performance it is the
last word in purity, full -power volume, and a range that
will get you almost anywhere. The handsome design
of the cabinet is enhanced by the ebony black front
panel relieved with old gold .. . . A truly remarkable set.

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

HIRE PURCHASE. You can
either buy this receiver for Cash
(£18) or Hire Purchiie-£1.16.0
deposit, 12 monthly payments
of El .8 . 4.

GECoPHONE "STORK"
LOUD SPEAKER, specially
recommended for the 3 -valve
A.C. Mains Receiver. Handsome
design. Realistic re-
production. Price O. 5 . 0

GECoPHONE 4 -VALVE A.C.
MAINS RECEIVER. An extra-
ordinarily powerful receiver, re-
presenting the superlative
in radio technique. Price £31./

WRITE for leaflet B.C.5603,
which gives particulars of
GECoPHONE A.C. Mains Re-
ceivers and Loud Speakers.
Sent POST FREE.

MADE
IN

ENGLAND

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
National Radio Exhibition. G.E.C. STAND 68, Ground Floor, New Halt.
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Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,
15 amp. Impedance 300,000.
Amplification Factor 330.
Mutual Conductance
11 in.a/v. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on
Screen 60-80.

Price 201"

Highest
effective
amplification
The effective amplification available with any
Screened Grid Valve is largely controlled by
iis inter -electrode capacity. The lower this
self -capacity the greater the effective amplification
available. In the new Cossor 215 S.G. residual
capacity has been reduced to the low order of 001
micro-microfarads. This is lower than any other
Screened Grid Valve on the market. Due to this-
and also to the absence of grid current - the new
Cossor 215 S.G. permits a degree of effective amplifi-
cation,which, a year ago, would have been considered
utterly impossible. Illustrated folder giving full
technical details sent free on request.

THE NEW

OSSOR
215 S.G.

HIGHEST ACTUAL AMPLIFICA TION
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbary Grove, London, N.5 5994
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YOUR LAST CHANCE
"LAUGH CLOWN, LAUGH"

DIAGONALISATION " RADIOA SHREWD HIT,

Your Last Chance.
WALK up ! Walk up ! This is posi-

tively your last chance of seeing the
National Radio Exhibition, which

closes its doors at Olympia on Saturday,
27th inst.

The " P.W." Stand is No. 5, and you can't
miss it, for it is just inside the main en-
trance. There you will find some of the
original models of " P.W." sets laid out for
inspection, so come in and see them, and
tell us all about your
radio troubles before
the show closes on
Saturday.

Where Wireless Scores.
WHAT I like about

the Radio
Show is that

it is really demo-
cratic, nice and" mid-
dle -brow."

You have the high-
brows, you have the
low -brows and the
host of "in-
betweens." If you
compare the Radio
Show with the Motor
Show or any other
you will realise that-
rough-hew it how we
will-we hit upon the
world's finest pastime
when we chose radio.

Radio as a Hobby.
IF anything could

give radio as a
hobby the final

and finishing attraction it's the way the
little ladies are taking it up. They
swarm over Olympia as though it were a
millinery show?

That's a splendid sign, of course, hat I must
admit I find them very distracting ! (They
look so nice when they smile, don't they ?)

" Laugh, Clown Laugh."

BEFORE
I say another word I must

tender thanks to an unknown reader
who signs himself " Since No. 1,"

for the best laugh I have had for many a
day. He sent me a cutting, just a little
newspaper cutting, but there were some of
the, biggest?! laughs in it1/4.I @Iwo had for
months and months

ST

A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

NOTES & NEWS
It is far too subtle a joke to broadcast,

but if you see two fellows hardly able to walk
for laughing, digging one another in the
ribs, and hugging a newspaper cutting,
don't look enviously at them, but come and
share the joke with " Since No. 1 " and me !

" Artel's " Correspondence.
SUCH a lot of interesting letters have

reached me lately f hat I cannot possf-
bly reply to all of them at length. I

ARTING ON A "P.W." ARTICLE ?

Here is a recent portrait of Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., at work in the open air at his home, near
Salisbury. No doubt many of " P.W.'s " articles from our Scientific Adviser have been dictated in this way.

must, however, find space to thank J. L. P.
of Newcastle -on -Tyne for the lovely
limerick of his, and N. P. S., Hounslow, for
a perfectly gorgeous short-wave grouse !
Which I ampassing on to W. L. S., it being
right in his line.)

And also A. V. C., of County Dublin,
who comes out strongly on my side in the
battle about topping up accumulators
with tap -water. Nothing like an Irishman
on your side in a scrap.)

Wookey Hole,

BUT
I confess that what really put me

into a hole with my correspondence
was Wookey Hole I

Before we had that broadcast from theie

OSLO ON LONG WAVES
MORE NEW STATIONS
A HORNET'S NEST
" RADIO PARADISE "

I admitted that I did not know where
Wookey Hole was. And straightway arose
thousands of good fellows, grabbed pen and
paper, and told me all about that wonder-
ful spot, how to get there, and even what to
wear!

It must he a magical spot, for all the
letters breathe kindness and a friendli-
ness that leaves me powerless to reply
adequately to any of them. Included were
two perfectly charming invitations from

warm-hearted Som-.
erset folk to visit
them if ever I went
that way, so I am
carefully keeping
those letters in the
hope that one day I
shall be able to wend
Wookey-wa rds.

"Diagonalisation."
THAT is an ugly -

looking word,
which the

B.B.C. now use to
cover up giving you
last night's pro-
gramme all over
again from a different
station !

And if ever you
feel really mad about
it and would like to
write them a hot
letter on the subject
but lack the energy
to do so, be of good
cheer. For they
have been right gal-
lantly ticked off by

M. J., of Hampstead, London, N.W.6, who
sent the Editor a copy of his letter to the
B.B.C. together with their reply. M. J.
smote them hip and thigh, and he got in
a specially shrewd crack over their com-
placency about the increase in licences.

A Shrewd Hit.
WHEN anyone complains of the pro-

grammes the B.B.C. invariably
point to the licence figures and say

that the continual increases show that the
public is satisfied. But M. J_ whois in
the wireless trade and knows what he is
talking about-points out that the tendency

_is towardg buying powerful receivers for
'Continued on next page.)
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the express purpose of- reaching out for
foreign transmissions as a welcome relief
from the English ones !

He says the would-be purchaser always
wants to know the number of foreign sta-
tions a set might be expected to pick up.
And the official B.B.C. reply does not parry
that shrewd stroke -!,

Corked Programmes.
ACCORDING to the Irish Indepen-

dent " the local broadcasting side of
the Cork station is to be closed down.

For a long time a locally contributed pro-
gramme of musical and other items has
been sent out once a week, while the rest
was' provided from Dublin, but thiS costs
too much, and in future the Cork station
will simply uncork Dublin.

League of Nations Wireless Station.
GREEMENT has now been reached

upon the terms of a contract for the
construction near Geneva for the

League of Nations of a short-wave trans-
mitting and receiving station. The con-
tract has now been submitted to the Seere-
tasy-General of the League. Apart from
its telegraphic activities the station is going
to send out ordinary broadcasting pro-
grammes on high power, so further develop-
ments are awaited with keen interest.

Railway Radio.
THIS railway radio has always been full

of possibilities, and the other day a
Canadian passenger got a great kick

out of it. He was travelling on the Inter-
national Limited, one of the Montreal
expresses, and when bowling along at sixty-
five miles an hour he picked, up the tele-
phone in his compartment and said "Hello "
to the Assistant General Manager of the
L.N.E.R. here in Great Britain.

Reception was perfect, and this must
have been one of the most remarkable
transatlantic telephone talks ever accom-
plished, for the voices were as clear as in an
ordinary office to office tote -k -tote.

Oslo on Long Waves.
DO not be surprised if you hear Oslo on

1,071 metres, for although this wave-
length has been used by Hilversum it

was allotted to Norway originally, and
Oslo has designs on it. Although the Oslo
transmissions are received well in this
country they have been very disappointing
in Norway, where the whole broadcast
system is being revised and several new
stations are cropping up.

If Oslo decides to stick to 1,071 metres
the present wave -length of 493 metres will
go to Nidaros.

More New Stations.
SO many new stations are coming on the

air, or, are promised shortly, that it is
difficult to keep track of all of them.

One of the most interesting is that at the
Vatican, which has been installed under
the. direction of Marquis Marconi.

In addition to" the real newcomers there
are plenty of the old ones increasing their
power (including big jumps from 1 kw. to
15 kw.). :a short -waver for Calcutta, and
probally a big increase of power for Radio
Paris.

Germany, Too !
THE report that the Frankfurt station

was to be replaced by a very high -
power transmitter was denied, but the

Germans are increasing the power of
Konigswusterhausen, Zeesen, from 45 to
50 kw. Another interesting newcomer is
Raszyn, a station that is situated about
twenty miles from Warsaw, and said to be
already testing.

Finland's station Viipuri, has increased
the power of its 291 -metre transmission
from just under .1 kw. to 10 kw.

Radio for the River Pollee.
THE success of the radio equipment of the

Flying Squad has caused Scotland
Yard to consider the - extension of

radio to the Thames Police Motor launches:
ShOrt waves are proposed, and the predatory
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SHORT WAVES.

Broadcast from Airship.-A high -witness =
account.-" Daily Mirror."

* *

A SIMPLER WAY.
The B.B.C. are having a well bored at their

new headquarters. They ought to let it a
listen to a few " talks."-" Bulletin & Scots
Pictorial."

*
Husband : "Look, my dear,  I've brought

home a crystal set."
"Wife : " Oh ! For my dressing -table ? "
Husband : " No, it's a radio."
Wife : " Brute !"

" Wireless Weekly."

A BOLT FROM THE BLUE.
A longish arm has old man Law,

Yet motor -bandits mock it ;

He's now a radio in his paw,
Or rather in his pocket.

The battery is small and neat.
And to each " cop " they'll band it

He'll listen in upon his beat
And catch a motor bandit.

But should his radio chance to roam
And reach some well-known station,

He might imagine he's at home,
To the bandit's great elation.

But the " man in blue " can stand the test
He's quite immune to flattery ;

If you should bid him on the vest
'Twould be assault and battery."

-" News of the World."

We can't help thinking what a boon radio
would have been to Xing Solomon :

" Good -night, my dears, Good -night I "

1,7

river rats are already said to be shivering
over this latest proposal.

A romance of Business.

FEw
people who read a brief announce-

ment to the effect that " Oldhams,"
the famous accumulator firm, had been

affiliated with the U.S.L. Battery Corpora-
tion, of Niagara Falls, realised that behind
that statement there lies a romance of the
radio trade.

The U.S.L. Corporation has huge Ameri-
can interests, and under the new arrange-
ments their research and technical ex-
perience will be at the disposal of " Oldhams
U.S.L. Products," as the British firm will
be called. But the latter remains 100 per
cent British-capital and labour-and Mr.
John Oldham will still be in control.

The Old Finn.
THERE has always been an Oldham at

the head of the -firm ever since it was
founded in 1865, and that's saying

something in these days of big company

finance. Accumulators are only one side
of the firm's activities, and as a matter Of .

fact about 200,000 Oldham electric miner's
lamps are in use daily in this country! I
can't help feeling glad that as a result of this
deal the old firm isn't going to sacrifice the
personal touch, but is still going to be really
and truly-" Oldhams."

A Hornet's Nest.
YES -a hornet's nest ! That's what I

stirred up the -other week when I
said a "few kind words about not

receiving signals on an earthed aerial.
Apparently the whole country is thick

with people who habitually do it, and get
away with it. And some of them actually
state that it improves their reception. Well,
it gees to show how unsafe it is to generalise
in radio.

Using Earthed Aerials.
TAKE the case of H. G. (Hatfield Peve-

ril), for instance. He goes away for a
fortnight's holiday, earths his aerial

before going, comes back and has the wire-
less going for nearly a week.

Then he reads my reply to J. A. (West
Hartlepool), remembers his own aerial, and
finds it is still earthed ! Puts that right, and
finds that it makes not the slightest -
difference.

Moreover, his wife bears him out in this, -
so all I can do is to record my astonishment,
and the fact that when I earth my aerial,
bang go nearly all the stations ! (The local
comes through, but as for continental or
long-distance reception, I just say good-bye
to allc that !)

" Radio Paradise."

SOUNDS
good, doesn't it ? But that is

what W.C.L. found when he left _his
New Southgate home for a holiday with a
" P.W." " Tiny " Two.

" I stayed at a farm on Exmoor,
near Porloek Weir. With a 50 -ft. aerial,
heaved up into a tree, I gathered in the
following stations on two pairs of 'phones,"
he says.

Plenty to Do.
ON second thoughts, I won't give you his

list because it looks like a world tour,
but I ought to say that no less than

fifteen stations were marked with a foot-
note, saying they would probably have
worked a loud speaker with another valve
and more H.T. !

Selectivity was " knife -edged," but what
surprised W.G.L. was that the farm is some
hundreds of feet below sea level in a coombe,
and he thought it should be screened from
the Continentals. Good old " Tiny " Two !

His Good Earth.
WAY out in the backwoods of America

the newspapers have unearthed a
radio listener, named Pierce, who

has tuned -in 740 different stations from all
over the world. He attributed his success to
his carefully -thought-out earth.

This consists of 15 pipes embedded in the
ground in a circle, 3 ft. in diameter, with a
leaky Ford radiator in the centre to keep
the ground damp. Pierce` admits that he
had a lot of trouble in thinking the idea out;
and that filling up the old Ford every time
you want to listen -in is no -joke. But he
claims that the results are wortlithe trouble
taken !

ARIEL.
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PROGRAMME EXCHANGES

che
T NOTICED the other day that we were
1 to hear a talk by Colonel Lindbergh. He

was to speak from America ; we were
to hear his speech " relayed."

I find my set more often- silent than
active these days, and I have got into a
state when I find much of broadcasting
tedious and at times vulgar (in the proper
sense). But contrary I know, to the reactions
of many of my readers, I find talks the more
interesting parts of broadcasting.

I did not, however, expect that Colonel
Lindbergh would be, per se, as thrilling as his
exploits-people who do adventurous things
seldom have ability to explain themselves
and are seldom original in their intellectual
outlook. (This is no sneer. It is a fact.) But
there are exceptions, and I was eager to hear
what sort of a job Colonel Lindbergh would
make.
Should be Called " Experimental."

I was not altogether surprised when I was
told that " owing to atmospheric conditions"
we were unable to hear Colonel Lindbergh ;
what particularly surprised me, however,
was the fact that the " Radio Times "
printed the item as if it was as certain we
should hear him as it was certain we should
hear the second general news.

I think these short-wave relays should be,
for the time being at any rate, treated as

experimental." As I have so often said,
there is still to -day no one hundred per cent
guarantee of communication, perhaps eighty
per cent of the time, yes, but with the
present arrangements, not one hundred per
cent.

If these broadcasts are not to be labelled
experimental it puts the engineers in an
invidious position. people not unnaturally
think that the technical arrangements have
failed through carelessness or bad manage-
ment. This is not so.
Absolute Guarantee Impossible.

No engineer on earth can guarantee
communication by a single channel of short-
wave telephony one hundred per cent of
the time of working. That is why I have
been careful always to adopt an attitude of
caution visa vis the inter -continental link.

An attitude which has been characterised
as conservative, backward, or foolish. At
any rate, so *was I remained with the
B.B.C. I trifil.to see to it that all stunts
of this kind were very carefully labelled
" e*peilmental."

By.

Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY
NI.I.E.E.

*-0--0--.--4.--4.4- ..--....-..---4.--.---4.- 4-*

Our Radio Consultant -in -Chief, who
was, of course, Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C. for many years, has some-
thing very outspoken to say in regard

to inter -continental relays.
*

I expect the engineers have been forced
into a false position-the example shows
them the way out-or it may be that they
were not consulted and past reliability
was taken as a guarantee of continuance-a
compliment to the Heaviside Layer !

It amused me very much to see other
reactions. I read a magazine which stated

DON SWITCHES ON

Don Bradman, the young Australian cricket star, enjoys a radio item on -his
portable during an interval of play.

how well and clearly Colonel Lihdbergh
was heard. How interesting was his speech
and so on and so forth. 0 tempora ! 0 mores !
What does it mean when, things get like
this ?

Are people interested in anything that
they can hack out meaningless stuff like
this, or is it the drive of money -making
forcing writers into such false positions ?
But this by the way ; the moral of the story
is that it is only decent that people should be
careful to distinguish between service and
stunt.

The point I wish to make a propos is that
there are certain groups continuously
developing the inter -continental telephone
and they are seeking, above all things,
reliability.

Likely as not long, longer, short, shorter
and ultra -short waves helping, a practically
one hundred per cent reliable service will
be established some time in the near future,

The Present Difficulties.
The B.B.C. policy should be to co-

operate as closely as possible with those
developing the inter -continental telephone.
Once developed, the B.B.C. could hire the
link as occasion arose, just as to -day they

hire land -lines.
There would then be

possibly no need to
label the inter -conti-
nental items experi-
mental, because the
chances of failure
might be as small as
those when to -day
they hire a line. But
to -day, owing to all
sorts of muddle, the
B.B.C. is not even able
to use all the facilities
available to the maxi-
mum advantage.

The Post Office will
not allow such and
such a channel, may-
be, or one American
group cannot be asso-
ciated with another
which might supply a
line. The Marconi
multi-plex heath ser-
vice is not to be used
because it is " experi-
mental," and so forth.

When and if the inter -continental tele-
phone works, then there is a clear case for
printing items in the " Radio Times,"
whether they originate in an aeroplane over
Minneapolis or a toboggan in the San Jak of
Novi Bazar.

The B.B.C. need spend neither time nor
money to -day in, developing the inter-
continental telephone ; it is being done for
them. And when it is done what- shall we
be allowed to hear ? President Hoover tied
to caution by the fact of office, or Al Smith

(Continued on page 140.)
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........
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT.

By THE EDITOR.

THEInew talks programme, now getting
into its swing, is probably the best
yet prepared by the B.B.C. The

firza., series mentioned in the official booklet
is " Science and Religion." On Sundays,
frora 5.45. to 6.15 p.m., twelve of the most
eminent thinkers in the country will discuss
and explain their own personal interpreta-
tions of the relation of science to religion.
The Bishop of Birmingham, the Dean of
St. Paul's, Professor Julian Huxley, Sir
Arthur Eddington, Dr. J. S. Haldane, and
the. Dean of Canterbury are among the
contributors to the series.

The Morning Talks.
In the morning talks, at 10.45, several

new features have been introduced. Talks
by Mrs. Oliver Strachey on " Reading for
Fun," and those by various speakers on
" Strange Peoples and Places, will be
welcomed by listeners whose tastes lie in
the direction of literature or travel. " The
Trials of a Family" is the title of a series
being given on Thursday mornings, when
children's diets, their physical and mental
health, and how to avoid many troubles by
care in the early years, will be discussed by
experts in the different branches of Child
Welfare Work. On Wednesday mornings
the series by women M.P.'s is con-
tinued, and talks on purely household
matters, such as dressmaking, hobbies and
handicrafts, are being given as usual.

Gardening and household affairs
again occupy alternate Friday evenings at
6 p.m., while a series is being given monthly
on Wednesdays by Mr. J. W. Robertson -
Scott, on " Going to Live in the Country."
Modern poetry will be read weekly at
6 p.m. on Mondays, and on Thursdays Mr.
V. C. Clinton Baddeley is reading from
Dickens' " David Copperfield."

Re -arranging the Critics
There has been a re -arrangement of the

critics' talks at 7 o'clock. A weekly talk
on general literature on Mondays will be
given alternately by Mr. Desmond Mac-
Carthy and Miss Sackville West. On
Thursdays Mr. Duff Cooper and Mr. Michael
Sadleir will give in turn a fortnightly talk
on New Novels, which will alternate with a
fortnightly talk on the Cinema by Mr.
Francis Birrell. On Tuesdays Mr. James
Agate will give his usual talks on " Plays
and the Theatre " once a fortnight, and
there will also be a monthly talk by Major
Walter Elliot, M.P., on The Month in
Scotland," and another by Mrs. M. A.
Hamilton, M.P., on " The Month in the
North Country." Mr. Gerald Heard con-
tinues his talks on " This Surprising World,"
and Mr. Ernest Newman those on " Music
Criticism."
' Six talks on " The Novels of Thomas
Hardy," designed for elementary students
of literature, will be broadcast at 7.25 p.m.
on Mondays. This series by Mr. Basil
Willey will be followed by six talks on
" World Order or Downfall," in which

The Talks arranged by the B.B.C. for the coming months promise to be
really interesting, and below are some details of this new and better series.

Professor Arnold J. Toynbee will discuss
the future prospects of international rela-
tions, with special reference to the split
between economics and politics in inter-
national relationships. ` Standing Room
Only," and " Al ox C3-The Future of the
Race," are the titles of two series of talks
to be broadcast on Tuesday evenings.

In the first, Professor Carr -Saunders will
discuss the effect which population has on
such problems as unemployment, emigra-
tion, and urbanisation ; and in the second,
Major Leonard Darwin and Mrs. Mary
Adams will examine the question of popula-
tion from the eugenic point of view, discuss -

BOYS' BRIGADE BROADCAST

When members of an English Boys' Brigade visited
Denmark recently it was arranged that they should
meet the boys of a similar Danish movement and
broadcast a concert together. Here are the two
captains making themselves known before the mike.

ing the place of the unfit and the reasons
for the fall of the birthrate.

On Wednesday nights there will be twelve
talks called " Industry Looks Ahead." In
this series experts will discuss modern
industrial problems, concerning themselves
chiefly with the human element in industry
and with the great changes that are taking
place in the management and organisation
of industry. Sir Joseph Stamp, Dr. Sargant
Florence, Lord Amulree and others will take
part in this series.

" The Dark Continent."
On Thursday evenings an experiment is

being tried in six international conversa-
tions. Representatives of six different
foreign countries will discuss national
differences and characteristics with repre-
sentatives of this country. These conversa-

tions will be followed by a series of talks by
Professor Ernest Barker on " What is
Liberty ? "

On Fridays experts are going to discuss
and describe " The Dark Continent " ;
and on Saturdays there will be the usual
talks on " The Week's Work in the Garden,"
at 7.20 p.m.

Two series of talks will be broadcast from
Daventry, 1554.4 metres only, on Tuesdays
at 8 o'clock. Dr. Cyril Burt will follow
his popular series on The Study of the
Mind ' with six talks on " The Mind of a
Child." After Dr. Burt, Sir James Jeans
will talk about " The Stars in their Courses."

In the London and Midland Regional
programme on Mondays and Wednesdays,
half an hour, from 8.0 to 8.30 p.m., will be
devoted to language talks. On. Mondays,
besides giving readings for more advanced
students, M. Stephan will attempt to teach
French to beginners. Mr. Otto Siepmann
will continue his weekly German language
talks on Wednesdays.

On Fridays, at 8.30 p.m., there will be
six talks by Mr. J. C. Squire on " The
Enjoyment of Words," followed by six
talks by Mr. B. H. C. Matthews on Elec-
tricity in our Bodies." In this series an
attempt will be made to demonstrate
currents in the body by the use of instru-
ments which convert them into sound,
so that listeners can hear them.

On Saturdays there will be a series of
readings about great British explorers,
under the title of The Spirit of Adven-
ture."

The late evening talks, generally at 9.20,
contain a variety of new subjects, while
leaving a considerable space for talks of
topical and general interest. On Mondays a
very important series will be broadcast on
" The Future of Medicine." In these seven
talks experts will explain the latest de-
velopznents in various different departments
of medicine. The series will be started by
Sir George Newman, the Chief Medical
Officer of the Ministry of Health and Board
of Education, on " Medicine and the State."
Among others who follow him are Lord
Moynihan, on " Surgery," and Professor
Russ, on " Radiology," and the series will
be summed up by Sir Humphrey Rolleston.

An Important Symposium.
On Tuesday evenings Sir Walford Davies

needs no introduction on his return to his
evening series on " Music and the Ordinary
Listener."

If suitable arrangements can be made a
symposium of vital topical interest and
importance, which will include different
points of view on " Trade Within the
Empire," will be given on Thursdays.

On the whole this new programme of
talks is a great:improvement pn the B.B.C.'s
past efforts. Undoubtedly the talks de-
partment at Savoy Hill has benefited by the
strong criticisms which marked a " cam-
paign ' against dull talks in the Press some
months ago.

Many of the talks subjects mentioned
above have not only considerable interest
value, but-more important-entertainment
value.

There still remains, of course, the ques-
tion of the suitability of some of the
" talkers " for microphone purposes, and if
the method of treatment and attractiveness
of actual delivery is as reasonably good as
the subjects chosen, then the new talks
programmes is assured of success.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Stand No. 68.

The most important exhibit here is the " Osram
Music Magnet Four." This is certain to create a
tremendous amount of interest. Every radio en-
thusiast' will remember the "Osram Music Magnet
Three" valve receiver as being one of the most
satisfactory kit sets ever produced.

The " Music Magnet Four " bids fair to be even
inure popular. It is available only in kits of parts
for home assembly and of course, these kits include
the necessary Osram valves.

It is a very easy set to assemble, quite surprisingly
so in fact, and this is mainly due to the three complete
and wired units which comprise main portions of the

LIi

The display of
Wearite compo-
nents (Wright and
Weaire) includes
mains chokes.
and transformers.

set The " Music Magnet Four " is a very powerful
receiver, and it possesses an unusually high degree
of selectivity.

However, the three tuned stages are con-
trolled by a slow-motion condenser, thus giving a
one -knob control, and a differential condenser
provides an adjustment of reaction.

t You will also have an opportunity of seeing the
G.E.C. moving -coil loud speaker, a somewhat new-
comer, but one which has already jumped into the
front rank.

Among the complete receiving sets shown are the
Gecophone All -electric three -valve receiver, and a
Gecophone All -electric four -valve set for A.C.
mains. Both of these are quite new and incorporate
many attractive features.

The Chloride Co. are showing a particularly wide
range of their Exide accumulators.

*11.- 1-1-1.1.1.- 1-1- 1-1-4.1- 1- 1-1-1 C.-1-*

The concinsion of a detailed
description of the exhibits at
Olympia. The Radio Exhibition
remains open from 11 a.m. to 10

S

p.m. on week -days until Septem-
ber 27th. Don't forget to visit

" P.W." at Stand No. 5.
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Rather more ambitions is the Gecophone All -
electric Radio -gramophone for A.('., which employs
two screened grid H.E valves. There is an electri-
cally -driven gramophone turn -table, and a moving -
coil speaker.

Reverting to the loud speaker exhibits, we also
have at this stand a Gecophone Inductor Dynamic
loud speaker. which operates on an entirely new prin-
ciple and is said to be an immense improvement on
the ordinary cone type. Certainly the G.E.C. people
have a feast of good things in their display.

GRAHAM AMPLION. LTD.
Stand No. 82.

There is a comprehensive display. of Graham
Amplion loud speakers, and you will see many of

One of the fine Amplion receivers that can be
examined at the Graham-Amplion stand.

those models which have been reviewed in the past
few months in " P.W."

The Amplion Console Cabinet set is on show for
the first time. This fine receiver has a built-in
frame aerial, but as it has two stages of screened
grid and a pentode output valve, properly arranged,
its range of reception is very extensive.

It is to be marketed in two forums, in the one it
can be stood upon a table. while
in the other case it will have an
independent frame of its own, so
that it can be used as a separate
piece of furniture.

It is interesting to note that this
outfit derives both its H.T. and grid
'bias from the mains, and that a
trickle charger is incorporated which
will automatically come into opera-
tion when the set is switched off.
and which will compensate the I..T.
accumulator over and above the
current consumed by the set.

And yon should not miss the
Amplion Two -valve All -mains re-
ceiver, a particularly neat little
affair. Although sold at a modest
price it incorporates every modern
refinement, even including a pick-up
plug-in, while there are large chokes
to supply efficient smoothing.

GRAHAM FARRISH, LTD.
Stands Nos. 76 and 108.

These people specialise in resis-
tances, R.C.C. units, and such like

components. They have some fine gear in the way of
L.F. coupling arrangements and mains devices, and
this is a stand which will appeal strongly to the
home constructor.

GROSVENOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES, LTD.
Stand No. 263.

Here is to be seen an entirely new battery which
is known as the Grosvenor Straight Line High Test
Battery. This new battery is said to be " ten times
tested," so that complete reliability can be guaran-
teed.

In addition to this there is a wide range of other
Grosvenor batteries for H.T. and grid -bias purposes,

The Cameo
Triumph loud
speaker cabinet,
shown by Car-

rington's.

iii

including a series of specially constructed Grosvenor
straight line batteries suitable for fitting to all
types of portable sets, the dimensions conforming to
those originally fitted in the manufactured sets.

GRIPSO CO., LTD.
Stand No. 202.

Here are terminals, switches, connectors, and
other useful items.

H.S.P. WIRELESS CO.
Stand No. 122.

Attractive portable receivers both of the suit -case
and cabinet types.

HARLIE BROS. (EDMONTON) LTD.
Stand No. 141.

A now pick-up, an electric gramophone motor, a
moving -coil speaker, and a gramophone adaptor,
are features here.

(Continued on nee page)

This Ferranti mains receiver is one of the most distinctive sets
exhibited.
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A. H. HUNT, LTD.

Stand No. 133.
The well-known Croydon concern with attractively

designed meters, etc.

HUSTLER, SIMPSON & WEBB.
Stand No. 247.

A two -valve set, complete with valves, for Fps.,
sounds a quite impossible proposition, and yet such
a thing is to be seen on this stand, for it forms the
main exhibit.

At the moment of writing we cannot say much
about it, but we do advise " P.W." readers to go
along and collect any literature that may be going.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Stand No. 240.

Constructors should not forget to pay a visit to
this stand in order to see the new Tgranic slow-motion
dials that have lust been produced for retailing at
very attractive prices. These dials are excellent to

A " Utility " variable condenser included in the
Wilkins and Wright display.

handle and excellent to look at, but they constitute
only one feature of a most comprehensive display in
which you will locate such old friends as the Igranic
Indigraph, Pre-set condenser, all types of rectifiers,
etc. Also, there are some fine sets including the
famous Igranic Neutrosonic outfit.

JACKSON BROS.
Stand No. 63.

Here you will see a truly magnificent array of
variable condensers and associated equipment, and
the " true -tuning " S.L.F. models of the simple type
are every bit as interesting as the complete ganged
units on show.

A new neutralising condenser and Tiny, a variable
fitted with slow-motion and specially designed for
portable receivers, are also exhibited.

Then there are special short-wave variables and
the Chassimount Drum -Thumb dial condensers.
which should be inspected by all constructors.

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.
Stand No. 138.

Red Diamond radio components are, of course,
featured here and these include the Crystal Detector,
wall plugs for loud speakers, and other such lines
which will doubtless be familiar to most " P.W."
readers.

JUNIT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
Stand No. 65.

On this stand you will see the new J unit mains
units. There are three types, viz.: Type 120;T.C.,

A mains unit to be seen at the Burndept stand.

which gives 120 volts at 20 milliamperes H.T. and
includes a trickle charger: type 120, a straightforward
H.T. unit, and Type 150/4 A.C. which is an A.C.
II T, unit, having a four -volt centre -tapped winding
for supplying filament current to A.C. valves.

KOLSTER-BRANDES, LTD.
Stand No: 55.

Some new radio -gramophone outfits, including a
magnificent affair embodying a double turn -table and
suitable for public demonstations or house parties, etc.

The Climax people are exhibiting their aerial and
earth equipment as well as mains apparatus.

LAMPLUGH, LTD.
Stand No. 124.

The centre of attraction in this display is the Silver
Ghost inductor dynamic loud speaker, which em-
blies a new principle in the way of a movement.

there are also some fine sets to be seen on the
Lamplugh stand, including an all -mains A.C. re-
ceiver, models of which we note with interest are
fitted with Inductor -Dynamic speakers. There are
also battery -operated receivers, and the Chassirad
Popular Three, which is a three -valve receiver, built
on an all -enclosed chassis having a special enamel

An entirely new instrument shown is the Lamplugh
\ I I 11 tins A.C. power unit.

LECTRO-LINK, LTD.
Stand No. 131.

You would think that everything in the way of
valve holders had been done a long while ago, but

The famous Ormond slow-motion dial Is, of
course, displayed at Olympia.

the Lectro-Linx people are able to show a valve holder
of a quite new design.

And at this stand you will also be able to see the
various wander plugs and other such devices which
incorporate an improved principle of resilience which
undoubtedly has a number of -real advantages.

LEVER (TRIK), LTD.
Stand No. 249.

Power amplifiers, mains units, portable sets and
various radio components.

LISSEN, LTD.
Stand No. 40.

Here is a radio exhibition in itself. There is little
in the way of radio that Messrs. Lissen are not making
these days, from terminals to complete radio -gram

A " Puravox " loud -speaker on view at the Falk..
Stadelmann stand.

outfits, and you may be sure that the gear is all, as
usual, admirably displayed.

Take particular note of that nice little two -valve
radio -gramophone which is now available in oak 'and
walnut finish. and which can be used for either
battery operation or frit running off A.C. mains (in
which case an electric motor is incorporated).

There is also the popular two -valve transportable
Lissen with facilities for being operated by either
batteries or A.C. mains.

And for the first time et Olympia the LiSsch
balanced -armature loud speaker is shown in an oak
cabinet.

In illustration of their wide activities. Messrs.
Lissen are displaying a selection of Bakelite Mouldings
and die castings such as they manufacture for the
trade.

W. & T. LOCK, LTD.
Stand No. 132.

A complete range of Kabilok cabinets to meet the
needs of home constructors. Radio gramophone
cabinets and pedestal cabinets for receivers and loud
speakers are on show, including loud -speaker cab nets
suitable for all the well-known cone and 'moving -coil
units.

A special -feature of the Lock loud -speaker cabinets,
by the way, is the provision of substantial baffle -
boards behind the grilles.

LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.
Stand No. 207.

The Loewe people are exhibiting their new four -
pole cone loud speaker which they say is the result
of laboratory work covering a period of a number of
years. It is built into a wooden cabinet with a front
panel of genuine Caucasian walnut and completed
with a pleated silk centre.

It is certainly a most handsome instrument.
At this stand constructors will also have the oppor-
tunity of examining the wonderful multi -electrode
valve and the Loewe Radio high vacuum resistances
and fixed condensers.

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD.
Stand No. 41.

An array of components of particular interest to
the home constructor. The Lewcos people make
extremely efficient coils for all purposes, from or-
dinary plug -ill to dual range six -pin types, and we are

(Continued on next page.)

A Pete -Scott cabinet into which
you can slide a home -constructed

panel and baseboard receiver.
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sure that most " P.W." readers will linger a good

"while examining them.
They should make particular note of the Lewcos

dual -screen -coil -unit, which comprises a dual range
aerial coil H.F. transformer, and is designed for S.G.
circuits.

The coils are astatically wound and surrounded
by a nickel screen, with switch mechanism built in.

The Lewcos L.F. transformers and L.F. chokes
and anode resistances aritdisplayed.

MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.
Stands No. 38 and No. 120.

Complete sets, valves, mains units, batteries and
end speakers are on view. The range of valves

IIJ

One of the mostinteresting
components
on show-a" Parex "
screened -g r i d
valve holder

(Paroussi).

exhibited is most comprehensive, and includes some
very interesting additions recently made. The
indirectly and directly heated mains valves and the
rectifying valves make a really imposing assembly.

Among the receivers is the Marconiphone model 47,
a four -valve receiver for use on any type of mains.
There is also a five embodying mains equipment.
Among the mains units is the model which is capable
of supplying H.T. up to 200 volts at 50 milliamps.
Further, it gives you '8 and four volts up to three
amps. L.T.

MONTAGUE RADIO INVENTIONS AND DEVELOP-
MENT CO., LTD.

Stand No. 143.
Beethoven portable sets, including one that em- 

bodies the Montague constant reaction circuit.

MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD.
Stand No. 36.

Mullards are, as usual, very strikingly repre-
sented. In addition to their main large stand,
on which is displayed a complete range of Mallard
products, receiving valves for both battery and mains
operation, rectifiers, and special valves for trans-
mitting, etc., and accessories, they have a " Radio
for the Million" stand in the gallery, from which
that enterprising journal will be sold. Also the latest
circuits and receivers are displayed upon this stand.

Additionally Mullards have a large demonstra-
tion room attractively decorated and illuminated.
At the one end of this is a raised dais or miniature

Many fascinating and very useful gadgets, such
as the above switch and fuse -holder, are displayed

on the Bulgin stand.

The Watea Star loud -speaker unit, both inde-
pendently and built into speakers and sets, can be

inspected at the Standard Battery Co.'s stand.

stage upon which the new Radio for the Million
receivers and Mallard loud speakers are being set up
for demonstration. We cannot help feeling that there
is nothing the Milliard people like better than an
exhibition. They certainly do let themselves go to
good effect, and they earn our hearty thanks for the
brightness they yearly contribute to Olympia.

MURPHY RADIO, LTD.
Stand No. 252.

Here you will be able to examine the Murphy -
radio portable, a four -valve screened -grid outfit.
that seems to bristle with good points. For instance,
it has a single tuning control, the circuits being
completely ganged and calibrated in wave -lengths.

You can plug a gramophone pick-up jack into this
set and the receiver has excellent selectivity ; it is
said that the twin transmissions can be cut out and
foreign stations received at the very gates of Brook -
mans Park.

NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.
Stand No. 39.

If you want to see an accumulator that " speaks
for itself " do not pass by this display. Certain of the
National accumulators incorporate a most ingenious

The Marconiphone Co. are showing the above
compact moving -coil loud speaker.

adaptation of the,hydrometer principle which enables
you to see at a glance exactly in what condition a
cell happens to be at any particular moment. Thus
you know at once. when the time has arrived for re-
charging according to the position of little indicators.

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD.
Stand No. 34.

We all use aerials of some kind, and there will be
few of us that are not moved to some extent by the
claims of Superial, which are so enterprisingly
advanced at this particular stand.

OLDHAM & SON, LTD.
Stand No. 84.

Here is shown a new range of Oldham -batteries
in three sizes. The design of these cells is an entirely
new idea in the manufacture of slow discharge
accumulators. There are, in addition, no bee than
sixteen different models of unspillable accumulators
in celluloid cases.

Another exhibit is the air -spaced H.T. accumu-
lator which is available in two sizes.

Accumulator plates, terminals, and spare parts
complete a most interesting and attractive display.

ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Stand No. 75.

A very fine range of variable condensers, including

quite new slow-motion types. There is a new Ormond
Corner Cabinet loud speaker, and the Ormond Four
oak cabinet set, making their first appearance.

The existing Ormond lines make an impreSsive
display, and the Ormond Console radio gramophones,
and the Suitcase Four,are well worth close examination
if you do not happen to have LiV311 them this on
some previous occasion.

P.R. PRODUCTS.
Stand No. 224.

Here can be seen a range of P.R. valves.

PANDONA, LTD.
Stand No. 218.

Portable sets and a five -valve radio -gramophone.

PAROUSSI, LTD.
Stand No. 227.

Various screens and screening boxes suitable for all
P.W." sets, can be seen at this stand, together with

Included in the
Celestion dis-
play is this
Cele strola
moving -coil
speaker, as
well as entirely
n e w instru-

ments.
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valve holders and various coils, chokes, and other
Parex products.

PERFECTAVOX, LTD.
Stand No. 241.

Inductance types of electric gramophone motors,
a new type of pick-up and a moving -coil loud speaker
are to be found in the I'erfectavox radio -gramophone.

PERTRIX, LTD.
Stand No. 243.

A complete range of the various Pertrix batteries,
which include H.T. and G.R. dry batteries, and a
fine array of accumulators.

PETO-SCOTT, LTD.
Stand No. 110. -

Radio -gramophone outfits and various receivers.

PIONEER MFG. CO., LTD.
Stand No. 228.

Constructors should pay particular attention to
the pioneer switches for these incorporate excellent
features.

PYE RADIO, LTD.
Stands No. 81 and No. 32.

Here you will see the famous Pye portable set
which has sold in great numbers. Pye's also have

(Continued on next page).

A Lotus all -mains transportable set exhibited by
Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley.
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loud speakers, battery chargers, H.T. batteries, and
various radio components on view:

QUEST RADIO MFG. CO.
Stand No. 218.

The activities of this concern will be better known
to " P.W. " readers under the name of Ready Radio,
those enterprising enthusiasts who are always there
with complete set kits nicely got up as soon as
" P.W." has published details.

And you will generally find that in every kit of
parts MessrS. Ready Radio are able to include a
number of their own fine components, which are com-
petitive in price with the cheap foreigners, as well as
being competitive with the best English gear in point
of Quality.

Constructors should particularly note the Ready
Radio Brookmans condensers and their differential
condenser which they added to their range some few
months ago.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS, LTD. '

Stand No. 61.
The "Madrigal " four-valver makes its bow. And

what a set! Two stages of screened grid, a moving-

PJ

A popular com-
ponent on view
at the Brownie
stand, where
also Dominion
Mainsets are to

be seen.

coil loud speaker, all driven from the mains. We have
had an opportunity of hearing the Madrigal " Four,
and it certainly is a fine receiver.

It pulls the Continentals in at tremendous strength,
while it has the high selectivity necessary before one
can really enjoy DX reception.

Messrs. R.I. are also showing an improved
three -valve all -electric set which incorporates a
screened grid and pentode, both of the A.C. variety.

The new R.I. H.T. units are, of course, on view,
as well as the famous Hypermu and Hypermite LS -
transformers, and the Hypercore:ehoke.

Some fine mains gear of particular interest to
home constructors is displayed.

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS, LTD.
Stand No. 204.

Ebonart and Bulwark radio panels and various
ebonite formers, sectional rod, lead-in tubes, etc.

A chassis version of the Ultra
Air -Chrome loud speaker that
you will be able to examine
at close quarters at Olympia.

RED STAR RADIO, LTD.
Stand No. 109.

Two- and three -valve receivers which retail at
abnormally low prices are the "star" attractions here.
They are sets produced on true mass production
lines, although they lose nothing of their individuality
of appearance in that.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Stand No. 51.

Make a point of examining the Regentone mains
units when at the show, for they include sonic of the
best instruments that are available. The Regentone

A Westinghouse Metal Rectifier (The Westing-
house Brake and Saxby Signalling Co.).

people were the first in the field with combined units
for portable sets, and they still hold a leading position
in this' line.

There is only one Regentone receiver, and this is a
four -valve A.C. mains -operated set. It is a particu-
larly striking design. It employs two stages of H.F.
and there are three tuned circuits, reduced to true
single -knob tuning.

And we must not forget to mention the Regentstat,
which is one of the few Satisfactory variable resis-
tances capable of handling heavy currents.

If you have the power mains and you visit Olympia,
dO not forget to set aside plenty of time for examina-
tion of the Regentone gear. It is worth it.

SELECTORS, LTD.
Stand No. 114.

A full range of portable and all -electric receivers.

SIEMENS BROS. & CO. LTD.
Stand No. 70.

Prominently featured here are the " Full O'Power "
H.T. batteries, of which recently a complete new
range was introduced. The special feature of " Full
O'Power " batteries is the employment of seamless

unit for H.T. that uses a chemical rectifier. Mains
enthusiasts should be particularly interested in this
exhibit, for we believe it is the only one of its kind at
Olympia.

There are also Tannoy units with metal rectifiers, and
the portable type is a particularly attractive model.
This is sufficiently compact to enable it to be used in
a portable set in place of the ordinary H.T. battery.

TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO., LTD.
Stand No. 145.

T .0 .C. are showing samples of all their
condenser products. The paper and mica dielectric
types for radio transmission and reception purposes
are to be seen together with high -frequency and high-
tension smoothing models.

There is also a very comprehensive range of special
types of condensers for set manufacturers. The
wonderful electrolytic condensers can be seen on this
stand, and it is interesting to note that the T.C.C.
people are now aide to supply them in models capable
of standing up to a working voltage of as high as
100 volts D.C.

They are showing, too, paper condensers from
capacities of '005 mfd. to 2 mfd. manufactured on a
non -inductive principle.

As well as their well-known and reliable resist-
ances, etc. (as above), Graham-Farish are showing
their new " postage stamp " mica condensers,
and improved Electroficient mains transformers

and chokes.

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Stand No. 69.

The new L.F. transformers are shown for the first
time, and visitors are also able to inspect the new
Telsen valve holders and H.F. chokes.

There are grid leaks and fixed Condensers afgo
which are boundfto achieve popularity.

A fine example of condenser ganging shown by
Jackson Bros.

drawn zinc cylinders, instead of the usual thin
plates bent in the form of cylinders, and as the life of
an H.T. battery is more or less limited to the life of
its zinc (which is gradually eaten away during the
chemical process), the importance of this feature will
be realised.

SIX -SIXTY RADIO CO., LTD.
Stand No. 58.

If you happen to be contemplating the construc-
tion of a loud speaker you will be interested in the
Six -Sixty loud -speaker assembly, in which is to be
found the special Six -Sixty paper for the diaphragm
and .a special cone surround. A very inexpensive
and easy -to -assemble outfit.

But this is not the only item on view, for there is a
full range of Six -Sixty valves, which is now:a particu-
larly comprehensive one.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
Stand No. 42.

We should not be surprised if these people alter
their name again one of these days, for we notice that
they are showing au A.C. mains four -valve set which
is known as the "Universal," and does not employ
batteries of any kind !

Another new line being shown is a pedestal cabinet
loud speaker which matches the Wates A.C. four -
valve receiver.

The loud speaker is fitted with a Wates Star loud-
speaker unit and a 20 -in. double cone chassis.

Other items shown are the Wates Star complete
speakers, volt -amp. meters, panel -mounting test -
meters, Wates Universal double -cone chassis, and the
Wates Star pick-up, which is a quite new accessory.

Last, but not least, there are the standard cartridge
type of H.T. batteries, but these will be too well
known to -" P.W." readers to need any further
description here.

TANNOY PRODUCTS.
Stand No. 111.

Some fine mains units. There is a Tannoy mains

TONEX COMPANY.
Stand No."':. 213.

The Tones H.F. chokes are ex-
hibli ed.

TRELLEBORG EBONITE WORKS,
LTD.

Stand No. 228.
Turned and machined radio and

electrical component parts and ac-
cessories, and Trelleborg genuine
ebonite, including panel<drum dials,
slotted formers, condenser insulators,
switch blocks and pillars, etc.

TURNER & CO.
Stand No. 9.

of Here you will see Tunewell coils
of all types. There are Tunewell loath

speaker units and a complete loud speaker.

ULTRA ELECTRIC, LTD,
Stand No. 77.

Loud -speaker enthusiasts should make a point of
examining the Ultra Air -Chronic loud speakers shown
here. These are represented in a fine range of models,
from a chassis which you can fit into your own cabinet
to large handsome:affairs complete with their cabinets.
The Ultra Air-Chronie has a double linen diaphragm,
and really does give wonderful results.

(Continued on page 139).

Loud -speaker enthusiasts should be interested
in the above moving -coil speaker cabinet included

in the W. & T. Lock range.
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Denmark's Most Popular Stet' on

topenhagn in4'
Des( ri bed

" Alio, Allo, Her Koebenharns Radio-
fonistation!"

HOW many thousands of radio listeners,
I wonder, have intercepted this
characteristic little message of Copen-

hagen's broadcasting station in its journey
through the ether ?

Generally, it is preceded by three strokes
of a gong, and if one bears in mind that the
announcer at this popular Danish broad-
caster pronounces his station " Kerpen-
howns,' no difficulty will be found in
identifying these transmissions.

One of the Old Brigade.
The announcer at Copenhagen is rather a

conscientious individual. Not only does he
intone the above preliminary statement
with considerable frequency, but he also
lets us know several times in an evening

CONTROLLING CONCERTS

Some of the engineers at work in the control -room.

the wave -length on which his station
transmits, together with sundry other de-
tails of an appropriate nature.

Perhaps Copenhagen's announcer
cherishes a justifiable pride in his station.
He ought to do so, at any rate, for this well-
known Danish broadcaster is one of the
oldest of the Scandinavian telephony
transmitters.

A City Site.
Denmark has possessed radio stations of

one kind or another since 1911. In May,
1923, however, an Act was passed in virtue
of which the control of all wireless trans-
mitting stations passed into the hands of
the Danish Post Office authorities, and it
'was at this time that the regular broad-
casting station at Copenhagen was born.

Two years later, the station was modified
and enlarged, and it was about that time,
I think, that its transmissions came into
general prominence.

You would not have any great difficulty
in locating the site of Copenhagen's trans-
mitter. It occupies a very conspicuous
position in the centre of the town, its two
65 -ft. steel lattice masts being situated on
the roof of the Copenhagen Central Tele-
graph building.

The masts support a four -wire T -type
aerial, some 80 ft. long and 15 ft. wide.
From this aerial system the station's trans-
missions are normally flung off on a power
of 1 kw. and on a 281 -metres wave -length.

Linked with Kalundborg.
It will be seen, therefore, that the

Copenhagen station is only one of moderate
power, but listeners who have picked up
its transmissions on one or more occasions
will have no hesitation in agreeing with me
on the score of the station's thorough
working efficiency.

Technically, the transmitting gear at
Copenhagen is built upon
universally -accepted
lines. It was assembled
by local engineers, and
it is interesting to note
that its circuits now
embody the feature of
crystal control of wave-
length.

The control -room of
the station contains not
only all the studio con-
trols, but also relay
boards and amplifiers
used in connection with.
outside broadcasts.

This apartment is very
well appointed, for the
authorities at the Copen-
hagen station make a
special feature of their
outside broadcasts from
local theatres, churches,
and public halls. The
Copenhagen Town Hall belfry now pos-
sesses its own microphone, and the chimes,
as well as the striking of the hours, may
often be heard from here. Generally, the
chimes are " put over " on Sundays at
about 5 p.m. G.M.T.

Copenhagen relays mainly to the well -

THE BAN

By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

known station at Kalundborg, the latter
operating on a power of some 10 kw. and
a wave -length of 1,153 metres. The
power of this station, however, is subject
to change.

Other relay stations of Copenhagen are
Hit -erring (1,250 m.), Odense (950 m.),
and Soro (2,400 m.). Hjcerring and Odense
do not usually give out their own calls,
and, therefore, it is difficult for the English
listener to identify them. Indeed, these

stations are seldom heard by the English
amateur owing to their relatively high
transmitting wave -lengths.

A Sound Scheme.
There are a number of interesting features

about the studio at the Copenhagen station.
It is an apartment 52 ft. long and 20 ft.
in width. The only portion of it which is
completely draped is that situated at the
end where the microphones are placed.

The other portion of the studio walls are
hung with draperies which are so arranged
that they can be pulled backwards and
forwards in order to vary the acoustical
effect-a procedure which rather reminds
one of the manipulation of the blinds in a
photographer's studio for the purpose of
controlling the light intensity.

The Copenhagen station would appear
to make a special feature of microphones.
It has six of these instruments, and they
are all different.

Three microphones comprise various
Western Electric patterns. A fourth is the
well-known Reiss instrument-a German

D BUSILY BROADCASTING

Have you ever heard this orchestra ? It frequently broadcasts from
Copenhagen on 281 metres.

product-particularly good, it is said, for
orchestral work. The fifth microphone at
the Copenhagen station is of the Siemens
pattern, whilst the sixth instrument com-
prises the latest pattern of the Jonsen-
Rahbek microphone, that being of Dutch
manufacture.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

" THE WORLD AND
OURSELVES:"

NATIONAL ORCHESTRA OF
WALES-SIR JOHN REITH
FOR MANCHESTER - PRO-
GRAMME ITEM S-BROAD-
CASTING FESTIVAL WINNERS
-LOOK OUT FOR THESE !

AN important series of talks for National
listeners is to begin next Thursday,
October 2nd, under the title of " The

World and Ourselves," when, as already
stated in our columns, discussions will take
place in the studio between prominent
men and representatives of other countries.

These include Mr. Oliver Stanley, Lord
Lothian, Mr. Harold Nicolson. Professor
Arnold Toynbee and Mr. John Leder
representing England, Count Gottfried
Bismarck representing Germany, Maurice
Hindus representing Russia, and Halide
Edib Hanum, a lady who is the wife of
Adnan Bey, and the first woman in Turkey
to discard the National costume and start
an independent career.

National Orchestra of Wales.
The National Orchestra of Wales resumes

its series of Sunday evening concerts at the
Park Hall, Cardiff, at 8.15 p.m. on October
5th. when Tatiana Makushina (soprano) will
be the singer.

The programme will be broadcast between
9.5 and 10 p.m. On the following Tuesday
evening the autumn series by the N.O.W.
begins at the Patti Pavilion with  Olive
Gilbert (soprano) as .the solo artiste.

A Wagner Concert with May Blyth,
Walter Widdop and Keith Falkner as the
soloists will also take place at the Assembly
Room, City Hall, Cardiff, on Saturday
evening, October 11th, this being the first
popular concert of the season. Twenty-
five minutes of the Programme will be
broadcast from 9.35 p.m.

Sir John Reith for Manchester.
Sir John Reith, the Director -General

of the B.B.C., who has just returned from
a Continental holiday, is to perform the
opening ceremony of the Manchester
Radio Exhibition at the City Hall on
Wednesday afternoon, October 8th.

The Manchester Exhibition, like the Radio
Exhibition in London, has now become an
important event of the year, and it is
practically certain that the opening cere-
mony will be broadcast. It has also been
decided to relay several concerts and
vaudeville shows from the Exhibition to
listeners in the Northern Region.

The first of these will take place between
8.30 and 9 p.m. on the opening day, when
a concert is to be given by the Northern
Wireless Orchestra, the programme in-
cluding the Ballet Music from Gounod's
" Faust" and songs by Isobel Baillie, the
well-known Manchester soprano.

Programme Items.
The final Beethoven Concert of the

Promenade Season on Friday, October 3rd,

which is to be broadcast as part of the
National programme, will include the
Choral Finale from Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony sung by the National Chorus.

National listeners are to, hear a repeat
performance of Hermann Kesser's mono-
logue " Nurse Henrietta " on Friday even-
ing, October 24th.

Professor Julian Huxley, Sir J. Arthur
Thomson, the Bishop of Birmingham, the
Rev. " Dick " Sheppard, Sir Arthur Edding-
ton, Dean Inge and Dr. L. P. Jacks are the
speakers in a new series of talks entitled
` Science and Religion," to be given in
the London studio for -National listeners
during the autumn.

Broadcasting Festival Winners.
Items by winners at the Leicester Musical

Festival are to constitute the Midland
Regional programme during part of the
evening on Saturday, October 11th, when a
concert will be relayed from the de Montfort.
Hall, Leicester.

All the artistes are amateurs, and the
Featival, which is one of the most important
in the Midlands, has this year attracted
a record entry. Its objects, besides the
encouragement of music among the young is
also to raise funds for local hospitals and
nearly £2,000 has been disbursed to de-
serving causes.

Look Out for These!
Characterisations of Sidney Carton, Tony

Weller and Mr. Micawber will be given
by Mr. Wortley Allen in a short recital
'during an interval of a symphony concert
for Midland Regional listeners on Thursday,
October 9th.

Mr. Leslie Heward, who was recently
appointed to succeed Dr. Adrian Boult as
the conductor of the Birmingham City
Orchestra, will direct his first broadcast
concert on Thursday, October 9th, when a
programme including the " Magic Flute "
Overture and Dvorak's Fourth Symphony
will be broadcast to Midland Regional
listeners.

A special service arranged in connection
with the Church Congress which is being
held at Newport, Monmouthshire, between
October 4th and 10th, will be relayed from
Bt. Mark's Church, Newport, for West
Regional listeners at 6.30 p.m. on Sunday,
October 5th. The preacher is the Dean of
Llandaff.

new one -act play entitled " Between
the Tides " by Edwin Lewis, whose dramatic
work is well-known to Northern listeners,
will be included in the programme from the
Manchester and Leeds transmitters at
9.40 p.m. on Tuesday, October 7th. The
theme of the play deals with the con-
flicting temperaments of a mother and
daughter.

RADIO IN THE DESERT

Here are four interesting light -weight petrol -electric outfits for charging
wireless accumulators in the desert. Radio helps the police to keep an
eye on the cheery cattle -thief, and these sets are easily carried by a camel.

(Leslie Dixon & Co.)

The Blackhill Colliery
Prize Band, which is
giving a concert at
Newcastle as part of the
National programme
on Monday evening,
October 6th, has se-
cured no fewer than
34 first prizes since it
entered the field of band
contests in 1927. It
holds the Durham
County Record and
has won a first and
second prize at the im-
portant contest at
Belle Vue.

FOR THE LISTENER.
Below our popular contributor-who is staying in Italy-tells how English

items are received on the Continent.
By " PHILEMON."

Home From Home.
THIS week there has been quite a glut of

English items in the Continental
programmes-a sort of " home from

home.
There was a performance of " The

Mikado " from Stuttgart, a reading of
Galsworthy's " Swan Song " from Copen-
hagen, a "Song Recital " of traditional
English songs and modern English songs
from Milan, and English Lessons, and
English Conversation all over the place.

There seems to be a boom in the Old
Country, but " The Mikado " in Stuttgart
was not at all the same as " The Mikado "
at the Savoy. " Cherry Ripe " sung in
Milan by an Italian voice with Italian
vowels was as out of place as a harebell in a
hot -house.

And Peel's " The Early Morning " was a
different song entirely. It was written to
an English sun and an English moon. The

4

t

sun and the moon here area different sun
and moon. No Italian would think of
calling the sun his brother ; it's more like a
bakehouse.

Mozart and Bizet.
We had a glorious performance of

Mozart's " Don Giovanni relayed from
Salzburg by Vienna ; and, a night or two
later, a thrilling " Carmen " from Rome.

The sparkle and fire of it, the fine savour
of it, were perfect. Great universal music
is, first, great national music.

Beethoven is cosmopolitan because he is a
great German. The baritone and the
soprano in " Carmen " were superb, so was
the chorus, so was the orchestra, so was the
" tout ensemble " ; and the whole per-
formance went with that easy elegance,
that fluent fire, which showed that it was at
home.

(Continued on page 136
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"CURRENT PER CELL "-that is
the modern test of the H.T. battery

for radio. Because with modern valves
the drain upon your H.T. battery is
very heavy andevery cell to -day must
do its share.

The cellsof the Lissen Battery are large
in size. Each cell is a deep reservoir
of energy. Each cell is master of its
work-ready to pour out its energy
unstintingly-for month after month it
will do that for you.

If you want most "Current per cell " get
a Lissen Battery. 10,000 radio dealers
have it. But ask firmly for it by name.

ort,``c qrrent per "
s sell, scores eVetYLintel

PRICES

60 volt (reads 66) 7,11 60 volt (Super Power) 13'6
100 volt (read:, 103) 1241 100 volt 22/-
120 volt 15/10 41 volt Grid Bias 10d.
36 volt 4/6 9 volt 1:6
60 volt (For Portable 16 volt ., 2,'9

Receivers) 7:11 41 volt Pocket Battery
99 volt (For Portable 5d. each (4;6 doz.)

Receivers) I2,'6 Single Cell Torch Battery 41d.

L I S S E N LIMITED Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
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MAINS UNITS ARE SELLING
ALL OVER THE WORLD

-because
Regentone Mains Units give unfailing reliable service.
Constant H.T. Constant L.T.
Full -wave rectification by Westinghouse metal rectifiers in all
A.C. models.

Variable outputs controlled by the new totally wire -wound vari-
able resistance-the Regentstat.

Regentone Mains Units are simple and economical
in use and repay their initial cost in a short time.

Regentone Mains Units are suitable for any and every
set, even a Portable, and there is a comprehensive
range to meet every radio requirement. No matter
what the electric supply, there is no other Mains Unit in the
world as silent or as reliable as Regentone.

Users of Regentone are so satisfied and enthusiastic
that they tell their friends.

Behind each instrument is 'the accumulated know-
ledge of six years' experience.

The GUARANTEE given with everyRegentone pro-
duct is the most comprehensive in the radio industry.

The new Regentone All -Electric A.C. 4 -Valve Receiver sets
a standard of excellence and performance by which all other
Sets may be judged.

Write to -day for your free copy of our new Art Catalogue.

STAND No.51
OLYMPIA.

Sept. 19-27, 1930.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO., 21, Bartlett's Bldgs., Holborn
Telephone : Central 8745 ( 5 lines.)

Circus, London, E.C.4.
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WHAT HAPPEN
IN A TUNED
CIRCUIT?

Do you know exactly what happens when you switch the tuning dials of your set
round in search of stations? Below you will find the answer to this question

authoritatively but interestingly recounted.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst. P.

EVERY radio receiver must have an
arrangement by which it can be
tuned or adjusted to receive the sig-

nals from a particular transmitting station.
The tuning of a receiver is its most funda-
mental and essential control, and it is
probably true to say that without the prin-
ciple of tuning, radio communication, at any
rate broadcasting as we have it to -day,
would be impossible.

Everyone who uses a wireless set knows
that one of the control knobs must be
turned this way or that way, until the
reproduction is loudest, but not everyone
who does this is aware of the changes which
ho is thereby making in the adjustment of
the receiving circuit.

Natural Frequency
In Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation

of the simplest possible form of oscillatory
circuit which consists, as you know, of an
inductance coil and some form of capacity.
When li.gh-frequency electro-magnetic waves
pass in toe region of this circuit they cause
electricity in the circuit to flow first in one
direction when one part of the wave is
passing, and then in the opposite direction
when the opposite phase of the wave is
passing. This will happen whether the
set is tuned to the wireless waves or not.

Now if the wireless waves which have
caused these oscillatory currents should
suddenly cease, oscillatory currents will

THE SIMPLEST CIRCUIT

ic/a
loy INDUCTANCE

C>

(C>
A 8g9

CAPACITY

This is a diagrammatic representation of the
simplest possible oscillatory circuit.

continue to flow backwards and forwards in
the circuit for a short time, but the fre-
quency of the currents when the. circuit is
left to itself in this way will be what we call
the " natural oscillation frequency " of the
circuit, and this, of course, will not neces-
sarily be the same as the frequency which

was imposed upon the circuit when the
radio waves were passing.

In other words, the circuit if set in oscilla-
tion and left alone will oscillate in its own
natural frequency, whilst it can be made to
oscillate at any other frequency if wireless
waves of that frequency are falling upon it.

It may be compared to the man who
will do- a certain type of work willingly,
whilst he can, under varying degrees of
pressure, be made to do various other kinds
of work which are not so congenial to him.

WHAT THE DIAL DOES

FIG. a.

ec

A/8.79

CONOZ/VSER 0/AL READINGW.

How the current in the circuit rises and falls as
you go in and out of tune by varying the condenser

dial position.

Clearly the nearer the work approximates
to the kind of work he likes, the better and..
more willingly he will do it. In the same
way, if the wireless waves which are setting
the circuit into oscillation have a frequency
which is near to the natural frequency of
the circuit, the circuit will respond willingly,
and the nearer the two frequencies approach
the more willingly the circuit responds.

Adjusting the Condenser
In practice we have to deal with matters

the 'Other way round, and since we cannot
adjust the frequency of the radio waves
to the natural frequency of the receiving
circuit, we adjust the natural frequency of
the receiving circuit to that of the incoming
waves which it is desired to receive.

If you tune your receiver to a- certain
station and then re -tune it to another
station having a shorter wave -length (that
is, a higher frequency), you will find that to
change from the first tuning to the second,

the movable vanes of the tuning condenser
have been brought more out of mesh with
the stationary- vanes.: in -,other words, tha
capacity of the tuning condenser has been
reduced.

For a, given value of the inductance in
the receiving circuit the natural frequency
of the circuit will be higher the smaller the
capacity in the tuning condenser.

Effect on Current
If you could insert a sensitive instrument

for measuring high -frequency currents into
this circuit you would find that, as the tuning .

was brought. nearer and nearer to that of
the incoming waves, the current indicated
by the meter would rise in value and it would
reach a maximum when the natural fre-
quency of the circuit was equal to that of
the incoming waves ; further movement
of the tuning condenser in the same direction
would cause a fall in the reading on the
instrument and a curve could be obtained
somewhat similar to that shown in Fig. 2.

What I have said so far is no doubt
familiar to most of you, but I would like to
say something now about the conditions in
the circuit which cause it to reach this
position of maximum response.

The Frequency Factor
You know that the inductance of the coil

tends to impede the -oscillatory flow of elec-
tricity in the circuit and the condenser has a
similar effect. A curious thing is, however,
that the impedance offered by the coil (which
is sometimes known as the " inductive re-
actance ") increases as the frequencies of
the oscillations increases, that is, as we deal
with shorter and shorter wave -lengths.

The impedance offered by the condenser,
however, varies in the opposite direction ;

(Continued on next page.)

OPPOSITE EFFECTS

Illustrating the opposite effects of inductive and
capacity reactances.
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+ WHAT HAPPENS IN A
TUNED CIRCUIT ?

$ (Continued from previous page.) +

the condenser impedance is sometimes known
as the " capacity reactance," and it de-
creases as the frequency of the oscillatory
current increases. (See Fig. 3.)

Quite apart from the way in which the
inductive reactance increases with fre-
quency, it also increases, of course, with
size (that is, area and number of turns) of the
coil, and generally speaking a large coil will
have a greater inductive reactance than a
small one. In the same way a large con-
denser will have a smaller capacity resist-
ance than a smaller condenser.

Variation of Reactance.
When an inductance coil and a condenser

are together in the same circuit, we see that
the total reactance of
the circuit will depend
upon the actual values
of the capacity react-
ance and the induct-
ance. If shorter waves
now fall upon the
circuit (so that it is set
into electrical oscilla-
tion at a higher fre-
quency) the inductive
reactance offered by
the coil will be greater,
while the capacity re-
sistance offered by the
condenser will be less,

It is easy to see from
this that there must be
a point at which the
sum of the two react-
ances is a minimum,
that is, a point where
the total reactance in
the circuit is a mini-
mum. This condition,
in fact, is the one
where the response of
the circuit to the.
electrical oscillations
imposed upon it will
be the greatest, and
when the circuit has
been brought to the
condition where its
total reactance for the particular frequency
or wave -length in question is least, the
circuit is then said to be tuned to that par-
ticular wave -length.

frequency which, so to speak, " takes
charge " of the situation.

As we adjust the circuit until the react-
ance (for that, particular frequency) is
reduced to a, minimum, the ohmic resistance
may then become an important considera-
tion ; it depends, in fact, upon the relation
between the ohmic resistance on the one hand,
and the minimum reactance of the circuit
(for the particular frequency) on the other
hand.

If the reactance of the circuit, even at
its minimum value, is still large compared
with the ohmic resistance, then the ohmic
resistance can for practical purposes be
ignored, and this is the state of affairs
which you want to achieve in practice by
keeping the actual ohmic resistance as
low as possible. Bear in mind that when
you tune the circuit to resonance with the
incoming waves, the ohmic resistance may
make all the difference to the strength of
the response, that is, to the loudness of the
signals obtained.

So you see that what you do when you

"ALL FARES PLEASE(D)"

The Ohmic"Resistance.
There is another important factor to bear

in mind and that is the actual resistance of
the circuit, or the " ohmic resistance," as it
is called. This resistance may be regarded,
for our present purposes at any rate, as
being- independent of the frequency of the
waves or oscillations.

It has the effect, however, of adding to
the impedance of the circuit, and for that
reason it is desirable to keep the ohmic
resistance of the circuit as low as possible.
When the circuit is in a condition far
removed from resonance-that is, when it
is out of tune with the incoming waves-the
actual ohmic resistance is usually of com-
paratively little moment, since it is the
reactance of the circuit at that particular

One of the six Chicago
motor -buses that have

been fitted with radio receivers
so that passengers can enjoy
the broadcast programmes dur-

ing their journeys.

" tune " your receiving circuit is this
You adjust the receiving circuit so that its
total reactance is at a minimum for the par-
ticular frequency of the incoming waves or,
expressing it in another way, you make the
natural frequency of oscillation of the re-
ceiving circuit coincide with the frequency
of the incoming waves.

" DOUBLE -DUTY
LOUD SPEAKERS."

Tim Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-I should like to tell you of a novel effect

I discovered recently. After reading the article
" Double -Duty Loud Speakers," on page 543 of
" P.W.," dated 28/7/30, I decided to try out the
arrangement, using two loud speakers and omitting
the resistance. The loud speaker used as a choke was
an old (but true) Amplion A R 19, and instead of the
'phones and resistance I used a new Ormond cone

unit and chassis. Result: Volume from Amplion
went down to a whisper. Volume from Ormond
greater than when it was connected alone across Plate
and L.T. +. Quality better, too.

Egged on by this success, I remembered previous
half-hearted attempts to provide a choke -condenser
output, using old transformer windings in series as
a choke. I therefore selected a Lissen 8s. 6d. `L.F.
transformer which I had on hand, and connected the
secondary " I " to II.T.4-, seccmdary " 0 " to plate
and condenser, condenser to L.S., L.S. to earth as
usual. Reproduction from the speaker (Ormond)
was as good as before. Now comes the (to me) curious
part. I had a minor sort of brain -wave and connected
another loud speaker across P 0 and P I, just " to
see if it would work." This gave fair loud speaker
volume, but the volume of the Ormond did not
decrease ! I think the diagram will make it clear.

I tested it several times, but the volume of the
Ormond was not decreased by connecting up the
other L.B. I have the set, etc., in an upstairs " den "
with long leads to the Ormond loud speaker in the
dining -room downstairs, and now I am using the
loud speaker on the primary as an indicator to show
when the set is " on." It is more effective than a
signal lamp and takes no current. I might say that I
connected up the transformer the other way round-
i.e. H.T.÷ to P I, plate and condenser to P 0, and
the other L.S. to the S I and S 0, the volume of the
first L.S. in the distant room was reduced on connect-
ing up " local " L.S. on fi I and S 0. I suppose the
energy developed in the transformer primary would
be wasted if not connected to an L.S., but I have
never read of this being done before.

Since my apparatus is in a " den," I have plenty
of room, and no need to bother about appearances.
I have a two -valve amplifier permanently wired -up
and supported over the bench by brackets on the
wall. This consists of two transformer -coupled stages
with output circuit, as described above. Switching
is provided for one or two stages. I thus have only
to make the Det. or H.F. and Det. part of any
experimental circuit, and connect it to this amplifier.

This resembles the scheme outlined by Mr. Dowding
in his article, " Any Stage " Adapter, on page 435 of
" P.W.," dated 28/6/30.

A TRANSFORMER CHOKE

Mr. Mee used one winding of the L.F. transformer
as a choke, and connected a second speaker to

the other winding.

I used the detector portion of the " Magic " Three
for some time, until recently, along with the amplifier,
and found it was very good. Among other stations,
I logged Turin for several weeks every Sunday night
at 10.40 for the I.B.C. concerts on two valves at good
'phone strength.

Welt, I must stop, for this time, with all best wishes
for you, " P.W.,' " Ariel," and " M.W."

From
L. MEE,

Bolton, Lanes.

HINTS ON UPKEEP.

The correct grid bias for an H.F. amplifying
or general purpose valve may be either positive,
zero, or negative, according to the circuit.

* *

If you get an unpleasant " pong " every
time you touch your detector valve you can
often overcome this by fixing a little plastieine
or chewing gum on the top of the valve and
embedding a small piece of lead in this to
change the natural vibration period of the
valve.

Continuous soft crackling noises, accom-
panied by very heavy loss In signal strength,
are common symptoms of an L.F. transformer
with a " burnt -out " winding.

* * *

Among the common causes of distortion are
too much reaction, incorrect H.T., L.T. or G.B.
voltages, and unsuitable valves.
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These battery -heated 5 -electrode output
valves are intended primarily for use in the
last stage of receivers having no other low
frequency stage.

The five -electrode characteristic results in a
very high degree of amplification, while their
A.C. output is comparable with that of a three -
electrode valve of the usual " super -power "
class, so that, given a reasonable signal

voltage from the detector stage, they will
supply all the volume required for normal
domestic equipments.

The performance of Mullard pentodes is
characterised by particular brilliance of the
higher frequencies, although there is no lack
of bass.

Mullard
THE MASTERVALvs,

Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mallard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W .C.2.

Arks.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested an
ound-

CONCERNING THOSE TERMINALS.
CURIOUSLY enough, I had' hardly

finished writing those words about
terminals and wander plugs which

appeared in a " When You are Buying "
panel a week or two ago, when I received

A selection of the Eelex T2LC terminals and terminal indicating
tabs. The terminal to the right is carrying a 2 DW plug.

a little packet of samples from those ter-
minal specialists, J. J. Eastick.

Among it-that is, the packet of samples
-I find a batch of Eelex " T2LC
terminals which are of ' the universal type
I advocate. Solid, substantial, neatly
finished, they have holes for tags plus the
usual accommodation for other kinds of
lead endings.

Additionally to all this they have central
sockets which will take the " Eelex "
2 DW plug a neat little device or any
standard wander plug.

These " Eelex terminals are of the
indicating type and have attractive, easily -
read markings.

Messrs. Eastick also included samples
of their terminal indicators, which are red
and black washers carrying engraved
lettering. Of these they have available
some 40 markings, and they 'tell me they
are constantly adding to this list.

TWO LOUD -SPEAKER UNITS.
After a period of apparent stagnation

the loud speaker seems to be forging ahead.
You will no doubt have noticed the number
cf new instruments that I have had to deal
with lately, and how many of them un-
doubtedly constitute definite advances in
design.

And quite recently I have
'been able to test two units, due
to Rotor Electric, Ltd., that are
of a distinctly promising char-
acter.

The one that will appeal to
" P.W." readers is the Peter
Grassmann Balanced -Armature
Unit, a complete assembly
embodying chassis and cone

that is already for fixing to a baffle or into
a cabinet.

Its price is 32s.
I was particularly struck by the way in

which it handles bass. In this respect it
undoubtedly encroaches on moving -coil

preserves. But it hasn't got
that crisp upper register
that you get with a good
moving coil. By the way,
don't you think that that is
the most valuable contribu-
tion offered by the moving -
coil to radio realism ?

I consider it more impor-
tant than that bass to which
so much eulogy is generally
given. Anyway, it surely is
at least equally vital. Defini-
tion or " attack "=call it
what you like-is absolutely
essential for realistic results.

However, the Peter Grass-
mann unit is far from being
" soggy," and, after all, it
costs only 32s., and in that it
does, as I have said, give a
real semblance to M.C.
effects it must be considered

a real Aucces. " P.W." readers should
make a point of hearing it-on a baffle of
good size.

The Peter Grassmann Moving Coil Unit
is for mains or battery construction and it
costs £4 17s. 6d. for the D.C. type. It is
a fine unit, and its response is superior 'to
all but one (or it may be. two) dynamics
that I have had sent in for test.

NEW MAZDA
VALVE.

During the past
two months I have
several times refer-
red to the progress
of the two-volter,
but now we have
one with these aston-
ishing characteristics.
Amplification factor
6.5; impedance,
,850 ohms ; slope,

3-5. And that with
a two-volter taking
only -2 amp. filament
current ! That makes
less than half a watt
filament power as

against the 4 watts or so of the old bright
emitters that had incredibly inferior
characteristics.

This latest wonder valve is the P220A
Mazda. And fine though is the remainder
of the Mazda range I think you have to
go to the A.C. Jives to get better all-
round characteristics.

The P220A is, of course, a super -power
valve and with 150 volts H.T. it does give
excellent results. It definitely makes the
moving coil loud speaker a quite satisfactory
proposition for the two -volt man.

Manufacturers and traders are invited
to submit radio apparatus of any kind
for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-
vision of the Technical Editor.

We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples
picked from stock, and that we cannot
guarantee their safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect
much of the gear in the course of our
investigations !

And readers should note that the
subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as a guide to bur rs,
and are therefore framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111

AN EFFICIEN-T H.T. UNIT.
We have just concluded a series of tests

with the Tannoy 12C Mains H.T. Unit
that I mentioned a week or two ago.

The 12C is unique in that it employs a
liquid rectifier. But you mustn't think of
this as a messy affair ; it is nothing of the
sort.

It is built into the neat casing and is
perfectly clean, and, in use, is easily kept
from " creeping."

The KC unit altogether is a quite
satisfactory device, and its output is
perfectly suitable for any ordinary set.

The smoothing really is good for such a
small affair, and is far superior to that in
many commercial units.

In the operating instructions the use of
additional smoothing condensers is ad-
vocated, but, to the unit's credit, we found
these unnecessary on our mains-which
are fairly rough.

Two Tannoy LT. units : on the right, the P2, and, on the left, the 12C.
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they get more -
they make more of what theq et

Searching out signals from the silence,
building up whispers till they fill the

room, guarding the tone that brought
the singer stardom, the technique that

singles out the genius - Six -Sixty valves get
more, snake more of what they get.
Filament proofed from shock, steady full -bore emission
every second of its life, top -pressure, all-out effort.
Say Six -Sixty when you're buying valves - and buy
yourself better radio.
The Six -Sixty all -mains conversion Unit for any set, any
A.C. Mains. No internal wiring alterations, specially
selected Six -Sixty valves and 4/5 pin valve holder adaptors.
No larger than present batteries. Automatic grid bias.

PRICE.
Valves from ... £0 : 8 : 6
A.C. Mains Complete Conversion

Equipment from £8 : 5 : 0
Mains Units H.T., L.T. & G.B. only ... £6 : 6 :0

Write for latest Six -Sixty Literature giving particulars of the complete
range of Six -Sixty Valves, Mains Conversion Equipment, Valve Adaptors,
Valve and Set Tester, Cone Speaker Unit and Cone Speaker Assembly, Cone
Speaker Paper, Turntable, Grid Leaks, and Gramophone Pick-up Attachments.

SIX- SIXTY
(B.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIPMENT)

STAND 58
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA.
Six-Sista Radio Co., Ltd,., Six -Sixty House, 11118, Railabone Place, Oxford StecTI, Telephone : Museum 61.1017.
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Complete Reception Mk
itn all =f)

Broadcast c.

Wavelengths vrar

DUAL ASIATIC
H.F. CHOKE
will make your
speaker reproduce ca
all the stations broad-
cast which your set is
capable of receiving.
There will be no
more unaccountable
missing of parts of
the programme, or
of complete loss of
distant stations on
certain wavelengths.
Every programme
will be a big hit
without misses or

blind spots," and
the Dual Astatic will
ensure this more
than any other H.F.
Choke can.

The Dual Asiatic H.F. Choke
that entirely eliminates reso-
nant peaks and blind spots"

in modern radio circuits.

7/6
See the Dual Astatic
leaflet for technical
proof --ask your
dealer or us for a

copy.

Be Sure You Visit

STAND 61
at the

RADIO EXHIBITION

MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY,
CROYDON

NE

Type
A.C.8.

t2-2-0
One of Amplion's latest models at a
really moderate price which brings itwith -
in the means of everyone. This sturdy
little cone speaker is supplied in a neat
cabinet of original design, with an attrac-
tive shaded finish. It is capab!e of giving
really excellent reproduction, together
with very considerable volume. Size of
cabinet 12e wide x 13e high x 6f6"deep.

Catalogues from Graham Amplion Ltd., '26 Savile Row,
London, W.1.

roydi
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MAKING CONES
Home-made loud speakers can be so successful, and
there are so many possible variations in design that
more and more constructors are building their own.

Why not try your hand at it? Here's how !

By H. T. SAVAGE.

T WONDER how numerous are the
1 amateurs who find delight in making

their own cones for their loud speakers,
and who, whilst upsetting domestic arrange-
ments by their monopoly of the kitchen
table, revel in the scent of liquid glue, and
confidently assert that this, their latest
cone, will knock all their previous efforts
into a cocked hat !

Now to make a cone approximately to
the size desired, and then to cut the circular
hole in your baffle -board or cabinet front to
fit it, is comparatively easy ; but to make a
cone of a certain depth and diameter to
fit an existing cabinet requires knowledge,
and I am going to show you how to do this
by a simple and accurate method.

The first thing to do is to draw a section
of the proposed cone, full size. In pencil,
and on a piece of newspaper, will do nicely.

We will assume that you require a cone
4 inches deep and 13 inches in diameter,
not including the flange, as shown in Fig. 1.

Easy to Cut Out.
If you now measure the two sides of the

cone as drawn, you will find that they total
to 151 inches, so that you will require to
describe a circle of 15+ inches in diameter
on your cartridge or other paper.

As you will most probably require to
flange it for the purpose of sticking it to a
rubber or leather ring, or even direct to the
woodwork of the cabinet itself, you will
now describe another circle, a half or quarter
of an inch larger all round, for this flange,
upon your paper.

The problem will now arise as to the width
of the segment to be cut out of your circle,
as of course, upon this the size and shape
of the cone very much depend.

A USEFUL SIZE

Here are the dimensions of a useful size of cone.

The circumference of a circle being about
3+ times its diameter, all you have to do is
to find the difference between the diameter
of the cone as laid flat upon the table
(disregarding the flange), and the diameter
of the _proposed none. In this case the
difference is 21 inches. (See Fig..2.) Multi-
ply 2+ by 3+, and you get, in inches, the
size (measured along the ..rim of the inner
circle) of the segment that you will require

to cut out-(4 X =-145- =7 inches, as
nearly as to make no difference).

As you will find it difficult to measure
off in inches along a curved line with a
straight rule, take a strip of paper of the
correct length and bend it edgewise along
the curve. The more accurately you work,
the better will the cone fit into its place.

Making small radial cuts in the flange
will allow it to set better, and if you score
the flange line with an instrument not too
sharp, it will bend easily.

MEASURING THE PAPER

Marking out the special paper before shaping the
cone.

In measuring the segments, you include
the overlap of the cone, course, for sticking
purposes. This calculation will work cor-
rectly for a cone of any angle or diameter,
and its use will save wasting many a sheet
of perfectly good paper.

Keeping the " Kick."
I have found that if you mount the cone

upon a square sectioned rubber ring (say,
1- in. square) of the sort of rubber of which
some sponges are made (it can be bought in
strips) the result will be good for music,
but a little boomy for speech. On the
other hand, if you mount a cone directly
by its flange to the woodwork of the cabinet,
it is excellent for speech, but somewhat
poor for music. I prefer to favour the
music:

It is important to get the unit central, so
that the driving rod has no lateral pressure
to contend with.

You will lose a lot of the driving force
of your unit if it is not mounted on a solid
support. I have seen units mounted on
thin 3 -ply wood. Much of the " kick " is
thus expended backwards, instead of where
it is wanted, forward on to the cone.

I have yet to find a better cone paper

than thick cartridge paper, and after many
trials, I let all dope, paint and varnish
severely alone.

If the whiteness of the cartridge paper
offends the eye, a water stain may be used,
which may be sprayed on ; but it must be
applied to the paper and thoroughly dried
before it is made into a cone as, to apply it.
later, may cause it to buckle.

Make One Like This.
You can, of course, conceal your cone

with tinsel and fretwork. It all depends
whet her or not you place appearance before
the greatest acoustic efficiency.

I have found that even spirit varnish
causes a cone to lose some of the high
notes, and to my ears the high notes are
just as important as the low ones.

A cabinet which has given me very pleas-
ing results has an unpainted cartridge paper
cone of 14 in. diameter, 4+ in. deep, flanged,
and mounted on a rubber ring of
square section ; the baffle -board is 2 ft.
square, of 5 -ply, and the sides are of
white American elm, 9 in. deep. The wood -

CUTTING THE FLANGE

Curs
\

/372

OR %;.*
Fh4AIGe

F/6 2.

How the paper is cut to enable it to be bent into
shape.

work was stained with creosote diluted with
paraffin, and finally wax -polished.

The whole was mounted on three wooden
balls, 2 in. in diameter. I used three balls
because three supports will always find a
level, where four .soMetimes will not.

The unit is mounted on a -substantial
mahogany beam;. securely screwed to the
sides, and the back is left open.-
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ECKEIZSLEYter-\
UEEZYCORNER

AM I OSCILLATING ?-A MAINS CHANGE-
OVER - SATURATION OF L.F. TRANS-
FORMERS-A DUAL -RANGE FRAME-

STOPPING " MOTOR -BOATING."

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain

Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

Am I Oscillating ?
S. W. D. (Boscombe). " How can I tell

if my set, a detector and two stages of L.F.
is oscillating and causing interference to
others ? How can I stop the valves howl-
ing ? "

Oo ! Ow! Oh! Oh ! !

I think that undoubtedly the best thing
for you to do is to write to my erstwhile
friends in the B.B.C. Address your enve-
lope to the Chief Engineer, and mark it,
" Oscillation " and put the problem as you
have put .it to me.

Meanwhile do this :
You bear a howl-
Move your tuning dial-
Does the note vary in pitch up or down

as you move your dial ? If it
does, it's you. You are ruining
the programme for some few
thousands of your neighbours.
Don't do it ! (Please !)

To stop the oscillation ?
Well, you have a knob marked
volume or reaction ? Turn it
round till the howl ceases. If
nothing stops the oscillation
-switch off altogether, ask in
a knowledgeable friend and he
will show you what to do.

But do write to the B.B.C.
for their oscillation pamphlet.

* * *

A Mains Change -Over.
J. T. (Ilford).-" The elec-

tricity authorities in this dis-
trict have changed over our
D.C. mains to A.C., and I am
in a quandary as to what I
should do to my set. Several
radio friends have advised me
to convert the receiver to A.C.
valves, while others have suggested that I
retain the L.T. accumulator and existing
valves, and trickle -charge the former. What
do you suggest ? I do not mind the cost of
new components so long as the results from
the set are not ' spoilt.' "

Yes, the scientific thing to do is to go
over to the new A.C. valves. But of some
things. beware,

(a) You will probably have much higher
mag. valves so beware instability. Decouple
and screen.

(b) You may, if you are using much L.F.
magnification and a low note producing
loud speaker, get some hum from your
detector. It might be worth rectifying the
A.C. component to the detector therefore.

If you want to be perfectly safe from
hum in another way, then trickle -charge
and "accumulate," but it's clumsy, isn't it ?

My advice is, go ahead with A.C. valves
and precautions, and be prepared to rectify
the low tension to the detector.

Saturation of L.F. Transformers.
G. P; (Maldon). " Is it a fact that while

the new nickel -iron -cored L.F. transformers
possess good primary inductances at small
anode -current values, they quickly lose
their inductances as the current is increased?
Am I right in assuming that whereas
ordinary Stalloy cored L.F. transformers do
not give such good primary inductances on

FOR THE SET -BUILDER

A Dual -Range Frame.
L. M. (Belfast). " In arranging the

frame aerials for a portable set, should I
parallel the high -wave winding across the
low -wave one for covering the latter wave -
Band, or should the high -wave winding be
short-circuited ? The windings are to be
wound on the same former, as rectangular
' solenoids ' with a space of approximately
21- in. between the inside ends.

" If the high -wave frame is left open,
when switched to the low wave -band, I
understand that a considerable loss of
efficiency occurs due to induction effects."

The best method in my opinion is parallel-
ing. Short circuiting is a bit brutal for
a frame aerial. Open circuiting gives all

sorts of difficulties. Paralleling
is in a way short circuiting
without being too violent.

Ever tried insulated pliers ? If you have to work with "live " wires sometimes they
are very useful, saving the worker from shock and preventing shorts. Different

kinds can be obtained, two very useful models being shown above.

given cores, their efficiency does not fall so
rapidly with increase of current, It seems
to me that providing nickel -iron -cored L.F.
transformers are arranged on the parallel
feed system, they are far superior to those
of the usual iron -cored type."

I can add nothing new to what you
correctly state. The nickel -iron trans-
formers do saturate more quickly, and
saturation in transformers is very bad.

Remember, of course, that the parallel -
feed system as you call it does not eliminate
all magnetization current, there is a magnet-
ising current in A.C. transformers. Of
course, to eliminate the D.C. component
by the parallel -feed circuit is a great ad-
vantage,

* * *

Stopping t` Motor -Boating."
A. S. (Wellington), "In

order to overcome -a tendency
to ' motor -boating' in my
four -valve set (S.G., det. and
two transformer -coupled L.F.)
I intend fitting decoupling
devices on it. Now I wish to
employ one for the first L.F.
as well as the detector, and the
latter values normally recom-
mended are 25,000 ohms for
the resistance, and 2 to 4 mfd.
for the by-pass condenser.

" What values should I
employ for the first L.F. since
I do not wish to cut down
the voltage to this valve to
any great extent Would, say,
5,000 ohms be satisfactory ? '

The way to look at the
problem is to think of any valve as a
generator of alternating current.

The current has various paths, but in a
valve circuit we fix one part of the circuit
to earth. We want to be sure, however,
that the end of each valve anode circuit
(remote from the anode of course) is truly
at earth potential.

To this end we present the current the
choice of paths, (1) a resistance ; (2) a
condenser to earth. We want it to take (2).

Therefore the resistance should have a
much higher resistance than the condenser
impedance. Now a 4-mfd. condenser has,
at 50 cycles, an impedance of getting on for
1,000 ohms ! ! So that 5,000 ohms is not
high enough.
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neither can your set pass the full
volume and exquisite tone of that
glorious voice perfectly unless-
your transformer is capable of giving the
maximum amplification plus the uni-
formity that modern valves demand.
Nikalloy, the marvellous metallurgical
discovery, applied in a specially designed
core makes the "Hype rmu absolutely
unique in its performance and suitability
for modern circuits. If you .want to hear
your radio favourites' voices reproduced
louder, purer, better than ever before, fit

HYPERMU
the

L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER
with the NIKALLOY CORE
Ash your dealer or write to its for leaflets giving
full particulars of the " Hypermu " and the other
famous 11.1. Nikalloy components. Components

Neat set a nete standard of radio efficiency.

.11Pe

Ne...-aam

icim
40)

Be Sure You Visit

STAND 61
at the

RADIO EXHIBITION

c.

0_,

f

r
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.
Hypermu, the world's best
tbryansfaotrzerm- parnojed exaphe'kret

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., "MADRIGAL" WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

HYPERMITE Presents
to every.

body an opportunity to test the
superiority of R.I. Nikalloy
core transformers at a price
within the reach of all. Ex.
tremely small (2ix lax 21 ins.)
for compact set building. Em.
inently useful when used in
conjunction with

aurtmphefir

stagnes of
"Hypermu" in
f

licatio
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ADIO RARITIES

HAS it ever occurred to you, I wonder,
that an up-to-date receiving equip-
ment may very easily contain a

surprising number of rare metals which,
previous to the advent of radio science,
were looked upon, for the most part, merely
as laboratory curiosities ?

Platinum, of course, we will except. It
is a long time since that metal was regarded
as a chemical curiosity ; but when you
consider metals such as tantalum, molyb-
denum, tellurium, and a few others, it
becomes very strikingly apparent that the
development of radio apparatus has within
the last few years brought these rare
materials out of the obscurity in which
they were formerly hidden, and that it has
resulted in many new and important
applications being given to them.

Modern Valve Filaments.
Take the filaments of your valves, for

instance. Although some of the early valves
possessed filaments of pure platinum, or of
platinum-irridium alloy, nowadays valve
filaments are composed of the metal
tungsten, a rare element, which, on account
of its extremely high melting point, its
satisfactory electronic emission at high
temperatures, and its ready susceptibility
to various forms of treatment and coatings,
lends itself better than any other metal to
the production of modern valve filaments.

And yet one has not to go back many
years to find a period at which tungsten
was almost unobtainable outside certain
chemical laboratories.

The same may be said of the metal
thorium, although, perhaps, t3 a less
degree, because thorium compounds have

THE VALVE'S VITAL POINT

The wires which pass through the pinch of a
valve must expand and contract at the same rate

z. class. Platinum is largely used in them.

It is really surprising the number of metallic elements
which are used in radio, for apart from the common
ones such as copper and iron' many rare ones are em-

ployed in the ways which are described here.
By F. JACKET.

been used for
some con-
siderable time
in the produc-
tion of incan-
descent gas -
mantles.

-Pure metal-
lic thorium, of course, is useless for
the manufacture of valve filaments be-
cause it melts at too low a temperature.
Nevertheless, compounds of this metal
have acquired an enormous use in the
radio industry for the purpose of treat-
ing pure tungsten filaments in order to
increase their electronic emission, a thori-
ated tungsten filament having at least
5,006 times the emissivity of a plain
tungsten filament.

Metals used for Electrodes.
It is, therefore, owing to the application

of thorium and other metallic compounds

A SHEET OF
FILAMENTS

Tungsten, which is extensively used for valve fila-
ments is seldom seen in sheet form. There is
enough metal in this piece for many thousands of

filaments.

in the treatment of the pure tungsten fila-
ment that the amazingly small operating
temperatures and voltages of the modern
valves have been made possible.

Turning, ncw, to the valve electrodes
themselves, although these, for the most
part, in modern receiving valves are made
of nickel or of an alloy possessing similar
properties, the rare metal, molybdenum,
forms the electrodes of many types of high -
power transmitting valves.

Molybdenum is a metal which not only
possesses a very high melting -point, but it
is one which is easily worked, and it is now
sufficiently inexpensive for its use to be
practicable in the construction of high -

power valves. It is used, of course, owing
to its being able to withstand the bombard-
ment conditions, and the consequent high
temperatures, in valves of the above nature.

At one time, however, molybdenum
metal was quite unobtainable in this
country. Nowadays you can buy it (in

powder form) at the rate of about five
shillings an ounce.

Platinum, of course, still remains ope of
the rarest, or at any rate, one of the most
expensive-of metals, and small quantities
of this metal are still used to some extent
in the construction of receiving valves
Where ? you may ask.

SEEING IS BELIEVING

This massive looking metal rod is an ordinary
tungsten valve filament as seen through a

microscope.

The area of the valve in which the
platinum may be used is practically' in-
visible, comprising as it does the small glass
base of the electrode -assembly of the valve.
The wires which run through this glass base
were formerly almost invariably made of
platinum. Some of these " seal wires " are
still made of platinum.

The crystal user is, of course, well aware
of the number of rare and semi -rare metals
and other substances which have been
made use of in an endeavour to produce the
highest possible degree of rectification.
Tellurium, for instance, had scarcely any
commercial application before the crystal
set became popular.

Elements used in Television.
Radio science has made use of other rare

substances in its onward march of progress.
Tantalum, is used for the construction of 
rectifiers for battery -charging purposes. The
element, selenium, of course, plays a veteran
r&e in the sphere of radio -vision, and it
can no longer be called a scarce commodity
But in the production of modern photo-
electric cells, metals such as potassium,
caesium, rubidium and thallium are being
used in increasing quantities.

ANOTHER RADIO METAL

A strip. of tantalum such as is used in an eleetro-
ntic rectifier.
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STATIONS
WITH
NEARBY
STRENGTH

TUNGSRAM Barium Valves have a per-
formance scarcely matched by valves costing
considerably more. Whatever programme you
choose, music from Motala, a talk from Turin
-TUNGSRAM Barium Valves bring it to
you with the strength and clarity of a nearby
station. And TUNGSRAM Valves have these
additional advantages. Their unsurpassed
performance gives your radio volume, glorious
tone, clear-cut selectivity. Their long life
and economy in battery use mean a sub
stantial saving in the cost of your radio.

L.F., 5/6 ; 5/6 ; R.C., -5/6 ; Power,
7/3 ; Super -Power, 8/- ; A.C. Indirectly -
Heated H.F. and 9/6 each ; A.C.
Directly -Heated Power, 9/6 ; A.C. Directly -
Heated H.F. and L.F., 7/9 ; Rectifying
Valves, 10/- each. T ungsram Photo -Electric
CellS, Nava E., £2 17s. 6d., Nava R., £3 3s.

TUINIGSDAM
BARIUM
TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS (CT. BRITAIN), LTD.,
fte.dio Dept., Commerce House, 72, Oxford Street, London, Wit
Makers of the famous Tungsrarra Lamps

VALVES
Branches :-Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow
Leeds, Mancllester, New,:astle, Nottingham and Southampton
Factories in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Huagary. Italy

and Poland. V.P. 13
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SAFETY FOR
SIXPENCE

SUPPOSE you " blew "
your Screen -grid

Valve to -night . . . Six-
pence would have saved
it. The Belling -Lee S.G.
Anode Connector is en-
tirely insulated. Even
if it touches exposed
metal parts at earth
potential your valves
are safe and your H.T.
supply too.
Just push it over the
Screen -grid Anode Ter-
minal in place of the
usual nut. Then forget
it; Strong spring grip-
compact-side entry for
flex-a special loading
device .grips the braid
as well as, the wire.
S.G.' Anode Connector

6d. each,
For Screen Grid or Pentode.

TWO NEW COMPONENTS
The new Terminal Mount, Price 8d. The new " Wander-

Etre," Price 1/6. Spare fuses (150 in/a), 9d. each.
Belling -Lee Terminals : Type " B," 6d. Type '' M," 4(d.
Type R," 3d. Wander Plug, 3d. Safety Plug and Socket,
9d. Twin Plug and Socket, 1/6. Indicating Spade Terminal,
41d. Battery Cords, 9 way, 5/9. (Also made in 5, 6, 7,

8 end to Way.)

Paten

STAND No. 134 National Radio
Exhibition, Olympia

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advt. of Bening & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Wks., Ponders End, Md.v.

GOOD NEWS
FOR WATES METER USERS

WHAT YOU
CAN FIND OUT

0 WITH THESE 3
INSTRUMENTS.

MEASUREMENTS.
L. T. Accumulator
Volts, H.T. Battery
Volts, Valve consump-
tion in M.A. Resist-
ances between 5o and
:2,000 ohms.

TESTS,
For broken valve fila-
ment, insulation o
cOndensers. Short
circuits, distortion. If
valve is working to
correct characteristics.
Whether circuit is com-
plete.

DATA.
Average depreciation
of L.T. and H.T. cur-
rent, performance of
each valve. Milliamps
consumed per valve
under varying con-
ditions. All informa-
tion regarding con-
sumption and values
of current used.

Write for descriptive
ice lets.

WATES POLYSCOPE
Pah applied for

NOW -A
UNIVERSAL

METER
The Introduction
of the WATES
POLYSCOPE
enables you to
make every test
and measurement
you could desire.

THE WATES POLYSCOPE.
An amazingly ingenious de-
vice which can, be used in
conjunction with;any 3 in I
meter but for dead accurate.
work is recommended for
use with the genuine NZ
Wates 3 in I meter. eV

THE WATES TEST PLUG
FOR VALVES.

Makes the testing of valve
consumption, filament i a, I
faults, distortion and check- '4110,.....4A
ing of the valves char- 11111
acteristics a simple and
accurate operation. A Wates or other
milliameter will give you the read-
ings from the two terminals oia
fitted. For 4 or 5 -pin valVes.

THE WATES 3 in 1

VOLT AMP METER.
The famous meter has
3 readings o-6 and
0-150 Volts and 0-30
M.A. Resistance, 5,000
ohms. The genuine
and original patented
3 in I meter--
guaranteed.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. P.W.),

184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

Obtainable from all
Radio Dealers

RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA,
STAND No. 42

'Phone: Riverside 5330.
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MANY of you no doubt get rather lost
in the maze of detail contained in a
book or a series of articles dealing

with the whole of wireless, while articles
on special circuits or explaining particular
phenomena soon drag you out of your depth.

So we will forget all about " frequency
characteristics," grid biases " and what
not, and try to get a sort of bird's-eye
view of wireless reception as a whole,
without considering details or technicalities
at all.

The First Step.
You all know, of course, that wireless

signals are sent out from, say, a broadcasting
station, and it is the job of your receiving
set to convert these signals into speech or
music similar to that being produced in the
broadcasting studio.

Furthermore, since there are dozens of
stations transmitting at the
same time, a receiving set must
enable you to select the parti-
cular one to which you want
to listen.

First of all, then, let us see
how this selection is carried
out, and in order to do this we
must imagine that we know
what wireless signals are like.
We cannot really visualise them,
but for our present purpose
we may regard them as being
puffs of electricity, sent out
through space from the trans-
mitting station, much like puffs
of smoke from an engine's
chimney. Wireless signals,
however, are sent out in all
directions at once, and the " puffs "
follow one another extremely rapidly.

What Is Tuning ?
Now these puffs do not constitute the

speech or music that you hear, but are sent
out whenever the station is working, whether
the artists are performing or not, and are
simply used to carry the music along with
them. As soon as a performance com-
mences, the music is mixed up with the
puffs of electricity, and the whole lot
travels through space together.

In order that you may be able to select
signals from whichever station you choose,
each station sends its puffs out at a different
rate-that is to say, the puffs follow one
another with a different rapidity. For
instance, one station might send them
Out at the rate of a million per second,

IRD9SEYE VIEW

ADIO
' By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc,

Don't miss this article. It was written by a Bachelor
of Science, but it reads as easily as a fairy tale.

while those from another station follow one
another at, perhaps, 500,000 par second.

Since these puffs all travel through space
at the same speed, there will obviously be
a great distance between puffs succeeding
one another comparatively slowly than
between ' those occurring more rapidly.
This distance between successive puffs is
what is known as the wave -length of the
transmission-an expression with which
you are quite familiar.

So much for the wireless transmission.
Now let us see- what you do in order to

receive the wireless signals.
First of all, you put up an aerial, which is

simply a wire hung up in the air, with one
end connected to the ground (usually to a
copper plate or water pipe buried in th3
earth). When wireless waves (which is the
proper name for the puffs we have been
speaking about) hit your aerial, each wave

HOW YOUR PROGRAMMES COME TO YOU

Here's the whole enthralling story told in picture term:

causes a tiny current of electricity to flow
along the aerial and down into the ground.

Consequently, when the waves from a
station which is sending out, say, a million
waves per second, hit your aerial, little
electric currents flow at the rate of a
million per second. Similarly, all sorts of
other transmitting stations cause currents
to flow in your aerial, at a rate depending
upon the rate at which each particular
station has chosen to send out its waves,
or, in other words, upon the wave -length of
the station.

The first task of your receiving set is
therefore to select the currents produced
by the particular station to which you
intend to listen.

This is done by making all the currents
flowing from the aerial to earth pass through
a tuniry circuit, which consists of a coil

of wire and a condenser (an arrangement of
metal vanes separated by air spaces), the
latter being adjustable as a rule by means of
a knob and dial on the front of the set,
usually labelled "Tuning Condenser," or
simply " Tune."

This circuit possesses the property that
at any one adjustment of the tuning con-
denser, electric currents following one
another at a particular rate are blocked,
and all other currents are allowed to pass.
The tuning circuit is therefore adjusted
until only currents from the station that you
wish to hear are stopped, all the others
flowing straight into the ground.

The Detector's Duty.
Having stopped the particular currents in

which you are interested, you can side-
track them into the remainder of the
receiving set, and then deal with them.

The most important
step is to disentangle the -
rapidly repeated electric cur-
rents from the music which
is mixed up with them, and
this is carried out by means
of a detector, which may be
either a crystal or a valve.

If the currents received are
weak, it is sometimes ne-
cessary to make the mixture
stronger before it is passed into
the detector.

A valve employed to amplify
signals before they are sorted
out by the detector is known
as a high frequencyamplifier.

Having amplified the signals,
- if necessary, and disentangled

them, we have, coming out of the detector,
electric currents which will work a pair of
phones.

L.F. Amplifiers.
If necessary, currents leaving the de-

tector can be made strong enough to work
a loud speaker by means of one, two, or
sometimes three more valves, these being
known as low -frequency amplifiers.

That, then, is briefly what happens in
your wireless set ; wireless waves and music
mixed together are received by your
aerial, selected by your tuning circuit,
according to the station you wish to receive,
magnified if necessary by high -frequency
amplifying valves, disentangled by the
detector, and further magnified by low -
frequency amplifying valves before being
passed into the loud speaker.
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PERMIT us to introduce to you the
"Contradyne," a very stout little
fellow who has been brought into

the world to abate a nuisance which has
troubled many of us for years past. A
particularly aggravating nuisance it is,
too, which has been with us since the
quite early days of broadcasting ; so long,
in fact, that many of us had begun to think
that there was no cure for it.

An Old -Established Nuisance. .

So far as " P. W." readers are concerned it is
now to become a thing of the past, for here

is a really
effective re-
medy which
works like
the proverb-
ial charm.
And what is
this nuisance
we are talk-
ing about ?

Just that
old, old bug-
bear of t he

SO SIMPLE !

Here is the "circuit " of the mar-
vellous " Contradyne," which is
surprisingly effective. Note the
positions of the tappings on

the coil.

local station breaking through
and causing interference on the
long waves. It is a trouble to
which all the simpler types of
sets are liable, especially on
largo aerials, whenever they are used fairly
near to the local station.

It does not happen every time, of course,

STOP THAT INTERFERENCE !

You can do so easily if you build the " Contradyne." No longer need '
you suffer that "butting -in" of the low -wave local on your long -wave
programmes. dust try the flex lead- on the various terminals on the
coil, and you will soon find the right adjustment for your conditions.

but the uncertainty only
makes it the more annoying,
for you never know when you
are going to get it. All that
one can say is that a set of
one of the types possessing
only a single tuned circuit is
quite likely to suffer from it
if used upon a fair-sized
aerial located up to perhaps
five or six miles from the
local station.

That, unfortunately, is not
the end of the matter, be-
cause experience has shown
that there are quite a con-
siderable proportion of freak-
ish cases in which it happens
up to much greater distances.

These cases are the most
annoying of all, because it
may happen with even the
best of set designs, and then
you may have the extraordinary experience
of finding that your selectivity is ample on
the lower -wave band, so that you can cut
out the local with comparative ease, while

APPLICABLE TO ANY SET

Just connect your aerial to A, and wire A, to the aerial terminal on
your receiver. For work on the lower wave -baud close switch S, so

cutting the " Contradyne " out of circuit. Pretty easy, isn't it ?

on the long waves it comes in again and
covers quite a large part of the dial!

Just what happens naturally depends
upon a number of circum-
stances, but when the trouble
does occur it is usual to find
that the local station comes
in quite strongly at the bot-
tom of the dial, and then as
the dial reading is increased
it gradually dies down and
disappears at perhaps 30 or
40 degrees on a 100 -degree
dial.

In Bad Cases. 7
This is bad enough, for it

means that the Hilversum
station will be pretty well
smothered, although the
middle and upper portions of
the dial may be left free for
the reception of such stations
as Eiffel Tower, 5 X X,
Radio -Paris, and Huizen.

In exceptionally bad cases

THE
CONTRA

In this article we explain in detail how to make, as a separ
unit for your own set, the wonderful new "Contradyne " w
enabled such success to be achieved by the " Exhibition " F
described last week. The " Contradyne " has been brought int
the world to agate a nuisance which has long troubled listeners all
over the country, and though small and inexpensive it does the

job completely. Designed and Described by

THE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

matters may be still worse, with the local station
covering almost the whole of the long -wave dial so
that it becomes difficult to pick out even so
strong a station as 5 X X. This is not likely ,to
happen with a " P.W." design, since painsehave
always been taken to minimise as far as posfeible
the risk of this trouble in our sets. i ,+f -

Just why these things happen, and more pattien-
larly why they
should be so erratic,
has been one of the
most puzzling
points in radio for
some years, and it
is to be feared that
it has 'not always
been taken so
seriously as its im-
portance war -
'anted.

It Does Matter!
There has been a

tendency to f eel
that it did not really
matter very much,
for this reason ; the
trouble was only
likely to occur in
quite simple sets
with only one tuned
circuit and only at
such short distances
from the local sta-
tion that great diffi-
culties with inter-
ference would be
experienced also on
the lower -wave
band, so that some
sort of rejector or
wave -trap would
normally be used,
and this. would
obviously remove
the interference on
long waves also.

While this argu-
ment may be sound
enough in very
many cases, yet
there are quite a
number of others in
which it breaks

ONIN RFCUR LEADS

How to wire up the " ContratlyneibM NOteittimpositions of the little terminals
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down. For example, there are those exceptional
exaihples which we have mentioned of the trouble
occurring at greater distances, so that it is only
)upein the longer waves that serious interference
from the local station is experienced.

-)1r 'Again, there is the case of a listener in one of
the provincial centres who wants to use his set

ioillysfor local or semi -local work. He may merely
wish to receive the
local transmission
and 5XX as an
alternative, and he
is not likely to
relish being told
that to prevent the
local interfering
with 5XX he
should use a re-
jector or wave -
trap.

Getting Worse.
The trouble has

been made far more
acute in the Lon-
don area by the
tremendous power
of the new Brook -
mans Park station,
and as soon as the
amount of the in-
crease had been
estimated the
" P.W." Research
Department set to
work on a thorough
investigation. It
has proved a most
exceptionally dif-
ficult problem, and
it has taken us
some considerable
time to bring our
work to a con-
clusion.

The first step,
obviously, was to
try and determine
the cause of the
phenomenon, and
herein lay the real
difficulty, for we
soon found that
there were several

causes which might be pre-
sent singly Or in combination
in any given case. That
probably explains to a large
extent why the trouble is
so erratic in its appearance
and why it varies so much
in intensity between one set
and another.

We have located what we
believe to be the main cause
in the methods of aerial
coupling which are now
almost universally used. In
most cases the aerial is left
untuned and is inductively
coupled or auto -coupled to
the tuned secondary circuit.
The danger here is that
although the aerial may be
untuned as far as the long -
wave stations are concerned
the coupling winding may

chance to tune it to some wave -length not
very far from that of the low -wave local
station, with disastrous results. The size
of the long -wave coupling winding is often

 just about right to do this, and it is very
difficult to alter it sufficiently without up-
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ALL YOU WANT.
1 Wooden baseboard, about 4 in. x

4 in.
1 Ebonite strip, 4 in. x 2 in.
2 Terminals (Igranle or Eelex, Belling

& Lee, etc.).
I On -off switch (Lissen or Lotus,

Benjamin, 'gran's, Bulgin, Ormond,
Wearite, Ready Radio, Junit, Red
Diamond, etc.).

1 Piece of 8- or 9 -ribbed "Becol " tube,
21 or 2i in. diameter (over ribs) and
about 3 in. long.

2 oz. No. 26 D.S.C. wire.
Piece of flex, a little wire, and some

screws, etc.
:==
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setting the behaviour of the circuit. We
have found that it requires a very big,
alteration indeed to have the desired effect.

This effect, or another rather similar
one, seems to be what starts
the trouble in almost every
case. Once started it may
be intensified by other minor
causes, but these latter do
not appear capable of pro-
ducing it by themselves.
Hence we concluded that if
we could stop the trouble
in the aerial circuit we
should effect a universal cure,
and that is just what the
"Contradyne " does.

How It Works.
Here is how it works : In

the first place, it puts in
series with the aerial lead
something which offers a high
resistance, so to speak, to
the passage of the signals of
the low -wave station, while
allowing those of the long -
wave ones to get through

PREVENTS INTERFERENUFAINCREASES SENSITIVITY!

NO

quite easily. Secondly, it throws the aerial
circuit right out of tuna with the low -wave
station, and so completes the job.

Actually it does more, for in most oases
it even improves the reception of the long -
wave station ! This is a quite unexpected
blessing, and follows from the fact that it
brings the normally untuned aerial circuit
more nearly into tune with the long -wave

JUST ONE COIL

There is no doubt about the success of this
little unit, the coil -former of which is slotted, as
shown above. It is 2' in. in diameter over the
ribs and about 3 in. long. There are 10 file cuts
in each rib, making 10 slots for the windings.
The slots are about in. wide, and there is about
1 -16th in. between them. Wind 20 turns of
No. 26 D.S.C. in each (200 in all), tapped as in
circuit diagram. Take ends and taps to small
terminals mounted in former (see photos and

wiring diagram).

station being received (it would not do, of
course, to bring it right into tune, because
selectivity would suffer too much).

What It Is.
You will probably have begun to guess

by now just what the "Contradyne" really
is. It is extraordinarily simple, because
the idea is just to include in series with
the aerial lead a sufficient amount of in-
ductance to achieve the end we have in
view. There is nothing so wonderfully
novel about the idea of putting coils of
various kinds in series with the aerial
lead, but apparently no one has yet realised

(Continued on page 138.)

`GATE CRASHING" HERE!

As soon as the interference on the long waves begins, snap goes
tile switch and the interrupter is silenced!
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the idea is just to include in series with
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(Continued on page 138.)

`GATE CRASHING" HERE!

As soon as the interference on the long waves begins, snap goes
tile switch and the interrupter is silenced!
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THE hot summer days, and even the
warm weather of early autumn, are
right enough for working portables

out of doors on the lawn and during week-
end trips farther afield, but for downright
reliable and constant results, especially on
long-distance working, give me the colder
periods of the year every time.

I am not referring here to the many
atmospheric factors which influence good
radio -set working during the warmer
weather. Factors such as the well-known
fading propensities of short and medium
radio waves when they travel over consider-
able distances in bright daylight,

Weather Effects.
Such things are quite beyond the radio

man's influence and, accordingly they just
have to be put up with.

Then, of course, in summer weather,
particularly towards the end of the warm
weather periods, comes the abomination of
atmospherics which occasionally rise to an
intensity sufficient to mar an evening's
programme.

Those influences, also, I do not intend
to include in my category of wireless worries.
Still, whilst I am on the subject, there is
one tip which I may pass on to my readers
for what it is worth.

It is this : a good atmospheric -elimina-
ting circuit may frequently be devised by
the simple procedure of wrapping a layer of
insulating tape over a few inches of the
aerial downlead, and then by winding a
few turns of insulated wire over this, subse-
quently connecting both ends of the wire to
earth.

The device may not be coincident with
theory. But, before you criticise it, try

It often happens that at the end of
the summer, just when the best time
of the year for reception is coming E

= along, results from a set fall right off. E
Some points to watch to avoid such ".-f

------ fading are detailed in this article.

it. It works ! The precise number of
turns of earthing wire on the aerial down -
lead have, of course, to be determined
experimentally in individual cases.

Quite apart, however, from external
factors which influence wireless reception,
there are a number of minor worries which
climatic conditions bring.

topping
9din

JECorrigan
m.sc. A . I. C.

During a spell of really decent autumn
weather you may, for instance, find that
your receiver "goes off" most alarmingly
in the course of a week or so. An amateur
of my acquaintance suddenly woke up to.

YOU OUGHT TO TRY THIS STUNT !

The author says, " Try it before you criticise it.
It works "

that fact during the height
of summer last year.

He traced the trouble to
the Leclanche-type H.T. bat-
teries which he was using.
The sal -ammoniac electrolyte
in them had evaporated
almost to vanishing point,
and the acid in his accumu-
lator was also low down.

Herein, therefore, lies a
moral. If you use wet H.T.
batteries or accumulator's,
keep an eye on the level of
the electrolyte in them dur-
ing the summer and autumn
days. Evaporation takes
place readily when the set is
placed in a close or stuffy
room, and, naturally, re-
ception suffers accordingly.

A practical article that will help you
to improve your results.

Dry batteries, too, are apt to suffer un-
duly from the weather. If you have dry
batteries in actual use for any purpose, they
will, of course, have to stand their chance,
but if you have dry batteries of any type
in storage you ought to attend to them
carefully and to see that their storage shelf
is not in the sun or over a warm water
pipe.

Look after your aerial downlead during
the height of the season, too. Trees and
creeping shrubs are often apt to entangle
the downlead.

In this connection, also, there is another
enemy to wireless reception, and often an
entirely unsuspected one. It is the ubiqui-
tous garden spider who frequently takes a
pleasure in building her webs between the
wall and the aerial downlead.

Here again, is another source of aerial
current leakage to be looked for, for
despite the fact that the spider's web is of
high-grade silk, it becomes wet with the
evening dews, and so provides quite a
considerable leakage path for the aerial
current.

Much has been written upon the necessity
of watering earth connections in dry
weather. Indeed, some of our mentors
have waxed most emphatic about this
matter. Personally, however, I do not
consider that an outdoor earth connection
which has been thoroughly well made
should need any artificial watering except,
perhaps, in the driest of weathers.

WATCH WHERE YOU PUT YOUR BATTERY

You shorten the life of the H.T.B. if you stow it in a too -warm place.
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TROUBLE -FREE
SET BUILDING

M:MMM AIN

r r
rF

/42' i4)!,lit:771M110;111,i,rrAit7

USE
READY RADIO APPROVED

NON -SOLDERING
KITS ONLY

USE " JIFFILINX "
FOR WIRING- UP

"EXHIBITION FOUR
1 drilled ebonite panel, 21 ins. x 7 ins. ..
1 Hand -polished oak cabinet with 10 in.

baseboard ..
2 Cyldon Log Lino 0005 variable con-

densers ..
2 Igranic Incligraph slow-motion dials ..
1 ReadiRad differential condenser, 00015
2 ReadiRad 3 -point wave -change switches
1 ReadiRad on -and -off switch ..
4 Benjamin valve holders ..
2 ReadiRad P.W. dual range coils
1 ReadiRad P.W. Contradyne coil
1 Lewcos H.F. choke , ,

1 ReadiRad H.F. choke .. ,

1 Lissen output filter choke ..
1 Ferranti L.F. transformer A.F.3
1 Varley 100,000 ohm resistance and

s.
7 do KIT A

1 12 6

1 0

12
5

3

0

0

0

0

10
6 0

110 0
7 6

7 9
4 6

12 6
1 5 0

7 0

1 Dubilier .0003 fixed condenser .. 1 8
1 Dubilier -001 fixed condenser .. 2 0
1 Dubilier .002 fixed condenser .. 2 0
2 T.C.C. -01 fixed condenses 6 0
2 Ds5bilier 2 megohm grid leaks and

holders .. 5
1 ReadiRad standard screen, 10 ins :: 6 ins. 2
1 Terminal strip, 21 ins. x 2 ins. .. 2
11 Belling -Leo terminals .. 5
4 Valves as specified .. 2 7
2 Sets Jiffilinx 5

Screws, flex, G.B. plugs. etc. . 1 9

6
0 1

0 1

6 I

6 I

0

TOTAL (including Valves and Cabinet) £13 1 6

ANY OF
CAN BE

THE ABOVE COMPONENTS
SUPPLIED SEPARATELY IF

DESIRED:

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured,

all' charges forward.

Immediate
Dispatch

less valves and £9
cabinet .. 1

or 12 equal monthly payments of 1619

01111111111EIMM,

 6

KIT B 113'
ce"bt nveatives less t11:9:0

or 12 equal monthly payments of 20,9

KIT C ca
vetalves and £13:1:6

or 12 equal monthly payments of 24' -

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
s. d.

1 Amplion Cone Loud Speaker .. 1 19 6
1 Atlas H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains

4 10 0

3 15 0
1 Fuller 2 v. 30 Accumulator 11 0
1 Fuller 16 v. G.B. Battery .. 2 9

1 Atlas H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains

READIRAD
CONTRADYNE COIL

7/6EACH POST FREE

Complete kit of necessary
accessories, including coil 1076

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telephone. Hop 5555(PnvateErchange) Telegrams: READIRAD, SED/ST.

ICI I

KJ!, 1143141iiik1/1 y IMIL
,

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS
Your goods are despatched post

free or carriage paid.

Cash or Easy
Payments

ADVERT. OF READY RADIO (R.R. Ltd.), 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET LONDON. S.E1
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4 supreme
reasons Way
you should hug
a 'Dario"
Super -Detector

. PRICE
2 Slope 2 Ma/V
3 Mag. Factor 15
4 .. Fil. Current 015

DARLe \,..eVALVES

OTHER DARIO PRICES
Bivolt or Forvolt

UNIVERSAL
RESISTRON 5/6
SUPER H.F.

SUPER POWER 7/6
HYPER POWER 9/6
SCREENODION 15'6

DARIO TRANSFORMER, Ratios 3-I or 5-I 5./..
DARIO Non-Microphonie VALVEHOLDER
Ash your dealer or write for Free Folder to :-

Impex Electrical Ltd.,
Dept. B., 538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.Ii

Telephone: Wanstead 2722.
208

EFFECTIVE LIFE
OF THE FAMOUS

STiegeAcilLAFLANARD
PERMANENT H.T. BATTERY

increased 25%
Laboratory research
reveals remarkable facts

The amazing output of 21,000 m:a. was
a record of H.T. Battery capacity
established by the Standard Battery
some months ago. Now, as the result
of exhaustive research in construction,
this wonderful achievement has been
increased by a further 25 per cent.
The Battery maintains a steady and
constant pressure of current and
requires no attention whatever for
months. When its long period of
trouble -free service has expired, the
cartridge sacs can be purchased in
handy cartons for renewal of the
elements.

.......SPECIAL ADVERTISING
FOR 2 OR 3 -VALVE SETS
.a trays (as illustrated) of No. a cells. 96 volts. 7'6 down
and 5 equal monthly payments of 7/6. CASH £2. 2. t 1.
Spare No. 2 cells (complete except chemical), rn volts

each, 5/6 per doz.
Any voltage supplied.

........ 11rii

DON'T WASTE
ANY

MORE MONEY
on extravagant dry
batteries. Install the
Standard regenera-
tive Battery that
recharges itself over-
night and enjoy
trouble - free H.T.
supply for 12 months
or more. Stocked by
all good dealer's,
Cur y's or Halfords.
Write us for fully illus-
trated leaflets and details

of deferred terms.
See this remarkable
Regenerative Battery at

RADIO EXHIBITION

STAND 42
'Phone : Riverside 5530

STANDARD BATTERY

Company (Dept. P.W.)
184-188 Shaftesbury Av.

London, W.0 2.

Phone : Temple Bar 6195

SIMPLE
CARTRIDGE
REFILLS IN HANDY
CARTON FORM.
Replenishing the
elements requires
only 3 simple
operations.

1111111151Billil
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BEHIND THE
SCENES AT
SAVOY HILL
a

A special correspondent discloses details a some of the " weird and
wonderful " activities of the B.B.C. engineers, to whom credit must
be paid for the world's most polished technique in broadcasting.

WHAT a deal is missed by those who
have not been fortunate enough
to go behind the scenes at Savoy

Hill in the company of a B.B.C. engineer !
Nearly every programme would be more
interesting if only listeners could know of
the weird and wonderful devices which
enter into the make-up of so many items.

The Grand Slam.
I don't mean the dramatic effects "

room, wherein the rumbles of express trains,
the rushing of mighty rivers and of storms,
and even the slamming of doors are con-
jured up by sandpaper and wooden clappers.
Such things are taken for granted nowadays,

OUT WITH THE " 0.B.'s"

The B.B.C. launch, " Magician," which is fitted with a complete
transmitting outfit tor passing on boat -race and other river

cunnnentaries.

for nobody believes that the radio cuckoo,
for instance, is a cuckoo.

The really clever things at Savoy Hill
and at the B.B.C. provincial stations are the
work of the engineering staff-and I say it,
although I am distinctly not an ex-B.B.C.
engineer. The fact remains that the B.B.C.
technical brains have been responsible for
many things which Continental and
American stations, have copied : the echo -
room, for example.

Echo rooms pre still used at Savoy Hill,
though not at Manchester ; there will be
two in the new Broadcasting House. The
London station echo rooms are down in the
basement near the " Chinese " studio.

The main one is a bare,
plaster -walled room with
a sort of skylight open-
ing to street level, and
Savoy Hill street noises
can enter through this
window ; it is certainly
not sound -proof.

At one end of the
room hangs a micro-
phone on rubber strands
from the ceiling, at the
other) end is a moving -
coil loud speaker. Behind
the microphone is a
movable shield, and the
position of this alters the
" echo period " o f the
room. At the back' of
the shield, and therefore
out of the loud speaker's
line of fire, is the battery
bank for the speaker's
energising coil current.

Adding Echo.
A red light glows

outside the door. When
this is " off," and one
can enter the room, one
finds that it is like talk-
ing in a bathroom, the
echo being so marked.

This room is used for
many large orchestral
broadcasts from the
studio. The amount of
echo in the largest Savoy
Hill studio, No. 7, can
be altered up to a point
by moving large sheets
o f sound -damping f elt
parallel with the roof :

but echo can be added when the echo -room
is in circuit, and the effect is then some-
what similar to the Grand Hotel at East-
bourne. The Queen's Hall echo can be
imitated to a nicety.

How it is Done.
For " echo " work there are always two

microphones in the studio. One goes
straight to the volume control in the
control -room, in the ordinary way. The
other is connected via the three -valve
amplifier to the echo -room's moving -coil
speaker.

ADDING ECHO

By means of a specially arranged microphone
and loud speaker any amount of echo can be added

to any item.

The microphone at the end of the echo -
room picks up the programme and the
echo. The output from this second micro-
phone then passes to the control -room, and
by means of a potentiometer fader device
is added to the direct studio line in any
proportion.

The Radio Stand -By.
This echo -room idea has been copied by

German stations, by stations of the N.N.C.
group in the States, and even by one or two
talkie -film concerns.

Here's another technical novelty. Did
you know that most of the chief B.B.C.

(Continued on next page.)
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it BEHIND THE SCENES
AT SAVOY HILL.

(Continued from previous page.)
*

*

stations have a six -valve set, permanently
tuned to 5 X X, which can pick up Daventry's
programmes for re -broadcasting should the
land lines break down ?

These sets are being rebuilt now that the
Brookmans Park twins have started, but
some of the Northern stations still use these
six-valvers on many occasions.

In some cases these Daventry re -broadcast
sets are installed in huts about five or six
miles from the local transmitter, to avoid
interference ; one or two B.B.C. engineers
are fortunate- enough to have the sets in
their own homes, and private 'phone lines
are run to the control -room at the station.

The set is quite straightforward, and six
valves are used to ensure that the quality
by the radio link is almost as good as that
on the normal land lines.

For Short Waves.
The first H.F. stage is neutralised with

resistance coupling (a 50,000 -ohm resistance
in the anode lead in place of a tuned coil).
the second is a plain resistance -coupled
stage, and the third uses a screen -grid
valve with an aperiodic H.F. choke.

The grid circuit of the detector is tuned
by a condenser and there is thu. only this
control and the aerial tuning The detector
is an anode -bend job, and it is followed by
two resistance -coupled stages of L.F.

An output choke and transformer arrange-
ment couples the set to the 'phone lines,
and at the station end, in the control -room,
a further " B" type three -valve amplifier
is used. The whole set works from accumu-
lators, and can be remote -controlled from
the control -room.

Two other B.B.C. receivers are inter-
esting, namely, the short-wave receivers
used for outside broadcasts, such as the Boat
Race, and the " low -frequency squeaker "
which gives the tuning note and the time
signal pips.

The B.B.C. has never officially disclosed
the wave -length used for the Boat Race,
because if local amateurs accidentally
oscillated there would be trouble. On one

occasion it was 70 metres. Last year the
wave -length was changed several times
during the race.

The receivers are very amateurish -looking
affairs in large screening cases. Three valves
are in the actual receiver, and this is coupled
to a standard B.B.C. " B " three-valVe L.F.
amplifier.

The low -frequency squeaker is a single-
vslver with large fixed condensers and two
L.F. chokes of such values that the oscil- -
lating note is at audio frequency, and is the
-familiar " peep -peep -peep " heard in the

THE ECHO ROOM

The little room at Savoy Hill that by means
of a " mike " and a speaker, can supply just
as much echo as the engineers require to give

realism to certain transmissions.

time signals and, now infrequently, in the
tuning note.

This squeaker is a vital part of the control -
room, and is on a bracket near the B.B.C.'s
own electric clock. When the minute is
approaching, the squeaker is switched into
circuit with a relay connected to the
Greenwich electric -indicator apparatus.

The squeaker output is taken to a fader,
so that the " pips can be impressed on
the programme, as you all know, without

WHERE THEY RECEIVE RELAY ITEMS !

Here you see the very specially calibrated wave -meters at Tatsfield, where B.B.C. engineers check the trans-
missions, and, where they pick up the programmes of distant stations for relaying to British listeners.

the need for switching off while the time -
signal is being given.

There is one final wonder of the Technical
Department, and that is Tatsfield, the new
edition of Keston. At Keston the B.B.C.
engineers had relay receivers for picking
up other stations' programmes, and also a
number of wave -meters.

All this has now been moved to a specially
built listening post at Tatsfield, a few miles
sway and on the " borderline " between
Surrey and Kent.

The Ether Policeman.
A point about Tatsfield is that the B.B.C.

has installed there some standard waves
meters housed in rooms with cavity walls
and electric heaters to ensure constant
temperature and operating conditions.
Tatsfield is England's ether policeman,"
and the wave -lengths of most European
stations, including all the B.B.C. stations,
are checked daily.

Savoy Hill officials have therefore only
to put a call through to Tatsfield (on a
private line) to find out the cause of any
interference with any B:B.C. transmitter.
The final frequency standard at Tatsfield
has an accuracy of one part in 100,000 !

j JUST TO
j REMIND YOU

*
When overhauling a set which has been put

away for some time and which is being re-
conditioned, do not forget the grub screws on
the panel controls will probably have workel
loose and will need tightening.

* *

A panel which has been stood aside for some
months may show signs of greyness, but this
can generally be removed by a light application
of mineral oil, and polishing with a soft, clean
duster.

* * *

Fifty turns of line wire wound on a 2 -inch
cardboard tube makes quite a useful H.F.
choke for short-wave work.

Reaction effects in short-wave work are
often improved if a home-made H.F. choke is
placed in each of the telephone leads.

For Threshold Howl.
As threshold howl in a short-wave set is a

form of feedback, it is always worth paying
attention to the output circuit of the set.

*
Sometimes a fixed condenser across the

telephones, or the installation of a choke
output circuit for the telephones, or the use of
an L.F. transformer as an output transformer,
will remove trouble due to threshold howl.

* * *

As quality is not usually of primary import-
ance on a short-wave set, a small L.F. choke
will often serve quite well in conjunction with
a large condenser to form a filter circuit.

To connect the 'phones the wrong way remit
in a valve receiver is to demagnetise them ant
thus make them insensitive.

If an L.F. amplifier oscillates at a frequency
just above audibility this may give rise to very
bad distortion, frequently accompanied by a
rushing or noisy background.

* *

The modern " general purpose " valve is
one suitable for certain H.F., detector and L.F.
positions, but not for all stages, as were the
original " general purpose " valves of several
years ago.
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IGRAMIC
MIDGET

4 DT'
f9i,:ri NOW SOMETHING

'REALM NEW IN
TRANSFORMERS

The trend of modern receiver design calls for smaller
components without sacrifice of efficiency. The new
Igranic MIDGET L.F. Transformer is a masterpiece
in miniature. No refinements-electrical or con-
structional-have been sacrificed for size.

Study its star points. Remember that its efficient
performance has been proved by many exhaustive
laboratory and practical tests, It is the Transformer
you have been waiting for.

THE STAR POINTS
41( 1. Size 2}" X 18" X 11".

Weight 61 ozs.

ag2. Patented bi-metal core of new nickel alloy, which
permits overload without ill effect.

* 3. Primary inductance of over 60 henries

JIL 4. Case of polished Bakelite.
Ample material surrounds fixing holes.
All terminals clearly marked.

',V1g.ez

Inspect this Masterpiece in Miniature" at our
Stand No. 240, New Empire Hall, Olympia.

Write for new catalogue, Dept. R. 160.
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BATTERIES IN
ARALL L

THE provision of an ample H.T. supply
for a multi -valve receiver still pre-
sents a problem to many amateurs.

The inclusion of one or more power valves
in the set intensifies the difficulty, for the
modern 'power valve, with its generous
emission (25 milliamps is quite a reasonable
figure), demands an equally generous source
of anode current.

By using an appropriate mains unit, of
course, the difficulty may be obviated, but
quite a large proportion of listeners still
have to depend upon dry batteries for their
high-tension supply and, as they are
usually aware, the output of the average
" popular " size dry battery is quite
inadequate for anything larger than a two -
valve receiver.

Have You Tried It ?
If quality of reproduction is to be

maintained larger capacity batteries must
be empioyed,their longer life will more than
compensate for their higher initial cost.

It sometimes happens, however, that only
small -capacity H.T. batteries are on hand,
and the writer has heard of cases  where
these have been employed, joined in
parallel, to obtain that higher output which
we know to be necessary. Indeed, there is
reason to believe that this practice is not
as uncommon-among listeners whose
electrical knowledge is very limited-as one
would assume. And on the face of it, the
idea of extracting a double flow of current
at the same voltage in this manner is a
very plausible one.

In fact, it is to a certain degree a very
workable idea, but various limitations and
shortcomings in dry batteries themselves
combine to make it an extremely unsatis-
factory and uneconomical method of
overcoming the difficulty. A consideration
of these points, therefore, may prove
interesting-and should certainly be of
moment-to the amateur who has tried,
or contemplates trying, to use small -cell
batteries in this manner.

The Individual Cells.
In the first place, the construction of the

average H.T. dry battery is at fault. It is
assembled, in the case of a 60 -volt size,
from forty individual cells, each of which,
theoretically, registers an E.M.F. of 1.55
volts. The word " theoretically " is used
here advisedly, be it noted, since the object
of the manufacturer is not so much to
produce a battery giving exact 1.55 volts
gradations as one giving a total of 60 volts.

Quality of reproduction and size of
H.T. battery are often closely inter -
linked, for it takes a good, large H.T.
battery to stand up to the strain- of
running a large valve receiver.
The problem of supplying adequate t
anode current is dealt with in this

article.
By A. J. Boyington.

Consequently, in the manufacture it is
usual to assemble forty cells which will
give the desired total, but which may not
necessarily each have identical voltages.

It will at once be evident, therefore, that
here is a circumstance which may very
easily defeat the successful working of such
a scheme as we have in mind. Even assum-
ing that two quite new batteries are used
the dissimilarity of their constituent cells
presages trouble ; it is often found that odd
cells deteriorate before the usefulness of the
remainder has been appreciably impaired.

Circulating Current.
When two batteries are being used,

connected in parallel, then there will
obviously be a distinct difference in their
individual voltages after a period of
discharge. Thus, after a time one of the
batteries may only register 54 volts as
against the other's 58 volts, although both
voltages were identical at the commence-
ment of the test. Now a peculiar phenom-
enon arises.

The balance of voltage-in this case,
four-causes a strong " circulating current "
to flow, from the higher to the lower-

voltaged battery and back again in a
constant cycle. Our 58 -volt unit is thus
discharging, at a rate considerably in excess
of normal, into the 54 -volt battery, and the
internal resistance of the composite cells
becomes a very vital fac.or.

In the fresh cell this resistance varies,
generally, from a to I- an ohm, so that a
new 60 -volt battery has an average total
resistance of about 20 ohms. That means
that the circulating current in this instance
would be the order of 100 milliamperes-
a disastrous rate of discharge for such a
battery in any case, and capable of reducing
it to impotence in an hour or so.

A Vicious Circle.
Turning now to the weaker battery we

find a higher internal resistance consequent
upon the lower voltage. Odd cells, indeed,
which have deteriorated owing to the
partial drying of the sal -ammoniac paste,
may have a resistance of anything up to
4 or 5 ohms. Upon such cells the circulating
current will have a destructive effect, the
increased resistance leading to a further
drying -up of the electrolyte.

A vicious circle is set up, in fact. The
good cells in the 58 -volt battery will,
naturally, soon become exhausted under
the strain of the abnormal discharge, whilst
the faulty ones will fairly crumple up quite
early in the proceedings.

It will be seen, therefore, that economical
working cannot result from joining two
dry batteries in parallel. Using two
H.T. batteries with a common negative
connection to supply different valves or
groups of valves is, of course, quite a
different matter. But, as Kipling would
say, that is another story

THE CONTINENT'S LARGEST RADIO EXHIBITION

A general view of the main entrance to the Berlin Radio Exhibition, which is undoubtedly the largest of ,

its hind in the world. It embraces all types of radio, gramophone and talkie productions.
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To charge
me right
Bring up the
WHITE

DIA.IA  SPIa X P.

The charge
is lean

When falls the
GREEN

V/

RED down
Save sorrow
Recharge

tomorrow

A marvellous invention has laid the wireless bogey
run-down batteries ! Three little floats - red, white, green
,- on youraccumulator will show you at a glance just
what is happening inside. Warning you in plenty of time that

recharging is due. Think! No more guessing. No more ruined
programmes. No more spoiled week -ends. ,Remember -
none but National 'Dagenite' Wireless Accumulators have
this wonderful device. For the best winter's wireless you ever

had - get an all -British 'Dagenite' - made by National.

USE

An example of Dagenite prices.
P. G. F. Type L T. Accumulator (with

Tell Tale ' device) 2 volt - 20
ampere hour capacity -10/6. P.G.
Type, as above but without 'Tell Tale'
device 1/6 less. H.T. 10 volt units
from 5/S. Send for free catalogue
No. R. 151 showing all types to
National Accumulator Co. Ltd.,
93 Great Portland Street, London,
W.I. Branches al: Glasgow,
r.,1 a nch ester and Northampton.

NATIONAL
ACCUMULATORS

THE DAGENITE SERIES F.OR CAR AND RADIO
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THERE is a temptation to forget that
a portable requires attention and
maintenance just like the ordinary

receiver.
This applies especially to the batteries

which are the weak spot in all portables,
particularly the H.T. battery. For this
reason a few notes on the power supply
may be welcome so that you can make
sure your portable is right up to concert
pitch whenever you want to use it.

USE OF SMALL H.T. BATTERIES.
First of all let us criticise the H.T.

battery, the most important section of the
power supply. In the majority of portables
and transportables there is not room for
anything but small -capacity type batteries,
usually a block unit of 108 volts, or two of
60 volts each, weighing some eight pounds.

The obvious convenience of restricting
batfery weight and space, however, has to
be paid for in rather heavy running costs,
although a lot can be done to get more
value for your money, as you will see
presently.

The maximum current drain from an
H.T. battery of small capacity cells is
usually rated at 6 milliamps. This is ample
for small portables, but when you have a
five -valve set or an S.G.-detector-Pentode
combination, the total anode current may
run as high as 15 milliamps.

Your small capacity battery is not going
to stand up to such an overload as this for
long, and, if- you'use your portable a good
deal, the useful life of the battery will be a
short one ! Consequently, do not be surprised
if H.T. battery renewals are frequent ; this
is the price you have to pay for the conveni-
ence of portability.

A TWO -CASE SCHEME.
For economical running, of course, a

high -capacity unit is called for, with a
maximum current rating of 15 to 16 milli -
amps. This means a doubling of space and
weight, which is only to be thought of if
your outfit is a motorist's transportable.

Alternatively, the batteries can be
accommodated in a separate case, with- a
connecting cable and plug for rapid connec-
tion to the receiver. This scheme, which is
adopted in one well-known commercial
transportable, is well worth consideration,
especially as you gain considerably in
volume and improved quality.

However, most of us have to be content

A little regular atten-
tion to batteries and
careful adjustment of
voltages will make a great difference
in the working of your portable receiver.

with standard -capacity batterieS, adopting
certain dodges for prolonging the useful life _
as long as possible.

The first thing to do is to cut down the
total anode -current consumption to the
bare minimum consistent with good quality
and amplification by making full use of the
G.B. battery. Also, it is quite normal
practice to reduce the working screen
voltages of S.G. and pentodes below that
specified by the makers with a correspond-
ing reduction in anode current. If your
portable has one or two H.F. stages, a
negative grid bias of 11 to 3 volts, if not
already provided for, will save a milliamp
or two.

The L.F. valves are particularly amenable
to tins treatment, the total anode current
being reducible by an amount that counts

A REALLY POWERFUL " POR TABLE "

Considerable power is required to operate this radio -controlled
motor -launch, which recently was demonstrated at Portsmouth.

without spoiling quality or volume by
exceeding the values of grid bias specified.

Over -biassing the output valve requires
some care, because beyond a certain value
the valve begins to rectify, with consequent
disastrous effect on reproduction. How-
ever, intelligent over -biassing often results
in a saving of 4 to 5 milliamps, thus easing
the load on the H.T. battery and increasing
its useful life.

Another good scheme is to arrange the
wiring for a common H.T. positive lead,
which ensures an even discharge of all the
cells of the battery as against the rapid
discharge of a part where more than one
tapping is used. -

When we come to consider filament
current supply, our choice is practically
limited to an unspillable accumulator, the
only safe type for a portable.- You need not
buy a large capacity accumulator, because
five .1 amp. valves can be run for nearly
twenty hours from a 2 -volt 10 amp. -hour
actual capacity cell. For minimum weight
an accumulator with a celluloid case is
preferable, although one with a thin
ebonite' case of the above rating weighs
only about two pounds.

DRY FILAMENT BATTERIES.
For small portables, using, for example,

two valves of similar filament rating, there
is a lot to be said for dry battery L.T.
supply, since we can wire the filaments in
series, with a small series resistance, and

use a 41 -volt battery such as
the Ever Ready No. 126.
Economical running, light
weight, and ready replacement
at small cost are the advan-
tages. In fact, a spare battery
adds little to the total weight
if room can be found- for it.

Now, as regards the main-
tenance of the batteries of
your Portable, it is a good plan
to remove both H.T. and
accumulator whenever you
return from a trip if the
receiver is not going to be
used for a few days. This will
remind you to get the accu-
mulator recharged.

MAINTENANCE HINTS.
Otherwise it may be for-

gotten, and when you next
want to use your portable you

may find the accumulator run down and
perhaps sulphated. There is also the risk
in hot weather of acid fumes damaging
the receiver if the batteries are left shut
up inside the case.

That is the danger with portables, the
batteries are usually hidden away, easily
forgotten, and consequently liable to be
overrun. Even if you do not forget to
recharge your accumulator, it is a good
idea, before taking the portable out with
you, to read the voltages of both batteries,
preferably after the set has been switched
on for a few minutes. There is then no
chance of your being let down by an
expiring H.T. or L.T. battery.
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IKCCii POWER SUPPLY UNITS
GLMM.177:6168
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"EKCO" Power Supply
Units completely do
away with batteries and
accumulators. All who
use these troublesome
accessories know how
costly they are to renew
and to keep charged.
" EKCO'S " first cost is
practically the last. The
same " EKCO " Unit
serves on for ever at
a negligible cost of
upkeep. If you aver-
age three hours use of
your set a day, "EKCO"
in one year will defi-
nitely save you pounds.
Buy "EKCO " and save

money !

TI

/// //////iEllE/58/ Nigil//S/R/R/N /ll/S/ g/ii/g/f,

"/ ,,,VArg AT 4a
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"EKCO" Units assure smooth
CONTINUOUS reception with a
constant voltage. No need now
to worry as to whether you will
hear all the programme. " EKCO "
guarantees silent, HUM -FREE
reception with INCREASED
VOLUME. Buy "EKCO" and save

trouble.

H.T. UNIT MODEL 1V.30 A.C. Price 12.19.6
FOUR VOLTAGE TAPPINGS:

S.G: 60-80 volts for screen of S.G. valves
0-120: Variable between 0 and 120 volts at any current

from 1 to 6 mla approx.
120/150: 120 volts at 5i Mier. or tip to 150 volts at 2.i mla.
150/170: 150 yaks at 25 mla. or up to 170 volts at 20 mla.
Total Output of Unit -30 Wet. at 150 volts.

25 Inlet. at 170 volts.
Running Cost. 3/6 per WOO hours. (7 watts)

Plug-in

-WAtvAr 4-v7

H.T. UNIT MODEL
1.V.20 D.C. Price 42.10.0
THREE VOLTAGE TAPPINGS:

S. G. : 60-80 volts .f..r screen of
S.G. valves.

0-120: Variable between 0 and
120 volts at any current
from Ito 6 mla approx.

120/150: 120 volts at 16 ml a or
up to 150 volts at 10 ml a

Running Cost :
21- per 1,000 hours (4 watts).

-that's all!
1

ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO

142*VitVtt`k,OC

Obi //Win

" EKCO Units are

easily and quickly fitted

in three minutes and
then forgotten for ever.
Compare these with

the hours spent on

fiddlesome, messy, acid -

staining accumulators

with their constant shop
renewals. Once an

" EKCO " Unit is fitted
all you have to do is
plug the "EK CO"
adaptor into any

electric light or power
socket and then switch
on - that's all ! Buy

"EKCO" and save
time.

aele,,eV2

ALL -POWER UNIT MODEL
C2.A A.C. Price 410.17.6

Provides:
(a) IL T. 3 Tappings of:

S.G. forsuPPly to S.G. Valves:
60 and 120 150v.
Output 20 m'a.

(b) LT. 2-6 volts from '2 amp. min. ro
5 amp. max., so beingsuitable

for any combination of valves
of the same filament voltage,
provided that the sum total of
current consumed by the fila-
ments does not exceed amp.

(c) G.B. 5 Tappings up to 12 volts.
RunningCost 6I -Per 1060hours. 12 Watt:

Write for details of the new "Ekco All -Electric Sets and Easy Payments to E. K. Cole, Ltd. Cept. A. "Ekco" Works, S^uthendon-Sea.

394 11.,,butti ducts.
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JUDGING by the letters I have read in
the correspondence columns of " P.W."
there must be many who still make up

their various sets in rough forms, wiring
the components up like so many " konkers "
on a string. To these I write-good luck to
you !-but it is to the listener and his
family that I am really addressing this
article.

For necessarily in these days each member
of the family needs some consideration.
We have, therefore, to think of the layout of
the modern receiver. One that will give the
greatest efficiency with ease of control, and
yet an objet d'art, whether for the dining:
room or the lounge.

BALANCING THE PANEL.

fts.\

Frequently it is only a matter of the positions
of one or two items on a panel that make or mar

its appearance.

.Naturally it is not for me to tread on the
ground of any of the technical staff regarding
efficiency, for this is in their good hands.

The panel layouts must be controlled, by
the lengths of the wires the other side of the
panel ; long leads and ill -placed components
make for bad squeaks. hopeless distortion
and inferior signals.

The "Yanks" Arrive
The - old-fashioned flat -top pattern sets

had their good points in respect of their
shortness of leads. Unfortunately, the
various components and valves rising cif
the panel lent themselves to untidiness, and
was undoubtedly good for the valve manu-
facturers.

Then the American upright panel came
into being, with its loaded panel, literally'
packed with dials, switches, valve windows
and terminals, a sight to scare the new
amateurs away. Here we had the valves
awl coils -!:)aeleed away, but the name was a

-...raeottltarTr.

* *
+ By paying attention to quite small
f details it is possible vastly to im-
f prove the appearance of a radio jj

receiver.
* ...........
libel on the Americans, who have shown an
undoubted ability for symmetrical layout.

From the. terminals on the front of the
panel many wires curled in an uncom-
promising mass. How many carpets have
been ruined by the broom or duster catching
the, accumulator wires I And how disr-
tracting they were; seeming to grow larger
and more intricate in their curls as one sat
during the evening listening to the broad-
cast. I suppose more trouble has been
caused by the wire in wireless than anything
else in the home !

Matching the Panel
A simple well-balanced layout leads us to

ease of control ; half a dozen dials do not
allow a set to be a family concern, such as
it is primarily supposed to be.

Such sets as the " Magic" Three, or This
Year's "Titan" Three, are eminently sets
for the home, because of their great
simplicity of layout both inside and
outside. Simplicity of layout unfortunately
does not end the problem if the various
components are " hung " on the panel like
ill-disposed goods in a shop window.

An L.T. switch placed in a
corner of the panel because
it tends to shorten the wiring
is a point not worth consid-
ering, if by placing it more
central the alignment and
general balance is improved,
as in Fig. 1. Aerial, earth
and loud -speaker terminals
look unsightly on the upright
panel.

The amateur set builder of
to -day has many sources
from which to acquire his
components, and yet many
rarely choose wisely and
well.

Take the " mahogany "
panel. Cam anything look
worse in a light oak case? It
is essentially suited for a
mahogany cabinet, and dials
and switch knobs should be

in keepine' with the panel ; black  dials or
coloured knobs shriek " amateur -built "
directly they are observed.

Aluminium .panels are certainly only
suitable for dark -oak, for, strangely enDugh,
the set with .this type of panel looks " inde-
cently clothed "' in a mahogany cabinet,
however well- planned its control system
may be.

The radio set should be unobtrusive, and
not act as a red flag to the rest of the family.
To have Jacobean furniture, an over-
elaborate Queen Anne cabinet, and a
"simply gorgeous" mahogany loud speaker,
will show very bad taste.

With cabinets in happy relationship to
the rest of the home all should be well, and
the stand cabinet should be the aim and
ambition of every -amateur. For then, if he
has not a mains set, the ugly wires and odd-
ments of batteries can be packed out of
sight and mind.

A New Era
Reeently I have noticed that the various

mains sets placed on the, market are being
boxed in walnut. This seems to me to be
the fres ideal of the wireless receiver of the
future. Walnut, to my mind, is not objec-
tionable with any kind of furniture, and
could be placed in any room with success.

The plainness of these designs, too, seems
to point to a new era in radio design.

NOT ARTISTIC !

A photo of a set built in those early days of
broadcasting, when panels were invariably untidy

masses of switches, terminals and controls.
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The complete kit is a triumph of skilled design
and construction, the like of which cannot be
equalled. Never before has such wonderful
radio value been offered - so take quick
advantage of this opportunity.
Fill in coupon below for POST FREE
Instruction Chart, which will tell you
all you want to know about the
" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4."

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
You can either buy your " OSRAM MUSIC
MAGNET 4 "for cash or on these attractive
HIRE PURCHASE terms : -
deposit, 12 monthly payments of /8 6.

Prices apply only in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.

THE SET THAT BRINGS THE
CONTINENT TO THE BRITISH ISLES

Advt.of The Gerleraa Electric Co. Ltd., MagnetH
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Cut out coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealed
envelope. Halfpenny postage in either case.

e, Kingsway, London, W.Gs. NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION, Olympia, Stand 46, Ground Floor, New Hall
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FROM OUR READERS.
A selection from the many letters received reporting results with " P.W." sets

and concerning other items of interest.
* -II, 44-0100-0-0- -4.- *

THE " MAGIC " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear.Sir,-I feel I must write to thank you for the
wonderful sets given from time to time in POPULAR
'WIRELESS.

I have made up " The Long -Range '! Three,
" Titan " Three, Popular Wireless " Programme "
Four, " Throttle " Three, "Magic " Three and
Four, and each one has given good results, but the
last one I have made is the " Magic " Four 1930 De
Luxe:
- You have not named it wrong, it is "Magic" De

Luxe.
It is placed in a cabinet 3 ft. 6 ins. long, 3 ft. high,

with gram on one side, and radio the other.
The set is well worth spending a bit on the cabinet.
The stations pour in one after the other. The

Continentals come in at such tremendous volume
that I have to use the volume control, I really cannot
speak too highly of the set, it is real Magic.

Yours sincerely,
J. W. S.

Old Trafford.

THE " C.T." ONE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir.-For the benefit of those who have
made up your " C.T." One as described in your
issue of May 24th last, I enclose herewith a diagram
that may perhaps be of interest. I made this set
with the coils described, but with two stages of
L.F. (transformers), and have certainly had remark-
able results.

The coils, as the diagram shows, are wound in
four ;stages. beginning at the centre. Twenty-five
turns of 24 D.S.C. are wound first, beginning at the
centre and finishing at the tag shown as No. 1,
and another 25 turns of tlie same size wire are
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wound .as a continuation and finished at tag No. 2.
This completes the short-wave coil. . -

The long -wave coil is started at tags Nos. 3 and 4.
and finished at tags Nos. 5 and 6.

As I had a 4 P.D.T. switch handy, I used this, as
it allows the long -wave coil to be cut completely
out of circuit when receiving on the short waves.

This circuit,when using this coil, is, in my opinion,
one of the best all-round described by you, and I
am anxiously awaiting a similar one, but preceded
by two stages of S.G. H.F.

Thanking you for the many good sets in the past,
not forgetting the " Magic " Three.

Yours truly,
J. CoE.London, N.W.1.

A CURIOUS FAULT.
The Editor, POPULAR NlaRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The following experience may be
rather puzzling to readers, as it still is to me. I
rebuilt an old three -valve set for a friend of mine
into a larger case. The set is just a straight. Det.-
2 L.F. trans. -coupled. Tuning is by a British Genera!
unit and '0005 con.

The only alteration when rebuilt was the addition '

of a decoupling unit (30,000 res. 2 mfd. eon.).
When tested out at my home, everything was 'O.K.,
there being a marked improvement in every respect,
due to better spacing, etc.

When tested at my friend's house, to my surprise
a loud, shrill whistle came through with the trans-
mission, and nothing I did would stop it. The set.
in its wooden case, stands on a wooden cupboard,
the top of which is covered with ordinaty American
cloth.

Still puzzled and rather fed -up, I put nay hand
on the cloth and, to my astonishment, the whistle
at once stopped, the transmission coming through
well. But as soon as I took my hand off the cloth,
up came the whistle. Earthing the cloth stopped the
trouble (or I thought so), but the loud -speaker leads
fell on the cloth, and up came the whistle again as
strong as ever!

In desperation, the cloth was ripped right off,
and,,, sure enough, that stopped the trouble.. Why
the cloth, which seems to be quite a good insulator
and not a conductor, should cause the trouble beats
me. To prove things, it was put under the set again,
and there was the whistle aight away, but not for
long, you may guess. The set had stood two years
on the cloth with no trouble.

What do other readers of POPULAR WIRELESS
think about the above ?

Wishing you and POPULAR WIRELESS all the best.
I remain, yours truly,

A. S. FERRY.
Southampton.
[We tested a piece of this cloth, which was sent

us by Mr. Ferry, and between two points on it
separated by 1+ in. a resistance of 25,000 ohms was
measured. Thus the cloth is far from being an
insulator, and is obviously sufficiently conductive
to provide a marked capacity effect. The " con-
ductance " of the cloth is due to the colouring
material used in it.-TECH. En.]

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS. -

Dear Sir,-We are writing to you with regard to
what appears to be a very common trouble in con-
nection with sets used in conjunction with H.T.
supply units on D.C. supplies, and as the question
is of very general interest, we suggest it is a matter
that should he commented on noticeably in your
columns.

Wellave experienced a large number of cases where
the primary winding of the high -frequency trans-
former used in the Ferranti "Screened -Grid Three"
receiver has been returned to us and found .to be
completely burned out, the trouble being caused by
the use of the set with a D.C. high-tension supply
unit without taking proper precautions.

As most engineers are aWare, trouble of this kind
is unlikely to occur when wireless sets are used with
D.C. high-tension supply units on the negative side
of three -wire systems ; that is, where the positive
main is earthed.

One source of this trouble is not having a condenser
in the caith lead of the supply unit, a condenser
which; for safety's sake, should always be included,
the earth connection from the receiver being dis-
connected entirely, the actual earth being made
through the negative terminal of the supply unit,
and the isolating condenser, which should be incor-
porated with it, and which is shown in our D.C.
supply unit constructional chart.

The other source of trouble is the aerial, as if the
aerial is not efficiently insulated-and very few
aerials are insulated adequately to withstand a
supply voltage of the order of 230 volts-a short-
circuit can occur through the aerial coil of the set,
with the result that it is destroyed ; and, further,
the whole aerial is at a pressure of 200 volts or more
above earth, and is a source of considerable danger.
This trouble is still further accentuated, even with
the best aerial, if the aerial is earthed by means of a
switch, as is commonly done. . .

The remedy is, of course, to connect a. small
condenser, Usually about '005 mfd., in series with the
aerial terminal of the set inside the receiver, so as to
prevent the aerial becoming alive.

As we have previously indicated, we have ex-
perienced such a lot of trouble due to this particular
cause that we feel it is a matter which should be
ventilated in the Press.

Yours faithfully
Hollinwood. FERRANTI, LTD.

A READER'S " MAGIC " FIVE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

-Dear give below a few particulars of an
extra stage Of S.G. which I have added to my version
of the " Magic" Four, and I feel sure that many of
your readers who, placed in a similar position to
myself with regard to aerials, would be interested
in same.

(1) The extra S.G. stage is laid out and wired
similar to the " Magic H.F. Unit," described in
" P.W." towards the end, of last year, except that it
is wired into the set, add not used as a, separate
unit. Switches 'are fitted to cut out one or- both
S.G. stages.

(2) One or two extra precautions took the form of
600 -ohm resistances and 111-niel. condensers in
each of the four 14.T. supply leads to the S.G. valves,
and an L.P. Choke in the detector 1-1.T.. supply lead
to cure a hum which developed from an hitherto
" silent " eliminator. 1 have since discovered,
however, that hi' aThing unlike makes of S.G. valves
it is possible to dispense with all four of these anti -
coupling devices.

(3) The consumption of the set on full load is
24 nn., although if G.B. is dispensed with on the
S.G. side, the consumption jumps up to over 20 mla.

NEXT WEEK,

=THE "NIGHT -FLIGHT""NIGHT -FLIGHT" HI1

Don't forget to order next
week's " P.W." for in it
will be given full con-

structional details of

-a superb long-distance
set which will bring the

world to your fireside.

DON'T MISS--1". - ORDER USUAL

NOW IT PRICE 1-=

(4) The timing does not present any difficulties,
as the extra variable is quite broad. The potentio-
meter requires rather more careful setting than with
the " Magic " Four, but once set the tuning becomes
very easy, the set slides in and out of oscillation
beautifully, is perfectly stable, with reasonable care,
and is altogether a pleasure to handle.

I have built and operated many sets over the past
seven years, but my " Magic " Five (as I feel justified
in naming it) is easily the best.

My experience during the past, and particularly
with my present " Magic" Five, has convinced me
that anyone can build from a " P.W." design with
every confidence of success, provided the original
layout is adhered to. I am also of the opinion that
to " stick to the book " is only fair to the designer,
as from examination of your layouts it is obvious that
great care and thought is lavished on each and every

P.W." design.
I have pleasure in wishing " P.W." every success

during the future.
Yours faithfully,

Leeds. J H. GIBSON.

MAGIC COIL -CHANGING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Many thanks for your publication of
Mr. Currie's " Magic " circuit-I have now incor-
porated the wave -change scheme into my own

Magic " Four, and am delighted with the result.
Apparently the efficiency of the short-wave coils is
not affected in any way-the dear, kind Salford
Corporation Tramways compel me to use a very poor
indoor aerial, so I should certainly notice any losses if
any existed.

I like the suggestion of C. If. N. Smith for a Super-
" Magic " with two H.F stages, but not two screened
grids. I should like to see a good five with plug-in
coils, the first H.P. stage being a 3 -electrode neu-
tralised, but please keep the cost down, and no
24 -in. panels ! 21 ins, is standard for most cabinets.

Can we not have more good four -valuers (S.G.) with
1.ome-made coils!

Everybody cannot afford the expensive dual coil
units some of your -recent sets require. 1 always
found a good home -wound coil more efficient, besides
they are so instructive to the keen set constructor.

However, I hope I shall not want to make any
change for a considerable time, being more than
satisfied with my " Wave -Change Magic !' Four.
All honour to Mr Victor King, yourselves, and last
but, not least Mr. Currie, for bringing the .scheme to
our notice.

Salford, Lancs..

Yours faithfully,
H. W. Alma
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BUILD THROUGHOUT WITH EADI AD COMPONENTS

READI-RAD SWITCH
4' push-pull on -and -off
switch of exceptionally

clean" design and robust
consent -4 ion. All metal parts heavily
nickel -plated and polished. Specially
designed to maintain constant an.l
noiseless contact and smooth, easy
movement. One -hole fixing. Fitted
with attractive knob. Price 10d. etch.

READI-RAD WAVE -
CHANGE SWITCH

A 3 -point push-pull switch
particularly suitable for usa

in dual -range tuning circuits. De-
signed on low -loss principle; giving
certain contact, smooth action and re-
liable service. Heavily nickel -plated
polished metal parts ; attractive knob ;
one hole fixing. Price 1/6

READI-RAD FIXED
CONDENSER

An entirely new and unique
method of construction has
made possible the production

of this new range of fixed condensers
at a remarkably low and economical
price. A further attractive feature
is the extremely small size which lies
been achieved without in any Wall
affecting the very high efficiency of
the condensers. Capacities,  0001,
0002, 0003, 0005, 001. Price

10d. each.

Readi-Rad Components are remarkably low in price, but
they are certainly not " cheap." They are high-grade Com-
ponents cleverly designed to do their work in the most effi-
cient manner, but all the unnecessary and costly " frills "
have been eliminated in order to save you money when set -
building. The proof of their efficiency is to be found in the
frequency with which they are specified in the Technical Press.

OLYMPIA -STAND 238

READI-RAD
RESISTANCES

De -Coupling Type.
A wire - wound resistance
specially designed for use as
a de -coupling resistance in order to
prevent " motor -boating ' in the
method now recommended in mostpopular circuits. 600 ohms. Com-
plete with moulded bakelite base.
Price 2/6

Anode Feed Type
Supplied in two resistance values most
suitable for use in the latest circuits
of the Technical Press. 25,000 or
10,000 ohms. Complete with base.
Price 2,6 each,

READI-RAD
POTENTIOMETER
(Baseboard Type)

Very small and compact ,
easily fitted; easily con-
nected ; particularly smooth, accurate
and noiseless adjustment ; positive
contact-these are the outstanding
features of this baseboard -mounting
Potentiometer. Accurately marls
with nickel -plated metal parts. Re-
sistance 200 ohms, 2/9 ; 400 ohms,
2/9 ; 300 ohms, 3/- ; 1,000 ohms,
3/6.

READI- RAD " HILO'
H.F. CHOKE

A real " de -luxe " H.F.
Choke specified time after

time by the most famous designers
of the British Technical Press, Used
by all discriminating constructors.
High inductance ; extremely low
self -capacity, Efficient over tuning
range of so to 2,000 metres. Solid
ebonite hand turned former, ms
bakelite base, designed to take up
minimum baseboard space. Price 4/6.

READI-RAD " BROOK -
MANS " CONDENSERS

This amazingly popular range
of condensers now includes all
capacities suitable for tuning

and reaction. Cleans gauge brass
vanes are of true logarithmic design,
with bakelite dielectric. Phosphor -
bronze spring pigtail provides thorough
noiseless contact with moving vanes.
One -hole fixing. Particulatill small
dimensions and light weight. Com-
plete with bakelite pointer -knob -
Capacities, -00075, 0005 and -0003,

3;6 each; 0001 mfd. 2)6

Wit)
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Telephone.Hop5555(Pmate Exchange) Telegrams. READ1RAD, SEDIST.

Ready Radio (R.R. Ltd.), 159, Borough High Street, London, S.E.i.

READI-RAD STANDARD
H.F. CHOKE

An entirely new H.F
Choke of novel design par"
titularly recomniendid for all sets
where small dimensions are an
advantage and high efficiency essen-
tial. Windings are hermetically
sealed in bakelite case. Easily
mounted by a single screw to base-
board or panel. Terminals are
particularly accessible. A master-
piece of efficiency at a startlingly low
price 2/-.

READI-RAD FUSE
An essential component in
every receiver. Protects
your valves from damage
due to accidental wrong connections
of battery leads. Rated to blow at
too ml A. Bakelite moulded base of
particularly small dimensions and
neat design. Easily fitted on base-
board with accessible terminals.
Price Holder 9d. Bulb

Spare bulbs 6d. each.

READI-RAD
DUOGRAPH DIM.

A slow-motion dial of par-
ticularly handsome appear-
ance. A special feature of outstand-
ing advantage is the double -ratio
reduction gearing by which ratios
of approximately 8 to 1 and too, to

are provided by two knobs placed
one behind the other. Easily fitted
to standard Fin. spindles simply by
tightening one screw. Price 6/6.
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READ AT A GLANCE

The illuminated scale
assists accurate reading
and indicates when the set

is switched on.

No more fumbling in dark corners. . . . No matter
where your set is placed you can read the con-
denser settings at a glance if you use the new J.B.
Illuminated Vernier Dial.

It is exceptionally easy to fit, for there are no
awkward holes to cut in the panel-the Vizor fits
into a round hole. Even faulty panel -drilling will
cause but little trouble, for the Condenser is
carried on the frame of the Dial.

A neat panel appearance has been obtained by
mounting the scale behind the panel.

Vizor and Frame in moulded
Bakelite. Fits any panel up
to in. Supplied complete
with lamp holder but with.

out lamp.

PRICE 5 1 -

ILLUMINATED
PRECISION INSTRUMENTS VERNIER DIAL

Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.r.

The Knob revolves in the
same direction as the

scale.

Telephone : Hop 837.

What's Your Hobby

The HOBBY A NNUA L con-
tains fully -illustrated articles
on all the following subjects:

RAILWAYS
SPEED BOATS
WOODWORK

WIRELESS
MOTOR CARS

etc., etc.

A Wonderful

"How -To -Make -It"

Book
Here's a big book which will
appeal to boys and their fathers
as well I A book that shows
" how things work," and how
things can be made at home at
very little cost. It is packed
with' fascinating articles and
crystal-clear drawings and dia-
grams that " show how " in the
simplest way.

The HOBBY ANNUAL is just
the book to help while away the
long winter evenings. Any boy
who is keen on " making
things "will treasure it for years.

HOBEYANtAL
At all Newsagents and Booksellers - - - 6/- net.

The Best Present
for a Boy !

The MODERN BOY'S ANNUAL is the biggest value
gift book that any boy can have ! It is new in every
way, and is packed with interesting and entertaining
features which tell all about the marvellous mechanism
of Railways, Aeroplanes, Ships, Motor -Cars, and
Motor -Cycles, etc. There are also lots of wonderful
photographs, and thrilling adventure tales. If you
want a useful present for a boy you cannot do better
than to get this interesting book. Make sure of a copy.

At all
Newsagents

and
Booksellers,

6f net.

BUY A
COPY TOO -DAY.
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HOME-MADE
RADIO CABINETS

WHEN a new wireless set is made, a
suitable cabinet is often a rather
expensive item amongst the parts

required. There are therefore many con-
structors who only wish that they could
make their own cabinets just as they,
construct their own receiving sets.

Unfortunately, unless one is naturally
something of a carpenter, it is not possible
to turn out home-made cabinets that are

A FRAME UP!

This is a typical cabinet frame nimbly knocked up.

quite up to the professional standard ;
still, there are several ways in which very
presentable cabinets may be constructed
with the simplest wood -working tools.

Some readers will find those to be
described good enough for permanencies,
for they are by no means bad -looking,
whilst others, who have spent upon the
parts required for the receiving set itself
as much as they can conveniently afford
,for the moment, may care to construct these
cabinets as temporary housings for the set,
replacing them later on by the work of the
professional carpenter or cabinet maker.

Only Simple Tools Required.
The only tools required for the simple

constructional jobs which form the subject
of this article are a good wood saw, a chisel,
a plane, a setsquare, a bradawl, and a
screwdriver. The amateur cabinet maker
will also need a supply of the finest glass-
paper.

It should be mentioned, by the way, that
those who do not care about squaring up
and cutting out for themselves the pieces
of wood required can get this done for them
very cheaply by, the carpenter from whom
the wood is purchased.

In such cases the process of building
cabinets resolves itself into nothing more

The Prime Minister forms his own cabinet, why
shouldn't you ? It is not a difficult job to make a
really good-looking " house " for your latest set-
and it's cheap, too. Read this practical article,

By R. W. HALLOWS.

formidable than fixing together the pieces
with screws, and afterwards rubbing down
the lid, front, and sides with glass-paper
before applying an oil or French polish
finish.

One of the most useful materials for the
home constructor of cabinets is ply -wood.
What I use a good deal myself for making
cabinets for receiving sets, battery ..boxes,
and boxes for wavetraps, condensers,
measuring instruments, and so on, is a ply -
Wood With a total thickness of inch.

Suitable Wood to Use.
This can be obtained with a veneer of

various ornamental woods such -as oak,
walnut, or mahogany at about eightpence
or ninepence a square foot. If the surface
of the veneer is carefully worked up with
glass paper it takes a really beautiful finish

Fig. 1 shows the framework of a simple
cabinet, designed to be made either from
plywood or from solid wood. In either case

CABINETS BY

the base consists of a piece of white wood
about I -in. in thickness. The ends, the
front piece, and the top piece of the frame
are made of ply -wood or of the solid wood
selected.

Calculating the Dimensions.
The method of setting about the job of

snaking such a cabinet is this: Before
you ctit your wood, or order it to be cut
for you, make a rough drawing of the
cabinet, putting in the dimensions.

The width of the base will be that of the
baseboard of the set plus the thickness of
the panel, and its length will be that of the
panel. The front piece is of the same length
as the panel, and its depth may conveni-
ently be from 1 to 11 ins. The top piece
is about 11- in. longer than the panel to
allow for overlap ; its width should be
about 2 in.

The height of each end-piece,iilourid- by
(Continued on next page.)

THE CARTLOAD !

The testing laboratory of Messrs. Radio Instruments Ltd., where completed receivers are put through
their paces before being placed in their cabinets and sent off for distribution to the public.
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* 4-0-0 ..
t HOME-MADE CABINETS.
# (Continued from previous par.) 1

* *

adding together the thickness of the base of
the cabinet, the height of the panel and the
height of the front piece. Thus, if you are
using 2 -in. wood for the base, if the panel
is 7 in. in height and if the front piece is
1 in. in depth, the total height of each end
will be 2 in. plus 7 in. plus 1 in., or 82 in.
The width of each end -piece is that of the
baseboard of the set, plus the thickness of
the panel, plus that of the back. If the

THE COMPLETED CABINET

This is how the ca e looks when ready for staining
and polishing.

baseboard is 10 in. wide, the panel 1 -in.
ebonite, and the back 1 -in. wood, each end -
piece will thus be 101 in. in width.

Cutting Out the Wood.
Begin by cutting out the base, taking

very great care to get it exactly square.
Then cut out the end -pieces and fix them
to the base by means of screws. The fronts
of the end -pieces must be exactly flush
with the front of the base their rear edges
will protrude beyond the back of the base
by an amount equal to the thickness of the
backboard., Cut out now the top piece
and screw this to the ends, making its rear
edge flush with theirs and arranging it so
that there is an equal overhang at each end.
The front piece follows. When the back -

HOW IT BEGINS

The four supports and their top pieces form the
commencement of the cabinet.

board has been cut out, fit it in flush with
the edges of the ends, and top piece.

The construction of the cabinet has then
reached the position shown in Fig. 1.
Fix the back -board at first only with a
screw or two since it will have to be removed
later in order to cut apertures for the
terminal strips.

We are now ready for the lid. The
length of this is the same as that of the top
piece, whilst its width is sufficient to allow
an overhang in front of 2 in. to 2 in. Or

the front edge of the lid may be flush with
the front piece, the overhang being con-
tinued with a piece of beading. The latter
is the best method if plywood is used since
the beading covers up the edges of the
layers of wood.

In Fig. 2 the finished cabinet with its
lid is seen. The bottom is finished off at
the front and sides with a picture -frame
moulding, which must, of course, be mitred
at the corners. If you do not possess a
mitre -board, any carpenter will do the job
of cutting out and planing up the beading
at very small cost. Beading similar to that
suggested for the front edge of the lid
may be used to cover the front edges of the
end -pieces.

The Polishing Process.
Before the cabinet was put together the

veneer surface of the plywood will have
been given a preliminary smoothing down
with tine glass-paper. This process must
now be completed with the finest grade of
glass-paper obtainable. The more work
you put into rubbing down the veneer
with glass-paper the better will the cabinet
eventually look. The beadings and mould-
ings must,. of course, be treated in the same
way.

Quite a pleasing finish is obtainable if
the wood is now simply treated with

A RADIO ADVENTURER

Mr. Stannage, the operator of the famous Southern Cross, which recently flew
across the Atlantic, receiving congratulations from members of his home town.

linseed oil. This should be allowed to soak
in until perfectly dry, after which it will
possibly be found that the surface is no
longer quite smooth, but that the grain of
the wood has come up a little. In this
ease rub down again with glass-paper and
oil a second time.

A still better finish can be obtained by
means of a French polish that is specially
adapted for amateur use, such as that
marketed by Hobbies. When one of these
simple polishes is to be used it is imports:dt
that the surface should not be oiled. The
polishing is simplicity itself, and the final
appearance of the cabinet depends largely
upon the amount of elbow grease employed.

Making a Simple Cover.
For those who find the scheme already

described rather too ambitious there is a
still simpler way of making receiving silt
coverings. These are not really cabinets

since the receiving set does not slide into
them. Instead, they are placed over it to
serve as a protection from dust and to con-
ceal the " works." As, however, they have
when finished, very much the appearance
of cabinets we may dignify them by that
name in describing them.

These very simple cabinets are made by
covering a stripwood frame with very thin
three-ply wood. The latter can be obtained

PUTTING THE LID ON IT!

The top of the case is placed on at an early stage
in the proceedings.

very cheaply with a total thickness of
3/16th inch. The cheapest of all, which costs
only threepence or fourpence a square foot,
has a white -wood outer layer.

This, however, can be stained and if
glass paper is soundly
applied it takes quite
a pleasant oil finish.
At slightly greater
expense thin plywood
with other veneers can
b e obtained. T h e
framework is made of
pieces of wood about
half -inch square in
section. Fig. 3 shows
just how the frame is
put together. Its size
must be such that the
length between the
front uprights is about
1/16ths inch greater
than that of the panel
and baseboard.
Assembling the Frame-

work.
Each of the uprights

is ' exactly equal in
length to the height
of the panel. The
back -board should be
attached directly to
the basel,..,,ard of the

receiving set. The width of (1,e cabinet
from front to rear is equal to the width
of the baseboard and panel plus the thick-
ness of the backboard.

Begin by making the top frame, fixing
the pieces together by means of screws
and using a dressing of Seccotine as well for
the joints. Fix the uprights to this frame
also by screws-additional strength will be
given if the smallest Meccano brackets are
used with countersunk screws. Next, cut
out, or have cut out for you, three
pieces of ply -wood for the top and the
two ends.

Fix these to the frame with very small
screws and the job is finished. As pre-
viously mentioned the cabinet simply fits
over the receiving set and it may be held in
place by means of a screw at either end.
The interior of the set remains perfectly
accessible since the cabinet can be'removed
merely by taking out these two screws.
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Valley
FAMOUS SIN
BROADCASTING
BEGAN

IMPEDANCE MATCHING
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

El . 2 : 6
6 ratios: 8-1, 10-1, 12-1, 15.1, 20-1, 25-1

Long before Broadcasting became what it is
-)-day, Varley had won fame for their coil winding.

On this experience is founded Varley's latest
achievement in radio. Varley Impedance Matching
Output Transformer-a new component of advanced
design gives six different ratios. Accurately and
without difficulty you can match loudspeaker and
output valves.

Remember that Varley Components are descend-
ants of a long line. Since radio came Varley ideal
has been quality. The Varley Impedance Trans-
former is the only adequate answer to a modern
radio problem.

Wiley
STAND No.

105
NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION. OLYMPIA

,4dv:rtiscote4doi Oti Pelt. Cog!rol Ltd., Kings:v(1y House, 103 Kingsway, Lortdort, W. C.2. Te.lepho)t&: Holborn, 5303
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All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with alt subjects appertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. Alt
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

The constructional articles which appear front time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and tile amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to Use the patents- before doing as.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

ANTI -MOTOR -BOATING RESISTANCE.
P. 0. 0. (Galway).-" In the instructions for

building the set a caution is issued about using
different parts, as in order to get the best
results it says the set must be built exactly as
specified.

" However, at the end of it there is a descrip-

tion of how to use an anti -motor -boating de-
vice, and the values for this are 3 mfd. for the
condenser and 25,000 ohms for the resistance.
I have the large condenser all right, but a
30,000 ohms instead of a 25,000 ohms resis-
tance.

" It is wire wound and appears quite suitable
but I am wondering whether, in view of the
caution which is issued about altering the com-
ponents, I should be justified in sending this
or whether I ought to get a 25,000 ohms as
specified. Do you think it would make any
difference ?

Probably no difference at all.
The warning about using the correct components

is intended to apply to thoSe that are actively working
as part of the fundamental circuit, and probably not
to such a device as a de -coupling unit, whit his added
afterwards as a sort of refinement.

In practice there may be absolutely no noticeable
difference at all between 25,000 ohms and 30,000
ohms.

SHORT-WAVE COMPONENTS.
D. P. T. (Cowley, Oxon).-" As I have

enough parts I am going to make up a short-

nunrinnin111111nitimminummIn111111111111milimiur.,

HOW IS THE SET ..-
.:E

---f-- GOING NOW ? a --

E.--

'- Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
= and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or E-

H one of the batteries seems to run down much ==H faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue =
Print ?

:-.77.-= Whatever your radio problem may be,
= remember that the Technical Query Depart- E
= ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
H readers, and offers an unrivalled service. :.=.

=E- Full details, including scale of charges, can E
be obtained, direct from the Technical Query H

H Dept.; POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway E
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. E

E A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an
Application Form will be sent to you free == and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever, E. --

f- but having the form, you will know exactly =
= what information we require to have before =
= us in order to solve your problems.
=7_ LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE: -=-:.

E.-- Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or =
= in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House. =

TO1111111111111111111111111111111P11111111111111111111111:1111111111111110

wave set on a wooden baseboard, the idea
being that it should be very low-priced, but
with every attention paid to efficiency as far
as possible.

(Continued on page 130.)

TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS
The Ferranti. Screened Grid 3 was one of the out-
standing Receivers of last season. The charts were
eagerly demanded, and from all parts of the
country came keenly enthusiastic reports.
The 1931 Ferranti programme will be of even
greater interest. There will be charts for a
Screened Grid 3 and a Screened Grid 4 Re-
ceiver-both for battery and mains operation.
These Receivers are well abreast of modern
Radio practice, and incorporate improved
coils and more efficient screening.
The charts will be ready almost imme-
diately. Get yours before deciding
upon your 1931 set.

FERRANTI LTD. i-IOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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Soul -stirring
REALITY

WATES
DOUBLE CONE
CHASSIS

Pat No 300214

.04 -PRICES

COMPLETE
SPEAKERS IN
HANDSOME
CABINET.

IN OAK, 14"
23 10 0

IN MAHOGANY,
14' . . t3 15 0

IN OAK, 20'
S4 10 0

IN MAHOGANY,
20" .. 24 15 0

a. d.
Water Chassis with Universal) I2".. .. 11 6

Bracket to fit all popular ;- 14".. .. 12 6
Units. ) 20" super 17 6

Universal Bracket (only) for fitting various
units to speakvrs .. . 2 0

Silk -lined fret of attractive ;design, as illus-
trated at top for 12" chassis .. 4 0

5 0

YOU can make the " blindfold test " yourself at any good dealers.
Experts have made the test against all other popular speakers at
our showrooms, and their unanimous selection of the most accurate
reproduction at both ends of the musical scale-of the purest, most
realistically lifelike speech and undistorted volume-fell to the
WATES " Double -Cone " Speaker.
This amazingly fine speaker enormously improves the results of any
unit. It must be heard to be believed. There is no other at any
price that can equal it. Hear it yourself and you will enthusiastically
agree
WARNING.-When buying the WATES Patent .Chassis, beware of
imitations with the Cones fixed to the baffles -insist on seeing the
name WATES before purchasing.
See the complete range at the RADIO SHOW-Stand No. 42 ('Phone: River-
side 5530)-and hear them at our Demonstration Rooms at 114, SINCLAIR
ROAD, KENSINGTON, LONDON, W. (Phone : Shepherds Bush 4751),
Free conveyance to and from the Exhibition,

UNIVERSAL " DOUBLE -CONE" CHASSIS
Fully Illustrated Catalogues from-

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. P.W.), 184'188, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 128.)

" I have two good valve holders left over
from a previous set, one of them being of the
anti-microphonic type and the other rigid. I
am doubtful which is the best One to place in
the detector position, and also doubtful about
the output.

" I am thinking of using 'phones only and
was going to employ a large old L.F. trans-
former as a sort of output choke, using the
primary winding for this. Would this be O.K.,
as I shall be always using the set on telephones
and do not require quality reception ? '

With regard to the valve holders we should cer-
tainly use the anti-microphonid one in the detector
position, and the rigid one as the output valve. The
reason for this is that it is generally the detector
which gives rise to microphonic troubles, so anything
that can be done to shield this valve from such a pos-
sibility is worth while.

In your position we should be inclined to use the
B.F. transformer primary as an output choke as you
suggest. It seems a good idea because with a short-
wave set there is often sonic slight trouble due to
threshold howl effects, or to improper reaction, which
is liable to spoil the long-distance range of the set,
and very often an output filter is a good way of over-
coming this.

The poor quality of the filter clue to the fact
that it will be only a comparatively small output
choke will not matter in the circumstances, although,
of course, it would be fatal for good broadcast
reception. In any case it would be very easy to
arrange the output filter externally, so that it can be
tried experimentally.

SWITCH FOR THE EARTH -LEAD CON-
DENSER.

M. J. F. (Coodmayes, Essex).-" For the
H.T. I am going to use a mains unit (home
made), with a I -mfd. condenser in the earth
lead. As the positive main of my supply is
earthed I must have this condenser in series,
but when the set is switched off I want the
aerial put straight through to earth.

"Can you give use connections for a D.P.
D.T. switch which will join aerial and, earth
together when the set is off, but put the
1-mfd. fixed condenser in the earth lead when
the set is on "

i'_.)111111111111111111111111111ffffifflffit1111111111111111111111111111.11111111111i

TECHNICAL E-

TWISTERS
No. 28.-THE H.T. SUPPLY.
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

LETTERS?
Although a headphone set can be run

from flash -lamp -battery H.T., or from
a small 60 -volt battery, you need a
larger battery for . . . .

work.
Small -capacity H.T. batteries can

give only . . . . or . . . milli -
amps at the most, and even a small

valve takes more than
this.

You can measure set's H.T
requirements by a
inserted in the
H.T. lead.

Or you can calculate it by
together the . . . . .

current of the separate valves. (Obtained
from the valve -maker's curves.)

Then choose an H.T. battery that is
rated to supply this current (or more),
and renewals will be few and far between.

your

Last week's missing words (in order)
were: Distance, Armature; Armature,
Rattle ; Rattle, Reverse ; Readjust.

The ordinary D.P.D.T. switch can be used for
this -purpose when connected up as follows: First
of all mark one of the centre contacts on the switch A
and the 'other opposite centre - contact I.

If you place the switch in, say. the " up " position,
these two centre tarms will make contact with two
outer switch pOints. That outer switch point, which
is now joined to No. 1, you should mark 2.

The other outer switch point, .which is joined by
the switch blade to A, should be marked B. This
leaves you with two outer contacts still unmarked,
so turn the switch in the " downward " position.
when the 2 and the B will be disconnected from
1 and A 'respectively, and will instead be joined
up to 'the two unmarked switch points.

That one Which is now joined to No. 1 switch blade
should be marked 3, and that which is joined to A
shohld 'be marked C.

Having marked all the switch contacts proceed as
follows. The aerial lead-in should go to No. 1.
The outer point Marked 2 should go to the buried
earth connection and to one side of the 1-mfd.
condenser.

The point marked 3 should go to the aerial terminal
on the set. The It contact is not connected up at all.

The contact Marked A is joined to the remaining
side. of the 1-mfd. condenser. The contact which is
marked C is taken to the earth terminal of the set.
This completes the connections.

If you follow the circuit out you will find that the
1-mfd. condenser is connected in series with the
buried earth and .the set when the aerial is in use.
When the switch is thrown over the aerial is con-
nected direct to earth.

THE REACTION CONNECTIONS.
R. Y. (Windsor, Berks).-" At first I

thought of having a new set altogether, but
when I tried the old one out results were so
good that I decided 1 would modernise it
instead.

" With a new detector valve long-distance
results are already excellent, .and I have had
stations from practically every country in
Europe. The only snag is in handling the
reaction, and I think a differential condenser,
as used in the ' Magic ' sets, would improve
this. The present condenser being an ordinary
variable as used for tuning.

(Continued on page 132.)

TOGGLE ON -OFF SWITCH
(Illustration actual size.)
A British made quick make -
and -break switch carrying
a amps. at 525 v. or x amp.
at 25o v. With N.P.
engraved plate 119and terminals ..

Telephones:
Holborn 1072
Holborn 2072

BULGIN
A,,hohe

lor all that is best
in Radio
switchest
attegsolie$

ROTARY
SWITCHES

A new snap -action
switch of entirely
new design. Totally
enclosed mechanisin.
All Bakelite insula-
tion. With engraved
plate. On and Off

1f9 NEW JUNIOR SWITCH 1

FLUSH MOUNTING
MAINS PLUG

A safety shockproof
device for all types
of mains apparatus.
Complete with adap-
tor in Black, Maho-
gany; or Walnut
Bakelite

3f -

A. F. BULGIN & Co., Ltd.,
9, 10, 11, CURSITOR STREET,
CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

SINGLE FUSEHOLDER
A neat Bakelite fitting
now standard on all the
best sets. Suitable for
use with all types of cid.
screw base fuses ..

Telegrams:
BULGIN

'Holborn 2072
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AF3.
AF4.
AF5.
AF6.
AF7.

Ratio 1-31 25/-
1-31 17/6
1.31 30/-
1-7 30/-
1.14If

Write for leaflets giving
curves and all particulars.

STILL SUPREME

Modern conditions in Radio demand a good
transformer more than ever before. A Moving
Coil Speaker, or improved construction of
the receiver, is wasted and will count for
nothing if the transformer is inferior.

Ferranti Transformers, supreme in 1924, are still
supreme to -day and have no equivalent for
performance or reliability. Their performance
is guaranteed by the published curves, plotted
under normal working conditions.

The curve is the measure of transformer merit ;
study the curves when buying they are pub-
lished for your guidance.

FE
TRANSFORMERS
FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

ASK FOR "ASTRA"
Ask your dealer for "Astra"
and he will give you the best
dial he has in his shop.
Examine the " Astra," feel the
smooth yet sure action of its ac-
curately geared movement and
you will understand why you
see so many " Astras " on your
friends' sets. It has both fast
and slow motion and will tit ens
condenser. Can be rigidly fixed
Ind has an excellent appearance.

Type 1 3 in. diam. 316
Type 2 4 in. diam.

THE " KALIF"
CONDENSER

A straight line frequency con-
denser mechanically and electri-
cally perfect. High insulation,
Low losses. The spindle is remov-
able and can be adjusted for use
with ganged or drum dial tuning.
Smooth, silent action.

.0005 513 .0003 513

EVERY DEALER CAN SUPPLY YOU.

EMKABE RADIO CO., LTD., 47, FARRINGDON ROAD, F.C.1

ismolimems immimmiessih.

This Magnificent
Radio - Gram
CABINET

HOUSE your Set in the Camco
" Waverley " Cabinet. Sup-
plied with 15" baseboard.

Loud Speaker compartment is 18" x
18" x 15". Will fake panels 18"x
Height 38". In Oak as illustrated,
£5 1 Os.; Mahogany £6 15s. (Carriage
extra). Send for 24 pp. Catalogue
& see full range at our Showrooms:
Camco Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

24, Hatton Garden, E.C.i.
'Phone: Holborn 8202.

(Factory : Camco Works, S.Croydon).

OLYMPIA: STAND 1 4 0 .

costs 540.0
onlyx."

VI 6(3.14
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RADIOTORIAL -

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
:(Continued from page 130.)

" I cannot, however, see how the connec-
tions should be made, as the differential has
three terminals instead of the usual two.
Would it he an improvement, and if so, what
is the wiring ? "

You would probably find a distinct improvement,
and the alterations are not at all diflicult to carry out.
If you examine the differential condenser you
will ''see it has two fixed -Vane terminals and one"
terminal which is connected to its moving vanes.

Take out your present condenser and mount the
differential condenser in its place on the panel.
The lead which formerly went from the reaction coil

. to one side of the reaction condenser- how goes front
the reaction coil to one side of the differential con-
denser's fixed plates.

The other lead (Which came from the A.F. choke
to the reaction copdenser).now goes to the moving
vanes of the differential condenser. The remaining
fixed. plate terminal -on the differential condenser
is joined to the L.T. - terminal, to earth, or to any
terminal in the set which is directly wired to L.T. -
or to earth, and this completes the alterations.

, -

THE "A.P.'? TWO.
" JAYKAY " (Liverpool).-" I am thinking

of building the A.P.' Two, which was de-
scribed in the August 9th issue of P.W.'
What coils and valves are recommended, and
how much H.T. voltage does this set require ? "

The aerial and anode coils are of the X type,
but an ordinary coil can be used for reaction.

For the ordinary wave -band a No. 60 aerial,
No. 60 anode, and No. 50 reaction are recommended,
and for long waves a No. 100 for reaction and No.
250 for the aerial and for anode.

The valves should be one of the screened -grid
type, and one of the H.F. or special detector variety
for the detector. They may be of either 2-, 4-, or
6 -volt filament rating, as any of these will be found to
work excellently in thiS 'circuit.

YOu will find that 60 volts, 70, or perhaps a little
more, will ensure good results when applied to
terminal H.T. + 1, with 120 on H.T. + 2, and
60 or 70 on H.T. + 3.

The H.T. + 3 terminal supplies the detector valve,
and accordingly a little adjustment is necessary here

to obtain the best reaction effects and the greatest
volume on weak signals.

A SHORT -WAVER FOR 10s.
E. M.- (Leamington).-" Before going

away for my holiday in August I -noticed in
P.W.' an account of `-a short-wave receiver

for 10s.,' and I put this aside to make up
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WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

A recent case of hum from the mains
reminds a Congleton reader of his
experience, which puzzled him a lot
at the time.

He made a Det., 2 L.F. which
" worked fine," so instead of trailing a
long flex lead to the loud speaker from
one room to the next he decided to put
in permanent wiring under the floor-
boards. (" Had to, as my pup would
nibble the flex ! " he explained.)

But as soon as he connected the
speaker to the new wiring he got a
hum as well. Would you have known

WHAT WAS WRONG ?
N.B.----There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to above next week.)

- Last -week's trouble ?MS a very Common one-
wrong loud -speaker connections: The Welling-
borough reader did not know that his loud =
speaker had a + awl a - terminal to show -1-

how it should be, joined to the set. He had F-
= reversed the leads, and so demagnetised his =
= loud speaker.

11111111111t1111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

on my return. Unfortunately, I have been
hampered until now from getting on with it,"
and I have lost the copy in which the descrip-
tion was given, as I generally pasS on any
copies of P.W.' to one or other of my friends.

Can you give me the number in which
it appeared, and address from which it can be
obtained direct ? "

The description of " A Short -Waver For Ten Shil-
lings " appeared in POPULAR WIRELESS No. 426,
August 2nd issue, 1930.

Back numbers of " P.W." are obtainable Dein
The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., Back Nuniber Dept:,
Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, E.C.4, price 4d. per
copy, post free.

CENTRE -TAPPED COIL FOR THE " MAGIC "
FOUR.

R. F. (Nr. Oxford).-" I must add my bit
to the praiSes of the Magic' Four, which has
given me a wonderful run for my money.
Talking it over with a man I met at a.wireless
lecture, I was surprised to hear that it is
pessible to use a centre -tapped instead of an
X coil, as I do not remember seeing this
referied to in P.W.'

" He was not very sure about it, but advised
me to write to you, as .the set he had seen
it on was not his own but a friend's. What is
the great idea ? "

Probably your acquaintance was referring to the
fact that districts which are remote from any heavily
interfering stations can get just a little extra volume
by using a centre -tapped coil for the onetnarked-L2
on the diagram, instead of the standard X coil,
which is used in normal situations. In this way you
get slightly tighter' coupling in the Valve circuit,
and so you get a little more amplification, but only
at a definite sacrifice: of selectivity. Selectivity.
however, remains fairly good; and if you are situated
where there is no local station likely to spread over
your dials, we certainly think the scheme is well
worth a trial. .

R. M. (Enfield).--" I ant using a Brownie
Crystal Set, and just recently I tried a loud
speaker on it and found that I could hear it
faintly at about a yard away from it. Could... -

(Continued on page"134.)

THE CONTRADYNEen-

as

-the new and wonderfully simple coil for overcoming local station inter-
ference on the long waves. A simple and efficient unit which improves the
selectivity of your receiver. Easily and quickly connected without altera-
tion to your set. Designed by the " Popular Wireless " Research Department
under the direction of Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and manufactured strictly -
to specification by " WEARITE."
Former of best quality ribbed ebonite, with ten slots to carry the silk-

covered winding. Tappings at 70th, 100th and 150th turns as specified, with
lugs for screwing to baseboard.

used in &THE "EXHIBITION FOUR"
Price 716

Send for Illustrated List of \ 7 EA
See the whole range of
new components on our

STAND NO.

250
RADIO EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA.
frobsty,-

111

COMPONENTS
WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD,

740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.I7,
'Phone Tottenham 3847;8
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Simple and Supreme!
Itle "GOLTONE Patent

Better Results in Every Way
-from Everywhere!

BETTER results from your set. Increased
volume and range, greater selectivity,
absolute minimum of interference-at ONE

THIRD the cost of a pole and mast aerial. That it
what this wonderful New Aerial snakes possible!
Obtainable from all First -Class Radio Stores.

SUPERSEDES POLES AND MASTS
The ' Goltone ' Patent NO -MAST Aerial is more

efficient, less costly, less trouble. Easily fixed to
chimney breast or wall by one Person in less than
an hour.

THE STRONGEST GALE CANNOT
BLOW IT DOWN !

No " cut offs " in the middle of a programme
this winter ! Fit a " NO -MAST " NOW!

Here is the modern aerial for modern broad-
casting conditions to give YOU the loud and clear
reception you must have ! Experts have praised
it-users are delighted. Write for Catalogue
giving full particulars, enthusiastic testimonials
and technical press reports to :-
WARD & GOLDSTONE, LTD.

( Dept. P.W.) PENDLETON, MANCHESTER.

I)/

ANOTHER USE
FOR FLUXITE:
Hardening Tools
and Case Hard-
ening. Ask for
eaflet on im-
proved method.

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16 All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell Fluxite.
in tins, 8c1., 1/4 and 2/8.

" We're Fluxite and
Solder-

The reliable pair,
Famous for Soldering,
Known everywhere !
If you're fixing up

Wireless
There's no need to fret,
Let US join the

connections-
Then Perfection you'll

get !
See that Fluxite and
Solder aro always by you-
in the house, workshop,
garage- anywhere where
simple, speedy soldering is
needed. They cost so little

but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer I
For Pots, Pans, Silver and Brassware; RADIO; odd tabs in
the garage-there's always something useful for Fluxite and
Solder to do.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Sikaple to use and lasts
for years in constant
use.- Contains special
'small space' soldering
iron with non -heating
metal handle; pocket
blow lamp. Fluxite,
Solder, etc.; and full
instructions

7/6 COMPLETE
-or LAMP
any 2i6

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

THIS IS THE MAN

WHO

ORIGINATED

THE SLOGAN

ogifelst-
The Bennelt Cqllege commenced its won-derful history in 1900-, sine, when
it, has acted as Father and
advised and helped into
prosperity tens of thou-
sands of lien who
NV CI 111 d of h o -

W is e hare
rema i II d
in the
rut.

LET ME
BE YOUR
FATH ER.

Our
gigantic

rennet; t i on
brings us in

touch with all the
big employers; therefore,

alt hough we do not undertake
the work of an employment ageneY

we certainly do know where the de-
mand exceeds the supply. If you think

you are in a rut, it advancement seems slow.
or if your career is undecided or unsatisfactory,

write to me, telling me your age, past experience,
present employment, and anything that may' help,

and I will tell you what chances there are; if (hey are suit-
able for you, and, if so, how you may attain your objective, ..

We have full particulars in connection with any of the following courses,
or special courses can be combined to meet all requirements. We specialise

in preparation for all examinations; most modirate fees, payable monthly.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE
TECHNICAL.

Architecture
A.R.I.B.A.
I.A.A.S.

Building
L.I.O.B.
Bld.Quantities & Costs

Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
B.Sc. iEngineering,
Civil Engineering

A.M.I.C.E.
Quantities-Soecifica-

tions
Concrete and Steei
Draughtsmanship

Electrical or Mechani-
cal

Electrical Engineering
A.M.I.E.E.
City and Guilds

Foundry Work
Heat Engines
Heating, Ventilating,

and Lighting
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Engineering

Motor
Steam

Mechanical Engineering
A.M.Inst.R.E.
A.M.I.Mech.E.
City and Guilds
Pattern Making

Metallurgy of Steel
Mining

Fireman
2nd Class Managers
1st Class Managers
H.M. Inspector
Mine Electrician
A.M.E.E.
Surveying and

Levelling
I. M.S.G. B.

Motor Engineering
A.M.I.A.E.

Municipal and County
Engineers

M. and C.E.
Naval Architecture
Pumps and Pumping

Machinery
Road Making
Sanitation

San. Inspector
San. Science
M. R.San.l.

Ship Building
Structural Engineering

A.M.I.Strust.E.
Surveying

P.A.S.I.
B.Sc. Estate

Management
I.A.A.S.
Mine Surveying
Quantity Surveying

Telegraphy and Tele-
phony

Civil Service Exams.
City and Guilds

Town Planning
Wireless Telegraphy

P.M.G. Exams.
Works Managers

COMMERCIAL.

Accountancy
F.C.A.
F.S.A.A.
F.L.A.A.
F.C.R.A.
F.C.W.A.

Advertising
Auctioneering

F.A.I.
F. A. L.P. A.
B.Sc. ,Estate

Management
Banking

Cert. A.I.B.
Book-keeping

F.I.B.

WE TEACH BY POST IN ALL PARTS

Insurance
Accident
Fire
Life
Marine
F.C.I.I.

London Chamber of
Commerce Exams

Royal Society of Arts
Exams.

Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams.

F.C.I.S.
F.I.S.A.
F.C.C.S.

Shorthand
Transport

A.M.Inst.T.

CIVIL SERVICE.
Air Force
Clerkships
Customs and Excise
Inspector of Taxes
P.O. Superintendent of

Traffic
P.O. Engineers
Sorting Clerks

POLICE.

Entrance Exams.
Promotion Exams.
Indian Police
Fire Engineering

A.M.I.Fire E.
GENERAL.

Army Exams.
First-class Certificate
Special Certificate

Matriculation Exams.
School Certificate Exams.
Professional

Preliminary Exams.
Inspector of Weights

and Measures.
University Degrees

OF THE WORLD.
Also ask for our New Book (FREE OF CHARGE)

THE HUMAN MACHINE.
Secrets

Note Address Carefully :
THE BENNETT

I Dept. 106, SHEFFIELD.
COLLEGE, LTD.,

--IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING I
FLU=

of Success.
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(Continued from page 132.)

you tell me what I could do to make it come
through louder ? "

We are glad you asked about this, R. M., because
every year about this time a good many people
are wondering the same thing.

Let -us keep to simple facts and simple phrases.
You've got the crystal set, you've tried a loud
speaker, and you want to make it louder.

Now, to make that programme louder you must
have more power pushed into the loud speaker.
Where are you going to get more power from ?

At present the power for working the set is coming
from the broadcasting station 'at Brookman-a Park.
It reaches your set via the aerial and earth, which
serve as a collector of power.

Obviously, you can't expert the B.B.C._ to-increase
the power they 'send out from Rrookmans Park,
can you ? They ate doing their best now, and in

- any pas° there are all sorts of limits imposed on them,
soave must think of some other way.

We have said that your aerial system is a " col-
lector " -of power. Suppose you could improve its
collecting properties?

That would give more power to your set. In fact
it is the only way, without using some form of
amplifier.

We don't know what kind of an aerial you've got,
but the best form is a single wire, without joints,
raised as high as possible above neighbouring houses,
trees, etc.

Get it as high as you can, as clear of- obstructions
as possible, and keep the Wire .well spaced 'Stray from
'walls and gutter pipes.

'Ilse good conductive wire-copper, silicon bronze.
or phosphor -bronze are all excellent-and don't
forget the earth connection. A short -lead (same wire
as aerial) to a water -train, or to a large buried -earth -
plate will give good results, butt be sure that all joints,
terminals, etc., are tight and clean,' so that the
aerial currents have no unnecessary -resistance to
overcome.

Having done all this you will be getting the
maximum result possible with a crystal set.- Although,
if quite near to a broadcasting station, there may he
sufficient energy to work a small loud speaker, in

_most cases the power collected by an aerial -earth
system is not sufficient to do this.

In your own case, even if you make the aerial and
earth very much better, and so pick up two or three
times as much power, we fear there will not be

sufficient power to work even a small loud speaker.
To do this properly requires quite a lot of power-
far more than can usually be picked up on an aerial.
' Therefore, it Is- usual to employ an amplifier for
loud -speaker work, the ordinary wireless valve being
particularly well suited to the. purpose.

A valve set enables a local source of power (such
as batteries)..to strengthen the input front the aerial,
and any desired degree of strength can be obtained
by the choice of suitable apparatus.

So you see it all boils down to " gingering " the
crystal as far as possible by improving aerial and earth,
and if this still gives insufficient power for loud-
speaker reception_ an amplifier will be necessary.

THE H.F. GRID BIAS. .

W. T. (Stamford, Lines.).-" My set is the
Regional' Four, built from one of the `P.W.'

blue prints, and I must say it is a wonder.

"I have been troubled by one point, however,
which, although it makes no differenoe to
signals, has completely nonplussed my friends
when I explain it. I noticed it first when
testing the grid -bias cell for the H.F. valve
to see. if it wanted renewing, the negative
lead to this cell goes to the -002 fixed' con-
denser and to No. 2 on the aerial coil unit.

" These two- leads were soldered together
when I made the set, and had been slipped
under the condenser terminal. In some way
they have- come adrift, and although they
looked all right when looking down on the set,
I discovered that when I went to test the
grid -bias cell- that, actually, the condenser was
out of circuit altogether!

" To my surprise, I found
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The dotted lines show how the " components " which were given
in the skeleton diagram last week should .be connected for a two-
valver using A.C. valves.

If the 80 -turn reaction coil is placed between the others efficient
wave -changing is carried :out merely by throwing over the D.P.D.T.'
switch. (Note that the detector needs a positive grid bias, and the
L.F. valve ordinary negative grid bias.)

that when it was put in you
Could not tell any difference
at all in the results. What I
cannot understand is that in
a set which works so well one
of the components can be
undone altogether and yet it
makes no difference to results.

" I knew it was a good set, but
I did also think every part was
' pulling its weight,' and I
cannot make out how it is
that this does not affect the
set whether it is joined or
whether the connection is
broken."

The -002 fixed condenser which
Is connected across the H.F. grid
bias has been inserted in the circuit
to act as a bypass. Actually, it is
placed in series in the first tuned
circuit of the_ set, and in that
position every care must be taken
to introduce no losses into the
circuit, as otherwise the whole in-
put- to the set would suffer.

Apparently in your own set the
extra resistance afforded by the
grid -bias battery's connections was

(Continued on page. 136.)
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GUARANTEED

GENUINE EBONITE
Highest dielectric insula-
tion 120,000 v. per m.m.
Lowest power factor.
No current absorption.
Unconditionally guaranteed
perfect.

No surface leakage.
Easy machining.
Best polished surface.
Superfine consistent
quality.

PANEL PRICES

9116°.
BLACK

-- id.

PER SQUARE INCH, POLISHED
THIOK 3f413'

I" - la.

THE SUPERFINE QUALITY RADIO EBONITE

Reg. design
Model Z.20. Without doubt the most
attractive Loudspeaker at the price. Its
reproduction will delight the most critical
listener, its cabinet is particularly attractive. --
IN OAK - - - E7.15.0
MAHOGANY - - 5.0
Other Celestion models from £3

CELESTION LTD.
KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

London Show, owns :

106, VICTORIA STREET
LONDON, S. W.1

Rememberit is your
Loudspeaker
which has the
final word
in the quality
of your radio
and choose
CELESTION
Made by the firm which
has specialised for
nearly fire years in sound
reproducing instruments

CELESTION
?'he Very Soul of cgifusic

LOUD -SPEAKERS.
FOREMOST NAME IN SOUND REPRODUCTION

wia-16

TRELLEBORGS EBONITE WORKS, LTD.
UNION PLACE, WELLS STREET, LONDON, W.1

Telephone : MUSEUM 6200. Woburn

NOM

STAND No.

53
RADIO EXHIBITION OLYMPIA
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It's cheaper
to charge
your batteries
at home!

With the
You can recharge your L.T. batteries at home for a
mere fraction of the cost of sending them to the
charging station. There's no continual shifting of
batteries with consequent damage to clothes and
carpets. There's no burdensome fetching and carrying.
Your batteries are always ready when you want
them, and above all, an Ediswan home charger pays
for itself in a very short time.

Price £2-17-6 complete

EDISWAIN
Home Charger

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,

la Newman &rem Oxford Street, W.I
Branches in all the Principal Towns. B.P3 of

9

VERNIER

Easy reading.
Metalac
contin-

uity

%a00'1. 5

INSPIRED f
LEADERSHIP!

3/ -

DIAL

Smooth action.
No

crackle

WORM()

05M0.0, 505

[FORMo

A great little variable compression
type condenser.

F -0001
J .00031 1/6
V .001
II '002 2/1

The lightest,
lowest loss dt
most efficient
Condenser ex-

tant.
Capacities:

0005
00035
00025
4.01.45

MO LOS LINE
CON0EnSEA

Higher
test,

lower
loss,
great
long-

evity.
Caps,
mid.

1

25
1

MIRA

Eakelite
cased

COO volt
test

mains
Conden-

ser.
Prices

3/-
2/2
2/-
1/s
1/6

..000 vo.t test.
Lakel.te and Mica.

Caps. Prices
0001
'0002} 6d.
'0003
0005 74
001 Ed.

-002 10d.

A truly phenomenal illuminated drum dial with
trimmer I. ontrol.

BRITISH LEADERSHIP
SUPPLIERS TO THE

of LEADING SET MAKERS
our

35 OF THE COUNTRY
Lines J CATALOGUE FREE. GERRARDI863.

GOLDEN SQ. PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON

Drum dial, 9/6
with one
Condenser, 13/ -
with two, 17/6

SEE

STAND
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(Continued from page 134.)

so small as to make no perceptible difference, hut
this is by no means always the case, and for that
reason the condenser is.regarded as an essential part
of the circuit.

That does not mean to say, however, that it is
always making a noticeable difference, and although
we have known dozens of instances where such a
bypass condenser can be removed altogether without
apparently affecting reception at all, it is nevertheless
necessary as a general rule to arrange that such a
condenser should bypass high-frequeney across the
grid -bias battery if the full efficiency of the receiver
is to be maintained.

CONNECTING UP THE L.T. BATTERY.
P.M.T. (Andover, Hants.).-" I am rather

nervous about changing the L.T. battery,
as the last time I did this all the wires got hot.
Is this all right

No. You must always regard a hot wire as a
danger signal, :for it is one certain way of . the set
showing its owner that there is something wrong.

If your set has been working all right since the
Incident of the hot wire, the probability is that for a
moment you " Shorted '? your L.T. battery. ' This is
very bad for thb battery, and has an element of
danger, Inasmuch as If the wire gets: too.hot it might
catch on fire, or set something else alight.

There is absolutely no need for anything'. of the
sort to occur if you connect and disconnect your
battery properly. Alt that you have to ;do .Is to
remember that the leads to the L.T. battery should
always be undone at the:battery end, and pot at the
 set end of the lead.

The 'battery standing by itself is quite harmless.
But it wires are joined to the terminals and then
touch together at the.ot her end (as may easily happen
aceldentally), heavy current 'flows which causes the
wire to get hot.

If, on the other hand, the far ends of the leads are
always properly joined to the set, and it is only at
the battery end that the leads are undone, there is
definitely ,to danger.

FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 92.)

The Fiddler.
Last night, in the dusk, I was sitting in

the window, searching Europe for a little
light music to entertain some of our neigh-
bours who were lounging lazily after the
day's work among the trees. Came by a
tramp, a little oldish man with dust -
covered elastic -side boots, clothes that
had never been meant for him.

Under his arm he had a green bag, out
of which he produced a fiddle, and began to
play. It was not of very good vintage, but
the local colour was excellent.

By some flash of mother wit, he knew
that we were English, and so, after playing
an Italian air or two, very wheezily, ho
suddenly and astoundingly broke in upon
us with " Fiddle and I. I admit that it
was pretty bad. We paid him off at once.

He was surprised at the coin which
dropped into his hand. He seemed to look
at it less with his eyes than with his nose,
which took on a ruddier tinge at the sight!

" Heaven and Hell."
That is a fairly bright title for a musical

programme, isn't it I It came from Stutt-
gart. It began, of course, with Don Juan's
Journey from Gluck's Ballet.

Later there was an item called " Nostal-
gia," but whether it meant that those in
Hell were homesick for Heaven, or vice
versa, the music did not make plain. Then
Offenbach's Overture, " Orpheus in the
Underworld."

Followed by Grimm and Andersen
and the programme concluded with some
" Jokes " by Georg Queri. I did not quite
understand the jokes.

Spitzweg.
You perhaps haven't heard. of Spitzweg.

Neither had I.
It is a big wild world. He is a painter,

or was. And Hamburg the other evening
had a programme entitled, " The Painter
Spitzweg's Subjects in Word and Music."

I thought it a good idea. Each item in
the programme described one of the
painter's pictures. " The Cactus Amateur,"
I'm bound to say bothered me. It was
probably a difficult picture-a cactusy
picture. It sounded like that.

But Walter Sickert's pictures would
make a good programme ; so would Goya's.

I ABOUT YOUR VALVES.
*

In addition to reducing the H.T. required by
a screened -grid valve a small negative grid bias
of n volts or so is often of advantage in
improving selectivity.

Among the incidental advantages of an S.G.
stage are the easy volume control effected by
incorporating a variable filament resistance or
by reducing the voltage on the screening grid.

Of the " grids " of a pentode valve the inner-
most one next the filament is the control grid
as in the ordinary three -electrode valve, and is
joined to the ordinary grid pin on the four -pin
base.

Everybody's
calling for
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,,EAsy TERmsi,
r.

WE specialize in the supply of all good quality Radio sets and
components on easy terms. We will give you efficient

and promptprompt service. A few examples below :
MeMICHAEL MAINS THREE. The outstanding all mains set of

the season. Remarkable performance both as regards E
sensitivity and quality of reproduction. A receiver we can E
thoroughly recommend. Demonstrations daily.
Cash Price £21 0 0

Or 22/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 38/,
EKCO ALL MAINS 2-V. SET. A reliable regional receiver for E

A.C. or D.C. Mains. Cash Price £14 10 0
Or 1816 with order and 11 monthly payments of 261-.

LISSEN 2-V. SET, battery model, including valves.
Cash Price £3 10 0

Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 616.
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT. A first-class long-dis-

tance receiver incorporating 2 H.F. stages, single dial tuning.
Cash Price .. £11 15 0

Or 16/. with ord'T and 11 monthly payments of 21t-.
NEW ORGOLA 1931 4 -VALVE KIT. A high-grade complete kit

of parts, including cabinet and valves. Cash Price £13 12 6
Or 1616 with order and 11 monthly payments of 24/6. ,

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT. A considerable advance on last
season's 3 -valve Kit and at a lower price. Cash Price £6 17 6

Or 10/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 12/6.
N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR. Loud speaker unit, quality of

reproduction almost equal to a moving -coil speaker.
Cash Price .. £3 10 .0

Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
MARCONI PICK-UP. The best and most sensitive Pick-up

available at the present time. Cash Price .. £3 3 0
Or 41- with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/-.

VOLT EXIDE H.T. Accumulator, 5,000 M.A. capacity,
including 2 Polished Oak Carriers. Cash Price.. £4 13 0

Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest balanced armature

movement on the market. Complete with large Cone and
chassis, Cash Price .. £2 10 0

Or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/-.
All makes of Eliminators, Loud Speakers (including moving coil), meters.
batteries, etc., supplied on similar terms. Kindly let Us have your inquiries
soil a quotation will be sent by return.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY, 11, Oat
Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2. Telephone: National 1977.
The first firm to supply Radio Components on Easy Terms.

ml11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

'HAVE YOU HEARD.'
"ELECTROCETS"
All -Electric Radio Gramophone?

Contained in a handsome
Polished Mahogany Cabinet.
Complete with valves, readyfor use on A.C. Mains.

18 gns.
The specification includes

I Osram Values, Blue Spot Speaker,
I Harlie Pick-up, Collaro Motor,Westing-

house Rectification.

Described as the set that costsless than it should!
3.tay we send you our illustrated brochure, free

on request ?

THE ELECTROCET RADIO CO., B I RMI NGHM
SOLIHULLA,

Loosk^wolosib~ssos AGENTS WANTED. 409~9Wirokeisielie4

MODEL.
N279

GuineaWIRELESS
CABINET forkil
JUTHIT, _LASSEMBLE 10/T TYOH Eg.

No. 219. A Radio or Radio Gramophone Cabinet,
3' 9' high, 2' 2" wide, and 1' 6" deep. The battery
and loud speaker compartments are at the bottom
and are partitioned off. Size of the baffle behind
the fret is 24" x 24". Metallic fabric for the fret
front is included. Opening at the top and bark.
This cabinet will take a panel 2' x 9" or smaller.
READY TO ASSEMBLE:
Oak65/-, Mahogany 70I.,

Walnut 80/-.
AssEMBLED READY TO
POLISH: Oak 85/-. Ma-
hogany 90f-, Walnut100/-
AssEMBLED&POLTsHED:
Oak 105/., Mahogany

Walnut 135/-.

National Radio
Exhibition, Olympia,

Sept. 19th -27th.
VISIT OUR STAND

No. 258
CatAS. A. OSBORN Dept. P.N.), THE REGENT
WORits, ARLINGTON STREET, LONDON, N.1. Tele-
phone: Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21, Essex Rd.,

Islington. N.1. 'Pho e: Clerkenwell 5634.
All models corringe psi, . Send for 56 -pate ills,

tested catalogue. S ad 3d. in stamps.

,,gtos40pop:LING
INVENTION

LOUD
SPEAKER

Undy 8 pole Dynamic
now on top of all
modern loud speakers
by marvellous new
design, the speaker
for the smallest set
and the great amplifier, known the world over in a
few weeks since introduction.

10E
hroiher

The Undy 4 pole, the
new ingenious design
by the inventor of the
Undy 8 pole. This
loud speaker will give
full satisfaction on the
ordinary small set or
amplifier - its ex-
treme sensitivity,
amazing volume and
perfect reproduction
is unbeaten by any
movink coil speaker

itSuSi:SEt* X  Upantli:s. 

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR WIRELESS SHOP
Ask for Demonstration !
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Excellent
Selectivi

for TDD

DESIGNED to meet the new Regional 
L./Scheme requirements, the Watmel Tuner
serves as the Aerial tuner for practically all
circuits embodying reaction ; also it acts as a
wave trap, since the loose aperiodic aerial
coupling gives great selectivity and a con-
siderable degree of stability. Radio Paris and
5 X X are easily separated, as also are both
Brookmans Park transmissions.

All moulded parts are of attractive Walnut -
mottled Bakelite. The switch is a robust
positive specially designed push-pull type,
concealed in the base.

Price complete 17/6

If you cannot get this Watmel product
at your dealers, write direct to us and
enclose remittance, the tuner will be
sent to you by return.

THE WATMEL BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKE gives maximum
efficiency, very low self -capa-
city and an extremely re-
stricted field.

Type DX3
Inductance - 200,000 mh.
Self Capacity - 1.6 m.mfd.
D.C.Resistance,1,400ohms.

Price 6/ -

Type DX2
Inductance 40,000 mh.
Self Capacity - 1.2 m.mfd.
D.C. resistance, 450 ohms.

Price 41 -

OLYMPIA STAND No. 12.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware.

Trkbhone : EDGWARE 0323
M.C.tt

THE " CONTRADYNE'f
(Continued from par 101)

that here is a perfectly effective cure for
the troubles we have been suffering from.

To make a "Contradyne " then, all
we want is a coil of the right size, built
into a little unit with a pair of terminals,
and a switch to short circuit the coil when
we desire to receive on the lower wave-
lengths. To get the best effect the, size of
the coil requires to be adjusted to suit the
particular case, and so in this first model
of the device we are showing a home -
wound coil with tappings, which you will
find is very easy indeed to make.

This coil is convenient, because it enables
you to find just the right amount of in-
ductance to suit your requirements, but
it is not essential and we intend shortly
to describe a simplified version in which
a plug-in coil is used, the right effect
being obtained by trying different sizes.

Easy to Wind.
The coil is slot -wound on a ribbed former

in which the necessary slots have' been
produced by filing, and one of the photo-
graphs shows this quite clearly. The com-
plete instructions for making the coil are
given in the caption of this photograph.

To fasten the finished coil down to
the little baseboard on which the
" Contradyne " is assembled is quite simple:
just fit a wooden crosspiece inside one end
of the former and pass a screw down
through this into the baseboard. The
wooden crosspiece should be cut to a length
which makes it rather a tight fit in the
end of the former, and it can be secured in
place by means of a nouple of little
screws,

All the rest of the constructional work is
really too simple to call for any instruc-
tions, as you will readily see when you have
had a look at the photographs and diagrams.
As a 'matter of fact, both the construction
of the unit and its use are so simple that
we have managed to tell the whole story
in the captions to the various illustrations
and you will find that you could make it
and use it without reading a word of this
article if you chose

Try it for Yourself.
We have arranged the pictures and dia-

grams to tell the whole story in this way
as a convincing proof of the wonderful
simplicity, of this device, but there is one
thing which W.% cannot tell you in either
pictorial or vorbal description, and that
is the wonderful efficiency with which it
works. That is something which we must
leave you to find out for yourself.

Before we leave the subject for this
week, however, we must just issue a warn-
ing to the effect that there are certain
types of receivers with which the " Con-
tradyne" does not function satisfactorily.
All those sets described in POPULAR WIRE-
LESS during the last two years have had
some form of auto -coupled or inductively -
coupled aerial circuit, and with these the
"Contradyne" can be depended upon to func-
tion. There are certain types of sets,
however (not of our design) in which differ-
ent systems of.coupling have been employed,
and with these the instrument does not
give complete satisfqction.

BROWNIE
SELECTIVITY

NIT
Mr. F. T. Collins, of East Barnet,
writes : " Although I am within 6
miles of Brookman's Park, I find
the Brownie Se!ectivity Unit enables
me to separate either wave length
without the least difficulty. I feel
that your Unit is the only relief for
listeners in this area." Screen..
Grid selectivity with any set --

that's what you get
with the Brown'e
Selectivity Unit, at
a cost of only1016 !
Yourdealer willtell
you all about it.

BROWNIE
WIRELESS
CO.,(0.13.)LTD.,
NelsonSt.Works,
London, N.W.1.

CABINETS.
,igllypI,Npie with Baseboards.

12" x 8" x 8" ale 16' x 8" a 8"14" x 8" 8" W/0 16"..x.8^ 9" 10/6
18" a 7" a 10" 12,6 21" x x 10" 12;6Postage and Packing 116 extra.
Send for NEW BARGAIN LIST, Post Free.
Sent C.O.D. if 'desired. 'Phone Terminus 6777,
WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES,
259, Gray's Inn Rd., icing's X, London ,W.C.1.

"BROADCAST" Plug-in Coils
NOTE THE NEW' PRICES

25 .. 10d. 50 .. 1/- 125 .. 1,3 250 .. 2'-
30 .. 10d. 60 .. 1/1 150 .. 1'4 300 .. 2'3
35 .. 10d. 75 .. 1/2 175 .. 1/6 400 .. 2;9
40 .. 1/- 100 .. 113 200 .. 119 500 .. 3'3
Centre -Tapped 6d. extra. " X" Coils 9d. extra.

Post paid two C0118 or over. Trade Supplied.
G. BRICE, 34 Savernake Rd., London, N. W.3

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

--SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

TG House Your SET
OR

RADIO-GRAM
BUILT LIKE A PIANO

De Luxe lhti! ',nut re-tamed for excellence.
USED BY i' experts-Fainnus Engineers -
3,000 delighted einnts.
Direct from Craftsman's bench to your home. You
may have ON APPROVAL FREE TEST, and
return at our expense if Son wish to part with it,
Prices run from £5 5 0 (or .£10 to £15 15 0 for
Exclusive models). Cash or Easy Payments.
Photographs and full particulars FREE.
PICKETT'S. Radio Furniture Makers (1'.W.;

Albion Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.

NOTE" PATENT"
BAFFLE CHAMBER.
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MORE ABOUT
THE EXHIBITION.

(Continued from page 90.)

C. A. VANDERVELL, LTD.
Stand No. 7.

An entirely new C.A.V. production is an L.T.
accumulator of a particularly robust variety. The
C.A.V. non -spillable varieties of the original jelly acid
type are shown and are well worth close inspection.
On the C.A.V. stand Is a machine which demonstrates
the unspillable nature and the immovability of the
electrolyte in the C.A.V. unspillable batteries. It is
a striking demonstration, and one that should have
vastly more effect than the most liberally descriptive
literature.

VARLEY (OLIVER PELL CONTROL).
Stand No. 105.

Here is a very strong display, including some par-
ticularly attractive receivers. The Junior all -electric
sets are as neat as anything in the whole of Olympia,
while the Varley Senior all -electric transportable
receivers are magnificent propositions at the prices
listed.

The entirely re -designed version of the Varley
compound mass suspension gramophone pick-up is
exhibited, while there is a comprehensive range of
components for mains devices.

As a matter of fact, constructors are well catered
for at the Varley stand, although of course the com-
ponents shown are mostly mains devices and L.F.
stage parts. For Instance, the new -high inductance
low -frequency choke and double push-pull input
transformers, push-pull pentode output chokes and
output transformers are exhibited, and we must not
forget to mention the ".Nicore " L.F. auto -trans-
former, a new Varley production which has been
designed to give the maximum possible amplification
in a single stage.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.
Stand No. 12.

The new Watmel Universal dual -range tuner is
shown. This tuner covers 200 to 600 metres and is
controlled by a three-point switch. It is a very
compact affair, and the method of aerial coupling
enables it to achieve great selectivity without any
form of wave -trap.

The Watmel people are also showing their new H.F.
chokes, which were reviewed some few weeks ago in

P.W." A further Item is the Watmel cone chassis,
which is designed primarily to use with a Watmel
unit, but a third supporting arm can be affixed to it
and a platform fitted, so that any unit can be accom-
modated. A fine oak cabinet is available for the
Watmel unit and Watmel chassis.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE AND SAXBY SIGNAL
CO., LTD.

Stand No. 239.
" The all -metal way " is the slogan around which

the exhibits of this stand are grouped. The Westing-
 house metal rectifier figures in an enormous number

of the mains units shown at Olympia.
It is particularly interesting to note that the range

of Westinghouse constructors' units has been extended
by the addition of three new units. These are of
entirely new design, and have as their main object the
provision of metal rectifiers at the lowest possible
cost compatible with satisfactory service. These new
units are enclosed in a lighter gauge metal casing,
and the rectifier itself is of slightly different construc-
tion, although equally reliable.

You should make a point of securing a copy of the
" All -Metal Way, 1930," which is distributed from
the stand, for this book gives instructions for the
building of several first-class eliminators and battery
chargers.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 66.

Here are some fine loud speakers, including cabinet
cone types, the W.B. cone chassis and stand, and of
course, the W.B. four -pole balanced armature cone
loud speaker unit, and the new W.B. permanent
magnet moving -coil loud speaker.

This instrument is available in chassis form, fitted
with a 14-inch baffle, or assembled in a handsome
cabinet.

W.B. aluminium copper screens for various uses
are exhibited, together with the various well-known
W.B. valve holders. There is a W.B. Universal
screened grid valve holder and a W.B. four or five pin
valve holder for A.C. valves. A particularly interest-
ing item is a W.B. under metal -baseboard -mounting
valve holder.

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD.
Stand No. 60.

A new anti -capacity switch is featured. This new
type embodies previous anti -capacity characteristics,
but the contacts arc greatly improved and are made
of solid silver.

There is a drum -dial which makes a full revolution.
The " Mite " log condensers, " Mite " thumb con-
trol condenser, and the " Mite " log double -balancing
condenser are exhibited.

(Canlinued on next page.)

TO PERFECT RADIO

New Osram Music Magnet Four
The very latest kit, incorporating 2 S.G. H.F.
stages for great range and extreme selectivity.

Single control.
Balance in

SEND 2316 ONLY ra monthly
payments of

Cossor "Empire Melody Maker"
Exactly as specified. Cash Price £6 17 6.

Balance in
SEND UV_ ONLY 11 monthly 1 219payments of

The Farrand Inductor Speaker
gives Moving Coil results

SEND 6/5 ONLY
Balance in
It monthly
payments of

REGENTONE
Model \V.5 Portable H.T. Eliminator for A.C.
Mains. Output 120 volts at 15 ma. 2 variable

and t power tappings.

9SEND 10f9 0 N.1., Y
Bitalsinnocenthiiy n 10,payments of

* Our New Season's Easy Way Catalogue
is now ready. Send for your .copy

to -day. Contains full descriptions and
illustrates all the leading makes of factory -
built receivers, kits, accessories, mains
apparatus and components. The most
comprehensive Radio catalogue published.

1 816

PILOT Radio Kits guarantee
success. Everything for
your new set down to the
last screw, in an attractive
carton, including the famous
PILOT Test Meter, without
which no set is complete.
No delay. Immediate des-
patch service.

PILOT KITS
FOR " P.W." SETS
EXHIBITION FOUR
(As described in last week's issue)

Kit " A," lceasLveat l and17
Or 12 monthly payments of 14/5

Kit " B" with valves, less
£10:5:0

Or 12 monthly payments of 1 8 1 o
Kit " C," cabinetvalvesw.. and 111:15:0

Or 12 monthly payments of 21 :6
CONTRADYNE SELECTOR

UNIT (As described in this issue)
Send no money. Pay the Postman. We

pay postage for C.O.D. I I /-

VISIT OUR STAND
(AN EXHIBITION IN ITSELF.)

OLYMPIA
Stand No. 110
SEND THIS COUPON TO -DAY

PETO-SCOTT CO.,
LTD:

77 City Rd., London, E.C.I. Phone : Clerkenwell
9406-7-8. 62 High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Phone: Chancery 8266. 4 Manchester St.,
Liverpool. Phone: Central 2131. 33 Whitelow
Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.
Phone: Chorlton-cum-Hardy 2028.

PLEASE SEND ME (a) Your latest Pilot
Radio Chart (b) Your famous Easy Way
Catalogue by return of post.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W. 27 9 30

PtAreicia- geavuutramfectoade
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DetreAcy Of
TOUGH
That records exact ren-
dering, without scratch,
with perfect balance of
tone and volume.
Any good record repro-
duced through the Wates
Pick-up loses nothing !
The perfect balance and
exact weight scientifically
calculated to exert the
correct pressure upon the
delicate indentations in
the grooves, reproduces
all those subtle gradations
of tone without which
music loses most of its charm.
Ask your dealer to let you heat'
it, then try out your favourite
records at home. Obtainable
from all good -class dealers, or
write direct for illustrated
literature describing this per-
fected instrument.

11 Wates Star. Pick -Up, oxydised
"'JO

`,.:1':'Xr
fitn,s,"hfi't complete with

tone arm 21 -
Wates Pick -Up Arm, finish to
match pick-up 7j6

See it at Radio Exhibition
Stand No. 42. 'Phone Riverside 5530

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. P.W), 184-188 SHAFTESBURY

AVENUE, LONDON, W,C.2
M.B.

KONE DOPE DRESSING for Linen Diaphragm
Speakers 6d. & 1/- per

bottle. 3d. postage. Doped Linen for Speakers 5/ -
square yard, Any size cut. Complete Hit of Double
Linen Diaphragm Speakers 19/6 Trade Enquiries:
KONE DOPE CO., 54, Idmiston Rd., Stratford E.15.

SOMETHING NEW Post Free 2/6
LIONTRON (Regd.) AMPLIFYING

(Liontron Design)
Hearing's TUNE METER Surprising
convincing. Results.

An efficient station separator.
10% to 30% increased amplification.

Longer Range. All Circuits. Valve and Crystal Sets.
S. LYONS,119, Clerk enwell Road, London,E.0 .1

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS GUIDE.

Send your name and address NOW
for copy of the New Edition of
Reliability Wireless Guide No. 296X.
to be issued during September, con-
taining full details of New Sea.
son's Apparatus. Components, &o.

3. H. TAYLOR & CO.,
4. Radio Honse, Macaulay Street,
HUDDERSFIELD. 'Phone: 341.

MORE ABOUT
THE EXHIBITION

(Continued front previon9 page)

WINOROVE & ROGERS, LTD.
Stand No. 118.

The Polar people are showing all their well-known
variable condensers, details of many of which have
appeared in " P.W." from time to time. An entirely
new line is the Polar " Tub " three -gang fully -screened
condenser. This is, as its name suggests, entirely
'enclosed in a screen structure and its sections are
very accurately matched.

There is also the Polar short-wave condenser, a
specially designed component for the low wave-
lengths so constructed that the tuning can be spread
out over the scale.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
Stand No. 250.

Hero ;s a very fine range of switches, from the
simplest single -way types to those capable of carrying
out very intricate circuit rearrangements. Special
coils are exhibited, and among these you will find the
well-known " PAY." types. There are also mains
transformers, valve holders, and H.F. chokes, both
of ordinary and heavy duty types.

The Wearite L.F. coupling unit is included in the
display.

YOUNG ACCUMULATOR CO., (1929).
Stand No. 225.

A rectifier, for charging H.T. batteries, and a range
of Young accumulators.

ZEITLING & SONS, LTD.
Stand No. N.

These people are wholesalers, and are aisplayin2
the general products of the trade.

PROGRAMME EXCHANGES.
(Continued from page 85.)'

talking' realities-a name in the papers or the
thought of a thinker ? I give you only one
guess.

For the rest the incident is useful in
drawing one on to -discuss this proposed
short-wave broadcasting station again.
The incident should bring people to realise
that, as apart from the inter -continental
wireless link, a service i6 More "pour passer
le temps" than to give broadcasting reality.

Advertisement Programmes.

I am entirely in favour of a short-wave
station now that 5 S W has given us the
information that the lonely are amused by
the fact of its existence, but don't let us
shout about it as a fundamental of the
service. I have suggested and I reiterate
that it affords a useful medium to try out
" advertisement " programmes, but these
must be "live," not just prosy emascula-
tions telling the Colonial how a Government
department has published a leaflet showing
that a British tractor might be used in
Uganda.

,Advertisement programmes have got to
attract per se. They have got to be alive,
and then the lonely will be the more amused,
the more inclined to listen and the more
inclined to believe the message that is
interwoven.

Short waves cannot at present be used for
one hundred per cent reliability unless
supplemented and reinforced in other ways,
so let us use them as they should be used.

I conclude : Wait on the inter -continental
telephone for the exchange of real pro-
grammes between continents ; make the
short-wave broadcast programmes real and
maks the station economic by handing over
the service to private enterprise.

In the Lotus Power Transformer the
Output windings arc planned to give
their full load current without any
noticeable drop in voltage.
The high potential terminals are
separated by divisions to reduce the
possibility of accidental contact to a
minimum. Price ... £1 12s. 6d.

From all Radio Dealers.

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Write for illustrated Catalogue to

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., LIVERPOOL.

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED Al
Transformers 5/... Loudspeakers 4/.. All repairs
re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.Discount for Trade. Clerkenweit 9069.
E. MASON, 44, East Road, City Road, 18.1.

"KABILOK"
CABINETS

AT OLYMPIA. AS USUAL

STAND
132
Gallery

Visitors must not Jail to see Non -visitor, should
the new range of Cabinets send for new illustra-

for every radio need. ted leaflet FREE.
W. & T. LOCK, LTD:, St. Peter's Works, Bath

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and
we eau strongly recommend them. No fur-
ther coils aro required. Scud P.O. for par-
ticulars and circuits-FREE.

1

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

PLAIN OR.
NAMED

Gftto-

1YEACti

GRIPSO
PATENT

NAMED PLUGS
Er SPADES
LISTS FROM MAKERS

GRIPS° Coy.
52 VICTORIA ST., LONDOKS.W.1

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS',
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst .P.

e- 4 -31 -

Leads That Alter Tuning
WHEN fixing up a receiver with a

loud speaker at some distant part
of the house, you will sometimes

find a little difficulty with regard to the
tuning of the set. For instance, in a
case recently described to me by a reader,
it was found that the long leads to the loud
speaker slightly altered the tuning of the
set, with the result that the dial setting for
the National programme was appreciably
changed, although in the case of the
Regional the effect was not so noticeable.

The actual change in the tuning of the
set is not in itself important, since it is
obvious that you have only to re -tune to
another position.

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

Distant Speaker.
But if you are using only one loud speaker,

and that is at a considerable distance away,
it may be that whilst you are tuning the set
you are unable to hear the loud speaker, or
at any rate sufficiently well to enable you
to make accurate tuning.

This difficulty is very simply overcome by
connecting at the same time a small local
loud speaker to the output terminals, which
will then serve as an indicator for tuning
the setsharPly. Alternatively, if you wish to
keep the additional load on the output
terminals as small as possible, you may use
a pair of headphones connected across these
terminals.

Of course, it will not do, using only one
loud speaker, to connect this first in a posi-
tion adjacent to the set and then, having
tuned the receiver, to remove the loud
speaker to the remote end of the long leads.
When making your tuning tests it is neces-
sary to have the distant loud 'speaker
connected up in the position in which it is
intended to operate.

Some Aerial Problems.
I am often asked whether it is possible for

two receivers (for example, in neighbouring
houses) to be operated from a single aerial
without interference with one another, and
also whether two aerials can be used satis-
factorily when they are close together, or
when one of the aerials is in effect a pro-
longation of the other, with an insulator in
the centre.

It is obvious that readers raising these
points are desirous of co-operating with a
neighbour and making convenient arrange-
ments with regard to the erection of aerials.

As regards working two receivers from
one aerial, although this is theoretically
possible and, in fact, is actually done in
many commercial cases, it is not to be
recommended for amateur reception. In
the first place, unless the two receivers are
of exactly the same type, there is consider-
able likelihood of complications, owing to
the relationship of the aerial to the receiver.
For practical purposes it is better not to
attempt to operate two different receivers
on the one aerial.

(Continued on next page.)
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STAND

131
OLYMPIA

NEW CLIX LINES

No. 25. Pat.

SOLID PLUG.
Maximumtensilestrength.

use with Resilient RESILIENT SOCKET. RESILIENT SOCKET.
Sockets. Engraved or Short, uninsulated, for Insulated with bush
Plain, Red or 2d thin panels. Flush a head. For metal or any
Black .. .. mounting .. Au type of panel. 11/d.

Red or Black..

No. 15. Pat. Pro. Pat. Reg. Des.
CLIX NEW " ALL -IN " TERMINAL.

Incorporating the new Clix Resilient Socket and
Solid Pin. Entirely insulated at all times.

FLEX portion 4d. PANEL portion 4d.
COMPLETE Sd.

No. 6. ANODE
CONNECTOR.

Solid Pin tag is perman-
ently fixed to S.G. or
Pentode valve terminal.
The insulated resilient
socket with wire fixing
device gives certain push-
pull contact. Impossible
to short anywhere. qd. No. 6. Prov. Pat. Reg.
Engraved. Price 0,11 Free Illustrated Leaflet on

No. 23. Pro. Pat. No. 24. Pro. Pat.

request.

STAND,
131

OLYMPIA

Caw
No. 22. Pro. PaL

RESILIENT SOCKETS.
Long, uninsulated. For
panels up to I in.
thick. Flush 1 dmounting ..

RESILIENT
SOCKETS.

The Clix revolutionary
method of plug and
socket contact in which
the helically slotted
resilient socket grips
the plug, is the only
means of obtaining
perfect contact with
every type of plug.

LECTRO LINX, Ltd., 254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1

IN

SENSITIVE --
MICROPHONES

Latest Improved
Designs.

For RADIO
BROADCASTING,

PUBLIC
ADDRESS, and
SPEECH AND

MUSIC TRANS-
MISSION

to
ANY

DISTANCE.

For
DEAF AIDS,

De tectaphonc s,

Loudspeaking
TELEPHONE,

CRYSTAL -

AMPLIFIER,

EXPERIMENTS,

etc.

All descriptive Lists Free.
Send me your Problems and I will advise you.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27 Fitzroy St., London,W.1. Phone: Museum 8329

Make
[THEDAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper.

1

MAKE UP THIS FINE ALL -POWER UNIT" SIENSITITM "
Employing the famous 'Radereix' Power Transformers

OutPut 30 mA. at 190
volts with tappings for
S.G., Detector, 0.3.,

and L.T.
Complete kit of parts
as illustrated, includ-
ing Handsome Frosted
Metal Cover, Drilled
and Engraved Panel,
Power Transformer,Fil-ter,Choke, Resistances
Condensers, Baseboard,
Terminals, etc. Guar-
anteed one year. A.C.
Mains 2001250 volts.

14 :10 0 Perfect results. Deal silent back-
ground. Wiring diagrams free.

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO.,103, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
Telephone: Clerkenteell 5312.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), If- X if" sq. 1/3 doz.
ZINCS, new type ltd. doz. Sacs I'2 doz.
Sample doz (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 40., post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30/. 3 -valve set, £5
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON.

VIVAIV

ALL APPLICATIONS for
ADVERTISING SPACE in
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
must be made to the
Sole Advertising Agents,

/VVVV / ,v /VVVVIgAVVVV"

I

R. 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON,ELT

-1,,,AA,w 7261.Telephone City

J.WW:=A0 v \1\1\1\1\1\ AVA\M

JOHN H.
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ITCHDOARD TO EUROPE
SENSATIONAL
POWERRANCEand TONE

PURCHASE
" OUT OF

POCKET
MONEY"

SKILFULLY built up to five valve performance. Reliable,
Sensitive, Powerful, A single control magically sweeps
Europe's broadcasting map. Glorious tone. Brilliantly

designed three -valve All -Electric Receiver. Sensitive screened -
grid distance circuit, double power screened -grid detector, and
Pentode amplifying stage, Hear this wonderful set at your
dealer's.

Either separately or in
conjunction with one of
five Ultra Air Chrome
Double Linen Dia-
phragm Speakers, this
wonderful receiver can
be purchased " out of
pocket money." £4 de-
posit and twelve monthly
payments of 34/10. Your
dealer will gladly supply
you with full particulars

£23
COMPLETE

ULTRA ELECTRIC LTD., 661, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, N.W.10.

A FORTUNE
For YOU!

A WEEK
FOR LIFE

or
0,000 CASH
MUST BE WON
ANSWERS leads once again in offering a
mammoth prize which will make the winner
independent for life. There is no Entrance
Fee-just a number of fascinating puzzle -
pictures to be solved. And remember --
the magnificent prize must be won You
can start NOW ; the first set and full
instructions appear in the greatly enlarged
issue of ANSWERS now on sale. Buy your
copy now-and start on the road to fortune
without delay I

Buy YOUR Copy NOW - 2d.

R Ex ---
SCREENS, COILS, ETC.

As recommended for the

EXHIBITION FOUR
THEAND

CONTRADYNE
STANDARD F. W.
DUAL COILS 126 each.

P.W. " CONTRADYNE "
COIL . . 7/6

Standard Screen, 10" x 7" . . 2/3
Differential Condenser . . . . 5/-
Polished Ebonite Panel, 21" x 7" .. 6'6
Terminal Strip, 21" x 2" . . 3/-
H.F. Choke .. . . . . 3/6
ALL GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED.

STAND No. 227.
E. PAROUSSI 1
10, Featherstone Bldgs., London, W.C.1.

'Phone : Chancery 7010.

FARRAND
INDUCTOR
SPEA KER

£3: 10 : 0
Daily Demonstrations.

1931 Catalogue free to callers. By post 6d

WILL DAY LTD.
19, LISLE STREET, W:C.1 Regent 092! -22

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continaed from 'previous page.)

Local Interference.
As regards two aerials in line with one

another, this also is an arrangement witiet
is not to be recommended, as, although tli.3
aerials are theoretically separate from one
another, and can, in fact, be tuned quite
.separately on different receivers, it is almost
certain that there will be interference
between them, and if a powerful set is con-
nected to one aerial it is probable that a
large amount of absorption may take place
from the other one.

In the case of two neighbouring aerials.
it is better to keep these as far away from
one another as is conveniently possible. It
would be better still, of course, to arrange
them so that they should not be parallel to
one another, but this will not generally be
practicable, as the most convenient direction
for the one aerial will most probably also be
the most convenient direction for the other
one.

Gramo-Motors.
I have had several queries from readers

with regard to the use of electric gramo-
phone motors, and whether it is worth while
going to the extra expense of an electric
motor rather than a spring one. Also, I
have been asked whether there are any
special disadvantages or " snags " in regard
to the electric drive.

Personally, I think the electric gramo
phone motor (assuming you have a suitable
electric light supply, of course) is very much
to be preferred to the spring drive, as you
simply switch on and the motor runs as
long as' may be required, the nuisance of
re -winding being entirely obviated. The
extra expense is perhaps a consideration, as
an electric gramophone motor costs eon-
, iderably more than a spring motor.

Electric Drive.
The earlier models of electric gramophone

drive were sometimes unsatisfactory,' owint,
to irregular running, and for that reason
many people got the impression that the
electric drive was necessarily not as satis
factory as the spring drive.

Electric gramophone motors have, how
ever, been considerably improved during
the past two or three years and there are
several makes now on the market which
you will find perfectly satisfactory in every
way. They give quite a steady, uniform
rotation of the turntable, and the speed can

- be regulated .within the usual :limits, .by
moans of the ordinary regulator acting
upon the governor.

Shielding,
There is just one point which has to be

home in mind when using an electric
pick-up, and that is the possibility of
electrical interference between the motor
and the pick-up. There should be no
sparking in the motor, as this will certainly
cause interference, and it is desirable to
shield the motor front the pick-up as

- completely as possible. In ititist cases you
will find that the makers of the motet' have
Itad tins point in. mind ,anti that the electric
motor is so :bOtistrueteif as to .be practically
ncapablo of causing interference.

(Continued on next page.)
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101GINEER
TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front previous page.)

Calit we get together?

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

its taiNe!

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500, per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you
can do the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than a
" bread and butter job you owe it to yourself to
investigate our service.
Our handbook, " Engineering Opporiunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech. E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches
of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES
La a brilliant loreword Prof. A. ltd Law shows
death, the chances you are mis<ing.
" Engineering Opportunities" and cur advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that upward urge and send a postcard NOW.
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, W.1

MICROPHONES
You will get the best and cheapest selection
of Microphones for all purposes at 218 Upper
Theme; Street, E.C. Eleztradix Mikes are
used everywhere. Broadcast Mikes, £12. £6
and £2, for public address. Announcer's
Hand or Stand Mikes, 16/.. Wrist Speedy
Microphones, 10/6. Solo Hand Mikes 107B
in brass case, 3/6. Microphone Units for
making multiple mikes. 4/6. Skinderviken
Buttoas. 3/6. W.E. Service Speech But-
tons 10d. Booklet " Wonders of the Micro-
phone," 63. Add postage on above.

New Sep!ern 3r Sale List just issued.
Free fur stamped addressed envelope.

Microphsne Specialists,
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

2l8 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

PLEASE be sure to mention
"POPULAR WIRELESS"

when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

RE S
Any ma* L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each pair. 41- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Repairs " Dept.,

953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, 5.W.17,

THE

STANDARD
PLUGIN 0011.
Sold everywhere from 1/
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.3

Short-wave Effects.
I mentioned some time ago the discovery

of a second electrical layer in the upper
atmosphere, a sort of second Heaviside
layer, although not, strictly speaking, to be
called by that name. As you know, a
curious feature of shortwave transmitters
is the " skip " effect, as a result of which
the transmission will almost completely
miss a nearby station whilst it will be
received strongly at a more distant station.

It is supposed that this skid i effect is due
to reflections between the earth and the
electrical regions in the upper atmosphere,
and it varies at different times of the year
and even from time to time during the day.

An Important Test.
Although many observations have been

made on this skip or reflection effect with
short-wave transmission, these Observations
have been more or less haphazard, many of
them, in fact; having been carried out 'by
amateur transmitters and experimenters.

It is now proposed to make a really
serious test on this effect by.setting up (in
America) a number of receivers spaced over
a distance of some hundreds of miles, with
special arrangements so that it will be
possible ftn the operator in charge of the
whole chain to know exactly how the
transmission is being received at the same
moment on each of the receivers.

This experiment naturally involves a
considerable outlay both in:money and in
labour, but, if successful, it should throw a
great deal of light on the manner and
peculiarities of short-wave transmission,
which after all is an extremely important
section of radio communication.

Reception Pointers.
The resistance value of the grid leak

depends as you know largely upon the
signal -strength which you intend to receive,
and as distant stations are naturally, as a
rule, on the weak side, it is a well-known
rule -of -thumb to use a fairly high value of
grid leak for distant reception and low value
for strong lbeal reception. Remember,
however, that it is not purely a question of
distance which decides this point, but
rather the question of actual incoming
signal strength. -.

Distance and -Quality.
Of course, a high value of grid leak,

although increasing the sensitivity of the set
-that is, the power of distant reception-
is apt to interfere with the quality of the
reproduction, and therefore you have to
strike a compromise between sensitivity
and good quality.

In any case, long-distance reception is
almost invariably marred to some extent
by causes which are not within your.control,
such as fading, interference, and, so on, so
that generally speaking you cannot aim for
such high quality in distant reception as
you expect in local or comparatively short -
distance reception. Therefore, you need
not put too fine a point on the question of
quality when you are out for distance, and
it is a good plan to use a fairly high value of
grid leak ; even up to, say, 5 megohms.

This js also particularly important for
short-wave teeeption which, as you know.

(Co:aimed on next page.)

COLUMBIA
4780

FAMOUS FOR
ECONOMY

NOWONLY

17%

AINIESEIK
COLUMBIA

RwowilrBsrmay

NATIOMAL CARS. 034

II 111111111111
Judge your batteries on perfor-
mance-not on price. Columbia
4780 (60 volts. Triple Capacity)
now reduced to 17/6, is the
most economical battery you
can buy. Throughout its long
life it gives you smooth -flowing
power; pure trouble -free radio;
better all-round performance.
Remember the name-Colum-
bia 4780, costing 17/6.
For large Sets employing power valves,
Columbia " Layebilt "-truly a battery
and a half. No. 4486, 45 volts, 24/.-
For 2- or 3 -valve sets, Columbia No.

4721 10/6
For Portables, Columbia No. 4755,

99 Volts .. 18/-
Columbia Grid Bias Battery, 9 Volts,

No. 4756 ..

olumbia
RAIPI10 BATTERIES
J. R.MORRIS, Imperial House, 15 Kings -

way, London, W.C.2.
Scotland : J. T. Cartwright, '3 Cadogan Street,

Glasgow.
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE St., LONDON,
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE
This address is at the back of

Theatre. Phone: Gerrard 2821

W.C.2
TUBE
Daly's

"SCREEN GRID 3" KIT
MARVELLOUS VALUE in a KIT of PARTS for a

THREE -VALVE SCREEN -GRID KIT
ONE DIAL TUNING & DUAL RANGE COIL
KIT OF PARTS AS POI -LOWS i

0.4 by 7 Panel, 0005 S.L.P.
Condenser, Igranio Micro Con-
denser, Switch, 10 by 6 Screen, / 6
3 -point Switch, Titan Coil, 3
Valve Holders, L.F. Transfor-
mer, H.F. Choke, 0002 Fixed
Condenser, 2-0003 ditto, 2 '1- ,.
mierofarad Condensers. 2 II.T. Fuses, 2-meg. Leak
and Holder, Strip (12 by 2 in.), 11 Terminals, Wire,
Brackets, Opk Cabinet and toll Wiring Diagram
and Instructions. CarrieeR 3i- extra,
COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE, with 3 Valves (one
screen grid), 100 -volt High Tension; 2 volt 40 snip.
Se:simulator. 9 -volt (LE., £2 : 2 : 0. Cone
Speaker, Aerial Equipment..
Carriage 5/. extra United ei
Kingdom.
UNBEATABLE FOR

VALUE. II

SPECIAL BARGAINS for Callers Only
60 -volt H.T., 3'11. 100 -volt H.T. 6/11. S.M. Dial,
1l9. 100 ft. 7)22 Aerial Wire, 1/9. Fuller's 2 -volt
60 amp. Accumulators, 6'9. Double -reading Volt-
meters. 4'6. 60X Coils, 119. Ajax Pick-ups, 7/6.
Cone Chassis, 1/11. Cone Cabinets, 4/11. Valve
Holders 5d. S.L.F, Condensers, 2/9. Enamel Aerial
Wire, 2'9. L.F, Transformers, 3/6. 4/11, 516, etc
Cone Loud Speakers, 9111. R.F. Chokes, 1/11. 12
by 8 in. Cabinets. oak, 5!11. 18 by 7 in. ditto,
8'11 Dual -range Coils. 4111 2-naierofarad Conden-
sers, 2:-. 4-miertifarad. 3/6. Trickle chargers, 25111
WHEN NERTINTOWN PAYUSA VISIT. IT
ISALWAYS RADIO WEEK ATRAYMOND'S.
IMPORTANT. All letters and communica-tions must be addressed to
K. RAYMOND, LTD.,
27 & 28a LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.O. 2
The name of the street is not sufficient.

CELLS THAT SATISFY,
SPECIAL BATTERY OFFER.

120 volt WT. Batteries 121- each
100 volt ILT. Batteries 10/- each

60 volt B.T. Batteries 6/6 each
60 volt Porous Pot Wet Batteries from 14'.

Send OA. for " LEYTON" Booklet,
"Build Your (hen B tter y."

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,
305, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, E.10,

High -Grade
SET & SPEAKER CABINET
Constructed of finely figured
Oak on carved ball and claw
legs, hand French polished.
IliE ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.

£8.8.0, carriage paid.
RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET.

£10.0.0, carriage paid.
Models from .62.2.0 to £20.
Thirty -page Must rated cata-

logue, post free.
GILBERT,Cabinet Maker.
Established 1866. SWINDON.

15,000
SUCCESSES
is the record of

The T.I.G.B.
If you, too, wish to
advance to a well -paid
post in any branch of
engineering, T.I.G.B.
fiche -study training
offers you the surest
means of achieving the
success you desire.

ENGINEERS

N

124
PAGES

This 124 -pp. book furnishes the most complete informatien
ever published about the many professional qualifications
open to engineers, such as A.M.Inst.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., etc.; describes nearly 200
Courses, the widest selection of engineering courses in
the world; and is crammed with matters of interest to
every engineer. If you are ambitious, The
T.I.G.B. can help you -write TO -NIGHT foryour FREE copy of "The Engineer's Guideto' Success," stating branch, post, or qualifi-cation that interests you.
The Technological Institute of Great Britain

Established 1917.
26, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4.
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

. . .

depends so much upon the efficient opera-
tion of the detector.

The grid condenser is not so amenable:to
adjustment, and I do not think you can de
better than to stick to the conventional
value of about 0-0003.
The Attractions of Portables.

There are an increasing number of 1 isten.ers
who cannot be bothered with the erection
and maintenance of an outdoor aerial and
who are intrigued with the easy opera ion
of a, self-contained portable receiver, which
is about as easy to operate as a gramophone.
Moreover, it -can, like the gramophone, be
carried about from rcom to room wherever
it, may be required.
Recent Improvements.
m As regards the efficiency and range of
,reception of a portable receiver (points
,'upon which it was open to a good deal of
criticism until comparatively recently)
these have now been very greatly improved

:.filiiimanfitilifillfilfitfilimmfifilfifififififiiiifillaififillM111..,

E Even if you can't visit =
a. a

THE RADIO SHOW
E this week you will be able to 'L-

E: read our Special Representative's E_
E account of a trip ===

i ROUND THE STANDS
= in next week's " P.\ -V," Also =_
== how -to -make directions for ='

-FE

THE-;_-_ T "NIGHT-FLIGHT " 3 E.

H etc. etc. etc. =
= =

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW .f-
=
Fiiiiiiimiliniiiimmilitilimiliminiffiliffiniiiiiiiiimimiliiim

and extended by the introduction of the
screened -grid high -frequency amplifier and
with a portable model employing a couple
of stages of screened -grid H.F., the need for
an outdoor aerial is certainly much less.

Nevertheless, in spite of the many im-
portant advantages of the portable type of
receiver, there must, in my opinion, always
remain a large body of more technically
inclined listeners and experimenters who
will refuse to discard the outdoor aerial.

It must always be remembered that,
within limits, however good the portable
may be, it can always be improved by
a good outdoor aerial and a good earth.
Of course, some portable receivers are
provided with aerial and earth sockets.
so that they can be used either with or
without the external aerial.
Questions of Price.

Another important point to bear in mind
about a receiver designed to operate with en
external aerial is that, as a rule, its price is
only a fraction, at any rate perhaps a half
or a third, of that of a good portable.

A final point to bear in mind also (par-
ticularly in regard to the alleged unsightli-
ness of an external aerial) is that it is
fashionable nowadays to use an outdoor
aerial which is only a third or a quarter or
even- a smaller fraction of the length which
used to be considered necessary in the early
days of broadcasting. The smaller length
of the outdoor aerial (height is still im-
portant) renders it very much easier to
make it a neat and unobtrusive job.

AN AMAZING
PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

'this new W.B Permanew
Magnet Moving Coil Speaker
is most sensitive. The Per-
manent Magnet -which can
be supplied with High or Low
Resistance Windings Moving
Coil --does not require ener-
gising from either mains or
accumulators. Guaranteed
for 5 years. The W.B. Per-
manent Magnet Moving Coil
Speaker is supplied com-
pletely assembled with baffle
hoard and chassis, or in an
attractive oak or mahogany
cabinet.

Assembled in Handsome finished Cabinet.
Prices: Oak Cabinet Model . £8 8 0

Mahogany Cabinet Model £8 18 6
Also available in chassis
form with 14 inch baffle . £6 6 0

.Yedt by the Makers of the famous W.B. Valueholders
Whiteley Boneham & Co., Ltd.,

Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easypayments.

Five years advertiser in - Popular
Wireless. Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the
Payments that will suit your convenience. and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless
H. W. HOLMES, .29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone: Museum 1914. Gt, Portland St., W.1

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

AGENTS- WANTED to Sell Wireless goods, all
makes in sets, components and accessories. Cash
or Easy terms. Liberal commission.NEW AUTO
SUPPLY CO., 241, Park Rd.,ASTON, Birmingham.

British /Patersit No. 257,2 02.
The proprietor of this patent relating to" Impruve-
meats in Radio Frequency Amplifying Sys'em " is
desirous of entering into equitable arrangements
by way of grant of licences on royalty or otherwise
for the purpose of securing the manufacture and
development of the invention in this country.

Communications in first instance to :-
A. P. THURSTON & CO., Bank Chambers,

329, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

ADVERT I SEMENTS

As far as possible all advertisements
appearing in "P.W." are subjected
to careful scrutiny before publication,
but should any reader experience
delay or difficulty in getting orders
fulfilled, or should the goods supplied
not be as advertised, information -.
should be sent to the Advertise-
ment Manager, "Popular Wireless,"
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
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event in wireless history
-accurate reproduction at a popular
price. Almost every home in England
can :now have its Blue Spot Speaker.
Hoitsed in a beautiful walnut case

This
speaker's
arrival

on the market is a great

41K

this fine speaker costs Fifty
Shillings. 501w

This new and splendid
speaker represents all
that is highest in loud,

speaker reproduction. The walnut
case is a perfect piece of the cabinet
maker's art, and the driving unit is
66R, the finest unit in
the world. Price

Meet us at :-
OLYMPIA, SEPT. 19.27-STAND No. 217. MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, OCT. 8.I8-STAND No. 26, MAIN HALL

 TIME 13RI1111/1H IBM JIM CCMIPANY 1.11-0,
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON; E.C. z

'Phone: Clerkenrvell 357o. 'Grams: " Pluospot, Smith, London.".

Distributors fo Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), LTD., too, London Roaa,
Sheffield;; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 583, George Street, Glasgow.
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THE t H.T. UNIT
FOR A.C. AND D.C.

Cuts out the costly H.T. Battery.
Gives immunity from all, danger
of live contact because it is All -
Insulated.
Gial safe H.T. current from any
electric supply at a cost of approxi-
mately 3'- per annum.
FITS PORTABLES and suits all
sets up to five valves-output 20
milliamps for A.C. and D.C.
Improves reception amazingly.
Sells at a popular price.

A.C. MODEL - £4-15-0
D.C. MODEL - £2 -12-6
SEE OUR STAND No. 61
RADIO EXHIBITION,
Ground Floor, Main Hall, Olympia,

The Sensation
at Olympia

NEW ALL- INSULATED

IWIlf IU LIT
Nikalloy---the Marvellous New Metallurgical Discovery-
has been applied by R.I. Research Workers and Engineers to a
new H.T. Unit.
Absolutely Revolutionary in Safety, Efficiency and Economy,
this Nikalloy H.T. Unit attains a new achievement for British
Radio and R.I. Reputation, equalled only by the performance of
the Big 3-the "Hyvermu and "Hypermite " Transformed
and the "Hypercore Choke.

Ask your dealer or write for illustrated descriptive leaflet.

R.I., LTD., "MADRIGAL" WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON. P HTUNIT
Printed and published every Thursday by thirProprietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Advertisement
Offices : Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 (Telephone : City 7261). Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Subscription Rates : Inland and Canada, 17/4 per annum

'
8/8 for six months. Abroad (except Canada), 19/6 per annum ; 9,9 for six months. Sole Agents for Australia

and New Zealand : Ille.srs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. ; and for South Africa : Central- News Agency, Ltd. Saturday, September 27th, 1930. S.S.


